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EDITORS'PREFACE TO VOLUME VIII

The original plan for theTheological Dictionary of the OldTbstament provided for the

completion of this multivolume work over the span of approximately a decade. Almost
immediately such a swift realization proved to be utopian. The abundant influx of new
insights in exegesis (e.g., pressing discussions concerning the Pentateuch, the Deuter-
onomistic history, the prophetic books, etc.), lexicography and semantics, comparative
linguistics, ancient Near Eastem studies, and certainly not least archaeology with the
discovery of new cultures (e.g., Tell Mardikh-Ebla) again and again forced to a standstill
the otherwise unimpeded flow of work on the Dictionary. Many entries that had already
been completed had to be reedited. Rightly so, several contributon and subscribers
expressed their displeasure.

In the midst of this persistent grappling our venture encountered a serious blow. On
April 15, 1981, Professor Gerhard Johannes Botterweck died. His profound knowledge
of the Old Testament and is milieu, his vast experience in all practical matters as-

sociated with book production, his organizational skills, and above all his theological
foresightedness had come to be of inestimable value to our undertaking. All this will
be missing in the future. All colleagues acknowledge with gratitude the value of his
accomplishments. R.I.P.

Dr. Heinz-Josef Fabry a student of Professor Botterweck and an editorial colleague
since 1971, has become the new co-editor. This should guarantee a continuity in the
editorial work in keeping with the established principles.

Deliberation over fundamental matters is therefore unnecessary. The principal goal
of the project remains the same (see the Preface to Volume I), to analyze the Hebrew
words semantically. The presentation of the fundamental concepts intended by the
respective words and terms, the traditions in which they occur, and the different nuances
of meaning they have in each tradition stand at the focus of this analyical work, so

that in the end one might ultimately bring together the individual building blocks of
an Old Testament theology.

H elmer Rin g gren / H e inz-J o s ef Fabry

xl
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Lat.
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lit.
LThK

LXX
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Mand.
MarThSt
MASt
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MdD
MEE
mg.
Midr.
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Moab.
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Kommentar zum A\ ed. E. Sellin-J. Herrmann, l*ipzig, Gtitersloh
Kommentare und Beitriige zwn Alten und Neuen Testament, Diisseldorf
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Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit, l, ed. M. Dietrich-O. Lorea-

J. Sanmartin. AOAT,24 (1976)
Keilschrifturkunde aus Boghazkdi, Berlin
Kerygma und Dogma, Giittingen
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RevQ, 4 (1963-g), 163-234
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E. W. Lane, An Arabic-English lzxicon, 8 vols. (London, 1863-1893, repr.

l 968)
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Itipzige r iigyptische Studien, Gltickstadt
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W. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contributions to the Hebrew lzxicon (Los

Angeles,1958)
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F. Zonell, l,exicon hcbraicwn et aramaicum Veteis Tbstamenri (Rome, 1958,

repr. 1968)
A. Dillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae (Leipzig, 1865)
C. Brockelmann, l,exicon syriacum (Halle, 1928, 21968)

M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris fiir semitische Epigraphik (Giessen, 1900-1915)
G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz zwn hebriiischez AI (Stuttgart, 1958, 21966)

literally
I*xikonfilr Theologie und Kirche, ed. M. Buchberger, l0 vols. (Freiburg, 1930-

38); ed. J. H<ifer-K. Rahner, 10 vols. with index,3 sups. (21957-1968,31966-
68)

Septuagint (LXXA, Codex Alexandrinus; LXXB, Codex Vaticanust LXXR, Luci-
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Milanges d'archiologie et d'histoire de l'6cole frangaise de Rome, Pais
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Marburge r theolo gische Studien, Marburg
Miinchene r Agyptologischc Studien, Berlin
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E. S. Drower-R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictiorwry (Oxford, 1963)
Materiali Epigrafica di Ebla, ser. maior, Naples
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Midrash
Mededelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akadcmie van Wetenschapen,

Amsterdam
Moabite
Monograph
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MT Masoretic Text
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NedThT NederlandstheologischTijdschrift,Wageningen
NGWG Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft dcr Wissercchafien zu Gdttingen, Berlin
NJB The New Jerusalem Bible (New York, 1985)

no(s). number(s)
NRSV New Revised Standard Version (New York, 1989)

NRTb Nouvelk Revue Thiologiqne, Louvain, Paris
N.s. New Series
NT New Testament, Neues Testament, etc.
NfS New Testament Studies, Cambridge
NTI Norsk teologisk Tidsskrift, Oslo
OBO Orbis biblicus et orientalis, Fribourg, Giittingen
OBT Overtures to Biblical Theology, Philadelphia Minneapolis
obv. obverse of a papyrus or tablet
OD Oriental Instirute Publications, Chicago
OIZ Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, l*ipzig, Berlin
Or Orientalia, Rome
OrAnt Oriens antiquug Rome
OrBiblov Orientalia et biblica Lovaniercia, [.ouvain
OrSuec Orientalia Suecana, Uppsala
OSA Old South Arabic
OT Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.

OTL The Old Testament Library, Philadelphia, L,ouisville
OTS Oudtestamentische Studidn, l*iden
OuTWP Ou testomentiese werkgem.emslap in Suid-Afrika, Pretoria
p(p). page(s)
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Priestly sourcel)
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PAPS Proceedings of the Ameican Philosophical Society, Philadelphia
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PCRHP Publications du Centre de Recherches d'histoire et de philologie. Hautes 4tudes

orientales, Geneva
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Phil.-hist. Kl. Philosophische-historische Klasse
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Phoen. Phoenician
PJ Paldstinajahrbuch, Berlin
pl(s). plate(s)
pl. plural
PLO Porta linguarum oientalium, Wiesbaden
PN Personal name
PNU F. Grondiihl, Die Personennarnen der Texte aus Ugarit. StPohl, | (1967)
prep. preposition
PRU k Palnis royal d'Ugarir, ed. C. F.-A. Schaeffer-J. Nougayrol. MRS
ptcp. participle
Pun. Punic
PW A. Pauly-G. Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen Altertumswissen-

schaft,6 vols. (Stuttgart, 1839-1852); sup., ll vols. (1903-1956); ser.2, l0
vols. (1914-1948)

O Qere
a Qumran scroll (preceded by arabic numeral designating cave)

QuaestDisp Quaestiones disputatae, ed. K. Rahner-H. Schlier (Eng. ed., New York, 1961-)
R (preceded text in H. C. Rawlinson, The Cuneifurm Insciptions of Western Asia, 5 vols.

by roman (L,ondon, 1861-1884)
numeral)

R Redactor (RD, Deuteronomistic; RP, Priestly)
R. Rabbi
RA Revue d'assyriologie et d'archlologie orientale, Pais
MC Reallexikon fiir Antikc und Christentum, ed. T. Klauser (Stuttgart, 1950-)
RAcc F. Thureau-Dangin, Rituels accadiens (Paris, l92l)
nAn H. Bonnet, Reallexikon der tigyptischen Religionsgeschichte @er\n, 1952,21971)
RB Revue biblique, Paris
RdM Die Religionen der Menschheir, ed. C. M. Schrcider, Stuttgart
REJ Revue des 6tudes juives, Pais
repr. reprint. reprinted
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number
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RevBibl Revista biblica, Buenos Aires
RevExp Review and Expositor; Louisville
RevQ Revue de Qumrdn, Paris
RGG Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwarr (Ttibingen, 21927-1931, ed.

H. Gunkel-L. Zscharnack, 5 vols.; 31957-1965, ed. K.Galling, 6 vols.)
RHPR Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Paris
RHR Reyue de l'histoire des religions, Pais
RivBiblCalz Rivista biblica, Rafoel Calzada, Argentina
RIA. Reallexikon der Assyriologie, ed.E. Ebeling-B. Meissner (Berlin, 1932-)
RLV Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte, ed. M. Ebert, 15 vols. (Berlin, 1924-1932)
RoB Religion och Bibel, Stockholm
RS Ras Shamra text
RSO Rivista degli studi oientali, Rome
RSP Ras Shamra Parallels: The Texts from Ugarit and the Hebrew Bible, ed. L. R.

Fisher, er al.,l, AnOr 49 (1972);ll, AnOr 50 (1975); l[l, AnOr 5l (1981)
RSV Revised Standard Version (New York, 1946,1952)
RT Receuil de travaux relatifs d la philologie et d I'archeologie igyptiennes et

assyriennes, Paris
rto. recto, on the obverse of a papyrus or tablet
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RyNP G. Ryckmans, Les noms propres sud-simitiques,3 vols. Bibliothique de mus6on,

2 (Louvain, 1934-35)
SAHG A. Falkenstein and W. von Sden, Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und

Gebeten (Zurich, 1953)
Sam. Samaritan
SAT Die Schiften des ATs im Auswald, ed. H. Gunkel-H. Gressmann (Gtittingen)

SAW Sitzungsberichte der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien,

Vienna
SBFIA Studii biblici franciscani liber annus, Jerusalem

SBL Society of Biblical Literature
SBZSBS SBL Sources for Biblical Study, Chico, Atlanta
SBM Stuttgarter biblische Monographien
SBOT Sacred Bool<s ofthe OT ed. P. Haupt (London, 1893)

SBS Stuttgarter Bibel-Sndien
SBf Studies in Biblical Theology, London, Naperville
ScrHier Scipta hierosolynitana, Jerusalem
SDAW Sitzungsberichte der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin
SEA Svensk exegetisk Aarsbok,Lund
Sem Semitica, Pais
ser. series
Seux J. M. Seux, Epithbtes royales akkadiens et sumiriennes (Paris, 1967)

sg. singular
SHAW Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften

SIDA Scripta Instituti Donneriani Aboensis, Stockholm
S/ Studia Judaica, Berlin
SJT Scottish Joumal of Theology, Edinburgh
SKG.G Schrifien der Kdnigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschafi, Geisteswissenschaftliche

Klasse, Halle
SNumen Sup to Numen Leiden
SNUAO Skifter utgitt av det Norskc Vdenskaps-Akademi i Oslo
Sond Sonderband, Sonderheft
SOTS Society for Old Testament Studies, Cambridge
SPAW Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin
SSN Studia semitica neerlnndica, Assen

st. status
StAns Studia Anselmiana, Rome
STANT Sndien zum Alten und Neum Testament, Munich
St.-B. H. L. Strack-P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum NT aus Talmud und Midrasch, 6

vols. (Munich, 1922-1961, s1969)

SIDI Studia et docurnenta ad iura oientis aniqui peninentia, l*tden
STDJ Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, Leiden, Grand Rapids
SIFS Studia Francisci Scholten memoiae dicata, l-niden
StJl,A Studies in Judaism in late Antiquity, Leiden
STLI Studies and Tbxts. Philip W. Lown Institute of Advanced Judaic Studies, Bran-

deis University, Cambridge, Mass.

StOr Studia orientalia, Helsinki
StPb Sndia Postbiblica, Leiden
StPohl Studia Pohl, Rome
StSem Studi semitici, Rorne
SrZ Studi e testi, Rome
StTh Studia theologica, Lund, Arhus
Studcen Studium generale, Berlin
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STUNT Studien zur Umwelt des NTs, G0ttingen
subst. substantive
suf. sulfix
Sum. Sumerian
Sup Supplement(s) (to)
s.v. sub voce (vocibus), under the word(s)
SW Supplements to W, l*iden
Synt C. Brockelmann, Hebrciische Syntax (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1956)
Syr. Syriac
Sy, Syia: Revue d'art oriental et d'archiologie Paris
SZ Kurzgefasster Kommentar zu den heiligen Schrtften Alten und Neuen Tbsta-

nnentes, ed. H. L. Strack-O. Z&kler (Nordlingen, 1886-1898)
TAD Textbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypt, ed. B. Porten-A. Yardin,

4 vols. (Jerusalem, 1986).
TAik Teologinen aikaknuskirja, Helsinki
Targ. Targum
TCL Textes cuniifurmes du Musde du buvre,3l vols. (Paris, 1910-1967)
TDNT Theological Dictionary of the NT, ed. G. Kittel-G. Friedrich, l0 vols. plus index

(Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, 196/'-1976)
ThArb Theologische Arbeiten, Berlin
THAT Theologisches Handwiirterbuch zum AT ed. E. Jenni-C. Westermann, 2 vols.

(Munich, l97l-79)
ThB Theologische Biicherei, Munich
TbLZ Theologische Literaturzeitung, Leipzig, Berlin
ThQ Theologische Quartalschift, Tiibingen, Stungart
ThSt Theologische Studien, Zurich
ThStKr Theologische Studien und Kritiken, Hamburg, Gotha, Leipzig
ThVat Theologia viatorum, Berlin
ThZ Theologische Zeitschrift, Basel
Tigr. Tigrina
TigrWb E. Littmann-M. Hiifner, Wiinerbuch der Tigre-Spraclre (Wiesbaden, 1962)
trans. translation, translated by
TRE Theologische Realenryklopiidie, ed. G. Krause-G. Miiller-H. R. Balz, 22 vols.

(Berlin, 1977-1992)
TrThZ Trierer theologische Zeitschrift
TU Texte und Untersuchungen der altchristlichen Literatua Leipzig, Berlin
TWNT Theologisches Wiirterbuch zum NT, ed. G. Kittel-G. Friedrich, l0 vols. plus

index (Stungart, 1933-1979)
UCPNES University of California Publications in Near Eastern Studies, Berkeley
UF Ugait-Forschungen, Neukirchen-Vluyn
Ugar. Ugaritic
UM C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Manual. AnOr 35 (1955)
UT C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic kxtbook AnOn 38 (1965,21967)
UUA Uppsala (Jniversitets drsskrift
v(v). verse(s)
VAB Vorderasiatische Bibliothek7vols.(Leipzig,1907-1916)
UAS Vorderasiatische Schriftdenloniiler der kbniglichen Museen, Berlin
VAWA Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam
VG C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleich.enden Grammatik der semitischen

Sprachen,2 vols. (1908-1913, repr. Hildesheim, l96l)
VIOF Veroffentlich. Institut fiir Oientforschung, Berlin
vo. verso, on the reverse of a papyrus or tablet
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W Vetus Testamentum, Leiden
Vulg. Vulgate
WAW.L Verhandelingen van de Koninklijkc Vlaamse Academie voor Wetenschappen,

lztteren en Schone Kunsten van Belgi|, Klasse der letteren, Brussels

WbAS A. Erman-H. Grapow, Wdrterbuch der iigyptischen Sprache, 6 vols. (Leipzig,
1926-193l,repr. 1963)

WbMyth Wiirterbuch der Mythologie, ed. H. W. Haussig (Stuttgart, 1965-)
WBTV Wiener Beitrtige zur Theologie, Vienna
Wehr H.Wehr,ADictionaryofModernWittenArabic,ed.J.M.Cowan(Ithaca, 1961,

3197t,41979)

Whitaker R. E. Whitaker, A Concordance of the Ugaritic Language (Cambridge, Mass.'
r972)

WMANT Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Tbstament, Neukirchen-
Vluyn

WO Die Welt des Orients, Gdttingen
WTM J. Levy, Wiinerbuch iiber die Talmudim und Midraschim, 4 vols. (Leipzig,

21924, repr. 1963)
WUS J. Aistleitnet Wiirterbuch der ugaitischen Sprache. ASAW Phil.-hist. Kl.,

10613 (196f,41974)
WZ Halle llissenschaftliche Zeitschift der Martin-Luther-Universitiit Halle-Wittenberg,

Halle
IYZ Leipzig Wssenschaftliche kitschrifi der Karl-Marx-Universitiit l*ipzig
WZKM Wiener Zzitschnft fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Vienna
7A. Zeitschrift fiir Assyiologie, Leipzig, Berlin
ZAS Zeitschift fiir iigyptische Sprache und Altenwnskunde, l*ipzig, Berlin
7AW Zeitschifi fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenscftaf, Giessen, Berlin
ZBK Ziircher Bibelkommentare, Zuich, Stuttgart
ZDMG Zeitschift der Deutschen Morgenliindischcn Gesellschafi, Letpzig, Wiesbaden

ZDPV Zeitschnft des Deutschen Pakistina-Vereins, Leipzig, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden

ZKTI Zeitschnft fiir katholische Theologie, Innsbruck
ZNW Zeitschnfi fiir die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, Gies*n, Berlin
ZRFOP Zion Research Foundation, Occasional Publications
ZRGG tuitschifi fiir Religions- und Geistesgeschichte, Cologne
ZS Zeitschrift fiir Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete, Leipzig
ZThK ZeitschififiirTheologie und Kirche,Tiibingen
ZWTh Zeitschnfi fiir wissenschaftliche Thcologie, lena
-) cross-reference within this Dictionary
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> whence derived, to
'* theoretical form
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1)\ ta*oa; t>i teked;nlD?D malkdle1

Contents: l. The Root /,td: 1. Statistics; 2. LXX; 3. Qumran. II. OT Usage: l. Original Usage;

2. Metaphorical Application; 3. "Capture, Seize"; 4. Cast Lots; 5. Occurrences in Job.

I. The Root lkd. The verb //<d exhibits the basic meaning "capture, catch" and is

used in the OT with reference to both animals and human beings. In Akkadian the same

root lakodu(m) means to "run," while Akk. trniddu(m) corresponds to Heb' lkd.t T\e
Aramaic t n{ tr4o4 in the Targumim @st. 1:8; Eccl. 7:27) shifts the original meaning

ro "seize, tak hold of." The stem has a similar meaning in Phoenician,2 while Arab.

lakida means "stick, cleave to."

I . Statistics. The root /ftd occurs altogether 1 17 times in the OT: 83 times in the qal,

32 times in the niphal, and twice in the hithpael. By far the most numerous occurrences

of lkd are in the historical writings, especially in the Deuteronomistic history and,

probably influenced by these, in Jeremiah. The overall distribution of the verb breaks

down as follows: 7 occurrences in the Pentateuch, 55 in the Deuteronomistic history,

10 in Chronicles, 1 in Nehemiah, 3 in the Psalms, 4 in Job, 5 in Proverbs, I each in

Ecclesiastes and Lamentations,4 in Isaiah, 2l in Jeremiah,2 each in Daniel and Amos,

I in Habbakuk. In addition, Prov. 3:26 attests the noun lekeQ, "snare," derived from

the verb, and Job 18:10 the nolun malkoy'e1, "trap." The verb lM also occurs in the

Hebrew text of Sir. 9:3d and in MS. D in 37:1lb'

Z. lXX. The LXX generally renders the root lkd with lambdnein and its compounds

katalambdnein, prokatalambdnein, and syllambdncin, although there is no apparent

reason for the differences prompting the choice of the simple or compound forms'

3. Qumran. The root /M occurs 3 times in the Qumran texts: [n lQpHab 4:4,the
term refers to the taking of fortifications, and in lQH 2:29;8:34, to a foot being caught

in a snare (or net).

II. OT Usage.
l. Original IJsage. The root lkdprobably originally referred to the capturing of wild

animals: according to Jgs. 15:4 Samson captured three hundred foxes. Besides human

beings, predatory animals also occasionally occur as the subject of such capturing, e.g.,

a lion in Am. 3:4. According to Am. 3:5, birds are captured in a trap or snare. It is not

surprising that at an early stage the original meaning of llcd was transferred to the

capture of human beings in war, the common elements being the use of force and the

l. AHw, I ( 1965), 459b-461b, 529a.
2. DISO,138.
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deprivation of freedom; cf. Josh. ll:17; Jgs. 7:25;'8:12,14; 2 S. 8:4; 2 Ch.22:9;33:ll;
Job 36:8; Jer. 6:ll; Lam.4:20.

2. Metaphorical Application. T-be use of //cd is transposed into the religious and
especially the ethical sphere above all in the prophetic writings and Wisdom Literature.
Prov. 6:2 uses lkd metaphorically to refer to the obligation arising through promises
and pledges.

Both God and sin in various guises appear as the subject of the verb, which is placed
primarily in the service of divine judgment. According to Jer. 5:26,the sin of Jerusalem's
inhabitants is that they seek to capture human beings, and according to Jer. 18:22 the
prophet is threatened with capture. The inhabitants of Jerusalem (Jer. 6: I l; 8:9), Moab
(48:44), and Babylon (51:56) are threatened with capture as a part of divine judgment.
According to Isa. 8:15, God himself will become a snare entrapping Jerusalem's
inhabitants, and according to Job 5:13 God captures the wise in their own craftiness.
With lkd he thus initiates the act-consequence relationship.3 Thus it happens that at
God's own initiative the wicked are caught in their own net @s. 9: l6[Eng. v. l5]; 35:8).
Prov. 5:22 means the same thing when the blasphemer is ensnared by his own iniquity
(cf. Jer. 18:22). Thus the psalmist, too, can hope that his antagonists will be trapped in
their own pride (Ps. 59: 1 3 [ 2]). Prov. l l :6 makes the same kind of statement in asserting
that the treacherous are ensnared by their own lust. This idea also forms the background
to the observation that a man taken in by feminine guile has gone astray from life (Eccl.
7:26); Sir. 9:3 similarly warns against the snares of a loose woman.

3. "Capture, Seize." In the majority of cases lkdrefers to capturing and conquering
cities and countries (altogether 7l times). We first encounter the verb in this meaning
in the Pentateuch in Nu. 2l:32;32:39,41f.4 In Nu. 32:39-42, /ftd describes the conquest
of the territory east of the Jordan, particularly Gilead. This pericope is probably one
of the oldest Pentateuchal traditions.

The verb occurs 3 times in the recapitulation of the events starting with Israel's
departure from Horeb and ending with their arrival in the territory east of the Jordan
(Dt.2i34f .;3:4). In the fust two instances it stands in context with -+ dai haram and
serves as the prerequisite for the consecrated extermination of the entire male popula-
tion. This explains why lkd (usually with hrm or nkh),judgetragainst its frequency and
meaning, becomes virnrally a terminus technicus for the conquest of the land as

portrayed in Joshua. This connection with hrm can already be discerned in its first
occurrence in Josh. 6:2Of., the conquest of Jericho. The taking of Ai (Josh. 8:19,21)
also precedes its consecration to destruction (8:24). In 1O:28,32,35, this zeugma be-
comes a standard expression. Josh. l0:37 reports that the same fate befell Hebron, and

3. Cf. G. von Rad, OT Theology, I (Eng. trans., New York, 1962),26+66, 384-87, 4l l-13.
4. According to M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 165f., "Num. 2l:32ap, with an

expression which is out of context and incomplete, must be an addition."
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likewise v. 39 for Debir and all its towns. Finally, 10:42 uses /kd to summarize Joshua's

subjugation of the entire southern region (= southern Palestine)'

Josh. 11:10-12 reports further that Israel dealt similarly with Hazor and its royal

cities in the north (= northern Palestine). In Josh. l5:16f. (cf. Jgs. l:12f.), l/<d refers to

the taking of Kiriath-sepher. The conquest concludes with the taking of [rshem and

the destruction of its inhabitants (Josh. 19:47). Jgs. 1:18 adds that Judah took three

Philistine cities; according to 9:45 the usurper Abimelech took Shechem, although

ultimately the siege and taking of Thebez was his undoing (w. 50-57).

In 2 S. 5:7 , lkd describes David's taking of the stronghol d of zion (cf. 1 ch. I I :5),

and in 2 S. 12:26-29 his siege and taking of Rabbah of the Ammonites. In addition to

I K. 9:16; 16:18; and 2 K. 12:18(17), mention should be made especially of the

conquest of Samaria in 2 K. 17:6 (cf. 18: l0) and the fall of the northern kingdom. The

verb lM occurs with similar meaning in 2 Ch. l2:4; 13:19; l5:8; l7:2;28:18; 32:18;

Isa. 20:1. Influenced by the Deuteronomistic history and in retrospect of Samaria's fate,

Jeremiah uses the Same term to announce the threat of Jerusalem's own conquest by

Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 32:3,24,28;34:22;37:8;38:3) as Yahweh's irreversible judgmen-

tal decree. The same fate then overtakes Babylon itself (Jer. 50:2,9,24;51:31,41).

Preparatory measures for a successful siege include seizing vital water sources and

cutting them offfrom the enemy; this action, too, is describedby lkdinJgs.3:28;7:24;
l2.,5.

4. Casting lots. An additional, more nturow and specialized meaning for lkd is

attested in Joshua and I Samuel: "to cast lots, to take by lots." In the pericope Josh.

7:14-18, /kd occurs 8 times with this specific meaning,4 times each in the qal and

niphal. The specialized use of ll<dhere suggests that the conquest of Ai depends on the

complete consecration to destruction of all booty. Thus according to the laws of holy

war a unique kind of "conquest" and "capture" must be applied to the guilty Achan;

he along with his entire property is subjected to the most severe punishment: utter

annihilation by fre. The text is reporting specifically a covenant transgression. The

translation "cast lots, take by lots" is derived from the sense ofthe text. The Hebrew

text itself does not attest the equivalent for "lots"; rather, the entire process is expressed

by the single verb lkd, and thus the specifics of the inquiry and proceedings cannot be

discerned.
In I S. l0:20f., lkd in the niphal is used 3 times to refer to Samuel's official

appointment of Saul as the king of Israel. In a manner similar to Josh.7:14-18, this

degermination by lots also proceeds from the larger unity of the entire people down to

the actual chosen individual. Here too, however, there is no indication of the exact

nature of this oracular determination by lots. The verb /td suggests that the power of
God stands behind Saul's appointment as king, a power deciding through almost

physical intervention. I S. 14:47 uses the same root to describe Saul's assumption of
kingship (cf. the same situation in Dnl.6:l[5:31];7:18, where Atarn. qabbEl is used).

Finally, in 1 S. l4:41f. the casting of lots seryes as a final means of determining who

has transgressed against Saul's oath (v.24) not to eat food until evening. After inquiries

to God yield no answer (v. 37), the casting of lots decides as the ultimate authority; it
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falls on the royal house itself, whereas the people go free. Further casting of lots finally
specifies Jonathan, who exhibits no hesitation about accepting death. Only the inter-
vention of the people on his behalf spares his life.

5. Occurrences in Job. The 2 occurrences of lkdinthe hithpael recall the general
occurences of lkd by expressing the same kind of tenacity or firmness otherwise
resulting from an act of seizing or grasping. Thus Job 38:30 can say of the surface of
water that frost causes it to become hard as a stone. Job 4l:9(17) says that the
impenetrable scales of the crocodile are firmly faslened and cannot be separated.

This confirms that the background of the broad and various uses of /k/ is always
the idea of the application of force and of the resulting firmness or stability.

Gross

1pl nma4; 'IlD? [mm0d; r??D malmdd; T'D?D dmid

contents: I. Ancient Near East. II. or Usage and Qumran: l. Qal; 2. piel; 3. Late occunences;
4. Qumran;5. Derivations. tU. Summary. IV. LXX.

I. Ancient Near East. The verb lmdis used in Ugaritic texts to mean "learn, practice"
or "instruct."l The corresponding pass. ptcp. lmd, "apprentice," occurs several times.2
Apprentices clearly constituted a broad category in ancient Ugarit. In Akkadian the verb
lamadu had approximately the same meaning as yd'in Hebrew: "experience, acquire,
learn, understand, comprehend, know (a woman)," D "instruct, teach."3 Aldmid pirilti
was a "knower of mysteries," a soothsaying priest, possibly an ecstatic.a peculiarly,
talmtdu means not only "apprentice" but also "(broken-in) plow."s

ldmad.W. Barclay, Educational ldeals inthe AncientWorld (l959,repr. Grand Rapids, 1974);
H. Brunner, Altdgyptische Erziehung (wiesbaden, 1957); L. Dtn, Das Erziehungswesen im AT
und im antiken Oient. MVAG, 3612 (1932); H.-J. Fabry, ..Gott im Gesprach zwischen den
Generationen," Katechctische Bkittee 107 (1982),754-76o; H. Gese, Lehre und wirHichkeit in
der ahen weisheit (Tiibingen, 1958); J. c. Greenfield, "ugaritic mdl and Its cognates," Bibl, 45
(1964),527-534; E. Jenni, "1D, lnd lemen," THATt,872-75;A. Klostermann,..Schulwesen
im alten Israel," Theologische Srudien. Festschrift T khn Q-eipzig,1908),193-232; A. Lemaire,
I*s icoles et laformation de la Bible dans l'ancien Isradl. OBO,39 (1981); E.Lnh*,Die
ordination im spdtjudentum und im Nr (Berlin, 1950/51); H. Torczyner (Tur Sinai), Die Bun-
des.lade und die Anftinge dcr Religion Israels (Berlin,2lgzo); fl. Yalon, "The Meaning of !lrr,
'ttt)," Tarbiz, 3614 (1966-67), 396-400.

l. KTU,1.6 VI, 55; 1.181,29;1.6 VI, 54; l.18 VI,29.
2. WUS, no. 1469.
3. AHw,I (1965), 531f.; CAD,Ix (1973), 53tr
4. AHw,I, 53lb; CAD,[){,55.
5. AHw,III (1981), l3ll.
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The term is used in Semitic languages with slight variations of meaning. The Arabic
term lamadn means "subject oneself,"6 and Eth. lamada means "learn, accustom

oneself." These meanings suggest that in the ancient Semitic world learning and

teaching were not conducted totally without disciplinary measures.T Yet another seman-

tic development occurs in Old South Arabic and Syriac. In Old South Arabic the word

means "pull over, psste ove1,"8 while in Syriac it means "cleave to."e

II. OT Usage and Qumran.

l. Qal. The Hebrew verb lmd means "learn" in the qal and "teach" in the piel. The

underlying meaning appeius to be "have experiences," perhaps alsol0 "accustom

oneseH to something, become familiar with something." [t is easy to see that this
familiarization often took place with the aid of a whip (esp. in Proverbs).ll

As might be expected, the verb occurs most frequently in the prophetic writings,
the Psalms, and Deuteronomy. The relatively infrequent mention of learning in the

historical writings is due to the fact that ancient Israel had no organized system of
education of the kind familiar to us from ancient Sumer and Babylonia. Israel had

nothing comparable to the "tablet house" of the Mesopotamian cultures. Instruction

was usually provided by one's father (Dt. 6:2fiff .1.r2 In contrast, the frequent mention

of learning in the poetic writings and Deuteronomy results from the fact that these

writings understand it religiously. Here it usually does not refer to the appropriation of
general knowledge or of knowledge applicable to daily life, but rather to the acquisition
of specialized insights.

Whenever "disciples" are mentioned, the reference is not to pupils in a school, but
rather usually to the followers of a prophet (2 K.2:3ff.; Isa. 8:16; 50:4).

The semantic element 36learn" manifests itself particularly in the qal. An old ad-

monition in Isa. l:17 exhorts the people to "learn to do good." Similar expressions

also occur in later sections of the book. Through God's judgment the people will "learn
righteousness," whereas the wicked do not leam righteousness (Isa. 26:9f.). Those who
go astray will come to understanding, "learn (RSV 'accept') instruction (leqah)," and

fear Israel's God (Isa. 29:24). In God's future human beings will never again lift up

swords or learn to wage war (Isa. 2:4 par. Mic. 4:3). The book of Jeremiah also

conceives learning religiously: "Thus says Yahweh: 'Do not learn the way of the

nations, or be dismayed at the sigas of the heavens' " (Jer. 10:2).13 Foreign nations are

6. Cf. Guillaume,4.
7. Cf. the basic meaning proposed by HAI. "prick, spur on."
8. ContiRossini, l7l.
9. kxSyr 367.
10. So L. Koehler.
ll. Cf. also M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, "'Ephraim is a well-trained heifer'and Ugaritic mdl,"

Bibl, 4t (1960), @-66.
12. Cf. the discussion of Fabry.
13. Cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography ry" Bibl, 47 (1966), 410.
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given the oppornrnity to "diligently learn the ways of my people"; only then will they
be incorporated into the holy people (Jer. 12:16). In the song of the lioness, Ezekiel
speaks about the young lion who leamed to catch prey (Ezk. 19:3,6), a metaphor for
young Israel.

Deuteronomy emphasizes the importance of learning. Irarning should especially
be directed to God's law and regulations, whose significance is repeatedly underscored.
"Hear, o Israel, the statutes and ordinances that I am addressing to you today; you
shall learn them and observe them diligently" (Dt. 5:l). Deuteronomy views this kind
of learning as essential for life: "Assemble the people for me, and I will let them hear
my words, so that they may learn to fear me as long as they live on the earth, and may
teach their children so" (Dt. 4: l0). similar statements occur in Dt. 14:23; 17:19;31:13,
whereas l8:9 shifts the emphasis of the admonition elsewhere: "when you come into
the land that Yahweh your God is giving you, you must not learn to imitate the abhorrent
practices of those nations."

In Wisdom Literature learning is directed primarily to the acquisition of proper
insight: "I have not learned wisdom, nor have I knowledge of the holy ones" (prov.
30:3). This is also clear in Ps. ll9: "I will praise you with an upright heart, when I
learn your righteous ordinances" (v. 7); "it is good for me that I was humbled, so that
I might learn your statutes" (v. 7l); and "your hands have made and fashioned me;
give me understanding that I may learn your commandments" (v. 73).

2. Piel. The verb is often used in the piel with the meaning "teach someone
something"; here, too, the religious understanding predominates. As with the qal,
the Psalms and Deuteronomy attest the most occurrences. Among the prophets only
Jeremiah uses the verb with any frequency; otherwise it hardly occurs in the pro-
phetic writings, perhaps because they considered teaching useless and without sig-
nificance.

The term is introduced in a thoroughly characteristic fashion in Dt.4:l: "So now,
o Israel, give heed to the statutes and ordinances that I am teaching you to observe,
so that you may live to enter and occupy the land that Yahweh, the God of your
ancestors, is giving you." virtually the same words and sense recur in Dt. 4:5,10,14;
5:31; 6:1. The negative form of the admonition occurs in Dt. 20:17f.: ..you shall
annihilate them 

- the Hittites and the Amorites, the Canaanites and the Perizzites, the
Hivites and the Jebusites-just as Yahweh your God has commanded, so that they
may not teach you to do all the abhorrent things that they do for their gods, and you
thus sin against Yahweh your God."

Dt. 11:19 is concerned with teaching children, and says of God's words: "Teach
them to your children, talking about them when you are at home and when you are
away, when you lie down and when you rise." Yahweh decrees that one should teach
what is known as the Song of Moses to the Israelites: "Now therefore write this song,
and teach it to the Israelites; put it in their mouths, in order that this song may be a
witness for me against the Israelites" (Dt.31:19). shortly thereafter we read: "That
very day Moses wrote this song and taughr it to the Israelites" (v. 22). 2 s. l: l g is also
concerned with the teaching of a song, in this case a lament composed by David: "He
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ordered that it be taught to the people of Judah." Ono Eissfeldt,l4 however, thinks this

refers to "training in the use of tools of war." In another Davidic song we read: "He

trains my hands for war, so that my arms can bend a bow of bronze" (2 5.22:35 par.

Ps. 18:35[Eng. v. 34]). tgs.3:2 also states clearly that Yahweh taught the Israelites how

to wage war.
Ps. 25 speaks of a different teaching activity: "Make me to know (yd'hiphil) your

ways, O Yahweh; teach me (lmd piel) your paths. Lead me in your truth, and teach me,

for you are the God of my salvation" (vv. 4,5). "Good and upright is Yahweh; therefore

he instructs sinners in the way. He leads the humble in what is right, and teaches the

humble his way" (vv. 8f.). Ps. 34:12(ll) reflects this same wisdom tradition: "Come,

O children, listen to me; I will teach you the fear of Yahweh." Ps. 5l:15(13) mentions

the instruction of sinners: "Then I will teach transgressors your ways, and sinners will
return to you." The words "for instmction" in the superscription to Ps. 60, a lament

and petition, are more puzzling. Perhaps this is referring to the kind of teaching of

God's deeds and great works of which Ps. 71:17 speaks: "O God, from my youth you

have taught me, and I still proclaim your wondrous deeds. So even to old age and gray

hairs."
Ps. 94 also refers to being taught by God: "He who disciplines the nations, should

he not chastise, he who teaches knowledge to humankind?" (v. l0); "happy are those

whom you discipline, O Yahweh, and whom you teach out of your law (tOrA)" (v. l2).

In both cases lmd stands together with + '10! ydsar; in v. 12 one should note that

Yahweh's + ;11'ln tbrA serves as the medium of instruction.

In the unique Ps. 132, a so-called "song of ascents" (itr hamma'"/61) which func-

tioned perhaps as a festival liturgy, one encounters the idea that the king and his sons

were taught by Yahweh: "Yahweh swore to David a sure oath . . . : 'One of the sons

of your body I will set on your throne. If your sons keep my covenant and my decrees

that I shall teach them, their sons also, forevermore, shall sit on your throne"' (Ps.

132:11f.). In Ps. 144:l as well, the teaching is directed to the king, and the teacher is

God, who teaches the king how to wage war: "Blessed be Yahweh, my rock, who trains

my hands for war, and my fingers for battle." This reflects older conceptions that -
as we saw above - also appear in Ps. l8:35(34).

As expected, God's instruction in Psalm 119, a wisdom psalm, extends to the laws

and statutes which among the wise were always the primary object of all teaching:

"Blessed are you, O Yahweh; teach me your statutesl" (v. 12; cf. vv. 26,@,66,

108,124,135,171). A different idea occurs in v. 99: "I have more understanding than

all my teachers, for your decrees are my meditation." Obviously God is not conceived

as the teacher here, something unusual for this psalm.

Among the prophets the verb is used in Hos. l0: I I to characterize Ephraim: He was

like a "trained [i.e., tamed] heifer." The same metaphor is used in Jer.31:18, although

14. *zwei verkannte militiirtechnische Termini im AT," rI 5 (1955), 235-38 = KlSchr lll
(1966), 356-58.
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Ephraim is there compared with an untamed calf. Human commandments leamed by
rote (lmd pual) are rejected in Isa. 29:13.

Although in the book of Jeremiah teaching is conceived in an extremely wide and
varied sense, it is nonetheless almost always directed toward the religious dimension
in life. The people had forgotten God and grown accustomed to transgression (lmd piel;
Jer. 2:33). Their neighbors had taught the people to swear by Ba'al (12:16).Indeed,
their ancestors had taught the chosen people to follow the ba'als (9:13[a]). They had
taught their tongues to speak lies (9:4[5]). Thus did Yahweh's word come to the
lamenting women: "Teach to your daughters a dirge, and each to her neighbor a lament"
(9:19[20]).It had to end with disaster: "What will you say when they set as head over
you those whom you have trained (lmd piel) to be your allies?" (13:21). Though the
people were persistently taught, they did not listen (32:33). Though chastisement had
to come, one day a new covenant would be made: "No longer shall they teach one
another, or say to each other, 'Know Yahweh,' for they shall all know me" (31:34).
External teaching (lmA is replaced by inward knowledge (yd).

3. ktte Occurrences. In later poetic writings as well as in the late historical writings
the idea of learning and teaching loses something of the special significance the verb
exhibited in the qal and piel in the older literature. Although the word is used in a more
general sense, the reference to teaching and learning of the law still often resonates.
In Proverbs one is instructed to avoid sfrange women (Prov.5:13). The instruction
mentioned in Cant. 8:2 (MT contra LXX and Syr.): "I would lead you and bring you
into the house of my mother, who instructed me" (t"lamm"8dnt), apparently refers only
to the youth's daily life. Cant. 3:8 speaks of the swordbearers who were trained in war
(m"lumm"QA milhdmi). Qoheleth is called a wise person who "taught the people
knowledge" (Eccl. l2:9).

It is said that Ezra set his heart on teaching the people Yahweh's law and justice in
Israel (Ezr. 7:10). King Jehoshaphat also sent people to the cities ofJudah to teach the
people the law (2 Ch. l7:7,9). In David's time, people of Asaph, Jeduthun, and
Heman - were trained in singing for Yahweh (l Ch.25:7).In Dnl. l:4, the instruction
of the young Israelites is intended to teach them the letters and language of the
Chaldeans. ln Job 21:22, Job asks who could claim to teach God, considering that God
himself rules over all creation.

4. Qumran. The verb occurs several times in the Qumran writings. The War scroll
emphasizes that God will drive out the enemies; he had, after all, from time immemorial
taught the generations to wage war (lQM l0:2). He will also teach limp hands how to
fight (14:6). Even the horses had to be prepared for war (6:12) and the riders well
trained in riding (6:13). The people were a people of the saints of the covenant,
instructed in the laws (10:10).

The Qumran psalms speak of leaming wisdom; this is leaming brought about by
God, and wisdom placed into the heart (lQH 2:17). IQS 3:13 emphasizes that the
maSkil should both instruct (&yn hiphil) and teach (lmd piel) all the sons of light. AII
who entered into the covenant were to promise that they would teach their adversaries
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(lQS 10:26-11:l). The Rule of the Congregation decrees that each person in Israel be
instructed in the precepts of the covenant from youth onward in the book /rgw (lQSa
1:6f.).

5. Derivations. The term limmttQ refers to a pupil who receives instruction or is
otherwise introduced to something. In Isa.8:16, the reference is to the prophet's
disciples among whom the prophet will seal the torah.ls Deutero-Isaiah mentions
someone who has been taught by God and can teach others himself (Isa. 50:4). This
disciple is identified with Yahweh's servant. The same book, however, speaks of other
disciples as well, limmfrjA YHWH, whose idl6mwill be great (Isa.54:13).

The ancient prophets knew, however, that a person could also be a "disciple of evil"
(Jer. 13:23).16

The Qumran writings speak of "disciples of God" (lQH 2:39). Yet another psalm
recalls Isa. 50:4. The psalmist compares his own tongue with the limmfrlim of God
who are to instruct the heart (lQH 7:10,13f.). The Damascus document mentions the
limmtr/A 'el, "those taught by God" (CD 20:4), a self-characterization of the community
itself.

The term malmaS is aftested only in Jgs. 3:31. There it refers to the means whereby
Ehud (MT 'Shamgar') slew six hundred Philistines: an oxgoad of the kind used by
drovers, i.e., of the kind used to teach oxen to move on (cf. the basic meaning above!).

The term talmtd occurs only in I Ch. 25:8, which speaks of temple musicians who
were taught to sing for Yahweh. A talmtd was a person trained in this manner.

III. Summary. The verb lmd refers to leaming and instruction of all sorts, and
appears to have been the customary word for such activity and experience from an

extremely early period. From his father or mother a young man could learn either what
was useful or necessary for life, or particular skills such as how to wage war. Animals
were also capable of learning, e.9., a young lion from an older one, or a young heifer
from a human being. This everyday usage of the word, however, did not deiermine its
characteristic OT usage.

The predominating idea is that God is the ultimate teacher. In the earliest period he
is viewed as the teacher of any special skill. In time, however, this view shifted to one
of God as the teacher of the Torah and of all the regulations applying to ethical and
cultic life. He u'as the source of all instruction concerning these vital questions. This
also meant, however, that he was the teacher of all wisdom, and was the only one
capable of mediating this insight into the heavenly mysteries. Whoever was a limmfi/
YHWH was instructed by the highest authority and was thus in a position to instruct
others as well.

15, Cf. W. G. E. Watson, review of J. Jensen, The Use of t6ri by Isaiah. CBQ Mon.,3 (1973),
Bibl,56 (1975),27s.

16. According to KBLI'3 the occurrence of the word inJer.2:24 is due to scribal error.
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IV. LXX. The LXX is remarkably consistent in its rendering of ldma! and its
derivatives: diddskcin and mantMnein predominate, although deiknlein and paideta

are used in a few instances. MalmA! is rendered by the technical terms apotropous and

drotron.
Kapelrud

\9-l h'og; te-? ta'as: *\e-7 td'eg

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Semantic Field; 4. Versions. II. l. Mockery

from One's Enemies; 2. Yahweh as Subject; 3. Mockery from the Pious.

L l. Etymology. Apart from Biblical Hebrew, the root /'g is attested with certainty

only in Jewish Aramaic, Synac, and Middle Hebrew. Perhaps the Arabic term la'a{a,
"burn, be painful," also belongs to this group, and may even suggest the basic meaning.

In late Biblical Hebrew /'g appean to have been displaced by Aram. l?, "mock."l It
is generally agreed that l'g originally meant "stutter, starnmer."2 This meaning is
attested in Isa. 28:11;33:19 (probably also Hos.7:16) and is suggested by Syr. l'9,
"stutter," Syr. and Middle Heb. lagleg, "stutter," Mand. l'g, "barbarian," Atab.la[la!,
"stutter," Eth.-Tigr. ld'la'a, "stutter, stammer"; this is also confirtned to a certain extent

in secondary forms and modifications of the root (/" I, "speak confusedly, without
thinking," /'2, "speak incomprehensibly," 'lg, "stammer").3 The semasiological deriva-

tion "stutter" > "mock," however, is not convincing. The meaning "stutter" and similar
variations belong to an independent root which in view of its numerous secondary

forms in Northwest and Southern Semitic idioms one can characterize as onoma-

topoetic.

2. Occurrences. Among the 27 occurrences of the root, 18 attest the verbal form, 7
the noun la'ag. The uncertain term *la'Eg attests 2 further occurrences (Isa. 28: 1 I ; Ps.

35:16).4
The verb la'ag occurs overwhelmingly (12 times) in the qal (2K. 19.,21;lsa.37:22;

la'ag. O. Michel, "Verspottung," BHHW trI (1966), 2098f.; H. D. Preuss, Die Verspottung

fremdei Religionen im AT BWANT 92[5112] (1971) 141-153; L. Ruppert, Der leidende Gerechte

und seine Feinde (Witrzburg, 1973), 1l l-148; W. Mscher, "Der im Himmel Thronende lacht,"
Freude am Evangelium. Festschrift A. de Quervain. BEvTh, 44 (1966), 129-135.

l. HAI.II (1995), 532, on the basis of M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen un.d grammatikalischen
Ararnismen im alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch. BZAW, 96 (1966), no. 147; cf. W. Rudolph'
Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (1955), 336, on 2 Ch.36:16.

2. Cf . IzxHebAram: Guillatme,77.
3. According to KBL2 metathesis to /'g.
4. But cf . HAL
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ler.2O:7; Iob 9:23; ll:3;22:19;Ps.2:4;59:9[Eng. v. 8]; 80:7[6]; Prov. l:26; l7:5;
30:17). Additional occurrences of the qal forms emerge if in Ps. 25:2 one reads LXX
lly)"insteadof 'll)y',andinPs.35:16LXXfly) lfy)insteadof l'l9D !ltl).The
hiphil occurs 5 times (Job 2l:3; Ps.22:8Ul: Neh. 2:19;3:33[4:1];2 Ch. 30:10; cf. also

2 Ch.36:16; on /'b see above I.l). The niphal occurs only once (Isa. 33:19), and this
is the only passage where the verb is attested with the meaning "stalnmer" or something
similar. The noun la'ag, built on the form qatl, occurs almost always in the singular
(Iob 34:7 ; Ps. 44: 1 4[ I 3] ; 7 9 :4; L23:4; Ezk. 23:32; 36:4; with suf. Hos. 7 : 16). Only Isa.

28:ll (la'"gA, stative const., pl. of la'ag,s) and Hos. 7:166 attest the meaning "stam-
mering."

By far, then, the root occurs most frequently in the poetic books or poetic genres of
the OT. Wisdom and cultic poetry (8 times each) and, influenced by them, also various
prophetic gemes (5 times) are well represented. Only at a late period, and then notice-
ably infrequently (2 Ch. 30:10 with 36:16; Neh. 2:19; 3:33[4:l]; always hiphil), does

/'g also appear in narrative prose.

Later use (Sir. 4:l; 34:22; lQpHab 4:2,6i 1QM l2:7; emended text lQH 4: 16) shows

no change over against the OT.

3. Semantic Field. The meaning of /'9, "moch" is illuminated by numerous syn-

onyms and parallel terms in the various contexts. Verbs and nouns accompanying l'g
include those of -+ lnD Sdbaq, "laugh" (2 Ch.30:10; Ps. 2:4; 59:9[8]; Prov. l:26;
Jer.2O:7; lQpHab 4:lf .,6f.; {dhaq, Ezk.23:32), -+ nDi? fldmal.t, "rejoice" (Job 22:19;
Ps. 35:19,24; Prov. l7:5; lQpHab 4:lf.), -+ illJ bAzA, "despise," 11) bfrz "contempt"
(2K.19:21par. Isa. 37:22;2 Ch. 36:16; Neh.2:19; Ps.22:7[61;123:3; Prov.30:17;
Ezk. 36.4 fread ld!62); lQpHab 4:1f.; lQM l2:7f-); + r]'111 harap, "revile" (2 K.

19:2lf . par. Isa. 37:22f .; Ps. 22:7f .l6f .l; 44:14,17113,16l; 79:4; Prov. l7:5; Jer. 20:8),
-+ O)p qdlas, "scoff, mock" (Ps.44:14[3];79:4; Jer.20:8; lQpHab 4:lf.; lQM
l2:7f.), + r]'Il Cadap, "revile" (2 K. l9:2lf- par. Isa. 37.,22f; Ps. 44:17[L6l [with
v. 1a(13)l), and -+ o)> kalam, "rebuke, humiliate" (Ps. 44:16[15];Ezk.36:6 [with
v.4]); cf. further td'a', "make funof, mock" (2Ch.36:16; lQpHab 4:2),andhntal,
"scoff at" (1 K. 18,,27;Job l7:2).

The semantic field also includes the typical gestures of mockery: hdnta' r6'i, "shake
one's head" (2 K. 19:21 par. Isa. 37:22; Ps. 22:8[7]; cf. Ps. 44:15U4-l;80:7[6]; also

Job 16:4; Ps. 109:25; Jer. 18:16; Lam.2:15; Sir. l3:7; 12:18; Mk. 15:29), hdraq
iiruwyim, "gnash one's teeth" (Job 16:9; Ps. 35:16; cf.37:12; lL2:10; Lam. 2:16; IQH
2:ll), qdra; 'ayin, "wink with one's eyes" (Ps. 35:19; cf. Prov. 6: l3; 10: l0), and hipytr
baSidpA, "make a wry mouth, pull a face" (Ps. 22:817)).

The noun la'ag is often accompanied by an expression indicating that an individual
or collective "becomes" the object of mockery or is "made" into such an object. The
expressions hdyi b'ag (Ps. 79:4), hfryd l"la'ag (Ezk. 23:32;36:4), and (tm la'ag (Ps.

5. Cf. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia. HKAT (l%8), 173.
6. Cf. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XIIUI (1966), 152.
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44:l4t.ll3t.l) find parallels in combinations with hcrp6, biz qeles, mdidl, and others

(esp. frequent in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Lamentations, Nehemiah, and Psalms).

The subject and object of "mockery" characterized by /'g vary according to context.

As a rule it is human "enemies"T or hostile nations and neighbors who "mock"
IsraeUJudah/Jerusalem, a psalmist, or a prophet. lrss frequently it is God or his

representatives who mock the enemies.

4. Versions. The LXX renders the verb ld'ag 6 times with mykErtzein and twice
with elonyktErizein, although without distinguishing between the qal and hiphil. The

novn la'ag is rendered accordingly 3 times with mykterism6s.s The verb is rendered 4

times with l<atagekin, "laugh at, deride," twice with ekgeldn, "laugh out loud," and

once each with tatachatrein, "express malicious/excessive pleasure," exouthenortn and

katamOlaisthal, "mock." Although the Targumim use the same root for /'9, it is rendered

in the majority of instances by the synonymous l'b. The renderings of the Vulg. and

Jerome coincide almost exactly (19 times) with subsannare/subsannatio (from sanna,

"mocking or mimicking grimace"); renderings deviating from this (despicere, de-/in-

idere, and others) usually colrespond to katageLan in the LXX.

ll. l. Mockzry from Oneb Enemies.In the great majority of instances human enemies

are the subject of mockery: either enemies of an individual (psalmist or prophet) or of
all IsraeUJudah/Jerusalem .Ps.22:8(7) ("all who see me mock at me; they make mouths

at me, they shake their heads") and 35: l6 ("like the godlesse [NRSV 'impiously'] they

mock and mock [so LXX], gnashing at me with their teeth") represent a well-known
motif in the individual lament.ro Jer.207 ("I have become a laughingstock all day

long; everyone mocks me") also belongs within the framework of this genre. Such talk
of mockery from one's enemies occupies a firm position in the lament of the people

as well.ll Next to texts lamenting ongoing mockery ("our soul has had more than its

fill of scorn" [Ps. 123:4]; "we have become a taunt to our neighbors, mocked and

derided by those around us" [Ps. 79:4], incorporated into the prophetic oracle of
salvation in Ezk. 36:4, and also as an addition to the oracle of wrath in Ezk. 23:32) we

find others in which the scom of one's enemies is lamented as a punishment imposed

by God himself ("you have made us . . . the derision and scorn of those around us"

[Ps. 44:14(13); 80:7(6)]). Despite any differences, the ideas of the "scorned righteous

person" and "scomed Israel" are closely related.

The occurrences in Nehemiah's memoirs (Neh. 2:19; 3:33[4:1]) refer to the derision

of hostile neighbors concerning the Jews' reconstruction plans.

7. + lrN 'ayab (dyabh) (1,212-18).
8. On myktErizerz, which actually means "turn up one's nose," cf. G. Bertram, "puxtrlpt(o1,"

TDM rV,796-99.
9. So H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKAT, il12 (s1968), in loc.
10. Cf. H. Gunkel and J. Begrich, Einleitung in die Psalmen. HATruz (1933), $6, no. 8 (esp'

198-99).
ll.lbid, $4, no. 7, esp. 126.
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The notion of the suffering prophet is given its classic formulation in the Deuter-

onomistic history (cf.2 K. 17:13-15), although it is also documented in 2 Ch.30:10
(Hezekiatr's couriers, who exhort all Israel to return to Yahweh, are scorned and

mocked); 36:16 ("they kept mocking U?l the messengers of God, despising lbzh)his
words, and scoffing [t'] at his prophets").

The occurrences in Wisdom Literature constitute a group unto themselves. Drawing

from the teachings of Amenemope,l2 Prov. 17:5 warns against mocking the poor (cf.

also Sir.4:l). The drastic warning against mocking one's aged parents in Prov. 30:17

is related to the commandment concerning parents in Ex. 20:12 par.l3; cf. also the

advice against mocking the wise in Sir. 3l(34):22.

2. Yahweh as Subject. "Mockery" is attributed not only to human beings, but to

God as well. The oldest example is Ps. 2:4: "He who sits in the heavens laughs; Yahweh

has them in derision." Laughter and mockery are the expression of unquestionable

superiority over against the activities of earthly kings.la In the lament of an individual

oppressed by both the deeds and words of his enemies (Ps. 59:9[8]) we read: "But you

laugh at them, O Yahweh; you hold all the nations in derision." This statement, which

functions as a motif of trust, is so similar to Ps. 2 that one can probably assume it was

borrowed from that psalm.ls Ps. 37:13, a wisdom psalm, also expresses this notion that

Yahweh "laughs" at the wicked; thus Yahweh's own "counter-mockery" to negates the

mockery of the wicked (v. l2). Personified Wisdom threatens just as does God: "Be-

cause I have called and you refused [to listen] . . . I also will laugh at your calamity;

I will mock when panic strikes you" (Prov. l:24,26). The tyrannical mockery of which

Job accuses his friends' God is quite different: "When disaster brings sudden death,

he mocks at the despondency ofthe innocent" (Job 9:21).tz

3. Mockcry from the Pious.It is noteworthy that only rarely does l'g refer to mockery

by the "pious" or "righteous." Although Job 22:19 speaks of the justified mockery of

the righteous at the inevitable fate of the wicked, it is not without significance that

Eliphaz is the one representing such wisdom. Textual comrption makes it unclear in
just what sense Job is associated with "mocking" or "mockery" in the speeches of
Zophar (Job 11:3) and Elihu (34:7); the same is true of one of Job's own speeches

(21.3).In the individual laments the righteous person anticipates the time when he can

mock the exposed impotence of his enemies (e.g., Ps. 35:26f.; 52:8[6]; 58:11[10];

64:11[0]). There are, however, no corresponding utterances in the thanksgiving

psalms. Only the oracle to Sennacherib (2K.19:21-28 par. Isa. 37:22-29), secondarily

o. ANErt,424.
13. -+'If) tdbed Nil,13-22).
14. Cf. the comms. and Vischer, who refers to the Ugaritic texts KTU, 1.6 Itr, 16; 1.4 IV

27 -30; Y, 20-27 ; l.l2 I, l2f .: l.l7 VI, 4l ; 1.3 II, 24'27 .

15. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis' 1988) iz /oc.

16. Preuss, 144.

l?. Following F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVyl (41983), in loc.; cf . Job 12:.21.
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incorporated into the two stories of Jerusalem's deliverance from the Assyrians (2 K.
18:13-19:37 par. Isa. 36f.), exhibits the wording of genuine mockery with ZionlJeru-
salem as the subjecl "She despises you, she scorns you - virgin daughter Zion; she

tosses her head - behind your back, daughter Jerusalem" (2K. 19:21par. Isa. 37:22).
Human mockery thrives on "seeing" the impotence of the person mocked (cf. rd'6 in
Ps. 22:8Ul; 3l : 12[ I I ]; 35:21:' 52:8161: 69:331321; Lam. I :7f.). The daughter Zion can
credibly mock even within her own impotence only because she trusts in the one whose
own power gives him reason to mock the Assyrian. In the same spirit the community
of Qumran engages in mockery (lQM l2:7f.).

Bartht

ilJY2 u*"a

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Meaning. III. Usage.

I. Etymology. The etymology of la'ani, a word occurring 8 times in the OT
(additionally Lam. 3:5 conjectured, not Sir 3 1 :29 emended), is unclear. Possibly it arose
from the phoneme l' (+ n), which in initial position almost always gutturally expresses

disinclination, aversion, and repulsive disgust; a negative element of repugnance or
revulsion thus accompanies the word. This suggests a possible relationship with Nab.
fn, l'nh and Arab. la'ana, la'n, "to curse; imprecation."l

II. Meaning. The traditional meaning "wormwood" is quite uncertain. The LXX,
unable to give a specific, concrete meaning, thus circumscribed the term according to
the context 3 times with pikia, "bitterness"; trvice with chol6, "gall"; and once each
with odjnd, "sorrow, gnef," and andnkai, "calamities" (Am. 5:7 is not translated).
The Tiargum offers gtl (sometimes pl.; not Dt. 29:l7lEng. v. l8l; similarly also Syr.
and the rabbinic writings), usually translated with "absinth." Aquila renders the word
3 times (Prov. 5:4; Jer. 9:14[15];23:15) with td apsinthion, and the Vulg. accordingly
with absinthium rn all instances except Dt. 29:17(18) (cf. Targumim). It remains
questionable whether this indeed refers to "wormwood," specifically the plant ar-

b'oni.G. Dalman,AaS, 11(1932),318: H. Frehen, "Wermut,"BZ 442,1887f; R. K. Harison,
"Healing Herbs of the Bible," Janus, 50 (1961; repr., Leiden, 1966); I. l,lc-w, Die Flora der
Juden,Ul (Vienna, 1926),379-390; W. McKane, "Poison, Trial by Ordeal and the Cup of Wrath,"
Ir{ 30 (1980),478-487; H. N. Moldenke and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible. Chronica
Botanica,28 (New York, 1952),48-50; C. H. Peisker, "Wermut," BHHW, m (1967), 2167;G.8.
Post and J. E. Dinsmore, Flora of Syria, Palestine and Sinai (Beirut, 21932133), 66, 534;
M. Zohary, Plant Life of Palesrine: Israel and Jordan. Chronica Botanica,33 (New York, 1962)
134.

l. DISO,'Wehr.
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temisia absinthium or, since this hardly occurs in Palestine, to artemisia herba alba,

which for its own part has long been considered a medicinal herb; similarly, any

identification of this with la'anA is highly questionable. G. Piovano2 suggests artemisia
judaica. The OT occulrences of the word yield three qualiffing features for la'"nA:
1. It designates (probably in the vernacular) a plant or herbal substance (Dt. 29:l7ll8l
par. rd'.i; cf. Hos. l0:4).2. The implication is that this substance is genuinely or (udged

by its bitterness) presumably3 poisonous or at least dangerous. In 6 or 7 instances (Lam.

3:5 conj.) la'oni occtxs together with ro-i "poison"; in some instances mortal (life-

threatening) consequences are anticipated (Jer. 23:15; Prov. 5:4 par. "sword"'4 Lam.

3:5 with death motifs). Targ. Pseudo-Jonathan translates Dt. 29:17(18): "bitter as deadly

absinth(?)" (k'gdn' dmwt'; cf. also He. 12:15). 3. It is presupposed that la'anh is eaten,

perhaps taken (also) in liquid form (Prov. 5:4 par. flowing hone]; cf. Jer. 23:15;9:14U5)
'/</; in contrast, ro',i is drunk); considering its bittemess and accompanying danger, this

seems to have occurred primarily by mistake or out of ignorance (cf. 2 K.4:38-41). In

light of this, these occurrences suggest some poisonous plant or substance rather than

a kind of artemisia and "wormwood."5 Just which plant or herbal poison is meant has

not yet been determined.6

III. Usage. The parallel use of la"niwith rO'i in 6 of 8 occurrences suggests the

two terms were proverbially associated with one another (cf. "poison and gall"). This

is consistent with the wisdom milieu of several passages as well as with the use of the

word itself as an image, metaphor, or symbol. Tlte tertium in these cases is the hidden

danger and deleterious effects inhering in seemingly quite harmless, beneficial things.

The sweet words of the temptress are like virgin honey and seem smoother than oil,

but in reality are as dangerous as la'ond and a two'edged sword (Prov. 5:4). The concrete

reference can still be discerned in Dt. 29:17(18). Those who have fallen away from the

Yahwistic faith are characterized in a general fashion as roots that bring forth (prh)

poison and la'dnd. Even in passages in which God initiates the eating and drinking of
such poisonous substances, however, this concrete concept still resonates. Such is the

case in Jeremiah's oracle of woe to the false prophets. They, the "prophets of Jerusa-

lem," will have to consume "false" (in the sense of "poisoned") food as punishment,

since - according to the lex talionis - 
"falseness"T has gone forth from them into all

the land (Jer.23:15 and, dependent on it,9:14[15]; cf. also 8:14). Is this a reference to

carrying out a death sentence by means of poison? Similar ideas occur in the laments

of Lam. 3 (vv. 5,15,19). The two passages from Amos (cf. also Hos. 10:4) should

probably be understood such that in the metaphorical form of his accusation (Am. 6: 12)

2. "Contributo alla flora sinaitica," Giomalle botanica italiana, 69 (1962),239-241.
3. "Noxium vulgo creditum est," GesTh,758.
4. --r f''ll't l.tere! (Y, 155-165).
5. McKane, 483-85.
6. Cf. M. Znhuy, Geobotanical Foundations of the Middle East. Geobotanica Selecta, 3

(Stuttgart, 1973), II, 39lff.
7. hanuppd, + l)n ltdnep (V 3644).
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and cry of woe (5:7) the prophet is expressing the general assertion that the inherent
goodness and beneficence of the traditional system ofjustice (miipdl) as well as the

overall impact of the traditional social order (s"{dqd) have been perverted8 into their
opposites. This came about presumably because of their unnatural and irrational sub-
jection to the strictures of a new social situation (Am. 6:l2a). The judicial system itself
thus becomes incapable ofguaranteeingjustice, and its essence is perverted. The social
contract is ignored, and the good fruits it once brought forth for everyone are now as

pernicious as poison.
Seybold

8. -+ ''fDi'l hdpak (hdphakh) ([1,423-27).

l1D7 taaan: li27 leoaht-?

Contents: I. 1. Root; 2. Meaning; 3. Occurrences in the OT. II. Usage in the OT: l. Initiative

for Subsequent Action; 2. Taking Things at One's Disposal; 3. Taking a Wife;4. Taking Away,

Carrying Off; 5. God's Taking; 6. Poetic and Special Usage. III. leqal.r.

l. l. Root. lqh is an especially popular root in OT Hebrew; although it is common
to the Semitic languages (Ugar. lql.t, Ak*.13qfr,1Phoen., Moab. lql.t,z Aram.l"qah, OSA
lqh,3 Arab. laqil.ta, Eth. laqha, "lend, borrow"4), its understanding is not necessarily

dependent on linguistic comparisons.5 Herbert H. Schmid has provided the excellent
lexical foundation6 from which further discussion must proceed.

2. Meaning. The fundamental meaning "take" displays considerable flexibility.
Compared to roots occasionally used synonymously, this basic meaning does not appear

ldqafi. A. Cody, "Exodus 18:12: Jethro Accepts a Covenant with the Israelites," Bibl,49
(1968), 153-166, esp. II: "Jethro'Accepts'the Sacrifice (and the Covenant)," 159-16l; G. Del-
ling, "l"crpffiva," TDNT fV, 5-15; J. C. Greenfield, "rwifi, nadanu and Its Congeners," Memoirs
of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 19 (1977), 87 -91; S. Kogut, "Double Meaning
of the Biblical Root Dp)," Leioninu, 34 (196911970), 320 [Heb.; Eng. summary]; L. Kopi
"Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch," l/4 8 (1958), 161-215, esp. 182

= Studies in Arabic and Hebrew kxicography (Jerusalem, 1976); A. Kretzer, "T'rl;p!&vo," EDNT
rr, 336-38.

l. AHw, I (1965), 544.
2. DISO, t39.
3. ContiRossini, 173.
4. Leslau, Contibutions, 29.
5. Ct. HAT.II (1995), 534.
6. "nP) lqh nehmen," THAT 1,875-79.
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to be characterized as much by the idea of expending energy as is, e.g., hzqhiphil,
"seize" in the sense of "support, strengthen, grab hold of," or naia', "lift up"; neither,

however, despite the few, seemingly contradictory occulrences, does the idea of force

or violence seem to apply as with -t ll) bzz, or -+ i)) ld[a{. Rather, the extremely

frequent use of this verb to anticipate a subsequent verb that actually describes the

intended act (almost as a verbum relativum) suggests that the primary emphasis is on

the responsibility of the subject for that act. As will be seen, it frequently evokes the

idea or aspect of initiative regarding a person's actions.

3. Occurrences in the OT.The verb occurs 939 times in the qalT and is especially

frequent in narrative writings and regulations concerning offerings (together account-

ing for three fourths of all occurrences). Significantly, it occurs neither in Canticles
(contextually inappropriate) nor in Ecclesiastes and Daniel (replaced, according to

Schmid, by other roots in later languages). The niphal (10 times) and pual (as passive

of qal, 15 times) have a clearly limited meaning: "be taken, fetched, or brought

away."8 The hithpael (twice) has the specialized meaning "flicker back and forth"
(referring to flames). Other specialized meanings include malqdl.tayim, "gums" (Ps.

22:l6lEne. v. l5l), melqdhayim, "snuffers" (6 times), miqqdh, "taking [of a bribe]"
(Aram. inf., only 2Ch.l9:7),maqqdl.t67 "wares" (Neh. 10:32[31]; from *malqdhdfl,

and malqbah, "booty belonging to the victor in war," distinguished from what has

been stolen or plundered (Nu. 31:11f.,26f.,32;Isa.49:24f.; idldl probably refers to

the actual booty, baz what has been plundered). The term malqbafr was incorporated

into Egyptian as a terminus technicus (mrql.t.t).e The personal name liql.ti, although

textually secure, is yet unclear in its specifics.l0 Only the noun leqah requires further
discussion. I I

II. Usage in the OT. In the qal the meaning of ldqatt extends from "take, seize,

grab," "take for oneself" with the result "take away," to a more militant sense of
"appropriate for oneself," although also "accept, receive," and finally "get, fetch."

Although the object of the verb can be either persons or things, documentation of this

particular feature does not reveal anything essential concerning the meaning. Of more

significance is an understanding of the peculiarities in the way the verb is actually

employed.

l. Initiative for Subsequent Action. Often ldqah designates the initiative for subse-

quent action. 2 K. ll:2 (p*. 2 Ch. 22:ll) praises the meritorious action of Jehosheba,

who took Joash from among the king's sons and hid him. Similarly, in 2 K. ll:4,19
(par. 2 Ch. 23 1,20) Jehoiada took Judah's captains in preparation for the revolt against

7. Schmid.
8. HAL.
9. HAI. il, 594; WbAS,ll, ll3.
IO. Cf. HAL.
11. See III below.
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Athaliah. According to Jgs. 6:27, Gideon took ten men in order to destroy an altar of
Ba'al secretly. Laban tookhis brothers along in pursuit of Jacob (Gen.3l:23). Jacob
took a stone to set up as a boundary marker, and Laban and his kinsmen took stones
for a heap to serve as a marker (Gen. 3l:45f.). Jacob took a stone to consecrate as a
massebah (Gen. 28: l8). Samuel took the young, previously unknown Saul before those
invited for a feast (l S. 9:22). Saul took a yoke of oxen and cut them into pieces to
call the people together for holy rvar (l S. I l:7). Gideon took the elders of Succoth in
order to scourge them with thorns because of their lack of support (Jgs. 8:16). Joseph
took five of his brothers to present to Pharaoh (Gen.47:2). The brothers took Joseph
and cast him into the empty cistern; they took his robe and dipped it in blood in order
to deceive their father (Gen. 37:24,31). Boaz took ten men to the gate in order to
conduct legal business (Ruth 4:2). All the people of Judah took Azariah and made him
king (2 K. 14:21; Jehoahaz 23:30; cf.2 Ch.26:l;36:l).

One can easily add to these examples. Although almost all regulations concerning
offerings fall into this category several of the more subtle expressions deserve special
mention. Abraham took the wood appropriated for the burnt offering and laid it on
Isaac - underscoring the assertion: "God himself will provide" (Gen. 22:6-8). Pre-
paring to kill Isaac as directed, Abraham took a knife meant for eating rather than for
sacrificial slaughter (ma'"Sele1; Gen. 22:10). After the flood Noah took of every clean
animal and offered burnt offerings (Gen. 8:20). Before the miraculous deliverance at
the Reed Sea, the people complain to Moses: "You have taken us away to die in the
wildemess" (Ex. 14:ll). The Moabite king Balak took Balaam to pronounce a curse
on Israel; Balaam, however, took (from God?) the command to bless (Nu. 23:11,20).
Gen. l5:9f. is particularly noteworthy. Although Yahweh orders Abraham to take for
Yahweh a series of sacrificial animals, the directive says nothing about the required
ritual itself, which Abraham apparently already knows. Do the words "take for me"
together with the list of animals indicate that the reference is not to an offering at all,
but rather to some special ritual?

2. Taking Things at One's Disposal. Only a short distance separates the usage just
discussed from the act oftaking things standing at one's disposal. Terah took Abraham
and Nahor, Abraham took his wife and possessions, Lot his family, Esau his wives,
and Joseph his sons (Gen. 1l:31; l2:5; 19:15;36:6;48:1,13), either for a trip of some
sort or to go to one's father. King Abimelech took herds and servants in order to appease
Abraham for having taken Sarah (Gen.20:2,14). Abraham took a skin of water and
other provisions for the exiled Hagar to eat along the way (Gen. 21:14). Abraham took
Ishmael to circumcise him (Gen. 17:23). Abraham and Saul took servants with them
(Gen. 22:3; I S. 9:3). Saul took along three thousand men to pursue David (1 S.

24:3L21). I S. 8:ll-17 warns against the consequences of being at the disposal of a
king. According to 2 S. 20:6, David assigns command over the elite royal troops to
Joab's brother Abishai: "Thke!" Potiphar tookJoseph and placed him into the security
of the royal prison (Gen. 39:20). As a condition of the preliminary allegation of
espionage, Joseph took Simeon as a hostage (Gen. 42:24). Jethro took a burnt offering
for Elohim (Ex. l8: l2).
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The meaning does not change when God is the subject of the action. According to

Ps. 75:3(2), God prescribes the appointed time (m6"A. He is opposed by prophets

who take their tongues to utter pronouncements (Jer. 23:31). Yahweh Elohim takes

Adam and places him in a garden, etc. (Gen. 2:15'21,22).

A few examples come from the legal tradition. The community is instructed to

take from the altar any person guilty of (willful) murder even though normally the

altar is a place of asylum (Ex. 2l:14: Dt- 19:12: in the case of intentional capital

crimes, the community elders under whose jurisdiction the perpetrator is found are

to take him and hand him over to the avenger of blood). A man who spurns his wife

and alleges that she is not a virgin shall be taken by the elders and whipped (Dt.

22:18).

3.Taking oWfe. This term apparently includes the terminus technicus for marriage:

to take a wife/take as one's wife (e.g., Gen.4:19; ll:29;20:2f';24:3t.). The man must

take the initiative, since legally the woman becomes a member of her husband's family

through marriage. Gen. 16:3 describes a subcategory. If the primary wife brings maid-

servants into the marriage, she is empowered to give one of these maids to her husband

as a wife (cf. also Gen. 30:9). Gen.2l:21 notes that the apparently impressive woman

Hagar (cf. Gen. 16:7-14) took a wife for her son.

Merely taking a woman, however, is a base act (Gen. 34:2). Subsequent marriage

can rectify the situation, but is not compulsory. David, too, took Bathsheba before he

was able to marry her (2 S. I l:4). In neither instance is force mentioned (contra NRSV).

The term occurs so frequently, however, that when the context is unequivocal it can

be replaced by simple taking. The regulation pertaining to military service is notewor-

thy. If a man is betrothed to a woman but has not yet "taken" her, he is given leave

from military service until he has insured the continuation of his name (Dt. 20:7). To

"take a daughter," an expression reflecting Persian customs, is related (Est. 2:7,15; it
is doubtrul whether adoption was known in Israel itself).

4. Taking Away, Carrying Off. When the action results in taking away or carrying

off something, neither the rnodus (e.g.,force, illegality, etc.) nor the element of privation

seems to be emphasized, but rather that of seizure or acquisition for oneself (although

the verb does occur in Jer. 20:5 par. "plunder" and I S. 2:16 expressly adds "by force").

Gen. 31:34; 1Ch.7:21probably refer to something like stealing, and Gen. 27:35,36

emphasize the illegality of the appropriation. In principle, however, one must deduce

the mode from the context; thus precisely in Gen. 27 the illegality does not result in

any disadvantage for Jacob, since the patriarchal blessing is at stake, a blessing that

could only be bestowed once.

Gen.3l:1 is typical. Laban's sons believe that Jacob has acquired everything that

belonged to Laban; only the simple fact is of significance here, and no illegality is

alleged. lrah's words to Rachel (Gen. 30:15) are also interesting: "Is it a small matter

that you have taken away my husband?" This is not a matter of taking away, but rather

only of the fact that Rachel was more attractive to Jacob, and that l,eah thus pointedly

avoids treating her with a gift of mandrakes as well. Similarly, Gen. 3l:34 asserts that
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Rachel was threatened by mortal danger (v. 26) because she had taken - and thus
possessed 

- the teraphim.
Taking in time of war should also be included here. The prerogative of the victor

enables David to take the crown for himself after his victory over the Ammonites (2 S.
12:30). Similarly, 2 K. 15:29 lists the cities that Tiglath-pileser III took for himself
after his victorious campaigns. According to Gen. 34:28, Jacob's victorious sons took
the Shechemites' livestock from the fields, while according to v. 29 they also robbed
them, namely, of human beings and all that was in their houses. I K.20:34 reports that
the king of Syria wanted to return the Israelite cities that his father had taken for himself
(cf. also Jgs. l1:13,15; I Ch.2:23).

Gen. 38:23 is also highly instructive. Judah tries through a friend to retrieve the
valuable pledges he left to be redeemed after lying with a (presumed) cult prostitute

@eQei@; when the woman cannot be found, he says: "kt her take them, lest we be
laughed at." Chasing after pledges given to a harlot only results in ridicule. This would
also suggest that Gen. 48:22 is not intended violently. The father Israel took a
"shoulder" (mountain slope near Shechem?) from the hand of the Amorites for sword
and bow, and thus as security for the pass at Shechem.

In judgment it can be stated (2 S. 12: 1 1) that it is Yahweh who takes David's wives
and who gives them to a neighbor, because David had taken the wife of Uriah. Entirely
characteristic is the word of Hosea (Hos. 13:11) that Yahweh gave and took Israel's
kings in his anger!

5. God's Taking. The most frequent assertion made of Yahweh is that he will fetch
or take his people back from the dispersion (Dt. 30:4; Jer. 3:14; Ezk.36:24;37:21).
This is consistent with the fact that Yahweh had taken Israel as his people from Egypt
(Ex. 6:7) or Sinai on. This doubtlessly expresses the kind of naive understanding of
election occurring also in Gen.24:7 (Abraham); Josh.24:3 (your father); I K. 11:31
(Jeroboam I); Jer. 43: l0 (Nebuchadnezzar is taken to smite EgypQ; Hag. 2:23 (Zerub-
babel); 2 S. 7:8; I Ch. 17:7; Ps. 78:70 (David); Nu. 3:12,41,45; 8:16,18 (Levites). The
way the same expression is used in the calling of Amos (Am. 7: l5), however, shows
that the emphasis is always less on a particular concept of election than on that element
of surprise associated with being taken by God out of completely different circum-
stances. In laments Yahweh is variously implored to take the petitioner'sllfe or nepei,
since a person should not violate or profane life (e.g., I K. 19:4; Jon. 4:3). In judgment,
on the other hand, Yahweh announces to Ezekiel the symbolic act of taking away
Ezekiel's delight (i.e., his wife; Ezk. 24:16).In Ezk. 3:14; 8:3, God's taking refers to
visionary translation to a different place, and Gen. 5:24;2 K. 2:3 speak of Enoch and
Elijah being transported directly to God. Is this also the reference in Ps. 49:16(15);
73:24?t2

Relatively speaking, however, God only rarely appears as the subject of this verb
(according to Schmid just over 50 times). Thus the verb is more likely to reveal

12. -+ l'rff kdbod Nrr,22-38).
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something about the OT understanding of human beings than to constitute a theonomic

expression.

6. Poetic and Special (lsage. Several poetically striking examples should not go

unmentioned. In a kind of self-imprecation Job remarks (Job 3:6): "That night [of one's

birthl-let ttrick darkness seize it!" A similarly somber turn is taken by the wisdom

assertion in Job 12:20. God takes away the power of discernment (la'am) even of the

elders. Eliphaz rebukes the lamenting Job: "Why does your heart carry you away?" (Job

15:12). The expression "take revenge" occurs only poetically (Jer. 20:10; of God: Isa.

47:3). Conceming Jeremiah's own poesy: "[rt your ears receive (lqb) the word of his

[Yahweh's] mouth" (Jer. 9:19[20]). And finally, two striking images from wisdom:

Anything acquired by violence takes away the nepei of itspossessor (Prov. 1:19; cf. 11:30;

22:25);evildoers are like thoms - they cannot be taken with the hand (2 S. 23:6).

The particular focus of the prohibition against taking interest (Lev. 25:36) or profit
(Ezk. l8:8,13,17) prompt its mention here. In contrast, Samuel's assertion (1 S. 12:3f.)

that while in office he took nothing from anyone is exemplary.

III. leqah. The term leqah probably does not mean "teaching" or "persuasive-

ness,"l3 but rather that which a person has been able to acquire in the way of wisdom

or teaching and is thus in a position to pass on to others. This seems to be the case

especially in Prov. 7:21 it its summarization of the seductive speech of the loose

woman. Prov. 16:23 expresses this in the following words: "The mind of the wise

makes their speech judicious,/and adds understanding (leqal.t) to their lips." Is Prov.

16:21 then to be read chiastically? "The wise of heart is called [one who is] percep

tive,/and such understanding (leqah) constitutes pleasant speech [lips]." This sense

emerges quite naturally for Dt. 32:2: Job 11:4; Prov. 4:2: the sense of one's own

acquisition of learning is reflected in Prov. l:5;9:9; Sir. 8:8. That is to say, leqafiis
qabbdld', "what is received" la in the most literal sense.

Seebass

13. So IIAI; Prov.7:21.
14. CT. HAL.

EDi. nrotl-t

Contents: I. Etymology; Occurrences. II. OT Usage.

I. Etymologyl Occurrences. The root lq! occurs in most Semitic languages with

the meaning "gather in, pick." The verb occurs 30 times in the OT, 13 times in the

qal, 15 in the piel, and once each in the pual and hithpael. Aclear distinction between

2t
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the qal and piel is probably not possible; the book of Ruth uses both the qal (Ruth 2:8)
and the piel (all other occurrences) to refer to picking (actually gleaning) grain. Ac-
cording to Ernst Jenni,l the qal refers to simple gathering, while the piel, as a resultative,
includes the nuance of completed or total gathering.

II. OT Usage. In all cases the verb refers to gathering in the literal sense. Jacob's
kinsmen gather stones for a stone heap at Galeed (Gen. 31:46); flowers are gathered
(Cant. 6:2); the prophet's disciples gather herbs for soup (2 K. 4:39); children gather
wood so that their parents can present a burnt offering to the queen of heaven (Jer.

7:18); Adoni-bezek, defeated by the Israelites, looks back at the time when seventy
kings picked up the scraps under his table (Jgs. 1:7); Jonathan's lad fetches the arrow
his master has just shot (l S. 20:38); Joseph gathers all the money the Egyptians have
given in payment for grain and gives it to Pharaoh (Gen. 47:14).

Tlvo groups of examples deserve special attention. First, Lev. l9:.9; 23:222 prescribe
that at harvest one is not to glean subsequently (lqt piel with leqet), i.e., gather up the
grain that has fallen to the ground; rather, this should be given to the poor and the
gerim. According to [rv. 19:10, the same holds true for grapes that have fallen to the
ground during harvesting. This probably reflects an originally cultic custom that sub-
sequently became a commandment concerning welfare for the poor.3

Reflecting this practice, Ruth gleans the grain on Boaz'field (Ruth 2:2,3,7,8,
15,19,23); Boaz even grants her certain gleaning privileges (v. 16). It is uncertain
whether Ruth directly presupposes [rv. l9:9, since according to Ruth 2:2 she intends
to glean only if she can secure the permission of the owner. In any case, a simple
daily task thus serves to reveal Boaz' benevolence and becomes a part of God's
guidance.a

The image of the harvest recurs in Isa. l7:5f. The fate of the northern kingdom is
compared to a harvest at which among other things the reaper gleans grain in the Valley
of Rephaim and knocks olives from the trees so that only a pitiful amount remains to
be gleaned.

Second, /q1is used in the context of gathering manna (Ex. 16:4,5,16,18,21f.,26f.;
Nu. 11:8). One gathers in the manna, but is permitted to gatheronly as much as one
needs; if one gathers more, it spoils and becomes useless. The people are directed to
God's care and must depend on that care completely. The same idea resonates in Ps.

104:28: "When you give to them, they gather it up; when you open your hand, they
are filled with good things." God provides adequately for human beings; they can
depend on that.

The only occurence of the pual, Isa.27:12, again uses the image of harvest, although
here in the positive sense. God will gather in the dispersed Israelites like grain and lead

l. Das hebriiische Pi'el (Zurich, 1968), 188f.
2. According to K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT lV (1966), 247, citing Lev. l9:9.
3. rba., 257.
4. G. Gerlemamr, Ruth. BK XVIII (l%5), 10, where v. 12 is cited.
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them back to their land. Usually, the verb -t Ff P qdlas piel is used in such contexts,

though a few times also'dsap.
The hithpael @curs only in Jgs. I l:3. All sorts of "worthless fellows" gather around

Jephthah and depart with him.
Ringgren

lluil mrc"

Figurative Usage: l. Metaphors; 2. Metonymy. V. Semantic Field. VI. Religio-Ethical

Considerations.

I. Etymology, Linguistic Considerations. Despite variations in the individual lan-

guages, the word meaning "tongue" is common to the Semitic languages and attested

even beyond them: Ebla li-sa-nu, Akk. liidnu,t Ugar. lin,z Phoen. (in Greek translit-

eration) l,aoouv,3 Arab. lisdn, Palaeo-Aram. /.in,a Biblical Ararn. liiidn, Jewish Aram.

leiand', Syr ledidnd', etc.s

A consideration of Egyp. n.f, Copt. las, and Berber (Hamitic) i/S strongly suggests

ldi6n. t. Behm, "$foooa," TDNT, l,719-727; W Brueggemann, "Tongue," IDB, IY 670;
W. Biihlmann, Vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO, 12 (1976); E. Dhorme, L'emploi mCta-

phorique des noms de parties du corps en hibreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923, repr. 1963), 83-89;

A. Erman and H. Ranke, Life in Ancient Egypt (Eng. trans., New York, 1894; repr. 1969), 354f .;

J. Fichtner, Die altorientalische Weisheit in ihrer israelitisch-jiidischen Auspriigung. BAW,62
(1933), 2l; K. Goldammer, Die Formenwelt des Religidsen (Stuttgart, 196O),230-37; H. Holma,

Die Natnen der Kbrperteile im Assyrisch-Babylonischen. AnAcScFen, 7ll (1911),25ff., 185;

A. Jeremias, Handbich der altorientalischen Geisteskultur (l*ipzig,2l929),92-95; A. R. John-

son, The rlitality of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Cardrtr,21964), 45-47,68,
104; H. Kees, "Herz und Zunge als Schdpferorgane in der lgyptischen Gtitterlehe," Studcen,
19 (1966), 124-26; M. A. Klopfenstein, Dre Liige nach dem AT (Zurich, 1964), 25, 164;

H. LesQtre, "Langue," DB, Iy (1908), 72-74; M. Lurker, Wdrterbuch biblischer Bilder und

Symbole (Munich, 21978),374f.; S. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (Eng. trans.,

repr.Nashville,1967), l, l99f.,227-29; tr,3f.;J.L.Palache, SinaienParan(l*iden, 1979),

107; R. C. Thompson, Semitic Magic (1908, repr. New York, l97l), 172f.; P. Yolz, Hiob und

weisheit. sATlruz(1911), 175f., l8l-84; H.-D. Wendland,"Zunge," BT\H (1959),733f.; H. W.

Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphta, 1974),77-78.

l. AHw, I (1965), 556.
2. WUS, no. 1484.
3. D|SO, t40.
4. Idem.
5. HAI. II (1995), 5361'kxSyr 371; P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico. II:

Anatomia e Fisiologia," AANLR, VIIyl9 (1964), 252,27O.
6. Cf. J. H. Greenberg, The Languages of Africa (Bloomington, Ind., 1963),63.
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that Proto-Semitic attested an originally two-consonant word here which in Palaeo-
Semitic was expanded by the suf. -dn (which in Hebrew became -6n).7 One cannot
determine whether for the initial form *l.i one should postulate a verbal root /i /.ii
lih$, or /w^f with the meaning "to lick";S in any case, the initial consonant I which
also occurs in verbs describing some activity of the tongue (lqq, ll.tk, llti, l'z), seems to
have resulted from onomatopoeia, and has apparently entered into the combination
with .f for the same reason.e Not surprisingly, nothing further is gained for a closer
understanding of the concepts associated with ldi6n by considering its nominal forms
qatdl (> qdl6lto) or qipl.tt In its own turn, the suf . -dn/-6n added to */^f is ambiguous.12
In the present instance this might subsume the onomatopoetic designation for the organ
itself under the nomina instnunenti (cf. pa'ambn, gillaydn), i.e., the tongue as the
instrument of speech. (This might then also be the case with the term gdrbn, "throat,"
whose expansion from the original *9, by means of the reduplicated construction
gargere!, "neck," has been demonsffated.) These considerations are of no significance
if one views lai6n as a primary noun derived from a verbal stem.

The word occurs 117 times in the OT, 5 of those in the plural form (always written
defectively) leidn61. Although it exhibits dual gender, no substantive difference between
the masculine (Ps. 35:28; Larn.4:4) and feminine construction (Job 27:4; Ps. 137:6)
emerges. The feminine form, however, does predominate.

The figurative usage "tongue of the sea" (see below) is construed only as masculine.
The thesis that the original gender was masculine, while the feminine understanding

arose only after the word came to refer to the instrument of speech,l3 is hardly tenable
in view of linguistic comparisons, statistical findings, etc. The original gender was
more likely feminine,la and the masculine usage then arose in individual instances (e.g.,
through contamination: from l"i6ni tehgehlPs.Tl:24) andpi... yehgeh [Ps.37:30]
there developed l"i6nt yehgeh llob 27:4)).

In construct combinations the attendant nomen rectum functions either as genetivus
subjectivus designating the person possessing the ldi6n (l"i6n kafldim, "language of
the Chaldeans"; l"i6n'illcm, "tongue of the mute"), or, much more frequently, as

genetivus qualitatis designating the particular characteristic of the ldi6n (e.g., l"i6n
ieqe4 "deceitful speech [NRSV 'lying tongue']"). This distinction, however, cannot
always be strictly maintained: l"i6n limmfilim (Isa. 50:4), literally, "tongue of the

[instructed] disciples," means "practiced tongue. "

7. BIz,9469.
8. Gesenius, Thesaurus,II,763:Arab. lassa, "to lick"; cf. also E. Krinig, Histoisch-kritisches

Lehrgebtiude der hebriiischen Sprache, lUl (L-eipzig, 1895), 123.
9. Ct. W. Eilers, "Zur Funktion von Nominalformen," WO,3 (1964), 81.
10. E.g., Blc, loc. cit.
lt. yG, I,350.
12. Bte, $$498-500.
13. K. Albrecht, "Das Geschlecht der hebriiischen Hauptw0rter," 7AW 16 (1896), 78f.
14. Cf. Kiinig, W2 (1897), l62ff., 175; D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebriiischen Syntax, I

(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1977), 7 I -8 l.
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The vocalization is at times contestable. Considering parallelism and similar pas-
sages in Proverbs, ldi6n noftriyyd (Prov. 6:24) might be emended to lei6n nof,riyyd
(thus not "foreign speech," but rather "speech of a foreign woman").ls Also ldi6n
remiyyA (Ps. 120:2) should be emended to l"i6n remiyyi, "tongue of deceit," on the
basis of the par. Sepal ieqer and Job 27:4. lnstead of the subst. r"miyyd (as nomen
rectum), the punctuators thought the homonymous adjective was intended ("slack,
loose," as in the expression qeiel remiyyd, "the slack, loose bow").16

Two denominative verbal forms with the root /Jn (Prov. 30:10 hiphil; ps. 101:5
poel)17 mean "use the tongue (maliciously)," i.e., accuse or slander someone.

For the most part, the LXX translates with g/ossa, the Vulg. with lingua. The literal
meaning of both words, "tongue," underwent metonymical expansion to include such
meanings as "speech, speech idiom," and as such they were able to offer a fairly
consistent rendering of the Hebrew term. Occasionally the LXX will use other equiv-
alents for ldi6n in the sense of "language"; didlektos (Dan. l:4), l6xis (Est. l:22),
phdnd (Isa. 54:17: "and every voice that rises against you injudgment" instead ofthe
crass personification of the Hebrew: "and every tongue . . ."). For the metaphorical
"tongue of fre" in Isa. 5:24, the LXX uses dnthrako,s, "charcoal, burning embers,"
and for "tongue of land" (Josh. l5:2) lophid, "mountain ridge." At Josh. 7:21, the
Vulg. renders the "tongue [bar] of gold" with regula aurea, "bar/ingot of gold."tt

II. Ancient Near East. In many cultures the tongue symbolizes the human capacity
for speech, human language, and its power. venerated and feared, it becomes the object
of magic and its accompanying ritual.ts

The Akkadian worcl liidnuzo refers to the body part of both human beings and
animals. The human tongue as the organ of eating and speaking is mentioned in medical
texts, that of animals in sacrificial instructions. Great power is attributed to the tongue:
the dragon has seven tongues, the snake a forked tongue.2l Aperson's mouth and tongue
speak for him in prayer; he petitions Ishtar for protection. The goddess's mouth and
tongue are good and enjoy religious veneration.

As a designation for the important organ of speech, liidnu also acquires the
meaning "speech, discourse." The gods had a liidnu, i:e., "held converse."22 The
king constructs a network of streets so that liidnu, communication and exchange, will
be possible between peoples.23 Akk. liidnu is also the concrete statement itself, then

15. Cf. Vulg. lingua extraneae; Syr. dlitth dnwkryt'.
16. cf. K8L2,894; BDB,94t.
17. BLe,5281.
18. For further variations, see below.
19. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (New York, 31935), index s.v. ..tongue"; J. Campbell,

The Masks of God: Primitive Myrhology (New York, 1959, repr. 1968),211.
20. CAD,IX (1973). 209-215.
21. Cf. the Ugaritic dual form linm; WUS, no. 1484.
22.EnEl, I[, 133; ANET 66.
23. R. Borger, Die Inschifien Asarhaddons, Kdnigs von Assyrien. BAfO,9 (1967),26,y11,

41.
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further the written text. In a legal matter, whosever liianu agrees with the facts is

declared in the right; the liidnu of an inscription may not be altered.2a An evil tongue

wreaks havoc both in private and juridical life; the word thus also acquires the

meaning of "malicious rumor, slander." The petitioner implores: "in spite of the evil

mouth (and) the evil tongue of men, may I be in good standing before you [the

deityl."zs
Since the tongue is the instrument of such malice, punishment is carried out on it

either concretely or through magical curse. The recalcitrant son, the person who defaults

on a contract, and the rebel all are to have their tongues cut out. This gruesome practice

is illustrated in pictorial representations in which Assyrians carry this out on prisoners

of war.26

Whenever speech is incomprehensible, either because of its puzzling complexity or

its provenance in a foreign language, attention is directed anew to the instruments of
speech, andliianu acquires the meaning "language," particularly "foreign language,

special (or technical) language." The meaning of liidnu is then expanded to "language

group, nationality, people." A bel liidni, "master of the tongue," is someone who

understands a foreign language (or "the conjurer"2T). Akk. .ia liidni is a person who

knows of something held secret. Finally, liianu can thus refer to the person himself

from whom such information is expected.

Akkadian also attests metaphors referring to the tongue of a flame, of a weapon (a

blade or sword), or of a ploughshare, and to a tongue (bar, ingot) of gold.

The Egyptian word zP8 refers to the tongue of both human beings and animals. As

the organ of speech it is frequently mentioned together with the heart, i.e., as the tandem

of utterance and reflection. Extraordinary power is attributed to both organs. In Mem-

phite theology Ptah is considered the head of the nine gods, since he functions as their

heart and tongue, organs which control all the other members and serve as the organs

of creation. The heart thinks and the tongue commands whatever they want. Thoth is

viewed as the tongue of Re or Atum. Extraordinary debilitation results from having

one's tongue cut out.29

The splendid, skilled tongue on the one hand, and the deceptive, slandering tongue

on the other are used as epithets for various persons.3o One god can be viewed as the

tongue, i.e., the mouthpiece, of another god.3l

Any tongue should be the tongue of truth. A person should proceed just as cautiously

with the tongue as with the reflections of the heart. The wisdom teacher also recognizes:

24. CAD,l){,2l2.
25. rbid.,ztl.
26. F. Vigouroux, "Arm6es Etrang0res," DB, I (1895), 989f'
27. Cf. Holma.
28. WbAS, tt,320.
29. G. Posener, Festschrift S. Schott (Wesbaden, 1968), ll0f'
30. Book ofthe Dead" 172,178.
31. H. Grapow , Vergleiche und andere bildliclrc Ausdriickc im Agyptischen. AO, 2lllt.(1920,

repr. 1983), l19.
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"If the tongue of a man (be) the rudder of a boat, the All-Lord is its pilot."32 "The
tongue is a sword to [a man] and speech is more valorous than any fighting.":l "4
man may fall to ruin because of his tongue."s

Several of the Ahikar-sayings speak metaphorically about the tongue: "God shall
twist the twister's mouth and tear out [his] tongue"; "soft is the tongue of a king, but
it breaks a dragon's ribs."35 Aramaic inscriptions mention hrb and l.in, sword and

tongue, together (directed against the royal house?),36 and the admonition is issued not
to send a /.in among people or into one's house, i.e., not to sow discord.3T

III. Physiology. The literal meaning of the word lni6n, namely, as the designation
of the physical organ in human beings and animals, emerges clearly in several biblical
passages, although these are comparatively few compared to instances in which the
word is used metaphorically. The tongue is located behind the opening to the mouth
(peh) in the mouth's cavity (hzb (Job 33:2); it can be stuck out of an open mouth (Isa.

57 :4). A person can hold something on or under it (Prov. 3l:26; Cant. 4: I 1 ) and can

lap water with it the way a dog laps (Jgs. 7:5). A great thirst causes the tongue to cleave

to the roof of the mouth (l-am. 4:4); when water is scarce it becomes parched (Isa.

4l:17) and rots in one's mouth the way one's eyes rot in their sockets (Z.ec. 14:12).

Animals also have a lni6n. The viper kills with its tongue (Job 20: 16), a person tries
in vain to bind a cord on the tongue of the crocodile (Job 40:25lBng.4l:ll, and the

dog sharpens his tongue menacingly (Ex. l1:7).38
With regard to human beings, however, the tongue is viewed primarily as the most

important organ of speech. T\e ldi6n mutters (hgh, lsa. 59:3), speaks (dDr Ps.

12:4131), and sings aloud (rnn, Ps.5l:16[4]; Isa.35:6). Already in physiological
descriptions we find that in the context of the organism as a whole the ldi6n is
delineated more sharply than the other body parts and in particular more sharply than
the other parts of the mouth and throat (e.g., gar6n, "throat" in Ps.5:10[9] and
"neck" in Isa. 3:16). The role of the ldi6n in speaking is viewed as being more active
than that of the other organs: "See, I open my mouth; the tongue in my mouth speaks"
(Job 33:2). The mouth is filled with laughter, the tongue with shouts ofjoy (Ps. 126:2).

Thus when the tongue is motionless, a person falls silent (Ezk. 3:26); conversely, a

person who falls silent out of reverence is holding his own tongue motionless (Job

29:10).

32. Instruction of Amenemope, XV[I, 5f.; ANEI, 424.
33. Instruction for King Merikare, 33:' ANET 415.
34. Instruction of Ani, Yil,9; ANE|, 420.
35. ANET 429.
36. KAI,214,9.
37. KAI,224, 17118,21; cf. also R. A. Brauner, A Comparative lzxicon of Old Aramaic

(Philadelphia, 197 4), 323ft.
38. Just what is meant by this expression is not really clear. Heb. |raras le i6n6, lit., "sharpens

lpoints] his tongue," could refer either to the tongue hanging out or to the dog's growling or
barking. The Vulg. reads muttire, "utter a low sound, grumble." Cf . HAL, II, 356; BDB, 358.
Josh. 10:21 offers no help, since its text is uncertain; see BIIS.
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The expression for this silence is ddpoq-l"i6ni l"hikk6, "the tongue cleaves to the

roof of the mouth," as was the case above during great thirst. These are the two main

functions which the tongue now is no longer carrying oul the taking in of nourishment,

and speaking. The self-imprecation in Ps. 137:6 more likely refers to the petitioner

falling silent than to dying of thirs[ "l,et my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth,

if I do not remember you [Jerusalem]." That is, I would rather fall completely silent

than to fail to speak of Jerusalem.

IV. Figurative Usage.
l. Metapfutrs. The striking physical form of the tongue itself prompts the metaphori-

cal usage of ldi6n for things with a more or less similar structure. The spit of land

extending into the Dead Sea and serving thus as a boundary marker is called laiAn
(Josh. 15:2, written defectively). It can also be called lei6n hayyam (Josh. l5:5), since

it is the "tongue" actually belonging to the Dead Sea: l"i6n yam-hammelah (Josh.

18:19). The topographically opposite phenomenon is intended in Isa. 11:15, which
speaks of Yahweh's threat to destroy (or dry up3e) the l"i6n yam-mi;rayim. This refers

to a water-filled bay in Egypt, namely, the Gulf of Suez.

The expressi on l"i6n zdhdb Qosh. 7:21) refers to the approximately tongue-shaped

bar of gold.4 The expression l"i6n'Zi (Isa. 5:24) was probably originally prompted

less by extemal similarity in form (e.g., the licking of the flame) than to the flame's

devastating activity. Since this personified fire devours ('kl) whatever it seizes, a

consuming tongue is attributed to it.

2. Metonymy. The metonymical expansions of meaning which the word ld.i6n w-
derwent are of greater consequence. Since they are more deeply seated in the word's

overall semantic fabric than are the metaphors, they obligate the interpreter to undertake

the important and often difficult task of determining the exact nuance of meaning.

As the designation for the most important organ of speech, ldi6n can also refer to

what is actually produced in speech (producens pro producto), i.e., the words uttered

in a particular context. One should beware of the smooth tongue of the foreign woman
(Prov. 6:24), i.e., of the flattering words of the temptress. A soft tongue (Prov. 25:15),

i.e., gentle persuasion, can break down the most obdurate resistance. The expression

ma'oneh ldi6n (kov. 16: I ) refers to the formed utterance in contrast to what is conjured

in reflection. Tlte mah"ltq ldi6n (Prov.28:23) produces flattery, and l"i6n '"rfimtm (Job

15:5) describes Job's responses, which his friends dismiss as sophistical and wily.
A person's characteristic manner of speaking is an expression itself of that person's

character and personality; indeed, in the view of antiquity it is virtually identical with
the person's character. This is an example of "synthetic thinking,"+t which "does not

39. See BHK.
40. H. Weippert, "Geld," BRI],89; M. Weippert, "Metall und Metallbearbeitung," 8RI2,

221; AOB, 126.
41. ILC, l-ll, 170-76.
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distinguish sharply between an organ and its function on the one hand, . and a
person's manner of being and deportment on the other."a2 Combined with various
qualifications lAi6n can thus be used to refer to a given lifestyle identified by a certain
manner of speech. The expression l"i6n ieqer (Prov.21:6) stands for the falseness and

deception with which wealth is acquired, lei6n mirmd (Ps. 52:6[a]) for the malicious
slander propagated by the petitioner's powerful enemy, and ldi6n m"/abberel geQdldl
(Ps. 12:4[3]) for boasrful iurogance. On the positive side,l"i6n saddiq (Prov. l0:20)
refers to the prudence of the pious person, and l"i6ni tey'abbEr miipdt (Ps. 37:30) to
his suppon ofjustice. These and similar passages show from context that ldi6n does

not represent a one-time utterance, but rather a manner of being, albeit one actualized
in speech.

Thus one and the same expression may have various meanings depending on the

context. "Speaking against me with lying ldi6n" (Ps. 109:2) means "lying to me and

deceiving me." "Yahweh hates . . . haughty eyes [and] a lying ldi6n" (Prov. 6:16f.),
however, means that "Yahweh hates arrogance and mendacity."

The Hebrew term can also refer in a general fashion to the specific function of the

tongue, namely, the human capacity for speech as such, or to the specific capacity of
those schooled in speech. The statement "to me every knee shall bow, every lai6n
shall swear" (lsa. 45:23) asserts that every cultic gesture will direct itself to Yahweh,

and every person capable of speech (i.e., every person) will swear loyalty to him. The
speech facility of a person who is slow of speech and of tongue (Ex. 4: l0) or who has

a stammering tongue (Isa. 32:4) is considered deficient. That person is not an 'i.i
d"ldrtm. The expression "they use (/qft) theil. ldi6n" (Jer. 23:31) describes how the

professional prophets employ their practiced facility of the tongue. Jeremiah's adver-

saries want to smite him with the ldi6n (Jer. l8:1843), i.e., finish him off with cleverly
formulated accusations.

Finally, ldi6n can also refer to a dialect, i.e., any of the symbolic systems in which
human speech is actualized. The nations separated themselves according to their l"i6n61
(Gen. 10:5,31), and each people has its own lai6n (Neh. 13:24). Men will come from
all leidndl haggiyim (Znc.8:23), i.e., from all the language groups of the nations. Here
the term lai6n becomes identical with that of nation: ". . . to gather all g)yim and
l"ion61" (Isa. 66:18), i.e., all peoples and nations.

One's own ldi6nis familiar (Est. 1:22), while a foreign language is an "alien (lit.,
'other') ldi6n" (Isa. 28:11). Foreigners seem to have an awkward tongue (Ezk. 3:6);
the incomprehensibility of their language causes them to seem especially menacing
(Dt. 28:49).

The foreign enemy is nil'ag lni6n (lsa.33:19) and comes with la'"gA Sdpd, par.

ldi6n (Isa.28: 11). Interpreters generally understand the meaning of /'g here as "stam-

mer," drawing support from Syriac and the hapax legomenon 'lg (lsa. 32:4): To the

native inhabitants the person speaking a foreign language will appear to be stammering.

42. W. H. Schmidt, "Anthropologische Begriffe im AT," EvTh, 24 (1964),387 .

43. The textual emendation suggested by BHS is unnecessary.
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In these two passages, however, it is not really necessary to posit a divergent meaning

for the otherwise richly attested term /'g, "mock, deride." The incomprehensible sounds

of a foreign language can elicit mockery from us, just as in their own turn they seem

to scoff at us. Here we must also recall the close relationship between a song of mockery
on the one hand and magic on the other, and between magic and a foreign language.aa

The enemy thus comes to us with barbarous speech that seems to mock one's own
ldi6n.

A foreign language must be leamed. Thus Daniel and his companions are instructed
in the letters and language of the Chaldeans (Dan. l:4). The noteworthy sequence re?er
and then ldi6n is hardly accidental. Est. l:22 also mentions k"1a! first, then /d.i6n. The
acquisition of strange letters and writings (for Daniel those of Sumerian) precedes any

actual mastery of the language.
A person who masters the specialized idiom of magical incantation is called a ba'al

halldidn (Eccl. l0:11). He can charm snakes or explain the miracles they effect (LXX
t6 epddonti, "to the conjurer").45 It is less likely that ldiinherc refers tothe snake's

tongue,6 whereby the magician would be described as master of the snake's tongue.

The Vulg. understands this as "secret slanderer."

V. Semantic Field. We must yet determine the position of the word lni6n in
relationship with the other words in its semantic field. In is metaphorical usage this
word is partially synonymous with + ilD peh, -+ ilDU idpd, and the less frequently
rused hd$ and gardn. When ldl6n appears in parallelismus membrorunz with one of
these synonyms, it usually appears in the second part of the verse, suggesting that it is
less stereotypical and thus more expressive.4T

The word peh often fades to an abstract concept (cf. expressions such as 'al pi).lt
is significant that pi YHWH became a frequently used expression for divine instruction,
whereas Yahweh's ldi6n is mentioned only once (Isa. 30:27), and there in a stark

portrayal of a theophany (an analogous relationship obtains between Yahweh's ydy'

i.e., "power," over against Yahweh's raglayim [Ps. l8:10(9)]). Moreover, lnl6n does

not refer to the sense of taste (peh, beb nor to a loud outcry or the act of swallowing
or devouring (gdrbn). As the symbol of speech ldi6n is characterized more by move-
ment and activity than are the synonyms. Speech issues from a person's mouth and

lips (Dt. 23:24[23];8:3), and the tongue can rise up (Isa. 54:17). Whereas the mouth
and lips testify unwillingly against the speaker, he himself chooses the tongue (Job

15:5f.). [n the case of speech impediment a person's lips are veiled, and the tongue
slow (Ex. 6:12 4:10).a8 A man's lips are with him; he prevails with his tongue (Ps.

,14. See Erman-Ranke.
45. Cf. Sir. 12:13 LXXI' ANET, 326.
46. So H. W. Hertzberg, Der Prediger KATXVIV4 (1963), 185.

47. On what have been called "parallel pairs," see M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-He-
brew Parallel Pairs," RSB 1,73-78; peh-1ai6n,309f., no. 455; iAp6-ldi6n, 368, no. 579.

48. -+ lll ldbed Nrl, t3-22).
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D:5t4|1). Ababbler is a man of lips (Job ll:2); the malicious inciter is a man of the

tongue (Ps. 140: 12[1]).
A dialect as such can also be called SdpA where it is viewed as a unity (Gen. I I : 1,6;

Zeph. 3:9). For a plurality of languages, however, this word offers no plural form. A
splintering into different languages is designated by ldi6nor lciondl (Est. 3:12; Gen.

10:20). This is also the case in a Qumran text (lQM 10:14): blt liwn wmprd'mym,
"confusion of tongues and division of peoples."

VI. Religio-Ethical Considerations. The religio-ethical estimation of ldi6n
addresses a person's linguistic behavior and agrees in substance with statements ad-

dressing that behavior under a different rubric.ae In statements about ldi6n, however,

a negative or positive estimation prompts stronger accentuation, resulting in assertions

that can hardly be formulated more evocatively: "Death and life are in the power of
the ldi6n" (Prov. 18:21; cf. Sir. 37:18).

The concept of the enormous power of the tongue unites dynamistic-magical

beliefssO with empirical wisdom of the world. The proverb just cited evokes equally

the curses and blessings conjured by the ldi6n on the one hand, or the disaster or

deliverance brought about in a practical sphere of life on the other. In any case, OT
understanding inseparably associates the ldi6n with thought (Ps. 52:4[2]) and action

(Isa. 3:8). The tongue is as powerful as a weapon (Isa. 54: 17 par. k'lt, "instruments of
war") and can be used to smite a person (Jer. 18:18). It is like a sharpened knife (Ps.

52:aVD, a scourge (Job 5:21; Sir.28:17), and a sharp sword (Ps. 57:5141; Sir. 28:18).

It can be bent like a bow and becomes a sharpened arrow (Jer. 9:2,713,81). On the other

hand, the tongue can heal like balsam and be a tree of life (Prov. 12:18; l5:4).
One should not overestimate the frequent linguistic occlurence of the tongue as the

subject of a verbal clause. It plots the malicious deed (Ps. 52:4[2]), speaks wickedly
(Isa. 59:3), rises in judgment (Isa. 54:17),and makes great boasts (Ps. l2:4[3]), although

it also expresses praise (Pss. 35:28; ll9:172). One cannot really speak of any quasi-

independent activity on the part of the lai6n.st "My lai6n speaks" (Job 33:2) is a

circumscription for "I speak with my ldi6n" (Ps. 39:4[3]).
The wisdom writings in particular warn against imprudent and false ldidn;boththe

psalms and the prophets lament the malicious ldi6n ofblasphemers. In isolated passages

we find those significant statements about one's own sins of the tongue. Neither the

smooth-tongued flatterer (Prov. 28:23) nor the tongue of the slanderer (25:23) finds

favor. Whoever whispers to a master something ill about a servant (/.in hiphil) will
bring down the servant's curse upon himself (Prov. 30: l0). A lying tongue does not

last long (Prov. 12: l9), and a perverse tongue will come to an evil end (17:20; 10:31 ).

Riches accumulated with a lying tongue prove to be a mere fleeting vapor, or even a

snare of death (Prov. 2l:6). Wickedness tastes good to the blasphemer. Though he wants

49. See V above.
50. Mowinckel.
51. Behm, Wendland.
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to hide it under his tongue, it will be transformed into the bitter poison of asps, and he

will be killed by the viper's tongue (Job 20:12-16).
The tongue of blasphemers is the expression of their vile nature and deeds. They

feel almighty (gbr) with their ldi6n: "Who is our master?"; their ldi6n makes great

boasts (Ps. l2:4t.l3t.l). They set their mouths against the heavens, and their /d.i6n struts

through the land (Ps. 73:9). The villains make their tongue smooth so that their throat
becomes an open sepulchre (Ps. 5:10[9]). They conceal injustice and violence beneath

their tongues, then deviously crush the poor and the innocent (Ps. 10:7-9). The incli-
nation of the powerful blasphemer to employ a deceiving tongue results from his loving
evil more than good (Ps.52:4-6[2-4]). The stringent condemnation of this kindof ldi6n
is illustrated by the fact that it is mentioned in the same breath with theft, adultery (Ps.

50:18f.), and murder (Prov.6:17; Isa.59:3). Thus the Ti ldi6n (Ps. 140:12[11] par.
'ti-hdmds [rA']) is to be understood as someone who incites criminal activity and

violence.s2
The prophets condemn their people for precisely this sin. Everyone's tongue became

accustomed to lying (Jer. 9:4[5]); they direct thetr ldi6n against one another like a bow

and arrow (vv. 2,7[3,8]). Their ldi6n is deceitful in their mouth (Mic. 6:12), and they

thus direct their ldi6n and their deeds against Yahweh (Isa. 3:8). The historical psalm

asserts the same thing. Past generations were not dedicated to God and his covenant,

although they deceived him with their ldi6n (Ps. 78:36). They pretended not to under-

stand the words of the prophet, as if they were a foreign people with slow, alien lai6n
(Isa. 28:ll).In the face of this strife of tongues (rib leidn6!, Ps. 31:21[20]), God is the

only refuge. The righteous person entreats God to give him shelter and deliver him
from the deceitful tongues (Ps. 120:2).s3 May God split those tongues (plq, as in Gen.

10:25, which refers to the [inguistic?] division of the nations) and bring the

blasphemers to ruin because of their own tongues (Ps.55:10[9];64:9[8]54). According

to a Qumran psalm (lQH 5:15), God will draw the adversaries'tongue back like a
sword into its sheath before they can smite anyone. For a lying tongue is an abomination
to Yahweh (Prov. 6: 16f.).

Thus the virtuous person will examine his own ldi6n to determine whether it has

been deceitful (Job 21:4). The righteous person knows that he must guard his tongue

not only to keep himself out of trouble (Prov. 2l:23), but also to keep evil away from
it (Ps. 34:14[13]). Only a person who has never slandered another with his ldi6n (rgl,

Ps. 15:3; cf. Sir. 5:14; lin, Ps. 101:5) may dwell in God's tent.

In this way the ldi6n can become what it should be: the means of communication

between human beings and between human beings and God. A wise tongue deepens a

person's insight (Prov. l5;2), and a gentle tongue persuades (25:15). T\e lai6n of the

righteous is precious silver (Prov. 10:20), for it speaks justly (Ps. 37:30).In the hour

52.The translation "braggart" (H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 [Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989],

though a similar interpretation already arises in Sir.9:18 LXX, Vulg.) enfeebles the function of
lason.

53. Thus our interpretation; cf. F. Delitzsch, The Psalms. KD, Y III, 268f.
54. Cf. BHK.
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of miraculous deliverance the ldi6n of stammerers will speak clearly (Isa. 32:4), and

that of the mute will sing for joy (35:6). In Thanksgiving Psalms the ldi6n proclaims
Yahweh's steadfastness and righteousness (Ps. 35:28; 5l:16[14); 7l:24; 126:2).

Yahweh, who knows a person's every deed, also knows every word on his /c-^irin (Ps.

139:4). Texts from Qumran portray this similarly: "The spirit.that lies in man's speech

you did create, you have known all the words of man's tongue" (lQH l:28f.); "God
made the ldi6n and knows its word" (4Q185). He gives the tongue to the prophet (Isa.

50:4; IQH 7:10 interprets: "a tongue according to God's commandments"); the ap-

propriate answer of the tongue comes from God (Prov. 16: 1). Here no room is left for
determinism. Although a person can willfully take his own lai6n and proclaim what is
false (Jer. 23:31), whoever is seized by Yahweh's spirit senses that Yahweh's word is
upon his ldi6n (2 s' 23..2)' 

Kednr-Kopfstein

il}Vi) ut*aT:'

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences in the OT. IL l. Sacrificial Hall 2. Jerusalem

Temple (Preexilic); 3. Function and Use; 4. Differentiation by Personal Names; 5. Priests'

Chambers. III. Qumran. IV. LXX.

l. 1. Etymology. The Ugaritic term llkt in the expression bllk bt might be related to
Heb. liikd,2 particularly since the remnants of the poorly preserved tablets also mention
gates (pth), windows (blnm), and rooms (hdr); one would, however, anticipate a

feminine form. Also, since only sparce evidence is attested for the letter !, and since a
noticeably large space occurs between bllk and bt, the precise reference cannot be

determined with any certainty.3 A Punic attestation of lyikt in a fragmentary inscription
from Maktara is likewise uncertain.s The Middle Hebrew (mishnaic) and Jewish-

UikA. T. A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jerusalem von Salomo bis Herodes, ll: Von Ezechiel bis
Middot. SrfS, 3 (1980), esp.72l-26,729f.,739-748; K. Elliger, "Die grossen Tempelsakristeien
im Verfassungsentwurf des Ezechiel (42,1tt.)," Geschichte und ATI Festschrifi A. Alt. BHTh, 16
(1953), 80-102; K. Galling, "Die Halle des Schreibers: Ein Beitrag zur Topographie der Ak-
ropolis von Jerusalem," PJ, 27 (1931), 5l-571' J. Maier, "Die Hofanlagen im Tempel-Entwurf
des Ezechiel im Licht der 'Tempelrolle'von Qumran," Prophecy. Festschrift G. Fohrer. BZAW,
150 (1980), 55-67.

l. UT, no.1151,8.
2. Cf . PRU, II, 182; M. Dahood, "Hebrew lrxicography: A Review of W. Baumgartner's

Lexikon, Volume ll," Or 45 (1976),345.
3. KTU,4.195,8 has not incorporated this reading.
4. J. G. Fewier, "Communication," Bulletin arcMologique du comiti des travaux histoiques

et scientifiques, 1950, lllf.
5. Cf. D/SO, r38.
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Aramaic (e.g., targumic) evidence is dependent on the biblical occurrences of the word
uika.

The question concerning the relationship between Heb. liikd and Gk. Msch€ is also

of interest. It is highly unlikely that l4schE is a Semitic loanword in Greek;6 since there

is some etymological evidence within Greek itself,T the Hebrew and Greek forms
probably do not share a common root from Asia Minor.s Thus it is possible that the

word was imported from the Greek by foreign peoples.e The alteration / + n in the

initial positior of liikd/niikA (as in Neh. 3:30; l2:M; l3:7, and l lQT), however, should

not be taken as an indication of uncertainty in the rendering of a foreign word; rather,

it reflects the familiar East Aramaic (esp. in the Talmud) transition from I to n and vice

versa.lo

2. Occunences in thz OT. As the designation for part of a building in the sense of
room, cell, chamber, hall, chapel, etc., liikd occurs altogether 47 times in the OT: 8

times in Jeremiah (only in chs. 35 and 36), 23 times in Ezekiel (in the temple plans,

chs. 40ff.), 14 times in the Chronicler's history (where the secondary form ni.i/<ri also

occurs 3 times), and also in 2 K. 23:ll; I S. 9:22.In Ezk. 45:5, the 'eSfim l"idk6!,
despite attestation in Syriac, Targumim, and Vulg., should be emended according to

the LXX to 'artm laidle7 Additionally, the LXX version of I S. 1:18 implies a fuller
(though not necessarily better) text over against MT. After her prayer and conversation
with Eli, Hannah returns to the "hall" (eis t6 katdlyma [autds] = halliikdld). Tltis
Hebrew recension may also have spoken in I S. I :9 of the liikA (bKkh instead of bilh)
in which the sacrificial meal was taken (analogous to I 5.9:22).tl

It is not surprising that P does not mention the leidkbl since P maintains the fiction
associated with the wildemess sanctuary, namely, that no ancillary buildings were

necessary.l2

6. Cf. H. l*wy, Die semitischen Fremdwiirter im Griechischen (1895, repr. Hildesheim,
rg'to),94t.

7. Cf. H. Fisk, Griechisches Etymologisches Wdrterbuch. Indogermanische Bibliothek, ser.

2, II (Heidelberg, 1970), 107f.
8. Contra E. Meyer, Geschichte des Ahertums,U2 (1913, repr. Darmstadt, l98l), $476, p. 705

n.
9. Cf. C. H. Gordon, "Homer and Bible," HUCA, 26 (1955),60f .: idem, "The Role of the

Philistines," Antiquity, 30 (1956), 23f. Gordon suggests that liikd/l€schE evidences "Minoan
heritage in architecture" mediated through the Philistines. On a possible semantic connection
and an interpretation of lischE as a "drinking-hall," cf. J. P. Brown, "The Mediterranean Vo-
cabulary of the Vine," yI 19 (1969), l5ltr

10. Cf. R. Macuch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic (Berlin, 1965), 50f.' $27.
I 1 . Cf. following A. Klosterm ann, Die Biicher Samuelis und der Kdnige. SZ III ( I 887), esp.

K. Budde, Die Bilcher der Samuel. KHC,VlTl (1902); and more recently R. de Vaux, I*s Livres
de Samuel (Paris,2196l), in loc.

12. For a different view, see M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford,
1978),24,193.
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lL l. Sacrificial Hall. AliikA can refer to a room in a sanctuary in which sacrificial
meals are celebrated (l S. 1:9 LXX;9:22; cf. also Jer.35:2;Ezk.42:13). I 5.9:22
implies that there was room for ca. thirty participants. Presumably the definition offered
by KBU and KBI) (with reference to Arab. llwdn)t3 is applicable to such a room:
seating benches for the celebrants were located along three walls, while the fourth side

opened up toward a court (cf. Vulg. I 5.9:22: triclinium, and the translation of liiki
in LXX by exddra [8 times] and in Vulg. by exedra [6 times]). Archaeological evidence

for such rooms used for sacrificial meals is attested for many temples in the ancient
Near East.la

2. J erusalem Temple ( Preexilic ).
a. lnformation from the preexilic period is sparse concerning ancillary rooms des-

ignated as liikd connected with the Jerusalem temple. In the account of measures taken

in connection with Josiah's cultic reform,2 K. 23:Il reports that Josiah removed the

horses for the chariot (LXX; MT 'chariots') of the sun, and that these horses were

located in the /i.i/cd of the ,fa-ris Nathan-melech. If this refers to living horses and not
to reproductions (made of metal?), then the liiki of Nathan-melech, located next to the

entrance to the temple (and thus at the eastern edge of the platform in the parwtuim),
served as a horse stall.

b. Jer. 35:2,4 reports that Jeremiah brought the abstinent Rechabites into the /i.ikd

of the "sons of Hanan" (so MT), the son of Igdaliah, the man of God, in order to offer
them wine to drink. This li.i&ri seems to refer to a larger room serving as the meeting
place for a prophetic school, the disciples of Hanan. Our understanding of its location
is not really enhanced by the text's subsequent, more specific information, namely, that
it was located near the liil<i of the idrim (or does this [and Ezk. 40:44], following Ml
refer rather to Sdrtm, i.e., singers' guilds, as in I Ch. 9:33?), above the /r.i/<6 of Maaseiah

the son of Shallum, keeper of the threshold.
c. Jer.36:10,12,20f. referls to a single building, more specifically an official state

building distinguished by its access both to the temple outer court and to the palace

court. If one follows the MT, however, then the reference is on the one hand to a liikh
of Gemariah, the son of the scribe Shaphan (v. 10), in the upper court at the new temple
gate, and on the other to the liikd of the scribe (v. 12) Elishama (vv. 20f.) in the royal
palace, which may have had some official status.

d. If as I Ch. 28:12 suggests rhe leidkb! surrounding the outer courts can be traced

back to David's own directive, and if as 2 Ch. 31:ll suggests Hezekiah had such

chambers prepared, then we can deduce at least that the preexilic temple had ancillary
rooms that served in particular as treasury rooms and storage halls.

13. Cf. S. Renart, Lcxikon der arabischen Welt (Zwich, 1972),665.
14. Cf. J. Starcky, "Salles de banquets rituels dans les sanctuaires orientaux," Syr 26 (1949),

62-67.
15. So Galling.
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3. Function and Use. The creation of these chambers along the outer wall of the

temple area might have been a result of Babylonian influence, although these chambers
may have resulted simply from the construction technique of building casemates along

the city wall.16 On the other hand, the plural form in Neh. l3:9 may not be interpreted
such that the priest Eliashib had apportioned to Tobiah, the Ammonite enemy of
Nehemiah, a "suite" of smaller chambers, i.e., a liil<fr partitioned into several rooms
(cf. v. 5, liiki S"ddld); rather, "Tobiah's chamber had so tainted the adjoining rooms
with its uncleanness that they, too, had to be cleansed."lT

A portion of the leiaft61l8 was used as treasury rooms (l Ch.28:12; Ezr. 8:29) or as

storerooms for offerings (Ezk. 42:12), tithes of fruit, grain, wine, and oil (Neh.

10:39f.[Eng.w.38f.];similarly 12:44;13:9),taxesandtithes(2Ch.31:llf.)orfrankin-
cense (Neh. 13:9), and especially for storing the sacred cultic vessels (Neh. l3:9;
according to the current text, also I Ch.28:12, where an addendum [w. 14-18] enumer-

ates the individual pieces).le According to Ezk. 46:l9f ., one of the rooms among the

holy chambers for the priests facing north served as an offering kitchen for cooking
the guilt and sin offerings and for baking the cereal offering (cf. also I Ch.28:12f.,
where m"le'Se1 '"bbda! bC!-YHWH also probably refers to the boiling and cooking of
theoffering,justasMishnahMid. i.4speaks of aliikA of theguildof "themthatmade
the Baken Cakes" fiikt byt 'w{h fibtynl). According to Ezk. 40:38, there was a liil<h

opening toward the front hall of the inner north gate reserved as a washing room for
rinsing the entrails and lower legs of the burnt offering.2o The Mishnah tractate Middoth
contains additional, very precise instructions concerning the use of specific cells. For
example, there was one chamber in which priests who were unfit for other service

because of physical blemishes looked for worms in the wood used for the altar fire,
since such worm-infested wood would have defiled the sacrifice (ii.5).

At very least, 1 Ch. 9:33 reveals that the l"iaLil served as places where temple
personnel stayed. One can understand balleidkblpe!firim such that when the singers were

not actually in service, they could linger in these cells; or, since they were free from other
service, they lived in these cells in order to be on call day and night.zt Or one can insert

1622 and proceed on the assumption that the text is specially praising these singers by
emphasizing that they enjoyed no respite even in the cells, in contrast to the other l,evites,
who were able to relax in the temple sacristies when not actually in service.

4. Dffirentiation by Personal Names. It is noteworthy that several of these rooms

associated with the Jerusalem temple are identified more specifically by the personal

16. Cf. Busink,725f.
17. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949),204.
18. Maier, 58f., calculates 210 individual rooms for the complex of the outer court, and as

many as 856 according to the Temple Scroll.
19. Cf. Mishnah Mid. ii.6a, which mentions cells for storing musical instruments.
20. Cf. Mishnah Mid. v.3: likt hmdyl.tyn.
21. J. W. Rothstein and J. Hiinel, Das erste Buch der Chronik KAT, XYIIJl2 (1927), 179.
22. So W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (1955), 90f.
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names of their builder and/or present owner (or tenant) (cf . 2 K. 23:ll; Ezr. l0:6; Jer.

35:4;36:10,20f.; differently in Neh. 3:3023).

The liikh of Johanan the son of Eliashib mentioned inEzr. 10:6 has acquired special

renown in scholarship. In particular, Albin van Hoonackerza and scholars subscribing
to his hypothesis2s viewed it as an important argument for reversing the chronological
sequence Ezra-Nehemiah into Nehemiah-Ezra. AccordingtoEzr. l0:6,Ezra withdraws
at the end of the day into the liikA of Johanan the son of Eliashib to spend the night
in mouming and fasting. Since according to Neh. l2:10f.,22 a grandson of the high
priest Eliashib bears the name Johanan, and since in both Neh. 12:23; Ezr. 10:6 this
Johanan is called "son of Eliashib," the suspicion cannot be so quickly dismissed that
the two passages are speaking of the same man. If, however, Eliashib was the high
priest not only at the beginning of Nehemiah's activity (Neh. 3:1), but also after
Nehemiah's return from Babylon (Neh. 13:4), one may assume that the time in which
his grandson occupied a liikd at the temple is to be put after the twelfth year of
Nehemiah, and that thus what is reported in Ezl 10:6 cannot have preceded the

construction of the wall.
Wilhelm Rudolph,26 however, justifiably objects that it is by no means certain that

the untitled Eliashib (Ezr. l0:6) really was the high priest, nor that the untitled (accord-

ing to Neh. 12:23) Johanan was his grandson. The names Eliashib and Johanan occur
frequently in the postexilic period and are attested for various persons; thus there is
"not the slightest reason to assume a reference to the high-priestly family in Ezr. l0:6,
particularly since at least in the preexilic temple private individuals also owned temple
c€11s,"27 as already evident from the notices in 2 K. 23:ll; ler. 35:4; 36: l0 presented

earlier.
If in Neh. 3:30 the niikA of Meshullam the son of Berechiah is to be understood as

a secular edifice, namely, the priests' dwelling outside the temple area, then it is not

clear which particular architectural features prompted the designation of the building
as niikA. Although the description of the wall construction can indeed be followed from
vv. 28-31 the length of the temple area, it is not likely that v. 30 is referring to a temple
cell. Rather, as in vv. 20f. concerning the house ofthe high priest Eliashib, the reference

is probably to a priest's dwelling which was not (cf. v. 28) located in the vicinity of
the temple.

5. Priests' Chambers. The large complex of temple sacristies in Ezekiel's temple
vision28 stands completely under the sign of a more fully developed theology of

23. See below.
24. "N6h6mie et Esdras: Une Nouvelle hypothEse sur la chronologie de l'6poque de la

restauration," Mus,9 (18%), l5l-184, 317-351, 389-,rc1.
25.H. Cazelles, Histoire politique d'Israil. Petite Bibliothique des sciences bibliques, Nl I

(Paris, 1982); idem, e.d., Intoduction titique d / AI (Paris, 1973).
26. HAT, XX,67t.
27. So Rudolph.
28. Our understanding presupposes the interpretation of Elliger.
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holiness. The three-story building @2k.42:5f .) provides not only for optimal utilization
of space.for the varied needs associated with a temple cult,2e it also serves above all
to segregate the sacred area. Already "the layout of the buildings which reveal their
bridging function in their terrace-like ascent from the lay sphere to the priestly sphere"3o

shows the sharpened concept of holiness in the architectural plan, as illustrated partic-

ularly in the expanded layers within Ezk.40tr Here the priests must change garments

before leaving the interior of the temple area and proceeding out to the lay people

(42:13; 44:19); this also prompts the cultic designation of the buildings as li.if61
haqqo/ei (42:13;44:19;46:19). "From this qualification of the sacristies as a sacred

place there arise the subsequent regulations about behavior in this area, which at the

end ofv. 13 is once again specifically described as IlTp dlll lmdqdm qddail;'3r "At
the same time, however, the danger which threatens to arise in this intensified guarding
and delimiting of the sacred is not overlooked."32

III. Qumran. This word occurs in the Qumran texts 12 times in the form nikh or
nJlcwr, although only in the Temple scroll33 in the section about the outer court (llQT
40:5-45:6).Y

IV. LXX. The LXX rendering vacillates between exddra (18 times in Ezekiel),
gazophyldkion (11 times, esp. Ezra-Nehemiah), and pastoph6ri.on (8 times, esp.

l-2 Chronicles). In addition to these, oiftos also occurs 6 times as an equivalent. Isolated
equivalents such as katdlyma (1 S.9:22), aul6 (Jer.35:2[LXX 42:21),or slcEni (Ezt.
8:29) only attest the uncertainty in the search for the exact meaning. Jerome prefers

the loanword gazofilacium (altogether 37 times) to exedra (6 times). Translations
occurring only once, such as ticlinium (l S. 9:22), cubiculum (Ezr. 10:6), or horreum
(2 Ch. 3l:ll), interpret the word on the basis of context. In the NT, Jn. 8:20 uses

gazophylal<cion to refer to a liikd specially identified as a treasury room, while the

same word in Mk. 12:41,43; Lk. 2l:l probably refers rather to an alms box.3s

Kellermann

29. See tr.2 above.
30. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),401.
3t. rbid., m.
32. rbid., 40t.
33. Cf. Y. Yadrn, Megillat hanmiqdal,I-IIIA (Jerusalem, 1977); J. Maier, The Tbrnple Stoll.

JSOT Sup,34 (Eng. trans. 1985).
34. Cf. Maier, Festschrift G. Fohrer 58.
35. Cf. St.-B., rr (1924),3741.
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1*D m"'ad

Contents: I. Erymology. II. Occurrences. Itr. l. Relationship Between the Various Functions;

2. Adverbial Function. IV. Substantive: l. Doubtful Cases; 2. b"ptl m"'61c1<d.

I. Etymology. The root m'd with word constructions comparable in meaning to that
of Heb. me'6/ occurs in several Semitic languages. These findings supersede attempts

by earlier lexicographers to understand m"'6/ as a compound from the prefix ln and

the root 'fid (after the Arabic, meaning approximately "weigh on, burden something;
a burden").t Mitchell Dahood's suggestion2 that m'd represents a dialect variation of
m'7, "of old," is unacceptable.

Akkadian3 attests a verb midu (ma'ddu), "be or become much, numerous," an adj.

mddu (ma'du), "much, numerous," a subst. 'ma'dfi @adtt), "large quantity, plenty," and

an adv. madii, "very." Ugaritis+ affests the form m'd, which means "much" (m'd ksp,

"much silver") and "very" (z m'd, "very strong"), as well as the subst. m'd, "large
quantity." It is doubtfrrl that the form m'dy is actually a suffixed noun ("my fullness").

Dahood has suggested repointing on the basis of Ugar. m'd int.o ma'ed, and to
translate as "Grand One" or "God Almighty" (thus in Ps. 2l:2[Eng. v. l]; 46:2lll;
92:6151;96:4;97:9;105:24;109:30; I 19:8,96,138 J4A)67. 142:7161;145:3).s This was
picked up by David Noel Freedman (on Ps. 78:59)6 and Lorenzo Vigand (on Gen.

13:13;.2 One can object with Oswald l-oretz,8 however, that in the passages under
discussion stichometric considerations already make any repointing difficult. On the

other hand, David Marcuse has pointed out that Ugar. m'd means "many, much," but

m"oQ.M. tambert, Traiti de grammairc hebratque (Hildesheim,2tglZ),388-391; J. Pedersen,

ILC, l-Il, 146f.; G. von Rad, OT Thcobgy, I @ng. tans., New York, 1962),zffit.,225f; E. Ben
Yehuda, Thesaurus totius Hebraintis, VI (1948, repr. New York, 1960), 2745-2750 lHeb.l.

l. GesThes,35-37;P. A. de tagarde, Abersicht iiber die im aramiiischen, arabischen und
hebniischen iibliche Bildung der Nomina. AGWG,35 (1889, repr. Osnabrtick, 1972), 128.

2. "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography ry" Bibl, 47 (1966),413.
3. AHw, n 0972),573t.; CAD, wt (1977),4f ., 19-27;xl2 (1977),163.
4. WUS, no. 1498; UT no. 1406; M. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RS4 I, no.

342u 415.
5. "Comparative Philology Yesterday and Today," Bibl, 50 (1969),79; Psalms IIl. AB, XVIIA

(1970),473; more cautiously in "Hebrew lrxicography: AReview of W. Baumgartner's lzxil<on,
Volume ll," Or 45 (1976),346.

6. "God Almighty in Psalm 78:59," Bibl, 54 (1973),268 = Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy
(Winona Lake, 1980), 347.

7. Nomi e titoli di YHWH alla luce del semitico del Nord-Ovest. BietOr 31 (1976); cf.
M. Dahood, "Northwest Semitic Notes on Genesis," Bibl, 55 (1974),77f.

8. "'d m'd'Everlasting Grand One' in den Psalmen," BZ N.s. l 6 ( 1 972), 245-48; idem, "Die
Umpunktierung von m'd zn rnii'Ed in den Psalmen," UF,6 (1975), 481-84.

9. "Ugaritic Evidence for 'The Almighty/The Grand One'?" Bibl, 55 (1974), N4-7.

39
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never "great." Hence a divine epithet with the meaning suggested above cannot be

derived from the Ugaritic evidence.
Arabic attests the verb ma'ada, "begin to grow."

II. Occurrcnces. The word m"'6/ occurs 253 times in the OT in this particular form,
6 times in the superlative doublinE m"'ad me'd{,24 times in the prepositional forms
bime'dd me'6Q (6 times), 'a/ m"'d/ (17), 'ad lim"'dd (once), and twice as a suffixed
substantive.to The LXX usually translates with sph6dra, "extlemely, very (much)"
(including an imitation of the doubling: sph6dra sphbdra),less often with lian, "very
much indeed, too much." The Vulg. renders the word quite often with valde, "to a

large extent, very (much)," although also with nimis, "beyond measure, much too
much." In several instances we also encounter a semantically accurate translation:
vehemens (Jgs.l2:2),festinus (l S. 20:19), etc.

lll. l. Relationship Between thc Vaious Functions. The lexicall assume an originally
substantival meaning for the word m"'1Q and derive from it the meaning of the adverbial

function. This view is justihed from a diachronic perspective, since the word was probably
originally a noun (nominal construction gztlI2), as suggested by linguistic comparisons and

the accompanying prepositions (b', 'a0. ln the present context, however, m"'oQ functions
almost exclusively as an adverb; thus a synchronic description must take this function as

its point of departure and only then attempt to determine its substantival meaning.

2. Adverbial Function. When used in the accusative as an adverb (in the Qumran texts

often [even against MT] as m"'6dkt3), the word serves to strengthen or amplify a

statement. The work of a single day of creation is described as 16|, while the work as a

whole is descibed as t68 me'dd (Gen. I :3 I ). Since the content of the word itself is neutral,

it can be employed equally for positive or negative emphasis (Jer.24:2,3).Thetermm"'6/
can strengthen or amplifu adjectives (Jgs. 3:17), finite verb forms (Jgs. 6:6), imperatives
(Jer. 2:10), infinitives (25.14:25), adverbs (Znc.14:14), and entire sentences (Jgs.l2:2;
Jer. l8:13). It also occurs after verbs of movement (l S. 20:19; Jer. 49:30), where it must

be understood in the sense of "promptly, straightaway," and after negations (Isa. 64:8[9];
Dt. 17:17), where it means in effect "completely," "exceedingly."

This word is very flexible as regards its position within sentence structure (cf. the

rather distant positioning in Josh. 9:13; Jgs. l2:2: I K. l1:19; etc.), although in general

it stands after the word to be emphasized or after the essential part of the statement
(e.g., after the verb and its subject) (cf. Ezk. 37:10; I K.2:12; I Ch. 21:13). Accord-

10. See IV.2 below.
ll. BDB, 547: GesB, 3921, HAL, [ (1995), 538; E. Kontg, Hebrciisches urul aramiiisches

Wiirterbuch zum AT (l*ipzig, 1910), 203.
12. Ct. Bte,9460.
13. Cf . E. Y. Kutscher, The language and Linguistic Backgrourul oJ the Isaiah Scroll ( l QIsa").

srDJ, 6 (197 4), 41 3f., 498-500.
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ingly, the extremely rare initial positioning of me'od @s. 47:10[9];92:6[5]:97:9)
functions as an effective amplification of the emphasis itself within poetic style.

IV. Substantive.
1. Doubtful Cases. ln some occurences the word seems to exhibit nominal charac-

teristics. Thus in Ps. 119: 138 it might be taken as a virtual adjective to'"mfinA, andin
Ps. 3l:12(ll) as a parallel to herpd and pahaQ (cf. also lsa.47:9; Ps. 46:2[l]). In all
these verses, however, it is simpler not to undertake any textual emendation. Rather
than assuming some extraordinary meaning that might have been familiar to the original
audience, one should interpret this as distant positioning and refer me'68to a preceding
verb.

2. b"kol m"'dflef,n. The only (and significant) instance of a clearly substantival use
occurs in Dt. 6:5 (and in the text dependent on it, 2 K.23:25). Apparently, however, this
does not represent a recovery of one of the word's original meanings which had dropped
from current usage, but is rathera linguistically daring expansion ofthe use ofthe familiar
emphatic particle. The addition of the personal suffix and the parallel positioning with
ldpd! andnepe.ieffectively substantivize the word. The translation tradition that interprets
the word as "power, might" (LXX dfnamis, ischfs; Yulg. fortitudo, virtus; rabbinic
writing, however, suggests mambn, "wealtl," a possibility that must likewise be con-
sideredla) is basically on target. In Deuteronomy, however, we must reckon with an
"intensity of inwardness," although also with "a certain intellectualization."ls The desire
to describe the engagement of a person's whole personality, with all the positive features
of which it is capable "in great measure," generated this neologism: "You shall love
Yahweh your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and b"lol m"'68ekA (with
your utmost efforts; NRSV 'with all your might'1" (Dt. 6:5).

Kedar-Kopfstein

14. Ber 6lb.
15. Von Rad.

Contents: I. Ancient Near East: l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. West Semites. II. OT Usage: l.
concrete Meaning in Symbolic Prophetic Acts;2. Maxims About Honesty in Commerce;,3.
peles, qdneh, zyg6s; 4. Symbol of God's Cosmic Rule; 5. Human Worth in Job.

4t

md'Tcnayim G. Bertram, "(uy6g in the LXX," TDN7/-ll,896-98; B. Kisch, Scales andWeights:
A Historical Outline (New Haven,..l965),26-78; C. Seeber, IJntersuchungen zur Darstellung des
Tbtengerichts im Alten Agypren. MASI,35 (1976), esp. 67-83; H. Weippert, 

-"Waage,- 
BRL2,3i5.
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I. Ancient Near East.
1. Egypt. The Egyptian termwdn, which is perhaps related towzn, means "heavy";l

a "balance, scale" is called m[3.t, referring primarily to the "standing scale,"2 or iwiw,
probably the "hand[-held] scale."3 The standing scale appearing at the judgment of
the dead is especially well known. The heart of the deceased is weighed against the

symbol of Maat before the throne of Osiris and the forty-two attendant judges. Here

Thoth functions as scribe, and Anubis operates the scale.a The strict honesty of the

scalemaster is emphasized. Thus we read in the Protests of the Eloquent Peasant: "Do
the hand-scales (iwfw) err? Does the stand-balance (m[;t) incline to the side? Is even

Thoth indulgent?"s At the judgment of the dead "Maat represents the universal ethical

norm established by God against which the human being is measured with the testimony

of his personal life."6

2. Mesopotamia. The Akkadian term zibanrtu. "balance, scale" (Syr. z"!an, "pur-
chase"? wzn?), also refers to the constellation Libra;7 another term is giiinnu (Stm.
gii-erin).8 According to CAD,s these refer to two different kinds of scales, whereby

zibdniru was equipped with a special component or mechanism *zibanu.to

3. West Semites. The Ugaritic term mznm derives from wzn (cf. Arab. wazana,

"weigh"); the Hebrew orthography with ' results from the combination with'azen,
"ear',"rr or with 'dz€n, "implement, tool" (Dt.23:14[Eng. v. l3]12; RSV "weapons").
Although the dual form actually refers to the two balance pans together, it is used pars

pro toto for "scales." The term mzwn ocours in the Nikkal-Kotharot textl3 in a context

concerned with determining the bridal price, i.e., in a domestic context as in Jer. 7:18.

In Ugarit the scale (mznm) is mentioned among other household items.la

The meaning of the Punic term m'znt, is disputed: "implement, tool" or "scale,

l. wbls, r,390.
2.WbAS, tr, 130.
3. wbAS, I, 57. For illustrations of standing scales, cf., e.9., ANEP, lll,l22, 133 (for gold);

for a hand-held scale, cf. E. Siphron, "DlI!iJ," EMiqr IY,54O.
4. ANEE 639; on its operation see Seeber.

5. Ll. l48ff.; ANET,409.
6. Seeber,75.
7. AHw, m (1981), 1523.
8. AHw, | (1965),293.
9. CAD, XXI (1961), 100.

10. For an illustration of a standing scale, cf. ANEI 350. The hand scale reproduced there
(no. ll7) is actually Hittite; cf. M. Riemschneider, Die Welt der Hethiter (Stuttgart, 1954),9,
pl.76.

11. So C. H. Gordon, UI no. 801.
12. HAL, | (1994),28.
13. KTU, 1.24, 34, 35, 37.
14. KTU, 4.385, 5; for a reproduction of a scale from Ras Shamra see O. R. Sellers,

"Balances," IDB, l, 343.
15. KAt 8r.3.
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balance"?r6 Egyptian Aramaic attests mwu,l7 Biblical Aramaic m6'zenawd', and

Jewish Aramaic m68"nd' and mbzanya', "scales, balance" (also Christian-Palestinian
and Mandaic). According to E. Y. Kutscher,r8 the orthography m(w)uym in lQIs'40:12
is an aramaism. The piel form 'iu4n (F*cl. l2:9) is denominative.

Archaeological finds include scales from Lachishle and Beth-zur.2o Otherwise only
balance panszt and weights (with a margin for error of up to 67o22) have been found.

II. OT Usage.
l. Concrete Meaning in Symbolic Prophetic Acfs. The clearly concrete references

to mo'zcnayim also occur in theologically significant contexts. In Jer. 32:10, Jeremiah

weighs the silver used in the purchase of a field, and in the course of symbolic gestures

in Ezk. 5:1 the prophet parts his hair with balances into three parts as a symbol of the

people's coming fate.

2. Maxims About Honesty in Commerce. The inculcation of the use of "honest

balances" (m6'2"n2-;e/eq) and "honest weights" ('abn2-;edeq) (lrv. 19:36; Ezk.
45:10) actually also includes honesty toward one's fellow human beings in the larger

sense. More frequently, however, we hear of false or deceptive balances (md'z"nA

mirmi: Hos. 12:8[7]; Am. 8:5; Prov. 1l:1; 20:23).In Prov. 2O:23,theseparallel'elen
wd'ef;en, "false (NRSV 'differing') weights," and in I1:I the false scale contrasts with
'elen l"lemh, a "full (RSV Just,' NRSV 'accurate') weight." Mic. 6:11 reproves the

evil-doers for their dishonest business: false scales (mo'zcni reia') and false weights
(alnA mirmd); Yahweh cannot consider such a person pure or innocent.23

3. peles, qdneh, ryg6s. Frov.16: I I asserts: "Yahweh has peles and m6'zcnA milpd!";
although peles probably refers to a specific component of the scale (arm? needle?), it
functions here as a metonym for the entire scale (as also in Isa. 40:12).24 The Hebrew

text presents this insistence on correct scales as a divine command; since the verse

stands in a series of royal sayings, however, the king may be intended as the person

responsible before God for honest commerce. In Isa. 46:6, the term qaneh, "scale
beam," similarly stands for the scale as a whole. 5r.42:4 recommends honesty n ryg6s
and stdthmia (= mo'z"nayim and peles2s).

4. Symbol of God's Cosmic Rule. It Deutero-Isaiah the balance symbolizes God's

cosmic rule. Who (if not God) has weighed the mountains in the peles ar.d the hills in

16. DISO, l4l.
17. DISO, 144.
18. The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Suoll. STDI, 6 (1974), 187.
19. O. Tufnell, Lachish, Itr (London, 1953), pl. 62.
20. O. R. Sellers, The Citadel of Beth Zur (Philadelphia, 1933), II, pl. 44.

21. See Weippert, 355.
22. D. Diringer, "The Early Hebrew Weights Found at Lachish," PEQ,74 (1942),86.
23. Read piel -r i])I zaLd (zdkhah), esp. II.2 (IV, 62-64).
24. According to Weippert,355,md'zenayimcould be ahand balancnandpeles astanding balance.

25. Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada.(lerusalem, 1965),22.
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ama'zenayim (Isa.40:12)? According to Isa.40:15, the nations are no more than dust
on the scales;26 this verse is cited both in Wis. 11:22 and 2 Mc. 9:8. This is already an

example of weighing human beings, although the concern is with their power, not their
merits. The words in Dan. 5:27 are directed to Belshazzar, king of Babylon: "You have

been weighed on the scales and found wanting."

5. Human Worth in Job. According to Job 6:2, a person's misfortunes are laid in the
balances and weighed @afla', "lift up onto the balance pan"2t): It is heavier than the
sand of the sea (v. 3). Job 3 1:6 is the only relatively unequivocal example of weighing
a person's merits: If God weighs Job in a just balance, he will recognize Job's integrity
(ummi2\). This is a matter of "the destiny and worth of man."2e In contrast, according
to Ps. 62: l0(9) human beings are too light in the balances and cannot assert themselves.
This particular usage develops the ideas of the Egyptian Book of the Dead further and

leads naturally to Sir. 2l:25;28:25a, which speaks of words being weighedinthe ryg6s
and stdthmos. Finally, the soul itself is laid upon the scales (l[Eth.]En.4l:1;61:8;
2(Slav.)En. 49:2; 4 Esd. 4:36; Apoc. Elijah 13:4; and Jer. Pe'ah 1.16b:'37). The OT
mo'z"nayim as a symbol of general human righteousness toward one's fellow human

beings is thus further related both to the person himself and to God.
North

26. Thus D. W. Thomas, "'A Drop of a Bucket'? Some Observations on the Hebrew Text
of Isaiah 40 rs," In Memoriam Paul Kahle. BZAW 103 (1968), 217, not "clouds" as suggested
by H. Torczyner, "The Firmament and the Clouds: Raqis' and Sheltaqim," Srf&, I (1948), 190.

27 . Cf . F. Stolz, 'D: n.f' auftreben, tragen," THAT ll, 110.
28. -, EDn fimam.
29. Bertram, 896, with reference to Ps. Sol. 5:4.

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences;3. Meaning;4.LXX. II. OTUsage: l. Normal

Usage; 2. Theological Usage.

l. l. Etymology. Outside Hebrew, the root m'n is attested only in Syiac (mZ'n,

"disgust someone, spoil something for someone") and Old South Arabic (m'nt). ltl-
though Ethiop. and Tigr6 numatw, "refuse," is semantically similar, its etymology is
uncertain. Alfred Guillaume2 assumes the presence of metathesis and refers to Arab.
muna'a, l'hold up, hinder."3

l. See W. W. Mtiller, "Altstidarabische Beitiige zum hebriiischen lrxicon," 7AW75 (1963), 3l l.
2. Guillaume, 10,27.
3. Cf., however, -r 9lD mdna' (Y[1,396-,101).
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2. Occuruences. Only the piel form occurs in the OT. Of 45 occurrences, 6 refer to
Pharaoh's refusal to let the Israelites go, and 12 are found in the book of Jeremiah.

Otherwise the distribution is of little interest.

3. Meaning.Isa. I : 19f. is especially useful for determining the meaning. There + illN
'dbA (abhah), "be willing," and m€'€n are antithetical, the latter being explicated further
by + i'l'10 mird, "be rebellious" (similarly also 4QrPs' 2:3). T-be verb is usually

translated by "refuse" or "be unwilling," whereby it is not always clear whether the

reference is to simple unwillingness or the actual act of refusing. In 6 instances the verb

stands absolutely; otherwise it is complemented by an infinitive with or without /1

4. IX( The LXX usually translates the term with negated forms of (e)thilein (18

times), botilesthai (9), or eisaloilein (4), although other translations occur in isolated
instances.

II. OT Usage.
l. Normal Usage. Most of the occurrences in the narrative writings are theologically

neutral. Joseph refuses to accept the offer of Potiphar's wife (Gen. 39:8). Jacob does

not want to bless Manasseh even though Manasseh is the first-born (Gen.48:19). Edom
refuses to grant the Israelites passage through his land (Num. 20:21). Yahweh does not

want to allow Balaam to go to Balak (Num. 22:13), and Balaam refuses to go along
(v. 14). The people refuse to listen to Samuel, and wish instead for a king (l S. 8:19).

Because Asahel pursues Abner and refuses to leave him alone, Abner kills him (2 S.

2:23). Adisciple of the prophets refuses to strike his fellow (1 K. 20:35). Naboth refuses

to give the king his vineyard (l K. 2l:15). Elisha refuses to accept the reward offered

by Naaman (2 K. 5:16). Queen Vashti refuses to appear before the king's guests (Est.

l:12).
Three times it is asserted that someone refuses to eat: 1 5.28:23 (Saul refuses to

eat what the diviner of spirits offers him); 2 S. 13:9 (Amnon); and expressed more
poetically in Job 6:7: "My nepei does not want to touch the food." One wisdom proverb

declares that the sluggard does not want to work (Prov. 2l:25).
In several instances z'n is used with nhm niphal. Jacob refuses to be comforted over

Joseph's alleged death (Gen. 37:35). A lament proclaims: "My soul refuses to be

comforted" (Ps. 77:3[Eng.v.2D. Rachel, who laments her sons (i.e., the fallen northem
kingdom), also refuses to be comforted (Jer. 3l:15).

In a few instances the verb is used in the context of marital law. It refers to a father's

refusal to give his daughter away as a wife (Ex.22:16[17]) or to a man's refusal to

consummate the levirate marriage (Dt.25t7).

2. Theological Usage. Accounts ofthe exodus record several references to Pharaoh's

refusal to let the Israelites go (Ex. 4:23;7:14,2718:21;9:2;10:3,4). This is a matter of
resistance to God's will which must remain futile and ultimately serve Yahweh's own
glorification. A similar expression occurs in Jer. 50:33 in reference to the enemies who

keep Israel in captivity.
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The word acquires special theological resonance when it refers to unrepentance or
the refusal to hear God's word. Such occurrences are especially numerous in
Jeremiah. Lustful Israel refused to be ashamed; although God warned it with drought,
it continued with its harlotry (Jer. 3:3). Although God smote the people, they still
refused to accept correction (mfisdr); they made their faces hard as stone and refused
to repent or return (ittb, 5:3). The same term, ifi!, is used with m'n in 8:5 as well;
they turn away (ift! polel + m"iubd), hold fast to their deceit (tarmtl), and refuse to
repent. They abide in deceit and refuse to know Goda (9:5[6]). With regard to
obduracy and the worship of idols, the fathers or the people itself refuse to hear God's
word (11:10; l3:10).

In the great vision of Yahweh's cup of wrath (Jer. 255) we read that although the
people do indeed refuse to accept the cup, they will be forced to drink it (v. 28). The
human act of refusal is powerless against Yahweh's wrath. Jer. 15:18 has a slightly
different angle of vision. There the prophet laments: "My wound refuses to be healed."
Jer. 38:21 is different yet. If Zedekiah insists on refusing to surrender, he should well
consider the consequences Jeremiah foretells.

This refusal to repent also appears in Hos. 1l:5. Because the people refused to retum
or repent, they will be enslaved once again. The refusal to listen appears agun in Zr*-
7:ll in a litany of expressions for obstinacy. They refused to hearken (4.i0 hiphil),
tumed a stubborn shoulder,6 and stopped their ears. Cf. also the confession of sin in
Neh. 9:17. The fathers refused to listen, were not mindful (zdlar) of God's wonders,
and stiffened their necks. The historical reflections in Ps. 78 speak of obstinacy and
disobedience, and offer the following summary: "They did not keep God's covenant,
but refused to walk according to his law" (v. l0). Here law and covenant are virmally
synonymous as expressions of religious obligation.

In Isa. l:19f., the prophet presents the people with the choice between willingness
and refusal, between heeding and recalcitrance. Ultimately this choice will determine
the people's fate.

In the prophetically informedT wisdom discourse in Prov. l:2O-33, we read in vv.
24f .: "I have called and you refused, have stretched out my hand and no one heeded
(q,ib hiphil), . . . you have ignored all my counsel and would have ('dbh) none of my
reproof." This accumulation of expressions for unwillingness corresponds to the pro-
phetic texts cited above.

Finally, Prov.2l:7 declares that the wicked refuse to do miipdt.
Ringgren

4. -+ Y'I' yada' (Y,448-481).
5. --r Dll kls (VII, l0l-4).
6. On this kind of stiff-necked obstinacy, cf. B. Couroyer,

incliner I'oreille," RB, 88 (1981),216-225.
7. Cf. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD, Xvlll e1980), 17.

"'Avoir la nuque raide': Ne pas
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Contents: I. Root, Occurrences, Usage, and Meaning. II. Secular Usage. III. Theological

Usage: 1. Human Beings as Subject; 2. God as Subject. [V. Uncertain Occurrences. V. Qumran.

vI. Lxx.

I. Root, Occurrences, Usage, and Meaning. The root rn 'J does not appear to be

indigenous to the older textual evidence of the Semitic languages. It occurs in Middle
Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic, and there is some possibility that Arab. mo'as*, "reject,"
is related to Heb. rn's. Attempts to derive it from Akk maifr, "forget,"t ot mAiu,

"disregard, undervalue,"2 are etymologically difficult, although from the perspective

of semantics a relationship might be assumed. The biblical occlurences accord with
these findings, since in the overwhelming majority of cases m's occurs in texts from
the exilic and postexilic periods. Regarding the few earlier passages in which the root
occurs, one must determine whether they genuinely come from the preexilic period or

belong rather to the history of interpretation and adaptation of preexilic textual state-

ments. It is noteworthy that m 's does not occur in the older sffata of the Pentateuch (3

times in l-ev. 26 and twice in Numbers), not even in Deuteronomy, although it does

occur in certain passages in the Deuteronomistic history (once in Judges; 9 times in
1 Samuel; 3 times in 2 Kings). A certain concentration of occurrences can be observed

in material from the tradition of Jeremiah (ll times) and Ezekiel (6 times). Neither

should we overlook the accumulation of occurrences in Wisdom Literature (ll times

in Job, twice in Proverbs) in which the root is used in contexts exhorting the acceptance

of one thing and the rejection of another. Testimonies of piety also presuppose situations

involving decision. This is true both of the occurrences in the Psalms (7 times) and in
the prophetic traditions (besides Jeremiah and Ezekiel [see above] also First Isaiah [8
timesl, Deutero-Isaiah [once], Hosea [3 times], Amos [twice]). The root m's also plays

an important role in laments (3 times in Lamentations; cf. also the occurrences in the

discourses in Job).
Determining the basic meaning of m's is not so easy, since the various contexts

require choosing from a wide assortment of possible translations. The Greek transla-

tion (LXX) seems to have dealt with this problem by using a surprisingly large

md'as. H. Gross, "Verwerfung," BL2, 1845f.; J. J. Jensen, "The Age of Immanuel," CBQ,

4l (1979),220-239; L. J. Kuyper, "The Repentance of Job," W 9 (1959),91-94; N. Lohfink,
"Zu Text und Form von Os 4,4-6," Bibl, 42 (1961),303-332; J. Reich, Studien zum theologischen
Problem der Menschenverachtung im AT (diss., Leipzig, 1968) (reviewed in ThlZ, 96 tl97ll,
234-36); H. Wildberger, "DND rn 's verwerfen," THAT 1,879-892: idem, "Die Neuinterpretation
des Erwiihlungsglaubens Israels in der Krise der Exilszeit," Wort-Gebot-Glaube. Festschrift
w. Eichrodt. AT4ANT 59 (1970), 307-324.

l. AHw, ll (1972),631.
2. tbid.,649.
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number of equivalents.3 In addition, ,??'s occurs in functional theological contexts in
which it circumscribes activity either from the perspective of God toward human
beings or from that of human beings toward God. Although in a few passages z's is

also used to refer to events in daily life, one cannot show that this secular usage

reflects its original meaning. If one evaluates the older occurrences and attempts to
extrapolate a meaning encompassing all the nuances of understanding, one might
arrive at the English equivalent "to esteem, regard lightly." From this "basic mean-

ing" one can then easily derive all the other variations, such as "reject," "despise,"
"refuse," "abhor," and many others. Lester J. Kuypera sees the entire semantic scope

of m's exhibited in the passages from Job, from "reject" to "regard of little value"
to "disregard, disrespect" and "despise, abhor." Accordingly, m's describes a sub-
jective attitude toward a person or thing acquired on the basis of some decision. This
decision is itself based on certain standards and criteria which in most cases are

explicitly mentioned or are at least clearly and intelligibly presupposed. The subjec-

tive nature of the decision, however, is not suspended. The root m's functions in
contexts addressing personal relationships.

In the OT this root occurs only in verbal forms; no nominal constructions are attested.

Only the qal and niphal are attested (the latter only 3 times). Two OT passages use the

niphal of a root m's possibly as a secondary form of rnss with the meaning "pass away,"
"dissolve" (Ps. 58:S[Eng . v. 7]; Job 7:5).5

II. Secular Usage. A proverb employed theologically in Ps. I 18:22 provides a point
of departure for understanding the secular usage of rn t. Construction workers select

stones for their building, the determining factor doubtlessly being that of appropriate-
ness, usefulness, etc. The process of "regarding of little value," "rejecting," and
"throwing away" corresponds to that of selecting.6 Inappropriate stones are rejected,

cast aside, and left behind, while others are accepted. This process of altematives is

circumscribedby bhr and m's. The proverb itself is effective because of the surprising
and unexpected esteem now accorded to the discarded stone, both in the face of its
rejection by the builders and despite the decision which has already been made to
discard it (Ps. 118:23: "This is Yahweh's doing").

Initially, the notion of the "rejected silver" also lacks theological tenor, the

reference being to silver that has not passed the test ofpurity after the refining process

(Jer. 6:30). A decision concerning acceptance and rejection, however, can also be

directed toward a human being. Deutero-Isaiah describes God's compassion toward
his people with the evocative imagery of the (re-)acceptance of a wife who has been
"cast off" (m 's niphal) (Isa. 54:6; cf. v. 4). Admittedly, m's is not typical of the

terminology of marriage or divorce law (cf. Dt.24:1ff.), since it is characterized by

3. See Wildberger, THAT I, 880f.
4. P.94.
5. See IV below.
6. +'111f bdhar (bdchar), "choose," "select" (II, 73-87).
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a sftong emotional element. In a late text in Isaiah (Isa. 33:8), m's is mentioned in

the connection with a broken covenant (rejection of witnesses [mt; the incompre-

hensible 'artm should presumably be read as'€Q?m with LXXIT in connection with
the breaking of a covenant [prr hiphil with beri!] and the disregard of people by the

i6de4 and bOgES mentioned already in v. l), which according to the context charac-

terizes the situation of distress from which Yahweh's might will bring deliverance
(v. 10). Neither, howeyer, does this one occurrence permit any characterization of m's

as a typical legal term.
Finally, the object of this decision can also be abstractions such as good and evil.

The Immanuel pericope asserts that God's predicted action will already have come to

pass even before Immanuel, born of the young woman, knows how to make rational

distinctions and then also how to decide (fda'ti or yEda') to choose the good and refuse

the evil (Isa. 7:15,16; opposite bhr). T\e figure of speech with -+ !1' yd/a', is

important, goveming as it does the noteworthy infinitive absolute construction with
m's and bl.tr.

This figure of speech effectively circumscribes the educational ideal of wisdom

didactics.8 Prov. 3:11; 15:32 as well as several passages from Job attest the use of rn 's

in wisdom contexts. The practical wisdom described by Prov. 15:32 is abstract in a

secular sense; it asserts that the acceptance ofcorrection is good and even vital, while
despising it results in self-injury (m6'Es napi6). The parallel concept to m's is pr',
"disregard," which supports the suggestion that the "basic meaning" of m's is "to
esteem, regard lightly." Although it is difficult to date the passage, it probably contains

older material. Prov.3:ll belongs to what is probably the latest part of the book of
Proverbs (chs. 1-9). This passage adds a theological element to the same maxim. It is
wise not to regard Yahweh's discipline lightly ('al-tim'as, "do not despise, do not

reject," ptr.qfr$, "experience loathing, disgust"). The principle involved is stated in
Prov.3:12: Yahweh "reproves" only the person he loves. In his own wisdom pro-

nouncement, Eliphaz considers that person blessed ('airA) who accepts God's correc-

tion. Like Prov. 3:11, he advises not to regard too lightly the mfisar of the Almighty
(Job 5:17), and he knows that God preseryes, blesses, and nurtures whoever accepts

his "educational and beneficial punishment"e (vv. 18-27).

The contempt directed toward a person by others or by groups (the husband's

contempt for his wife; cf. Isa. 54:6) is occasionally expressed by m's. Job's own misery

and suffering include pronouncements of contempt addressed to him by socially un-

worthy people (Job 19: 18; 30: l). Job 30:l-8 describes his detractors more closely. They

deide (:(hq'al)him, who has been tested by suffering, and make him the subject of
their n"gind, their mocking song. Their social insignificance (Job 30:8) manifests itself
in the fact that earlier Job would not have respected them (mn'astt, v. 1). They belonged

to a class which general community perception considered socially unworthy. In con-

7. See BIIS.
8. Cf. further Jensen.
9. -, ''10! yasaa Yl, 134.
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trast, according to the statements of his purification oath, Job well observed the rights
(mitpdfl of the menservants and maidservants socially dependent on him ('im-'em'as,
a stylistic feature of the oath formula), even when it was to his own disadvantage (Job

3l:13).
In a more general sense, low esteem can obtain between different groups among

the inhabitants of a country. In Jgs. 9:38, the Canaanite group in and around Shechem
represented by Gaal "despises" Abimelech and his "people" (or Abimelech and his
men) (cf. vv. 22-29, esp. 27f.). Respect or disrespect manifests itself here in subjec-
tion or rebellion. In this context m's can acquire a strong political-historical content.
This particular passage may possibly be one of the oldest attestations of the root in
the OT.

The theological sphere of meaning for the root incorporates descriptions of activity
from the secular sphere. In the story of David's anointing by Samuel (l S. 16:7), David's
brothers precede him in passing before Samuel, and Samuel realizes that Yahweh has

not chosen them (16'-bAhatr vv. 8-10). In this context, the root z's occurs once in the
assertion that Yahweh has "rejected" Eliab (kt m"'astihfr, v. 7). This probably refers to
a simple act of making a choice; the person choosing must make this choice, i.e., he
chooses or rejects. Behind this narrative we see clearly that bhr and m's can be used

to convey highly significant theological content.
The disregard for one's own life is attested in Job's grand and moving laments (Job

7:16;9:21). The context presumably reveals both aspects of the motivation for these

laments: on the one hand, resignation, discouragement, and disappointment that the
lament is futile and goes unanswered, and that suffering can be explained neither from
its own context nor by any recourse to God; and on the other hand, the defiance that
demands justice for itself in lament and accusation, regardless of any consequences for
one's own life and existence. Since all this is viewed in connection with God, who
ultimately is identified as the cause of this disappointment and as the addressee for the
accusations, these passages actually attest the theological use of m 's. Nonetheless, we
enccunter here the conscious disregard for one's own life (m's in combination with a
forrn of hyh), though not in the sense of suicide, but rather in the sense of surrendering
all security in life. Such disregard for life allows for a mode of behavior which with
no further consideration keeps all options open for one's own life in the future, and
does so equally both through resignation and through a defiant, virtually blasphemous
attitude.

III. Theological Usage.
l. Human Beings as Subject. The theological use of m's predominates in the OT,

and many passages reveal a close connection between disregard of human beings and
rejection of God. The convergence of these two aspects is illustrated especially well
by the historico-theological conclusions drawn by the Deuteronomistic history in its
portrayal of lsrael's fall in 2 K. 17. God's rejection of his people (v.20; cf. already
Hos. 4:6, further I S. 15:23,26; 16: l) is prompted by the Israelites' own contempt for
and rejection of all of God's statutes and covenantal agreements (2 K. 17:15). The
root m's thus belongs to the vocabulary of the covenant traditionlo and is defined by
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a large number of parallel terms taken from familiar Deuteronomistic nomenclature

to reier to both aspects, the human and the divine. The reproach that the earlier people

of God despised God's revealed will was presumably long a part of the message of
judgment delivered by the prophets, who used it to justify the disaster they were

ioretelling.ll In a summary fashion similar to the conclusions drawn by the Deuter-

onomistic history, the promises of blessing and warnings of curse concluding the

Holiness Code also preserve this connection between human rejection (mt is accom-

panied by g'1, pra etc.) of the revelation of the divine wtll (hoq, miipd!, miswa, bertT

it".; on the one hand, and the divine's own reactive rejection on the other ([,ev.

26:15,43,44). A whole litany of misdeeds characterizes the substantive sphere appli-

cable to z's (Lev. 26:l4ff.). The only new element here addresses the theological

sphere. The extraordinary assurance given here is that ultimately God will neither
. .pu*,' (m's) nor.'abhor" (g7) those who have been condemned and punished to

the extent they accept and make amends forl2 their 'awdn, i.e., God's judgment will
not give them over to destruction (v. 44). Unfortunately, it is not possible to date this

passage; thus nothing can be said regarding the age of these theological declarations

either.
In any case,l3 various prophetic passages attest that God's lament over Israel and

Judah's contempt for God's will was doubtlessly already the legitimizing element in

prophetic oracles of judgment and exhortation to repentance. Among Amos's oracles

against the nations, the oracle against Judah is generally held to be a secondary

uddition (Am. 2:4); the suspicion has arisen, however, that an older nucleus of

Deuteronomistic additions may be discernible.la Because Judah has rejected the tdral

YHWH, Amos foretells disaster for them. For Hosea, too, forgetting God's torah is

cause for announcing judgment (Hos. 4:6). The parallel to this is the rejection of

da'a1, which in this context must be understood in the comprehensive and established

sense of "knowledge of God." God's reaction to this deficient behavior is that he for

his own part forgets and rejects. This low estimation of the tdralYHWH by the people

of God is also a theme in First Isaiah (par. 'imrawith the verb ni?s [Isa. 5:24,the

integrity of which is disputedrsl). Isa. 30:8-13 is not disputed. There the people's

disobedience with regard tothe tbralYHWH is demonstrated anew, and v. 12 presents

the proof of guilt once again with reference to the people's contempt for the word

@Abdr). This and other behavior is disqualified as 'awon (Isa. 30:13), which brings

about disaster.
The Jeremianic corpus of sayings speaks twice about human rejection of the divine

10. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l)' 212'

ll. Cf. Lohfink,323.
12. rshll according to KBL3.

13. See previous discussion.
14. W. tiudolph,Amos. KATXIIV2 (1971), 120f.; S. Wagneq "Uberlegu_ngen zurFrage nach

den Beziehungen des Propheten Amos zum Siidreich," ThIZ, 96 ( l97l ), 653-6'10, esp. 663-68;

contra H. W Wolfl Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), in loc'

15. Wildberger (Isaiah 1-12, 212), however' considers it genuine'

5l
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word. Of these, Jer. 6: 19 gives the impression of being a later Deuteronomistic inter-
pretation of the oracle of woe (which follows in v. 2l) in the sense of providing a

precise reason for the disaster: Yahweh's torah has been too lightly esteemed and God's
ddldr has not been heeded (v. l9). Although one can easily sense that Jer. 6:19 is an

insertion, it is not certain that the figure of speech regarding the rejection of "my torah"
or "my word" is necessarily of Deuteronomistic provenance.16 The other occurrence
is presumably more secure as genuinely Jeremianic material (Jer. 8:9). It threatens the
sop"rtm, halSamtm, nnlt', and kdhdn (cf. the context). They despise the def;ar YHWH
by making it into ieqer (Jer. 8:8,10) while proclaiming idl6m where there is no idl6m
(v. 1l). Since the formulaic expressions recounting the b"miipdtay md'dsi and the
failure to walk according to God's statutes also appear in Ezekiel (Ezk. 5:6b), sugges-

tions have been made that these are additions "in somewhat more precise language," 17

whereas the continuation of the justification for coming judgment in v. 7 more strongly
reflects traditional formulaic elements. Although one might well suspect Deuteronomis-
tic redaction here as well, a consideration of Ezk. 20:13,16,24 gives reason for caution.
Except for minor adjustments everything remains within the same semantic field of
m's and 16' hnlaft be . . . and miipdl and hdq, with the addition of what for the priest
Ezekiel are the important considerations involving either keeping or profaning the
Sabbath (bll piel). Ezekiel's historical summary, which taken as a whole serves to
demonstrate the guilt incurred by the chosen people and thus to reveal the cause of the
present oppressed circumstances of the (first) Babylonian exile, exhibits its own style
despite any formulaic expressions, a style heavily informed by priestly thinking. To
that extent one might assume a connection with P rather than with the Deuteronomistic
tradition.ls According to Ezekiel, this rejection of God's miipdltm extends back to the
sojourn in the wilderness.

The rejected def;ar YHWH is also the concern in the remarkable story of Saul's
rejection (1 S. 15:23,26), a story whose position within tradition history is difficult to
assess. Since its redactional function is to prepare the transition of kingship from Saul
to David, caution is advised in drawing any conclusions regarding the provenance of
individual passages and formulations. The fact that Saul's transgression is allegedly his
incorrect observance of a cultic directive, and that this is identified as the cause of his
rejection, seems rather to be the result of later (Deuteronomistic) interpretation of what
were otherwise poorly understood tensions between Samuel and Saul (or between the
tribes represented by them); this later interpretation has employed historical examples
for the kerygmatic purpose of emphasizing the commandment to heed God's word.le
Although dfuAr "thing, matter, affair," can refer comprehensively to an entire complex
of events, here the term acquires the sense of "commandment, law, instruction of God. "
Human disregard and rejection corresponds to divine rejection, as developed in both

16. Cf. also W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT, 4l
(1973),97tf.

17. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 175.
18. IbA., in loc.; differently G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT XLIJ (1955), in loc.
19. Differently H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATVIIUI (1973),294t.
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passages (and in 1 S. 16:l as well, in the same thematic context)' Thus rz's and its

expressions belong next to other verbs in the prophetic proclamation ofjudgment and

repentance in which demonstration of guilt justifies the announced calamity. Similarly,

the term also belongs to Deuteronomistic proclamation, which draws a balance, ad-

monishes, and issues a warning, and as a way out exhorts the people to reestablish their

previously neglected toyalty to God and to the revelation of his will.
According to the OT, it is not only through rejection of God's word that God himself

is rejected, but also through disregard for God's other gifts and benefactions. Pre-

sumably something similar is intended by the image of the "waters of Shiloah that

flow gently" which the people regarded too lightly in the Syro-Ephraimitic War (Isa.

8:6-8), namely, the disdain accorded Yahweh's assurances given through Isaiah in the

politically explosive situation, assurances which Ahaz, the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

and the Judeans were unable to believe.2O This pronouncement from Isaiah underscores

yet again the use of m's already in early prophetic proclamation. Contempt for God

further manifests itself in the rejection of his beneficial gifts, e.g., that of the land itself
(Nu. 14:31 [P], in the murmurings of the wilderness generation prompted by un-

favorable reconnaissance of the land2l), or in the murmurings against God's guidance

in the wildemess, where during that sojoum the experience of lack and deficiency

elicited the fundamental question concerning the meaning of the exodus and the possi-

bility of returning to Egypt (Nu. 1l:20: ya'an kt-m"'astem '^!-YHWI{22). A postexilic

historical psalm (Ps. 106:24) picks up this reference to "contempt for the land" from

Nu. l4:31 anew and parallels it with lack of faith in God's word (m's and lo' he'"min;

the object is dfubAi. According to Deuteronomistic estimation, the Israelites' wish for

a king during the time of Samuel is subject to the same theological disqualification
(l S. 8:7; 10:19). This wish implies not only distrust toward Samuel, but even more a

rejection of Yahweh (1 S. 8:7 expresses this in God's direct discourse to Samuel: "For

they have not rejected you, but they have rejected me from being king over them";

10:19 expresses this in Samuel's pronouncement to the Israelites at the occasion of
Saul's selection as king by lot at Mizpah: "But today you have scorned [NRSV
'rejected'l your God").

The production and veneration of idols or statue(tte)s is condemned as a special

form of rejecting God. This is most clearly the case in (Deu!ero-)Isa. 44:9ff' (cf. Ps.

l 15:4-8). The reestablishment of Yahweh's honor and dignity demands that such objects

be cast away, either in the course of judgment (lsa.2:20, Jlk hiphil) or as an expression

of penitence at the commencement of Zion's age of justice achieved through Yahweh's

victory (over Assyria) (Isa. 31:7, mt taking the same objects as in 2:20). While the

first-mentioned passage from Isaiah is genuine, the authenticity of 31:7 is justifiably

disputed. Isa. 3l:6-7 represent the kerygmatic advice of a later preacher or prophet

20. Cf. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12,34245.
21. Cf. M. Noth, Narrbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), rn /oc.

22. Noth (idem) considers v. 20 to be part of the basic narrative picked up by J; v. 20b,

however, gives the impression of being a late theological value judgment.
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whom we can no longer identify more closely, and who either is incorporating this
central theme of Deuteronomistic theology into Isaiah's message (actually this ideo-
logical complex is not completely alien to Deutero-Isaiah) or is trying to warn and
admonish his own contemporary community by actualizing Isaiah's pronouncement.
Of course, another possibility is the school of Isaiah itself, which wanted lsa.2:20 to
be incorporated here as well. The demand to turn and repent in Isa. 3 l:6 is occasionally
altered into an announcement.23

We also encounter directives governing how a person may encounter God in his
holy sphere or in the future community of his salvation. As is well known, Ps. 15 (cf.
24:3-6) reproduces an "entr5/ torah" in which individual t6r6! conceming behavior are
given, including the directive that the nilzeh (person deserving contempt, godless
person) must be despised in the eyes of the person seeking admission (Ps. l5:4, m's
niphal), whereas the person who fears God is to be honored (kbd niphal).Isa. 33:14-16
borrows a tbri of this kind; in addition to more general expectations such as walking
in righteousness and speaking uprightly, this passage also addresses the social dimen-
sion more concretely in its exhortation to despise gains made through extortion (v. 15:
m6'Zs bcpesa' ma'"iaqq61; this is presumably a late text2a). tn the larger sense a person
should reject evil, and the fact that the godless person does not do this testifies against
him (Ps. 36:514): ra' 16' yim'as). Ps. 36 is a postexilic individual lament in which the
petitioner's lament over the blasphemer's malice is juxtaposed with God's benevolence,
which benefits the righteous person.

The overwhelming majority of passages that speak of human activity involving m's
present this as human rejection of God; this most often appears in the form of rejection
of God's word, law, or commandments, and in the form of contempt for his guidance
through life as well as forhis beneficent gifts. Even ifa large portion ofthe occurrences
is late (exilic, Deuteronomistic, postexilic), one does encounter individual attestations
from the preexilic period, specifically in the justification of announcements of doom
to be uttered by prophets. At the same time, mt is used in the theological evaluation
of historical circumstances; contempt for God by his own people is identified as the
cause of the oppressive postexilic existence of the people of God in Palestine and the
Diaspora. Human activity involving m's which can be evaluated positively in a theo-
logical sense occurs whenever a person scorns evil, rejects injustice, and bids farewell
to man-made idols of gold and silver.

The final literary disposition of the book of Job presents the ideal of making the
choice for God and against oneself (lob 42:6). Subdued by God, Job confesses guilt
and repents in dust and ashes, renounces his previous rebellious, accusatory, and
judgmental attitude toward God, and "despises himself" ('al-k4n 'em'as). Here (in a
completely singular fashion) mt functions as a term for penitence and is given a positive
estimation. One passage in the wisdom discussion concerning human righteousness
and God's injustice (Job-theme) proposes the (actually absurd) solution of reversing

23. Cf . O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), in loc.
24. Ibid., in loc.
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roles (see Job zt0:6-14): if human beings can govern the world better than God, then

even God is willing to accommodate himself to them. Elihu sharply rejects such

thinking, although he does ascertain that Job's own words and behavior aspire to such

absurdity, and that in so doing Job is necessarily testifying against himself (Job 34:31-

37). In this context, the different kinds ofbehavior include a hypothetical act ofrejection

on Job's part to which God would then have to accommodate himself (34:33). Here

z's is merely one means of expression among others for this hypothetical-absurd

despotic activity to which God would have to subject himself. Only when Job declares

God unjust and thus effects this proposed reversal in a practical sense does this action,

too, involving rn 's acquire a negative quality in Elihu's judgment.

2. God as Subject. God as the subject of a verbal form of m's has already been

mentioned in the context of God's own punitive reaction to human rejection (m's) of
God.2s This can be seen quite clearly in the Deuteronomistic theology of history.

When according to 2 K. 17:15,20 the people of Israel rejected Yahweh's command-

ments, Yahweh rejected the people by oppressing them and giving them over to
plunderers. According to I S. 15:23,26;16:1, Saul rejected Yahweh's word through

his "disobedience," and Yahweh then prevented (m's) Saul from continuing as king.

2 K.23:27 (cf. v. 26) portrays the rejection of Jerusalem, which Yahweh had chosen,

and of its temple as a (late) consequence of the wrath which Manasseh's reign had

already provoked in Yahweh. This passage seems out of place because it has been

inserted into the context of the otherwise positively evaluated reign of Josiah (2 K.

23:25; v. 26 continues with the significant adv.'ak). Presumably the passage functions

redactionally to anticipate within the portrayal itself the unfortunate conclusion to the

reign ofJosiah and his successors by mentioning this original provocation. The pattern

is the same: disobedience and apostasy lead to rejection by Yahweh and to coerced

removal from God's countenance. Already in the prophetic message of Hosea (Hos.

4:6), however, God's contempt for and forgefulness of human beings correspond to

the people's own forgetfulness of God, represented by the unidentified priest (z's
and .i/cf are used both times). Thus m's describes God's reactive judgment, either

anticipated in the prophetic oracle of judgment or justified in light of the actual

historical catastrophe itself.
Early classical prophecy also attests the strong emotional components which can

accompany m 's. The most obvious example occurs in Am. 5:21. Prompted by the overall

context (grand celebrations and worship seryices against the foil of continued violation

of social justice), the passage speaks of Yahweh's strong emotions in order to bring to

expression his rejection of such cultic activity (besides m's, the text also uses .fanZ',

16' h1rtatt, 16' idma', etc.). Yahweh expresses exasperation and revulsion, disgust and

feelings of aggression. Hos. 9:17 is not quite so strong; admittedly, after the harsh

announcements of disaster prompted by apostasy from God (cultic transgressions:

Ba'al-peor and Gilgal [Saul's rejection], vv. l0-17), it summarizes the prophetic sub-

25. See IU.l above.
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sumption of the entire message of judgment as a wish: "May my God cast them off
[evocation of I S. 15:23), because they have not listened to him; let them become
wanderers among the nations." Here, as it were for his own part and in agreement with
his God, Hosea lends inexorable momentum to the oracle of woe.

After Hosea it is especially Jeremiah who in several passages uses rn t in various
forms. The most concrete and, as far as imagery is concerned, most vivid passage is
Jer. 4:30. In a long pericope describing the enemy's inexorable march down from the
north, a pericope difficult to suMivide (vv. 5-31), a particularly grotesque image is
described: Jerusalem (and Judah? cf. v. 5 and passim) thinks it can win over the
conqueror as a lover by adorning itself as a prostitute. This undertaking must fail,
however, because the "lovers" will despise the harlot, and will seek rather to end her
life. Although m's here is a predicate of those afflicting the "daughter Zion" (v. 3l),
they are merely the extended arm of Yahweh, the real subject bringing about this
disaster.

Jer. 6:30 resides in a pericope (vv. 27-30) that might belong in the context of
prophetic calling. Yahweh engages Jeremiah as an "assayer" (bhn261 whose task is to
separate the good metal from the slag during the refining process. Yahweh's judgment
over his people has already been made. Since the refining process has not removed the
impurities (rdim), the people must be described as "reject[ed] silver" (kesep nim'ds),
since Yahweh himself has rejected it. The judgment discourse delivered through the
prophet is the z's-process directed by Yahweh. Finally, the collection of Jeremianic
oracles of woe (chs. 2-6) includes a passage in which the prophet condemns the politics
of alliance and coalition undertaken by the Judean kings at the conclusion of the period
of kings. Yahweh has rejected the substanrive objects of trusr (mibtdbayik, 2:37). T\te
establishment of political alliances and dependencies in this particular period constitutes
de facto mistrust toward Yahweh.

Finally, Yahweh's judgment over his people, circumscribed by m's, is reflected
once again in lamentation. Collective lament confronts the fact of fulfilled judgment
in direct discourse with the words: "You have rejected us" (or similar expressions).
This is illustrated most clearly in Lamentations. In Lam. 3:45, for example, those
left behind after the catastrophe ascertain that Yahweh "has made us filth and
rubbish among the peoples" (s"ht fimd'6s). Here m's stands within a litany of
negative terms describing the destruction of the people. The lament contains suppli-
cations that the distress be alleviated, confessions of guilt, and elements of confi-
dence that Yahweh's wrath will not continue indefinitely. Thus in Lam. 5:22, in an
alternative rhetorical question appended to the actual petition itself (v. 2l), the
incredulous realization comes to expression that Yahweh really could have rejected
his people: "Restore us to yourself, O Yahweh. . . (v.21), unless you have utterly
rejected us!" (/ci'im-md'os me'astanfit par.q$p, "be wrathful"). Even though an
element of hope has indeed been woven into this peculiar turn of phrase, this
alternative rhetorical question in the course of the lament does confirm de facto the

26.Ct.C. Baldaui kiuternund Priifen rrn AI(diss., Greifswald, 1970),36ff., l30ff
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actual present situation, a situation comprehensible to the petitioner only as rejection

by Yahweh. This catastrophe can also be evoked in its specifics, e.g., in the lament

over the destruction of the Davidic kingship (Ps. 89:39[38]: we'attd zanahtd wat-

tim'as).
Jeremiah also seems to have used mt in the lament (Jer.7:29), even though the

verse, as a fragment from an originally authentic Jeremianic saying, now stands in

a Deuteronomistic denunciation of sacrifices (vv.2l-29).27 The addressee is Jerusa-

lem or Judah, who are called to a ritual of penitence and mourning because Yahweh

has forsaken (nti) and rejected (m's) the generation of his wrath. In a homiletically
extremely effective fashion the announcement of disaster has been cloaked in the

directive to penitence and lament. The authenticity of Jer. 14:19, also taken from a

(national) lament (vv. 19-22), is disputed. It stands in an extensive sequence of
variously constituted discourses, all of which seem to revolve around Yahweh's
judgmental activity in the form of a great drought (14:1-15:4).28Indeed, vv.19-21
are rather general and lack concrete contours, and not until v. 22 does any reference

to the drought appear. V. 19 poses again the question so unsettling within the lament,

namely, whether Yahweh really has rejected ludah (h"md'6s ma'asta) and whether

his soul has come to loathe Zion (gd'al). The national lament then also contains the

two additional elements of confession of sin and a plea for deliverance (cf. Lam.

5 :22). Both resonate w ithin this formulation: on the one hand recognition of a present

situation of distress that can only be described as rejection, and on the other

confidence that this might not be intended as final, as a kind of silent appeal to

Yahweh's covenantal loyalty to his people. If one takes this as a genuinely Jeremi-

anic witness, one must assume that Jeremiah appropriated the passage from a

national lament.
In the historical reflections of wisdom didactics n's also fulfills the specific

function of describing, legitimizing, and interpreting the facts of history. The de-

struction of the temple at Shiloh (Ps. 78:60-62 wayyittOi miikan ^fj/6) is proclaimed

to be Yahweh's wrathful rejection of Israel (v. 59, .br hithpael next to m's) and is
justified in fine Deuteronomistic fashion by reference both to worship in high places

and to the trafficking with graven images (v. 58). The confrontation between the

selection of the tribe of Judah, Zion, and the Davidic house on the one hand, and

the "rejection" of the house of Joseph and - specially named - the tribe of
Ephraim (vv. 67-70) on the other, is described in fine Chronistic fashion. In the

present context (vv.65-72), no further motivation is given for these circumstances.

Through the two antithetical concepts m's and blrr historical events are subjected

here to theological (Deuteronomistic or Chronistic) interpretation. Considering the

27. Cf. Thiel, 12lff.; with different delimitation w. Rudolph, "Ieremia. HATXII(31968), in loc.

28. S. Mowinckel, T-ur Komposition des Buches Jercmiah (Oslo, l9l4), 22-23, discusses the

suggestion that it represents a prophetic liturgy; Rudolph, HAT Xll,9l, suggests that, except for
smaller verses from the Deuteronomistic redaction, it comes from Jeremiah's early period (Ur-
rolle, Baruch's original scroll); Thiel, 178ff., considers it to be a Deuteronomistic composition.

though uncertainties remain; cf. 193f.
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theological disposition of this extensive didactic piece about history, this psalm

should probably be assigned to the postexilic period.2e One might suspect that with
its designation as maiktl this psalm should be considered an example of theological-
wisdom-didactic dealing with history.3o

The portrayal of Yahweh as the subject of activity involving z's actually belongs

tohis opera alienaihis opus propriurn consists in ld' mi'as. A fundamental conviction

of theological-wisdom thinking is that God does not reject the righteous percon (tam),

but turns away from evildoers and puts a stop to their activity (Job 8:20). Bildad shares

this dogmatic conviction with Elihu, whose pronouncement according to the MT can

exhibit even more general character: "Surely God is mighty and does not despise any;

he is mighty in strength of heart" (Job 36:5). As is customary, the context again does

speak of God's devotion to the innocent and alienation from the wicked, e.g., Job 36:6,

so that already the LXX undertook the appropriate alteration. Various commentaries

also suggest reformulations in this direction, and occasionally postulate dittographical

errors in transmission. The general sense remains clear, even if a universally persuasive

reconstruction has not yet been undertaken.

This more general notion, namely, that God does not "reject" without provocation,

is implied by the logic of the theology of creation. How could God find pleasure in
rejecting precisely that which he himself has created? The solidarity of God the creator

with the "work of his hands" is grounded in the theology of creation (Job l0:3)' and

this makes possible an element of trust in the lament of the individual that issues into
the petition for alleviation of the distress. God's beneficial devotion reverses itself with
regard to evildoers. He scorns them when they oppress the innocent. This positive

partisanship for his chosen people is specially emphasized when they are threatened

with "being eaten" by p6'alA 'dwen (Ps.53:5[4]). In such cases the oppressors succumb

to God's disdain and rejection (z's and pzr piel, Ps. 53:6[5]). In this fragmentary

postexilic national lament (Ps. 53; cf. Ps. 14) it will be possible for the oppressed people

to put those to shame who are oppressing them (actually "besieging l' bnh), since God

has "rejected" them. Thus God's z's-activity is defined both from divine and from

human actions.
Deutero-Isaiah personalizes the fact of election in his unqualified announcement

of good news by underscoring Yahweh's opus proprium, namely, that God has chosen

('aldi-'attA b"harttLd) rather than rejected his people (welo' me'asti\fr, lsa. 4l:9; cf.
vv. 8 + 10ff.). Although the calamity intended for Israel's enemies is not circum-

scribed verbally with any reference to YHWH ma'as (or yim'as), it is implied by the

context (and with other verbs, vv. 10-12). In contrast, Israel's own good news is

contained in the statemeil 16' md'as YHWH. One cannot persuasively show whether

Yahweh's lo' mA'as-activity is already a part of the preexilic prophetic announcement

of good tidings. In view of Jer. 3 1:37 ; 33:24,26, this might be assumed, although the

authenticity of these passages is hotly disputed. Jer. 33:24,26 presupposes the

29. Contra G. Fohrer, Intro. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968),289.
30. +))W idkal.
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catastrophe of 587 n.c.,3l when it certainly seemed as if Yahweh had (once and for
all) rejected the two "families" Israel and Judah (whereby the scorn experienced from
outside [n's], namely, that they were no longer permitted to be a unified people,
interprets m's, v.24).

In contradistinction to this, an unknown voice proclaims the unqualified change of
fate and Yahweh's compassion (Jer. 33:26b) by referring to the inviolability of redemp-
tion inherent in the inviolability of the creation order guaranteed by the same God.
This formulation is deeply indebted to the kind of elliptical thinking most strongly
articulated in the oath formula (w- 25-26). The following expression is formulated as

direct divine discourse: "If I have not established my covenant with day and night and
the ordinances of heaven and earth, then I will reject the descendants of Jacob and of
David my seryant" (v. 26a). Since Jer. 31:37 subscribes to the same manner of thinking
and formulation (the verse belongs to the smaller saying-unit vv.35-37), this occurrence
probably also belongs to the exilic or even postexilic prophetic announcement of
salvation.32 The ineal conditional 'em'as in the divine direct discourse just cited, for
which here, too, Yahweh's creative power is made the touchstone, is used to express
theelectionof the "seedof Israel"thatendureseventhroughthecatastrophe. If Yahweh
has not rejected, then de facto he adheres to the election (cf. Jer. 33.24, where bhr and
m's arejuxtaposed). Here as elsewhere we notice the use of the theology of creation
in the deductive-argumentative sense. Yahweh's mightiness with regard to nature
guarantees his mightiness with regard to salvation, and the 'em'as does not occur.

IV. Uncertain Occurrences. In passing we should also mention the 2 extremely
difficult occurrences of m's (m6'esefl from Ezk. 2l:15,18(10,13), occurrences which
in spite of many attempts so far elude any satisfactory interpretation.33

Mention should be made of the 2 passages that use z's niphal in the sense of zss
niphal. Both come from the postexilic period and must be translated following rnss by
"flow away," "melt, dissolve," "break up."34 Ps. 58:8(7) probably belongs to a lament
in which the righteous (vv. llf.[Of.l, saddiq) seem to have felt threatened and
oppressed by the wicked (v. 4[3], rdid).In the face of this threat they solicit God's
active aid (v. ll[10], niqdm,'vengeance'), so that the wicked must flow away like
water (yimma'asfr k'm6-mayim, v.8U)). The other passage also comes from a lament
(in this case the lament of an individual) in which Job bemoans his honible illness (Job
7:5). In the course of this ailment his skin loosens itself (from his body; z's niphal
next to rg', "becomg encrusted").3s

Wagner

31. Cf. W. T}:.iel, Die deuterunomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981),
37, identifies it as a post-Deuteronomistic addendum to ch. 32.

32. Thiel (ibid., 28) suggests post-Deuteronomistic provenance.
33. Cf. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 1,426f.
34. Cf. Guillaume,2l.
35. G. R. Driver, "Problems in the Hebrew Text of Job," Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient

Near East. Festschrift H. H. Rowley. Sl4l 3 (1955),76, refers to Arab. nw'asa, "gaping wound."
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V. Qumran. The Qumran texts attest 22 occtrrences of m 's (8 in CD), although
only twice with God as the subject. The outsider (lQpHab l:ll;4Q162 7; 4Q163 14)

or the apostate (lQpHab 5:11) "despises" the torah. He is then punished by excom-
munication (lQS 3:5; CD 3:17; 7:9;8:19; l9:5f .,32:'20:8), since his contempt for the

torah implies that he cuts himself off from instruction and rejects the D'riJ (self-

designation for the community! IQS 2:25; IQH 15:18; CD 20:l l). The term m's also

occurs as an expression for the appropriate detachment of the Qumran community and

as a component of Qumran-Essene esotericism when the community members are

directed to appropriate in love ('hb), hate (Sn'), and rejection (z's) both God's (lQH
17:24;CD 2: 15) and Moses' (lQS 1:4) standard. Beyond torah and covenant, all "trials"
(nswyym) and "blows" (ngy'ym) sent by God are perceived as God's instruction
(4QDibHam 6:6; cf. Lev.26:4044). The fact that he has himself not "rejected" these

trials gives the Qumran Essene the confidence that his petition will be answered.

God abhors apostasy, and thus rejects the apostate while choosing his covenantal
people (1Q34 3:2,4; cf. Ps. 53:6[5]). It is unclear whether the assertion that God neither
rejects the seed of Judah (m's) nor disowns Israel despite violation of the covenant and

subsequent judgment (S7, 4QDibHam 5:6) constitutes a reflection on salvation history
or expresses a new salvation consciousness centered on Qumran.

Fabry

VI. LXX. The LXX renders ma'as with a wide variety of terms. The most common
translations are apodokimdzein (7 times) and exouthenoin (10 times).

Wagner
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l. l. Etymology. The etymology of mabbfrl is uncertain, since neither East nor West
Semitic equivalents are attested. Since Joachim Begrich, older attempts at derivation
have been rejected on the basis ofphonological, philological, or substantive considera-
tions. Such attempts included derivations of Heb. mabbfil from Akk. abubu, "deluge,
flood,"r bubbfilu, biblu, bibbulu, "deluge,"2 or nabalu 1,3 or from the common Semitic
root blla (cf. Akk. baldlu, "sprinkle, mix, alloy"). KBL3 has rejected the possible
derivation from Heb. n€lel, "ja1" or similar terms.5 The most plausible solution6 is to
view mabbfil as a maq1fil formT of ybl II, "to rain hard."8 The West Semitic root ybl
conesponds to (w)bl in the other Semitic languagese (cf. also Egyp. wbn, "spring,
fountain; to overflow" lo).

2. Occurrences. The wordmabbfrl occurs 13 times in the OT and once in Sir. 44:17.
Except for Ps. 29:.lO, all occurences are in Genesis, and are distributed approximately
equally between the actual story of the Flood (Gen. 6:17; 7:6,7,10,17) and other
passages (9:ll[twice],15,28; 10:1,32; ll:.lo). The various expressions are judged

against the background of source, place, and semantic development of mabbfil. I uses

mabbfrl twice, both times in the expressionmA hammabbfrl (7:7,lO). P only luses mabbftl
qualified by the article (6:17;7:6,17). In addition, the fixed expression 'ahar hammab-
bfl is attested 4 times. The LXX translates all occurrences with kataklysm4s.

II. Religio-historical Considerations. Various attempts have been made to demon-
strate the historicity of the biblical Flood.ll One theory holds, e.g., that an inundation
was accompanied by devastation of such proportions that the event was picked up as

a literary theme.l2 These flood narratives are attested in great numbers and are found

l. P. Haupt; H. Holzinger, Genesis. KHC, | (1898), 69; O. Procksch, Genesis. KAT I 0913,
2-31924); cf. AHw,I (1965), 8.

2. H.7immem, Akkadische Fremdwiirter als Beweis fi)r babylonischen Kultureinfluss (l*ip-
zi5,2t9t7).

3. C. F. Ke1l, Genesis. KD, I (Eng. trans. 1888-89); F. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen
hebriiisch-aramiiischen Wdrterbuchs zum AT (L.eipzig, 1886), 122ff;8. Konig, Hebrriisches und
aramiiisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (l*ipzig, l9l0), 204; sen rnpalu I ("ruin, pull down, destroy"),
AHw, lI (1972),733.

4. K. Vollers, "Zur Erkliirung von lill Gen 6,3," 7A, 14 (1899),355.
5. KBL3,5l4. contra KBL2.49li cf. Begrich, 53.
6. HAI.II (1995), 541; Begrich, 53f.
7.Cf.vG, I,9203; GK $6lcn.
8. Cf. Arab. wdbil, "cloudburst, downpour" (cf. Lane, Sup, 3048; Wehr, 1046); cf. also

U. Cassuto, A Commentary of the Book of Genesis, II (Jerusalem, 1964),66f.
9. -+ h' ybt (Y,36467).
l0.WbAS,l,294;cf . also O. R<issler, "Das Agyptische als semitische Sprache," in F. Altheim

and R. Stiehl, eds., Chistentum am Roten Meer | @erlin, l97l), 263-326, $$2, 32, 34.
I l. E.g., A. Parrot, The Flood and Noah\ Ark Studies in Biblical Archaeology, I (Eng. trans.,

New York, 1955); M. E. L. Mallowan, "Noah's Flood Reconsidered," Iraq,26 (1964),62-82;
R. L. Raikes, "The Physical Evidence for Noah's Flood," Iraq, 28 (1966),52-63.

12. Panot, 41.
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in all parts of the world.13 Consideration of their religio-historical background, however,
suggests that the Flood Narrative, independent of individual archaeological findings
that might document various local inundations, is not the report of a single historical
event involving a flood that inundated the entire world. The biblical Flood Narrative
is the OT text with the largest number of extrabiblical parallels, and the difficulty in
determining its origin and possible dependence on other stories results from the fact
that all the extant flood stories exhibit enornous similarity in their basic conception
and motifs, and basically agree in the essentials. They belong to the "common property
of humanity," 14 and, independent of provenance and cultural milieu, narrate that primal
event.

Various levels of reflection manifest themselves within these flood narratives.

Whereas in the primitive stories the center of gravity is found in the event itself, in the

more advanced cultures it shifts to the relationship between God (gods) 
- viewed as

the initiator of the catastrophe - and human beings, so that one can speak of a

"theologizing of the flood narrative."15 God's decree of annihilation appears as the

fundamental motif, often explained in retrospect as having been provoked by human

depravity.16
Earlier scholarship focused on the relationship between human ethical failings on

the one hand and the Flood as punishment on the other, confirmed by comparisons

with the Gilgamesh epic and the Atra[asis epic. For more recent scholarship, however,

the sense of the Flood Narrative is the notion that the Creator can annihilate the human

beings he hirnself has created.

lll. l. mabbfil. a. The Flood Narraliye. Both earlier and (despite numerous critical
annotations) more recent commentaries and dictionaries translate mabbfil almost
without exception as "deluge" or "flood," doubtlessly on the basis of the predominat-
ing use of the term in the Flood Narrative itself. Begrich, however, already ascertained

that the term mabbfil experienced different levels of usage and underwent a shift in
meaning; he showed thatmabbfrlwas not originally a term for the inundation, but rather
an old designation for the heavenly ocean. Within the actual Flood Narrative itself,
references to the mabbfil that came upon the earth (in J and P) indicate that mabbfrl
does not refer here to the catastrophe itself. The initial occulrence (Gen. 6:17 [P]; 7: l0
[J]) presupposes that mabbfil is already familiar, something difficult to imagine in the

case of the "catastrophe," which in addition is regularly rendered by mayim: "the
waters (mayim) became mighty and increased greatly on the earth" (7:18 [P]); "the
waters (mayim) became more mighty upon the earth" (7:19 [P]; cf. vv. 20,24;

8:1,3b,5,13a [P]); "the waters (mayim) increased, and bore up the ark" (7:17 [J]); "and
the waters (mayim) gradually receded from the earth" (8:3a J; cf. vv. 7,8,9,11 Ul).

13. For a listing, see Gaster, 82-128.
14. Westermann,395.
15. Cf., e.g., ibid., 402-6.
16. Cf. C. Westermann, Genesis l-ll. Ertrcige der Forschung, 7 (Darmstadt,1972),84.
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In contrast to references outside the actual Flood Story, the termmabbhl is mentioned
only when the commencement of the catastrophe itself is described, namely, the coming
of the waters upon the earth: "For my part, I am going to bring the mabbfil (a flood
of waters) on the earth, to destroy from under heaven all flesh in which is the breath
of life" (6: 17 [P]); "Noah was six hundred years old when the mabbfil (flood of waters)
came on the earth" (7:6 [P]); "the mabbfil continued forty days on the earth" (7:17

[P]); "after seven days the waters of the mabbfrl came on the earth" (7:10 J); "and
Noah went before the waters of the mabbfil into the ark" (7:7 Ul).

Besides these common elements in J and P, one can also ascertain distinctions in
terminology pointing to "varying degrees of intensity accompanying the commence-
ment of the catastrophe."lT In both occurrences in J mabbfil appears in the construct
expression mA hammabbfiL Construct expressions occur elsewhere with mayim as well
(e.9., mA hanndhdr "the waters of the River [Euphrates]," Isa. 8:7; mA-b6r6, "water
from his own cistern," Isa. 36:16; mA iih6r "the waters of the Nile," Jer. 2: 181, etc.),
and a comparison with these forms suggests that mA hammabbfrl is to be understood
as "the waters from the mabbfrl." In J, with its narrow geographical view of the world,
the catastrophe only commences by means of an event: a rain (geiem) lasting forty
days pours down upon the earth (Gen. 7:12). According to J, this rain is the water from
the mabbfrl, the heavenly ocean.

The additional elements of the worldview of P emerge in terminological distinction
over against the J portrayal. The rain lasting forry days (mA hammabbfrl tJD corresponds
in P to the entire mabbfil that comes upon the earth. This also explains the problems
with Gen.6:17, where Eduard Sieversls sees evidence of a gloss in hammabbfrl, contra
Umberto Cassuto, who emends to mayim 'al-ha'ares on the basis on the narrative
context,l9 and Hermann Gunkel,20 who views mayim 'al-hd'dres as an interpretation
of the word mabbfil, which P understood to be a foreign word. The construction
hammabbfil'al-ha'ares (7:10 Ul; 7:17 [P)) suggests thar only mayim is a gloss ro
hammabbfil, whtle'al-hd'ares is to be taken with the verb. One explanation for this
notion, which to be sure is rather difficult to conceive in the P text, may have been
suggested by Begrich: not just the waters from the heavenly ocean precipitate the
catastrophe, but also the waters of the teh6m;21 the upper and lower waters thus flow
together again (cf. the Creation Story).

The notion of'the heavenly ocean is also found in extrabiblical sources.22 Such
notions probably resulted from the fact that heaven and water are the same color on
the one hand, and that water falls from heaven on the other.23 Although extrabiblical

17. Begrich,50.
18. Metrische Studien, II (Leipzig, l9O+5),252.
19. "Since the term . . . mabbfil described something that had not yet come into existence"

(p. 67).
20. Genesis. HKAT Vl (1977), 142.
21. Ct. C. Westermann, "afin fhbm F1fi," THAT ll, 1026.
22. Cf., e.g., Kaiser, 26, ll7, and passim.
23. Cf. Keel, 36-39.
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cosmogonies do differ somewhat in the nuances of their understanding of this
heavenly ocean (e.g., its origin), its existence is undisputed, just as is recognition
of the danger accompanying its waters, whose sudden outpouring would cause a
flood.2a

b. Occuruences Outside the Flood Narrative. Outside the actual Flood Narrative,
the term mabbfrl unequivocally carries the meaning usually associated with the term:

deluge (as portrayed in Genesis). In this context mabbfrl no longer has the meaning
"heavenly ocean."25 Here the term circumscribes this singular catastrophe itself (Gen.

9:11,15; cf. Sir. 44:17).
c. Ps. 29:10. Ps. 29, one of the oldest psalms,26 contains various images and ideas

from the ancient Near East. Except for Sirach, it is the only place where mabbfil (v. l0)
occurs outside Genesis. The problems affending this verse, which has undergone the

most diverse interpretations, stem from the fact that the term mabbfil is understood

from the perspective of the Flood Narrative. Yahweh is enthroned over the flood (YHWH

lammabbfrl yA.id\. Irregularities involving language and content accompanying this
notion, however, can be avoided if here, tcr., mabbfrl is understood as the heavenly
ocean (v. 3).zz On the notion of Yahweh's enthronement in the heavenly sphere cf. Ps.

2:4; lO4:2f.;123:1.
Extrabiblical parallels support this notion of enthronement above the heavenly

ocean, e.g., a clay relief from the Neo-Assyrian sphere, whose paradigm extends back

into the second half of the eleventh century. This relief portrays the sun-god enthroned

over the heavenly ocean in his heavenly sanctuary.28

d. Indication of Time. In 4 instances mabbfil is used in the OT to indicate a point
in time. The fixed expression 'ahar hammabbAL "after the flood" (Gen. 9:28;
10:1,32 l1:10), is reflected in Mesopotamian literature as well.2e There the term
abfibu also occurs in expressions such as ia lam abfibi or ia arki abfrbi as a temporal
indicator.3o Both in Sumerian-Babylonian king lists and in the OT this "indication

24. Cf., e.g., Jeremias, 152.

25. See preceding discussion.
26. Cf.H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 344-351.
27. R. Hillmann, Wasser und Berg (diss., Halle, 1965), 132t., understands mabb,frl here as a

storm flood upon which the weather-god rides. This interpretation, however, accords neither with
the other occurrences nor with the OT conceptual world in the larger sense.

28. Ct. Metzger; cf. also Keel, 174. Similarly also M. K. Wakeman, God's Battle with the

Monster (Leiden, 1973), l0l, who compares Ps. 29: l0 with KTU, 1.4[Y,20-23: El is enthroned
where he can control the waters; cf. also L. R. Fisher and F. B. Knutson, "An Enthronement
Ritual at Ugarit," JNES,28 (1969), 157-167. On Yahweh's enthronement, cf. also W. Schmidt,
Kdnigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel. BZAW, 80 (21966), 48; E. Otto, "'El und JHWH in
Jerusalem': Historische und theologische Aspekte einer Religionsintegration," IrI 30 (1980),
316-329; -+ fl2r ydiab (Yl,420438). Begrich's position has been contested recently by Hout-
man, 185, who understands mabb'il again as a general, mythical entity, namely, as a chaotic
water power. For a dissenting view, cf. A. Lawhead, A Study of the Theological Signiftcance of
ya5ab in the Masoretic fuxt (diss., Boston, 1975, repr. 1977),201-4.

29 . Ct. H. Schmdkel, "Geschichte des alten Vorderasiens," HO, lU3 (1957), 4-9.
30. CAD, Vl (19e),78; AHw, 1,8.
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of time" serves to link legendary primeval or prehistory with historically docu-
mented time.3l

2. Semantic Development These observations suggest that mabbfil is neither a term

specihcally associated with the Flood Story32 nor a term originally associated with the

idea of an inundation that covered the entire earth. Rather, a semantic shift probably

took place in the course of tradition away from the original notion of mabbftl as the
heavenly ocean to that of an inundation. In J, the Flood is brought about by the waters

of the heavenly ocean (mA hammab6n1tz1. The portrayal of the Flood in P, where the

heavenly ocean itself comes upon the earth, picks up on Gen. I and describes how the

waters separated there flow together again with the waters of the t"hbm to form the

Flood. The loss of the original meaning of mabbfil manifests itself in the gloss mayim
(6:77;'7:6). The context still preserved in J (in 7:4 Yahweh announces the rain, and in
v. l0 the waters of the mabbfrl come upon the earth) is no longer seen. The opening
of the heavenly sluices (7:11b [P]) is no longer associated with mabbfil in the sense

that the actual descent of the waters of the mabbr2l is being described here. The
detachment of the term from the actual context effected the semantic shift, and the term
mabbfrl lost its original sense. Once associated with the material relating to the Flood

Story, however, it was then understood as a term for the inundation itself.3a This new

meaning then became the only one possible outside the actual Flood Narrative itself.
Stenmans

31. Cf. also D. O. Edzard, "Ktinigslisten und Chroniken. Sumerisch," RLA, VI (1983), 77-86.
32. Contra Gunkel, 67.
33. See III.l.a above.
34. Begrich,5lf.

'lIfD mibsar?:'

Contents: I. Meaning, Occurrences in the OT and LXX. ll. 'ir mipsar: l. Secular Usage; 2.

Theological Usage. I[. mi\sar: l. Secular Usage; 2. Theological Usage. IV. Qumran.

I. Meaning, Occurrences in the OT and LXX. As Ugar. b;r "soar, fly high,
rise," t confirms, the fundamental meaning of the root bsr is apparently "to be high"
and thus "inaccessible," and further "to be impossible" (Gen. ll:6; Job 42:2).The
'tr besfird is a strongly fortified, impregnable city.2 This accounts for the place names

l. KTU, l.19 I,33; 1.18 IV 20,31,par. rfip.
2. See II below.
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beser (Dt.4:43; Josh. 2O:8:21:36; I Ch. 6:63[Eng. v. 78]) and bosrd (in Edom: Gen.

36:33; I Ch. l:M; Isa. 34:6; Jer.49:13,22; Am. l:12; cf. in Gen. 36:42; I Ch. l:53
the Edomite tribe Mibzar; in Moab: Ier. 48:24): a city rendered inaccessible by its
elevated location and/or its fortifications. In Ps. 108: I I ( l0), the expression ir miQsar

refers to Bozrah in Edom.3
Apart from the questionable passage Jer.6:27, the noun miSsdr occurs 36 times in

the Hebrew Bible, with few exceptions in the Deuteronomistic history and in the

prophetic writings; an additional occurrence is in Sir. 36:29 (Heb.). These occturences

are equally divided between the absolute form miQsdr and the full form 'tr mipsdn

While ?r mibsdr synonymous with ?r b"sfrrd,a always designates the fortified settle-

ment in contrast to the exposed one, the simple form milsdr often exhibits the more

n.urow sense of fortress, bastion, refuge.
The LXX renders mi\;dr with ochyrds and ochyroma, and in isolated instances also

with ischyr1s and periochii.

II. 'ir mibqlr.
l. Secular Usage. The Israelites considered the city of Tyre to be the fortified city

par excellence.s Josh. 19:29 mentions it as a city of the tribe of Asher, in obvious

dependence on 2 S. 24:7 (milsdr abs.). It is especially in Ezekiel (Ezk. 26:4-12),

however, that Tyre seryes as the paradigm of a fortified city, with walls (hdm61), towers

@igdaltm), gates (ie'arim), streets (bfr;6t), and mighty houses (bilA ltemdn). The

fortified cities in Dt. 3:5 are similarly characterized by high walls, gates, and bars. In
the battle of Gibeon, the secure cities offer refuge to the defeated Canaanites (Josh.

10:20), whereas the single mention of secure cities in the case of Naphtali seems out

of place in the description of borders (Josh. 19:35).6 Fortified cities are affested not

only for the Canaanites, but also for the Philistines (l S. 6:18; 2 K. 18:8) and the

Moabites (2 K. 3:19). However, the Israelites also had their secure cities, first the tribes

of Gad and Reuben in the territory east of the Jordan (Nu. 32:17,36), then Samaria

(2 K. lO:2; cf . l7 9). Among the fortified cities of Judah (Jehoshaphat places military
forces in them [2 Ch. 17:2,191), Lachish and Azekah are mentioned by name (Jer.

34:7).7
Fortified cities are occasionally the same as cities in general (cf. Nu. 32:-l6f .; Jer.

347).Ln2K.3:lg,theexpression'trmilsar parallels irmiQhdr "choicecity."The
opposite of ir miQsdr in Dt.3:5; 1 S.6:18 is ir happ"razi, "the open (NRSV
'unwalled') city"; in Nu. 32: l6f .,36 giQrd! s6'n, "sheepfolds"; and in 2 K. 17:9; l8:8

3. For further discussion of etymology, see O. Loretz, "Ugaritische und Hebr[ische Lexiko-
graphie," UE 12 (1980), 279-282; W. von Soden, "Zum hebriiischen Wtirterbuch," UE 13

(r98r),157f.
4. Sen HAL, I (1994), s.v. basfir.
5. On the layout of Tyre, see 8RL2,349f.; A. van der Bom, "Tyrus," 8L2,1788-1790, with

map.
6. Cf. M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HAT, Vll (31971), in loc.

7. On Lachish, see BRL2, 196-98.
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the simple watchtower or citadel tower, which in more sparsely settled areas replaced
the fortified city as a place of refuge.8 Ps. 108: I l( l0) articulates the hope for a new
future in the petition to be brought to the "fortified city" and to Edom (an allusion
to Bozrah in Edome; the parallel passage Ps. 60:ll[9] reads 'ir md;6r with the same
sense).

2. Theological Usage. This already provides the transition to the theological use of
'tr mipsdr In Jer. l:18, Yahweh makes the prophet into a "fortified city" capable of
rejecting all attacks (in addition to "iron pillar" and "bronze walls"). Jer. 4:5 warns
the people ofJudah to flee into the fortified cities before the approaching catastrophe.
ultimately, however, even trust in these cities (Jer.5:17) no longer offers protection
against unavoidable judgment (8: l4).

III. mi[qIr.
l. Secular Usage. Even without the qualification ?r the term mibsdr can refer to a

fortified city.lo Thus 2 5.24:7 refers to the city of Tyre as mip;dr Hazael will certainly
burn the "fortresses" in Israel (2K.8:12). And in Isa. l7:3 the fortress of Ephraim, to
which Yahweh will put an end, is the city of Samaria. As a rule, however, mif;sdrrefers
less to the fortified city than to the protective bulwark or refuge. cf. in Mic. 5:10(ll)
the juxtaposition of 'artm and, mif;sdrtm, and in Isa. 25:12 the combination miQsdr and
mi{gdQ, "refuge." Contrasting terms to miQsdr include mahaneh, "the open place [of
the camp and tentsl " (Nu. 1 3 : 1 9), and naw eh, "pasture" (Lam. 2:2). Its parallels include
gcSErA, "stone wall" (Ps. 89:41[40]), and 'armendg "the comfortable houses" (Isa.
34:13;Lam.2:J).tt

The book of Daniel attests several unique constructions. In addition to the simple
milsdrim, the (Egyptian) fortresses against which Antiochus IV devises plans (Dnl.
ll:24), v. 15 mentions the "city of bulwarks" (ir mif;sAfrfl. i.e., the strongly fortified
city (Sidon? Gaza?), and v. 39 speaks of the milseft mi'uutm, "strong fortresses."

2. Theological Usage. Prompted by the stronger emphasis on human strength and
self-confidence inhering in the simple term mif;sar; the theological usage predomi-
nates in the occurrences of this term. The sense of the difficult passage Am. 5:9
seems in any case to be the praise of Yahweh's rule both over nature (v. 8) and
history ("destruction upon the fortress";.12 Again and again the fortress appears as

8. BRL2,8t.
9. See preceding discussion.
10. H. Wildberger, Jesaja l3-27. BK, X/2 (1978), 643.
I l. Cf. H. Haag, "Jerusalemer Profanbauten in den Psalmen," ZDPU, 93 (1977), 9lf . = Das

Buch des Bundes. KBANT 1980.
I 2. On the suggestion that one should read the piel ptcp. mclass7rhere in the sense "vintager"

or the constellation Arcturus ("vindemiator "), cf. w. Gundel, sterne und sternbilder im Glauben
des Altertums und der Neuzeit (l922,repr. Hildesheim, l98l), 66; G. R. Driver, "TWo Astronomi-
cal Passages in the OT,",/78 N.s. 4 (1953), 208-212.
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the embodiment of human self-assurance and absurd self-confidence. The preemi-
nent example of such iurogance is Tyre (Ezk.26:2-28:19). Its ruler has allegedly
called himself a god (Ezk. 28:2,9). Such hubris provokes Yahweh's sovereign rule
in judgment and redemption, which tolerates no resistance. The same assertion
occurs in several passages in which instead of miQsdr the expression 'drtm
(hab)b"sur61 is used, an expression especially characteristic of the Deuteronomistic
history (Dt. 3:5; 9:l;2 K. 18:13; 19:25 par.; Hos. 8:14; Zeph. l:16). Yahweh
summons the Assyrians against the fortresses of Samaria (Hos. 10:14; Isa. 17:3) and
the Babylonians against the strongholds of Judah (Mic.5:10[1]; Hab. 1:10; Lam.
2:2,5), and he has laid the bulwarks of Jerusalem in ruins (Ps. 89:41[40]). Even the
destruction of the strongholds of Moab (Jer. 48:18; Isa.25:12) and Edom (Isa. 34:13)
is his work.

Yahweh's power, however, does not reveal itself only in the fact that he storns
impenetrable forffesses. In a reverse fashion he is also able to make weak human beings
into strongholds, above all the prophets (Jer. 1:18t3), though also a woman, who is the
man's helper ('Ezer), pillar of support ('ammfi! mii'dn), and place of refuge (mi!;dr)
(Sir. 36:29 Heb.). The context shows that the reference is not only to the maintenance
of possessions, but even more to the man's security.

IV. Qumran. Among the Qumran texts, lQpHab 4:3-8 provides a commentary to
Hab. l:10. Compared to the MT, the pesher provides the (better) reading whw' lkwl

.mbsr yShq vvysbwr'apr wylkdhw and explains: "Interpreted, this concerns the com-
manders of the Kittim who despise the fortresses of the peoples and laugh at them in
derision. To capture them, they encircle them with a mighty host, and out of fear and
terror they deliver themselves into their hands."la According to Karl Elliger,ls this is
referring at least primarily if not exclusively to the siege and storming of Jerusalem by
Pompey.

In IQH 3:6f., the petitioner (the community?) compares his spiritual suffering to a

ship in distress and to a besieged city (k'yr mbsr). lQH 6:35 speaks of a person swinging
a scourge (m'byr iw; iwtp) who will be unable to penetrate into the fortress, whereby
milsar apparently seryes as a self-designation for the community confident in the
protection of its God.16

H. Haag

13. See II.2 above.
14. Translation according to G. Vermes, Tlu Dead Sea Scrolls in English (Sheffreld, 31987),

285.
15. Studien zum Habakuk-Kommentar vom Tbten Meer BHTL, 15 (1953),272f.
16. Cf. M. Delcor, lzs hymnes de Qumran (Hodayot) (Paris, 1962), in loc.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. tr. l. heexilic Texts;2. Exilic and Postexilic

Texts; 3. The Tower of Babel; 4. Component in Place Names; 5. Tower as Metaphor. III. LXX
and Qumran.

l. l. Etymolog). The nounmigddl, attested in OT Hebrew, is also attested in Ugariticl
with the meaning "tower"2 and as a place name,3 as well as in Moabite,a but not in
Phoenician.5 Attestations in Aramaic include occurrences in Jewish Aramaic (Targum),
Christian Palestinian, and Syriac.6 The two singular attestations from al-'Ula (in
MineanT and Lil.ryanite inscriptions8) are presumably foreign words or loanwords which
in both cases refer to inhabited buildings. In Arabic the term mi(dal is a loanword from
Aramaic,e and it is noteworthy that the Classical Arabic lexicographers interpreted it
as "citadel, palace." Modern topographical onomastics attests mi{dal as a component
in place names within a well-defined region in Palestine-Phoenicia with only sparse

distribution outside this region.lO It is still questionable whether the name of the
Moroccan port city eg-Sawir/\4ogadorll can be taken as a Berber attestation of the
wordmigddl,'t2 the city Agadir, located not far from Mogador, suggests that both names

derive from the same root gdr.
The term mktr occurs as a Semitic loanword in Egyptian in connection with place

migdat. K. Galling, "Migdal," BRL (381f.); B. Mazar, ")T&," EMiqa lY (1962),633-35;
W. Michaelis, "m.rpyog," TDNT, Vl,953-56; G. Morawe, "Turm," BHHW lll (1962),2032-4.

l. WUS, no.632; UT, no.562.
2. M. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RSi | (J972), $II, 343.
3. Cf. M. C. Astour, "Place Names," RSi II (1975), $Vru, 58, 162:M. Dietrich, O. Lorea,

and J. Sanmartin, "Zv ugaritische Lexikographie (XI): lrxikographische Einzelbemerkungen,"
uE 6 (1e74),31.

4. Mesha inscription, KAI, 181,22.
5. As HAI. II (1995), 543, suggests.
6. kxSyr 105a.
'7. RES, 3340,5 (mgdtnhn dual).
8. Cf. W. Caskel, Lihyan und Lihyanisch. AFNW Geisteswissenschaften, 4 (Cologne, 1954),

no. 26, 1,88f . (mg'dl pl.). D. H. Miiller, Epigraphische Denkmiiler aus Arabien. DAWW, Phil.-
hist. Kl., 3712 (1889), reads mmdl; the photo of the reproduction hardly suggests the presence
of an aleph between the second and third letters.

9. Cf. S. I. Fraenkel, Die aramiiischen Fremdwiirter im Arabischen (1886, repr. Hildesheim,
1962),236f .; certainly not borrowed from OSA, as suggested by HAL, ll, 543.

10. Cf. B. S. J. Isserlin, "Place Name hovinces in the Semitic-speaking Ancient Near East,"
Proceedings of the Leeds Philosophical Society,8 (1956), 83-85.

11. See H. Stumme, "Gedanken tiber libysch-phdnizische Ankllinge," 7A, .27 (1912), 123t.
12. This remains the case despite repetition of this thesis in E. Jenni, "7171 gdddl gross,"

THAT l,402.
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names since the time of the eighteenth dynasty.l3 As a place name in Egypt it can be

traced back to the Greco-Roman period as Mdgddlos,la and in Coptic as tne$tol.ts
Herodotus'referencel6 to Megiddo as Mdgdilos testifies to the relative frequency with
which the word was used in place names. The natural identification of the word migddl
as a miqldl construction from a root gdltT is problematical because only Canaanite

attests the root gdl in the meaning "be large, high" (cf. in contrast Arab. Eadala. "twist
or pull tightly, plait"), and because the context of several OT occurrences (e.g., Isa.

5:218) does not suggest something large and high. Thus there is some reason to follow
the suggestion flust articulated by William F. Albright that the word migddl arose

through metathesis from mi/gdl (cf. Akk. madgaltu, "watchtower, border post").le

2. Occurrences. The term migddl occurs altogether 49 times in the OT. The passages

include: Gen. 11:4,5; Jgs. 8:9,17; 9:46,47,49,51(twice),52(twice); 2 K. 9:17; 17:9; 18:8;

I Ch.27:25;2 Ch.l4:6[Eng. v.77;26:9,10,15;27:4;32:5; Neh. 3:1(twice),Lt,25,26,27;
8:4; 12:38,39; Ps.48:13[12];61:4[3]; Prov. 18:10; Carfi.4:4;5:13;7:5[4](twice);8:10;
Isa. 2:15; 5:2;30:25;33:18; Jer. 31:38; Ezk. 26:4,9;27:ll;Miq4:8;Zr*.14:10; cf.
also the qere to 2 5.22:51. Among these, only the Chronicler's history seems to exhibit
a certain accumulation (16 occurrences). The masc. pl. migddlim is attested 9 times
(2Ch.14:6[7];26:9,10,15;27:4;Ps.48:l3ll2ll' Isa. 30:25; 33:18; Ezk. 26:4), the fem.
pl. migdnlfi 5 times (1 Ch. 27:25;2 Ch. 32:5; Cant. 8:10; Ezk.26:9;27:ll). An
evaluation of the use of the two plural forms confirms the thesis of Diethetm Michel,2o

namely, that the plural form in -im is to be understood as a "collective or grcup plural,"
the form in -6g in contrast as a "plural conceived as a combination of individuals." ln
preexilic texts migddl as a rule refers to the citadel or fortress of a city, while in exilic
and postexilic texts it refers to a tower standing in some relationship with a gate or
with the city walls.

ll. I . Preexilic Texts. In older texts migdfrl refers to a fortified citadel inside the city
itself offering a final place of refuge. Thus in the portrayal of Abimelech's siege of
Thebez (Jgs. 9:50-57), although the city proper has already been taken, the inhabitants
are still able to flee into the migddl. Just as Abimelech is about to set fire to the "citadel

13. Cf. A. H. Gardiner, "The Ancient Military Road Between Egypt and Palestine," JEA, 6
(1920), to7ff.

14. Cf. Kees, "Magdolon, Magdolos," PW, XIYll (1928),299f . ..

15. Cf. W. E. Crum, e Coptic Dictionary (Oxford, 1939),214t.; J. eemj, Coptic Etymological
Dictionary (Cambridge, 1976), lO2; W Westendorf, Koptisches Handwdrterbuch (Heidelberg,
1965-1977), l14, notes seven additional orthographic variations.

16. I*sr. ii.l59.
17. So, e.g., HAL, 11,543 Jenrtt,4O2.
18. Cf. also the illustration in AaS, IV (1935), fig. 93,94.
19. AHw,Il (1972), 572b; CAD, Xll (1977), 16. This is the position of L. A. Sinclair, An

Archaeological Study of Gibeah (Tell el-Ful). AASOR, 34t. (195+56U 9601), 7; A. F. Rainey,
"The Toponymics of Eretz-Israel," BASOR, 231 (1978), 5.

20. Grundlegung einer hebriiischen Syntax, I (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1977), 53f.
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door" (pe1ah hammigddl), his final fate overtakes him. Similarly, the problematical
account of the destruction of Shechem suggests that the migdal-i"l5em (Jgs. 9:46) does
not refer to a locale different from Shechem itself,2l but rather to the citadel of Shechem,
which may have been further equipped with a tower. From there the inhabitants then
fled into the crypt of the temple of Ba'al-berith, where they were burned to death. This
kind of citadel, located inside a city, was presumably the rule. In any case, there is
Iiterary evidence for such a citadel at Penuel (Jgs. 8:9,17, in connection with Gideon's
campaign in the territory east of the Jordan) and Jezreel (2 K.9:17) and archaeological
evidence for such, e.9., at Tell el-F0l (Gibeah) and Khirbet ef-lubeiqah (Beth-zur).

A certain kind of small, independent citadel is also called a migddl. These migddlim,
which accordingto 2 Ch. 26: l0 Uzziah and according to 2 Ch. 27;4 also Jotham erected
in the Negeb or in the hill country of Judah, represent such archaeologically attested
forts,22 i.e., isolated watchtowers serving as vantage points from which to oversee
border traffic and roads, as well as citadels of refuge for exposed settlements. I Ch.
27:25, to take one example, offers an insight into the geographical layout of such
settlements in its enumeration of 'arim, k"partm, andmigdAldT similarly also 2 K. 17:9;
18:8 (from the watchtower to the fortified city: mimmigdal ndserim'ad-ir mibsarz3

2. Exilic and Psstexilic Texts. In later texts migddl refers to a tower standing in some
relationship with a gate orwall. The directive in Ps.48: 13[2] to count thetowers of Zionza
shows that there must have been a considerable number of such towers (this imagery
[counting towers] also occurs in Isa. 33:l8b in a gloss; in its own tum, this gloss is
probably reflecting on Isa. 22:10, which speaks of counting Jerusalem's houses). This can
also be seen from Neh. 3, which recounts the construction of the wall. Several towers in
Jerusalem bear specific names, presumably because of their special size or function:
migdal hanan'el (Jer.3l:38;Z.ec. 14: l0; Neh. 3:l; 12,,39): migdal hattannirim (Neh.3:ll1'
l2:38); migdal hamm€'A (Neh. 3: l; 12:39); migdal-'Eler (Mic. 4:8); ard migdal dnwiS
(Cant. 4:4); the location of these towers, however, can probably no longer be determined
archaeologically. Since the account of the construction of the wall differentiates clearly
between gates and towers, these are probably not gate-towers, but rather towers which
reinforced and secured the wall fortifications at strategically important points. It is
unlikely that these refer to towers situated "on" the wall itself, as suggested by Tiarg. and
Vulg. for 2Ch.32:5.25 lQSb 5:23 also mentions a strong tower situated against or in (not
"on" or "upon," as is usually translated) the wall (bfiwmh).

21. Contra J. A. Soggin, "Bemerkungen zur alftestamentlichen Topographie Sichems mit
besonderem Bezug auf Jdc.9," ZDPV 83 (1967), 195-97.

22.Cf.Y. Aharoni, "Forerunners of the Limes: Iron Age Fortresses in the Negev," IEJ, 17
(1967), r-17.

23. P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichem. WMANT 42
(1973),2sf.,63f.

24. Cf . H. Haag, "Jerusalemer Profanbauten in den Psalmen," ZDPV 93 (1977),92f . = Das
Buch des Bundes. KBANT 1980,255f.

25. On the MT, cf. Welten,68ff.
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In the promise of the return of the Davidic dynasty in Mic. 4:8,26 the reference to
the "tower of the flock" (migdal:C/er) probably refers, in the postexilic period, to a
tower standing among the ruins of the palace and Ophel area which now served for
protection and as a watchtower with regard to the flocks (cf. 2 Ch. 26:10.). Presumably
this same tower or its remnants are mentioned in Neh. 3:27 as a large, projecting tower
(hammigddl haggAd6l hayyds?') at the wall of Ophel, and perhaps also in Isa.32:14,
which speaks of the Ophel and the watchtower (referred to as bahan only here).

Small watchtowers were erected for protecting vineyards (Isa.5:2;Mt.2l:33), although
they apparently served as observation posts only during the day, whereas the guards were
able to spend the night in the sukkk (Isa. l:8). Luke's assertion that eighteen people were
killed when the tower in Siloam fell (Lk. 13:4) gives an indication of the size of the edifice.

3. The Tower of Babel. The account of the construction of the tower of Babel (Gen.
1l:l-912t twice mentions the city and the tower together (vv. 4, 5) and once the city
alone (v. 8). Although both LXX and Sam. mention the tower in v. 8 as well, this
probably reflects secondary harmonization. If with Hermann Gunkel28 one assumes the
presence of two originally independent narratives, one concerned with the city, the
other with the tower,2e then one can discount the various attempts to solve the problem
philologically either by translating "the city and especially the tower" (reading a
waw-augmentativum: "and specifically";,:o or by taking the phrase as a hendiadys in
the sense of "city crowned by a tower.":t This is the temple-tower of the Sumerian-
Babylonian urban culture, the ziggurat, an edifice that narrowed toward the top and
appeared to rise without end, presumably even the ziggurat of Babylon itself, Ete-
menanki, by which Marduk descended to receive human veneration and offerings in
his sanctuary Esagil. From his own vantage point, the narrator of the story was unable
to sanction the pious intentions accompanying the construction of the tower. "For him
this great edifice was merely the embodiment of arrogance and titanic pride."32

4. Component in Place Names. The term migdnl is also attested as a component in
many place n,rmes, including in the OTmigdol-'el (Josh. 19:38, in Naphtali), migdal-gdd
(Josh. 15:37, in Judah = Khirbet el-Mejdeleh), and migdal:Eder (Gen. 35:21, near

26. Cf. W. Rudolph, Micha. KAT, XIIV3 (1975), 84f.; H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trats.,
Minneapolis, l99O), 125.

27. Cf. C. Westermann, Genesis l-ll (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 531-557; and the
status of scholarship report in idem, Genesis I-11. Ertcige der Forschung, T (Darmstadt, 1972),
95-104.

28. Genesis. HKAT (1964),92f .
29. Ct. also G. Wallis, "Die Stadt in den Uberlieferungen der Genesis," 7AW,78 (1966),

1 4lf.
30. E. Ktinig, Die Genesis eingeleitet, iibersetzt, erklcirt (Gitersloh,3l925),435.
31. E. A. Speiser, "Word Plays on the Creation Epic's Version of the Founding of Babylon,"

Or 25 (1956),322, n.26 = Oiental and Biblical Studies (Philadelphia, 1967), 59, n. 26.
32. Wallis, 142. Cf. also W. von Soden, "Etemenanki vor Asarhaddon nach der Erziihlung

vom Turnbau zu Babel und dem Erra-Mythos," UE 3 (197 1), 253-263.
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Bethlehem; according to Targ. Ps.-J. the place from which the Messiah will reveal himself
atthe end of days).33 Cf . MagdalEnd inthe NT (Mt. 27:56;Mk.15:40, etc.), "the one from
Magdala." With different vocalization, migddl refers to one or several places in Egypt
(Ex. l42; Nu. 33:7, Israelites'encampment during the exodus = Tell el-Heir; Jer. 44:l;
46:14, Jewish colony in Egypt; Ezk.29:lO;30:6, point on the Egyptian border).

5. Tower as Metaphor The assertion in Prov. 18:10, namely, that "the name of
Yahweh is a strong tower; the righteous runs into it and is safe," employs the same

metaphor as Ps. 61:4(3), where the petitioner confesses to God, "You are my refuge,
a strong tower against the enemy." Both passages compare the security provided by
the fortress tower with the refuge provided by God (cf. also IQH 7:8; lQSb 5:23). The
qere to 2 S. 22:51 has the same image in mind when it suggests reading magddl instead
of magdtl, so that Yahweh is called the "tower of salvation of his king." On the other
hand, injustice and godlessness protrude into the present like a great tower, virnrally
insuperable (cf. T.lrv. 2:3; 4QTestim 26). Only in the end time will Yahweh rise up
against all that is proud and haughty, "against every high tower, and against every
fortified wall" (Isa. 2:15), so that towers will fall (30:25b).

Comparison with a tower can serve as a symbol of beauty (Cant.4:4;8:10),34
whereas according to Sir. 26:22 a married woman is a plrgos tharuitou, a "tower of
death," for her paramour. Even if the lost Hebrew text spoke instead of a deadly net
(m';fifla! mawel),3s the metaphor of the woman as a tower whose besieger pays with
his own life, a metaphor presumed to be familiar to a Greek audience, is certainly
intelligible36 (cf. also 2 Mc. l3:5ff.).

IIL LXX and Qumran. The LXX translates almost exclusively with p!rgos.37 IQM
9:10,11,I2(twice),I3(twice),14(twice) uses the termmigddl in a very specific sense in
the portrayal of tactical military figures and movements. In this context, "tower" is
certainly not referring to a siege tower (as attested also for Palestine since approximately
theHellenisticperiod; cf. I Mc. 13:43f.),butratheratrouptowerfullof armedsoldiers
(bome by elephants), which in the Roman army, too, could be called a rzrris. In IQH
7:8, the petitioner describes the position God has assigned him for the present with the
statement: "Thou hast made me like a strong tower, a high wall.":t In the blessing for
the Prince of the Congregation (lQSb 5:23), the same imagery (tower and wall)
expresses the eschatological function of the Prince. He will be a "strong tower and a
high wall" and will smite the peoples with the power of his mouth.3e

Kellermann

33. For further (altogether ll) examples, see Pl44 XVl2 (1932), 1549f .

34. Cf. H. Ringgren, Das Hohelied. ATD, XYll2 el98l), 271,288f.
35. So P. W. Skehan, "Tower of Death or Deadly Snare? Sir 26,22," CBQ, 16 (1954), 154.
36. Cf. R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Siracft (Berlin, 1906),239.
37. Cf. Michaelis.
38. Translation by G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Suolls in English (Sheffield, 31987), 184.

39. Cf. O. Betz, "Felsenmann und Felsengemeinde," ZlW, 48 (1957), 52,69.
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llQ *age";124 sdnan;ir1) ;innd; p?Ui ielet

Contents: I. General. IL l. Etymolo1y;2. gnn;3. Homographs. III. l. Ancient Near Eastern

Panoply; 2. Shield as Defensive Weaponry. IV. Uses: l. Combat; 2. Component in the Panoply;

3. Decoration; 4. Testudo Fortifications; 5. "Shield Bearer"; 6. Metaphors of Human Opposition

to God; 7. Metaphors of Divine Warfare; 8. Metaphors of Human Wickedness; 9. Testudo

Metaphors. V. Qumran. VI. Synonyms and Related Terms: l. $innd;2. ielet. Y\. magdn or

mdgdn?: 1. Divine Epithet; 2. Descriptions of Persons. VI[. l)(X.

I. General. The word mdgEn, "shield," occurs 58 times in the OT, used literally,
metonymically, and metaphorically to describe a piece of personal defensive weaponry.

In translations, the simple term "shield" predominates; in fact, the weapon so designated

is more strictly a round shield or buckler, often with embossed sheathing. In Hebrew, the

larger shield covering the body is called sinnA. I This distinction is standard in the ancient

languages of the Mediterranean bxin: migdn = Greek aspts = Latin clipeus; s.innA =
thyre6s = scutum. However, other distinctions were made based on function and weight.

Obscure developments in the language conspired so that several homographs of mgn

may have fallen together etymologically and lexically.

ll. l. Etymology. The noun magen is derived from the geminate root gnn, "to cover,

surround, defend, protect," as shown by the evidence of the other Semitic languages.

2. gnn. The verbal forms of ga-n an occur only in the latter part of First Isaiah (some

of the material is also given in 2 Kings) and in Deutero-Zechariah, which may be

dependent upon Isaiah. In the Isaiah passages, Yahweh "protects" Jerusalem (with the

prep.'a[). [n Isa. 3l:5, he does so k"sipffim'ap61, "like flying (or perhaps better,

magEn. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IY" Bibl, 47 (1966), 403419; idem,

review of Sem, 12 (1962), Bibl, 45 (1964), 129f.: idem, "Ugaritic Lexicography," Milanges
E. Tisserant, l, StT 231 (1964),81-104, esp. 94; F. E. Deist, "Aantekeninge by Gen. 15:1,6,"
NedGTT, 12 (1971), 100-102; M. Dietrich, 0. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Zur ugaritischen Lex-
ikographie (XI): Lexikographische Einzelbemerkungen," UE 6 (1974), 19-38; M. Kessler, "The
'shield' of Abraham?" W, 14 (1964),494-97; O. Loretz, "jl mgn in hoverbia 6,ll und
23,34," UE 6 (1974),476-77; idem, " mgn - 'Geschenk' in Gen 15,1," UE 6 (1974), 492; idem,
"Psalmenstudien III," UE 6 (1974), 175-210, esp. 177-183; idem, "Stichometrische und texto-
logische Probleme in den Thronbesteigungs-Psalmen: Psalmenstudien (IV)," UE 6 (1974),
2ll-240; A. R. Millard, "Saul's Shield Not Anointed with Oil," BASOR,230 (1978),70; A. M.
Snodgrass, Arms and Armour of the Greeks (London, 1967); idem, Early Greek Armour and
Weapons,from the End of the Bronze Age to 6008.C. (Edinburgh, 1964); W. von Soden, "Vedisch
magham, 'Geschenk'-Neuarabisch malldnlja "Gebiihrenfreiheit": Der Weg einer Wort-
sippe," "IEOI. 18 ( 1964), 339-344; Y. Yadin, The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands in the Light
of Archaeological Discovery (Eng. trans., New York, 1963).

l. See VI.l below.
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'hovering';cf. Dt. 32: l1) birds"; coordinate verbs are n"p/ hiphil, "to rescue," pslt, "to
deliver,"2 and ml1hiphil, "to liberate" (cf. lQIs", hplyy;MT is superior). In Isa. 37:35,
Yahweh defends Jerusalem fhbifdh "to save it," for his own sake and the sake of
his servant David (cf. 2 K. 19:34).In Isa. 38:6 (p*.2 K. 20:6), Yahweh promises that
he will rescue (hirytl) and defend the city. The sequence of actions in the last two
passages is thus rescue (hiryil), defense (gdnan), and salvation (hbita'). At the time of
the messianic restoration, Deutero-Zechariah proclaims, Yahweh will defend the chil-
dren of Zion @ec. 9:15, with the prep. 'al); only in this passage is gdnan used in an
explicitly martial context, which has references to slings and arrows. In a further
prophecy of the restoration (7*c. l2:8), Deutero-Z,echariah declares again that Yahweh
will defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem (with the prep. bc'a!').

The Masoretes have parsed 5 of the occlurences of the verb as qal, 3 as hiphil. It
is possible, however, that all are qal. The term gdnan, then, is apparently tied to a
clearly discernible Jerusalemite tradition. An obscure further connection with Jerusalem
may be lurking in the form h"gtnA (Ezk. 42:12).

The root gnn is used in a bilingual Neo-Punic-l,atin dedicatory text from Leptis
Magna3 which records that the erector t 'mdm wt hm'q'm (Heb. hammaqdm) ygn,
"had enclosed the pillars and the sacred site." There is no equivalent in the Latin
portion of the text. In the Marseille sacrificial tariff 4 the ppr 'gnn is perhaps a "caged

[enclosed], i.e., domesticated bird." Finally, the root is also attested in two Punic
personal names: 'srgz, "Osiris protects,"s and gnn, perhaps "protector."6 The root
is not attested in Ugaritic texts, but there is an abundance of evidence to suggest it
existed in that language. Finally, it occurs wittr the meaning "to cover, defend" in
the various Aramaic dialects, and in the causative stem in Phoenician, Old South
Arabic, and Arabic. In Akkadian the root has been limited in reference to the "con-
finement" of persons.

3. Homograpfts. The Phoenician and Ugaritic cognates of migEn are attested only
once each. Ugat mgn occurs in the jejune context of a list of materiel.T On the
Phoenician orthostat-inscription of Karatepe, Azitawadda boasts wp'l 'nk ss '/ ss

wmgn 'l mgn, "I have added horse to horse, shield to shield."8 Cognates are also
attested in both Western and Eastern Late Aramaic dialects, and in Arabic. If the
comparable Akkadian form, Late Bab. *maginnu,e is to be associated with mdgEn,

it is as an Aramaic loanword. The word is used in Achaemenid inscriptions to

2. Ct. H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK Xl3 (1982), 1236t.
3. KAI,124.
4. Ibid., 69,11.
5. CIS, t,821,4.
6. Benz,297.
7. KTU,4.127,3.
8. ANET3,653; KAI,26Al,6f. Cf. Jer. 46:3f.;Y. Avishur, "Word Pairs Common to Phoenician

and Biblical Hebrew," UE 7 (1975),23.
9. AHw,lI (1972),576.
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describe the petasos, the broad-rimmed felt headgear worn by one class of Ionians
in the Persepolis reliefs.lo

lll. l. Ancient Near Eostern Panoply. The basic range of materiel in the ancient Near
East was not remarkably different from the range elsewhere in the ancient world.ll Setting
aside operational materiel like chariots, horses, and battering rams, we can distinguish two
classes of weapons: Offensive weapons include sword and dagger (bereU; spear (hani1,

rdmafu, ki/6n); bow, arrow, and quiver (qeie1" l.te;, 'aipd; mace and battle-ax (garzen);
and slingshot and stones (qela','abni qela').T\e defensive weapons are largely fitted to
the body: helmet (Aqdba'), mul (s/iiry6n), greaves (mi;hn), and shoe (s"'6n). These are

complemented by shields, sometimes large (sinnh) and sometimes small (mdgEn). In
panoply lists the shield tends to be included. Forexample, Goliath appears in helmet, mail,
and greaves, bearing both a light spear (kt86n) and a heavy one (hant!); he is preceded by
a man bearing a body shield (sinnl, I S. 17:5ff.; cf. 17:38f.).12

2. Shield as Defensive Weaponry. Body shields were oblong and generally covered
either the entire bodyl3 or only from the neck to the feet.la Anthony M. Snodgrass
shows examples of the various types of Greek body shields: figure-eight, rectangular,
etc.ls Smaller Egyptian body shields from the early second millennium are attested.16

Large shields sometimes had a curved toplT or a peaked topl8 to allow the shield bearer
visibility around the edges, and sometimes a flat bottom to permit firm anchoring on
the earth.le In other cases, the boffom was pointed, allowing the shield to be planted.
Some shields had a concavo-convex shape to enclose the wearer's body.

The material was generally wood with leather stretched over it and sometimes with
metal attachments,20 or reed or wickerwork with leather and metal.2l The large shield
was either carried on the left side22 or worn on the back.23

Small shields were generally round wood or wicker frames covered with leather.2a

10. Cf. the Nak5-i-Rustam reliefs (W. von Soden, "Aramiiische Wdrter in neuassyrischen und
neu- und spitbabylonischen Texten," Or 35 11966l, 19, l6).

I l. Cf. A. Oepke, "6nlov," TDM V,292-98.
12. For further discussion of weaponry terminology -+ VUil neieq; -+ ilf,,n D milhAruA (V\\

334-345); +'r) k"li (Vtr, 169-175).
13. ANE? 368,373 (Neo-Assyrian).
14. Ibid.,300 (3rd millennium).
15. A. Snodgrass, Arns and Armour (1967), plates 2, 5, 12; cf. 19.
16. ANEP, 180; for the Late Bronze Age, cf. ANEP, 344.
17 . Ibid., 344t. (Late Bronze Age Egyptian).
t8. rbid., t80.
19. rbid.,300, 368, 373.
20.Ibid., 180 (Middle Kingdom Egyptian).
21. Ibid., 368, 37 3 (Neo-Assyrian).
22. rbid., 180, 300, 345, 368, 373.
23. [bid.,344.
24. Lbid.,59,332(LateBronzeAge);164, l84,369,andpassim(lstmillennium);forfurther

examples, see Snodgrass, Ear$ Greek Armour.
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Dumbbell shieldsx and squarish shields26 are also attested. The Greek pdlt€ was

crescent-shaped. Small shields were either worn on the left hand27 or slung around the

back.28 ANEP, 164, clearly shows the specially prepared boss and rim. Many small

shields are flat, but some belly out'ward sharply.2e The center of a buckler was often a

boss of metal, sometimes an animal's head, sometimes spiked, and sometimes simple

enough to look like a cymbal. Shields with metallic facings and all-metal shields follow
from the boss design, but the latter were never dominant in the ancient world. Urartu

and Crete form the conduit for leading Western Asiatic developments in military

technology into Greece.
Both large and small shields were originally defensive weapons for lance and spear

warriors, and only later were they used by archers and slingers. Whereas spear, lance,

and javelin troops defended themselves directly, archers and slingers were defended

by special shield bearers. In the Late Bronza age,with the increased use of the composite

bow and the battle-ax, armor became more sophisticated, and consequently the small

shield became more important than the large shield, which was eventually relegated to

defensive line work. Half-body-size shields were worn by wielders of axes and sickle-

swords.30 Warriors with battle-axes and mace were equipped with small shields.3l

Shields were used not only for personal defense, but also in ad hoc fortifications
(Lattn testudo "tortoise"). Battlements on Iron Age cities were supplemented by

wooden frames in time of war. These held shields and protected the defenders of the

city. Such a frame is shown in the Neo-Assyrian relief of the siege of Lachish'32 Such

screens were often also mobile, and were used when a moving formation needed to be

screened from above and on all sides.

Nonmilitary uses of shields are not well attested. Some hunting attendants of a

Neo-Assyrian monarch carry small shields and bows.33 Ornate small shields, some with

animal head bosses, constituted the chief treasure plundered from an Urartean temple

at Muga-sir by the troops of Sargon II.y

fV. Uses.
l. Combat. Both texts in which migdn is used to designate weaponry being prepared

for combat are drawn from the Chronicler's work. [n 2 Ch. 23:9, the lrvites of
Jehoiada's army are equipped with spears, "small shields" (hammdginndfi and

haiieldyim, which belonged to David and had been kept in the temple. Whether and to

25. rbid.,36.
26. rbid., @,496.
27. Ibid., 36, 59, 164, and passim.
28. Ibid., 37.
29. rbid.,370.
30.Ibid.,3M.
3t. rbid., @,1&.
32. rbid.,373.
33. rbid., 184.
34. Ibid.,370; cf. IV.3 below.
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what extent the Chronicler meant to distinguish the last two types of materiel is not
clear.35 In this case the shields were not used in any combat, since the restoration of
Joash was largely bloodless.

The men who rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem under Nehemiah were divided into two
groups. The load-bearers and builders were lightly armed (with ielah, "missilet' [?]
and sword), while the guards had spears and bows, wore mail, and carried shields (Neh.

4:l0f.[Eng. w. l6f.]).

2. Component in the Panoply. In some passages which catalog a range of materiel,
the buckler is among the items which make up the panoply or the metonym of it. Of
sixteen such panoply lists, three approach an entire panoply: 2 Ch.26:14; Jer. 46:3f .,

which have six terms each, and Ezk. 38:4, which has seven. The remaining passages

include two or three terms and serve as short forms of the panoply catalog. These lists
frequently also include magEn and pinni. Two other defensive weapons are mentioned:
q/kbba', s/iiry6n; eight offensive weapons are mentioned: l.tE;, qeieT 'a"ipd, 'alnA qeh',
maqqdl ya|, l.teref;, rdmal.t, and perhaps ielnl.t. Two additional terms for general

weaponry are used: milhdmA and nEieq, along with two other terms for military
equipment: s dl" lA, " earthworks," and merkdl6, "chariotry. "

Only one of the three large catalogs is balanced. The Chronicler's description of
Uzziah's army's weaponry Q Ch. 26:14) is noteworthy because the equipment was

supplied by the king and not the soldiers. It consisted of three defensive weapons
(mdgEn, kbQa', iirydn) and three offensive weapons (romab, qeie1,'alni qela').

Six catalogs contain only two terms and should probably be taken as related me-

tonyms of a whole panoply. In Jgs. 5:8, Israel's lack of weaponry at the battle of Taanach

is cited as an absence of magEn and romah. Not only is this pair metonymic of the
panoply; it is also coherent in that it describes the equipment of a major class of warriors.
Even this most common equipment is missing on Israel's side because Israel had no
professional soldiers. Furthermore, Israel knew itself to be allied with the greatest

warrior, Yahweh, who enters the battle with his weapons, the heavenly hosts. These

angelic warriors seen in visions over Jerusalem during Antiochus IV's second invasion
of Egypt(ca.l70 r.c.) areequippedwith lance and shield (aspis) (2 Mc. 5:3). According
to 2 Mc. l5:ll, this pair of weapons was not needed; the noble words of Judas

Maccabeus sufficed. This pair of implements is also cited in Sir. 29:13, where the poet
claims that eledmosjne-, "public charity, almsgiving," is better at fending off an enemy

"than a stout shield and a ductile (or 'weighty') spear" (hypir aspida knitous kai hypir
d6ry holkds).

Hezekiah's weaponry in connection with his measures against Sennacherib includes
the defensive mdg€n and the offensive counterpart ielah (2 Ch. 32:5); for a further
balance, cf. also bow (qeiey) and magen Q 5.22:35f. par. Ps. l8:35f.[34f.]), discussed

further in the next paragraph. Dt.33:29 reads: "Your blessings, O Israel! Who is like
you, a people saved by Yahweh? - are your succoring shield and [delete 'a.ier] your

35. Cf. VI.2 below.
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glorious sword." The sword and shield here seem to be attributes, associated with

succor in battle and the resultant glory.36

The balanced panoply in prophetic thought is attributed only to the enemies of Israel,

and thus Jeremiah issues mock orders to some of the participants at the battle of

Carchemish: "Let the warriors go forth: Cush and Put, who carry the shield (mdgEn),

the Ludim, who grasp, who draw the bow (qeie!" (Jer. 46:9).

A panoply of three pieces is mentioned in connection with the army of Gog, a gteat

horde bearing the mdgEn and sinnh as well as the sword (bereU (Ezk. 38:4). Here, too,

the weapons are cited in the order defensive-offensive.

Such weaponry sequences often include other military devices. In 2 K. 19:32 (par.

Isa. 37:33), Yahweh promises concerning the king of Assyria: "He shall not come into

this city, shoot an arrow (hEs) there, come before it with a shield (mdgen), or cast up

a siege-ramp against it." This catalog moves from small .urows to larger shields and

ends with great siege-works (sdl"ld). The oracle inlsa.22'.6 similarly looks forward to

failed battle against Jerusalem; the text is difficult, but reference to quivers ('aipd),

chariotry OekeU, and shields @agen) is clear (cf. Ezk. 38:4).

Only one of the panoply catalogs with mdg4n cites more offensive than defensive

weapons. Ezk.39:9 lists the weaponry which the Israelites will destroy after God has

vanquished Gog. The list opens with the general weaponry term n€ieq andthen specifies

mdgEn and {innA; the four offensive weapons end the list: qeiel l.ti;;tm, maqqEl ydd,

and rOmafi. The mode of destruction is burning, but it cannot be supposed that this

means that all or any of the weapons was flammable. The Assyrian panoply listed in

Jdt. gi7 is largely offensive. The remaining panoply catalogs are largely defensive. Jer.

46:3f. includes two sets of three terms. The first triad opens with magdn and sinnk and

ends with the generic weaponry designation milhdmd, while the second begins and

ends with defensive weapons, kbla'and iiryiln, and includes rdmah in the middle. Ezk.

23:24 also cites defensive weapons only: mdgEn, sinni, q6pa'(cf. also Ezk. 38:5).

A number of these panoply catalogs occur in the same context, and the differences

between them may offer information concerning the course of battle. In Jeremiah's

description of the battle of Carchemish (Jer. 46), the Egyptian army is rendered first

in full panoply and later, as defeat grows closer, only with light weaponry. The wars

of Gog show the opposite arrangement (cf. Ezk. 38). Finally, an unusual panoply catalog

is enumerated in Ezk. 23:24. Oholibah's lovers, whom she once paid for making love

to her, now take up arms against her, yet the arms are exclusively defensive (mdgEn is

included; cf. Jer. 46:3: Ezk. 38:4,5).

3. Decoration. The advantages of using precious metal to make decorations which

serye at the same time to store the metal prompted Solomon to deck the House of the

Forest of [rbanon with gold shields. The text mentions three hundred maginntm of

beaten gold, each with 3 minas of gold on it, according to I K. l0:17 (ca. l5o shekels,

ca. 1.7 kg. t3.7 lb.l). The Chronicler in a burst of modest pious exaggeration gives the

36. Cf. rV.l.
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amount of gold per small shield as 300 shekels (ca.3.4 kg. [7.6 lb.]; 2 Ch. 9:16).
Solomon complemented this treasure with two hundred large shields, each with 600
shekels of beaten gold (l K. 10:16 MT; LXX has three hundred large shields of 300
shekels each;2 Ch.9:15 follows MT). This large shield (;innn) was probably four
times as large as a mdg4n and bore four times the gold. Solomon used gold in other
decorations in his hall (l K. l0:18-2l1zt ,o such an extent that the historian in 1 K.
lO:21 dizzily reports that in Solomon's time silver was thought of as "any old thing"
(m"'fimmd). The shield collection, with 1860 kilograms (4180 lb.) of gold, clearly
dominated the scene. The biblical text is not clear on the point, but it is likely the metal
took the form of a facing that covered the area of the shield's frame or core, rather
than constituting the shield as such.38

During the invasion of 918, Pharaoh Shishak (Sheshonq I) took amid his plunder
these gold shields (l K. 14:26 par. 2 Ch. l2:9); although only the maginntm are
mentioned, he probably took the large shields as well. Rehoboam then replaced this
loss with maginn€ n"fu6ie1, "bronze shields" (l K. 14:27 par. 2 Ch. 12:10). These
actually were intended for military use, since the palace runners, who kept guard at
the palace gate, used them. In addition, whenever the king went to the temple, the
runners would carry the shields; thereafter they would be returned to the runners'
chamber Qa', the location of this room in the palace or the House of the Forest of
Lebanon is obscure; I K. 14:28 par. 2 Ch. l2:ll). This great weapon collection may
have been what the Chronicler had in mind in his story of Athaliah's overthrow,3e but
the association with David is hardly precise; the odd report of I S. 17:54 may have
been influential.

The tradition of shield decoration makes its flust appearance in the Chronicler's story
of the tenth century. It reappears a little over a hundred years later in a confused report
of Joash's succession. A century later, the Chronicler alludes to another hoard of wealth,
this one belonging to Hezekiah, who "made for himself treasuries for silver, for gold,
for precious stones, for spices, for shields [MT contra BHS], and for all kinds of costly
objects" (2 Ch. 32:27). The parallel passages in the Deuteronomistic history were not
interested in these treasuries.

A related phenomenon is the payment of client-kingdom tribute in the form of a

shield. A gold aspts, weighing 10fi) minas (= 571 kg. [260 lbs.]), sealed the alliance
of Simon Maccabee with Rome (1 Mc. 14.,24; l5:18,20).ao

4. Testu.do Fortifications. Shields were arrayed around the tops of city towers and
battlements during sieges to provide a flexible screen for the city's defenders.4l The
Romans called such a screen a testudo. In his oracle on the great ship Tyre, Ezekiel
Iikens the city to a testudo. After the initial ship metaphor has been sketched, the prophet

37. -+ NDf krsse'(VII, 232-259).
38. Cf. Snodgrass, Early Greek Armor and Weapons,23-25.
39. Cf. IV.l.
40. Cf. J. A. Goldstein, I Maccabees. AB, XLI (1976),496.
41. ct. \1.2.
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expands on the decoration of the city, which is largely martial in nature. Foreign soldiers

hung (tillfr) their shield (mdgen) and helmet in the city (Ezk.27:10). The Arvadites

occupied the city walls, Gamadites the towers: "They hung their shields (ielet) all
around your walls; they made perfect your beauty" (Ezk.27:ll). The prophet goes on

to describe Tyre's other wealth, but pride of place is given to the shields. Whereas in

Solomon's palace shields were symbols and economic guarantees of national peace, in

Tyre they are functional, hung on testudo screens, ready for war.

5. "shield Bearer" shields are associated with certain groups of warriors. Although
the specific functions of the various troop divisions cannot always be determined

exactly, occasionally the appellation already suggests a specific function. The eleventh-

century army of Reubenites, Gadites, and transjordanian Manassites included (a) b"nA-

fuayil, "soldiers"; O) '"nditm ndS"'A magen w"here!, "men who bore shield and

sword"; (c) ddr"$A qeieT "archers"; and (d) l"mfrlA mihdmd, "students of weaponry"
(or perhaps "of war") (l Ch. 5:18). Group (c) was certainly a distinct class; group (b)

seems mixed, since swordsmen did not usually bear shields. Group (a), considering the

generic nature of the term, probably included all soldiers, while group (d) designates

only those with special skills.
The late tenth-century army of King Asa included (a) a Judean force of hayil ndSE'

sinni waromah, "troops that bore the large shield and spear," (b) a Benjaminite force

of nOSe'A mdgen, "shield bearers," and (c) doref,O qeiel, "archers" (2 Ch. 14:7[8]).

These three groups are described in consonance with archaeological data. Groups (b)

and (c) were used together. The tribal specialization of the forces may reflect ancient

tradition. Cf. in this context 2 Ch. l7:l7f ., according to which the army of Jehoshaphat

included Benjaminite nOieqA-qeie1 frmdgZn, "bearers of bow and buckler," and hoM;A

sapa', "those equipped for war." This second group is difficult to identify more

precisely (cf. Jer. 46:9; Ezk. 38:4,5).
Metaphorical usage of such terms is alien to the OT, although Sir. 37:5 claims that

a true friend is one who "bears the small shield (aspida) against the enemy" of the

recipient of Ben Sira's wisdom.

6. Metaphors of Human Opposition to God. Human opposition to God is sometimes

treated in the language of warfare. In Ps. 76, God, who dwells in Salem-Zion, shatters

"bow, shield, sword, and other weapons of war (milhamh)," all belonging to an

unspecified invader of the holy mountain (v. at3l). In his second discourse (Job l5),
Eliphaz offers a piece of wisdom for which he claims the seal of tradition. The wicked

oppressor lives in torment because "he stretched out his hand against El, against

Shaddai he tried his strength; he ran against him stubbornly (besawwa'r) with his

thick-bossed shield (gabbA maginndyw)" (Job l5:25-26; the Hebrew is plural - per-

haps of majesty). In this case, as in the flrst, opposition to God is unsuccessful.

7. Metaphors of Divine Warfare. People who oppose God with human weaponry

fail, but God can take up such weapons with success' Ps.35:l-3 reads: "Contend,

Yahweh, with those who contend with me; fight against those who fight against me!
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Take hold of buckler (mdgen) and shield (sinnd), and rise up to help me. Draw lance
(h%i!) and battle-ax (s"gdr; cf. IQM 5:7) against my pursuers." Yahweh is here
described as a flust-millennium lance warrior, holding in his left hand a shield and in
his right, a pike. The joint use of two terms for each implement warns against excessive
concretization. This portrayal of a weapon-laden Yahweh may also have seemed quite
alien to the psalmist, for he shifts to the passive voice in Ps. 35:4 and finally even
views Yahweh's messenger at work (w. 5-6; cf . Dt.33:29). The Wisdom of Solomon
also speaks of Yahweh's weapons (Wis. 5:17-22;cf. Eph. 6:lGl7). The deity grasps

first his defensive weapons and thereafter his sword, bow, and sling. The last of the
defensive weapons is the aspis, "small shield," which is described as "invincible"
(al<atamichzton), since it is God's "holiness" (hosi6teta) (Wis. 5:19).

8. Metaphors of Human Wickedness. In the climactic lines of Hos. 4, the prophet
denounces Ephraim as a h"lttr '"sabbtm, "confederate of idols," who is consequently
given to sexual promiscuity (w. 17-19). The greatest objection to this pattern of
idolatrous behavior is not its illicit effects, but the pointlessness of it. In the difficult
concluding lines, the prophet shows that Yahweh is stronger than the idols Ephraim
worships. "He [Yahweh] constrains the Iniquity with its shields, the Spirit of Desire

lread'iwwd!61 with its wings (scil., skirts)."42 The cult figure described here is called
frstaqdl6n, "iniquity," and then specified as a "spirit of desire." Its most arresting
feature is its vesture: shields and wings, perhaps a description of flowing robes.

9. Testudo Metaphors. The testudo is the source of two metaphors, one of great
power, the other of great beauty. The description of Leviathan (Job 40:2541:26141:l-
341)43 includes a detailed evocation of the creature's body, with particular attention to
its back. According to 4l:7115), its back (read ge[']wba) is a row of shields (mdginntm),
a formation closed with a signet's seal. No space comes between them (read rewal.t),

and they are so closely bound that they cannot be separated (v. 8[16]). The image here
is clearly of a tightly joined testudo, either on a stationary screen or in mobile formation.
The poet of Job has enhanced beyond comprehension the notion of invincible military
might in order to describe adequately this creature's power.

The testudo in Canticles is a more astonishing image. Ch. 4 opens with a catalog
of feminine charms, proceeding from eyes like doves to hair like mountain goats and
teeth like pregnant ewes, to lips, mouth, and cheek. The description of the neck evokes
a testudo: "Your neck is like the tower of David, built in courses; on it hang a thousand
bucklers (mdgdn), all of them shields (iibA) of wariors." Marvin H. Pope has suggested
that "the erect and bold carriage of the lady's bespangled neck is likened to a com-
manding tower adorned with trophies of war. . . . with multiple layers remarkably

42. Ct. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB, XXIV (1980), in loc. A completely
different interpretation is offered by H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974); W Rudolph,
Hosea. KAT XIII/I (1966).

43. -+ Intl) liwydldn (5M-9).
44. So M. H. Pope, Job. AB, XV (31979),339.
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resembling courses of masonry."a5 This is nearly but not quite accurate. Shields were

not hung on the towers as trophies, but on temporary wooden frames above the towers

as a testudo in preparation for warfare.

V. Qumran. The richest war literature in the ancient dialects of Hebrew is found

in lQM. This scroll refers often and in detail to the shields and their use in the

eschatological battle. The first shield mentioned (5: l) is that of the leader (nnii') of the

community; it is inscribed with his name, together with the names of Israel, [rvi,
Aaron, and the twelve tribes. The text is comrpt at the decisive point, and the lacuna

may have contained wr instead of mgn. According to IQM 5:4, the basic infantry
soldiers ane holding mgny nhwit mrwqh lqn'ih mr't pnym, "bronze shields, polished

like mirrors" (cf. I Mc. 6:39) with borders of interlaced and inlaid ornamentation. The

border was probably an artistic design wrought of gold, silveq and bronze, with precious

stones. The shield is 2.5 cubits long and 1.5 cubits wide (i.e., about 1 m. by .75 m. [3.5
ft. by 2.5 ft.l).

In the narration of battle that follows, the infantry attacks from a fixed position,

using darts (i"ldttm),6 an attack thought to reduce the enemy force considerably. Tlvo

infantry divisions then move forward to finish off the enemy troops; one of these

divisions is armed with h%t1 frmdgEn, "spear and shield," the other with mdg€n

w'ftt/bn, "shield and lance" (lQM 6:5). It is not clear from the text whether any

distinction was made between h"ni! and kt/6n- ln contrast to the foot soldier's rec-

tangular shield, the cavalry carried miginnA'egld, "rcund shields" (lQM 6:15)'

Judging from IQM 9, the Qumranites were also familiar with the testudo. They

called them "towers," and used them to secure the flanks of unprotected troops. These

towers were formed of shields similar to those carried by the infantry. Each testudo

included three hundred shields, one hundred on each side. The text describes a series

of four such formations, i.e., twelve hundred shields moving together. Each shield in
the frst testudo (on the south) is labelled "Michael"; in the second (east), "Gabriel";
in the third (north), "Sariel"; and in the fourth (west), "Raphael" (lQM 9:12-14).

There is little doubt that Roman military tactics informed this portrayal. Whether

the weaponry can be identified with Roman equivalents is less clear. Yigael Yadin has

suggested identifying the infantry shield as the scutum,41 whereas the cavalry canied
the lighter clipeus or the parma.

A specialized use of magen appears in the psalms of Qumran. The speaker at one

point compares himself in his relationship with God to one who has entered a fortified
city, which no stranger (zdr) can invade. For the gates of the city are daQA mdgEn,

"gates of strength" (lit., "of the shield"), "and there is no entering them; their bars

are firm and cannot be broken" (lQH 6:27). The extension in meaning from the concrete

to abstract is not an unusual phenomenon, but it is associated with mdg€n only here.

45 . Song of Songs. AB, VII C (1977), 465, 468.
46. Ct.Yt.2.
4'7 . Cf. l. van der Ploeg, lz Rouleau de la Guerre. STDJ, 2 ( 1959), 90-94.
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VI. Synonyms and Related Terms.
l. sinnd. The etymology of the term sinnd is obscure. This full-length shield is

mentioned 20 times in the OT, 10 of these together withmdgEn (cf. 1 K. 10:16[twice];
2 Ch. 9: l5[twice);a8 2 Ch. l47;+s Ps. 35:2;50 Jer. 46:3; Ezk. 23:24:38:4; 39:9.sr The
remaining l0 occurrences by and large fit the categories outlined above: 2 Ch. ll:12;
25:5 can be added to IV.2. Ezk. 26:.8 is a related text which mentions, along with one
offensive (bcreU and one defensive weapon (sinnd), other war materiel as well: sdlel6;
ddyaq, "bulwark"; m"l.ti, "batteing ram" (v. 9); and sisin, "horses" (v. 10). I Ch.
12:9 can be added to IV.5.s2 I Ch. 12:35[34] mentions ;innd and haniltogether- I S.

17:7,41mention asingle sinnh-bearer. Both Ps. 5: l3[2] (Yahweh's ra;6n, "goodwill,"
enwraps the righteous person like a shield) and 9l:4 (Yahweh hides his faithful in his
wings, and his fidelity is sinniwesohdrA; the last word is a hapax legomenon, apparently
another word for "body shield"53) can be added to IV.7. The large shield of faith is
also mentioned in Eph. 6:16.

2. ielet. The word ielet is obscure; derivation from Akk. ialdlu and Arab. salata,
"to be powerful," is highly unlikely. The word occurs 7 times in the OT, 3 times
together with magen: 2 Ch.23:9;s+ Ezk.27:ll;ss Cant. 4:4.56

The text of 2 Ch. 23:9 is a duplicate of 2 K. 1l:10, except that the latter does not
tse magEn. The retention of ielel in both texts suggests that it replaced mdgEn in the
postexilic texts (cf., however, the evidence from Qumran). Jer. 51:11 belongs with the
texts of [V.2 above: iele! is accompanied by l.ti;;tm, "arrows," and by the verb malE',
"to fill," and this fact has suggested that here iele! means "quiver."sT The decorative
treasures discussed in IV.3 should be joined by those in 2 S. 8:7 par. I Ch. 18:7, a scene

in which David plunders iiltA fuaaha!, "shields [?] of gold," from Hadadezer's
Aramean kingdom of Zobah. Two additional factors obscure the meaning of ielet. The
word has an entirely different sense in lQM than in the OT.58 Further, the LXX
translators were at best confused about the word, since they rendered it five ways in
seven texts.59

Freedman- O'Conrnr

48. Cf. rV.3.
49. Cf. IV.5.
50. cf. Iv.7.
51. cf. Iv.2.
52. BHS/BHK read'rlcy snh wrml.t, but many editions prefer 'orSA sinnd frmigdn' cf. also

1Ch.12:25.
53. Cf. A. A. Macintosh, "Psalm XCI4 and the Root ln0," f4 n 0973),56-62.
54.IV.l.
55. IV.4.
56. IV.9.
57. Cf. R. Borger, "Die Waffentriiger des K0nigs Darius," W,22 (1972), 385-398: "bow-

case. "
58. Cf. V above.
59. Cf. AB, VII C, 469.
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VII. mdgEn or mdgdn?
1. Divine Epithet. God is described as mAgen 15 times in the OT (Gen. 15:l; 12

times in the Psalms I additional occulrence, Ps. 84:10(9), is ambiguous]; and twice
in Proverbs). The various contexts suggest how this usage was understood. In Ps. 3:4[3],

the psalmist addresses Yahweh as his magEn, his glory &"bOd.), and the lifter of his

head. In Ps. 7:11[0], God is the highest,60 the psalmist's magen and savior (mblta').

Yahweh as the psalmist's strength and migen is the object of trust in Ps. 28:7. Ps.

18:3t21 enumerates a series of epithets: rock];ela'), fortress (m";Mil, deliverer (mepal-

le!), rock (;fir), mdgdn, hom of salvation, refuge (mii9dil; 2 S. 22:3 adds refuge
(mdn6s) and savior (mbita'). Ps. 144:lf. offers a similar series (sdr melamm€/, l.tesei,

m"{fidh, miSgd!, m"pallE1, mdgdn, "in whom I take refuge"). In Ps. l8:31[30] par.'

Yahweh is a mdg€n for all those who take refuge in him (hdsim; w.32-33131-321: rock
and giver of strength). Ps. 119:114 mentions a hiding place (sE1er) and mdg€n. Ps.

59:l2!1l petitions "our mdg€n" for the destruction of enemies - whereby one should

recall that the shield is not an offensive weapon. After emphasizing the insufficiency
of human power and military strength, Ps. 33:20 asserts that Yahweh is both succor

('Ezer) and migdn; similarly also in Ps. 115:9f.

The 2 occurrences in Proverbs state merely that Yahweh is a magEn for those who

walk in integrity (Prov. 2:7) or take refuge in him (bOstm,30:5). In Gen. l5:1, Yahweh

calls himself Abraham's mdgEn and promises him "great reward."
It is noteworthy that mdgEn is associated both with passive terms such as "protec-

tion" and "refuge" and with active terms such as "deliver" and "give'" Furthermore,

Ps. 84:12(ll) designates Yahweh both as mdg4n and as sun,61 recalling that both the

Egyptian pharaoh and the Hittite monarch were referred to as the sun by their vassal

princes. Claus Westermann and Otto Kaisers2 correctly cite an oracle of Ishtar of Arbela

to Esarhaddon: "Esarhaddon, in Arbela I am your gracious shield."
Ringgren

Several scholars, most recently M. Kessler and Mirchell Dahood, have considered

a different interpretation of this divine epithet. The point of departure is recognition of
a root mgn, "give, grant," common to several Semitic languages, e.9., Phoen. mgn,

"8ran1,"63 Palmyr. mgn, "gratis,"s Jewish-Aram. and Syr' maggdna', "gratis, for
nothing, in vain,"65 Akk magannu, "gift, present,"66 Ugar- mgn, "confer, present

60. See BIIS; L. Vigand, Nomi e titoli di YHWH alla luce del semitico del Nord-Ovest. BietOr,

3t (1976),41.
61. Cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl, 54 (1973),361.
62. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 218; O. Kaiser, "Tradi-

tionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung von Genesis 15," 7AW,70 (1958), ll3; cf. also M. Rose,

"'Entmilitarisierung des Kriegs'? (Erwiigungen zu den Patriarchen-Erziihlungen der Genesis),"

BZ, N.s.20 (1976), 199.
63. KN,29, l; DISO, 142; perhaps also Pun. b'l mgnm, "lord of gifts"' KA{ 178, 3.

@. DISO,142.
65. Cf. F. Rundgren, "Aramaica 1," OrSuec, l4f. (1965-66), 8l-83.
66. According to AHw, ll, 574t., this is a loanword; cf . CAD, Xll (1977),31t.
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with,"67 Heb. miggEn, "give, give up" (Gen. 14:20; Prov.4:9; Hos. ll:8; cf. also IQM
l8: l3).oa

In Gen. 15: I, one could then read'dn4ftt mdgEn Pln flnrcln harbdh mc'6/, "I am
about to give you your very great reward" (so Kessler), which fits well with Abraham's
question in v.2, "what will you give me?" Dahood6e cites Pun. magdn as a general's
title (Lat. imperator, dnr, though the passages are questionable) and postulates a Heb.
mAgan, "suzerain," which, e.9., is combined in Ps. 84:10[9] with mfrital1 in 89:19[18]
with mele\ and in 84:l2llll with iemci. He cites Ps. 7:11[10]; l8:31[30]; 47:10[9];
59:12[11]; Gen. 15:l; kov.2:7i 30:5 as additional witnesses to this meaning.To

It would be more commensurate with Hebrew usage to assume a divine epithet
mdg€n, "he who gives or grants." Participles occur frequently as divine epithets, e.9.,
in the Song of Hannah in I S. 2: mZmig m'hayyeh, mnfid, m6fii, ma'"itr maiptl,
mefrmEm. This meaning is certainly possible in the previously mentioned passages
from the psalms, and would be particularly appropriate in those cases in which God
appears as an active participant.

2. Descriptions of Persons. [n some cases this title is also applied to persons. If one
translates Ps. 84: l0[9], "Behold our donor (mdgEn, MT mdgen), O God; look on the
face of your anointed," then mgn would parallel mAiiafi and refer to the king. Similarly
Ps. 89:19[18]: "For our 'donor' belongs to Yahweh, our king to the Holy One of Israel."
Ps.47:10[9] speaks of the princes of the earth(mgny-'ere;) as belonging to God; its
parallel is nc/tQA'atnmtm.

Three additional texts are uncertain. 2 S. l:21b, "For there the mgn of the mighty
was defiled, the mgn [ofl Saul, anointed with oil no more" might be rendered "the
donor of the mighty" or "the donor Saul."7l Nowhere else is Saul's shield mentioned,
and the notion of anointing shields is uncertain. The word rngn must refer to a person.
Abanquet scene in Isa.21:5 issues a "call to weapons": "Rise up, O officers, oil a
shield!" Since the oiling of shields is otherwise unattested (see preceding discussion),
the reference may be to the consecration of a leader. The reference to the red coloring
of the mgn of Nineveh's heroes or warriors in Nah. 2:4[3] is extremely obscure. Does
this refer to red clothesT2 and red shields,T3 or to red skin coloringTa?

When the assertion is made in Prov. 6:111'24:34 that poverty will come upon the

67.WUS, no. 1513.
68. Cf. F. Asensio, "La bondad de Dios en su papel de escudo a trav6s de las paginas del

Nf," EstBfb,9 (1950), 441460.
69. Psalms l-50. AB, XVI (1965), l6f.; cf. also Deist, 100ff.
70. For further discussion, see M. O'Connor, "Yahweh the Donor," Aala Oriennlis, S (1988),

46-70; idem, "Semitic *mgn and its Supposed Sanskrit Origin," JAOS, 109 (1989),25-32.
71. The text is uncertain; see D. N. Freedman, "The Refrain in David's Lament over Saul

and Jonathan," Ex Orbe Religionum. Festschrift G. Widengren. SNume4 2l (1972), 122 =
Ponery, Poetry, and Pruphecy (Winona Lake, 1980), 122f..

72. M. Dahood, "Northwest Semitic Notes on Genesis," Bibl, 55 (1974),78.
73. K. J. Cathcart, Nahum in the Dght of Northwest Semitic. BietOr 26 (1973), 86f.
74. KTU,l.14IV,203-8.
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sluggard like an ii mdgdn, it is noteworthy that a defensive weapon is used in con-

nection with an attack. blder interpretation holds that the expression "one armed with

a shield" characterizes the attacker as a "highway bandit who comes unexpectedly'"73

Recent interpretation often cites lJgar. m1g€n or maggdn and reads "begga1."t+

VI[. LXX. The translators of the LXX apparently had no concrete notion of these

shields. Ten different words are used to render the 20 occurrences of slnnd, e.8., thyre6s

(11 times), d6ry, k,ntos (both meaning "spear") (l K. 10:16; Ezk.39:9). The rendering

of mgnis more consi stent: thyre1s (9 times), aspis and pdlrE (5 times each). In 3 instances

an abstract translation is used: 2 5.22:36 (par. Ps. l8:36t351) lryperaspismbs;Dl 33:29

uses a form o f hyperaspizein. The divine eprthet tryperaspistes is used in 2 S. 22:3 ,31 (par'

ps. 18:3,31[2,30]);Ps. 28:7;33:20;59:12[11]; 115:9-11; 144:2. Forms of hyperaspizein

occur in Gen. 15:1; kov.2:7) 30:5; antilfimpror in Ps. 3:413); ll9|l4; bodthcia inPs.

7:11[10]. 1 S. 1:21; tsa.21:5 attsstthyreds; Nah.2:4[3] hiplon.In contrast, Ps.84:10[9]

attests hyperaspisas, Ps. 89: 19[ 18] antilepsis, and Ps. 47:lOl9) krataids'
Freedman - O'Connor

75. G. Wildeboer, Die Sprilche. KHC, XV (1897)' 18.

76. W. F. Albright, "Some Canaanite-Phoenician Sources of Hebrew Wisdom," Wisdom in

Israel and in the Ancient Near East. Festschrift H. H. Rowley. SyI 3 (1955), 9f.; so also KBL3'

']!lD midbdr; i1)79 '"rdbA
?:.

contents: I. Etymology. II. Meaning. III. Occurrences: l. miQbar; 2. '"rdb6; 3. Other

Synonyms; 4. Antonyms; 5. Parts of the miQbdr.IV. Usage: l. Spatial Dimension; 2. miQbdr as

an Ecological Term;3. Place of Refuge. V. Historico-spatial Dimension Between the Exodus and

Conquest. VI. Theological Connotations: l. General Considerations; 2. History of Scholarship.

VII. OT Usage: 1. Time-Space Connotations; 2. Two Stages in the Wildemess Wanderings; 3.

Motif Variations. VI[. Qumran.

milbar S. Abramsky, "The House of Rechab," Festschrift E. L Su!<enik. Erlsr 8 (1967),
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I. Etymology. The etymology of mi/bdr is obscure. A connection with -r "ll'I
ddbdr "word, thing, matter," is highly unlikely, and the derivation from the root dbr
"be behind," Arab. dabara, dubn "bac\" Akk. dab/pdru, "go away, drive away"l ig
disputed. Rather, one should probably assume a connection with ddler (Isa. 5:17; Mic.
2:12), "dift.," "pasture land," with dibb4r (2 Ch. 22:10)-hi{bir (Ps. l8:48[Eng.
v. 47); 47:413)), "subjugate," "subdue,"2 and also with rbd (Prov. 7:16)/rb;, "lie,"
"crouch, cower," especially in reference to wild animals (Gen.49:9; Isa. ll:6; l3:21;
Ezk. l9:2) and grazing animals (Gen. 29:2; Isa. 13:20; 27:10; Jer. 33:12; Ezk. 34:14;
Zeph.2:14). The word is also attested in other Semitic languages: Ugar. 'rp dbr with
the meaning "gtazing land"3 (cf. Dt. 32:10; Prov. 2l:19) or as the place name mdbr
qdi,a mlbr'li'y;s p't mdbr "wilderness"(?);e Official Aram. and Syr. daf;rd', md.br';t
Mand. dibra, "field"; Safaitic mdbr; West Semitic loanword in Akkadian madbaru,
mud(a)barug in connection with desert tribes - arbaya rilqilti diibilt mad-ba-ri, "the
remote Arabs who dwell in the steppe"e as opposed to cultivated land;to as the place

"'f)'l-nrl 'fN nDnD D'Nf;'l D'}P;] ilDil' I Chronicles tr,55," IEJ, l0 (Eng. trans., 1960),
174-180; idem, "The New Covenanters of Qumran," Scientific American,22515 (1971),72-81;
idem, "Die Samaritaner in Vergangenheit und Gegenwert," Franffurter Universitritsredcn, 42
(1971), 7l-83; idem, "The Town Lists of Simeon," IEJ, l5 (1965), 235-241; idem, "'I\pen der
Messiaserwartung um die Zeitenwende," Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschrirt G. von Rad
(Munich, l97l),571-588; E. Testa, "Il deserto come ideale," SBFIA, T (1956157),5-52; A. C.
Tunyogi, The Rebellions of Israel (Richmond, 1969); R. de Vaux, Anclsr; idem, The Early
History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978); K. H. Walkenhorst, Der Sinai im liturgischen
Verstiindnis der deuteronomistischen und priesterlichen Tradition. BBB, 33 (1969); W. G. E.
Watson, "Fixed Pairs in Ugaritic and Isaiah," W 22 (1972),460-68; M. Weber, Ancient Judaism
(Eng. trans., New York, 1952); M. Weinfeld, "Jeremiah and the Spiritual Metamorphosis of
Israel," ZAW 88 (1976), 17-56; M. Weippert, The Settlement of the Israelite Tibes in Palestine.
SBI ser. 2,2l (Eng. trans., l97l); J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums (Berlin, 21897,

repr. 1927); W. Wiebe, Die Wiistenzeit als Typus der messianischen Heilszeit (diss., Giittingen,
1939); G. H. Williams, Wildemess and Paradise in Christian Thought (New York, 1962);D. J.
Wiseman, Chronicles of the Chaldaean Kings (626-556 B.C.) in the British Museum (London,
1956, 196l); idem, "They Lived in Tents," Biblical and Near Eastem Studies. Festschift W. S.

La Sor (Grand Rapids, 1978), 195-200; H. W. Wolff, "Das Thema 'Umkehr'in der alttestamen-
tlichen Theologie," ZThK,48 (1951), 129-148 = GSAT. ThB, 22 (1964),130-150; A. S. van der
Woude, Die messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumrhn. SSN, 3 (1957).

r. AHw, I (1965), 177; HAL, tr (1995), 546.
2. HAI. t (1994),210.
3. KTU, 1.6 II, 19f.; 1.5 Y 18, and elsewhere; possibly also KTU, 1.23,4;1.92,3.
4. KTU, 1.23,65.
5. KTU, l.l2l,2lf.:readmdbr with CZl.
6. KTU, 1.23,68; 1:14 III, l.
7. LexSya 140.
8. CAD, x(t (1977), ttf.; AHw, rr (t972), 572a.
9. A. G. Lie, The Inscriptions of Sargon 11 (Paris, 1929),121, 124, 189; E. A. W. Budge and

L. W. King, The Annals of the Kings of Assyna (tondon, 1902),356,III, 37; Wiseman, Chronicles
of the Chaldaean Kings,70 rto. l0; TCI. 3, 193, and elsewhere.

10. H. W. F. Saggs, "TheNimrudLetters, 1952:Pafill," Iraq, 17 (1955), Lffi,no.23l.12,
15; 13, ll0; 436:5,9.
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name madbar kaldma,tt mat madbar 1l)tz (cf. Ugar. 'rp dbr). Akkadian usually renders

"wilderness" as sEru.r3

II. Meaning. In both Biblical and, to a certain extent, Postbiblical Hebrew and other

Semitic languages the term milbdr covers a wide and varied semantic field. Despite

this variety, the diverse aspects of the word and its synonyms can be traced back to

the following fundamental meanings. The term mi/bdr refers to arid or semiarid regions

whose scarcity of water makes them unsuitable for agriculture and farming settlements.

This desolate area is yet in the primeval state of chaos (Dt. 32: l0) or was reduced again

to such chaos as divine punishment for human transgressions (Isa. 64:9[10]: Jer.22:6;

Hos. 2:5[3]; Znph.2:13; Mal. l:3). It evokes fear and revulsion.

To a certain extent, miQbdr tenain is suitable as pastnre land for livestock, e.g., goats

and sheep. This explains the use of the word as a terminus technicus for "grazing land"
surrounding a permanent or semipermanent pastoral settlement naweh (= nawttminthe
Mari texts) or adjacent to villages or towns. This aspect of mi/bdr carries positive

connotations. Pastoral romanticism and love (Cant. 3:6; 8:5) blossom in these remote

pastoral settings (Jer. 9:l[2]; Ps. 55:8[7]).
The variety shown by this semantic field attests an intensive, existential-ecological,

and historical miSbar expience in biblical Israel which is also reflected in the Qumran
documents, and in rabbinic and early Christian writings (NT and Church Fathers),

where it is accompanied by modifications corresponding to the changed circumstances.

At ttre same time, the rich use of mi/bdr terminology on such diverse conceptual levels

reveals something of the socio-historical and religious world of ideas of biblical Israel.

III. Occurrences. I . midbdr The term miSbdr occurs 271 times in the OT (always

in the sg.); as might be expected, it occurs almost twice as often in Numbers (48 times)

as in other books: 26 times in Exodus; 24 in Samuel; 21 in Jeremiah; 20 in the Psalms;

19 in Isaiah. It is mentioned 10-20 times in Deuteronomy (19 times); Joshua (15);

Ezekiel (14); Chronicles (ll); less than l0 times in Judges (8); Genesis (7); Kings,

Hosea, Joel (5 each);Leviticus (4); Job, Lamentations (3 each); Canticles, Nehemiah
(twice each); Zephaniah, Malachi, Proverbs (once each); it does not occur in the other

books. The term mi/bdr is used 23 times absolutely (e.g., in Dt. 32: l0; Job 38:26; Isa.

16:8;32:15; 35:1; Jer. 22:6);34 times with the definite article (Ex. 14:3; 16:10; Nu.

l4.25;Dt.l:19;2:7;11:24; Josh. 16:l; Jgs. ll:22);7 times with a preposition: l"mi/bdr
(Ps. 107:33), mimmiQbar @nrim, Ps. 75:7[6]?); 126 times with a preposition and

definite article: bammi/bdr (Gen. 16:7; 2l:20; Ex. 3:18; 5:3; Job 24:5; Isa. 40:3),

kammilbdr (Ps. 106:9; Hos. 2:5[3]), lammiSbdr (2 Ch.2O:24), mimmi/bdr (8x.23:31;
Nu.2l:18; Isa.21:l; Ezk.23:42; Hos. 13:15), mdhammiQbdr(Josh. l:4; I S.25:14);
with fte--locale mi/bdrA: (l Ch. 5:9; 12:918); Isa. 16:1), and definite article (11 times):

I 1. Sargon, II Cyl. 13.

12. C. J . Gadd, "Inscribed Prisms of Sargon II from Nimrud," Iraq, 16 ( I 954), 192, 48.

13. For Ethiop. dabra, "mountain," -+'1il har m,427-29.
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hammijbdrd (Ex.4:21;Lev. 16:21; Jgs.2O:45147); 2l times in the construct state as

the nomen rectum: 'eres mi/bar (Dt. 32:10; Prov. 2l:19), q"sEh hammi/bdr (Ex. 13:.20;

Nu. 33:6), 'alr61 (Q 'arpdfi hammiSbdr (2 S. 15:28; 17:16), n"'61 miSbdr (Ps.

65:13|21; Jer. 9:9[10]; 23:10; Joel l:19120:2:22; prestmably also MaL l:3: lin'6y
instead of MT lelanndlmi/bdrta), deref, hammi/bdr (Ex.l3:18; Josh. 8:15; Jgs. 20:42),
qbsA hammiSb,a-r (Jgs. 8:7,16), rttah miSbdr (Jer. 13:24), hcref; (fuAre!?) hammidbdr
(Lam. 5:9); 24 times as nomen regens, associated primarily with a geographical name:
miQbar.ilr (Ex. 15:22), sin (16:l), stndy (19:l), or sin (Nu. 20:l), pd'rdn (l S. 25:1),
qAQei (Ps.29:8); with geopolitical implications: milbar m6'db (Dt. 2:8),'"dOm (2 K.
3:8),y"hfiQd(Jgs. l:16);withaplacename:mi/barzip(15.26:2),9i8"'6n(25.2:24);
with a preposition: b"miSbdr (25 times), l"miQbdr (3 times), mimmiSbar (10 times);
with hE-locale: miSbard bA1 'awen (Josh. l8:12), mi/bard dammaieq (1 K. 19:15);t5
the term occurs only once with a possessive suffrx, miQbdrdh (Isa.5l:3). Textually
uncertain occurrences include mehammiSbar w" halle !an6n, read' aj hall" Qdnbn (Josh.

l:4; cf. Ex. 23:31); baiSdSeh bammidbdr possibly (fi)bammdrad (Josh. 8:24);16 'al-
p"nA-deref;'e!-hammiflbdr (2 S. 15:23); miSbar-yam (the LXX omits yam; Isa. 2l:1);
hakkarmel hammidbdr read kammilbdr (Jet 4:26; comparelsa. 14:17 Hos. 2:5[3];
Zeph. 2:13 and Isa. 5l:3;32:15) or mi/bdr (cf. Isa. 64:9[0]).

The LXX (as also the NT) renders mi{bdr 244 times with 6r€mos, so that these two
words can be considered strict equivalents. The Greek term also encompasses synonyms
of miSbdr: bdreb Ql times), iamEm (26 times), and several derivatives from these

roots; these are more often represented in Greek by other terms.lT Only in isolated, in
part textually uncertain cases does the LXX render miSbdr with erEmikos (Ps.
102:7[LXX Ps. 101]), er?mortn Qer. 2:6), agfis (Job 24:5), dnydros (Isa. 4l:19),
auchmodEs ( 1 S. 23: 14, I 5?), ped[on (Joel 2:3; 4: l9), and other terms. Occasionally it
will transcribe the term as madbar(e)itis (Job 5:15; l8:12).r8 The Vulg. lses desertum
(e.g., Ex. l3:18; I S. 25:4; Ps. 78:52[Vulg. Ps. 77]; Isa. 64:9[0]; Ezk.34:25) or solitudo
(e.g., Gen. 14:6).

2. 'ord!k. The most frequently used synonym for miSbdr is '$rapd, occurring 59
times (or 60 times if nahal ha'"ralim in Isa. l5:7 is equated with nnhal hd'ardpA in
Am. 6: l4). The etymological derivation is uncerta' n. KBL3te favors a connection with
OSA 'rb, "retire, withdraw (to a remote area)" over one with Ethiop. 'rb, "dry out."20
In general, '"raQA refers to an arid region with saline soil (m"l4hd, Job 39:6) and little
vegetation (Isa. 33:9; 35:6; 41:19; Jer. 17 :6) populated by dangerous wild animals (Jer.

5:6; cf. Hab. 1:8; Zeph.3:3; Job 24:5 is textually uncertain).

14. Talmon, Milanges D. Barthilemy, 517.
15. GK, $$26h, 67o, 85h, 90i.
16. Delitzsch, 150c.
17. Funk,206ff.
t8. tbid.
19. P.733.
20. The latter suggested by Baentsch, 17.
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a. The term '"raf;d occurs 7 times in parallelismus membrorur?? with miQbd6 6 of
those as the second member, e.g., Isa. 4l:19: 'euEn bammi/bdr'erez . . 'ditm bd'"rdld
b"rdi (cf. lob 24:5; Isa. 35:1,6; 40:3; 5l:3; Jer.2:6), but only once in the reverse order
(Jer. 17:6): w"h.dyd kc'ar'dr bd'ardbd . . . w"idf;an harefim bammi/bdr (in the LXX
also in Ze*. 14:10 + kai tdn 6rEmon).It occurs in apposition to milbdr (Dl l: l; I S.

23:24), in a trio with sryyri (Jer. 50:12; cf. Isa. 35:1, LXX + ni 6r€ma toil lorddnou);
in the construct state in 2 S. 17:16:, 15,.28 (Q): b"'arb6! (K be'abr6!) hammidbar; once

in the construct state with 'eres ( + w"ifrb6, Jer.2:6). L*e midbdr (hd)'"rdf;A refers

for the most part to the arid tracts in the deep south of Palestine (Dt. 1:7; 4:49; Josh.

8:14f.; 18:18), from the Sea of Chinnereth (Josh. ll:2; l2:3) to the yam hd'"rd!A, the

"Dead lSalt] Sea" (Dt.3:17 = Josh. l2:3;Dt.4:49; Josh. 3:16:.2K. 14:25; cf. Ezk.

47:8), and beyond that to Ezion-geber and Elath (Dt. 2:8) and portions of this region

such as 'arbdt m6'db, miSbar ma'6n ba'"raf;d 'el y"min hayy"itm6n (l 5.23:24; cf.
2 S. 2:29; 4:7;2 K. 25:4,5, etc.), 'arl61y"rtlt6 (2 K. 25:4,5; Jer. 39:4,5; 52:7,8). T\e
expression nahal ha'"rdla (Am. 6:14) is presumably to be identified with the (lower

course of the) Wadi Qelt.
b. The use of 'ardf;d follows that of mi/bdr only with reference to the (negative)

wildemess dimension and as regards general geological-geographical aspects. The

(positive) reference "grazing land/drift" is not attestedfor '"rdp6. The word occurs as

a geographical term in Dt. l:7: bd'ardbdbdhdr Apaii"pEh frQannegeb frb"bdp hayydm

(cf. Dt. ll:30; Josh. ll:2,16;12:8; l5:61-62;2Ch.26:10; Isa. 33:9;Znc. 14:10), as a

border reference (Dt. 3: 17; 4:49; Josh. 12:1,3; 18:18; 2 K. 14:25; Am. 6: l4), and as a

place name 'ar!61y"r?/Altd (Josh.4:13;5:10; 2K.25:5; Jer.39:5; 52:8); along with
'arf;61m6'dQ (Nu. 22:l; 26:3,63;31:12;33:48,49,50;35:l; 36:13; Dt. 34:1,8; Josh.

13:32), miSbdr m6'db also occurs once (Dt. 2:8). Like mi{bd4 'araf;A can also refer to

the historico-geographical experience of the wildemess wanderings (Numbers).

The LXX transcribesAraba-Arabdth with the exception of Job 39:6; Isa. 35:l; 5l:3;
Jer.17:6;50:12 (LXX 27:12), where (next to mcl4hi) it is translatedby 6rdmos. Josh.

8:14 (lamm6'Ed lipnA hn'ardpd) is textually uncertain and not attested in the main LXX
traditions. The Vulg. uses solitudo (e.g., Josh. 12:1,8), terra inhabitabilis (e.g., Jer.2:6);

Targ. and Syr. use mEira'.

3. All the other synonyms used along with miSbdr refer almost exclusively only to
the ecological and geographical semantic sphere "wilderness - desert."2l Termino-

logical accumulations show that the biblical authors wanted to depict for the reader as

vividly as possible the connotation of milbdr as an awe-inspiring, howling wilderness:
'eres mi/bar - tohfr -y'iimdn (Dt. 32:10); mi/bdr- {tWA -'"rdbd (lsa. 35:l;
4l:18f.); midbar -'"rdQd - ifrbA - ;iyyd - ;almdwe! (Jer. 2:6f .); mi/bar -'eres
{tWA - sdmd' (Ezk. 19:13; cf. Hos. 2:513D; miSbdr - iemamd - hbrbd (lsa.

64:9f.[Of.]); iemdmd - piyyi - mi/bdr - iammh (Zeph.2:13-15), and especially Ps.

107:33ff. In many cases these terms occur in portrayals of the wanderings through the

93

21. Schwarzenbach, 99-1 12.
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great wilderness situated southeast of Palestine, after the exodus from Egypt (Dt' 32:10;

Ps. 78:17-19,40; 106:14), or in visions focusing on the postexilic return from Babylon
(Isa. 35:2; 4l:18f.; 43:19f.).

a. The term yeitm\n occurs altogether 13 times in connection with mi4bdr (and
'ardlA), primarily within the framework of the trek narratives: in reference to specific

regions (Nu. 2l:20; 23:28;cf .l 5.23:19,24;26:1,3); in retrospectives of the wilderness

tradition(Dt.32:10;Ps.68:8[7];78:40;106:14 10'7:4);andinanticipationofthefuture
transformation of the desert into a land of rivers (Isa. 43:l9f .). Both in parallelismus

membtorum (Dt. 32:10; Ps.78:40; 106:14; Isa.43:19f.) and in apposition (Ps. lO7:4),

mi/bdr always precedes yeiimbn.
b. The term siyyd appears 15 times as a synonym of midbdr including once in the

plural expression bassiyydl Gs. 105:41) and twice in Isaiah in the form ;dy6n (Isa.

25:5; 32:2).It is also used along with other wilderness terminology: '"rd$d (Jer.51 :43);

iammh (Jer. 51:43; Joel2:20); ;ama'(Ezk.19:13; Hos. 2:5[3]); simma'6n (Ps. 107:33);

hdm (Job 24:19);'dyepfjepA (Isa.32:2; Ps. 63:2[1]; 143:6).Lke mi/bdr and'"rdPA,

it is also used in the construct state with 'eres (lsa.41:18; Jer.2:6; Ezk. 19:13; Hos.

2:5[3]; Ps. 63:2[]; 107:35). In parallelismus membrorum (lsa. 4l:18; Jer. 2:6; Ezk.
19:13; Hos. 2:5t3h Ps. 107:35) and appositionally (Isa. 35:1; Jer. 50:12), mi/bdr
precedes siyyd (as it does '"rdpd and y"iim6n). Only Ps. 78:.17-19; Znph. 2:13 attest

the reversed order. This shows that mi/bdr is the primary term used to designate

"wilderness - dssgrt" in the biblical vocabulary.
c. The term i"mimi (57 occurrences, of which 4 are in the pl., always in the construct

state with '6ldm, Jer 2512;51l.26,62;Ezk.35:9) circumscribes mi/bdr in the adjectival

construct state (Jer. 12:10; Joel 2:3;4:1913|9)).ln parallelismus membrorum, i"mdmfi
(and ,sir,yri, Joel 2:20) functions next to miSbdr as the first (i'mdmd - mid.bdr INIal.

1:3; Joel4:18f.[3:18f.];Zeph.2:13-15 cf. Ezk. 6:14) and second member (midbdr-
iemdmd, Isa. 64:9[0]; Jer. 9:9-llll0-121). One stylistic peculiarity of the book of
Ezekiel is the pleonasm employing i"mimi with iammd (Ezk.23:33), meiammh (6:14;

23:33;33:28,29; 35:3), n"iammd (32:15), and iimm"mfr (35:7).

The term iemdmh evokes only the negative aspect of miSbdr in reference to the

devastation, through divine punishment, of settlements (Josh. 8:28; Isa. 1:7; 64:9[10];

Jer. 6:8; 9:10[11]; 34:22; 49,2;50:13; 5l:26,62; Ezk. 29:12:' 7*ph. 2:4,9,13), lands or

parts of lands (Ex. 23:29; Lnv. 26:33; Isa. l:7; 6:ll:, l7:9; 62:4; ler. 4:27; l2:10f.;
32:43: 44:6: 49:33: Ezk. 6:14; 12:20; 14:15,16; 15:8; 29:9,10,12; 32:15;23:28,29;
35:3,4,7,9,12?,14,15;36:34; Joel 2:3,20:-4:19[3:l9l;Mic.7:3; Mal' 1:3). It is notewor-

thy that only in the book of Jeremiah is the term iemdmA used in parallelismus

membrorum with m"'6n tanntm, "lair of jackals" (Jer. 9: l0[11]; lO:22; 49:33;51:37).
With the exception of the allusions possibly inhering in '"iimmEm (Ezk. 20:26), the

term iemami (and other derivatives from imm) evokes neither the historico-spatial

connotations of mi/bdr nor the positive aspects of "grazing land," "place of refuge,"
locus of theophany and of the covenant with God.

d. Of the 42total occurrences of hdreQ-horbd, "ruins, rubble field," 3 are drawn

into the semantic field "aridity 
- wilderness - dsssrt" through stylistic connections

with miSbdr or one of the previously mentioned synonyms: midbdr - iemamA - fuorbd
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(Isa. 64:9f.[0f.] ; Ps. lo2:7 161), horbd - miSbdr +'arala (Isa. 5 1 :3); with gdydn (Isa.

25:5) and iammt Qer.25:9; cf. also Ps. 106:9; Isa' 50:2)'

e. Both the lack of water Israel suffered during the wilderness wanderings and the

scarcity of water generally associated with miy'bar are emphasized by additional syn-

ony*r, the hapex iegomenon fiarEfim (Jer. 17:6), yabbdid (lsa. 44:3), negef; (Isa'-21:.1)'

saiab $sa.3i:7; ai:fi), saft (Isa. l3:5; Jer. 4:11) - ;el.tiftn (Ps' 68:7[6]) 
-;ab;dhdt

(Isa. 58:11), sdmd' (Ezk. l9:12f.; cf. Isa. 5:13; 40:3) 
-simmd'6n 

(= Akk' sumamu)
aoier'An-^ayim (Dt.8:15; Ps. 107:33) and'eres melZhd, "salt land" (Jer. 17:6; Ps.

107:34; Job 39:6). The same terms are used to describe the distant land Bdzu/Bazzu

(bd;u/bappu,..sand,'22) as an "arid land, saline ground, a waterless region."23

f. Theelements of chaos associated withmidbdr are emphasized by parallelism with

mythically charged terms such as t6hfi (Dt. 32:10), wA!1hfi (Jer. 4:23'26), i6',A fimeid'd

(Job 38:27; cf. Isa. 6:tl), ifrh6 (Ier.2:6), and the hapex legomena'eres tal'uf;61(Hos.

l3:5),'eres ma'pE$A Qer.2:31), and'eres gezdrd (l-ev' 16:22)'

g. t, tt 
" 

expression bai(d*eh bammilbdr (Josh. 8:24), Sdleh car. be understood as

u ,!rony- foi mi/bAr if this is a conflation of text variants (cf. Jer. l2:9;Ezk.29:5).

This may also be the case with ya'ar in bammi/bdr - bayy"'ar?m (Ezk. 34:25).24

4. Antonyms. Consistent with the multilayered semantic field of midbdr itself and

its synonyms, its antonyms also embrace several aspects within the geographical-

spatial-ecological and religious-cultic spheres, as well as in relation to motifs and as

literary imagery.
a. The negative characteri sncs of mi/bar - namely, aridity, barrenness, and scarcity

of vegetation - are contrasted by springs of water and luxuriant vegetation' Depending

on human behavior or Israel's own conduct, God turns fruitful land into a wasteland

(Ps. 107:33f.; Isa. 50:2; cf. Ps. 106:9) or causes water to flow in the wilderness (Isa'

43:20lcf. v. 191; 4l:18 [cf. Ps. 107:35]; Ps. 78:15; on the matrix miQbar- teh6m see

Isa. 63:132s and the allusions inPs.77:17-21116-201 78:13-16 and elsewhere).

b. [n contrast to the wilderness characterizing the south of Palestine, the north is

identified with "mountainous land, hill country" - ki ld' mimm6;a' fimimma'arap (east

and west) weld' mimmiSbdr [fimE]hdrim (Ps. 75:7[6]); r6'i hdfim and sela' contrast

with miQbar (Isa. 42:11; cf. Isa. 16:1; Lam. 4:19) and are inhabited by various groups

of people (Gen. 14:6).

". 
On" particularly vivid contrast is thatbetweenharandits synonyms26 withmiQbdr

and related terms as spatial terms within the historico-geographical context of the

conquest. The "great and terrible wildemess" (hammilbdr haggd!61w"hannbrd' hahfr',

Dt. 
-1:19) 

is diametrically juxtaposed with that "goodly hill country" (hdhdr ha116!

22. A. Heidel, ..A New Hexagonal Prism of Esarhaddon (676 t.c.)," Sumer l2 (1956)' prism

III, llff.
23. Eph'al, 132f.
24. This is the view of Baly, 106; but see III.4.d below'

25. Dahood, AR XVII, 240; Watson, 466.
26. )'1i1 har (lll, 427-447).
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haueh), which is identical with the "good land" (hd'dres hau6lA, Dt. 3:25). The
"fruitful hill country (RSV 'plentiful land'; 'eres hakkarmel)" is the positive foil for
mi/bdr 'eres 'araf;A w"ifil.ti, 'eres siyyA wesalmiwe!(Jet 2:6f .). Divine punishment for
human transgression consists in the reduction of the fruitful hill country to a desolate
wilderness: ra't1t wehinnEh hakkarmel hammiy'bdr (read kam-) . . . mippenA horbn 'app6
(Jer. 4:26); Gilead and Lebanon will become a midbdr abandoned by human beings
(Jer. 22:6). This so moves the prophet that he laments their desolation in a qinA Qel
9:9-llllD-l2l). In contrast, divine grace and beneficence find expression in the trans-
formation of the desolate wilderness into fruitful hills (Isa. 4l:18: 32:15,16; cf. Ezk.
2O:35f .,40).

d. Ridges and other elevations, designated by har and its synonyms, offer a measure
of security in the otherwise threatening and fearful wildemess (2 Ch.20:24). If even
these fall into the hands of enemies (1 S. 13:18: g"bfrl = "lill"z7) or of freebooters
('al-kol-iepdyimzs bammiflbar bd'fr i68e8tm), the land is then marked for desolation
(Jer. 12:12; cf. 4:9ff.). In this sense the term SaQelxzs is used as an antithesis to miQbar
(Josh. 8:24?; Jer. l2:9; Ezk. 29:5), in some cases also !a'a7,3o i.e., "forested heights"
(Josh. 17:15,18; Isa. 37:24) bordering on the miSbdr plain (Ezk. 34:25)-ya'ar
haSidQeh nege! (Ezk.2l:2,3[20:46,47f), S"deh ya'ar (Ps.132:6; compare I S. 6:21;
7:1,2 and Josh. 15:9,60; l8:14,15).

e. This positive estimation of har as compared with miQbdr culminates in the
identification of the promised land with hdrim: "I will bring forth descendants from
Jacob, and from Judah inheritors of my mountains; my chosen shall inherit it, and my
servants shall settle there" (Isa. 65:9; cf. Jer. 2:7). "T\e hirtm shall drip sweet wine,
the geld'61shall flow with milk," while Egypt will become liimdmd andHoml"miflbar
iemamd (Joel4:18f.[3:18f.]; cf. Am. 9:13; Ps.65:13[2]). Unlike the perpetually en-
dangered grazing lands in the midbdr the hills offer secure drift for sheep and livestock
(Ezk.38:12f.; Ps. 65:14[13]?) and in a metaphorical sense peace and well-being for
Israel (Ezk. 34:6-15). The opposition miSbdr - ftar as places of misfortune on the one
hand and good fortune on the other culminates in the notion of Mt. Zion (Ezk.34:26;
20:40) as the polar opposite of the milbar hi'ammtm, the "wilderness of the peoples"
(Ezk.2O:35f .; cf. lQM l:3; 4Q161 A I and VtrI below), an image evoking the antithesis
mi/bar sinay - har sinay of the wilderness trek period (Ex. 3-10).

5. Parts of the mi/bdr The term mi{bdr and its synonyms are used exclusively as

comprehensive terms circumscribing an entire landscape or inclusive area. In contradis-
tinction with -r al hay,3t no mention is made of different parts of the "wilderness,"
"desert," or "steppe." The one exception is q"s€h hammiQbdr (cf. Ugar. p't mdby;32

27. -->lil harl (1r1,427-29); III.3 (III, 431f.).
28. -+ ']i'l har lll (lll, 430-32).
29. -+'1i1 har lll.3 (III, 431f.).
30. -+'1i1 har lY.4 (lll, 432).
31. III.4.
32. KTU,1.14III, l; IV 30f.; 1.23,68.
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p't mlbf3), whose 2 occnrrences are bound to the place nane'elam (Ex. 13:20; Nu.

33:6). It is still an open question whether midbar'eldm is to be taken as the designation

of a larger wilderness area or of the grazing land bordering the village or town 'e1arn.t+

Neither is it certain whether 'af;r61-'ar!61 hammi/bdr (2 S. 15:28; 17:6; cf . hd'a\drim
in Nu. 2l:11) refers to a peripheral miSbar area or to areas bordering on the miy'bdr

itself ('orabA; cf . p"nA hammidbdr 2 Ch.20:16:'al hammiQbdr Gen. 14:6). In addition

to mountains or hills in the midbd4 adjacent heights or other elevations are also

mentioned which at least in part overlook the milbar: ma{$dd (1 Ch. 12:9[8]), mispeh

(2 Ch.20:24), s"bfil (l S. 13:1S).rs

IV. Usage. l. Spatial Dimension.
a. Geography of Palestine and the Near East.The majority of occurrencesof midbdr

'ardf;d, and their synonyms, as well as the varied portrayals of mi/bdr landscapes

evoking the topographical-geological realities of the Arabian-Palestinian countryside,36

refer primarily to the arid or even completely barren, low-lying, level areas between

the great mountain ranges running through Palestine from the south to the north. This

region extends from the Red Sea through the depression of the Jordan valley to Lebanon,

abuts in the south on the Arabian desert and issues in the north into the Beqa'.

It encompasses four of the six regions into which OT geographical references divide
the "land" (Josh. 12:8; cf. 10:40; ll:16; Dt. l:7):'"i3d6!- the steep slopes dropping

offinto the Jordan depression; ardld-the depression of the Jordan valley from the

Sea of Chinnereth to Elath; midbdr-primarily the Judean wilderness between the

Judean mountains and the Dead Sea; nege!- south of Beer-sheba, up to the great

complex of the Arabian desert, the true wasteland (Nu.2l:20; 23:28;Dt.32:10; I S.

23:19,24 26:1,3;Ps. 78:40; 106:14; 107:4). Afterthe conquest, the extended, variously

configured wilderness terrain was familiar to the Israelites only partially from their
own experience. The "great and terrible [sand] wilderness," the Sahara, and the Arabian

desert3T are all reflected in traditions recounting the wilderness wanderings after the

exodus from Egypt (Dt. l:19; 2:7;8:l5f .) and in the accompanying literary reflections,
particularly in the writings of the prophets and the psalms (Isa. 21:l,ll-15; Pss.

78,105,106,107).
Neither the dimensions of the comprehensive geographical complex evoked by

mi|bdr and its synonyms nor those of the subregions can be specified precisely.

Variations in annual rainfall, temporary expansion ofagricultural activity into peripheral

areas of the wilderness, or - vice versa - nomadic incursions into the periphery of
agricultural land all bring about ecological fluctuation. This state of affairs finds

expression in biblical imagery that frequently refers to the desolation of villages or

towns and cultivated fields (Ps. 107..33; Isa. 27:10; 50:2;64:9llD); Jer. 4:26; 12:7ff.;

33. KTU, t.t2 t,zlt.
34. See IV.2.d below.
35. -+ li'l har lll.3 (III, 431f.).
36. Baly, l0l-ll.
37. erg, ibid., lO2.
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22:6;Mal. l:3) as acurse motif (Isa. 14:.17 Jer.22:6;1oe12:3), orthereverse, especially
in Deutero-Isaiah, namely, the transformaaon of mi/bdr into luxuriant and fruitful land

as a blessing motif (Ps. 107:35; Isa. 32:15; 35:1,6;41:18,19; 43:20;51:3).
b. As a Boundary Designation. Because of the aforementioned fluctuations, wilder-

ness areas are less suited for demarcation of political boundaries than are seas, rivers,
and mountain ranges.38 Despite this, miQbdr (and also qrdbA) serves in the OT to
demarcate the southem boundary of the "promised land" - next to nehar/nal.taUg"f;fil

misrayim (Gen. 15:18;8x.23:31; Nu. 13:21;34:3; Josh. l5:1; I K.5:l[4:21];2 K.
24:7: 2 Ch. 9:26); this occurs in territorial representations of its dimensions: min-
hammi/bdr (= south) w"['aQ]hallcf;an6n (= north) min-hanndhar nehar perd! (= east)

w"'aQ hayyam ha'ah"r6n (Dt. ll:24) or hayydrn haggdQdl m"!6' haiieme.i (Josh. l:4),
"Mediterranean" (= west),3e and in literary metaphor (Ps. 75:7[6]): ki 16' mimmbsa'
(= east) fimimma'"raf; (= west) w"l6'(mim)miSbar (= south) [frme]-hdfim (= north; cf.
Nu. l 3 :21,22; 3 4 :3 ; Zec. 8 :7). Instead of ha r ( hall" ! dn6 n), hanrfihd4 " Euphrates, " can

as the northern boundary be contrasted with miSbdr as the southern boundary (Ex.

23:31', cf . 1 Ch. 5:8f.; 2 K. 14:251' Am. 6: l4). The juxtaposition of har and miQbdr (cf .

Gen. 14:6) also occurs in Akkadian, though without any direct tenitorial-political
implications: iadfr u mad-ba-ru irrapudu, "(the mighty Manda, who) roved the moun-

tains and the open country[?]."40
c. Topographical Circumscription. Enumerations transmitted down through tradi-

tion, e.g., in the oracles against foreign nations, exhibit a general acquaintance with
the division of the great wilderness area into regions associated with various ethnic
and political groups: d"din, ftmd', qEQdr; 'ardl (Ier.3:2;25:23f.; 49:28-30 [cf. Isa.

42:lll; Ezk. 23:42 [cf. Job l:15]).
Beginning in Egypt itself and following the trek accounts, the wilderness in the

south is divided into the following main regions: miSbar-ifrr (Ex.15:.22: cf. Gen. 16:7;

20:l; 25:18; 1 S. l5:7; 27:8); midbqr-siz (Ex. 16:1; l7:1; Nu. 33:11f.; cf. Ezk.

30:15,16); miflbar-pd'rdn (Nu. 12:16; 13:3,26; Dt. l:1; cf. Gen. 14:6;21:21;1 S.25:1;
1 K. 1l:18; cf. also Hab. 3:3, har-pd'rdn); mi/bar-;tn (Nu. l3:21; 20:l;27:14;33:36:
34:3; Dt. 32,51: cf . Josh. 15: l), which is also known by the name of its most important

oasis, qdlZi (Nu. 33:36; Ps. 29:8; mdbr qdi also occurs as a geographical reference in
Ugaritical). In the Exodus accounts, all these subregions are summarized by the com-
prehensive term (with altogether 23 occurrences) mi/bar stnay (e.g., Ex. 19:l; Lev.

7:38; Nu. 1:1,19). In so doing, the tradition draws attention to the har sinay situated

in this desert, i.e., the mountain associated with the theophany and the giving of the

law.az

The OT traditions offer more precise information concerning the mi/bdrregions in the

Syrian-Palestinian area. In addition to the previously mentioned division of West Jordan

38. -+ 'ti] hnr lY.3 (lll, 432)
39. See Saebo.
40. Lie, 189; CAD, )Vl, llf.
41. See I above.
42. See VII.2.a below.
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into six regions (Josh. 12:8; cf .2Ch.26:10; Ps. 75:7[6)),one of which is called amiSbdr

and two further ones 'ardlA and nege!, references to Transjordan include mention of the

miSbdr associated with Edom (2 K. 3:8; Isa. 16: l), Moab, and Ammon (Nu. 2l:11,13,23;

Dt. 2:8;Jgs. 1l:18; Isa. 16:8). This includes mention of certain geographical subdivisions

(midbarq'dem6!,A.2:26).Of particularnoteistheJudeanwildemess(Jgs. 1:16; I S.

l3:18; 1 K. 19:4; Ps. 63:l[superscription]; 2Ch.24:9), whose parts or adjacent areas are

called'"rdbd (2 5.2:29;4:7;2K.25:4,5 par. Jet.39:4,5;52:7 ,8) or yeitmbn (l S. 26:3; cf.

23:24,25). These terms refer to the area between Hebron-Bethlehem-Jerusalem and the

Dead Sea (Josh. 16:1), which is of only limited agricultural use. The political significance

of these cities and their association with David, whose early life to a large extent took

place in this area and the adjacent Negeb, prompted the biblical sources to offer particu-

larly detailed accounts of these areas, e.g., in the account of Abner's retreat, who had

pushed forward from Mahanaim in Tiansjordan to Gibeon in West Jordan (2 S. 2:12).

After losing the battle against Joab's troops (w. 17-23), Abner fled with his men through

the miSbar gi!"'6n (v. 24) into the'ardQd and crossed the Jordan to return to Mahanaim

by way of the bilrbn (thetransjordanian steppe, v. 29). David's own flight before Absalom

took a similar coume. He fled Jerusalem through the Kidron Valley (2 S. 15:14-18) into

the mi/bdr Qeruialayim? v. 23) and from there to the 'arbdlhammidbdr (v.28; cf. 17: 16)

- presumably the strip of land between the mi/bdr andthe'"rdf;d - to escape across the

Jordan to Mahanaim (2 S. l7 :22-24).

Accounts divide the Negeb of Judah (l s.27:10) orJerusalem (Zec. 14:10) into

ethnically separate zones: negel hayy"rahme'Eli, haqqAni (1 S.27:10)' hakkcrdlt, and

negeb l<nlEb (l S. 30:14). The inhabitants here were small livestock herders and a

semisedentery population, which, like Israel, were periodically subject to attacks by

the desert nomads: Amalekites (l S. 30:1f.,14,16: cf. Nu. 13:29; 14:45; Jgs. 3:13;

1O:12),Midianites (Gen.36:35; Jgs. 6:l;7:12),Ishmaelites and Hagrites (Ps.83:7[6]).

One crux interpretum is nege! kinaril (Josh. ll:2).
In one series of occurrences, midbdr refers to thinly inhabited open spaces adjacent

to permanent villages or towns (ir) of differing sizes, as well as on the periphery of
semipermanent pastoral settlements (naweh; cf. Akk. nawfim) or of temporary, open

(shepherd-)encampments (mah"neh, Nu. 13:19; Ex. 16:10-13?). The midbar spaces are

viewed as an extension of the encampment or the settlement, but ire not an ecological

or administrative part of it. The sociological distinction between those dwelling per-

manently in the mi/bdr and those dwelling in the various types of settlements finds

clear expression in the biblical traditions and vocabulary.

As in the previously mentioned case of 'Eldm (Ex.l3:20; Nu. 33:6-8)' ami/bdr-area

can acquire its name from the encampment (or settlement) adjacent to it. Comparable

cases include md'6n, ztp, and l<nrmel, which serve as place names (Josh. 15:55; 16:24;

I5.25:2,4,5,14,21,40;2 Ch. 1l:8; cf. I Ch. 2:42; I S. 15:12) and as names of the

corresponding miSbdr (l 5.23:24,25;25:l; cf. LXX). Mention should also be made

of miSbar 'An ge/t (l S. 24:2tll), miSbar teqba' (2 Ch. 20:20), and miQbar y"rtt'el
(2Ch.20:16;cf. Gen. l5:13,14; 25:11 with respect to l6il2;21:20).

At the battle of Ai the attacking Israelites under Joshua made the pretense of retreat

into the open spaces - mi/bdr '"rd\d (Josh.8:15,20) - in order to entice the inhab-
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itants out of the city, and then dealt them a decisive defeat bafflddeh bammi/bdr (v. 24).
Although the expression miQbar hd'ay is not explicitly attested, it may be presupposed

as implicit. This is supported by the fact that an adjacent milbar bA1'dwen (Josh. 7:2;
cf. I S. l3:5; Hos.4:15;5:8; l0:5) is explicitly mentioned (Josh. 18:12) with regard
to the city of Bethel (Josh. 8:12) not far from Ai. The designation of the open spaces

on the outskirts of a city as mi/bdr is also attested in the cases of Beer-sheba (Gen.

2l:14), Gibeon (2 5.2:24), and Damascus (l K. 19:15). Jgs.20:42,45,47 allude to a
miSbar gi!"'albinydmin, and I K. 2:34 (cf .25.15:23,28; 17:16; Isa. 32:14-18) alludes
to a miQbar y"ruidlayim (cf. Ezk. 34:23-25 with regard to 1 S. 17:28), which is then
explicitly named in the Qumran literature (lQM l:3). This particularconnotation of
mi/bdr is also attested in rabbinic literature. Midr. Qoft.tz recounts that R. fliyyah ben
Dossa once went out lemiSbdri iel ir6 and found a stone, which he ground and polished
and then brought to Jerusalem as a (sacrificial) offering.

d. For Designating htcation. In some parts of the great open spaces, spaces char-
acterized by differing degrees of desolation, the lsraelites had villages or towns which
were largely taken over from the local inhabitants, although in some instances they
were newly founded. With regard to the Jordan rift, mention is made of bA1 ha'4rfu6,
middin, s"kdkh, hanniQidn,'€n ge{t, ardir hammelalr (Sodom? Josh. l5:61,62).4T\ey
were more numerous in the regions of the Negeb originally allotted to the tribe of
Simeon and subsequently annexed by Judah (Josh. 19:l-9; l5:2O-32; Neh. ll:25-30;
1 Ch.4:28-33; I S. 26:5ff.).as Further mi{bar-settlements were found in the region of
the transjordanian ribes (Josh. l3:15-32). For the most part these served as local centers
and military bases like the cities which Solomon (re)built: ba'ald1(?) and K tdmdr/Q
ta/mor bammi/bdr (l K. 9:18; 2 Ch. 8:4). Located on the border of the agricultural
land,4o beser bammiQbdr b"'ere; hammiior in the territory of the tribe of Reuben (Dt.
4:43; Josh. 13:15-23) was a city of refuge (Josh. 20:8; I Ch. 6:63[78]), and ttys
simultaneously fulfilled a reli gious-j uridical function.

Archaeological research in the wilderness of Judah, the Negeb, and the Sinai
peninsula has not substantively changed the picture offered by the biblical accounts.
These areas witnessed the emergence of villages or towns of limited size, especially
during periods in which a relatively stable regime in the cultivated areas offered support
against incursions by nomads as well as for guarding the wilderness roads.aT One typical
example is Arad. Excavations reveal its development from a tiny desert settlement at
the end of the 2nd millennium to a central military base in the kingdom of Judah from
the Sth century into the Persian epoch. From this base military units patrolled the eastem
branch ofthe road leading from Judah to Egypt.a8 In contrast with Arad, archaeological

$. En. Ketav, IVf., 64.
44.Ct.F. M. Cross and G. E. Wright, "The Boundary and Province Lists of the Kingdom of

Judah," JBI. 75 (1956), 213.
45. Talmon, IN, 15 (1965), 235-241.
46. Baly, 103.
47. Glueck, 356.
48. Aharoni-Naseh.
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evidence in Kuntillat'Ajrud in the northern Sinai can be attested only for the second(?)

half of the 9th century.ae The history of this small settlement has not yet been clarified.
The pronounced sacral character ofthe structural remains found there, including pottery

and inscriptions, suggests that this was perhaps a station for pilgrims (on the way to
Mt. Horeb?), which for unknown reasons was abandoned ca. 800. Assyrian sources

also mention isolated settlements in the wilderness.5o

2. mi/bdr as an Ecological Term.

a. Wildentess and Wasteland. The ecological character of the midbdrl'wasteland"
terrain is determined by the scarcity of rainfall (averaging 2040 mm.[.8-1.6 in.] annu-

ally5l), rainfall which in some years may not occur at all. Furthermore, the searing east

wind (rfiah qd6m) blowing across the desen dries up this meager moisture completely
(Hos. 13:15; ct.l2:2llD, so that any vegetation withers (Gen.4l:6,23,27;Ezk.17:lO1,
19:12). This wind often rages with devastating force ksftpdl ('as whirlwinds," Isa. 21:1;

27:8; differently in Jon. 4:8), driving plants, animals, and people before it like chaff (Jer.

13:24:1817;cf. Ex. 10:13; 14:21;27:8;Job l:19; 27:21;Ps.48:8[7]; 78:26;Ezk.27:26).
Only pitiful, barren shrubs ('ar'dr; Jer. 17:.6:48:6? cf. Ps. 102:18[17]), thoms, and briars

(q6;tm, barqdnim, Jgs. 8:7,16), i.e., useless plants, can take hold in this saline wasteland.

Cultivated plants which, like people (Gen. 2l:14), "stray" (td'tt,Isa. 16:8) or are placed

into this wasteland (Ezk. 19:10-13) no longer bear fruit (Ezk. 19:12:. cf. l7:5-10).
The fauna, like the flora, is also pitiful. The only animals able to exist in this

wildemess and find refuge there (md'6n, Jer. 9:10[ll]; lO:22; 49:33; 5l:37:' cf . n'w€h
gemallim, Ezk. 25:5) are vermin - serpents and scorpions (Nu. 2l :6; Dt. 8: 15) - and

a few living things that are considered unclean (kv. 1 l: I 5- l8; Dt. l4il4-17 ), including
birds:qd'd!, t6s, (Ps. 102:7161),qippd|Gpph.2:14),yanifrp,'6rd! (Isa.34:11;cf. I K.
l7'.4,6; Job 38:4; Ps. 147:9), qdrE' (Jer. 17:ll; cf . I S. 26:20), ya'cn/(bail ya'"nh (Job

3O:29;Isa. 13:21;34:13;43:20; Jer.50:39; Lam. 4:3), and animals: camels (Jgs. 6:5;

7:12 8:21,26; I S. 30:17; I Ch.5:21;27:30 and elsewhere), wild asses Qtere', Job

24:5;39:5; ler.2;24), and jackals (tanntm, Lart. 4:3).
Biblical human beings, accustomed to village and town life, view the wilderness as

a gaping void. No civilized person dwells in it ('eres l6'-ii miSbdr ld'-'d/dm b6, Job

38:26; cf.Isa. 6:ll), nor even passes through it (Jer. 2:6;9:9-ll1o-l2l; 17:6;22:6;
5O:40;57:43). The "great and terrible wilderness" (hammidbdr haqqd46l w"hanndra')
inspires revulsion and debilitating fear (Dt. l: l9; 8:15; Isa. 2l:l;Lam. 5:9 [read' hdrEb

instead of hereb?); Ezk. 6:14). Hunger and thirst (Nu. 20:2-5; 2l:5; 33:14; 2 S.

l7:14,29; l6:2; Ps. lO7:4-6) weaken Cayep, Gen. 25:29,30) the person (Ps. 107:5; cf.

Jgs. 8:4,5; 1 S. 14:28,31;Prov.25:25;Isa. 29:8; Jer.3l..25) who is cast (Ex. 14:3; I S.

30:11f.; 1 K. l9:3f.) into the wasteland ('eres 'JEpd,Isa. 32:2; Ps. 143:6; cf. 63:2[1]).

49. See Meshel-Meyers.
50. H. W. F. Saggs, "The Nimrud Letters 1952: PartVI," Iraq,25 (1963),79f, letter70,

l. l3; cf. F. M. Fales, Censimenti e Catasti di Epoca Neo-Assira (Rome, 1973), no. 9.

51. Baly, 42t.
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There he searches aimlessly for water (Gen.2l:14; Nu. 14:33 fMT rdim; read tOiml;
cf. Nu. 2l,5; l K. 3:8f.; Ps. 107:40; 119:176), suffering from heat and thirst (hi1'agep,

Ps. 107:5; cf. 142:4;Lam.2;9,11,12; hi!'allep,Isa. 51:20; Am. 8:13; Jon.4:8), and

finally expiring (Ex. 14:ll,l2; 16:3; Nu. 14 passim; 16:13;20:4,5;26:65; Dt.9:28;
Hos. 2:5[3]). Only divine intervention offers deliverance from death (Ex. 15:23-25; 16

passim; Nu. 20:7-ll; 2l:16-18; Dt. 32:10; 2K.3:15-20; Ps. 107:9). The "civilized"
person will come to an inescapable and bitter end (Job 6:18; cf. 12:24; Ps. 107:40)

unless God helps such a person who has strayed into the mi/bdr to find the right path

(Ex. 13:17f.; Dt. 1:31;8:15; Neh.9:19; Ps. 78:52;136:16; Isa.35:8; 43:19;Jer.2:6;
Am. 2:10), or unless a desert dweller familiar with the wilderness terrain leads him to
food and water ([sa. 2l:13-15) and serves as his guide within this labyrinth, as Jethro

the Midianite once did for the Israelites (w"hayifi hni P'Anayim, Nu. 10:31). Similar
views are found among the neighboring cultures.s2

b. Wilderness Inhabitants. Only nomadic tribes rove the great mi/bdr (Jer.9:25[26);

25:23-24), collectively called b"n?-qeQem (Jgs. 6:3; 8:10f.; Job l:3; Jer. 49:28; Ezk.
25:4f .) or '"ra!tm (2 Ch. 17:ll;26:7;22:l [?]; Jer. 3:2;25:24). They live in the open

(Ier. 3:2) or dwell in tents (Ps. 83:7[6]; 120:5; Cant. l:5; Isa. 13:20; Hab. 3:7) in open

settlements (l.rn;Er/1.t";€rim), like the (b"nA) qd/dr (Isa. 42:ll; Jer.9:25[26];25:23;
a9:28 l?)). Other inhabitants mentioned include sdQdTm (Ezk.23:42s2), Sabeans (Job

1:15; Ps. 72:10; Isa.60:6), Edomites (Job l:3; 42:12; cf . bfiz[t], Job 32:2; Jer. 25:23),
hagfiim (l Ch. 5:10,19,20;27:3ll30cl; Ps. 83:7[6]), andyiime'Elim, the descendants

of Hagar and her son Ishmael (Gen. 21:14; 25 passim par. I Ch. l:29-31; Gen. 28:9;
36:3; 37:25,27; Jgs. 8:24). They resemble the Midianites (Jgs. 6-8 passim; cf. Ps.

83:10[9]; Isa. 9:3[4]; 10:26) and Amalekites @x. 17:8-16; I S. l5 passim;26:3; I Ch.
4:42f .; cf. vv. 39f.) so closely that these various designations can be used synonymously
(compare Gen. 37:25-27; 39:l with 37:28,36; Jgs. 6:l-6; 8:10-12; Ps. 83:7f.[6f.]).
Desert dwellers can be recognized by the shorn hair of their temples (qesfis€ p€'4, Jer.

9:25[26);25:23; 49:32; RSV 'the corners of their hair') and, as is still the case today,

by the jewelry Gzk.23:42; cf. Gen. 24:22,30:8x.32:2f .; Job 42:ll) with which they
also adorn their camels (Jgs.8:24-26).

The sedentary Israelites' fear of the wandering nomads manifests itself in their
portrayal as brigands (Gen. 16: 12; 2l:?-0; cf.Isa. 2l:13-17) and robbers (i68"8im, Isa.
2l:2; Jer. 12:12;48:32; cf . 4:20; l0:20; Job 12:6; Prov. 24:15;Zr*. ll:2f .). Their attacks

were a constant threat to farmers and herdsmen (Jgs. 6:2-6;7:12;' I S. 30 passim; Job

1:15; Isa. 16:4; Jer. 25:36; 48:15-20; Ob. 5), whose riding animals could not match the

speed of the nomads'camels (l S. 30:17). These camels enabled the desert tribes to
establish a monopoly over caravan trade along the roads criss-crossing the great wilder-
ness tracts, roads to which they alone had access (Gen.37:25-28; 39:1; I K. l0:2; 2 Ch.

9: 1; Isa. 2l:13; 30:6; 60:6; Jer. 6:2O; Ezk. 27:21-23; 38: l3).

52. Haldar, 13.3Itr, 68ff.; Funk, 205; Eph'al, 133.

53. On the reconstruction of this text, see W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. nans. 1979),

in loc.
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Temporary settlements, especially of small livestock herdsmen, are able to establish

themselves in such areas only in places in which during the rainy season water collects

from the mountain runoff (Gen. 37:22-24). Permanent settlements come about in

isolated oases whose water springs render possible a seminomadic living based on

small livestock and limited, periodic cultivation of grain, vegetables, and date palms.

Such was the case with'Ahm, where during their wanderings the Israelites czrme upon

twelve springs of water and seventy palm trees (schematic numbrs; Nu. 33:9).

c. Grazing Land. ln contradistinction with y"iimdn and melEhd, which are of no use

at all, fallow midbar spaces adjacent to villages and towns, in the borderland between

cultivated land and desert (metaphorically: Ps.65:13[12]), can serve as the grazing

land par excellence, above all for the sheep and goat flocks of seminomadic small

livestock herdsmen, although also for the livestocksa of sedentary farmers. This con-

notation of midbdn which is best rendered by "drift," is also attested in rabbinic

literature. The Mishnah (B.Qam. vii.7) prohibits the rearing of sheep and goats (b"hEmd

daqqd) in the "land" because they endanger fruits and trees by their grazing. one

exception is miQbAri,yyill iebb"'ere; yiSrd'dl, in which one is permitted to keep small

livestock (cf. also Bab. Be;a 40a-b; Jer. Besa v.3 (63d); Tosefta Be;a Yom Tob iv.ll).
In this context the use of ndweh as a designation for pasturage settlements is richly

attested, although only once in the immediate context with mi/bdr The author of Isa.

27:l}f. compares the besieged (read n"sfird instead of bcpfird) city (Jerusalem) with a

desolate andforsaken naweh (cf. Isa. 34:13;35:7;Ier.49:20;50:45;Ezk.25:5) in whose

midbar cattle graze (cf. Jer. 12:10,11) and goats strip the bare branches (cf. Isa. l7:lf.;
33:8; Znph. 2:13-15). The positive foil to this negative imagery (cf. Job l8:14f.) is
found in Isa. 33:20, where Jerusalem is portrayed as ndweh ia'"nan (cf. Isa. 32:18;

49:19:50:24; Hos.9:13), an immovable tent no longer subject to a nomadic fate

(bal-yis'dn).In this comparison of the city of Jerusalem with a stable and secure rwweh

as the counterpart of the unstable mi/bdr there resonates an evocation of the temple

itself, which is repeatedly circumscribed by the epithet ndweh (2 S. 15:26; Jer. 10:25

par. Ps. 79:7; !er. 25:3O; 3l.23), the secure resting place (in contrast to 2 S. 7:6) to

which God leads his people (Ex. 15:13; Jer. 23:3;33:12 50:7,19; Ezk. 34:14). These

images and motifs (cf. also Job 18:15; Prov. 3:33; 2l:20;24; Job 5:3 is textually

uncertain) reflect a socio-economic reality with which Jeremiah, from Anatoth in the

midbar region of Jerusalem, was especially well acquainted.5s

lnthe'ardpd, in the Negeb, and in the "great (Sinai) desert" grazing land was limited

to those mijbdr spaces in which or in whose vicinity the herdsmen had access to wells or

cisterns (ma'jdnb1-b"'er61-bdfiil. In the patriarchal traditions, which are them-

selves of a largely pastoral nature, water springs play a central role (Gen. 14:10; 16:14;

2l; 24; 26; 37 passim, and 36:24, where one should perhaps read mayim instead of MT
yEmim [cf. Syr.]). The same is true of the David narratives localized in the Negeb. It is
reported that the Judahite King Uzziah built watchtowers in the miilbdr and hewed out

54. -+ tP: bdqar (il,,209-16).
55. Hareuveni.
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many bor6l for his numerous herds (2 Ch. 26:10; cf. I S. 13:6). In the wilderness such
grazing lands were located near oases, n"'6t midbdr (Jer. 9:9[0]), which for that reason
are also called ne'61deie'(Ps.23:lf; cf. Joel2:22) or ne'61rdim (Am. l:2; cf. Ps.

65:13f.[2f.];also Jer. 25:37: n"'61idl6min an obviously pastoral context).If they were
taken by enemies (Lam.2:2), usually nomads (Ps.83:12f.Ilf.]), this put an end ro the
peacefullifeofherdsmen(Jer.9:9-ll[0-12];23:lO;25:34-38;Joell:19,20;Mal.1:3and
Ps.74:20 are textually uncertain). This miQbdr mllieu is reflected in the Moses narratives
localized in Midian (Ex.2:15-22;3:Iff), which are very closely related to the Mt. Sinai
traditions (e.g., Ex. 4:27; lO:9; l8:5; l9:2f.). These narratives resonate both in biblical (Ps.

77:16115l;78:51; cf. Isa.49:10) and postbiblical imagery (llEth.lEn. 89:28-40).

3. Place of Refuge. Due to this geographical remoteness, people living in the
wilderness are only to a limited extent affected by the institutions of civilization or
subject to its laws. As a result, the miQbdr becomes the refuge of rebels and outlaws,
and the asylum of outcasts and fugitives, both literally and as a literary topos. The
prototype of the wandering nomad is the fratricide Cain, whom God drives out from
the (cultivated) ground (m€'al p"nA ha'"!amd) as punishment (Gen. 4:ll-14). Hagar
fled with her infant into the wilderness, driven out by her rival Sarah (Gen. 16:6-14).
Moses escaped into the wildemess of Midian from Pharaoh's men (Ex.2:15ff;3:l).
David took tothe miQbar y"hfiy'd (Ps. 63:l[superscription]) in his flight before Saul
and became the captain of four hundred men who were "in distress . . . and . . . in
debt," I 5.22:lf .), wayyEie! . . . bammiSbdr bamme;aQ61 . . . bdhdr b"miSbar-ztp . . .

bahar"iA (1 S. 23: l4f.; cf. I Ch. l2:9[8]). From there he escaped into the mi/bar ma'6n
bd'"rdbA (l S. 23:24,25; cf . 25:l: MT pd'rdn, LXX Maan). The regional meaning of
miQbar ma'6n is specified by the proper noun ma'6n/m"',Antm (l Ch. 4:41 cf .2 Ch.
20: I MT: meha'ammdnim, LXX Minaion), a desert tribe mentioned along with the
Amalekites (Jgs. l0: 12) and the '"raptm (2 Ch. 26:7). David sought refuge from Ab-
salom in the wilderness (2 S. l5:23ff.). Elijah saved himself by fleeing into the miQbar
b"'eriela' (1 K. l9:3f.)andfinallyfoundrefugeatHoreb,themountof God(vv.8ff)
in the "great wilderness," as did Moses in his own time. After the unsuccessful battle
against the other tribes, the Benjaminites fled into the miy'bdr near their city (gib"'A,
Jgs. 2O:42) just as the Israelites once did after the battle at Ai (Josh. 8:15ff.), and then
retreated even deeper into the Judean wilderness (Jgs. 20:45ff.). The prophet Jeremiah
exhorts the Moabites to flee for their lives into the desert before their advancing enemies
(Jer. 48:6). ln the mi/bdr the despairing prophet intends to seek lodging (Jer. 9:1[2]),
a wish echoed in the words of the psalmist "truly, I would flee far away; I would lodge
in the wilderness" ('dltn bammidbdr Ps. 55:7f.[6f.]). Not always, however, does the
miQbdr offer protection, since there, too, one's pursuers lie in wait (Lam. 4:19).

V. Historico-spatial Dimension Between the Exodus and ConquesL In over half
its occurrences in the OT the term miSbar exhibits not only spatial but also temporal
connotations. In all these instances the term refers to the "forty years" ofthe wilderness
wanderings between the exodus from Egypt and the conquest of Canaan. The portrayal
of the events associated with this period, and their evaluation in the historico-social
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experience of Israel and of biblical faith in the larger sense, are the primary concerns

oflhe Pentateuch (with the exception of Genesis) from the beginning of the book of

Exodus to the end of Deuteronomy. Compared with the other three books, Leviticus

offers only sparse factual information about the course of those events. In this com-

ponent of the Pentateuch, interest focuses exclusively on the giving of the law as it
affected the cult, a complex which only through occasional references is "dated" to

the years after the exodus itself (Lrv. 18:3; 19:34,36;23:43;25:38) and before the

conquest (e.g., Lev. 14:34; l8,3; 19.23,33;20:22-24) and localized at the mountain of

God in the wilderness of Sinai (Lev. 7:38; 26:46;27:34).
Detailed descriptions of the Israelites' itinerary through the various regions of the

"great wilderness" and exact information concerning rest stations are found particularly

in the books of Numbers and Deuteronomy.56 The accounts differ in many details

regarding the exact route, the onomasticon, and also the description of "historical"

evints. OT scholarship traces these differences back to differing sources and/orto what

were once independent strands oftradition ("Sinai tradition" and "conquest tradition")

available to the compiler of the Pentateuch and actually used in composing the work.57

Deuteronomy especially seems yet to contain traces of otherwise lost traditions.sS

These multilayered sources for the wildemess accounts in the Pentateuch are also

reflected in the OT writings generally. What is decisive for the biblical understanding is

that it ascribes prototypical significance to the unique experience of a wilderness period

in the history of Israel. That miSbdr period acquires the character of a fulcral symbol and

motif, a development that affected the entire context of mi/bdr in the extrapentateuchal

biblical literature, and to a significant extent in postbiblical literature as well.

VI. Theological Connotations.
l. General Considerations. The use of the mi/bdr vocabulary within the tradition

of the wilderness wanderings essentially determines its theological dimension. That

epoch in Israel's history is characterized by two seemingly opposite and yet complemen-

tary phenomena revealing its estimation in OT belief. One primary element is the

forceful emphasis on the immeasurable beneficence (Dt.2:7;32; Pss. 78,105,106), the

fatherly forbearance, and the love which God manifests toward his people in the

awe-inspiring, howling wilderness. The framework of the period of wilderness wander-

ings includes the miracles God performed to and for Israel, the renewal of his covenant

with the fathers as a covenant with the entire people, and the giving of the law at Mt.

Sinai. Diametrically opposed to this is the second main element: Israel's doubt that

God's power would indeed be able to actualize the promise of land. In a series of

episodes, the people's apostilsy and rebellious behavior runs like a leitmotif through

the majority of accounts of the wilderness wanderings.se

56. De Vaux, The Early History of Israel,376-388.
57. G. von Rad, "The Form-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch," The Problem of the Hem'

teuch (Eng. trans. 1966; repr. London' 1984), l-78.
58. Noth, The Deuteronomistic History,59ff.
59. Carroll, 197.
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These contrasting elements generate the enormously varying estimations the OT

attests concerning that period and its significance for the development of Israelite faith.

In the oyerwhelming majority of reminiscences, allusions, and literary imagery, the

period of wilderness wanderings serves as a topos for Israel's sinfulness. It was the era

of "rebellion" par excellence @x. 16:2; Nu. 14 passim; 16 passim; 20:1-13; 2l:4ff.;
27:14;Dt.9:7;32:51;Ezk.2O:13ff.; Ps. 78:17-19,40;95:8; 106:14),60 rebellion which

cannot be portrayed as merely a secondary motif,6l and the age of a wicked generation

the likes of which cannot be found a second time in biblical historiography. In contrast,

a minority of witnesses exhibit a seemingly affirmative estimation of the period of
wilderness wanderings. In the mi/bdr God made the people his own (e.9., Dt. 32:10;

Jer.3l:12; Hos. 9:10), guided them reliably through the wilderness (Dt. 8:15; 29:4151;

Neh. 9:19-21; Ps. 136:16; Am. 2:10), protected them as does an eagle its brood (Dt.

32:10f.), and carried them in his arms as a father carries his child (Dt. l:31). It was

Israel's "bridal period," in which the people entrusted itself to God and followed him

"with youthful love" into the barren wasteland without hesitation (Jet.2:2f .).

2. History of Schotarship. OT scholarship has proposed various theses to explain these

antithetical traditions. One traces them back to older porrayals and strands of tradition

which were simply incorporated parallel without being harmonized. Another views them

as signs of a diachronic, inner-biblical development in the estimation of the wilderness

wanderings. The originally positive estimation resulted from the fact that in the earlier

period the interest of the biblical thinkers and authors focused exclusively on God's

"salvific deeds," paying scant attention to Israel's own behavior.62 This situation changed

dramatically after the conquest. tn the struggle against pagan cults and rituals which had

crept into biblical monotheism from the very beginning of contact with the Canaanite

population (Nu. 25), the postexodus experience was embellished in contrast to the Israelite-

Canaanite syncretism predominating in the "land." This experience was recognized and

idealized retrospectively as the locus ofthe ideal relationship between God and his people.63

This idealization of the wilderness period is attributed especially to the preexilic

prophets, who according to Emst Sellins viewed the period of wilderness wanderings

as the "normal period" in Israel's history.6s In the development of this thesis a signif-

icant role was played by the - today largely outdated or at least decisively revised -
assumption of prophetic opposition to ritual and sacrificial cult. The wilderness wander-

ings were presented as a time during which the relationship between Israel and its God

was based on a "pure faith" unencumbered by cultic institutions. Amos was considered

to be a typical representative of this view; as the oldest writing prophet he allegedly

rejected all formalized institutions of sacrificial worship not practiced in the "ideal"

60. Coats; Tunyogi.
61. Coats, Rebellion in the Wildemess,249f .; Carroll.
62. Von Rad; Bach, l5f.
63. Barth, 15.

64. KAT, Xrrr ct922),236.
65. Moscati, Ancient Semitic Civilizations, 136f.
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stage of the wilderness wanderings. This allegation presupposes the hardly defensible

hypothesis that Amos (like Hosea and Jeremiah) either did not know or genuinely

rejected the entire Pentateuch tradition that so often mentions "sacrificing" and "sacri-

fices." Furthermore, this view rests on the extremely slender evidence of Am. 5:21ff.
Contextual interpretation of this passage suggests that this does not constitute a

complete rejection of the "external sacrificial cult" (JB mg. "religion of mere form"),
but rather the hybrid cult that proliferated in Israel after the conquest especially in the

northern kingdom. The decisive verse Am. 5:25 should be translated in conjunction

with v. 26 approximately as follows: "Did you bring to me sacrifices and meal-offerings

for forty years in the wilderness [cf. Jer. 7:22 withoat mention of mi/bafr] and did
you then [at the same time] carry [about in processions the statue ofl Sakkuth your

[idol] king and . . . idols [and] star [images] which you made for yourselves?" with
these rhetorical questions the prophet does indeed condemn the lsraelites' syncretism,

syncretism permeated with Canaanite and Mesopotamian idolafy (cf. Hos. 2:4-9'19[2-

7,171); such worship during his own time stood in sharp contrast to the pure Yahweh

worship of the (frst) exodus-Mt. Sinai phase of the wilderness wanderings and ulti-
mately would result in the punishment of exile (Am. 5:27).

It is further suggested that at ttre end of the first temple priod a renewed pessimistic-

negative attitude developed toward miibdr and life in the wilderness, an attitude reflected

in the Pentateuch accounts of the wilderness wanderings and also evident, e.g., in the book

ofEzekiel (ch. 20) and in several historiographical psalms (78,105,106).

These schematic models are hardly tenable. Although a decisively deprecatory

attitude toward the period of wilderness wanderings and the phenomenon "wilderness"
is indeed adequately attested by biblical texts, the postulated affirmative attitude -
whether conceived as running parallel to the negative or as belonging to a "middle
period" in a diachronic developmental schema - is based on a precarious interpretation

of isolated biblical statements6T representing the "middle period."

a. "Desert ldeaL " Although the purely statistical evidence6s shows that the thesis of a

clearly positive OT wildemess tradition is untenable,@ there has been a tendency in OT

scholarship since the end of the nineteenth century to present the notion of "wildemess"

and "nomadic life" as eminent components in OT faith and Israelite civilization. It is
asserted that a return to the religious and social conditions of the mi/bdr period was the

eschatological ideal above all of the prophets. The impetus for this development was Karl

Budde's rather cautious and fairly balanced presentation of the "desert" as a formative

factor in what he termed the "nomadic ideal in the OT." Budde had taken as his point of
departnre a presentation of the hypothesis that the b"ni bQ reknb Qer.35) were the

proponents ofa religious beliefwhich conceived ofthe God oflsrael as a typical god ofthe

desert. Budde interpreted the Rechabites'abstinence from sedentary life, agriculture, and

66. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans., 1977), 264-66.
67. Barth, 19; Fox,448.
68. See Itr above.
69. Bach,2O-23.
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yiticulture, and their insistence on living in tents rather than fixed houses (Jer. 35:6f.) as

indications that they intended this mode of life to recreate the "original" Israelite experi-

ence of God in the desert. Drawing into the discussion the genealogical note in I Ch. 2:55,

which connects the Rechabites with the Kenites,T0 and also the theory that the Israelite

religion emanated from a Kenite (or Midianite) Yahwism, Budde concluded that even

during Jeremiah's time the b"n0 bAt rekab served as missionaries of that desert religion.

Because of the association of the eponym of the Rechabites Jonadab ben Rechab with Jehu

(2 K. 10:15), Jehu himself was dubbed the " 'wilderness' king," and Jeremiah was pro-

nounced a "later sympathizer" of the Rechabites and their worldview.Tl
According to Budde, the prophets rejected this primitive concept of Yahweh as a

desert god. But Budde nevertheless agrees that the notion of an original, ideal historical

desert period left clear traces in Israel's thinking. Paul Humbert took Budde's thesis

further and asserted that "the desert is the classic home of Yahwism,"72 and that a

"return to the life conditions of the Mosaic period constitutes Hosea's program for the

future."73 This theory reached its peak in an essay by J. W. Flight,z+ who elevated the

postulated prophetic "desert idea" to a "nomadic ideal" which believing Christians

even today should adopt as the goal oftheir religio-social efforts.
The discovery of the Qumran literature provided a new impetus for this hypothesis. It

is suggested thattheyaha! commune, from which this literature emerged in the last two
pre-Christian centuries, provides proof that the "desert ideal" represents not only the

anticipated ultimate goal of the prophetic hopes for the future, but also a concept capable

of being actualized historically and in fact actualized at the end of the OT era itself.75

b. Traces of Nomadic Culture. This hypothesis of an OT desert ideology is based

on dubious socio-historical assumptions. Interpreters postulate a developmental stage

in which Israel was a true nomadic society, a situation now reflected in presumed traces

of nomadic culture or vocabularyT6 in the OT writings and echoed in prophetic escha-

tology. These conjectures can hardly be maintained. Apart from splinter groups which

attached themselves to Israel in the course of its early history and which require a

separate treatrnent, the OT offers no indications that the Hebrews in the narrower sense

of this term ever passed through a stage of true nomadism.TT As early as patriarchal

times the Israelite society bears the imprint of semisettled life in which only occasion-

ally reflections of nomadic life can be discerned.T8 Tradition ascribes to them an

"agricultural orientation" similar to that of the postexodus generations.Te

70. Talmon, IEl, l0 (1960), 174-180.
71. Mlliams, 17; cf. Meyec 136.

72. RHPR, l (192r), 106.
73. Festschrifi K. Marti, 162; cf . Meyer, 129-l4l; Soloweitschik; Mauser, 45ff.
74. JBL, 42 (1923), 158-226.
75. Anclsn 14.
76. Delcor.
77. Mendenhall, 150; contra Moscati, The Semites in Ancient History,9l.
78. Moscati, Ancient Semitic Civilizations, 155f.
79. Gottwald, The Tribes of Yahweh, 435473.
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Even in the accounts of the wilderness wanderings, the tribes of Israel are not

presented in the organizational pattern of a typical nomadic society. The main charac-

ieristics of nomadic culture, as they were abstracted from an analysis of the pre-Islamic

Arab tribes, find little expression in the Pentateuchal books which recount the mi4bdr

period. "Tribal solidarity, (nomadic) hospitality, and blood vengeance,"8o insofar as

they are reflected in OT literature, more frequently appear in the accounts of Israel's

sedentary history in Canaan (e.g., the institution of "cities of refuge," Nu. 35:9-19; Dt.

19:1-3; Josh. 20f.; I Ch.6:42ft.l57ff.l) than in those concerning the patriarchal period

or the wilderness. The OT sources record only one case of executed blood vengeance

during the monarchy against a clearly political background - Abner's murder by Joab

(25.3:27).The sagas of Cain and Lamech (Gen. 4:13-16,23f.) are set in hoary antiquity

and cannot be viewed as reflections of historical Israel. The rallying of the sons of lrvi
to the help of Moses in the Golden Calf episode (Ex. 32:26; cf. Dt. 33:8f.) and Korah's

rebellion (Nu. 16:1-35) at best reflect guild rather than tribal solidarity.

Also, the Rechabites themselves cannot be adduced in evidence of the presupposed

prophetic desert ideology. Their mode of life was prompted by an anti-urbanism8l

reflecting a socio-economic reality, not a religious idea,82 an occupation, not a vocation.

Nowhere are we told of any missionary activity on their part. Neither is Jehu a "desert

king," nor Jeremiah a "desert prophet" who has joined with the Rechabites. By way

of a simile the prophet sets up the Rechabites before the nation as an example of

steadfastness. However, the tertium comparationis lies not in the ideas they represent,

but rather in the tenacity with which they follow the guidance of their human fore-

fathers, whereas Israel flagrantly transgresses against divinely appointed ordinances.

Although Jeremiah has respect for this tenacity, he by no means identifies with the

primitive forms of Rechabite life, nor does he conclude from their behavior any

guidelines for his own understanding of faith.83 The formulations of the desert-ideal

hypothesis did not consider that the biblical texts themselves exhibit no enthusiasm

whatever for nomadic life,M nor that - 
quite the contrary - "$1s ideal of the Hebrew

writers for themselves was agricultural."s5 God's works and activity are parabolically

equated with the work rhythms of a farmer (lsa.28:23-29). As Frank S. Frick correctly

emphasizes,86 it is a mistake to interpret prophetic criticism of the luxurious, socially

reprehensible urban life rampant during the monarchy as an entreaty for a return to the

kind of nomadic desert life with which Israel presumably was acquainted from the

"golden age" of its early history, and which it allegedly highly regarded'87

80. Causse; Nystnim; Moscati, The Semites in Ancient History,94.
81. Frick, JBi, W (1971), 279-287; idem, The City in Ancient Israel,2l0ff.; Carroll, 179.

82. Seidensticker, I 19.

83. W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT ll. OTL (Eng. trans. 1967), 353t.; Talmon, Biblical
Motifs,37; Fox, 450.

84. Causse, 74.
85. H. P. Smith, 7he Religion of Israel (New York, l9l4), 12.

86. The City in Ancient Israel,209ff.
87. Anclsr 14.
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The representatives of true nomadic culture in OT literature are non-lsraelites: Cain,

Ishmael, iruu - certainly no ideal types, Hagrites (Ps. 83:7[6]; I Ch. 5:9f.), Meunim,

Amalekites (1 ch.4:4143), Midianites (Jgs. 6-8), and Kenites (Jgs. 4:17-21:'5:24).

We cannot treat here the fundamental question whether during the stage of the

conquest in Canaan the Israelite tribes are to be understood as a social group in transition

from nomadism to sedentary life, or whether this process resulted from a "peasants'

revolt." Nor can we investigate the solutions which suggest a combination of itinerant

herdsmen and rudimentary agriculture (transhumant pastoralism)'88

VII. OT Usage. Any interpretation of the semantic context of mi/bdr and its word

field must consider several factors not usually given sufficient attention in OT scholar-

ship.
1. nme-Space Connotatiors. The recollection of a period of wilderness wanderings

lends to the spatial concept mi/bar also a temporal aspect. This fusion of spatial and

temporal dimensions is not attested for the use of equivalent concepts. Neither in the

Hebrew vocabulary nor in the biblical worldview do spatial terms such as, e'g', ha4

mii1ti 'Emeq, ndhir; ydmalso exhibit a temporal dimension. Only two other antithetical

terms exhibit such a corresponding fusion of spatial and temporal dimensions: 'eres

k"na'an$iird'El as a designation of (the period ofl) sedentary life in the land, and

s1h/saiil as a circumscription of a time of exile spent in a foreign land.se The

linguistic-conceptual uniqueness of these three terms underscores the estimation of the

original mi/bdr experience as a situational transitory stage between bondage in Egypt

- the prototypical exile - and independence in Israel's own land'

The-uniqueness of the period of wilderness wanderings as a transitory stage finds

literary expression in the ring composition into which it is embedded. It is situated

between the Passover Festival symbolizing the exodus (Ex. 12) and the Passover

celebration in Gilgal, which is intended as the first sign of sedentary life in the land

(Josh. 5: l0- l2). Of comparable note is is bracketing between the circumcision of Moses

(son?) as a prelude to the Exodus Narrative (Ex. 4:24-26) and the carrying out of the

circumcision commandment "on the whole people" in Gilgal (Josh. 5:2-8), in both

cases before the celebration of the Passover Festival. During the wilderness wanderings

themselves - an historical hiatus - the Israelites kept the first of these regulations

only once (Nu.9:1-5), and the othernever, something the authorof Joshua specially

emphasizes (Josh. 5:5-7).
i. Subordinate Significance of the Period of Wilderness Wanderings. The subordinate

position assigned by biblical historical understanding to the period of wilderness

wanderings manifests itself in the relatively brief span of time allotted to it: only "forty
years" (eg., Ex. 16:35; Nu. 14.33,34;32:13;Dt.l:3;2:7;8:2; Josh' 5:6; 14:10; Am'

2:10; 5:25),the (schematic) life expectancy of a single generation (e.g., Nu. 32:13;Dt.

2:14;cf. Dt. l:35; Ps.78:8;95:10; cf. Jgs.3:ll;5:31;8:28; l3:1; I S.4:18)' The

88. On the status of scholarship, cf. Mendenhall, Weippert, Gottwald'
89. Talmon, Exil-Diaspora-Riickkehr 32tr.
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comparison with the "bondage in Egypt," to which (again, schematically) "four genera-

tions" were allegedly subjected (Gen.15:16) and which in one version lasted 400 (Gen.

15:13) and in another 430 years (Ex.12:41), underscores the relatively minor signifi-
cance accorded to the period of wilderness wanderings in OT historical thinking.
Comparison with the Babylonian exile, predetermined to last seventy years (2 Ch.

36:21;ter.25:11,12;29:10; Dnl. 9:2;Zec.l:12;7:5), yields similar results.

Juxtaposition with the epoch of actual sedentary life, however, is even more striking.

Biblical tradition figures the period from the exodus from Egypt to the construction of
Solomon's temple at 480 years (l K.6:1),m i.e., at twelve generations of forty years

each, of which only one was involved in the wilderness period.

The extreme differences between these schematic quantities offer a concrete impres-

sion of the limited significance attributed to the wilderness epoch in the biblical
historical model.

b. Provisional Period. These features characterize the early mi/bdr experience as a

provisional period, and precisely that characterization carries over as a motif to all
comparable situations later. The "wilderness" symbolizes passage from a negative pole

(bondage, exile) to a positive one (promised land). As a provisional period the wilder-
ness does not possess any historical substance as such; as a transitory stage it exhibits

only derivative intrinsic value. Against this background it is highly unlikely that within
OT thinking a new desert stage could acquire the status of a future goal, and even less

that it would be propagated as the eschatological end stage of Israel's history.

2. Two Stages in the Wilderness Wanderings. lt is important to remember that a

portion of the biblical wilderness tradition does indeed offer some support for the

development of a positive estimation of that epoch. Any consideration of this material

must be mindful that all the strata of the basic Pentateuchal tradition suMivide the

forty-year period of the wilderness wanderings into two stages of quite unequal length

and significance.
a. The Positive Stage. The first stage, which tradition figures at just over one year

(Nu. 10:11f.), encompasses Israel's experiences from the crossing of the Red Sea to its

anival at the mount of God @x.3:12;4:27: l8:5; l9:2). The finale and high point of
this period are God's covenant with Israel "on the third new moon [stereotypical time
framel after the Israelites had gone out of the land of Egypt" (Ex. 19:1ff.), the Sinai

theophany, and the giving of the law (Ex. 20:lff.; 34:27ff.; Dt. 5). For this initial stage

of the rek - from the Red Sea to the mount of God - tradition records no impudence

or rebelliousness on Israel's part. Hence this year can with some justification be called

Israel's "bridal time," a time during which in faith and devotion it "followed God in
the wilderness (midbdr), in a land not sown" (Jer.2:2).

b. The "Mount of the Covenant. " It must be emphasized that the locus of the making

of the covenant was not the desert, but rather the "mount of God," Sinai (Ex. l9:3ff.;
34:lff.) or Horeb (Dt. 5:2ff.; 28:69129ll), which to be sure was located in the wilder-

90. Noth, The Deuteronomistic History,58ff.
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ness. All mention of the tables of the covenant (Dt. 9:9,11,15) and of the Decalog (Ex.
34:28;Dt.4:13) and all allusions to them reflect the divine revelation "on the moun-
tain," which is localized conceptually not far from the Egyptian border in the wilderness
(e.g., Ex. 3:18;5:3; 8:241281:' Jer. 3l:3lff.; Ps.78:12f.). Thus it is a distortion of the
witness of the OT writings to portray the wilderness as the "most appropriate place
for the revelation of the true God,"el or to conceive "Bedouinism and Yahwism" as

not only historically related, but as existentially consanguineous phenomena as well.e2
Similarly, the biblical evidence renders untenable Max Weber's conclusion, based on
"empirical studies," that a provenance from the borderland between desert and culti
vated land is characteristic ofthe biblical prophets.e3 Ifa geographical characterization
of Israel's God is permissible at all, he would have to be understood as a mountain
deity,* not as a desert deity. This concept lingers on into the period of the monarchy,
at least among the surrounding nations. According to an unaffected and hence especially
trustworthy account, the servants of the Aramean King Ben-hadad explain the loss in
the battle for the city of Samaria by pointing out that Israel's God is an'"bhA hartm;
they advise fighting the Samaritans in the mti6n where they surely can be defeated
(l K.20:23,25). In this context, mii6r cannot refer to the Moabite plain in Transjordan
(Dt. 3: l0; Josh. l3:9,16,17,21; Jer. 48:8,21), but rather must - similar to miSbdr -be
understood as "flat country." The occasional synonymous nature of these two terms is
shown in the mention of mti6r along with i'pEh and mi/bdr as typical grazing land

\2 Ch. 26:lO), and especially in the localization of the city of refuge Bezer bammiSbdr
b"'eres hammtidr (Dl 4:43; Josh. 20:8).

c. The Negative Stage. The second stage, which lasted around thirty-eight years (Dt.
2: l4), begins with the account of the transition from the miy'bar stnay into the miQbar
pa'ran, in the second year, on the twentieth day of the second month (after the exodus
from Egypt, Nu. l0:ll), and ends with the war against the Midianites (Nu. 3l). This
final skirmish which Israel conducts against a desert people before the conquest of
Canaan (cf. Jgs. 6-8 and elsewhere) signals the finale of the wilderness period. Ac-
cording to the biblical account, immediately after this episode Israel entered the terri
tories of the transjordanian states in which the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh
gained a foothold (Nu. 32).

Consistent with a historiographical model appearing repeatedly in OT literature (cf.
Josh. 23f.; I S. 12; Neh. 9:6ff., and elsewhere), the author of the book of Numbers
offers at this "critical point" in Israel's history a retrospective summary of the last
period, namely, the "routes (and stages) of the people of Israel (mas'A f;enA-yiSrd'El)
since they went forth out of the land of Egypt," a summary whose authorship he
aftributes to Moses (Nu. 33:1ff.; Dt. l:1ff.). That second stage of thirty-eight years was
the period of actual wilderness wanderings, the many years $tamtm rabbtm, Josh.24:7)

91. R. Kiuel, 38f.
92. Nystriim.
93. Talmon, Biblical Motifs, 48f .; Weber.
94. + ''li'l har Yl (lll, 442-47).
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of "wandering about" in the wasteland. The original divine plan for an exodus from

Egypt, to be followed without delay by the giving of the land as promised to the fathers

(i*. e:Z-g), did not anticipate a long sojourn in the wilderness. The trek into the desert

had but one goal. The people were to proceed along the quickest route, after "three

days" (Ex. 3:18), to the divine mountain in the wilderness to sacrifice to their God and

to serve him (e.g., Ex.5:l; 7:16,26[8:ll 8:16,23,24120,27,28);9:13; l0:3,9)'

The delay in reaching the goal of the conquest resulted from Israel's own sinfulness.

All the traditions and literary-historical strata of the Pentateuch and their reflection in

the extrapentateuchal writings reveal an understanding of this stage of wilderness

wanderings as a time of affliction and tribulation imposed upon Israel as divine punish-

ment for its ffansgressions l"ma'an 'anno!"f;a (Dt. 8:2,16). This stage is precisely

identified: "And the length of time we had traveled from Kadesh-barnea until we

crossed the Wadi Trred lthe natural boundary between Edom and Moabl was thirty-

eight years, until the entire generation of warriors had perished," who because of their

lack of faith were not to participate in the taking of the land (Dt. 2:14-16; Josh. 5:4-6;

Ps. 106:26; Hos. 9:10). Ezekiel views this period as the prototype of divine judgment

which must precede any future covenant with Israel: "And I will bring you into the

wilderness of the peoples (midbar ha'ammtm, cf. IQM l:3), and there I will enter into

judgment with you face to face. As I entered into judgment with your ancestors in the

wilderness of the land of Egypt, so . . . I will purge out the rebels among you, and

those who transgress against me; I will bring them out of the land where they reside

as aliens [exile], but they shall not enter the land of Israel" (Ezk.2035-38; cf. 39ff')'

The episodes of this - hardly "ideal" - 
period are surveyed comprehensively in

what may be called "the book of Israel's failings," which comprises Nu. 11:1-31:5'

This literary complex - which does not constitute a self-contained unity (cf., e.g',

26:l-30:17116l) - is compositionally clearly set apart from the surrounding text. The

preceding part of Numbers ends with the "war song of the ark" (Nu. l0:35f.; cf. Ps'
-OS:ZItl), 

which already in rabbinic tradition is considered a separate book (Bab. Sabb.

115b-116a; ',Aboth R. Nat. version A. c.30; sifre 22ae5; sop. vi.l). This "book of

iniquities" concludes with'an epilogue (Nu. 33:1-49), and the following material (Nu.

33:50-36:13) exhibits no substantive relationship with it.
It is noteworthy that in the twelve chapters constituting the heart of this textual

complex (Nu. ll-17,20,21,25,31,33) the term miSbdr is mentioned 24 times, and in

the other chapters of Numbers only 19 times. Furtherrnore, several of these latter

occurrences refer directly to episodes recounted in the "book of failings." It is thus no

wonder that the atmosphere predominating in this complex decisively influenced the

notion of the wilderness period in the extrapentateuchal biblical literature, thereby either

directly or indirectly determining both the biblical conception of the "desert" and the

biblical attitude toward it.
It is likely that this influence on the overall conception was precipitated not only

by isolated literary citations and allusions, but also - and perhaps even more decisively

95. Ed. M. Friedmann (Vienna, 1864).
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- by the recitation of historical traditions, primarily within a cultic framework. This
was doubtlessly the case regarding the "historical" or, perhaps better, "historiographi-
cal" psalms (e.g., Pss.78,105,106),% and can be postulated with high probability at

least for Nu. 1l-21,33.
Such secondary employment of the wildemess tradition presupposes that its life

setting (Silz im kben) was the cult of a community which itself had a completely
different socio-historical form than the "Israel in the wilderness." It was a sedentary,

agricultural, and urban society which found in the wilderness reminiscences primarily
negative "archetypes"eT rather than a reflection of its own life in history. This explains
why the descriptive historical passages of the Pentateuch never employed the wilderness

vocabulary in any figurativeJiterary fashion (motifs, material, imagery), as is the case

in the retrospective extrapentateuchal OT literature. In the Pentateuch, the semantic

field "wilderness" always refers to the thing itself, to a "reality," not an image. A few
examples of "actual" m@dr featlures are attested in the book of Job ( l:19; 24:5;38:26),
which itself reflects a society resembling Israel in is developmental phase before the

conquest. In contrast, the term mi/bdr is used in Prov. 2l:19 as a purely literary figure.

3. Motif Variations. The contrasting estimations of the period of wilderness wander-
ings in the "historical accounts," though especially in the nonhistoriographical parts

of the Pentateuch (Dt. 32) and in extrapentateuchal writings, result at least in part from
the amplification of the miSbdr motif with traditions and material from other areas of
experience. Of particular importance are conceptions rooted in the mythic-cultic sphere

of the ancient Near East, and the connotations of mi/bdr as "grazing land," "drift."
a. The Netherworld. The fundamentally negative estimation of miQbdr in its conno-

tation as "wasteland, wilderness" reflects notions attested in other ancient Near Eastern

literatures. In the Egyptian Book of the Dead (175.,2), Osiris complains about the desert,

in which there is neither water nor air, which is limitless and completely dark, and in
which a person can find not a single of love's joys. Babylonian-Assyrian mythology
associates the "mistress of the desert" (the sister of Tammuz) with the netherworld,
"where she occupies the office of a 'table scribe of hell.' "e8 In Ugaritic myth, the

desert or the netherworld is the natural habitation of Mot, the antagonist of the creator-

god Ba'al.e This explains how mdbr and thmt can be used synonymously in paral-
lelismus membrorum.tOo The same pairing is used in Isa. 63:13; Ps.78'15.l0l One can

compine here Ps. 77, which in addition to the explicit mention of fhdm6! (v. 17[6])
also contains an unmistakable allusion to the desert wanderings: "You led your people

like a flock by the hand of Moses and Aaron" (v. 2l[20]); and Ps. 29, where the mention

96. See Talmon, Proceedings.
97. Coats, Tunyogi.
98. Meissner. 33.
99. KTU, r.4 VII, 55-57.
t00. KTU,1.92,3-5.
t0l. Dahood, AA, XVII, 24O; AB, XVIIA, 452; idem, and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel

Pairs," RSi I, 256; Watson, 466.
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of midbdr and miSbar qddei (v.8) is preceded by that of mayim rabbtm (v. 3; reference

to tehdm; cf. also Hab. 3:3-10).
The desert is full of phantomlike creatures.l02 Such mythical beings also populate

the mi/bdrinthe OT understanding: ydmim (Gen. 36:24), whom the midrash identifies

as demonic beings; 'tyytm, ;iyy?m (Isa. 13:21,22;34!4; Jer. 50:39); and lilt!, the "night
hag" (Isa. 34:14).There "i"irtm [satyrs] will dance" (Isa. 13:21). The presence of
such monsters indicates that the wilderness yet persists in the primeval state of chaos,

of tahfi wdlahfi (Dt. 32: l0; Job 6:18f.; Isa. 34:11; Ier. 4:23-26; cf. Ps. 107:10), similar

to the salt wasteland to which God reduced the wicked cities Sodom and Gomorrah

(Dt.29t221231; Isa. 13:19-22; Jer. 49:l7f .;50:39f.; Tnph- 2:9; cf' Joel 2:3). Into this

godforsaken landlo3 ('eres gczErd, l*v. 16,22; cf . 2 Ch. 26:21:' Ps. 3l:231221), the

antithesis of the "land of the living" (lsa. 53:8; Ps. 7:6[5]; Lam. 3:53f.; Ezk 37:11; cf .

JoelZ:S; further Gen. 4:14; Isa. 57:20), God himself casts the king of Egypt (frn"taittkn

hammiQbdrd) so that he may perish there (Ezk. 29:5). One reflection of this mythic

aspect of the wilderness in OT thought is the annual atonement ritual carried out on

the Day of Atonement, when a goat (fiir) carries the sins of the entire people into the

'ere; g"z1r| . . . la'azq'zEl hammidbdrA $-ev. 16:10,21,22), thereby symbolically
guaranteeing the community new life for the coming year.

b. The "Drif't"-Connotation. Within the semantic field of mi/bdr as "grazing land"

two main themes apparently underlie the predominating motif variations.
(l) God as the "shepherd of Israel. " In late prophetic literature and in some psalms,

the notion of God as father (Dt. 32:6,18,19), protector, and caretaker of his people (Ex.

19:4;Dt.32:l}f.;alsovv.4,15,18,30,31),whichhasitsrootsintheperiodof wilderness

wanderings, is fused with the image of God as "Israel's shepherd," a notion drawn

from the semantic field "drift" but not attested in the Pentateuchal wilderness accounts:

"Then he led out his people [from Egypt] like sheep, and guided them in the wilderness

like a flock" (Ps.78:52; cf.77:21[20]; Isa.40:ll;63:11-14' etc.).

(2) l,ove in the midbdr In Canticles, which reflects a pastoral milieu, we encounter

the motif "love in the mi/bdr." The beloved maiden "comes up from the dnfi @idbdr),
like a column of smoke, perfumed with myrrh and frankincense [an allusion to the

pillar of smoke of the wilderness tradition?l . . . leaning upon her beloved [shepherd]"
(Cant. 3:6; 8:5).

Another possible source is Ugaritic myth. The 'Anat cycle offers a rather crude

description of Ba'al's "love in dbr" with a heifer.loa Considering the circumstances,

dDr in this context cannot have the otherwise attested connotation '3ns1hsrwe1td."lOs

c. love in the Post-Exodus milbdr in Preexilic Prophets. The fusion of the motif
"love in the mi/bdr" with the wilderness sojourn tradition, a fusion found in the book

of Hosea and - presumably dependent on Hosea - in Jeremiah, played a decisive

role in the formulation of the hypothesis of an OT "desert ideal." In Hos. 1-3, and in

102. Gaster, 132 and n. 19; Porter, 3; Wellhausen, 198ff.
103. Mauser, 44.
to4. KTU,l.5 V l8-22.
105. Contra Driver, 107.
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this precise form only in these chapters,ltr the relationship between Israel and its God

is conceived as that between husband and wife. The unfaithful people (the wife) must

be subjected anew to the wilderness experience so that it may atone its sins there and

return in faithfulness to God (the husband) (Hos. 2:16-21[14-19]). This (return) trek

into the wilderness, however, is not set up as an aim per 5s,107 |u1 rather again as a

necessary transitional stage to be followed by reestablishment in the land: "From there

[the wilderness] I will give [back to] her her vineyards, and make the Valley of Achor

[an allusion to the Achan episode in Josh. 7, esp. v. 25] a door of hope" (Hos. 2:17[15]).

This employment of the motif combination love-mifudr is a subsidiary theme in the

book of Hosea and cannot be interpreted as the expression of a presumably prophetic

"deserl ideal." It testifies to a literary process, not a theological or existential idea.

The question must be raised, however, whether or not such a concept can be

discemed in Jeremiah. This prophet apparently inserted the God-people-love motif into
the tradition of the historical wilderness wanderings with an emphasis on the "waste-

land" aspect of midbdr rather than the "drift" aspect. Whereas Hosea focuses on the

husband's (God's) steadfast love for his spouse (Israel) (Hos. 2:16[4]; 13:5; cf. 9:10;

Dt. 32:10), Jeremiah emphasizes the devotion of the young people to their God.

Translated somewhat freely, and without the parallelismus membrorurn, the text reads

as follows: "I remember . . the love of your bridal period (hesed, 'ah"bil, how you

followed me into the 'eres mi/bdr in a land that was not sown" (Jer.2:2). Jeremiah is

referring here presumably to the first (positive) stage of wilderness wanderings, the

stage between the exodus and the Sinai theophany. For him, too, the wasteland is neither

a goal nor an ideal, but rather the transition from bondage to freedom, a situation Israel

will experience again in the future (Jer.3l:.2-6): "Thus says Yahweh: The people who

survived the sword [again] found grace in the midbd4 when I [God] let the people

Israel come to rest [in its land] . . . I loved you with an everlastinglove ('ahoba!'6ldm
'"habttk); therefore with steadfastlove (hesed) I have drawn you to me [cf. 2:2) . . .

for a [the] day will come when sentinels will call [out] in the hill country of Ephraim:
'Arise, let us go up to Zion, to Yahweh our God"' (cf. Isa. 2:5). From this we can

conclude that the book of Jeremiah also attests the understanding predominating in the

OT writings of a sojourn in the miSbdr as a transitory stage and prelude to the conquest,

and that it by no means is propagating any "desert ideal."
d. miQbdr in Postexilic Prophetic Writing. This is precisely the role played by the

word field miSbdr in the imagery of Deutero-Isaiah, who uses it extensively. The
prophet conceives postexilic events as a reflection of Israel's fundamental historical
experience: exodus, wilderness, conquest,los though with a shift of emphasis prompted

by the changed circumstances. Since with the destruction of the temple and the Baby-

lonian exile Israel had already passed through the stage ofcatharsis (e.g., Isa.40:1f.;
cf.4Ql76; Jer. 3l:1ff.), the new (typological) trek through the desert could be freed

I 06. Kaufmann, 93-95 [Heb.].
107. Contra Mauser, 44ff.; Wolff, ZThK, 48 (1951), 129-148.
108. B. W. Anderson, Festschrifi J. Muilenburg, 177-195.
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from the negative aspect of "rebellion" and the concomitant necessity of purification,

and invested instead with images of promise and hope. The blossoming, verdant

wasteland of the Isaianic vision of restitution (Isa. 35:1f.,6-10; 4l: l8f.; 43:l9f .; 48:21;

5l:3; cf. Ps. 107:33-38) contrasts with the'eres (mi/bdr) ld'z"rfr'A (Jer.2:2) of the

early period (e.g., Dt. 32:lO). God's mercy manifests iaelf in the restructuring of chaotic

nature and in the restitution of Israel to its land under a ruler from the house of David
(Isa. 55:3; cf . ch.32; Jer. l7:25 22:4;23:5;33:14-17; Hos. 3:5; Am. 9:ll).roe Neither

here nor in any other postexilic prophet (Ezekiel, Haggai, znchaiah, Malachi) do we

find an idealization of the desert or of the period of wilderness wanderings.

VIII. Qumran. The inclusion of the literature and theology of Qumran in a discus-

sion of the semantic field and fundamental meaning of midbdr in the OT is justified

by the following considerations: (a) The yabad commune exhibited a pronounced OT

orientation culminating in its self-understanding as the reestablished postexilic Israel.ll0
(b) The retreat of the founders of this group into the Judean desert, where they estab-

lished their community center, has resulted in their association (without convincing

evidence) with the Rechabites. (c) The messianic-millennial character of the yaha/ of

Qumran encouraged the interpretation of this group's desert life as an historical reali-

zation of the presumably OT eschatological ds5sft ldsal.lll
Against this background it is striking that the term miSbdr occurs only rarely in the

specific Qumran literature. K. G. Kuhnll2 records 12 occurrences of the word, some

of which are in tiny, unintelligible fragments. Only one mention of mi/bdr is a direct

reminiscence of Israel's desert trek, and it cites, most significantly, the extermination

of the unbelieving desert generation with direct mention both of Dt.9:23; Ps. 106:25:

"They hearkened not to the voice of their Maker . . . and they murmured in their tents

. . . and the anger of God was kindled against their congregation" (CD 3:5-9). The

authoritative character of CD prompts the conclusion that this isolated citation docu-

ments in a concentrated fashion the Qumranites' agreement with the majority of OT

writers in their depreciative attitude toward this period of wilderness wanderings. This

agreement also manifests itself in their understanding of their own retreat into the desert

as a transitory and preparatory stage in the reexperience of (self-imposed) exile and of
a renewed future establishment in the land, founded on the "New Covenant" which

God established with the "community of saints," yabad b"nA 'el (CD 6:19; 8:21;

lQpHab 2:3). The reestablishment of the "new Jerusalem" (Temple scroll) will be

preceded by a purificatory stage conceived on the model of the OT portrayal of the

wildemess wanderings: "At the end [of this new interim period] of forty years they

[the wicked] shall cease to exist lhammamrim yittammfi\ and no wicked man shall be

found on earth" (4QpPs,). The identification of the adversaries of the yahaQ with the

I 09. Talmon, Exi l - Dia.s po ra- Riic l,k e h r 3 1 -5 6.

I 1 0. Talmon, F ranlcfurter U niv ersitiitsreden, 42 (197 1), 7 l -83.
llt. See VI.2.a above.
l12. Kuhn, Konkordanzzu den Qwnrantexten.
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evil desert generation is made explicit by the reference to "forty years" (cf. CD 2o:14tr.)

and is further fortified by the employment of typical terminology borrowed from the

Pentateuchal traditions: mamfim (Nu. 20: 10,2 4; 27 :14; Dt. I :26,43 ; 9:7,23,24i 3l:27 ;

cf. Ps. 78:17,56; lO6:7,33,43; lO7 ll etc.) and yittammfr (Nu. l4:34-45; Dt. 2:14-16)'

Evocations of the mi/bdr motif from Deutero-Isaiah also play a role here. The

Qumranites applied to themselves the prophet's call to prepare God's way in the

wildemess (Isa. 40:3) and to live there as "penitents of the desert" (lAbe hammiSbdri

4QpPs.3:1)r13 according to the laws which had been revealed to them (lQS 9:19f.).

As "returners to the Torah" $Altm lattilri" 4QpPs' 2:lf.yru they will prepare them-

selves for the coming time of salvation: "They go into the desert for a season, to be

born again as the New Israel." lls The Qumran community did not develop any nomadic

way of life based exclusively on small livestock herds, although they may naturally

have kept sheep and goats to a limited extent. Archaeological evidence (water reservoirs

and irrigation works) testifies to an agricultural economy adapted to the ecological

conditions of the Judean desert and accommodated in the Qumran statutes (CD t0L;.tt0

Summarizing we can say that in the Qumran literature, consistent with OT evidence,

various aspects of miSbdr are fused. The desert was initially a place of refuge from

persecution for the yaha/believers. It became the locale of purification and preparation

for the new conquest of the land. The Qumranites, too, viewed the sojoum in the desert

as a provisional period, not as a goal, as an unavoidable hiatus along the way to their

goal, a rite of passage.llT Although John the Baptist presumably propagated a similar

agenda, one reflected in early Christian sources, it was only wittr the development of

the hermit movements that a theological conception crystallized within Christianity

which attibuted intrinsic value to the desert. 
Talmon

I13. Cf. H. J. Fabry, Die Wurzel SftB in der Qumran'Literatur. BBB, 46 (1975), 64'68.

il4. Cf. ibid.,28-32.
l15. Cross, Thc Ancient Library of Qumran,56.
I16. For further discussion cf. F. F. Bruce, "Preparation in the Wilderness: At Qumran and

in the NT," Int, 16 (1962),280-291.
ll7. Talmon, Biblical Motifs, 62f .
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I. Etymology and Distribution. The root mdd, which in Hebrew constitutes the

basis of the forms md/a/, middd, maQ, and mEma!, is attested in almost all the Semitic

languages, although in many cases the verification of homographs is difficult, especially

in Akkadian (madddu IUnl, naddnur), Ugaritic (mildfrm), and Hebrew (middb). At a

later stage in the development of Hebrew, the secondary prefixing of aleph-ptosthe-

ticum to the root generated the verbal root'md.z
l. Akkadian. The root mdd aheady occurs in several different forms in Old Akkadian

texts. The verb madddu / (with no relation to mqdddu II, "to love," or madtulu III, "to
escape") means "to measure" in the broadest sense of the term,3 with most of its
attesiations occurring in agricultural-mercantile contexts: measuring out grain,a beer,s

measuring off wood,6 a field,7 or a boundary.8 It thus includes not only the comparison

of objects with given standards (a measuring reede) and weights, but also the measuring

and meting out of portions partitively from given quantities. The term madadu ap-

parently encompasses the entire process.lO

Measuring is an important activity in house construction.ll Later texts also speak

of the magical measuring of a person.l2 Marduk is said to measure the waters of the

sea.l3 Several equivocal attestations use the verb to mean "measure off," perhaps in

the sense of "to terminate": Enki is to "measure off (= intemrPt)" a canal with

sludge.la This semantic valence also manifests itself in the "mene tekel" passage in

Dnl. 5:25ff.
In addition to the verb, Akkadian also attests several nominal forms: already Old

Bab. middatum/mindatum, "measure," both in the sense of a standard unit and instru-

ment of measurement as well as an overall measurement (e.g., of heaven).|5 Early

md/a1. J. Reider, ..1!ll in Job 7 a," JBL,39 (1920), 60-65; W. Thiel, "Zur gesellschaftlichen

Stellung iesmuduin Ugarit," U4 12 (1980), 349-356; J. Trinquet, "M6trologie Biblique"'DBS,
V (1951, 1212-1250; P. Vargyas, "Le mudu ir Ugarit: Ami du roi?" UE 13 (1981)' 165-179;

O. Wahl, "G<ittliches und menschliches Messen: Zur Botschaft von Sacharja 2,5-9," Kiinder des

Wo rt e s. F e st s chr ift J. S c h re ine r (Wiirzburg, 1982), 25 5 -27 2.

l. Cf. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962), 98.

2. Cf. WTM, r,94.
3. AHw, rl (1972), 571; CAD, Xll (1977\, 5-9.
4. Ct. VAB,5 (1913, rePr. 1971), 535.

5. vAS (1983),6,104, 14.

6. Cf. H. Zmmem, ..Assyrische chemisch-technische Rezepte," ZA, N.s. 3L361 (1924125),

202,50.
7.G.Dossin, CorrespondencedeSamii-Adduetdesesfils.ARM,l(1949,repr. 1978),7,44.
8. R. F. Harper, ABL, 62l,lO.
9. S. H. Langdon, Die neubabylonischen Kdnigsinschrifien. VAB, 4 (1912), 62,27 '
10. See the entries in CAD.
l l. G. Dossin, "Tablette administrative," Textes divers. Festschrifi A. Parrot. ARM, Xlll

(1964), 7 , t5.
12. cT 17,15,2t.
13. Mcc, 134,241;138, 309; cf. Job 38:5; Isa.40:12.
14. CT 32.4 XII, 25; cf . BWL,36, 100.

15. AHv,,II, 650.
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occurrences are also attested for namaddum,/naman.dum, ..measuring 
vessel,',16 and

namdattum, "something measured."lT Not until Middle Babylonian is the term
mddidu/mandidu, "measuring official (for grain, etc.)," attested,li an official engaged
in the immediate vicinity of the temple. His office mdditfrtu/mandidfrtu was bestowed
as sinecure or compensation.lg

Herbert Huffmon has noted that Amorite personal names constructed from this verbal
root also suggest the meaning "to help.',20

2. ugaritic. The root mdd itself does not occur in Ugaritic, although it might have
provided the basis for the plural form mdm2t and the noun md,..cloak."zz

The term md/mudu occurs frequently in administrative texts from Ugarit, especially
in lists ofroyal servants, where it refers perhaps to a vocational group of ..surveyors,"i:
"measurers" or cultic custodians of weights and measures (since th"r" *"r. protected
by divine sanction),2a or more generally "courtiers.,'2s This designation, however, is
also frequently derived from Akk. zdfi, "to know,"26 or ydd, ,,tolove.,,27 

That this is
not the case, however, is suggested by the lists themselves,28 in which these officials
are classified with status equal to that of craftsmen, especially builders and lower
military officials, but below that of priests and merchants; thus th" t".* is apparently
not referrilg to the highest "counselors" and closest ..friends', (..privy councilor,,) of
the king.ze

The reading "refugee," from madadu III, "to esc&pe,"3o does not fit the context in
most cases. Although they are classified above all other groups in some lists,3l this
may be a result of the peculiar nature of the lists themselves. Winfred Thiel32 identifies
mdm as a specific vocational group (?) that was elevated from its previous status to a
privileged position. However, this cannot be supported by more specific evidence, nor

16. AHw,11,725.
17. AHw,11,727.
18. AHw,II, 572.
19. For documentation, sen AHw.
20. For a listing, see ApNM, 229.
21. UT no. 1427.
22. UT no. 1423; IUUS, no. 1516.
23. UT no. 1427.
24. J. Gray, "Feudalism in Ugarit and Early Israel,,, ZAW 64 (1g52),50f.; cf. idem, The

Legacy of Canaan. SW, 5 (1965),214.
25. P. Xella, "Lexicographische Randbemerkungen," UF, 12 (lgg}),452.
26. P. Jensen, "Akkadisch mydfri, ZA, N.s. lt35i (1924), 124-'t3Z; i.. N. O. Mettinger, So/o_

monic State Officials. CB, 5 (197 l), 63-69.
27. M. L. Heltzer, Semitskie jaryki, 2fi (1965),335_35g; J. Nougayrol, pRU, Vt, l5l.
28. E.g., KTU, 4.38; 4.47:4.99.

_ 29.E. A. Speiser, "Akkadian Documents from Ras shamra," JAos,75 (1955), 163; cf.
Vargyas: "one guild among others."

30. Cf. A. Goetze, The ktws of Eshnunna. AASOR,3I (1956), lll.
31. KTU, 4.69;4.103.
32. U4 t2 (1980), 349_3ss.
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does it seem particularly probable. P. Vargyas33 identifies mdm as a frequently men-
tioned social group belonging to a class of attendants with medium social status,34

obligated to pay tributes or fees on the basis of certain investitures. Vargyas makes the
etymological connection with the Nuzi term muddu, "amount of tribute, payment
quota,"35 from the root madddu, "measure." The geminate form, however, makes a
precipitous comparison with mdm difficult.

Ugaritic also attests personal names with mdd, "measure, measure out, help," e.g.,
ymd and ilmd, the latter of which perhaps also reflects Akk. ili-ma-addu, "my god,
verily, is Addu."36

3. Other Semitic Languages. This root is widely distributed in the other Semitic
languages. Although Syr. md, "follow after, flee from,"37 likely does not derive from this
root38 (cf. madidu III), South Semitic has preserved some interesting semantic aspects:
OSAmdd, "to measure," "standard, time period";3e Arab. madda, "spread out, stretch
out," IV "to help, grant a respite," VI + VItr, "stretch, extend"; madd, "extension";
mudd, "measure of quantity" ; mudda, "period of time"; madad, "succor, aid" ; mafrd,
"extended," etc.; and Tigrd m"dda, "spread out, stretch out," to "attack, strike."a0

Within this South Semitic linguistic sphere the meaning "extend, stretch, stretch
out" has preserved a semantic specification that undeniably belongs in the immediate
vicinity of the original meaning, even if in view of the East Semitic findings it cannot
actually constitute that meaning itselfll (cf. the hithpael in Hebrew). This semantic
component also justifies the etymological association of ma/, "cloak,"+z with mdd
(= madddu D.

4. Distribution in the OT. The verb md/al occurs 52 times in the Hebrew OTa3: 43
times in the qal, 3 in the niphal, 4 in the piel, and once each in the hiphil and hithpael.
Abraham Even-Shoshan ccunts 53 occurrences, since he also counts Hab. 3:6.aa As its
distribution clearly shows, the verb definitely belongs to late OT vocabulary: 36
occurrences in Ezekiel (primarily Ezk.4O42); one each in Deutero-Isaiah, Trito-Isaiah,
Zechariah, Ruth, and Job; the few occurrences in the Pentateuch can be attributed to

33. UE 13 (198r), 165-179.
34. tbid., 169.
35. M. Mtiller, "Einige bemerkenswerte Urkunden aus Tell al-Fabbar zur altmesopotamischen

Rechts-, Sozial-, und Wirtschaftsgeschichte," WO, 9 (1977),30.
36. PNU,40.156.
37. lzxSyr 374.
38. Contra HAL, ll (1995),547.
39. ContiRossini, 175.
40. TigrWb, I4l; Leslau, Contributions, 30.
41. Contra J. L. Palache, Semnntic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959),

43.
42. KBL3,5t8; DISO, 142.
43. Lisowsky, 752f.
44. A New Concordance of the OT (Jertsalem,219901, 622.
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P. Later redactors are also responsible for the occurences inDt.2l:2; Jer. 3l:37;33:22,
as well as those in the Deuteronomistic history: 2 S. 8:2 (twice); I K. 17:21. The
remaining occurrences are Hos. 2:l(Eng. l:10);45 Ps.60:8(6); 108:8(7;.+0 Thus Hos.
2:l(1:10) likely constitutes the earliest and perhaps only preexilic occurence.

The term middi also occurs 53 times and is part of late OT vocabulary (25 times
in Ezekiel;6 in P; 5 in the Deuteronomistic history; ll in the Chronicler's history);
maQ occurs 12 times (7 in the Deuteronomistic history, also in P and Job); Ps. 109:18;
133:2 attest perhaps the earliest occurrences. Ier. 13:25 exhibits textual difficulties.
Considering the parallels in the Chronicler's work, 2 S. 2l:20;23:21 should probably
also read middA.aT Finally, the term mdmaQ (cf. Akk. namaddu, "measuring vessel"48)
occurs only in Job 38:5, and is thus also postexilic.

5. Structural Vaiations. In more than two thirds of its occurrences, the verb mddad
is used in factitive, largely consecutive forms, and thus within the framework of
narrative texts and descriptions. In most instances human beings are the subject: the
Israelites (e.g., Ex. 16:18; Nu.35:5;Ezk.43:10); Boaz (Ruth 3:15); David (2 S.8:2);
the judges and elders (Dt. 2l:2). The verb mAM thus refers to an actual procedure

from the daily life of human beings. This is reflected in the fact that God occurs only
3 times as its subject: Isa. 65:7 (Yahweh); Ps. 60:8(6); 108:8(7) (al6him). The fi in
Ezekiel's temple vision and in Znchaiah's third vision, with 30 + I occurrences,
constitutes more than half of all occurrences by itself. Considering this latter usage,

one might suspect that mdSa/ is a legal term.4e Direct objects are usually given without
the particle, though occasionally with'e/ (Dt.2lt2) or'e!(ZEc.2:6121; Ezk.40). The
process of measuring off something is indicated by min (Ezk. 40:23), that of measuring
by comparison with a given standard by the particle b'(Ex.16:18) or k" (Ezk.40:35),
and that of measuring out somethingby 'al (Isa. 65:7).

The noun middhis combined with the cardinal number 'ahag "one measure" (= "an
equal measure"; e.9., 8x.26:2,8;36:9) and with the ordinal number idnt1, "the second
measure" (Neh. 3). A corresponding hammiddd hdri'i6nd, "the flust [= earlier] stan-

dard" (2 Ch. 3:3), implies a purely historical connotation. Other construct combinations

45. This occurrence is considered a product of the exilic period by O. Procksch, Theologie
des ATs (Giitersloh, 1950), 160 (cf. also idem, Die kleinen prophetischen Schiften vor dem Exil.
ErlAfierungen zum AT 6 [Calw, 1910, repr. 1929]); K. Budde, Geschichte der althebriiischen
Literatur (Leipzig,2lq{)r,73t. (cf. idem, Das prophetische Schrtfaum [Ttbingen, 2tgZZl);t.tl.
Robinson, Die zwdlf kleinen Propheten: Hosea bis Micha. HAT XtV C1954), rn /oc. Both H. W.
Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 25-27, and W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XIill (1966), in
/oc., think Hos. 2: I f.(l:l Of.) reflects genuine words of the prophet Hosea used by a later compiler.

46.H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), in loc., ascrlbes a provenance
after 587. J. Wellhausen, The Book of Psalms (Eng. trans., New York, 1898), and W. Staerk,
Lyrik (Psalmen, Hoheslied, und Verwandtes). SAI llVl (1920), consider it a product of the
Maccabean period.

47. Cf. KBL3,5t9.
48. AHw,11,725.
49. Cf. discussion below.
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are ii middi, "man of stature" (Isa. 45:14) and'ani| midd61(Nu. l3:32); cf. also bA1

midd1t, "spacious house" (Ier.22:14). These last examples show that middi can take

on adjectival properties. Further construct combinations include the designations for
the various measuring instruments: bebel middi Qac.2:5[ll), qaw hammiddd, "mea-

suring line" (Jer. 31:39), and q'nEh harnmiddi, "measuring reed" (Ezk. 40,42).The

term midda is used as nomen rectum to ydmim' "measure of days" (= "span of life")
(Ps. 39:5[4]), and to various objecs associated with buildings: ia'ar "gate" (Ezk.

4O:2lf .); bayiT "temple" (Ezk. 42:15); mizbEal.t, "lltet" (Ezk. 43: l3); and gdzi1, "hewn

stones" (1 K. 7:9,11). Finally, Neh. 5:4 mentions midda!hammelef,, "king's standard"

(= "tax"; cf. also 'elen hammele\ "royal standard weight," in 2 S. 14'26s0).Con-

sidering the preceding discussion,5l it does not seem advisable to conclude on the basis

of this passage the presence of an etymologically independent tetm middd II.sz

Aram. middd or mindd (Ezr- 4:13,20;6:8;7:24) also occurs with this meaning.

6. Synonyms. Synonyms for the verb include zrh tr, "to measure otr" (- "examine");

kfil in connection with measure of quantity' "to measure" (= "contain' hold"); and

tikkEn, "determine the measure of something," whereby the connotation "examine"

also clearly resonates. Of a purely descriptive nature is the term ndtA, "stretch out,"

used with qaw (e.g., Job 38:5; Isa.44:13): "stretch out a measuring line" (as a legal

tenn esp. in Isa. 34:11).

The subst. middt apparently has no real synonyms, since qaw, qdneh, pd1il, heQel,

and hfit all refer to measuring instruments, the latter ("line") occurring in this sense

only in connection with the temple pillars (l K. 7:15; Ier. 52:21). The only possibility

is perhaps malkAne!, "measurement, proportion," which does, however, refer clearly

to measurements in a cultic context (Ex. 30: anointing oil; Ezk. 45: I l: standard meas-

ures in connection with offerings).
Finally, ma/is a general term for "clothing" and is similar to terms such as +'Ill

begeS @eghedh), + uf) ldbEi, and kesfi!.

7. Ln(. The LXX renders mAdad largely with metretn (4 times) and its compounds

diametrein (36 times!) andelqnetrein (3 times). In contrast, midddisrenderedby mitron
(36 times) and diam6tr0sis (4 tirnes); isolated renderings occur with drithmos,

gedmetrikis, symmetr1s, and other terms; mad, understood as a piece of clothing, is

nonetheless given various interpretations: mandlas (5 times), himdtion (twice),

lampdnE, and chitdn (once each); mEmay' is rendered by mitron.

ll. l. Secular Usage. As the previous discussion suggested, mAdad and middd for
the most part occur with the completely concrete meanings of "to measure" and

50. -r JlN 'eben ('ebhen),1,50.
51. See I.l above.
52. Ct. GesB,399; HAI. 11,548; F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, "Haushalt und Heerwesen im

aksiimiti schen Reich, " J ah rbu c h fii r W n s c haft s g e s chic hte, I 9 67 12, 3 I 1 t.
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"measure, standard," frequently specified more closely by familiar units of measure-
ment: cubit, bath, kor.53 A purely secular usage of these teffns can no longer be clearly
distinguished. The most likely candidates are those occurrences in whrch middd is used
with quasi-adjectival force in construct combinations with the meaning of a genitive
of quality.s4 Within the framework of the Yahwistic reconnaissance report a Priestly
redactor calls the original inhabitants of Canaan "people of great size" (Nu. 13:32).
I Ch. 20:6 also alludes to the colossal size of these people; the par. mA/6n, "quarrel-
some," in 2 S.2l:20 should be emended according to l Chronicles. Isa.45:14 calls
the Sabeans of South Arabia "tall of stature," and I Ch. I I :23 mentions a giant Egyptian
whom Benaiah, one of David's mighty men, slew. Here, too, the par. mar'eh, "[pleasing]
of appearance" (2 S. 23:21) should be emended accordingly. All these examples dis-
close the narrator's intention of ponraying Yahweh's salvific actions as ever greater
and mightier. Any person, however, who intends to undertake something great "beyond
measure," such as Jehoiakim's plans to build a bA1 midd67 must be mindful of the
criticism of the prophet (Jer.22:14).

2. Cultic Building Plans. Tltese terms occur with particular frequency in connection
with cultic building plans and descriptions.

a. Tabernacle and Ark.In the Priestly account of the making of the holy tabernacle,ss
the ark,s6 and the tabernacle equipment (Ex. 25:10-40), the terms mdQaQ and middi
do not occur despite numerous detailed dimensions. In all these cases the dimensions
themselves are indicated numerically. Only 4 passages speak of curtains and drapes,
which are to be made according to the "same measure" (middd 'aha7 Ex. 26:.2,8;
36:9,15). These are to serve the complicated covering above the miikfrn, and thus come
from the redaction of Ps, which amplified the Priestly description of the holy tabernacle
on the basis of the postexilic Second Temple. "Contrary to the intentions of the Priestly
design, these additions make the tent sanctuary conform to the accoutrements of the
postexilic temple. . . . This adaptation of the Priestly design to the realities of the temple
shows that in the postexilic period the tent sanctuary of Sinai was understood as the
prototype and reflection of the Jerusalem temple."sz The wooden miikdn, howeveq is
yet ambiguous from an architectural perspective (seld'617) regarding its intended coun-
terpart within the edifice of the postexilic temple.58

b. Solomonic Temple. The consistency regarding standard dimensions characteristic
of the Priestly writing is also emphasized in connection with the Solomonic temple.
Both cherubim in the d"f;trhad the "same measure" and the "same form" (qesef;'ehfr{,
I K. 6:25), as did the ten stands (m"f,on61, 1:37, uncertain text?). The stones for

53. Cf. BRL2,204ff.
54. Cf . GK $ l28s,t.
55. + );rN '6het (t,118-t30).
56. -+ J)lN -rbn (1,363-374).
57. Cf. V. Fitz, Tempel und klt WMANT 47 (19'17), 122, t65f .
58. On the construction of this span of curtains, cf. B. Pelzl, "Das Zeltheiligtum von Ex

25tt.," u4 7 (t97s), 379-387.
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Solomon's palace were also to be hewn "with quadrilateral evenness" (NRSV "ac-

cording to measure"; I K 7:9,11; 6:36 and 7:12 speak only of gdztlfor the stones of
the encompassing walls), probably also the stones for the temple, which according to

the problematical and perhaps secondary verse I K. 6:7 were already prepared at the

quarry. Perhaps, however, the expression'elen-i"ldmd massd'is describing the stones

as "unhewn"se as a characterization of their numinous integrity and the builders' artistic

and technical skill. Solomonic wall construction has been preserved especially in

Megiddo.m An archaic standard (middi hariidnh,2 Ch. 3:3) was probably still used

in connection with the Solomonic temple.
c. Ezekiel's "Draft Constitution." The largest and most concentrated accumulation

of occurrences of md/aj and middh is found in Ezekiel's "draft constitution" (Ezk.

4H8). In Ezekiel's great vision of the new temple and the new land, an 'ii leads the

prophet through the temple area and presents to him the layout in a series of silently

executed measurement procedures explicated only by brief remarks. The prophet is

probably concerned primarily with contrasting this new cultic layout - as the ideal,

pure, and cultically appropriate locus of the cult - with the preexilic temple environs.

Chs. 40-48 do not constitute a literary-critical unit. Hartmut Gese6l and after him
Walther Zimmerli62 have illuminated the literary prehistory involved and shown that

the numerous additions to the text corrected the flust draft of the vision "consistently

according to the historical structures of the Second Temple."0:
(1) As far as specifics are concerned, the text's basic layer consists of a "guidance

vision" (40:l-37,47-49;41:l-4) (with 26 occlurences of our root) which has been

reworked and expanded at least five times. In contrast, Ernst VogFa postulates a smaller

fundamental text (40:l-2; 43:4-7a; 47:.l-12) that underwent three expansions: 40-42
(extensive temple description); !,!-4,$ (sllsnsive collection of laws); and 4748 (ad-

dendum concerning the holy land and holy city). Vogt's point of departure, however,

is problematical, since even the literary-critical break he postulates in 4O:2,3 cannot be

carried through. Ezk.4O:3 follows upon 40:l seamlessly through the stylistic device

of repetition.6s Actually, 40:2 does seem (contra Gese, Zimmerli, and Vogt) to contain

a later insertion.
(2) An initial amplification inserts a description into the guidance vision (41:5-15a;

42:15-20 47:l-12) (with 13 occurences of our root), which complements the basic

59. HAL,II,548; M. Noth, Kdnige 1-16. BK,Ix/I C1983), 116.

60. Cf. Y. Yadin, "New Light on Solomon's Megiddo," BA, 23 (1960),62-68; idem, "The
Megiddo Stables," Nelson Glueck Memorial Volume. Erlsr 12 (1975),57-62 [Heb.l; D. Us-
sishkin, "King Solomon's Palace and Building 1723 in Megiddo," IEJ, 16 (1966), 174-186. -+

l)X 'epen ('ebhen) (I, 48-51); e ;'lDln hbmA @h6mah) (1Y,267-271); + IIll hasap, Y, 126,

rt.3 @azt).
61. Der Verfassungsentwurf des Ezechiel (Kap. 4048) traditionsgeschichtlich untersucht.

BHTL,2s (1957).
62. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 547-553.
63. Gese, 108.

64. Untersuchungen zutn Buch Ezechiel. AnBibl,95 (1981).

65. Cf. C. Kuhl, "Die 'Mederaufnahme' - ein literarkritisches Prinzip?" ZAW, @ (1952)' l-11.
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outline presented in the vision itself. Neither account mentions any dimensions regard-

ing height!
(3) Within the later expansions (according to Zimmerli) one can distinguish a ndfi'

("prince") stratum (44:l-3; 45:21-25;46::l-12) and a "Zadokite" stratum (M:6-16,28'
30a; 45:13-15) with additions (M:17-27,30b,31; 45:l-9), all of which probably origi-
nated completely outside the context of the present tradition. Neither stratum contains

any occurences of our root, and neither contains any reminiscence of the numerous

measuring procedures. Additions inserted possibly at the same time (43:1-l l;48:l-29)
attest 2 occurrences of the root.

(4) Further redactional activity toward the end of the exile worked in additional

texts reflecting the growing disputes concerning priorities between Zadokites and

Levites, especially texts more sharply delimiting sacred areas within the sanctuary itself
(42:l-14;43:12-17;45:l-9;46:16-24;48:30-35) (with 6 occrurences of our root).

(5) A fourth redaction stresses the notion of atonement in the postexilic cult (no

occurrences of our root).
(6) The section encompassing4l:l5b-26 (with 1 occurrence) offers a description of

the temple interior and constitutes an extraneous element in the course of the narrative.

Despite indications of dimensions (v. 22), madad and middi do not occur at all (cf.,

however, v. 17tr).
Gese67 already noticed that the alternation between stative and factitive verbal forms

seems to exhibit literary-critical significance. Actually, this is even more evident than

Gese suspected. The basic stratum uses the narrative wayydm\Q so consistently that

Zimmerli speaks in this context of a "measurement formula" (cf. 40:5,6,8,9,10,13)' In
most instances the object is indicated by the accusative particle ?e1, although this can

be omitted even when the object is definite (e.g., 40:20).04 Only twice does the basic

stratum use the stative with waw (40:24,35), where accordingly the accusative particle

4 does not appear. These exceptions are appalently not caused by the immediately

preceding guidance formula (cf. also 4O:28,32;41:l), nor are they secondary. In con-

trast, the frst reworking (2) uses majaS consistently in the stative (41:13,15; 42:16-20),

although not in 41:5 nor in the section 47:l-12, where factitive consecutives appe:u

(47:3-5). While the isolated stative exceptions can be attributed to the increasing

linguistic malleability of later Hebrew, the findings in 47:l-12 suggest that this section

either belongs yet to the basic stratum itself or - if it does indeed belong to the first
stratum of reworking - it has come from a different redactor.6e As a parallel example,

cf.2 K.23:4-20. The 2 occurrences within the ndst'stratum (3) (Ezk. 43:10; 48:16)

and the 6 occurrences in stratum (4) are strikingly different from the previous findings.

66. See following discussion.
67. Pp.29tf.
68. Cf . ibid., 15.
69. Conceming the displacement of narrative verbal forms by statives + waw, cf. G. Beer-

R. Meyer, Hebrciische Grammatiklll (Berlin, 31972),46f. On the literary-critical valence of these

forms, cf. W. Gross, "Otto Rossler und die Diskussion um das althebriiische Verbalsystem," BM
l8 (1982),68f. and n. 167.
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The verb is used only twice. In 43:10, Israel is to measure, and in 45:3 Ezekiel; all the

other occurrences involve the substantive. There the section encompassing 48:30-35
(4) is even more of an anomaly in that it tses middd absolutely as a standard indication

of "measure."
Finally, the use of middbt in stratum (6) in 4l:17 is also of literary-critical signifi-

cance, since here, apart from text-critical difficulties, the term must have a different

meaning. Standing isolated at the end of the verse the term midd61 is probably a

secondary textual insertion, since it is not yet attested by the LXX tradition. G. R.

Drive/o and ZimmerliTl have suggested various solutions. Zimmerli suspects that

middbl here means "measured off area, strip, field," a "geometrical division of the

ornamented area into precise fields."72 However, this semantic peculiarity of middd as

a "(flat) surface dimension" raises serious questions, since it is otherwise understood

only in the sense of "linear measurement" (it hrst occurs as a "[flat] surface dimension"

only during the rabbinic periodT3); furthermore, the "impossible" insertion into the

present context begs the question of its elimination.Ta Finally, midddl cannot be taken

as part of v. 18,7s i.e., "gigantic figures," since that prompts further changes in MT.76

Although it seems highly likely that the differing formal usage within the individual

strata also generates semantic shifts, this is difficult to demonsffate.

Within the guidance vision, mAda4 apparently serves as a structural element for the

vision account itself, consolidated into the "measurement formula" especially in the

formwayyam6d(alongside the "guidance formula" waye\t'Ent,40:17,28,32,35,48; less

frequently as wayydsE', 40:1,3; wayy\lif;dni, 40:24). Vogt takes a different view: "This

activity of guiding and measuring is simply a stylistic device designed to render a vivid
visual account of the carefully conceived temple outline. The temple outline itself was

not given in a vision, but is rather the result of considerable reflection and precise

calculations."T1 Tlte'iJ incorporates the prophet, as a witness of this proclamatory

testimony, into the series of measurements, whereby this "measuring" now becomes

a common activity shared by the fi and the prophet. The measurement procedures

extend from the external gates to the interior ones, and thence to the outer courts,

aiming all the time at an overall survey of the temple edifice-

In three measurement processes its vestibule (vv.48f.), main hall (41:1f.) and inner

sanctuary (41:3f.) are described. In the case ofthis last structure, for the first time on the

whole progress through the temple a brief word of interpretation is heard from the man

70. "Linguistic and Textual Problems: Ezekiel," Bibl, 19 (1938), 184f.; "Ezekiel: Linguistic
and Textual Problems," Bibl, 35 (1954), 306.

71. P. 384.
72. rbid., 387.
73. Cf. WTM,lll,25.
74. With J. Ziegler, Ezechiel. Septuaginta: Vetus Tbstamentum Graecum, 16/l (Gdttingen,

219'17); H. F. Fuhs, Ezechiel2. EB (1988); Gese, 176. Contra Zimmerli. There is no need then

to eliminate the entire verse. Cf. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1970), 535 and n. I l.
75. G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel. ICC (1936, repr. l95l),450.
76. Ibid., 455.
77. P. 137.
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who . . . has hitherto completed the whole process of guidance and measurement in silence.

From the point of view bf form, too, this is a goal of the whole leading of the prophet

from the periphery of the temple buildings to thJthreshold of the innermost, central part.78

The actual measurement is carried out by means of a pdlil and a qen€h hammiddk

(40:3,5; stratum 2 speaks of a qaw, 47:3; Znc. 2:512:ll speaks of a helel middh),

measuring instruments suitable for both longer and shorter distances.Te In what follows

the unit of measurement is first the "rod" (qdneh, Ezk. 40:4-8), then consistently the
..cubit" ('ammd).to For any attempt at determining the theological significance of these

relatively vivid measurement processes (exception: Ezk. 40:5), both the point of de-

parture and goal of the measurements as well as the accompanying interpretation given

ty the fi (41:4: zeh qd/ei haqq"8d.iirn, "This is the most holy place") are of particular

importance. The measured dimensions are also of consequence, since in addition to the

individual valences (the number twenty-five and multiples; rhythm of creation, etc')81

they seem to express the "mysterious symmetry and proportion" relating to the temple

complex.82 Finally, one must also consider that the outer court and the l"idk6! along

the outer wall are merely described, but not "measured" (40:17f.). This yields the

following conclusions for the interpretation of md/a{:
(l) In both proximity to and distance from tradition, these measurement processes

reveal new proportions and pure dimensions. The term mddad becomes an indirect

term of revelation.
(2) Zimmerlicorrectly points out83 that the fi is involved in measuring a divine work,

not a human work, and to that extent this activity takes on the character of a promise.

(3) ps. 48: 13-15(12-14) shows that the goal of any precise examination of the temple

is to proclaim Yahweh's greatness. Thus here, too, the activity of measuring is ultimately

directed toward proclamation (cf. Ezk. 40:4: haggE/).

(4) The measuring process subdivides the overriding process of guidance from the

outer gate to the holy of holies. In measured stages the human being draws closer and

closeito that goal, so as to "measure" its significance for himself. "The orientation

towards the holy is unmistakably expressed as guidance for man'"84

(5) The process of measuring implies the process by which Yahweh takes possession

of the temple complex as he enters his sanctuary from the east. Since the secular areas

are not counted as part bf this separated area, neither are they measured.

(6) Finally, this "measuring" could also become a representation of the rhythm of
creation.

78. Zimmerli,343.
79. For extrabiblical examples of these instruments, cf. E. D. Van Buren' "The Rod and

Ring," ArOr 17 (1949),434-450.
80. cf. R. B. Y. Scott, "Weights and Measures of the Bible," 8A,22 (1959),22-40;Zimmerli,

349.
81. Vogt takes a different view of this.
82. Zimmer]i,344.
83.Ibid.,361.
84. Idem.
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The first redactional stratum functions to supply previously missing dimensions

(41:5,13,15 concerning the temple itself, and 42:16-20 concerning the temple complex).

Here the term mdQa/ exhibits the additional connotation of a separation of the holy

from the secular. ln 47:3-5,the same (?) redaction portrays by means of ever increasing

dimensions the rapid enlargement of the temple spring from its modest beginnings,

employing the term mddad.in a clearly disparate fashion.

The additions made in connection with the nc.fi'stratum in 43:l-ll look back at

the concluded measurements, pick up on them, and now speak explicitly of the entry

of Yahweh's kdb6d as he moves to take possession of the temple. In view of this

theophany the following conclusion is drawn from the original proclamatory com-

mission (40:4) to the prophet. The "measurement" (= proclamation) of the sanctuary

and of the accompanying commencement of Yahweh's salvific activity along with
the people's own measuring on the same pattern is intended to effect "shame"

(43:10f.),8s a renewed reflection on the appropriate way to conduct oneself with

regard to the holy. Finally, 48:16 - completely aside from the intention of the original

guidance vision and its initial amplification - speaks of the dimensions (midd6!) of
the city. Within the framework of a land allocation list the system of spheres of graded

sanctity is to be extended beyond the actual temple area. The fourth sffatum of
additions also tries to accommodate itself stylistically to the traditional material here:

43:13 speaks of the middill of the altar; a pre-Priestly addendum to the land allocation

list (45:3, standing at the wrong location) speaks of "measuring off" land for the

sanctuary from that apportioned the priests. This qualifies the priests' land as a sacred

sphere (cf.48:12).86
d. Nehemiah.In the postexilic period the term middhin connection with construction

plans is attested in Neh. 3. Here the term apparently refers to "sections" of the city

wall which are not identified more specifically but whose location was probably

familiar, and which were assigned to various city families for repair. Work on the city

wall was distributed across many groups whose appointed sections variously were

situated "next to the other" ('al-ya16fid/Am, vv. 2,4,5, and passim). The list of those

who built the wall is amplified by the insertion of a second list of those who - in

stereotypical formulation-repaired a middd iEntl $v. 11,19,20,21,24,27'30). This

refers apparently to the repair of a "second section" after the corresponding builder

had already fulfilled his construction quota (compare v. 21 with v. 4; v. 24 with v. 18;

v. 27 with v. 5; v. 30 with v. 8). This second list of those who were over-zealous

probably comes from a second listing which was unsystematically inserted. For vv.

19,20 the preceding "first section" is not mentioned, and for v. 1l it is added subse-

quently in vv. 23 and 31. Finally, two repair sections are reported for Meshullam in

vv. 3 and 30 without either being designated x middd i€nt1. Tltts makes an additional

semantic connotation for middi izn{ unlikely.

85. -J ob: klm,lY.Z.b (vII, 191-94).

86. On the special meaning of midd61 in the sixth stratum of additions, see the previous

discussion on Ezk. 4l:17.
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3. lnnd Measuremen. It is astonishing that the terms md/a! and middi do not
appear at all in the boundary and land registers concerning the land Israel. This may

be because these land-register lists were already set long before our root became fixed
in Hebrew language usage, although perhaps also because mddad is apparently not
suited for secular application. This is supported by the fact that mdiai occurs only in
connection with the measuring off of levitical cities,87 and in that context more specifi-
cally concerning the measuring off of the surrounding area (migrai, Nu. 35:5). The
parallel lists of levitical cities and cities of refuge (Josh. 21 and I Chr. 6) speak in
nonspecific fashion of "given" instead of "measured off" (na1an min, e.9., Josh. 21:3

par. Nu. 35:2 par. 1 Ch. 6:,10[55]). It seems that this measuring off, in contrast to the

more neutral "marking a boundary" (r7, Nu. 34:7,8,10), is to emphasize the function-
ally intended separation of these cities.

Although md/aQ occrxs in the land allocation list in E,zk 47:1348:29 (at 47:18), it is
obviously the result of scribal error; although it could be understood as an allusion to the

measuring of the temple complex, it stands quite out of context in the present text.88

4. lzgal Contexts. The terms mAdod and middi occur in a few legal contexts in the

OT. In the Holiness Code, middA is used in a prohibition against doing wrong in
judgment, in middA, weights (miiqdl), and quantity (meifird; Lev. 19:35). Although in
this context middh is easily understood as "linear measure," its appearance in this legal
sequence is somewhat surprising, since the following, explicative v. 36 as well as the

parallel stipulations in Dt.25:13ff. speaks only of weights and measures of quantity
(cf. also Ezk. 45:1Off.; in contrast, the cultic sphere is treated differently: I Ch.23:29).

Dt.2l:2 $es mddad in what is apparently a very old legal passage: "If, in the land
that Yahweh your God is giving you to possess, a body is found lying in open country,
and it is not known who struck the person down, then your elders and your judges shall

come out to measure the distances to the towns that are near the body." In this way
one should determine which community is obligated to atone the capital guilt. Yet even

the process of measuring off shows that this "magical procedure"8e comes from a very
early period in which the field areas were not yet legally fixed in land registers.

The 2 occurrences in 25.8:2 (Deuteronomistic history) allude to the context of martial
law. In a punitive sanction against the Moabites, David "measures" the prisoners so as to
have two thirds put to death and one third spared. To view as an act of "mercy" David's
stipulation that a "full" (m"ld') thild be spared borders on sarcasm.s The division of
prisoners into thirds was probably based on a stipulation of martial law no longer known
to us in its specifics. Actually, the fact that David carried out this stipulation by measuring

as opposed to counting off leaves more room for humanitarian mitigation.

87. -+ !'!) lewi, lY (vII, 494-96); A. G. Auld, "The 'Lrvitical cities': Text and History,"
zAW 9t (1979),194-206.

88. 8.g., Zimmerli, 520f.; J. Ziegler, Das Buch Ezechiel. EB (1958), 144; W. Eichrodt, Der
Prophet Hesekiel. Kap. 1948. ATD, 2212 (1969), 417.

89. G. von Rlad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 136.
90. H. W Hertzberg, I & II Samuel. OTL (EnC. trans. 1964), 291.
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Conviction concerning the sacredness of the ark of the covenant prompts Joshua's

stipulation that no one be permitted to approach nearer than a "distance" (middh) of
two thousand cubits (distance ofa Sabbath day'sjourney; Josh. 3:4). The consequences

of transgression against this stipulation are shown in 2 S. 6:7.

Passages such as Ex. 16:18; Ruth 3:15, which speak of "measuring out" foodstuffs,

allude to the social regulations of ancient Israel.

5. Anthropological Contexts. The term mdda{ is scarcely attested in anthropological
contexts. Job 7:4 is text-critically extremely problematical, and most translations prefer

the LXX reading: "When I lie down, I say, 'When will day come, that I arise?'and when

I arise, 'when will night come?' "el The LXX, however, has distanced itself considerably

from the MT, so that a different solution for the difficult expression fimidda/:6v"| must

be found. Georg Fohrere2 suggests replacing it with frmiddZ, "and as soon as it is evening,

I am sated with restlessness."e3 I think, however, that Robert Gordis's suggestion% is still
worthy of consideration, namely, that the MT be maintained. To be sure, one would have

to point a qal instead of pieles or an otherwise unattested (?)% poel *fimodai and translate

reflexively: "When I lie down, then I say, 'when will I arise?'and when the evening

'stretches [extends] itself,' then I am sated with restlessness till dawn." In this sense m.dd

poel accentuates the dimension of limitless duration in Job's misery (cf. vv. 13ff.). (Joseph

ReidereT also maintains the MT, although he does interpret midda! as crasis of min + dad,

Arab. "front" = "and from early eve. . . ." This attempt is suspect, however, since in
Hebrew daQhas clearly been attested with a different meaning.e8) The poel would have

approximately the same meaning as the hithpael (cf. I K.17:21, though here it is said

concretely that ttre prophet Elijah "stretches himself" upon the dead youth [perhaps an

ancient sympathetic rite of energy transfer?l).
In Ps. 39:5(4), the petitioner implores Yahweh to let him know the "measure" of

his days. Despite figurative usage here, the parallel use of qE;, "end," and badel,
"transient," renders the meaning of middfr immediately clear.

6. Theological Usage. a. Creation. [n connection with God's creative activity, several

OT passages also speak of a "measuring" of the waters (Job 28:25, par. "weighing" of
the winds), of the earth (Job 38:5, mEma/), and of the heavens (Jer. 3l:37). Otto Wahlee

91. Cf. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, XItr (1951,719807, in loc.
92. Das Buch Hiob. KAT 

^\ 
(1963), 163.

93. Ct. HAL, I (1994), 219; tr, 547.
94. "Quotations as a Literary Usage in Biblical, Oriental and Rabbinic Literature," HUCA,

22 (1949), 182.
95. Cf. F. Horst, IlioD. BK,XVlll (41983),97: "and the evening extends itself."
96. Cf. the crux Hab. 3:6; also G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," ZAW 52 (1934),51-56, esp.

54f.; J. Ban, Comparative Philology and the Text of the OT (1968, repr. Winona Lake, 1987),

252.
97. W. 61,64.
98. HAL, ll,2l4.
99. P.262.
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points out that this measuring is an activity intended to render things "comprehensible,

so that one is clear just how things really are." The human being confesses that only God

is capable of this. Here Job 38 and Deutero-Isaiah converge: "Who has measured the

wateis in the hollow of his hand and marked off the heavens with a span, enclosed the

dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales and the hills in a

balance?" (Isa.40:12; cf.4Q51l 30:4). Despite parallels from the ancient Near East

(Marduk as mAdidi mA tdmtim, "measurer of the waters of the sea"), Karl Elliger has

emphasized that this should be taken as a circumscription of the enormous difference

between God and human beings rather than as a description of God's creative activity:

"No human being can presume to measure the dimensions of creation" (cf. Sir. 1:1-3),

i.e., comprehend it.lm Human beings can but stand in astonishment and reverence. As

little as the heavens can be measured and the foundations of the earth be explored, just as

little can Israel be cast off anew over Yahweh's steadfast love (Jer. 3l:37).

b. Increase. In a formulation differing from that found in the promises of increase

given to the patriarchs (cf. Gen. l5.5;22:17;32l3ll2l), Hosea refers to the "immea-

iurability" of the sand of the sea to proclaim the eschatological increase of the people

after the suspension of judgment (2:1tl:101). A "Jeremianic" commentary (Jer. 33:14-

26), emphasizing Yahweh's steadfastness through a rich collection of motifs, similarly

predicts that the descendants of David and (!) of the levitical priests will be "immea-

iurable" as the sands of the sea. "The hyperbole is unmistakable."l0l

c. Land Measurement in 7*c. 2:5f.(lf.). Just as in Ezekiel's constitution draft, so

also in Znc.2:5f.(lf.) an ?J appears, although here he "measures" Jerusalem with a

"measuring line."l02
These verses present enorrnous difficulties for any interpretation. The identity of

this fi is disputed. If dependence on Ezk. 40ff. is assumed,lo3 then one can take this

as an angelic being.le But how is one then to understand the "correction" following

inZec. 2:8f .(4f .)? This is why other interpreters take the ?i to be a person carrying out

measurements in preparation for construction.l0s The "correction" given in vv. 8f'(4f')

has an ..overriding" too function intended to clarify the true relationship between human

and divine measure.l0T An additional point of contention involves just what is being

"measured."Thetext states:'e1-yerfridlayimwiththefurtherspecificationlir'61kamm6-
rohbah w"f,ammd 'orknh. The measuring of Jerusalem is to yield information concern-

ing rdhaf;, "width," perhaps specifically "breadth," and'ore$, "length'" "Length and

lOO. Deuterojesaja. BK, XVI (1970), 49f.
101. W. Rudolph, Jeremiah. HAT Xll e1968)' 200.

102. On the rilationship with Ezk.40, cf. C. Jeremias, Die Nachtgesichte des Sacharia.

FRL-ANT tt7 (1977), t&.
103. This is the position of Jeremias.
104. F. Horst, Die zwi;lf kleinen Propheten: Nahum bis Maleachi. HAT, x\IV (1954),223t.

105. M. BiE, Die Nachigesichte des Sacharia. BSt, 42 (1964), l9-22;W. Rudolph, Sacharia

l-8. KAT XllU4 (1976), in loc.
106. So Jeremias.
107. Wahl.
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breadth" sooner suggest sulface measuremen6l08 1|6n a measuring of the length of the

city wall.l0
These interpretive antitheses become irrelevant if one takes this third vision of the

prophet as the portrayal of role-playing intended to elucidate the imminent commence-

ment of the end time and Jerusalem's function in this new epoch. On the one hand, the

"measuring" signals the beginning of construction, just as in the case of preparations

for construction (cf. Zec. l:16); on the other hand, in correspondence to the "overriding

correction" (vv. Sf.t4f.l) this "measuring" of earthly dimensions proclaims the "im-
measurable" dimension of the end time. In this case the vision is concerned neither

with the construction of the wall nor with the rebuilding of Jerusalem (cf. in contrast

Jer. 31:39, where "measuring line" and bdnd are parallel). As in Ezk. 40ff., one can

observe that here, too, mdia/ has the connotation of "taking possession."

This is consistent with the use of mA.fiad piel in the oracle of good news in Ps.

60:8(6) par. 108:8(7). Yahweh divides ftAlad the city of Shechem as war spoils and

"measures" the Vale of Succoth. Both the implication of taking possession (cf. 60:10[8]

par. and the rite of "casting one's shoe") and-indicated by the par hdlaq-the
assignment to Israel constitute the meaning of mdQai here.

d. Reprisat. Only once does md/a/ occur in the context of reprisal, in connection with

the oracle ofjudgment in Isa. 65'7.110 Yahweh will repay the apostates and "measure" their

deeds (p"'ull6l.lll This recallsthem"ne'of the "mene tekel" passage in Daniel (Dnl. 5:25).

7 .ma{. The term malisfor the most part theologically irrelevant. It refers to "battle

dress" (of David, I S. l7:38f.; Jonathan, l8:4; Joab, 2 S. 20:8)' whose complement

included the sword (bereb, helmet (q6ba'), and coat of mail (iiry6n). without these

military accessories, ma/ probably designated an unexceptional piece of clothing (Jgs.

3:16; 1 S. 4:12).ttz According to [rv. 6:3(10), the ma/ and mif,nes, "breeches," con-

stitute the garments (b"gddtm, v. atgl) of the priests who are to clear away the ashes

of the bumt offering. Ps. 133:2 uses the maQ in an even more general sense to refer to

priests'clothing. Ps. 109:18 uses the term metaphorically. The psalmist 
"i1"5113 

1fue

curses his enemies have directed against him, which now sulround him like a "coat"

(maQ), "garment" (beged), and "belt" (mEzal1, v. 19). Perhaps this is also an allusion

to a protective "sphere of the curse" effected through "self-maledic1i6n." 114

lll. l. Qumran. The root mdd occurs only rarely in Qumran texts. The great scrolls

do not attest the verb at all, and it occurs only 3 times in 4Q.4Q185 1f.II.10 speaks

108. So Rudolph and Jeremias.
109. So J. Rothstein, Die Nachtgesichte des Sacharia (Leipzig, l9l0)' 79f'
I10. + 1lD pdqaQ; -r a)u ilm: -+ l)I| .ir)| hiphil.
ll1. Cf. BMAP,5,7, and also the textually problematical ler. 13:25.

112. On the textually problematical term middin in Jgs. 5:10, referring to "garments" or

"carpets on which one sits," cf . HAI. 11,546.
ll3. Kraus,338.
n4. Ibid.,34af .

133
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of the "measure of goodness" (mddt rb) used as a standard for measurement. 4Q511

30:4 contains a citation from Isa. 4O:l2ina characteristic Qumran-Essene reformulation

(instead of mayim we now read mA rabb6, erc.). The nominal form mdh occurs in

Qumran with the meaning "tribute" (lQapGen 2l:26f.), "garment" (lQS 4:8' the

splendid galment as reward for the faithful), and "measure, standard." According to

lQS 8:4, "walking according to the standard of truth" is already one of the basic

requirements of the Qumran founders. God's creative power manifests itself in the fact

that he establishes words with the measuring lne (qaw) and according to measure

(middd; IQH l:29). His l<nb6d (lQH 5:21) and his wisdom (9:17) are without measure.

Finally, middd occars as expected in the Temple scroll (13 times); the verb does not

occur, since the character of Ezekiel's guidance vision in 1lQT is no longer given.lls

2. Rabbinic Judaism tn rabbinic Judaism it was above all the nominal form
middh/middblthat experienced rich semantic extension. In addition to its former mean-

ings,116 it now also refers to the rules of exegetical interpretation of scripture,ltT though

also to the various modes of behavior and characteristics of God,lts his "righteousness"

(dn) and "mercy" (rah'mtm), on which the world is grounded (Gen- Rab. xii.15). The

Mishnah tractate Middotlr deals with the measurements and accoutrements of the temple.
Fabry

115. On the similarities with Ezekiel's draft, cf. J. Maier, "Die Hofanlagen im Tempel-Entwurf
des Ezechiel im Licht der 'Tempelrolle'von Qumran," Prophecy. Festschrifi G. Fohren BZAW

ls0 (1980), 5s-67.
I 16. Cf. WTM, lll, 24-28.
ll7. Cf. H. L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash (Eng. trans. 1931, repr. New

York, 1978),93-l(X.
118. Cf. J. Maier and P. Schiifer, Kleines lzxikon des Judentums (Stuttgart, 1981), 210.

i1i1D mhh; 'lIlN ?r

Contents: I. Occurrences

Tanying. lY.'hr.

I. Occurrences and Distribution. Outside Hebrew, the root mhh is attested only in

Arabic, although Arab. mahah, variously rendered as "slow, ambling pace,"l sooner

suggests the nuance of "gentle, delicate."2 It occurs 8 times in the Hebrew OT, always

in the hithpalpel.3 Almost all occurrences are preexilic. Although in Isa. 29:9acr MT

l. GesB, 402; HAL, II (1995), 552.
2. See M. Ibn Mukkarram Ibn ManTur, Lisan al:Arob (Beirut, 1979), s.v.

3. BLe, $283v.
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hiyrnahm"h0 can be derived from mhh, scribal error from hittamm"hfia is generally

assumed on the basis of LXX eklfth4te and Vulg. obstupescite, as well as the parallelism

with v. ap. Occurrences are also found in Sir. 12:16; 14:12;32:22 (= 35: l8) as well as

2 in Qumran; IQM l1:18 and llQPs' 19:6 (Plea for Deliverance) attest the formative
ilDilD, which Jean Carmignacs derives from mhh, while Yigael Yadin6 refers to the

as-yet-unexplained mhmhm in Ezk.7:11. The first Qumran text lgcomes comprehen-

sible if one assumes defective spelling of mehfimd, "confusion, panic," while the second

occurrence might be interpreted as mdhEmm6, "from inside."

II. LXX. The LXX was unable to offer a genuine Greek equivalent for this word.

The terms brad!,nein, epimdnein, hypomdnein, hysterein, and chronixeln all belong to

the general semantic field "delay, hesitate, come late." Twice the LXX reads a form
of mhh, strateiein, and twice it derives the form from hwm, tardssein. Also at Sir.

12:16 a distinction is evident between the Hebrew text biptlnv ytmhmh {r "the enemy

hesitates with his lips," and the glykanet of the LXX, "the enemy speaks sweetly with
his lips," which might presuppose a form such as yamtiq or yiimah. The verse's

parallelism, however, permits all three possibilities.

lll. l. HumanTarrying. With few exceptions, human beings are always the subject

of the hilmahmah. ln certain cases the context permits ambiguity; this delay might
sometimes refer to neutral waiting, in other instances to actual hesitation seeking to

prolong a period of decision for the sake of delaying an unpleasant decision.

a. On their flight from the Egyptians the Israelites could not wait for the leavening

of the dough (Ex. 12:34,39 U'l), and had to nourish themselves with unleavened bread.

The expression ld' ydf;"lfr lehilmahm€ah effects a ci-rcumscription of the situation of
hasty flight, and simultaneously provides the historicizing element for the Yahwistic

redactor, who thus fixes the location of the historically unbound rite of the unleavened

bread within Israel's history of salvation (cf. Ex. l2:15-20).t
The independent, pre-Deuteronomic Ehud tradition in Jgs. 3:l5b-26 reports that the

servants of the Moabite King Eglon "wait" in the vestibule Oakilfi, v.25), although

during "their delay" (hitmahm"hdm, v. 26) Ehud has already made his escape. The

Levite (Jgs. l9:8) also "lingers" at his father-in-law's, though it is not clear for what

4. -+ i'lDt'] tamd, "be shocked"; cf. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia. HKAT, Illll (1902)i
F. Delitzsch, KD, Yll; BHK, BHS; H. W. Hoffmamt, Die Intention der Verkiindigung Jesajan.

BZAW 136 (1974),51f.; H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK, Xl3 (1982), in loc.
5. J. Carmignac, Ia Rigle de la Guerre des Fils de lumiire contre les Fils de tdnibres (Paris,

1958),169.
6. Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness (Eng.

trans., Jerusalem, 1957), 314.
7. On the literary-critical and tradition-critical problems, cf. J. Schreiner, "Exodus 12,21-23

und das israelitische Pascha," Studien zum Pentateuch. Festschifi W. Komfeld (Vienna, 1977),

69-90; B. N. Wambacq, "Les origines de la Pesah isra6lite," Bibl, 57 (1976), 206-224:. idem,

"II: Suite et fin," 3Ol-326; idem, "Les Ma;sbt," Bibl,6l (1980), 3l-54'
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he is waiting. He delays his journey home for several days although he has already

reached the goal of his journey.

However, the hilmahmaft is also attested as goal-oriented "lingering, patient wait-
ing." Joseph's brothers assert, "if we had not delayed, we would now have returned

twice" (Gen. 43:10). Based on the course of the Joseph narrative, their hesitation is

variously motivated: fear of arrest because of actual failure to make payment; pressure

because of Joseph's command to bring Benjamin to Egypt; delay in relaying this

command to Jacob. That this hesitation ultimately serves to facilitate a decision is
shown by the fact that only Judah's willingness to take complete responsibility brings

this phase to an end and sets in motion a second journey to Egypt.
b. According to the pre-Deuteronomic Succession Narrative of David, after his

flight from Absalom David waited at the "fords of the wilderness" for word from
the priests (2 S. 15:28). This is frst of all doubtlessly a sophisticated chess move

enabling him to gain information from a secure distance concerning the political
events in Jerusalem. At the same time, however, hilmahmah acquires a religious
component inasmuch as David intends to await divine initiative. The word moves

into the proximity of verbs of waitings and hoping;e "the king is quite serious in his

belief."l0 A reciprocal relationship between "delaying" and "believing" manifests

itself both in the older passage Gen. 19:16 (J) and in the later passage Ps. 119:60

(postexilic I I ). lt is not just Lot's curiosity that makes him delay leaving the threatened

city Sodom (cf. Gen. 19:16); his objections (vv. 18ff.) and those of his sons-in-law
(v. 14) show that he needs further reasons for making the grave decision of leaving

his possessions behind. Finally, his lingering is the direct result of lack of faith. Gen.

19 does not clearly show just whether or when Lot recognizes the two mal'af;im as

such so as to accept and obey their demand as Yahweh's salvific will. Yahweh,

however, does not in any case allow human hesitation to impede his saving work, as

Gen. l9 clearly shows. According to Ps. 119:60, "not delaying" is synonymous with
"hastening" (hfii). The postexilic psalmist emphasizes the spontaneity of his Torah

observance, which in connection with his "reflective self-observation"12 (Ps. 119:59)

in the face of the intrigues of his adversaries is a visible criterion of the integrity of
his faith.

2. Divine Tarrying. Only in Sir. 32:22 (= 35:18) is God the explicit subject of
hilmahmah, "delay." The terminus classicus for "God's tarrying" is 'hr here especially

in Ps.40: l8(17).13 Sirach emphasizes that God will not delay in smiting the unmerciful.

According to Sir. 14:12, death does not tarry, but rather comes inescapably to all human

beings.

8. -r )n' ydhal (Yt,49-55).
9. ->aaD iibber.
10. H. W. Hertzberg, I & II Samuel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1964), 343.
11. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), in loc.
12. rbid., 4t7.
13. See IV below.
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It is said metaphorically of the hdz6n of the prophet Habakkuk that it is determined

only for a certain time (Hab. 2:3). Through synthetic parallelism of the verbs pfrah,

"hasten" (uncertain), ld' kdzab, "not disappoint [expectations]," halh, "wait, look
forward to impatiently," and 'br "fail to appear, be delayed," the verse as a whole

encompasses precisely the semantic field covered by mhh. This semantic concentration

goes together with the commission to the prophet to write down the following tablet

toxt,l4 "B"nold, he whose spirit is not upright in him shall perish, but the righteous

shall live by his faithfulness."15 "The command to write down the words guarantees

that this revelation will actually come to pass." 16 The certainty of this promise is thus

so secure that any delay can be recognized precisely as such, and should not be

permitted to discourage one's faith in the ultimate fulfillment.

IV.'!rr. The verb'hr well attested in Akkadian, Arabic, and in the immediate linguistic
vicinity of Hebrew, should probably be understood as a denominative from 'al.tnr meaning

"linger" (qal), "delay, hesitate" (piel), "be delayed" (hiphil).17 It occurs 16 times in the

OT, but cannot be assigned to a specific time period. The term is also attested in Qumran.
The verb refers first of all to a person's "tarrying" during a normal or set period of time

(cf. Gen. 32:5t4),par. gfrr),then to similar lingering beyond the normal period (2 S' 20:5;

Isa. 5:ll; Prov. 23:30). It can also refer to "hesitation" in connection with reaching a

decision (Gen.24:56;34: 19) or to hesitation in the sense of failing to appear, which can

also coincide with the expectation of another person (Jgs. 5:28, par. Dw.i pilel).

In connection with the cult, the prohibitive la't"aher "you shall not delay," occurs

several times in connection with fulfilling the obligation of offerings (Ex. 22:281291)

and vows (Dt.23t22[21]; Eccl. 5:3[4]).
God knows no delay, hence all occurrences are negated that insinuate either implic-

itly or explicitly that God is the subject. One can recognize Yahweh in that he destroys

"without delay" those that hate him (Dt. 7: l0).
The term ?r occurs in the language of prayer only in connection with the plea for

deliverance from extreme distress. In these situations the oppressed tums to God and

implores him to render aid without delay: "hasten to me !" (hfriA ftexlotal emendationl, Ps.

40:18[17]; cf. Ps. 70:6[5]); "hearken!" (i"mfr'd); "forgive!" (s"ldhfr); "take notice!"
(haq"itbd); " actl" ;aiuO, Dnl. 9:19). The extreme urgency of these pleas is then intensified

by the addition of the concluding prohibitive'al-t"'ahsr, "do not tarry!" In areverse fashion,

God's own salvific promise is spoken into his people's most extreme mortal distress: "I
bring near my deliverance, it is not far off, and my salvation will not tarry" (Isa. 46:13).

Fabry

14. For a delimitation, cf. P. Jdcken, Das Buch Habakwuk. BBB,48 (1977),520.
15. Cf. A. S. van der Woude, "Der Gerechte wird durch seine Treue leben. Erwiigungen zu

Habakuk 2,4f .," Studia Biblica et Semitica. Festschrift T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966),36'7-

375; W. T. In der Smitten, "Habakuk 2,4 als prophetische Definition des Gerechten," Bausteine

biblischer Theologie. Festschift G. J. Botterweck. BBB,50 (1977), 291-300.
16. W. Rudolph, Habakuk. KAT Xlru3 0975),215f .

t7. HAL, I (1994), 34f.
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Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences. II. Use as an "Auxiliary Verb" and as an lndependent

Verb. III. Theologically Interesting Examples: l. Quick Inclination to Evil; 2. Quick Downfall;
3. God's Imminent Action; 4. Other Aspects; 5. Isa. 8:1-3. IV. Niphal. Y. mdhir. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. Hebrew attests two roots mhr One is found in -+ "lilD
mdhar "bridal money" (perhaps also as a verb in Ps. 16:4), while the other means "to
hasten," a meaning attested only in Hebrew. In other Semitic languages mhr meurs
"be practiced, skilled": Syr. m"hi4 "skilled," verb pael, "teach"; Arab. mahara, "be
practiced, skilled"; Eth. mahara, "teach."l The verb occurs 78 times in the OT in the
piel, 4 times in the niphal. The noun m"hErd occurs 20 times, mdhtr 4 nmes.

II. Use as an "Auxiliary Verb" and as an Independent Verb. The root mhr in
the piel is often used together with another finite verb and functions then as an
auxiliary verb with the meaning "quickly," e.9., wattemahEr wattoreQ kqdddh . . .

waxaiq€hfr, "she quickly let down her jar. . . and gave him a drink" (Gen. 24:18;
cf. vv.20,46; similarly also 44:ll;45:13; Ex.34:8; Josh.4:10; 8:14,19, etc.2). The
situation is similar in the imperative, e.g., mah€r himmdl4t, "save yourself quickly"
(Gen. 19:22); mah"rfi wa'"l0 'el-'d\i, "go up quickly to my father" (45:9); mah"rfi
'"itr kdmbni, "do quickly, as I have done" (Jgs. 9:48). The inf. mahEr is also often
employed adverbially in the sense of "quickly," e.g., sdrfr mahEt "they have turned
aside quickly" (Ex. 32:8; cf. Dt. 9:12,16);'dbdd td'bedfin mahZr "you will quickly
perish" (Dt.4:26i cf. Dt. 9:3; 28:20); riflpit mahdr'al.tarAhem, "pursue them quickly"
(Josh. 2:5).

The term mhr can also be used with an infinitive with or without 1", e.9., maddfra'
miharten b6', "why do you come so quickly" (Ex. 2:18); mqh-ueh mihartd limpd',
"how is it that you have found it so quickly" (Gen. 27:20); way"mahEr la-i61 '616,

"he quickly prepared it" or "he hastened to prepare it" (Gen. l8:7;cf. also 4l:32; Ex.
10:16; Isa. 5l:14;59:7; etc.).

In other instances mhr is used independently with the meaning "hasten to some-

mhn P. HumberL "Mahcr Sdal HaS Baz," ZAW, 50 (1932),90-92; A. Jirku, "Zu 'Eilebeute'
in Jes 8,1.3," ThIZ, 75 (1950), I l8; S. Morag, "On Some Semantic Relationships," Festschrift
H. L. Ginsberg. Erlsr 14 (1978), 137-147 [Heb.]; S. Morenz, "Zu 'Eilebeute,"'ThlZ,74(1949),
697-99; L. G. Rignell, "The Oracle 'Maher-5alal-[a5-bas,'Is 8," St?"ft, l0 (1957), 40-52; E. Vogt,
"Einige hebritische Wortbedeutungen," Bibl, 48 (1967), 57-74, esp. 63-69: "'Eilig tun' als
adverbielles Verb und der Name des Sohnes Isaias in Is. 8,1."

l. Cf. Heb. mdh?r Y below; E. Ullendorff, "The Contribution of South Semitics to Hebrew
Lexicography," W, 6 (1956), 195 = /s Biblical Hebrew a language? (Wiesbaden, 19'17), 194.

2. HAL, II (1995), 553, incorrectly adduces Gen. 45:9; Ps. 102:3, which in fact belong to the
next group with the imperative.
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where," "come hurriedly," "bring quickly," and so on. According to Ernst Vogt,3 this

is often a case of ellipsis, i.e., the main verb is omitted: e.g., mohorfr [qir'fr] 'e!'hArnan,

"call Haman quickly" (Est. 5:5); rd'd!6 mihard me'6d [ldb6'], "his doom comes

quickly" (Jer. 48:16); y"mahorfr befkfrl hdmAldh, "they will quickly go to the wall"
(Nah. 2:6[EnB. v. 5]; cf. also Gen. 18:6; I K.22:9).

III. Theologically Interesting Examples.
l. Quick Inclination to Evil. Human beings are quick to do evil. In Dt. 9:12, Yahweh

says to Moses at Sinai that the people "have acted comlptly. They have been quick to

turn from the way that I commanded them" (cf. Ex. 32:8). When Moses descends from

the mountain he finds the golden calf and says: "You had been quick to turn from the

way that Yahweh had comrnanded you" (Dt. 9:16). The people had allowed itself to

be seduced with remarkable ease into apostasy and idolatry. The same expression recurs

in the rhematic introduction to the book of Judges (Jgs. 2:17): the people "played the

harlot after other gods and bowed down to them. They quickly turned aside from the

way in which their ancestors had walked." The people's inclination to engage in idolatry

is thus described as "precipitousness." A similar notion occurs in Ps. 106:13 (probably

with some Deuteronomistic influence): "They quickly forgot his works; they did not

wait for his counsel." Although the exodus (Ps. 106:9-ll) awakened the people to faith

in God, in the wildemess they quickly forgot everything he had done for them, and

dedicated themselves to idolatry in the form of the golden calf. Such inclination to evil
is also qualified by mhr elsewhere. In a context that speaks of the people's sins as the

cause of their misfortune, Isa. 59:7 asserts: "Their feet run to evil, and they rush to

shed innocent blood." Prov. 6:18 speaks of "feet that hurry to run to evil" (the same

expression is developed somewhat more fully in 1:16).

2. Quick Downfatt.T\econsequence of apostasy is a quick downfall. Just as Yatrweh

had once promised to cast down the people of the land before Israel so that Israel might

quickly destroy them (w"ha'ab@tem mahEr Dt. 9:3), so also will he destroy Israel if
it serves other gods ('dbdd t1'bedfin mahEr 4:26). Israel will be driven from the land

(cf. wa'"badtem m"herl, Dt. l1:17; wchiimtdckn mahar 7:4). The two verbs 'bd and

imd are combined in the curses in Dt. 28: 'ad hiiidmedkn we'a!:apoQ\i mahEr (v. 20:

"until you are quickly destroyed and perish"). God's wrath ignites against any idolatry
and his judgment cannot be delayed.

3. God's lrnminent Action. God's action is imminent. The day of Yahweh "is near,

near and hastening fast" (qdr6b fimahEr mc'd{, Zeph. l:14). Yahweh's wrath will not

hesitate; he will soon intervene. Joel's assertion concerning world judgment ($re,
Sidon, and the Philistines are being addressed) is similar: "I will turn your deed back

upon your own head swiftly and speedily (qal mchErd)" (Joel 4:413:4)). Concerning

Moab, Jer.48:16 asserts: "The calamity of Moab is coming soon(qdr6p lab6'),and
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his doom approaches swiftly (mihard m"'dd)" (again the combination qdr6l - mahEr).

In contrast, lsa. 5:26, where Yahweh "entices" the nations of the world to advance

against Israel, employs the juxtaposition qal m"heri.
Quick intervention, however, can also bring about a positive turn of events. Although

Jeremiah does indeed castigate the false prophets who proclaim quick deliverance from
Babylon (Jer.27:16), Deutero-Isaiah asserts: "The oppressed shall soon (speedily) be

released" (Isa. 5l:14). Fundamental motifs from the lament resonate here,a especially
the plea for quick response.s The salvation oracle asserts that Yahweh, the creator who
"stirred" the sea, is also able to suMue the oppressor. Cf. also [sa. 58:8: "Then your
healing shall spring up quickly"; although these expressions suggest a gradual process,6

the imminent commencement of the healing process is emphasized.
Ps. 147:15 says in a general fashion that Yahweh's word "runs swiftly" ('ay'-m"heri

ydrfr;), i.e., it is quickly actualized. The context speaks of God's effective power within
nature. Thus when the unbelievers say mockingly, "I-et him make haste, let him speed

(yemahEr ya@ii) his work that we may see it" (Isa. 5:19; the context also attests the

verbs qrb and b6'), this is an enornous presumption.
When it is a question of God's quick intervention, the word pi1'om is frequently

used, e.g., "whose crash comes suddenly" (Isa. 30:13); "suddenly the destroyer will
come upon us" (Jer. 6:26); "[the Lord] will suddenly come to his temple" (Mal. 3:l).
This emphasizes the unexpected nature of the action.

Pleas for quick intervention occur in several psalms of lament, usually in the expression

mah€r'"nEnt, "answer me (respond to me) quickly" (Ps. 69:18[7]; lO2:3[2);143:7).
However, other expressions occur as well: "[rt your compassion come speedily (mah€r)
to meet us" (Ps. 79:8); "rescue me speedily" (mehErd hasstldnt, Ps. 3l:3[2]). It is

noteworthy that the synonymous term -+ An bfri, which occurs several times in psalms

of lament and elsewhere is used with mhr (Isa. 5: l9; 8: l), is not used here.

4. Other Aspecrs. Other aspects of quickness or swiftness emerge from the following
examples. The tongues of the stammerers hasten, i.e., speak normally (Isa. 32:4). Just

as the bird hastens into a snare, so also does the fool rush to his own ruin (Prov. 7:23).
The sinners fade as quickly as the grass withers @s.37:2). God is a swift witness (?7/

m"mahEr; according to Vogt,7 one should emend la'"n6!: "who immediately testifies")
against the sorcerers and adulterers (Mal. 3:5). He is simultaneously both witness and
judge, and swiftly carries out the trial.8 "What your eyes have seen do not hastily bring
into court," i.e., one should maintain control and not act prematurely (Prov. 25:7f.).
This illustrates the wisdom ideal of self-control, just as in Frcl. 5: I (2): "Never be rash

with your mouth, nor let your heart be quick to utter a word before God"; impetuous
words only cause trouble.

4. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),243f .
5. See discussion below.
6. Westermann, 338.
7. P. 65.
8. K. Elligea Das Buch der zwiilf kleinen Propheten, II: Maleachi. ATD, XXY eI982), 196.
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5.Isa.8:t-3. The symbolic name of Isaiah's sonmaher {dldl hai baz (Isa.8:1,3)

presents Several problems. The terms mhr and lwi are more or less synonymous,g as

arc ldldl and baz. The term fta.i seems to be a participle, maher an imperative. The two

verbs are thus not equivalents unless one tzkes mahEr as an abbreviated participle =
m,maher. The imperative is supported by an Egyptian parallel appearing in the docu-

ments of the eighteenth dynasty where the two imperatives is ft'fc ("hasten, plunder")

can also be used as substantives to refer to light booty.'O Anton Jirku,ll on the other

hand, refers to Ugar. mhtr "servant, Soldier," which leads to the translation "warrior

of spoils, hastening for plunder." Vogtl2 understands mah€r adverbially and translates,

"soon one will carry off spoils, and shortly plunder." Reference has also been made

to Akk. fiumut-tabal, "quickly, take away," the name of the ferryman of the under-

world,l3 where the imperatives of lamAn, "to hasten," and tabdlu, "to take away,"14

function as a personal name.

In and of itself mah1r ialal bdi bazcould be an Isaianic ad hoc construction. As

far as the l, preceding the name is concerned, it could either refer to the possessor (/'
possessoris) as in Ezk. 37:l6,ts or merely function as an introductory colon to the

inscription.l6 In any case, the sense of the name is clear enough: Assyria will soon

"carry away the wealth of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria" (Isa. 8:4).

IV. Niphal. The niphal occurs only 4 times, and the passages concerned are fairly
diverse. In Job 5:13, Eliphaz says that God thwarts all human hubris and "takes the

wise in their own craftiness, so that the schemes of the wily dash headlong," i.e.,

are quickly frustrated. lsa.324 predicts a time when "those who once acted rashly,

reached false conclusions and carried out false acts,"l7 finally gain insight. Hab.

1:6 refers to the Chaldeans as a g|y mar w"nimhdf approximately "fierce and

impetuous." In contrast, in Isa. 35:4 the nimharA-bb ate those who are anxious and

despondent.

V. mdhir, Thetermmahirmeans "skilled, experienced," and as such is closely related

to the meaning of this root in the other Semitic languages.l8 Prov. 22:29 speaks of persons

skillful in their work,re Ps. 45:2(l) of a skillful scribe; cf. also Ezr. 7:6, according to which

9. See previous discussion.
10. See Morenz, 697.
ll. P. ll8.
12. Pp. 66f.
13. HAL,II,554; E. Ebeling, "D[monen," RL{, U (1932)' lll.
14. AHw, I (1965),316; Itr (1981),1297.
15. o. Kaiser, Das Buch des Propheten Jesaia, Kapitel I-12. ATD, XVII (1960), 80, refers

to a deed ofpurchase such as that in Jer. 32:16, which does not, howevet use /". Cf. also idem,

Isaiah l-12. oTL (21983), 178.
16. On the lc insciptionis, cf. S. Moscati, L'epigrafia ebraica antica 1935-1950. BietOt 15

(1951), 85-89; H. Wildberger, Isaiah I-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l)' 335'

17. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974)' 323.

18. See I above.
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Ezra is nfihtr in the law of Moses. Isa. 16:5 uses the expression m'hir seSeq to refer to a
judge who "seeks justice (ddrEi miipdt) and is swift to do what is right."

VI. LXX. The LXX usually uses words such as spefidein, uichas, tachfs, tachiAs,
and for mdhtr the words orfgraphos, orfs, spertdein, and tachis.

Ringgren

19. + i)NlD mcla'13.6 (VIII, 325-331).

lliJi) mahar

Contents: I. l. Meaning; 2. Usage; 3. Legal Questions. tr. Ancient Near East: l. Ugarit. 2.

Alalakh; 3. Mari and Mesopotamia; 4. Elephantine; 5. Hittites.

mbhar. S. Bialoblocki, Materialien zwn islarnischen und jiidischen Eherecht (Giessen, 1928);
M. Burrows, "The Complaint of Laban's Daughters," JAOS, 57 (1937), 259-276; idem, The
Basis of Israelite Marriage. AOS, 15 (1938); G. Cardascia, Les lois assyriennes (Paris, 1969),
esp. 69-71, 165-170, 192-96; P. Cruveilhier, "Le droit de la femme dans la Gendse et le recueil
de lois assyriennes," RB, 36 (1927),35G3'761' M. David, Vorm enwezenvande huwelijkssluiting
naar de oud-oostersche rechtsopvatting (Leiden, 1934); G. R. Driver-J. C. Miles, The Assyrian

^Laws (Oxford, 1935), 126-271; idem, The Babylonian Laws,I (Oxford, 21956), 245-371:' R. Dus-
saud, "[r 'mohar'isra6lite," CMI, 1935,142-l5l; A. Eberharter, "Was bedeutet Mohar?" ThQ,
95 (1913), 492ff.; idem, Das Ehc- und Familienrecht der Hebriier ATA, 5llf. (1914); T. Engert,
Ehe- und Fatnilienrecht der Hebrcier (Mlu;lnch, 1905); L. M. Epstein, Maniage Inws in the Bible
and tltc Talmud (Cambridge, Mass., 1942); A. Falkenstein , Die neusumerischen Gerichtsurkun-
den, l. ABAW, N.s. 39 (1956), 78-81; A. Goetze, Thc Laws of Eshnwrna. AASOR,3l (1956),
75-89; C. H. Gordon, "The Status of Women Reflected in the Nuzi Tablets," ZA, N.s. 9[43]
(1936), 146-169, esp. 157f.; idem, "Tlre Story of Jacob and Laban in the Light of the Nuzi
Tablets," BASOR, 66 (1937), 25-27; H. Holzinger, "Ehe und Frau im vordeuteronomischen
Israel," Studien zur semitischen Philologie und Religionsgeschichte. Festschrift J. Wellhausen.
BZAW 27 (1914), 229-241; K. Kahana, The Theory of Marriage in Jewish Law (l-,eiden, 1966);
W. Komfeld, "Mariage I: Dans I'AT," DBS, V (1957),905-926; V. Koro5ec, "Ehe," RZ.z{, tr
(1938), 281-299; P. Koschaker, "Eheschliessung und Kauf nach alten Rechten, mit besonderer
Beriicksichtigung der iilteren Keilschriftrechte," ArOt l8/2 (1950), 210-296; B. L,andsberger,
"JungfrEulichkeit: ein Beitrag zum Thema 'Beilager und Eheschliessung," Synbolae luidicae
et Historicae. Festschrifi M. David, II (triden, 1968), 4l-105; E. Liiddeckens, Agyptische
Ehevertriige. AgAbh, I (1960); D. R. Mace, Hebrew Mariage (London, 1953); P. E. van der
Meer, "Tir[6tu," M, 3l (1934), l2l-23; I. Mendelsohn, "On Marriage in Alalakh," Essays on
Jewish Dfe and Thought. Festschrift S. W. Baron (New York, 1959), 351-57; J. Morgenstern,
Rites of Birth, Mariage, Death and Kindred Occasions among the Semites (Cincinnati, 1966);
Y. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic lzgal Papyrifrom Elephantine. SrDl, 8 (1969; repr. New York,
1973), 5l-56,84ff., 163f.; J. Neubauer, Beitriige zur Geschichte des biblisch+almudischen
Eheschliessungsrechts. MVAG, 24t. (1920\; E. Neufeld, Ancient Hebrew Marriage Laws (Lon-
don, 1944),94-ll0; P. W. Pestman, Mariage and Matimonial Property in Ancicnt Egypt
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l. l. Meaning. The word m1har occurs only 3 times in the OT, always in older texts

(Gen. 34:12;Ex.22:l6l$ng. v. 171; I S. 18:25; LXX d6ma and phennE).It also occurs

in the texts of Ugarit,l in the Egyptian-Aramaic contracts of the Jewish community at

Elephantine,2 in the Targumim, and in rabbinic writings. The mdhar is also well known

among the Arabs in Syria, Palestine, and the Transjordan, who use the words mahr or

mahar The term always refers to gifts which the bridegroom or his father must give

to the father or guardian of the girl before she is "given over"3 to her "lord."4 The

m6har never occurs in the sense of an actual purchase price. The amount of the mohar

was determined by the claims of the father (Gen. 34: 12) and the social situation of the

family (1 S. 18:25), and was paid in silver or in kind (Ex. 22:1617l).It does not appear

that the validity of the marriage depended on actual payment of the mohan as, e.g., the

payment of a purchase price was the conditio sine qua non for establishing the validity
of a purchase contract. In fact, payment of the mohar could be replaced by services

rendered, as in the case of David before his marriage to Saul's daughter ( 1 S. 18: 17-27)

or Othniel before his marriage to Caleb's daughter (Josh. l5:16f.; Jgs. l:12f'). The girl
was then given as a reward. Tlte mdhar could also be replaced by a longer period of
work, as was the case before Jacob's two marriages (Gen. 29:15-30). The mdhar could
even be dispensed with entirely if the maniageable daughters were simply exchanged

(cf. the suggestion Jacob's sons make to the Shechemites, Gen. 34:16). The Arabs call

this badal, "substitute."5
These various agreements show that the mdhar was understood as compensation

granted the family for the loss of the girl as an economic asset, as a worker, or as a

means to advantageous connections. It should not be forgotten that the girl performed

economically important functions in her father's house, e.g., she tended the flocks (Gen.

29:6,9), went to the well and drew water (Gen. 24:ll-16l'1 S.9:11), and worked to

(Lriden, 196l), 13-20,52; W. Plautz, "Die Form der Eheschliessung im Nl," 7-AW 76 (1964),

298-318; A. van Praag, Droit matrimonial asryro-babylonien (Amsterdam, 1945), 128-160,

2O2f.; J. J. Rabinowitz, "Marriage Contracts in Ancient Egypt in the Light of Jewish Sources,"

HThR,46 (1953), 9l-97; idem, "The Puzzle of the 'Tirlritum bound in the bride's girdle,' " BiOa
l6(1959), 188-190;H.F.Richter, Geschlechtlichkeit,EheundFamilieimATundseinerUmwelt.
BBET l0 (1978); A. van Selmq Mariage and Family Life in Ugaitic Literarure (London, 1954);

E. A. Speiser, "New Kirkuk Documents Relating to Family Laws," /ASOR, l0 (1928129)' l-73,
esp. 23f.; E. Szlechter, "L affranchissement en droit sum6ro-akkadien," AHDO-RIDA, N.s. I
(1952),127-195, esp. 136-144; R. de Vaux, Anclsr 32'36; J' Wellhausen, "Die Ehe bei den

Arabern," NGWG, 1893, 431-480; E. A. Westermarck, The History of Human Mariage, ll
(London, sl922), ch.23; B. Wilanowski, "Une nouvelle interpretation du $31 du Recueil de

Lois assyriennes," ,/"/4 4 (1950), 267-273: R. Yaron, "Aramaic Marriage Contracts from
Elephantine," /SS, 3 (1958), l-39; idem, Introduction to the kN of the Aramaic Papyri (Oxford,
1961),45-50; C.Zaccagnini, "Lo scambio dei doni nel Vicino Oriente durante i secoli XV-XI[,"
OrAnt, ll (197 3), 12-32.

l. KTU,l.l0I, ll; 1.24,19; l.l0f'74f .

2. TAD 82.6; 83.8.
3. + '])D ma\ar (Ylll, 291-96), Gen. 3 l: 15.

+. -+ )Y: ba'al (ll, l8l-200).
5. Wehr,58.
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gather scattered grain behind the harvest workers (Ruth 2:2). Furthermore, a good
marriage might bring appropriate respect to the girl's family, as well as honor and

material advantages. It is self-evident that the mohar understood in this way, only made
sense in a patrilocal society in which a married couple lived in the husband's commu-
nity, so that the young woman left her parents' house in order to live at that of her
husband.

The notion of economic compensation also determines the etymology of the term
mdhar The suggestion made by Heinrich Zimmern,6 namely, that mohar derives from
Ald<. mafrlru, "equivalent, going price,"z certainly misses the mark. Although the root
mhr I is probably a variant of mwf or myr, which in Aramaic means "to procure food
for oneself," the Hebrew hiphil exhibits the more general sense of "to give in exchange
for" (hEmtr be). T\e sense of the qal of mhr I would thus have to be "to procure for
oneself through compensation." Precisely this interpretation fits 8x.22:15(16): mdhdr
yimharenni 116 l"'iiiA, "he shall procure her for himself as his wife." Here the verb
mahar does indeed imply an expenditure. The term mahar exhibits the same meaning
in Ps. 16:4 even without the context of marriage: yirbft 'assef;61dm 'aher mdhnrfi,
"although their idols multiply, they have procured another for themselves." This yields
an acceptable meaning despite suspected comrption of the MTe: not satisfied with the
spontaneous increase of gods as alleged by theogonic myths, the psalmist's contem-
poraries commission yet another idol to be produced at their own cost. T\ls mahar
implies procurement involving expenditure, although one cannot speak of "price" or
"purchase" in the normal sense. Hence mohar in the literal sense could also refer to
the "compensation" one could exact when a girl left her parents' house for the purpose
of marriage.

One might counter that the expression mdhar habb"1fild! (8x.22:16117)) refers rather
to the pretium virginitatis.to In this case, the mdhar would be compensation to the girl
for the loss ofher virginity. This explanation, however, is unacceptable, since it proceeds
on the assumption that the term b"1fi16 means "virgin." This may doubtlessly be the
case in many passages, but in Joel l:8, b"1fild refers to a married woman who had been
"possessed" by her husband (ba'al); b"gAl6 thus refers to a marriageable girl who was
physically able to cope with a man, "taking her into his possession." Here the term
b"1frld says nothing about her virginity.lr Ex. 22:16(11) (kesep yiiqdl k"mdhar hab-
b"!fr16!) can thus be translated "he shall weigh out as much silver as is required for
marriageable girls."

In this context we should point out that ancient Hebrew custom did not associate
marriageability with puberty. In contrast to the marriageable girl (b"1fild), the -+ ifDhl
'almA refers to a girl in puberty capable of conception. Gids could in fact already be

6. Akkadische Fremdwiirter als Beweisfilr babylonischen Kultureinfluss (Leipzig,2l9l7), 18.
7. + ilnD m"htr (Ylll,23l-34).
8. GesB, 17l.
9. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 233f.,237.
10. Cf. Neubauer and Eberharter.
I l. -+ ;rbln: be!fih (bethfilaD, \, 34f,-43.
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given in marriage long before actual physical maturity, perhaps even as young as five
years old (cf. Lev. 27:5), and it did happen that marriages were already consummated

with prepubescent girls. Thus the paragraphs of old legal codices conceming infertile

women can also refer precisely to such prepubescent girls who were coerced into

consummating the marriage. 12

2. usage. The stipulation inBx.22:15f.(16f.) presupposes that there was a customary

price which could vary from village to village and from clan to clan. In the case of a

marriage compelled by the "rape of a marriageable girl who is not yet married," Dt'
22:29 directs that 50 shekels of silver be paid; this might colrespond to the highest

price of the mohaf or in any case to a higher price than was customary (cf. Ex.

22:16117l). This sum is also significantly higher than the purchase sum for a slave. The

killing of a female slave was requited with 30 shekels (Ex.2l:32). According to [rv.
27:4,the valuation of a woman was also 30 shekels, and a girl between the ages of
five and twenty was even valued at a mere 10 shekels (v. 5). These differing sums

show that ultimately the m1har was not intended as a purchase sum. This becomes all

the more obvious if one compares it with genuine purchase contracts, e.g., Ex. 2l:7-ll:
a girl could be "delivered"l3 by her father to another man who could designate her to

be his own or his son's concubine. In this case she became an'dmd, "maidservant";

de facto, however, she was - like the Assyrian EsErtuta - a second-class wife.ls This

legal status of a girl purchased as a "maidservant" with the obligation of "marital"

relations is well known in the rest of the ancient Near East as well.l6 This 7rru2 could

also be sold again to others, though not to a foreign people (Ex. 2l:8). Hos. 3:2 might

contain such a case: the prophet buys the woman for 15 shekels of silver and a homer

and a lethech of barley, which also corresponds to approximately l5 shekels of silver.

Hosea thus pays the customary price for a female slave (cf. Ex.2l:32).
The biblical evidence does not allow the conclusion that the father of the girl kept

the mohar for himself.lT Quite the opposite seems to have been the case when Rachel

and Leah turn against their own father, who has "delivered" them after he "has been

using up their money" (Gen. 31:15). The mohar thus actually seems to have become

a financial gift to the woman to secure her in case she was cast out or lost her husband.

This is also the interpretation that emerges from the fifth-century-B.c. documents from

Elephantine,l8 in which the mohar is part of the dowry even though it was handed over

to the girl's father or guardian. In a reverse fashion, this mohar was no less distinguished

12. cf. cH $$147, 163

t 3. -, ''l)D malar (Ylll,29l-96).
14. Cf. Middle Assyrian laws, A, S4l.
15. Cf. N. Avigad, Bullae and Seals from a Post-Exilic Judaean Archive. Qedem, 4 (1976),

ll-13, 3lf. [Eng. and Heb.].
16. Cf. A. Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes au pays de Moab (Paris, 1908, repr. 1948), 60f.;

idem, Coutumes palestiniennes, l; Naplouse et son district (Pais' 1927), 129f.
17. See II below.
18. AE 15; BMAP,7.
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from the gifts which the father or the bridegroom gave to the girl at the wedding. On

this distinction, cf., e.g., Gen.34:12: mohar and maftan, "gift." These gifts to the girl
or to hei relatives provide compensation as it were for the acceptance of the marriage

proposal. After Rebekah's marriage, Abraham's servants give costly gifts both to her

and to her relatives (brother and mother; Gen. 24:53), another indication that mOhar

by no means implied a purchase sum.

3. Legal Questions. Full payment of the mohar sealed the marriage, which from that

moment on was considered matrimonium rarum. This emerges from 2 S. 3:14, where

David demands that his wife Michal be handed over to him, having acquired her as

his wife ('aier 'erasti lt be) for a hundred foreskins of the Philistines. Here he is
doubtlessly alluding to am1har demanded by Saul (l S. 18:25ff.). The conclusion of
the matrimonium ratum is being demanded by use of the piel 'EraS, which is usually

incorrectly translated by "to betrothe." From the moment of marriage, the legally
married woman - even if she has not yet been "taken into possession" by her husband

- is called me'1rafid (pual ptcp.). Her rape is punished as adultery (Dt.22i23-27), and

this shows ttrat the lawgivers already equate her status with that of a wife (Dt.22i24;
cf. 2 S. 3:14). The transition from matrimonium ratum to matrimonium consummatum

was introduced by the formal transfer of the wife into the house of her husband (ldqal.t,

Dt. 2O7;24:l; cf . Gen. 20:3), an act comparable to that of the traditio puellae. T\e
actual marital act is circumscribe d by bd'al, "possess" (Dt. 2l:13; 24:l; MaL 2:ll1.ts
Thenceforth the wife is called b"'ula1-ba'al (Gen. 20:3; Dt.22:22) or be'ttld (Isa. 54:l;
62:4; Sir. 9:9). Payment of the mohar thus actualizes the agreement of all parties

involved and emerges as the constitutive element of the matrimonium ratum. This yields

the legal situation designated by the various forms of 'r,f. The legal situation was quite

clear when the requisite moharwasdelivered to the girl's father all at once; the marriage

was then considered immediately in effect. It did happen, however, that the mdhar was
paid in several installments. Extrabiblical evidence, nevertheless, shows that the bridal
father, after having accepted a portion of lhe mohar - in whatever form - could no

longer withdraw from the transaction without payment of a penalty. If he did so,

however, the contract apparently was considered terminated.

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Ugait. Similar customs are attested in other parts of the ancient Near East,

especially among the Western Semites. The oldest attestation of the term mAhar is

found in the Ugaritic poem on the marriage of the moon-god.20 Here the moon-god

Yari[ asks for the hand of the goddess Nikkal: "I shall give her father her mhr: 1,040

shekels of silver and 10,000 of gold."2t In addition, he promises the bride profuse

wedding gifts.22 The mediator flir[ib suggests other girls with whom he would like to

19. -+ llTr yala' (Y,448481).
20. KTU, 1.24.
21. KTU, t.24,19-2t.
22. KTU, 1.24,21-23; cf . mattdn, Gen. 34:12
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"wed" him. The expression is trfi 1k,23 which corresponds exactly to Heb. '€raftt lt
(2 S.3:14). The bridegroom is accordingly called trfi,za and the wife mtrfit,x whrch

corresponds to Heb. m"'draflA.In the second scene the family enters to accept the mdhar

The description here doubtlessly reflects the reality of daily life.
The word mhr also occurs in KTII, l.l0 I, 11, but in a fragmentary context. In

contrast, the mythical narrative of the charm against snake-bite26 contains an interesting

reference to mhr The god floron has taken the daughter of the sun-goddess as his wife.

The daughter demands snakes from him as mdhar; and floron agrees.27 The girl selects

the mOhar which is then given to her. This mythical case, however, can be evaluated

only with some reservation with regard to any light it might throw on the conditions

obtaining in the Ugaritic aristocracy.

The Akkadian word corresponding to the mhr is te/ir[an,28 which derives from the

same root as Ugar. rr! and refers to the "wedding gift." The word occurs in three Akkadian

legal texts from Ugarit (14th century). In the first,2e a woman receives "as her terfiatu"

the house of her father from the hand of an unidentified person. In another,30 we read that

a woman has brought along 80 shekels; furthermore, if after the death of her husband she

takes this back, she is considered to have settled the account of the terfuatu. Fina\3l if a
woman has joined a family "as daughter-in-law" (ana kallfrti) and is not treated properly,

she can leave and take her terfian with her. The term kallfrtu derives fromlallatu, wlich
corresponds to Ugar. mtrfit andHeb. m"orASA. Hence in legal documentsthetermterfiatu
refers to goods which the woman brings into the marriage from among the possessions of
her father, but which she takes back if the marriage is dissolved. The father of the bride

thus does not keep the terfiatu himself, but rather passes them on to the daughter, who

then consigns them to her husband. The wife maintains the right to take them back if the

marriage is dissolved. The same situation is reflected in the Elephantine documents, and

is echoed in Gen. 3 I : 15.

2. Alalakh. The Alalakh documents (l5th century) attest a similar custom. Two of
the five malriage documents refer explicitly to the ter$atu,3z and in two others33 it is
perhaps implied. It must be pointed out, however, that the Code of Hammurabi3a

recognized marriages without terfiatu. The frst Alalakh text35 suggests that the father

23. KTU, 1.24,28f.; cf. 18,26,33; KTU, l.l4l, 14:. 1.23,64.
24. KTU, t.l4 tr, 47;IY,26.
25. KTU, 1.14 1, 24; 1.24, 1O.

26. KTU,1.100.
27. KTU, t.73-76.
28. AHw, lll (1972), 1341.
29. RS 16.158: PRU,lll,62.
30. RS 15.92; PRU, \1,54-56.
31. RS 16.l4l; PRU, III,60.
32. D. l. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets (London, 1953), nos. 92, 93.

33. Ibid., nos. 17, 4-6;91,4.
34. CH $189.
35. Wiseman, no. 92.

t47
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passed on the terfiatu to the daughter; in the case of divorce, the terfratu went either
to the husband or to the wife, depending on who was at fault in the divorce. The second
text36 mentions the giving of the terfiatu after the traditio puellae, which means either
that the terfiatu was paid directly to the woman or that it was paid to the father-in-law
only after the traditio.

3. Mari and Mesopotamia. Documents from Mari seem to attest just such a case.
one37 mentions the terfiatu brought to Zimri-Lim when his daughter was already
residing in the palace of her husband Ibal-Addu.38 The same situation seems to apply
to the_marriage between the son of Samsi-Adad and the daughter of the king of eatnl;rlr
here Sam5i-Adad raises the amount of the requisite terfiitu because he considers it
insufficient for a woman from the royal family. Another textao mentions the terfuaru rn
connection with the consolidation of a peace treaty through marriage.

The Amarna letters also mention the terfiat4 fust in the letters from the Mitanni
king TuSratta to Amenophis III and IY+t *"n also in a letter from Amenophis trI to
King Tar[undaradu of Arzawa.az Here, however, the exchange of gifts also involves
political considerations.

It should be noted that the Code of Hammurabia3 confirms the practice of Alalakh
and Ugarita: the father of the woman passed the terfiatuon to his daughter. This custom
is perhaps of Amorite provenance, although its additional attestation in a marriage
contract from Nuzi (l5th-14th centuries) suggests that the Hurrians may be its source.
The Assyrian laws4s also presuppose that the woman kept either all or part of the
terfiatu, and prohibit the husband from making any claim to it. It seems, by the way,
that in Assyriathe terfiatu was not paid until the final stage of the marriage negotiations,
after the other gifts had been given (cf. Gen.24:53-58).x

4. Elephantine. It is noteworthy that the custom attested in Alalakh and Ugarit
reappears nine hundred years later in the Elephantine documents. Although one might
expect a certain amount of influence from Egyptian marriage contracts, where the
woman receives a ip-n-ihtn.t ("gift for a woman") or ip-rnwt-iltm.t (,,giftfor a young

36. Ibid., no.93.
37. G. Dossin, Correspondance fiminine. ARM, X (1978), no. 75, 5.
38. Ibid., no.74.
39. G. Dossin, correspondance de Sanii-Addu et de ses fils. ARM,I (1949, repr. 1978), nos.

24, 46,77.
40. C.-F. Jean, Lettres diverses. ARM, ll (1959, repr. 1978), no. 40.
41. EA, 19, 48, 58; 27, 14, 64; 29, 23f.
42.F,A,31,22.
43. CH $$136, 163, 164.
44. Driver-Miles, 253.
45. Middle Assyrian laws, A, 938.
46. on the situation in Nuzi, cf. K. Grosz, "Dowry and Bride price in Nuzi," studies on the

Civilization and Culture of Nuzi and the Hurrians. Festschrift E. R. lacheman (Winona Lake,
r98r), l6l-182.
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girl"), here the father or guardian of the young woman is the formal recipient of the

mohar Although this involves a legal fiction, it nonetheless means that the Jewish

colonists clung to the older West Semitic tradition. The small sum is also noteworthy:

5a7 or 10 shekels;as the latter sum colresponds to the stipulation inl.;ev.27:5.

5. Hittites. The Hittite lawsae mention the term kuiata-, which corresponds to mohar

andterfratu.Itseemsthatpaymentofthe kuiata-wasrequiredformarryingafreewoman,
and that it constituted the matrimoniwn ratum whereby the woman was "bound"

(fiamank-) to her husband.so Similarly, the daughter of King Tar[undarada of Arzawa

could not be taken to Egypt (traditio puellae)before Amenophis Itr had paid the kuiata-.sl
LipilLski

4'1. TAD 82.6.
48. TAD 83.8.
49. r, $$29, 30,34-36.
50. s29.
51. EA, 31,22; cf. II.3 above.

Contents: I. l. Etymology, Ancient Near East; 2. Meaning, Occurrences. II. Concrete Usage:

l. Surge, Melt, Dissolve; 2. Waver, Reel, Be Shaken. III. Figurative Usage: Melt with Fear, Go

into a Panic.

l. l. Etymology, Ancient Near East. The root mwg is attested only in later West

Semitic languages, especially Arab. mw(, "to surge," mau!, "wave," Jewish-Aram'

mwg, "to melt." This evidence as well as the semantic development of the root in

Middle and Modern Hebrew suggests a common background, namely, the notion of

the rolling sea or of ground becoming soft because of moisture.

2. Meaning, Occurrences. This fundamental meaning is also clearly discernible in the

OT. In addition, however, the idea of earthquakes also became associ ated with mwg. Here

the influence of -+ DlD ruwt may have played a role, which in Ps. 46:7(Eng. v. 6) (perhaps

also Ps. 46:312)) parallels mwg and attracted other verbs from the conceptual field of
earthquakes, such as ra-'a.Il (Nah. l:5; from the semantic range of mwg, cf. also Jer' 49:21 ;

Ps.46:4[3];Isa.14:16)andinanextendedsensealso hfumh2 (Ps.46:7[6];cf. I S. 14:16).

mfig. P. Joiion, "Notes de lexicographie h6braique: Verbe 11D," Bibl,7 (1926)' 165-68'

1. -+ UrYl (rd'ai).
2. -+ i1Dil hdmd (hdmah) (III, 414-18).
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The root tnlrg (rccurs 17 times in the Hebrew OT (of these, Isa. @:6t71 should
probably not be counted, whereas the root should presumably be conjectured in Ps.
46:3[2]; cf. the comms.), 4 times in the qal, 6 in the niphal, twice in the pilel, and 3
times in the hithpolel. of the 4 occurrences in the Qumran texts, 2 are niphar (leM
14:6; 4QM'4) and 2 hithpolel (lQH 3:34, 35). The root occurs almosr exclusively in
poetic texts; thus except for Ex. 15:15; Josh. 2:9,24; I S. 14:16, it occurs only in
prophetic books and in Psalms and Job; a similar situation obtains for the Qumran texts.

For the most part, the LXX apparently translates according to the context. Only 6kA
and saleii occur 3 times each, tanissd twice.

II. concrete usage. l. surge, Melt, Dissolve. In one series of passages, the asso.
ciation of mwg with the notion of the rolling of the sea is only barely discernible. In
Ex. 15:15-though also in Josh.2:9 (cf. v. 10!),24-the miracle of the Reed Sea
provides the background. I S. 14:16 describes the surging to and fro of a multitude of
people. In Nah. 2:7(6), the location of the palace "on the river" suggests the surging
of masses of water. And in Ps. 46:3(2) (conj.), the mountains thrcaten to sink into the
sea (cf. v. at3l).

Ps. 107:26 (or vv. 23-32 taken together), however, unequivocally addresses the
situation of seafarers on the high seas who come into distress during a storm. V. 26
offers a dramatically pointed description of the up-and-down motion of the surging
sea: the seafarers are heaved up to heaven and then pulledback down into the abyss.
(An echo of this notion can be found in the description of the earthquake in Am. 9:5,
where the quaking is compared with the rising and sinking of the Nile.) Similarly,
the situation of a person in maritime distress during a storm probably also provides
the background to Job 30:22, which speaks of being lifted up and tossed about in the
wind.

The term mwg, however, refers not only to the waves of the sea, but also to the
gently falling rain (or even dew) that softens the ground and makes it dissolve. The
termmwg is used in this sense in Am. 9:13 together withnyp, where it expresses the
overflowing fruiffrlness characterizing the time of salvation. (The similarly formulated
statement in Joel 4:18[3:18] does not use mwg.) Here the notion of a great influx of
water into the ground immediately suggests its logical consequence, namely, the over-
flowing fullness of the harvest, without any clear distinction being made between the
two. The "rolling" of the grain in the fields and of the vines in the vineyards may have
contributed to this manner of expression.

Ps.65:11(10) attests the same notion, exrensively described in vv. lGl4(9-13)
(together with r'p and rwh): the abundance of water from the falling rain causes the
fields to overflow with the luxuriant growth of vegetation, becoming thus a symbol of
divine blessing.

2. waver Reel, Be shaken. Ps.46:3-7(2-6) shows that there is a fluid transition from
the notion of the surging sea to that of an earthquake. When the convulsions assume
cosmic proportions, then not only the masses of water surge, but also the seemingly
immovable mountains threaten to sink into the sea, and that means: into chaos. I S.
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l4:15f. also reveals that from the biblical perspective earthquakes and surging seas are

actually two sides of the same coin, namely, the convulsion and dissolution of the order

obtaining since the beginning of the world.
This explains why in some passages mwg can refer directly to an earthquake, thus

approaching the meaning of mw!, whereby the notion of the anchoring of the earth in

the sea variously rounds out the context (Am. 9:5f.; Nah. l:4f.); Ps.75:4(3) explicitly

mentions the pillars on which the earth rests in the middle of the sea (cf. lQH 3:34f').

In this context we also learn what the antithesis of mwg is, namely, a steady foundation

(cf. tkn in Ps. 75:4[3]; cf. IQM 14:6).

II. Figurative Usage: Melt with Fear, Go into a Panic. Whereas the surging of

the sea and earthquakes affect the entire earth, thus becoming cosmic convulsions, it
is the "inhabitants of the land" themselves who are also often explicitly mentioned as

victims (Josh.2:9,24: Ps. 75:4[3]; Am. 9:5; IQH 3:34), or else the inhabitants of a
specific land (the land of the Philistines in Isa. 14:31; Canaan in Ex. 15:15), or of a

specific building (a palace in Nah. 2:7161). This external threat to their stability inevi-

tably also affects them internally; the external convulsion causes the same to occur

intemally, the result then manifesting iself in fear and panic. Thus nrwg repeatedly

serves to describe such situations of fear and panic, conditions usually brought about

by God's own intervention.
In some passages it is no longer immediately clear whether the reference pertains

more to the external or to the internal disruption of stability. Nah. 2:7(6) might just as

easily refer to the chaos resulting from the opening of the gates as to the fear caused

by that opening. It is likely, however, that no real alternative is intended here: mwg

encompasses both aspects. Our word "panic" functions similarly. I S. 14: l5f. also

describes this amalgam of internal and external panic in quite graphic terms. The

endangered seafarers also melt from fear in their ship, which has become a plaything

for the surging waves (Ps. 107:26; cf. Job 3O:22).

The term mwg is also used in portrayals of fear caused by Yahweh's mighty inter-

vention, although without the details of the situation itself being made clear. Ex. 15: 15

employs a plethora of words portraying the fear of the nations (cf. vv. 14-16), similar

to 1S. 14:15f. Josh.2:g,24isalsoageneralportrayalof feardrawingontheformulation
ofEx. 15:15.

Isa. 14:31; Jer.49:23;Ezk.2l:20(15); IQH 3:34f.; and perhaps also Isa' 64:6(7)

also employ the term mwg in descriptions of the panic generated by Yahweh's mighty

intervention in history. In these cases, however, the meaning has faded somewhat and

lacks clear contours.
In contrast, several expressions occur describing the effect of fear on the individual.

In Ps. 107:26, it is the nepei of the seafarers that is seized by panic. Ezk. 2l:20(15) as

well as Jer. 49:23 (accoiding to an almost universally accepted textual emendation)

says the same thing about the t€Q of the affected individuals. This refers not merely to

part of the person, but emphasizes rather that the entire person is seized by fear and

panic. In contrast, when IQM 14:6; 4QM' 4 speak of those whose knees have become

weak, they are cleady referring to a specific part of the body. Yet even here the intention
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may still be a reference to the entire person whose panic manifests itself in knees that
are no longer steady, and which tremble.

In all these examples rzwg shows itself to be a root that has forfeited much of its
original identity by being drawn into the context of Yahweh's struggle with the nations
and with chaos. Its later semantic development in Hebrew does, however, show that
this contextual shift only partially affected its meaning at large, and did so only for a
time; the vemacular preserved the older fundamental meaning "to surge, waver, become
soft. "

Baumann

91D *wt;91D mht; i1p1D miltd

Contents: L 1. Etymology, Ancient Near East; 2. Meaning, occurrences. II. Secular Usage:
l. Totter, Become Unsteady; 2. Be Unable to Maintain Oneself. III. Religious Usage: 1. Creation
Theology; 2. Polemic against Idolatry; 3. Dispute between the Righteous and the Godless; 4.
Declarations of Trust and Asseverations of Innocence.

l. l. Etymology, Ancient Near East. The root mwt is attested only in the West Semitic
languages: in Jewish-Aramaic, Syriac, Aramaic, and palmyrene mwt means "to totter,
waver," in part also "to ponder (in the sense of to weigh)," "to sink." Arab. myy means
"to deviate, retire," Ethiop. mcta "to turn, bend." The common notion seems to be the
deviation from an accustomed position, of the kind observed, e.g., in the beam of a
scale or in the bending of a pole.

This basic meaning provided a conceptual transition to the nouns mbt and mbtd,
which are generally considered derivations of mwl and which both mean "carrying
pole, yoke." The notion of a carrying pole bending up and down might have suggested
this derivation. It is striking, however, that mwt and m6t/m6fi nowhere occur in the
same context, suggesting that the kinship was not conscious. It is far more likely that
the speaker sensed a relationship with -+ ilgD matteh, "staff," "branch," which derives
from the root nlh and whose semantic field ("spread out, stretch out, turn from the
way, turn away, deviate") exhibits a certain proximity to that of mwt. perhaps the
semantic development of mbt/mbtd and of matleh can also be ffaced back to the
influence of Egyp. mdw, "staff ," and Ugar. mt, "staff ."

2. Meaning, occurrences. The basic meaning of mwt is probably "totter, waver,"
whereby the reference is always to something firm, such as the human body or bodily

mwt. G. Bertram, "ool.^etor, od,l"og," TDNT Vll,65-70; H. A. Brongers, ..Darum, wer fest
zu stehen meint, der sehe zu, dass er nicht falle: I Kor X 12," symbolae biblicae et mesopota-
micae. Festschnft E M. T. de Liagre Biihl. SIFS, 4 (1973),56-70.
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parts, or the earth or its foundations. Since the notion of the surging of the sea is quite
alien here, and since that of slackening or becoming soft does not really fit into the
semantic field, the root is not suited for descriptions of fear in its external and internal
manifestations. Rather, the root ,nlr, suggests primarily the stability or firmness -threatened or secure - of a solid mass.

The root mwt occvts 40 times in the Hebrew or, 14 times in the qal, 22 in the
niphal, twice in the hiphil, once in the hithpolel. An additional occurrence might be in
Ps.99:1, whereas the occurrences in Ps. 140:ll@ng. v. 10); 55:4(3); prov.24:11 (in
the latter case in favor of ndld!) should probably be eliminated. The Qumran texts attest
4 additional occurences (3 in the niphal, I in the hithpolel). of the oT occurrences,
26 are in the Psalter alone, and of the rest only [rv. 25:35 represents a genuine prose
text, whereas a certain concentration can also be observed in Isaiah (6 occurrences, 4
of those in Deutero-Isaiah) and Proverbs (4 occurrences).

The distribution of mdt and, mdtd exhlbits completely different results. The word
mbt occtxs altogether 4 times, 3 of those in Numbers (Nu. 4:10,12; 13:23) with the
meaning "carrying pole," and once in Nah. l:13 meaning'.yoke,,(unless this latter
occurrence is to be read as a form of m6ta). Although m6ta can also mean "carrying
pole" (1 Ch. 15:15), the meaning "yoke, yoke collar" predominates by far: of 12
occurrences in all, 1l exhibit this meaning, whereby the word can be either a concrete
(Isa. 58:6a,6b,9;Jer.27:2:28:l0,l2J3al3b) or a figurative reference (l*v.26:13;Ezk.
34:27).In Ezk. 30:18 one should probably read matteh insread of m6td; similarly, m6t6
probably fits better in Isa. 9:3(4). One notices that milt and mbti do not occur at all in
the psalms, and that the other occurrences are also found in biblical books or literary
contexts that are quite different from those of mwt. This confirms the earlier observation
that no real awareness of any kinship between the root and its presumed derivations
can be ascertained.

The LXX variously translates rzwl on the basis of context. Special preference, however,
is given to saleil1 or sdlos (which together count for 23 occurrences); a third of the
occurences of mwy is covered by salefi1, which in Greek refers to natural movement,
especially of the sea, and is used to render no less than 23 Hebrew roots; this usage, of
course, was not without consequences for the meaning of saleiA in the LXX.

Aside from zwl, whose only occurrence (Ps. 99:l) should probably be emended to
a form of mwt, synonyms include especially -; tlD mfig (wtnch was augmented,
probably under the influence of mwt, to include the meaning "waver, heave during
earthquakes"), nfrd, and nfra', though also mwi/my,i (cf. Isa. 54:10) and m'd. Antonyms
are influenced by the context and are thus discussed separately.l

II. Secular Usage. l. Tbtter Become (Jnstead1,. A person's steadiness is threatened
especially when his feet slip or otherwise become unsteady. Thus it is not surprising
that human feet2 are often associated with mwt (Dt.32:35; ps. 38:17[16]; 66:9;94:lg;

l. See III below.
2. -+))1 regel.
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l2l:3), or a person's "gait" or "steps" (Ps. l7:5). The enormous emphasis on stead-

fastness in connection with the polemic against idolatry (cf. Isa. 4O,20 41:7)3 points

in the same direction. When the assertion is made without further specification that a

person - or idol - does not totter, as a rule this is probably also referring to the

steadiness of feet and legs. Here the fundamental meaning of mw! comes to expression

most clearly.

2. Be Unable to Maintain Oneself. l*v. 25:35 uses mlr, in a metaphorical sense. It
is probably no accident that here, too, the term is associated with a bodily part that can

contribute to steadiness, namely, with -r 1' yd4, "hand," although even this word is

intended here in a metaphorical sense. Instead of referring merely to the "slipping of

one's hand," the assertion is that a person's "wealth" is unable to maintain itself, or

"cannot endure." The concern is with maintaining a minimum of economic indepen-

dence when someone within the covenant community slips into poverty'

III. Religious Usage. The majority of the occurrences of mw! are found in the

context of religious statements. Several areas of usage stand ouf the context of creation

theology, especially the threat posed to creation by chaos and by the assault of the

nations; the mockery of alien religions, especially the polemic against idolatry; disputes

between the righteous and the godless; and finally, declarations of trust and assevera-

tions of innocence. Although some thematic overlapping does occur between these

areas, it seems best to discuss the material within this general outline and sequence.

l. Creation Theology. The fundamental convictions of OT creation theology include

the assertion that Yahweh "established"a the circle of the earths; Ps. 93:1; 96:10; I Ch.

16:30 all associate this statement with the assertion that the earth will "not totter"
(NRSV "be moved"). This rejection of the possibility that the earth might lose its

stability simultaneously functions to gmphasize precisely that stability. (The formula

16' yimmbt/bctl-timmbt radiates out into other contexts as well and becomes one of the

most frequent designations for stability in general.6) The same can be said of le'6ldm,

which also is frequently used to underscore the notion of stability.T

However, precisely such strong emphasis on the stability of the cosmos reveals that

this stability was by no means self-evident. Rather, creation is continually in danger

of sinking back into the primal chaos constantly lurking about creation itself. The cultic

traditions of Jerusalem long had access to expressive possibilities for dealing with these

notions, possibilities whose main themes - the "struggle with the gods of chaos" and

the "struggle with foreign nations" - emanate from many OT passages.s This same

3. See III.2 below.
4. -+ Jl) kttn (Yll,89-l0l).
5. +))n Ebel.
6. See III.4 below.
7. See below.
8. Cf., e.g., F. Stolz, Strukturen und Figuren irn Kult von Jerusalem. BTAW 118 (1970)'
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thing can be observed in the contexts associated with mwt. An important consideration
was apparently that mwt could also refer to the threat to the earth's stability posed by
earthquakes, such as those constantly occurring in the Syro-Palestinian region. Earth-
quakes were doubtlessly perceived as a primal menace underscoring the immediacy of
the dissolution of all order into primordial chaos.

Earthquakes are explicitly mentioned in Isa.24:19, which recounts the destructive
power of the quaking in an accumulation of expressions and then elaborates on it further
in vv. l8-20., where recollections of the Flood also resonate. Such recollections of the
Flood also provide the background for Isa. 54:9f ., which explicitly states that the waters
of Noah should no longer inundate the earth; this provides the proper perspective on
the earthquake mentioned in v. l0: although mountains and hills may tofter and give
way (mwi), there is no real danger of a complete reversion to primordial chaos, since
Yahweh's hesed will not totter or withdraw (mwi) from his people, just as according
to Isa. 24:18-20 the earthquake is caused by Yahweh and thus can also be stopped by
him. Earthquakes are also mentioned in Ps. @:4(2);82:5;46:3(2). Ps. 104:5 in particular
emphasizes the stability of the earth in connection with a retrospect of the Flood and
the subsequent limits placed on the powers of chaos, which here are especially identified
with the sea.

Ps. 46 closely associates the motif of the struggle with chaos with that of the struggle
with the nations, motifs even more succinctly paralleled in Ps.99:1. Ps.46:3f.(2f.)
speaks of earthquakes and of the danger of the mountains sinking in the sea. In 46:7 (6)

@ith hamA and mwg as synonyms) it is the assault of the nations against Mt. Zion;
and v. 6(5) asserts that the city of God will remain firm. All three verses employ mwt,
which together with mwg provides the leitmotif of the whole: although everything else
may totter and stagger, God himself and his city do not!

This general framework of the struggle with chaos also includes Job 4l:15(23),
which says of the primordial sea monster lrviathan that the "folds of its flesh" cling
to it as if poured on, and that it "does not move." Here the immovability and invinci-
bility of this power of chaos are briefly characterized, just as they are then more broadly
described in vv. 16ff.(24ff.). Here, too, however, it is made clear that this monster is
powerless against God: it is, after all, God's creature (v. 25[33])!

Despite all the drama provided by these motifs of struggles with chaos and the gods,
drama confirmed by the experiences of earthquakes and war, these statements none-
theless persevere in the conviction that Yahweh, who established the earth itself, will
also safeguard it from sinking back into chaos. Here mw/ provides a key word inasmuch
as it delineates the contrast between the defective stability of the powers of chaos and
even of the seemingly immovable mountains on the one hand, and Yahweh's genuinely
imperturbable stability and steadfastness on the other.

2. Polemic against ldolatry. Job 4l:15(23) already insinuates that Yahweh's adver-
scries are not so much the powers of nature or the nations and their leaders, as other
powers which themselves claim divinity. Ps. 82 addresses this opposition between God
and the gods more clearly by tracing the world's own disorder back to its lack of
knowledge and understanding, which causes it to fumble around in the dark; as a result,
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the foundations of the earth itself shake and totter (v. 5). Dt. 32:35 announces the danger

of slipping in connection with the accusation of apostasy to other gods.

In these passages mwt is used in an extended sense in the context of polemic against

other gods. In two passages with close literary connections, however, mwt acquires a

special meaning (Isa. 40:20; 4l:7). Here mwt occurs in the context of polemic against

idols,e polemic which in a gleeful portrayal of the actual production of such idols

demonstrates the impossibility of these other religions. Here mwt fulfills an important

function by drawing attention to the decisive weakness of an idol, namely, that it cannot

provide for its own stability. Rather, it needs the help of an experienced craftsman so

that it does not "totter" (40:20);but even when several master craftsmen strive together

to insure an especially good rendering of the image, nails must still be used as an aid

in securing it so that-in human estimation-it does not "wobble." Twice the

statement ld'yimm6t stands emphatically at the conclusion. The OT is well acquainted

with the notion that an idol can tip over (cf. 1 S. 5:1ff.). Since idols are such a shaky

thing, how can one expect them to exhibit stability (kwn) or strength (hzq) when they

themselves need stabilizing? Yahweh, of course, needs no such aid; he sits above the

circle of the earth (lsa. 40:22) and is thus able to lend stability to everything else.

3. Dispute between the Righteous and the Godless. Yet another sphere of usage is

revealed by the numerous passages from the psalms which use the word mw! to address

the antithesis between the righteous (the saddiq) and the godless (the ra-.iA). The

polemic against idols resonates here inasmuch as the impious also believe that they

will never be shaken, and will be spared any misfortune (Ps. l0:6), just as in a reverse

fashion the righteous, when shaken, are fearful before the rejoicing oftheir adversaries

(Ps. 13:5[4]; 38:17[6]). Prov.25:26 also considers it a great misfortune when a ;addtq
gives way before the wicked. The adversarial relationship between God and the gods

is continued in that between the righteous and the godless.

The righteous person, however, also realizes that he indulged in a false sense of
security when he earlier asserted that in all eternity he would never totter (Ps. 30:7[6]).

Never can a person acquire stability from within himself, but rather only from Yahweh.

Thus precisely when the righteous person thought his stability was lost and that he

would totter, Yahweh's l.teseQ supported him (Ps. 94:18). The righteous person can thus

also confidently cast his burdens upon Yahweh, always certain that Yahweh will never

allow the ;addtq to stagger (Ps. 55:231221). Or he can express the conviction that he

will always be mindful, and will never totter (Ps. 112:6). Prov. 10:30; 12:3 treat the

same idea in a similar fashion by juxtaposing the fate of the saddiq with that of the

raia'. Tlte righteous person can be certain of never staggering, while the wicked will
never endure (lovn), and will not dwell in the land.

The occurrences of mwt in the Qumran texts evoke the same conceptual background.

I QS I I : 1 2 considers the possibility of slipping (with kfrial as a synonym), anticipating

9. Cf. H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92l5ll2l (1971), 193tr.,

201ff.
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asdoesPs.94:l8thesuccorofthehas/Aorthesidqa! ?/. lQH6:21,27;7:Talsospeak
of the staggering of the godless and of the imperturbability of the righteous, extensively
described using the metaphor of a well-structured wall built on a firm foundation.

This field of usage removes mwt from the broader sphere of convulsions of cosmic
proportions as illustrated by the struggles with chaos and the nations, and by earth-
quakes and war. Here the focus is rather on the personal fate of the individual. Yet even
when literal reference is made to the slipping of a person's foot, the imperturbability
of the righteous person could likely not be expressed so powerfully by the root mwt tf
the mode of expression shaped by the theology of creation, with its high valuation of
Yahweh's secure establishment of the world, did not provide its background. In all
probability this constitutes a later individualization of statements which originally
encompassed a much wider sphere. Thus every emphasis on the stabilify and imper-
turbability of the righteous person resonates with the stability and frmness which
Yahweh once bestowed upon the earth itself and which again and again he maintains
against the myriad destructive forces of chaos.

4. Declarations of Trust and Asseverations of Innocence. The way in which this
individualization came about can probably be deduced from Ps. 2l:8(7). Here the king
expresses his trustlo in Yahweh as well as the confidence that he will himself never
stagger through the heseS of the Most High. All this is said against the background of
the king's obligation to take up arms against his enemies, which in vv. 9ff.(8ff.) are
clearly identified as Yahweh's own enemies. Nonetheless, the declaration of trust is the
primary focus, and is not being made in any polemical confrontation as was the case
in the examples discussed in the previous section. Above all, an individual is being
addressed here, even if as the king he represents the entire people.

This royal declaration of trust leads to expressions of trust made by pious individuals
from a later time. In Ps. 16:8f., the psalmist proclaims his conviction that he will not
totter if Yahweh, of whom he is continually mindful, is by his side. In Ps. 62:3,7(2,6),
this same confidence is repeated like a refrain and augmented by the assertion that
Yahweh is his rock, salvation, and fortress (cf. Ps. 46:8,12(7,11). This reference to the
rock evokes Mt. Zion, which Ps. 125:1 calls a place of trust which bestows etemal
stability. Such expressions of trust can also recall experiences in which God has kept
the petitioners from slipping (Ps. 66:9), whereby here as in other passages it is unceruin
whether the petitioners are being addressed as individuals or as a collective.

Ps. l5:5 uses mul, at the conclusion of an entry liturgy which enumerates the
conditions under which the petitioners may enter Mt. Zion. In Ps. 121 :3, mwt occurs
within the framework of a dismissal ceremony. This and the geat frequency with which
the statement lA' or bal-yimmdt, "he will not totter," occurs ( I Ch. 16:30; lob 4l:l5l23l;

125:1; Prov. 10:30;12:3; Isa.40:20; 4l:7 - formulated in part also in the lst person)
suggest that it was a fixed formula often associated with statements concerning eternal

l5'7

10. -+ l19l bdlah (bdtach) (II, 88-94).
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permanence such as l"/brwdSbr (Ps. 10:6), l"'6ldm (e.g., Ps. l5:5; 112:6;125:l; hov'
10:30), or l"'6lam w"'dQ (Ps. 104:5). As such, the formula was apparently part of the

framework of worship (perhaps entry or dismissal ceremonies) functioning as the

expression directly ptedging ttre stability and imperturbability mediated by trust in
Yahweh' 

Baumann
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I. Linguistic Considerations; LXX. The verb mfil, "circumcise," attested only in
Hebrew, occurs 32 times in the Bible (13 times in the qal, 19 in the niphal). The
postulation of a secondary formmll as an explanation for mdl (Josh. 5:2) and n"maltem
(Gen. l7:ll) is unconvincing.l Either the person himself is circumcised (so Gen.
17:10,12,13,26,27;21:4;34:15,22,24:Ex. 12:44,48; Josh. 5:2,3,4,5,7), or his b"Sar'orld
(Gen. 17:11,14,23,24,25; l.ev. l2:3) or 'orld (Jer. 9:24lEng. v. 251), i.e., the foreskin.
In metaphorical usage mfil is used with 'orla1 l"lallcm (Dt. l0:16; Jer. 4:4) or lald!
(Dt. 30:6) as objects. The Qumran texts twice attest the qal (lQS 5:5; lQpHab 1l:13),
once the niphal (CD 16:6). IQS 5:5 attests the infinitive construct (which does not
occur in the Bible itself). The nonn mfilA occurs only in Ex. 4:26.

Synonyms include krt (Ex. 4:25) and silr hiphil (Jer. 4:4).
Except for Dt. 30:6 (perikatharizd) and Josh. 5:4 (perikathaird), the equivalent used

by the LXX is peritdmnd (also Ex. 4:25; Jer. 4:4).

II. Ancient Near East. In addition to Judah itself, Jer. 9:25(26) also mentions the
Egyptians, Edomites, Ammonites, Moabites, and Arabs as people who practice circum-
cision. While no witnesses to the custom of circumcision in Mesopotamia have yet
come to light,z Egyptian circumcision is richly documented,3 although it does not seem

to have been the general custom during all periods. The Egyptian practice itself is
attested by Jer. 9:25(26), supported by Ezk. 32:19,28,32, perhaps also Josh. 5:9, as well
as Herodotus and Philo.a Greek documents dealing with circumcision from the second
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half of the 2nd century, however, mention only the circumcision of priests,5 which
agrees with the indications given by the church fathers.6 In this respect, the oldest
witnesses cannot be interpreted unequivocally. On a stela from Naga ed-Der in Middle
Egypt (23rd century B.c.) the donor proclaims that he owes his success to this ritualistic
operation, which was performed on him together with 120 others.T A funerary relief
from Saqqdrah (sixth dynasty) portrays a priest performing the rite of circumcision on
a youth with a flint knife.8 It seems certain that the age at which circumcision was
performed was somewhere around puberty (rite of entering manhood?),e or in excep-
tional instances earlier.l0 [n the later period circumcision of priests was obligatory.ll
The fact that during the Hasmonean period the Ammonites and Edomites do not practice
circumcision (Jth. l4:10; Josephus Ant. xiii.9.l; in contrast to Jer.9:251261, although
Ezk.32:29 also describes the Edomites as circumcised) does not constitute a confra-
diction; it might be rather that the inhabitants of the regions of Idumea and Ammon
had in the intervening period given up circumcision. Whereas circumcision among the
Moabites is not mentioned elsewhere, it is a well-attested tradition among the Arabs
(Gen.17:25f.; Josephus Ant. i.12.2).12 The oldest witness is probably the pericope Ex.
4:24-26, which recent exegetes suggest derives from a Midianite background.l3 Rab-
binic literature views Ex. 4:24ff. as the locus classicus for the assertion that God
tolerates no delay regarding circumcision (Bab. Ned.3lb). Beyond this, the oracle of
woe against the prince of Tyre in Ezk. 28 reveals that the Judeans were also aware of
circumcision among the Phoenicians (v. l0), which is attested in Sanchuniathon,la
Herodotus,ls and Aristophanes.l6 The fact that the Phoenicians do not appear in
Jeremiah's enumeration might suggest that his selections were political in nature.
Wilhelm Rudolph suggests an anti-Babylonian coalition under Egyptian leadership
whose propagandistic vaunting of shared circumcision the prophet here deflates.tT

III. Usage. l. The Rite. Circumcision did not become legally regulated until the
exilic and postexilic periods. After that, every male was to be circumcised (Gen.

5. L. Mitteis and U. Wilcken, Grundzilge und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde (Leipzig,
l9l2\, Y2, nos. 74-77.

6. F. Zimmermann, Die iigyptische Religion nach der Darstellung der Kirchenschriftsteller
und die iigyptischen Denkmiiler (Paderbom, 1912), 158-162.

7. ANEF,326.
8. ANE1 206], cf. also ANET1,673.
9. K. Sudhoff, Arztliches aus giechischen Papyrus-IJrkunden. Studien zur Geschichte der

Medizin, 5f. (Leipzig, l%7), 179: twelve to fourteen years old; Philo Quaest. in Gen. iii.47:
fourteen years old.

10. Mitteis-Wilcken, no. 74: seven and eleven years old.
ll. Cf. W. Westendorf, "Beschneidung," kxAg. I (1975), 727-730.
12. J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums (Berlin, 21897, repr. 1961), 174t.
13. So Kosmala, H. Schmid, Kutsch, Forshey; --+ l[1l1 htn, Y, 276f .

14. Cited in Eusebius Praep. ev. i.10.33.
15. Hlsr. ii.l04.
16. Birds 504ff.
17. Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968), 64f.
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17:10b,lla), the time of circumcision was set at the eighth day after birth (v. 12a), and
the circle of those affected was expanded to include slaves (vv. lZb,l3a) in order to
guarantee the cultic purity of the larger family to which they belonged. The ordinances
conclude in Gen. 1'7:l4a with a sanction.l8 Individual elements reappear in other
contexts. Ex. 12:43-50 mentions (vv. 44,48) allowing slaves and foreigners dwelling
in the land to partake of the Passover if they are circumcised. The stipulation of the
eighth day as the time of circumcision was incorporated into [rv. l2:l-8, a compendium
of ordinances to be followed at the birth of a child (v. 3).

Circumcision itself can be traced back to the time before the country was unified
(Josh. 5:2-9), back to the period ofthe conquest, and probably even as far back as the
end of the patriarchal period (Gen. 34).te The presentation of P in Gen. 17;21:4, wl:ttch
traces circumcision back to Abraham, accommodates itself to the historical framework
of the period portrayed.20 The flint knives mentioned inEx.4:25; Josh. 5:3 also suggest
a very early date. The designation of the eighth day rendered impossible the kind of
collective circumcision apparently customary in an earlier period (Josh. 5:2-9).21 Com-
parisons with later circumstances yield only approximate details with which to amplifu
this picture.

The fundamental elements of the modem practice of circumcision were already fixed
at the time of the Mishnah. Three stages of the operation are differentiated: l. removal
(mild) of the foreskin (hiltfib;2. exposing the glans penis as far as the corona (p"ri'6);
3. sucking off the bleeding vessels (m";i;A). The p"ri'6 can hardly have been a part of
circumcision during the biblical period, since it obstructs operations which reestablish
the foreskin of the kind familiar from the Hellenistic-Roman period (l Mc. l:15;
As.Mos.8:3; Josephus Anr. xii.S.l; I Cor. 7:18;'Aboth iii.ll). A later introducrion of
this element is also suggested by the fact that tradition explicitly tries to attribute it to
Abraham (Bab. Yoma 28b). In general, a father probably circumcised his son, although
in emergency situations anyone could perform the rite as long as he or she was a Jew.
The modern mohel can also be represented by any Jew.

2. Interpretation. Until the end of the monarchy circumcision was a self-evident sign
of ethnic identity (Gen.34).22 The need for religious interpretation emerged at the same
time legal regulation became necessary, since it became clear that circumcision on the one
hand and personal behavior on the other could very easily diverge. Deuteronomy ( 10: 16;
30:6), Jeremiah(4:4;9:25126)), and Ezekiel (44:7,9) all believe that this could be rectified
by a "circumcision of the heart" which would fulfill that of the flesh. "Circumcision is
circumcision of the heart." 23 P then interprets circumcision as a sign of the covenant (Gen.
17:ll) which manifests on the one hand God's steadfastness, and on the other Israel's

I 8. Westermann, 263, 267.
t9. rbid.,540f.
20. De Vaux, The Early History of Israel, 286f.
21. Cf. also ANEla,326.
22. )r:,9 'rl.
23. Hermisson, 76.
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commitment. The Talmud expresses this by asserting that circumcision overrides all 613

commandments and prohibitions (Bab. Ned.32a). A third interpretation emerges from the

LXX rendering of Dt. 30:6; Josh. 5:4.24 Circumcision is a condition for cultic purity. This
apparently refl ects the Egyptian understanding.2s

IV. Qumran. The Qumran texts follow the interpretations of Deuteronomy,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and P. An autonomous person omits circumcising the foreskin of
his heart (lQpHab ll:13) or the foreskin of his evil inclinations and stiffness of neck
(lQS 5:5). CD 16:6 views the day of Abraham's circumcision as the day the covenant
was made.26

G. Mayer

24. See I above.
25. Herodotus Hist. ii.37; Philo De Spec. Izg. i.5).
26. -+ a) bb (YtL,399437).
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Contents: I. I . Grammatical Form; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning. II. Context: I . Place of Birth,

Home, Fatherland: a. 'eres mblede!: b. m6leQel; 2.a. Birth; b. Descent, Origin; 3.a. Race; b.

Descendants; c. Relatives.

l. l. Grammatical Form. Among the abstract nouns derived from the root +'I)"
yld which occasionally exhibit concrete meaning, mble/e1is the most important after
fihdA, with which it is closely associated.l The non-segolate form m6lddh occurs only
as a place name (Josh. 15:26; l9:2; I Ch.4:28:. Neh. ll:26).

2. Occurrences. The term mdlejel occurs 22 times in the Hebrew Bible, although
with uneven distribution (in particular, it occurs nowhere in the Deuteronomistic history,
nor in the greater Ketubim). It occurs 9 times in Genesis (8 of those among the older
narrators), 4 times in the remaining Tetrateuch; the rest occur in Jeremiah (twice),

Ezekiel (3 times), Ruth (once), and Esther (3 times). Temporal distribution thus extends

from the Yahwist to the Hellenistic period.

3. Meaning. Of the three semantic categories which the grarnmars generally attribute
to substantives constructed with ma-, namely, place, instrument, and verbal-abstract,2 the

1. On the construction with the preformative ma- (maqyal+| see GK, $85e-g; Joiion, $88 l.e;
on the segolate ending cf. GK, $949; Jotion, $899.

2. Cf. esp. H. S. Nyberg, Hebreisk Grammatik (Uppsala, 1952),205-8.
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instrumental does not apply to mblede!. Accordingly, two fundamental meanings emerge:
l.placeofbirth,home,fatherland;2.birth,andthencedescent,lineage; orasconcretum
pro abstracto; a) tribe; b) descendants; c) persons of the same descent = relations, family.

In all these variations, however, the fundamental meaning of yld is always present. In
contrast to the nomadic tribal and clan structures, which are often supported by artificial
genealogies, mdle/e1 is that identification and connection based on consanguinity and
birth which still obtains even if the ribal and clan structures themselves are dissolved.3

For a consideration of the LXX renderings of m6le/zE see the individual sections
below.

II. ContexL l. Place of Birth, Home, Fatherland. a. 'ere{ mdlede!. The meaning
"place of birth, home" is to be read in particular in those passages that speak of 'eres

m6lede!, "homeland." It is not really accurate to understand mdleQel here in the
derivative sense of "kindred," in which case'eres mbleQel would be the "land of one's
kindred."a Rather, 'eres mOleQelis the land in which a person has his physical, though
also his spiritual roots. Of the 7 passages with'eres mble/eg 2 belong to the Abraham
cycle, and one to the Jacob cycle. One fixed biblical tradition places Abraham's home
in Mesopotamia. This is his ('eres) mdleQeg which he gives up under Yahweh's guiding
hand. As is well known, P deviates from this by having Abraham's father Terah's
wanderings begin in Ur of the Chaldeans (Gen. ll:31), though significantly without
calling it his home ('ereg m6le/el does not occur in the P source). It is rather the Yahwist
who considers Aram Naharaim and more specifically Haran to be Abraham's'eres
mOleQel. This is doubtlessly his reference in Gen. l1:28, where "Ur of the Chaldeans"
functions "merely to harmonize."s And in Gen. 24:7 (cf . v. l0) he formally names
Aram Naharaim and the city of Nahor as Abraham's'eres m6lede!, i.e. (according to
27:43;28:10;29:4) Haran itself. As tenacious as the older narrators are in their asso-
ciation of not only Isaac (Gen. 24) but also Jacob (Gen. 29-33) with Haran as Abraham's
'ere; m6le/e1, Jacob's 'eres m6le8e! is actually Canaan.6 When in Gen. 31:13 @) the
angel of Elohim instructs Jacob to return to the 'eres of his mOle/eg the reference is
to Canaan. The "sons of Jacob" come from middle Palestine,T and the Jacob traditions
already enjoy a fixed focal point in the sanctuary at Bethel.8 This change in direction
over against the Abraham cycle, however, also reveals the change that has taken place
in the combinations and systematization of the patriarchal traditions from Abraham to

3. See II.l.a below.
4. R. de Vaux, "Les patriarches h6breux et les d6couvertes modernes," RB, 55 (1948),322:

"place where one's kindred dwells"; C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,
1985), 139: the land of his kith and kin, the land where his kinsmen lived.

5. Westermann, 135.
6. Cf. H. Seebass, Der Erzvater Israel und die Einfi)hrung der Jahweverehntng in Kanann.

BAW gS (1966), 33.
7. Cf. A. Lemaire, "[,es Ben6 Jacob," RB, 85 (1978),321-337.
8. Cf. A. de Pury, Promesse divine et l|gende cultuelle dans le cycle de Jacob,ll. EtB 0975),

esp. 559-585; E. Otto, "Jakob in Bethel," ZAW 88 (1976),165-190.
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Jacob by the Israelite narrators and theologians. Whereas Abraham's 'eres m6le/e! is

in Aram Naharaim, and Isaac similarly sojourns in Canaan as a foreigner (Gen. 26:3:

gfrr; cf . in P the 'ere; m"gurim.' Gen. l7:8, etc.; Abraham is a ger and t6id! in the land:

Gen.23:4), Jacob's wives already feel like nof,riyyi! in Aram Naharaim (Gen. 3l:15);
his'eres mblede! is Canaan: the promise is taking form.

Not only the stories surrounding the figure of Abraham, but also the Ruth narrative

make it clear that the'eres m6lede! is not the highest good, and that Yahweh may well
demand of his elect that they give it up. By leaving father and mother Ruth is also

leaving her 'eres m1leQel in order to join the people of Yahweh, whom she earlier did
not know (although her husband was, after all, one of them!) and among whom she

was considered anof;riyyA, and to seek refuge under the wings of the God of Israel

(Ruth 2:llf.). Despite the parallels to the Abraham tradition generally acknowledged

by the commentaries, the theological shift cannot be overlooked. Yahweh is no longer

the God who wanders with the fathers, as was the case with the older Pentateuch

narrators (cf. esp. Gen. 28:20f.), but is rather bound to a specific land and to a specific

people, and the foreigner who would enjoy Yahweh's protection must fust leave his

owt'eres m6lede!.
Jeremiah twice uses the expression'eres m6lede! in the sense of country of birth,

home. The successor to King Josiah, who fell in battle against Pharaoh Neco, was

Jehoahaz, whom Neco took captive to Riblah and from there deported to Egypt, and

to whom the prophet must then announce that he will never see his homeland again

(Jer.22:10); rather - so goes the explication - 
"in the place where they have carried

him captive he shall die, and he shall never see this land again" (v. l2). Even if this

statement was made in622,the Deuteronomistic commentary reflects the homelessness

of the exile, of the "foreign land" ('a.dmat ndbdr Ps. 137:4).e After the invasion of
Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar, the foreign mercenaries in the Egyptian army (or the foreign

merchants?I0) flee the sinking ship by calling to one other: "Come, let us go back to

our own people and to the land of our birth" (Jer. 46:16). For the frst time here, ('eres)

mblejel-as later in Estherll-is not a parallel to clan and patriarchal house, but

rather to 'am. The clans have been subsumed under peoples, and these peoples are now

associated with their own homelands. The same set of circumstances is found in Ezekiel.

He accuses Judah of allowing itself to be fooled by mere pictures of officers who looked

like Babylonians and whose homeland was Chaldea (F.2k.23:15). Here also nation and

land are viewed as one.
In all these passages the LXX understands 'eres m6leQe! as the land of one's birth

or origin, or descent (not of kindred). It translates en td gii hz egenniithe (Gen. ll:28,
analogously 24:7), tiin Siin (ti6s) geniseOs soz (Gen. 3l:13; Ruth 2:ll), pat{s (Jet.

22:10; 46:l6lLXX 26:16); Ezk. 23:15).

9. Cf. H.-J. Hermisson, "Jeremias Wort iiber Jojachin," Werden und Wirken des ATs. Fest-

s c h r ift C. We st e rmann (Gtittingen, l98O), 267 -27 0.

10. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, Xll C1968),2'12.
1 l. See below.
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b. mdleQel. The word mbledelby itself probably also has the meaning "place of birth,
home" in the 5 passages (all J or J-source) in which it is construed with the preps. min,
'el, and /e, particularly since in every case it stands in obvious proximity to 'eres. Even
though the lexica,l2 translations, and commentaries largely advocate the rendering
"kindred," it is difficult to understand 'eres + mbleSel other than as 'eret mblede!. The
call with which Yahweh begins human history anew in Gen. 12: I demands that Abraham
leave his land ('eres), his m6leQe1, and his father's house @A!'dl). T"bis does not really
constitute a heightening of elements, as various commentaries suggest, such that Abraham
is to leave not only his land, but also his kindred, indeed, even his most intimate family
circle (of which, by the way, he takes along a sizeable portion!). "Your country and your
mdleje!" stands here for "yotr'eres mbledet," t3 and the 'eres mble{elitself is for nomads
automatically identical with the land of one's bA1 'dp (cf . Ger' 24:7, where bQ 'dlt and
'eres m6laitt are synonymous). The pleonasm simply serves to emphasize the radical
break with the past on the one hand, and the absolute new beginning on the other.

The same is true of Gen.24:4 (J),where Abraham orders his servant: "Go to my country
and to my mbleje1." Here, too, "land" and mblede!, as v. 7 shows, can mean nothing other
than'eres mbleQel$ndeed, the entire section vv. l-9 emphasizes only the "land"; orly after
the encounter with Laban's family are the bC!'db and miipdhh mentioned!). Similarly, a

comparison with 3 I : l3 (E)14 
- despite the fact that the two passages draw from different

sources - makes it clear that in Gen. 3l:3 (J) "to the land of your ancestors and to your
mbley'e!" means the same as "to the land of your mbleQe1." To be sure, for Jacob the basis

of confidence is less the privileges of one's home which he enjoys in Canaan than Yahweh's
support: "I will be with you" - the Yahwist's warning against false trust in the Davidic-
Solomonic claimsto power.15 In the prayeratJabbok inGen.32: l0(9) Jacob cites Yahweh's
own instructions .iilf l"'ar;"f;fi fil"mbla@"\a, which echoes both lek-l"ka mE'ars"f;i fimim-
mdladt"kn (Gen. 12:l) and ifi!'el-'eres mdladtekd (Gen. 3l:13). The sense is the same as

that in Gen. 12:1. Finally, to Moses'request to guide his people through the wilderness,
Hobab responds: "I will not go, but I will go back to my own land and to my mbleQel" (Nl.
10:30 Ul), in short: to the land of my origin, to my home.

The LXX is inconsistent in these passages. In the sense discussed above it translates
Gen.32:10(9) eis tin giin tls geniseos soa, while in Gen.31:3; Nu. 10:30 ituses the
ambiguous gened; the use of syngdneia in Gen. l2:l and phyli4 it 24:4 presupposes
the meaning "kindred" for mblefle1.

2. a. Birth. The law concerning forbidden degrees of relations in [-ev. I 8:9(twice),1 I
uses mbleSelfrst in the sense of "birth." V. 9 prohibits relations with one's half-sister on
both the father's and mother's side, whether it concerns a "house billh" (mbleQel bayil)

12. GesB, KBL2, KBL3, HAL.
13. Cf. GesB and KBL3 s.u. w'with the example from Gen. 3:16: "your pain and

your childbearing" = "the pain of your childbearing."
14. See a. above.
15. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, "Ein Theologe in salomonischer Zeit? Pliidoyer fiir den Jahwisten,"

BZ N.s. 25 (1981), l0lf.
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or a "birth abroad" (mblede! bu;), i.e., one born either at home or elsewhere, legitimate

or illegitimate (LXX endogenorts 6 gegennemdnes 6xO).Y.11 extends the prohibition to

includi the daughter of a wife of the father from a different relationship. Of her, too, it is

said: "(she is) the birth of (NRSV 'begotten by') your father (mble4e!'abtka),. . . she is

your sister ILXX homopatria adelphEl," i.e., she is "declared to be 'a sister,' in a peculiar

pttrur" - perhaps a later addition - because 'begotten by your father" "16

The great discourse against Jerusalem in Ezk. 16 also speaks of birth, though now in a

metaphorical sense: "Yourorigin and your birth (m"&, rdlayilfimdley'^layl!; pl. employed

in tawsuitr?) are of the land of the Canaanites" (v. 3). The repetition in v.4 of fim^l"dalayik

("and as for your birth") should doubtlessly be considered a case of disruptive dittogra-

phy.lS With the words "on the day you were bom" v. 4 provides a meaningful and

ieamless transition from v. 3 and simultaneously specifies the senseof mble/e1as"bitth"
(LXX gdnesis). Against the background of its Amorite-Hittite "birth" and the - theo-

logicaliy - hopeless future of the city, Jerusalem's election and disloyalty emerge in all

their incomprehensibility. "For a pagan city and a state founded on such a city can make

none of the claims that might accompany physical descent from Abraham. In and of

themselves, Jerusalem and Judah are nothing special and can make no claims to privilege'

What they were and are is based solely on Yahweh's obliging love"'le

b. Descent, Origin.In Est. 2:lO,2O, milledelexhibits the extended sense of "descent,

ethnic identity, race," as shown by the parallelism with'am: Mordecai has charged

Esther not to make known "her people or kindred." This usage is an example of the

transition from the abstract to the concrete.

3. a. Race. This transition is completed in Est. 8:6, where there is no discernible

difference between 'am and mblede!. Esther laments: "For how can I bear to see the

calamity that is coming on my people . . . the destruction of my race?"2o The quantity

that ernerges from common descent is ultimately the people itself. This is a time in

which national pride emerges victorious and in which the preservation and purity of

the race is worthy of the believers' best efforts.

The LXX renders mbledelitappropriately in all 3 instances with patris, "fatherland,

home town."
b. Descendans. [n one passage, Gen. 48:5f. (P), m\ledet has the meaning of "de-

scendants, posterity." At Jacob's deathbed, it emerges that Jacob's adoption of the sons

of Joseph will be limited to Ephraim and Manasseh, and will not extend to Joseph's

other sons: "Ephraim and Mannaseh shall be mine, just as Reuben and Simeon are'

As for the descendants (NRSV 'offspring'; LXX 6kgona) bom to you after them, they

shall be yours." The adoption of both Ephraim and Manasseh, based on divine revela-

16. M. Noth, lzviticus. OTL(Ene. trans. 1965)' 135.

17. E. K6nig, Hebniisches und aramtiisches wiirterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, l9l0)'
18. Thus G.Fohrer, Ezechiel. HATXIJI (1955); W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL(Etg. trans. 1970);

LexHebAram; contra W. Zimmerli, Ezel<iel l. Herm (Eng. trans' 1979\'322'

19. Fohrer, 86.
20. On the change in social structures reflected in the par.'am/m^le/e!, s* II.l.a above.
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tion, as well as their inclusion in the promise, is thus emphasized more strongly than
among older narrators against the claims made on behalf of natural descent.

c. Relatives. The meaning "kindred" = "one's relatives," which lexicographers and
commentators also suggest for the passages mentioned under II.l.b, seems actually to
apply only to Gen.43:.7 (J). Jacob's sons assert before him that the Egyptian "questioned
us carefully about ourselves and ow mblefle1." The kindred (LXX gened) about which
Joseph inquires is, to be sure, limited to the immediate family: "Is your father still
alive? Have you another brother?" Hence one might better translate mdleQel here as

"family" than as "kindred."
We have found that the semantic spectrum of mdleSel revolves around the funda-

mental notion of birth (root flA and expresses several relationships created through
birth: place of birth, home, fatherland 

- descent, origin - race, descendants, family.
H. Haag

1YID ma'ed

Contents: I. Occurrences and Semantic lntricacies. II. Human Interaction. U]. m6'ed in the
Natural and Cultic Calendar. IV. Future (and) Eschatological Divine Action at the mb'e{ Time.
Y.'6hel mA'eQ.

I. Occurrences and Semantic Intricacies.
1. Although m6'E8is attested in various genres from the oldest historical texts (Gen.

18:14; 1 S. 9:24) to the most recent apocalyptic utterances (Dnl. l2:7), cenain focal
points do emerge regarding its use. Of the 223 occwrences in the OT, 149 are in the
section from Ex. 25 to Nu. 31, i.e., in the Priestly writing, as well as Gen. l:14; 17:21;
2l:2(cf. Josh. 18:l; 19:51). The expression also occurs frequently in Chronicles (12
times) and in Lamentations (6 times), and later particularly in the Qumran writings (in
addition to the 61 occurrences according to Kuhn,l 57 others2 are found in 4Q and 10

m6'e{. J. Dus, "Zur bewegten Geschichte der israelitischen [,ade," A ION, 4l ( l98l ), 35 l-385;
M. Giirg, Das Zelt der Begegnung. BBB,27 (1967), 168-170; J. Macdonald, "An Assembly at
Ugarit?" Festschift C. F. A. Schaeffen UE ll (1979),515-526; E. T. Mullen, The Assembly of
the Gods: The Divine Council in Caraanite and Hebrew Literature. HSM,24 (1980); L. Rost,
Die Vorstufen von Kirche und Synagoge im AT. BWANT,7614124) (1938;21967),35-38, 129-152;
G. Sauer, "T9'jZbestimmen," THATl,74246;J. A. Thompson, "Expansions of the19rRoor,"
"/SE l0 (1965),222-240; J. A. Wilson, "The Assembly of a Phoenician City," JNES,4 (1945),
245; N. Zelnik, "!|TP t;3'r-O," Sharuh be-Shanah, 1972,266-272; for turther bibliog. -+ );rX
'6hel, l, I I 8f.;'Ilr yd'a{, Yl, I 35; cf. "Festivals," EncJud, yl, 1237 -1246.

L Kuhn.
2.Ct.J. Allegro, QumrdnCave4. DJD,Y (1968); M. Baillet, QumrdnGrotte4, lll(4Q452-

4Qs20). DJD, Vil (1982).
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in the Temple scroll). The term m|'-zQ occvs 146 times in a construct relationship with

,6hel in reference to the Israelite tent sanctuary during the wildemess period, the

..tabernacle,,; of these, 133 are found betwe", 
-E*. 

25 and Nu. 31, and this special

usage requires a separate discussion'3 
---Lr-. ^r

S"r"rut instancei of linguistic overlapping and thus presumably of close semantlc

associations point to the no"tion of a fixJpoint in time. "Days" and "years" occur in

parallel(e.g.,Gen.l:14;Lam.2:22),asalso..feasts''or..festivals''(Hos.9:4f,:Ezk.
46:ll),or "time" in general (Ps' 102:14[Eng' v' 13])' In cultic-contexts the terms

..Sabbath and new -oor" are often used in connection with it.a Usage involving the

notion of ..time" often employs construct combinations with y6m (Lam' 2:22'' Ho$

9:5; 12:10), hddei (Ex. ZZitS;34:18), ot idnA 1pt' 31:10)' The term qr'("solemnly

convene/ca]ltogether,,)occursmostoftenasaverbalcompliment;am6.Zdissum-
moned against.o.n"on" (Lam' 1:15), though much more frequently one's cultic associ-

ates are summoned together for the m6'dd,-which is therefore called miqra' q6Qei (e'g''

Lev. 23:2ff.). various divine designations used as nomens regens frequently refer to

God as the determinative elemerit (l-ev. 23:2ff.; Ps. 74:8; 2 Ch.2:3[4]), as do the

corresponding suffixes (e.g', Lev' 23.2''Ps' 14:4;Lam' 2:6)'

2. The noun is related to the verb -+ Jllt yZ with which it is also explicitly associated

in Ex. 30:36;2 S.2O:5. The term y d refers either to the making of an appointment

between two equal partners, or to such action taken by one person over against another

of lower standing; u, u -i", both cases refer to a meeting at a specified time, and

occasionally also at a specified place's

3.AlltheWestSemiticlanguagesattestanounmZArab.maw.idmeans..place/time
of an uppolntment,"6 La^."*o:"da' means "appointed time' festival'"7

II. Human Interaction. HAL lists "place for meeting, assembly point" as the first

meaning of the basic word, and "meeting, assembly" as the second'8 The passages

adduced for the first meaning (Josh' 8:14; Job 30:23; Larn'2.6;Ps'14:4)' however'

can also be interpreted differently'e or at least can be taken to emphasize the connotation

"appointed ti-", dut"," which KBL3 does not list until third'

Thiscanbedemonstratedbytherelativelyrareinstanceswl.rerem6.EQrefersto
nonreligious human interaction. In Josh. 8:14 the warriors of Ai presumably do not

meet ..at u, uppoinJ fru""" (Martin Luther) at the 'arala, but rather meet there at

a time favorable for ti',e united assault. The Israelite warriors do not just set an

3. See V below.
4. See III.2 below.
5. + 'IY' ya'aQ(Y,393-426).
6. Wehr, 1081.
l. iiSO, 145; Jastrow, 11,745' On Ugar' m'd ser- III'3 below'

s. HAI.II (1995), 557f.

9. See following discussion'
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"appointment" (NJB "agreed") with "those of the ambush" separated from them for
strategic purposes, but rather determine the decisive point in time at which to under-

take collective action (Jgs. 20:38). Jonathan goes out into the field "at the m6'0d of
David," referring to the time of meeting specified by David (l S' 20:35); although

this includes the place necessary for the meeting, it by no means refers only to the

place. David becomes restless when Amasa delays beyond the "set time of the

meeting" (2 S. 20:5).
This virnrally exhausts the instances which attest nonreligious use of the lexeme. It

is thus limited to preexilic writings and refers here to a time set between two partners

for a meeting for the purpose of undertaking collective action; under certain circum-

stances the appointed time can be augmented by a specification of the meeting place

as well. As a rule, the m6'eQ is fixed and made binding by the first partner for the

weaker one. This hierarchy in the relationship between the two partners emerges even

more clearly in the religiously oriented contexts to be discussed later.

As the only later witness, Job 30:23 is generally understood "spatially"; the bA1

m6'd/ to which the dead descend in the underworld is usually translated in the sense

of "place of assembly." If one does not point the text as mfr'dd ("the house appointed

[for all living]),"t0 it seems more advisable to assume some influence from the Baby-

lonian mythology of the underworld. There the underworld is frequently viewed as a

"gloomy, dusty etc. house"ll to which human beings sojourn in the days of their

appointed fate (ttme itmtil.tz

III. m6'6{ in the Natural and Cultic Calendar.
l. What is perhaps the oldestwitness (Gen. 18:14 [J]) already equates m6'AQwith

the time at which the year comes full circle ftn'e! haueh). The P parallel (17:21)

expresses this even more clearly: "at this time (NRSV 'season'; lamm6'Ed haueh) in

the next year" (similarly also in 2 K. 4:16f.). The return of certain animals in rhythm

with the course of the year also occurs at the "set time" which, e.g., the stork knows

instinctively (Jer. 8:7). Similarly, the ripening of the fruit of the field also follows with

a corresponding, fixed regularity (Hos. 2: I l, 1 3t9, I I l).

2. The term has also long been used to refer to the appointed time and place of
the more important cultic celebrations, i.e., feasts of worship. This is probably the

sense of the cook's words to the astonished Saul at the cultic meal when he serves

Saul a portion of the sacrifice (l S. 9:24): "Eat, for it was kept for you until the

feast"l3 (so also I S. 13:8,11?). In the Pentateuch the Feast of Passover-Mazzoth

clearly emerges as the decisive annual m6'ed, celebrating the day of deliverance from

Egypt, while the other festival times are occasionally mentioned alongside it and do

10. Cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 414, n.23, following J' Reider' "Con-
tributions to the Scriptural Text," HUCA,24 (1952153), 102f.

ll. BuA, lr (1925), 144t.
12. AHw,III (1981), 1239.
13. Gtirg, 169.
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not receive such designation: Ex. l3:l0;23:15 (E); 34: l8 (J); Nu. 9:2f .,7 ,131' Dt. 16:6;

cf . 2 Ch. 30:22; Hos. 12:10(9). Yet in the majority of OT passages (aside from the

combination 'dhel m6'E/) it refers to the time of the (three) great annual festivals
(Lev.23:2ff.; Nu. l0:10; l5,3;28:2;29:39;2 Ch.8:13; Ps.75:3[2]; Isa. 1:14; Lam'
1:4;2:7,22; Ezk.36:38; 44:24;45:17;46:9,11; Hos.9:5; Zeph-3:18;7,ech.8:19;cf.
Dt. 3l:10). In this connection it can also refer to the festival locale, the holy place

ort Zion (2 Ch. 30:22; Ps. 74:4,8; Isa. 33:20; l-am. 2:6), though it remains unclear

whether the temporal or spatial reference is being emphasized. In its statements about

the cultic festivals as m6'"8tm, the lexeme occurs surprisingly often together with the

terms "sabbath and new moon" (Lev.23:2ff.; Nu. 10:10; L Ch.23:31;2 Ch. 2:3141;

31:3; Isa. 1:14; Lam.2:6; Hos.2:13[11]; cf. Ezk.36:38; 46:9,11; Hos.9:5), so that

the Sabbath and new moon, while apparently not referring to a m6'E/, do designate

a closely related quantity.
This last combination suggests that an inner relationship obtains between the usage

of m6'08 in reference to the recurring, more important temporal divisions within the

natural year on the one hand and its usage in reference to the greater annual festivals

on the other. This orientation in relationship to Sabbath and new moon demonstrates

how even in the preexilic period the Hebrews were quite conscious that the Passover-

Mazzoth (Weeks) and autumnal festivals were to take place at a time set by Yatrweh

through the course of the stars. The fixed seasons in the course of the year are at the

same time the fixed times of festivals.
Though the moon plays an especially decisive role, the sun is also of con-

sequence: "He made the moon for the m6'"dim; the sun knows its (time for) rising"
(Ps. 104: l9). A similar sense is expressed by the famous passage Gen. l:14, accord-

ing to which the celestial bodies were created to be "for signs and for (regular)

times of festivals and for days and years" (cf. Sir. 43:7). lQS 9:26-10:8 extensively

discusses the relationship between the natural and cultic year from the perspective

of m6'e!.
Festival dates are thus inviolably fixed by the course of the stars as seasonally

significant temporal divisions. Since in the earlier period this is emphasized especially

regarding the Passover-Mazzoth festival, the festival itself must have been oriented

since a very early period to the course of the celestial bodies, not only of the moon
(full moon), but also of the sun according to the equinox. This probably refutes the

thesis of a purely lunar calendar in ancient Israel, since at least the cult was given a
lunar-solar orientation.

However, it is not only as regards the natural cycle that these m6'E/-times are

thrown into relief; at the same time, they represent those days when God approaches

Israel as the Creator and meets with his cultic community. Such times are thus filled
with holiness (qdi, Ps.74:3f .;Lev.23:2ff . and passim), and such occasions are marked

by solemn convocations (qr',l*v.23:2ff.; Nu. 16:2; Lam. l:4,15; 2:22 and passim).

The community is required to make offerings at such times, whereas on other days

such offerings are voluntary and can take place as acts prompted by a special occasion

(Nu. 10:10; l5:3;28:2;2 Ch.2:3141; 8:13; 3l3; Ezk.45:17 and passim). The 10

occurrences in the Temple scroll fall under this rubric; there m6'88 always means
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"festival date" and is explicitly distinguished from the "work day" as "day of
weariness" (1 IQT 43:15).ra

3. According to Isa. 14:13, the gods come together on a har-m6'€d, where at one

time the Babylonian king sojourned. This passage became the mythical prototype for
the eschatological Har Magedon (Armageddon) of Rev. 16:16.15 Exegetes unani-

mously take the sense of this expression to be "mount of assembly (of the gods)"

and adduce the Ugaritic parallels in the Ba'al-Yamm myth, according to which the

sea-god once sent his messengers "to the pfir m'd in the midst of the Mount of
Lala," 16 where pfir refers to the closed alliance of the gods and m'dhere, too, is taken

as "assembly."l7 However, both the Ugaritic and the OT contexts suggest rather a

"fixed time for the assembly (of the gods)"; in neither instance is the reference to

ad hoc meetings, but rather to regularly recurring occasions which presumably are to
be celebrated concurrently as festivals on earth as well. This remains the case even

if John Macdonald is correct in suggesting that one point as the passive participle
"appointe6." ts

The account of the journey of the Egyptian Wen-amon mentions an extraordinary,

brief meeting among human beings; Wen-amon reports that one day a prince of
Byblos convened his mw'd(wt) (a Syrian word foreign to Egyptian) in order to stand

in their midst and make certain decisionsle. Reference is apparently being made to a
kind of ministerial council or circle of representatives of the people, whose sugges-

tion, however, is then rejected by the ruler. Does this passage allow us to conclude

the existence of a people's assembly as a regular institution under the name of m6'€Q

in Syria-Phoenicia?20
An element of ambiguity remains regarding the Aramaic inscription of Tell Deir

'A[a,21 where a seer by the name of Balaam seems to be reporting a vision and speaks

of tdyn, Shaddai gods (or cult servants?): wnpbw . - . mw'd, "they take their places

Olb as in Ex. 33:8; Nu. 11:16; Dt. 3l:14) at the appointed time of meeting."22 This

can refer both to a specially convened assembly of deities and to a regularly conducted

assembly.23

14. J. Maier, The Temple Scroll. JSOTSup, 34 @ng. trans. 1985), ll3; also G. Vermes, Ifte
Dead Sea Scrolls in English (Sheffield, 31987),142.

15. J. Jeremias, "'Ap Mop6<(w," TDNT, I,468; J. Gray, The lzgacy of Canaan. SVT' 5
(21965), 24, n.l.

16. KTU, 1.2l, 14-18,31; ANET, 130.
17. WUS, no. 1619; UT, no. l5l2; CML2, l5l.
18. P. 524; similarly Mullen, 129.
19. ANET 29a.
20. Wilson, Macdonald, contra Mullen, 282.
21. J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Aramaic Terts from Deir'Alla DMOA, 19 (1976).

22. rbid., r,6.
23. This passage has been discussed most recently by H. and M. Weippert, "Die 'Bileam'-

Inschrift von Tell DEr 'Alla," zDPu, 98 (1982), 88, 103; and H.-P. Miiller, "Die aramiiische

Inschrift von Deir 'A116 und die iilteren Bileamspriiche," 7AW, 94 (1982), 217t., 224.

t7l
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fV. Future (and) Eschatological Divine Action at the m6'E! Time.It is not only
through his creation of time itself that God established fixed m6'"/im which his people

are to keep and which serve the purpose of an encounter with God. Rather, his
efficacious word establishes ever anew a m6'?/ for good fortune or disaster for human

beings in history. This includes the appointed end of the pestilence in Israel during the

time of David (2 S. 24:15) as well as the commencement of the fifth Egyptian plague
(Ex. 9:5). In particular, the small book of Lamentations understands Judah's fall in
5871586 as a m6'Zi called upon them by Yahweh, and equates the element of cultic
holidays which terrifies the godless - holy days which according to the language of
the psalms bring about ruin for the wicked just as they do blessing for the righteous

- with the destruction of the people as an enemy of God; the development of eschato-

logical notions from a cultic context can be discerned here in an exemplary fashion
(Lam. 1 :4,15 ; 2:6f .,22).

In contrast, Ps. 102:14(13) pleads for a m6'€1 as a time when Yahweh will again

have pity on Zion. The transition to the luse of m6'ej as an eschatological term includes
Hab.2:3, where the order for the prophet to write down what he has seen is given the

following justification: ki '68 hdzbn lamm6'E/, which probably means that the vision
extends itself (delays) "to the appointed time"24 set for the tum of fortune in Israel's
history i.e., it will not occur immediately.

Yahweh also appoints significant times in the history of other peoples. A time was

allowed for the Egyptian pharaoh to rage, although he let it pass by unused (Jer.46:17).

The book of Daniel allots to each of the Hellenistic Diadochian kings a (divinely
determined) m6'EQ for their military campaigns; after a certain time, the m6'€Q ends

and the kings lose their power (Dnl. ll:27,29,35). In these passages m6'EQ is probably

not intended to be understood in an eschatological sense.2s

This is the case, however, for Dnl. 8:19, where the angel says to Daniel: "I will tell
you what will take place later in the period of wrath, kt l"m6'eQ qe=s." Regardless of
whether one takes the two final words as a construct combination, "at the time fixed
for the end,"26 or as a nominal clause, "(so that) there is an end to the appointed
time,"z1 in any case the preceding parallel 'ah"ri1 haua'am evokes an eschatological
term. Dnl. 12:7 represents perhaps a middle position, where at the anxious question

"how long" an angel swears by the life of the'6lam: l'm6'ed m6'"8im wdhdsi, wltrch
is usually translated "a time, (two) times, and half a time." This rendering does,

however, remain questionable , since m6'E/ otherwise never refers to temporal duration,
but rather to an emphasized phase within a temporal continuum.

The Qumran writings frequently refer to the mysterious eschatological concluding
phase of history as the m6'E/ of affliction (lQS l:18; 4:18) or of judgment (miipdl,

24. W. Rudolph, Habakuk KATXIIU3 (1975), in loc.
25. On this discussion see B. Hasselberger, Hoflnung in der Bedningnis. ATS, 4 (1977),259,

261,272.
26. HAL, IL 558.
27. On this discussion, see Hasselberger, 61.
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lQS 4:20), or simply asthe m6'EQ of God ( e1, lQM l:7), etc. Many of these passages

reveal a similarly close relationship between cultic and eschatological motifs.28

V. '6hel m6'€{. The "tent of the m6'€d" in the Pentateuch in (E?2e and) P is discussed

in I, 123-130, where mention is made of J. A. Wilson's suggestion to translate "tent
of assembly for a festival" instead of the usual "tent of meeting (between God and

human beings)," a rendering supported by modem personalistic theology. To be sure,

this designation does include the notion that at the mi'afim God is closer to his people

than at the usual, "normal time," and only in this tent, nowhere else, is Moses able to
"speak face to face" with his God (Ex. 33: I l; cf. also the verb yZ used in Ex.29:42-45
to refer to God's meeting with the people). In addition, 8x.25ff. simultaneously refers

to the tent as miikdn, "dwelling place," namely, for God. From time to time his glory

descends upon this sanctuary (Ex. 40:34f.; Nu. 14:10; 16:-191, 17:7116:421 20:6); indeed,

to the extent that this glory appears on earth at all, according to P it always abides in
a cloud above the m6'€8-tent. Yet at least in the Priestly writing it is no doubt intentional

that the establishment of the holy tent in Ex. 40 is followed by the extensive sacrificial
regulations of Lrv. l-16, which refer in particular to the festival times.3o Even if the

Pentateuch narrators were understandably less interested in recurring festival times than

in unique, significant historical points in time, this does not exclude the possibility that

the term m6'Edhas the same sense in its combination with "tent" that it does elsewhere

in P,3l i.e., a gathering or assembly for a festival.
Koch

28. Cf. J. Carmignac, "Pr6cisions apport6es au vocabulaire de l'h6breu biblique par la Guerres

des fils de lumiBre contre les fils de t6nEbres," VI 5 ( 1955), 354; F. Niitscher, Zur theologischen
Terminologie der Qumran-Texts. BBB, l0 (1956), 167-69; on mw'd ht'nyt in 4QpPs', "time of
affliction," cf. R. B. Coote, "'MW'D HTNYT' in 4Q l7l (pesher Psalm 37), fragments l-2,
col. II, line 9," RevQ,8 (1972), 8l-85.

29. M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1978), ch. xiv: "The
Non-Priestly Image of the Tent of m6'eQ."

30. In contradistinction from the literary-critical elimination of [rv. lff. from the basic P

material (customary since Wellhausen), see K. Koch, Die Priesterschifi von Exodus 25 bis
I*viticus 16. FRI^ANT, N.s. 53[71] (1959).

31. See discussion above.
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Contents:I.Derivation,Interpretation'Occurrences,andUsage.tr.TheologicalUseinthe
oT: l. The Exodus Traditions;2. "Prophetic Literature"; 3. Variations in context and Meaning'

IV. Qumran.

I.Derivation,Interpretation,Occurrences'andUsage'TheOTattests36occur-
rences of the word *a)4 which occurs only in its nominal form and whose etymo-

i"gi"A derivation is stiit completely uncertain. Neither does its use in Middle Hebrew'

Samaritan, Jewish-Aramai", i phoenician offer any clue regarding its derivation and

originut meaning. The only Phoenician witness to date is uncertain,l since this passage

also allows for a completely different interpretation of the letters mpr' Thus the wit-

nesses in the oT constitute, the earliest occulrences of this word at the present' The

basic meaning is best rendered by the English equivalent '-:igli'' while the individual

context Suggests tr," Ino," p,""i," rendering (..miracle,,' ..sign of remembrance,',

"warning sign," "omen," "testing sign")' The term mgpe!treyently parallels + hlN

,d1, though ut", *orri,i and oc"iioi allry nipla'6a and-miipd.tim. The LXX translates

thewordinthemajorityofcaseswithtlras,andinsomeinstanceswiths€meton.
Among the few o""u*n"", in the oT, the concentration in Deuteronomy (9 times)'

Exodus(5times),Ezekiel(4times),andthePsalms(5times)isnoteworthy'Fromthe
perspective of content and ihematic material, the traditions surrounding the miraculous

exodus from Egypt ,""* a have prompted the use of mbp.! The Deuteronomic-

Deuteronomistic view of these evenis emplo ys mbpE! along wittr other terms (e'g', the

term,ylmentioned above). Another sphire of uiage is discernible in the prophetic

literature,wheremOpllcanfunctionasanaffirmingsignofthepropheticmessageor
even, as its verbum uiiaiu, constitute the content itself of that message. Most of the

passagescomefromthelateroTperiod(Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic-Chronistic)'
andthetwowitnessesinProto-Isaiahmaybetheoldestofthemall.Nosecularusage
ii-*apais attested; the Hebrew term functions exclusively in theological contexts'

m6pe!.B.S.Childs,..DeuteronomicFormulaeoftheExodusTraditions,,,HebrtiischcWort-
forsciuns. Festschift w B;;;;;;I jw' .16 

(1e67)' 30-3e; l' Efry"\:l-"wunder im AI"'

TheotogischeAkadr*ir,;6fig;,'ii-ie;c t:r.[er,'baswortorHals"offenbarungszeichen

Gottes,, (Basel, lg46); S.'v. rri.currand, "Signs and wonders"' JBL,76 (1957), 149'152;

G. Quell, "Das Phiinomen Aes WunOers im-AI"' Verbannung yf|-*!?k'hr Festschrifi

W. Rudolph(Ttibingen, rS6lI2j:-:00; r:nt lglFitorf' "onUeiov'* TDNI'vll'200-269;iden'

|depoq;'rDM[ vltr, i;-i';;:a' F(yqot-"ltgi:t"' ieo' 22 (ts8o)' t5e; L' Sabourin' "or
Miracles,,, BTB, | (1971), 227-26t;F. Stolz, "nlN"6; Tiicherr," THATl' 91-95; -+ n11 a
('6th) (1,167-188).

l. Ct. DISO, 164; KN,3O'
2. KBI]: Wahrzeichen.

3. -r i1D1 nsft'
+. -+ x)l p/'.
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II. Theological Use in the OT.
l. The Exodus Traditions. At least half of the OT passages which use mbpdl Q9 of

36) occur in an immediate or, in a few instances, indirect connection with the exodus

event. The extraordinary signs that Moses and Aaron (or one of them) are to perform

before Pharaoh in order to underscore effectively the plea for release of their people

are called m6pE1 (along with other terms in the more immediate or extended context).

The occurrences in Exodus are essentially a product of P (Ex. 7:3,9; ll:9,10); only the

provenance of 4:2lremains uncertain (J or E,s or additions by J6 or from an even later

period). The problem with 4:21 is the context (vv.2l-23). From the perspective of
content, it actually already oversees and encompasses the entire ensemble of plagues,

and identifies the (theologically conceived) ultimate consequence of that ensemble (the

slaying of the Egyptian frst-born) as the result of Pharaoh's refusal to release Yahweh's

first-born son, namely, lsrael. This kind of theological interpretation of the events,

namely, one that views the plague-complex together with the Passover tradition, could

arise presumably only at a later stage of reflection, and not already at the time of J or

E. Furthermore, the theological topoi have already been brought together which con-

ceive of m1p"lim in the larger sense without any concrete manifestation as miraculous

signs, and which employ the accompanying divine hardening of Pharaoh's heart to

reveal and confirm Yahweh's ultimate goal beyond this series of plagues: the Israelites'

miraculous departure and exodus from Egypt.
In the course of the call story of Moses as formulated by P, the purpose of Moses' going

to Pharaoh is to demand the people's release (Ex. 6: l l). [n connection with the attendant

difficulties, the text mentions the hardening of Pharaoh's heart (the acting subject is

Yahweh, 'orfi'aqieh), such that Yahweh will multiply his signs and wonders (Ex. 7:3;
'e!-'dp!ay wc'e1-mbpelay). Neither do the following verses depart from such generalities

by asserting that Yahweh will lay his hand upon Egypt (ndlan'e!-ydd be . . . ; nA[A'etydd
'al . . . ; vv. 4f.). The leading out of the Israelites occurs biipdltm g"Qdlim ("by great acts

of judgment"), which interpret mOpE! and'61yet again (v. 4). All subjective activity is
attributed to Yahweh, and aims at prompting the Egyptians to recognize that Yahweh

himself is acting against the Egyptians on behalf of the Israelites (v. 5).

In the extensive account of the plagues (Ex. 7:8-lO:29), an account with an ex-

tremely complex traditio-historical background, Moses and Aaron prove through a

"miraculous sign" that they are the legitimate messengers of their God: A rod cast to

the ground turns into a serpent (Ex. 7:9). Although mdpelis indeed a miracle, it actually

functions as a kind of "attestation ofcredentials"; its failure to be accepted as such is

already an expression of Pharaoh's self-hardening (v. 13, bzq lE!). T}re conclusion to

the plague narrative again recalls the situation of the call and sending of Moses (and

of Aaron, 7:l): Pharaoh will not listen to the two messengers of Yahweh, Yahweh's

mbp"ltm will (thereupon) be multiplied in the land of Egypt (lcma'an ref;61 . . . , Ex.
ll:9), and Yahweh hardens the heart of Pharaoh (hzq piel) so that the Israelites will

5. G. Fohrer, Aberlieferung und Geschichte des Exodus. BZ-|W 9l (1964), 38-43.
6. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Ene. trans. 1962),47.
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not be released (ll:10). Tlre l"ma'an clause in v.9 is noteworthy; one must almost

understand this figure of speech such that Pharaoh's refusal, his "hardening," is brought

about solely so that the m1pelim may be multiplied! Ex. ll:10 recounts in retrospect

how Moses and Aaron performed all the mbp"lim assigned them, whereby the position

and sense of this statement can only be referring to the plagues. Everything presses

forward to the final act, to the Passover, departure, and exodus (Ex. 12:1ff.).7

Various strata of Deuteronomy recall the events of the exodus from Egypt; this is
the case in the creedlike summaries, e.g., in what is known as the little historical Credo

ir.Dt.26 (v. 8), which reduces the entire exodus event to a brief formula mentioning

the mdpelim together with the '6tdl, the mighty hand and outstretched arm of Yahweh,

and Yahweh's terrible deeds. Yahweh is the only subject of the salvific deed between

the harsh repression of lsrael by the Egyptians and Yahweh's ultimate bestowal of the

land upon Israel (vv. 6f., 9): wayybsi'Enfr YHWH mimmi;rayim (v.8).
The context of Dt. 29:2(Eng. v. 3) also seems to presuppose a worship situation,

namely, that noteworthy covenant in the land of Moab (Dt. 28:.69129: 1l) which justifies

its admonitions to keep the covenant terms (29:8[9]) by recalling Yahweh's mighty

deeds in Egypt (29:ll2l). Here Egypt, the pharaoh, his servants, and his entire land are

mentioned explicitly. Those entering into the covenant are reminded of their role as

eyewitnesses of those mighty signs and miracles (Dt.29:2131;'6!6! and mdp"ltm).It is
worth noting that these signs are also called hammassdlhagg"/61d1, although the remark

does not make it quite clear whether these powerful events represented trials and

temptations for the Israelites or whether the designation refers to the Egyptians. V. 2(3)

suggests the latter, v. 3(4) the former, i.e., trials and temptations for the Israelites

inasmuch as they now (at the occasion of the present covenant) acquire what they did
not know during the events themselves, namely, the ultimate understanding of Yahweh's

mighty deeds.

Such recollection of the events in Egypt also plays a role in underscoring exhortation

and admonishment in sernons and instruction (Dt. 6:22; 7:19). The listener is en-

couraged not to fear, but rather to recall Yahweh's mighty demonstrations of power

(7:18f., zkr; the wording of vv. 18, l9a strongly evokes 29:1,212,3); even the mass61

resurface). The anticipated question of the son (6:20) regarding Yahweh's statutes and

ordinances prompts a (catechetical) response that is a kind of paraphrase of the Credo

(6:22 descibes the mip"lim not only as mighty, but also as grievous, rdim). Both types

- sermon and catechism - also exhibit ideas strongly influenced by Deuteronomistic

thinking, so that their origin or at least their final literary shape must be dated fairly
late. Dt. 4 includes such Deuteronomistic sermonizing in its subjection of the facts of
salvation history to homiletic interpretation, including the events in Egypt (v. 34, with
mbp1! and all the familiar parallel terms). They are said to have been performed

expressly for (1", "for the benefit of") Israel. One notices that fixed formulas are

employed (e.g., F'Aneyf,d, although the change from the 2nd to the lst person still

7. These passages in Exodus are discussed in Noth; Fohrer; F. Hesse, Das Verstockungspro-

blem im AT. BZAW 74 (1955).
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cannot quite be explained). The goal of Yahweh's actions - we now read - was that

lsrael might finally understand that he, Yahweh, alone and exclusively was God (Dt.

4:35: "You, yes you have been made to seelr'h hophall so that you might know . ' .

lldda'a! kt . . .1").This passage strongly evokes Deutero-Isaiah in its solicitation of
trust in God, whose salvific acts in history speak for him even though he has struck in
judgment. This passage in Deuteronomy, however, does not stop at Deutero-Isaiah's

unqualified assurance of salvation, but issues the challenge to keep Yahweh's com-

mandments precisely so that things may go well for Israel (w. 39f.).

The conclusion of Deuteronomy (ch. 34) has undergone similar Deuteronomistic

redaction. Moses is characterized as a unique prophet, attested not least by all the

miraculous deeds and demonstrations of power in Egypt before Israel's eyes, deeds for
which Yahweh empowered Moses alone (34: 11;the usual terms recur, cf. v. 12).8

The Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic view of the miraculous signs in Egypt has also

been incorporated into ler. 32:20f., Jeremiah's prayer after the purchase of the field at

Anathoth (w.17-25). The formulations here clearly recall the little historical Credo (Dt.

26:8f .1.e A similar situation obtains in the historical summaries found in the psalms, e.g.,

Ps. 78:43, which also mentions individual plagues from the Exodus traditions under the

rubric of the mbpeltm and'6161(w. 44ff.), including the slaying of the first-born of the

Egyptians and the miraculous deliverance of the Israelites at the Red Sea (vv. 51-53).10

This passage can be compared directly with Ps. 105:27 (w. 26-36); Neh. 9:10, where fixed

formulas are used (particularly noticeable in Nehemiah). Neh.9:10 speaks with clarity

unequalled in such contexts of how Yahweh made a name for himself through these

miraculous deeds, a n:rme such as that still venerated at the time when this passage was

composed. The motif of obduracy is explicated: Pharaoh is hardened (or hardens himselO

so that Yahweh's name might be glorified. Historical summaries apparently play a role in

worship or in (wisdom discussion and) instruction (Ps. 78:4),ll and in praise of Yahweh

(Ps. 135:9), where the fundamental call is made for the assembled congtegation to be

mindful of God's signs, wonders, and mighty deeds (Ps. lO5:5: ziftrfr niple'61aw '"ier:a{A

mop"ldw fimiip"tA-pthfr, par. I Ch. 16:12).127lrl" formative power of the Deuteronomistic

theology is also unmistakably present in these latter passages. Such cultic procedures and

wisdom reflections probably represent the self-expression of the postexilic community.

All praise, confession, and trust are to be directed to this God, and manifest themselves

in performing his will. This is the sense of the appended parenesis.

8. Concerning the various passages from Deuteronomy, see the pertinent works by G. von

Rad, including Studies in Deuteronamy. SBI 9 (Eng. trans. 1953); Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng.

trans. 1966). Concerning the little historical Credo see also L. Rost, "Das kleine geschichtliche

Credo," Das kleine Credo und andere Studien zum AT (Heidelberg, 1965), ll-25; G. Wallis,

"Die geschichtliche Erfahrung und das Bekenntnis zu Jahwe im Nf ," T\IZ l0l (1976)' 801-816;

G. Braulik, Sage, was du glaubst: Das iilteste Credo der Bibel (Stuttgart,1979).

9. Cf. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT,52 (1981),

29ff.
10. Cf. J. Kiihlewein, Geschichte in den Psalmen. CTbM, N2 (1973), 146-151.

l. cf . ibid.,85-92.
12. Cf. W Schottroff, "Gedenken" im alten Orient und im AT' WMANT, 15 (196/l), l27ff .
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2. "Prophetic Literature." The oldest occurrences of mbpE! are found in Proto-Isaiah
(Isa. 8:18; 20:3). Isa. 8:18 is generally considered to be authentic and to be a product

of a period of withdrawal the prophet entered after his message during the Syro-
Ephraimite War was not officially accepted in Jerusalem and Judah. This message is

now passed on and entrusted to his circle of disciples (8:16). For now, attention is
directed to the signs and portents which Yahweh established in "Israel" and which are

still visible, namely, the children (presumably the physical ones) as an "element of
proclamation" whose symbolic names (i"?r yaifib,7:3; mah€r idldl bdt baz, 8:l-3;
and perhaps 'imminfr'el [if the'almi can be identified as the prophet's wife, 7:14],
who is explicitly designated as '6!) represent the substance of the proclamation. The
notion that the prophet himself is also a m6pE! or ?1 is not so easy to comprehend;

this can only refer to the very fact of his existence, albeit his existence as a prophet
(8:18).

The extraneous account in Isa. 20:3 attests that symbolic prophetic acts can be called
'6! and m6pE!; the prophet allegedly walked "naked" and barefoot for three years as

a sign of the impending disaster posed by the Assyrian deportation of entire peoples.

Here the termm6p4lacquires the meaning of "omen" or "warning sign." The symbolic
act itself becomes the nonverbal verbum visibile; worse yet: it anticipates the disaster.l3

This passage is doubtlessly non-Isaianic.la
Ezekiel, too, is commanded to symbolize by appropriate actions Jerusalem's depor-

tation by the Babylonians (Ezk. 12:6,11). Here the situation is prefigured with exag-

gerated clarity even as far as the details are concerned, i.e., precisely the way it will
occur on the day of judgment: baggage upon the exiles'shoulders, noctumal departure,

the covering of their faces, etc. (12:l-6). The symbolic action itself is carried out
publicly and in all openness, though initially without words. Yahweh offers up Ezekiel
in his entire being and actions as a mdpEl for the house of Israel (v. 6). The background
is presumably the deceptive faith of the exiles of 597 s.c. in the continued existence

of Jerusalem prior to 587 (for them, too, a favorable set of circumstances). In Yahweh's
eyes, however, the first exiles are also a disobedient and recalcitrant generation, and

not only the portion of the population dwelling in Palestine. When the people question

him, Ezekiel is then to tell them verbally that he is a mdpd! for them, and that gdh
atd, ielt are unavoidable (v. ll; v. 10 mentions specifically that this also applies to

Jerusalem and its inhabitants, although it must also apply to those before whom it is
acted out and utteredls). The symbolic quality of prophetic life (cf. Isa.8:18) in its
service to God extends even into the private sphere. The death of Ezekiel's wife and

the subsequent behavior commanded by Yahweh, namely, not to follow the usual

custom of mourning, both prefigure Jerusalem's destruction. It is Ezekiel's fate to
become a mOpE! himself (lakm, "to you," Ezk.24:24,27). The reality of Yahweh's

13. Cf. G. Fohrer, Die symbolischen Handlungen der Propheten. AThANT 25 (1953);54
(21968).

14. Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesaja 13-27. BK, Xlz (1978\ in loc.
15. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979\ in loc.
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existence discloses itself in prediction and fulfillment; here, too, mdpe! is (also) an
..Omen," "warning Sign," "portent," Or even more: a proleptiC realizatiOn Of pOrtended

events that then do indeed subsequently come to pass.16

In the prophetic legends of the OT prophets do perform miraculous signs commis-

sioned by Yahweh, as portrayed, e.g., in I Kgs. 13 (a chapter with a complicated

transmission history). [n the frst of the two prophetic legends, an unknown prophet

from Judah comes to Bethel and originally probably threatens the king (who was just

then engaged in cultic activity) with a message of disaster. In the present, later version

of the story the diSaster is directed against the altar, which - we now read - the later

Davidic king Josiah would defile and thus destroy (cf. 2 K. 23:16t.). As corroboration,

a mbp€! is given (ndlan), a sign consisting in a special divine oracle (zeh hammbP|t
'oieidibber YHWH). This oracle predicts that the altar will be torn down and the (fat-)

asheslT poured out (1 K. l3:3). When the king attempts to defend himself against the

prophet and reaches for him, his outstretched hand becomes lame (v. 4; the previously

unnamed king is now Jeroboam, doubtlessly a secondary insertionl8), while the altar

itself bursts and the ashes really are poured out. It is now remarked expressis verbis

that all this took place according to the sign (m1pd1) given by the man of God biQSar

YHWH ("in the word of Yahweh, by/through the word of Yahweh"; v. 5). In a short

space here mip€! acquies two identities: first, as the divine oracle accompanying the

thrcat it symbolically foretells the destruction of the altar differently than the announced

action of Josiah conceives it; and second, as the actual fulfillment of that accompanying

oracle, it constitutes the event iself of the mbpE! according to the substance of its
content. Herc milpdl legitimizes, corroborates, and executes the divine oracle already

given. The passages using mbp€! belong to a later Deuteronomistic redaction of the

material.le
Dt. 13:l-6(12:32-13:5) considers the possibility that a prophet or dreamer might

employ his ability to perform signs and wonders to lend striking support and credibility

to his own demand that Israel serve other gods (v. 2lll: wendlan 'eleylA'6!'6 mbpE!; cf.

llQT 54:9). According to the Deuteronomist, it can even happen that these signs and

wonders actually come to pass (v. 312): fiba' hd'61 w"hammbp$. This leads to the

grievous situation in which even a prophet or dreamer not sent by Yahweh is able to

augment his own message with such displays of power. The strict interdiction directs Israel

not only not to listen to such a "man of God" (v. 4[3]), but to put him to death and thus

purge the evil from its midst (v. 6t5l). The occurrence of such a distressful situation is

addressed by v. 4(3) with the surprising explanation that such a "false prophet" is testing

Israel for God (nsft piel) to determine whether it loves Yahweh with an undivided heart.

The meaning of even these milpefim and'6161is set by God ultimately for the benefit of
his own people, and they are by no means autonomous or effectively inimical to God.

16. Cf. also Zimmerli, 156f.; 502ff.
17. E. Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kbnige. ATD' ){.lll (1977), in loc.

18. See BHS.
19. cf. wiirthw ein, in loc.; A. Jepsen, "Gottesmann und Prophet: Anmerkungen zum Kapitel

l. Kdnige l3," ProblemebiblischerTheologie. FestschiftG.vonRad(Munich, 1971), 17l-182.

n9
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In its final section, Deuteronomy contains aphorisms both of blessing and of curse,2o

the latter addressing a person who does not keep Yahweh's commandments and statutes

and does not obey Yahweh's voice (Dt. 28:45ff.). These curses become actualized in a
terrible historical catastrophe (vv. 47-57), becoming thereby mbpEl and ?l both for the

person cursed and for his descendants (zero') forever, i.e., signs for remembrance and

warning, a visible reminder of the curse (v. 46).

3. Variations in Context and Meaning.In a postexilic individual lament the petitioner

describes his own lamentable situation as a "dreadful sign" to many (Ps.71:7),21 a

sign which his enemies have understood as a signal of abandonment by God and thus

as justification for persecuting the petitioner (vv. lff.). The petitioner, however, turns
to God full of trust and confidence (v. 12 and passim).In this instance, m6pZl is taken

as a symbol of distress which can indicate to outsiders that even God has abandoned

the person.
The versions of the story of Hezekiah both by the Chronicler and by the Deuter-

onomist mention the king's prayer that his serious illness be healed. Although the

response itself has not been preserved, Yahweh does grant him a miraculous sign (rfi1an

ffipet, 2 Ch. 32:24). Unfortunately, this mbpd! is not specified more closely, though
one can doubtlessly assume that this "sign" is referring to Hezekiah's miraculous
recovery. The parallel account in 2 K. 20:1-10; Isa. 38:l-8,21-22,however, does actu-

ally mention a sign of confirmation for the healing predicted by Isaiah, a sign which
Hezekiah himself seeks and which is granted by Yahweh. To be sure, the term ?1 is
used in this passage, and the parallel accounts are unfortunately not quite consistent.

The story of Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem converges with the story of the illness
such that the sign could also refer to the impending deliverance of Jerusalem. Be that
as it may, the '0! itself refers to an extraordinary sign that controverts natural laws (the

shadow that goes backward instead of forward) and confirms impending deliverance.

The sense of m6pE! in the Chronicler's conclusion to the story of Hezekiah is not
quite clear (2 Ch.32:31); mention is made again of a (or the?) Babylonian envoy to
Jerusalem who had been sent to inquire about the "miraculous sign" that had been

done in the land (li/rdi hammbpEl; the Deuteronomistic conclusion says nothing of
this, 2 K. 2O:2Of .). Here mbp4! can refer back both to the miraculous recovery of
Hezekiah and to the surprising deliverance of Jerusalem from Assyrian encirclement.
The comms. give the passage differing interpretations.22

According to Joel 3:3(2:30) the general outpouring of God's spirit will be accom-

panied by special signs in the heavens and on earth: blood and fire and smoke,

apocalyptic signs. However, this use of mOpe! is quite singular, not in the apocalyptic

20. Cf. von Rad, Deuteronomy.
21. Thus the translation of mbpQ by H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 6A150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,

1989),72.
22. Ct. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT, XXI (1955), in loc.; K. Galling, Die Biicher der

Chronik, Esra, Nehemia. ATD, Xll (1954), in loc.; NJB suggests that 2 Ch. 32:31 represents a

"new interpretation" of 2 K.2O:12-19.
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literature as such (if one follows the suggestion that certain portions of Proto-Zechariah

are a product of early apocalyptic writing l7,ec. 3:8)23), but rather in this particular

meaning. Any understanding of 7ec.3:8 poses considerable problems to the exegete,

especially conceming the question of just who is meant by the 'aniA mdpel T\9

formulation strongly suggests that it be the r|'eyf;fr who are "sitting before" the high

priest Joshua, who is being addressed. However, the complexity of the following text

i* ur. 8b, 10 secondary? what does v. 9 mean with the "stone"?) makes it quite

unclear to whom the "men of the sign" acnrally refer. If the reference is to the colleagues

of the high priest, then it is conceivable that the reestablishment of the organized temple

cult and the reinstallation of legitimate and consecrated priests (515 n.c.) would involve

a pledge for the impending time of good fortune; the'ani| mbpElwotld then constitute

this pledge.2a

fv. Qumran. A surprising parallel to znc.3:8 is found in 1QH 7:21. Tlterc the

Teacher of Righteousness is apparently viewed as a "father to the sons of grace" (l' 20)

and as a "foster-father to men of the marvelous sign." The "sons of grace" and the

"men of the marvelous sign" are presumably designations for the Qumran community

itself, or at least for the adherents of the Teacher of Righteousness.25 IQH attests two

further occurrences (13:16; 15:20). In both instances the notion is advanced that the

godless person will be struck by God's wrath, becoming thus a (warning) sign to

subsequent generations and serving ultimately to reveal God's greatness and strength

(15:20). The use of m6pd! in 4Q5ll 26:4" 48-51II 5 follows the oT usage.

Finally, Sir. 48:12 ises mbpEl in its praise of the fathers, and does so in reference

to the miracles performed by Elisha. In this context mdp€lcan only refer to the prophet's

miraculous, mighty acts in the Elisha legends. Additionally, a collective prayer of

petition implores God to renew the signs and wonders so that the nations see that he,

tn" GoA of Israel, is alone God (Sir. 36:6). The parallel terms in v. 6 (a strong arm,

powerful hand, right arm, glorification of God's powers) remind us that the allusion

here is to the exemplary events in Egypt (mbpElinthe sg.!). Sir. 36:1-4 was a paradigm

for liturgical pieces, especially for the New-Year Festival during a later period.26

Wagner

23. H. Gese, ..Anfang und Ende der Apokalyptik, dargestellt am sacharjabuch," zThK, 70

(1073),20-49.' 
24. Cf. W. Rudolph, sacharja l-8. KAT, Xllll4 (1976), in loc.; F. Horst, Die zwdlf kleinen

propheten: Nahum itt Uolroiht. HAT, XIV (1954), in loc.; K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf
kleinen Propheten II: Sacharia. ATD, XXY (81982), in loc.

25. G. Vermes,The Dead Sea Scrolls in English (Sheffield,3t987)'

26. According to G. Sauet Jildische Schrilten in iiidisch-hellenistischer Zeit, llll5: Jesus

Siraclr (Gtitersloh, l98l), 591f.; cf .627.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. Itr. OT Usage. [V. t.mfrrd. V. LXX. VI. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root mwr l is found in Jewish-Aram . 'aph with the meaning "to
exchange," perhaps borrowed from the Hebrew; in contrast, Sam. mwr means "to
shatter," and Syr. mwr "to import grain." Akk. (Neo-Bab.) mdru, "to purchase,"
probably belongs together with "(an) exchange" and might represent a West Semitic
loanword;r Arab. marafi), "to supply with provisions, provide for," is probably also
related. Ugar. mr means "to retire, give way," and belongs better with Arab. marra,
"depart."2 Alfred Guillaume refers to Arab. ma'ara. "raged, was in commotion."3

II. Occurrences. The OT attests the niphal once, "be changed"; the hiphil, "to
exchange, change" (12 times); and the novn tcmfrrA, "exchange."

m. OT Usage. The only (rccrurence of the niphal is Jer. 48:ll, which asserts that
Moab has long enjoyed an undisturbed peace and has thus remain unchanged. Employ-
ing imagery from wine cultivation, the prophet notes that it has kept its taste ('dmad
ta'mi bA), and its fragrance has not changed OA\O b' ndmdr). Moab resembles "a
well-aged wine that has not lost its taste and bouquet through agitation."a Now,
however, that time has come to an end: Yahweh will pour out the fine wine and shatter
the jars; Moab will be completely destroyed.

The hiphil form, "to exchange," occurs first in Lev. 27:10,33. The first passage
issues a prohibition against exchanging an animal vowed as a sacrifice for another,
since the vowed animal has become holy; if a person nonetheless does exchange it, the
substitute animal also becomes holy and belongs to the sanctuary. It is difficult to
determine whether any distinction obtains between the two verbs used here (hiphil:
I.tlp, mwr). "Perhaps 1)n refers to an exchange of equals, 'l'lD to an exchange of
unequals";5 the passages discussed below might support this conclusion. Lev. 27:33
prescribes something similar concerning tithes, and additionally prohibis any redemp-
tion (g'l). A similar notion can be found in Ezk. 4814. The land of the t"rfimh
apportioned to the priests and lrvites is holy to Yahweh and may not be sold (mkr) or
exchanged; it is not to pass into other hands.

Three other passages address exchanging God for useless idols. Hos. 4:7 reproves
the priests for having sinned by "exchanging their glory knb@) for shame" (MT "I
will exchange" is a tiqqun sopherim). Their glory is either Yahweh himself (cf. Ps.

l. AHw, tt (1972),616.
2. According to J. Aistleitner, WUS, no. 1658.
3. Guillaume, 2l; -r'lilD mdhar ({[I, 14249).
4. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT )f.II e1968), 258.
5. K. Elliger, lzviticus. HAT lV (1966), 387.

J.1D mwr
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3:4[Eng. v. 3]), whom they have exchanged for Ba'al and other idols, or cultivation of

the da'a1 '"lohtm, in which they should have lived;6 instead, they live "on the sin of

my people" (Hos. 4:8) and engage in fornication (with Ba'al, v. 10). The first inter-

pret;tion is supported by Ps. 106:20, which alleges that in the wildemess Israel "ex-

Ltranged their glory &db6il for the image of an ox." Here, as v. 19 shows, the reference

is to the golden calf. The image of an ox "that eats grass" isa useless idol. It is thus

possible ihat Hosea is thinking of the images of oxen in Bffi\and Dan. The same

notion is expressed most emphatically in Jet.2:ll: no pagan peo)l*a8<xchanged its

gods even though these are no gods at all (16' 'ebhtmT) 
- 

yet Israel has exchanged its

elory &ab6d) for something that is good for nothing (ld' y6il). Jer.2"l3 makes it quite

clear what is being addressed: Israel has exchanged its God Yahweh for useless idols,

which is as foolish as depending on broken cisterns instead of fountains with "living"
waters. Israel has committed the ultimate folly.

Ps. 15:4 is textually problematical. It is clear, however, that the reference is to a

"change" from what a person has guaranteed with an oath (see the comrns.). The text

of Mic. 2:4 is in obvious disarray. A lament characterized as a maidl speaks of enemies

"exchanging" the land portions and dividing (hlq) the fields. The LXX apparently

reads yimmo/, "is measured," instead of ydmi4 which fits better as a parallel to

"divide." The rampaging enemies offer no recompense.

The occurrence in Prov. 3:35 (where one should perhaps read the hiphil ptcp.

memirim instead of mErim) is textually uncertain.8

IV. t"mfirfl. Among the passages already discussed, the noun t"mfirh occurs first in

Lev.27:10,33. In Job l5:31 it refers to what a person receives if he trusts in emptiness

(idw'), and in Job 20:18 to the deceptive benefit of wealth. Job 28:17 asserts that

wisdom cannot be acquired in exchange for gold. Finally, Ruth 4:7 recalls the old

custom of removing one's shoe to attest a transaction involving redeeming (ge'frlld) or

exchanging (t"mfird).

V. LXX. The LXX usually renders the verb with alldssein, although alternate

translations include athetein, katametretn, tanissein, and tithdnai. The noun t"mttrd is

rendered 3 times with dllagma and once with antdllagma (Ruth 4:7). Job 15:31 uses

a form of apobatnein,'Job 20:18 has amtisctos, "unchewed"(?)'

VI. Qumran. The 4 occurrences from Qumran, all of which are found in the

Hodayoth, seem to be more or less dependent on Jer. 2:11' The adversaries of the

Teacher of Righteousness have exchanged his teaching for uncircumcised lips and a

foreign tongue (lQH 2:18); in contrast, he has not let himself be deceived into ex-

changing steadfastness (yEser sdmfi\) for folly (2:36). The false interpreters have

6. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. I 974)' 81 .

7. -, Dn)N nl1him (1,267-284).
8. Cf. V. Reider, "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew," W, 2 (1952), l23t'
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exchanged God's law for flattery (4: l0). Finally, in 14:20 the poet asserts that he would
not exchange God's truth for riches (hdn) nor his precepts for bribes.

Ringgren
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Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences. U.O6Ol.-r*-i'ttr"Law, New Covenant. III. Transitive

and Hiphil. IV. LXX. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. There are two different roots rzw.i. One is a secondary
form of mii, "to touch, feel"; the other, which attests the secondary form myi, means
"to move or depart from a given position." The only related words are in Middle
Hebrew (pilpel) and Jewish Aramaic (palpel) with the same meaning. The latter root
is attested in the MT 18 times in the qal and twice in the hiphil.

II. Obedience to the Law, New Covenant. Most of the occurrences refer to purely
objective circumstances and exhibit no particular theological significance. Joshua does

not "depart" (from) the tent of meeting (Ex. 33:ll). Neither the ark nor Moses "de-
part[s]" (out ofl the camp (Nu. 14:44). The pillar of cloud and pillar of fire did not
"depart" from their place before the people (Ex. 13:22). Gideon says to the angel of
Yahweh: "Do not depart from here" (Jgs.6:18). The tent peg "gives way" and falls
down (Isa. 22:25, oracle against Shebna). The idol "does not move" from its place,

but remains where it has been placed (lsa. 46:7, as proof of the powerlessness of the
images). The plunder of the enemy "does not end" (Nah. 3:1). The Mount of Olives
will be split in two, and the two halves will "withdraw" northward and southward
(Zec. l4:4). The tree planted by water "does not cease" to bear fruit (Jer. l7:8). Evil
"does not depart" from the house of the person who returns evil for good (Prov. 17 :13).

Oppression gafl and fraud (mirmk) "do not depart" from the wicked city (Ps.

55:12[Eng. v. 1l]).
In the introductory parenesis to Joshua, Joshua is admonished never to let the book

of the law "depart" out of his mouth, but rather to meditate on ft ftagi) day and night
(Josh. 1:8). The concern here is thus obedience to the law in the sense of Ps. l. In the
same sense Job avers that he has never "departed" from God's commandments, but
has rather treasured (;dpan) these words in his own bosom (read: hEq; Job 23:12). If
obedience is the question, then God has no occasion to punish him.

Isa. 59:21 is a promise: God makes an etemal covenant with his people; the spirit
and the words of Yahweh will never "depart" from him and his descendants. This
possession of the spirit recalls lsa. 42:1; the people itself will thus be the servant of
Yahweh. The "words" are perhaps the words of the law, and this thus reflects the
obligation to keep the law as already attested in the passages just discussed. This may
also be an allusion to Isa. 54:10, which also speaks of an eternal covenant: even if
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mountains may "depart" from their places, Yahweh's heseQ will not "depart" from his
people, nor will his covenant of peace waver. Jer. 3l:36 makes a similar reference in
connection with the new covenant: only when the laws (huqqim.) of nature "depart,"
i.e., are suspended, will Israel cease (idba!) being a people (i.e., a people of God).

III. Tfansitive and Hiphil.InZnc.3:9 mfri is used transitively in reference to the
removal of the land's guilt. This meaning is otherwise rendered by the hiphil: this family
cannot "remove" their necks from the disaster (Mic. 2:3); it cannot be avoided. Mic.2:4
is problematical; one might translate'Af,ydmti li "O how he takes from me (the land)." I

IV. LXX. The LXX does not offer a consistent translation. For the qal it uses
aphistdnai, ekleipein (twice), kinein (5 times), klinein, methistdnai, paiein, chorizein;
and for the hiphil kalfein (?) and poiein.

V. Qumran. Of the Qumran occurrences, 3 refer to the absence or delay of a person.
A priest may not be absent from the meals (lQS 6:3), and wherever ten members are
together, a proclaimer of the law may not be absent (lQS 6:6; cf. CD l3:2, which
asserts that he must be instructed in the book rgw). IQH 8:17 says that the teaching
is like water which does not recede or cease, but rather becomes a rushing stream. The
small fragment lQ55 seems to contain a quote from Nah. 3:1.

Ringgren
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I. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt. The root mt (mwt) manifests iself in three different forms in Egyptian:

the verb mt, "be dead, die," the adj. mt, "dead," and the subst. m/, "death." The
semantic field emerges quite naturally from circumstances. The antithesis to "to live"
('n&) occurs frequently, and combinations such as "as a dead person or as a living
person" ("dead or alive"), "not to die, but rather to live," "to love life and to hate
death" are all frequently attested.l The term can refer both to human beings and to
animals, to a sinking ship,2 a sick bodily part,3 or to poison that has lost its effrcacy;a
a child wounded by a poisonous animal is told, "Live, child! Die, poison!"s Meta-
phorical statements include "the earth lies in darkness, as if it were dead,"6 "they lie
down after the manner of those who die."7 Frequently the speaker avoids mentioning
death: Osiris is "tired" (in the sense of dead), the dead themselves are "the weary
ones," and are also called "those who sleep."8 The realm of the dead is called the
"land of life." The expression "he went to his peace" means "he died."e Another
noteworthy expression is mt m whm, "to die a second time," i.e., to die yet again in
the beyond.

Death is visualized as "part of [the] cosmic order,"l0 and is considered inescapable:
"When death comes, he steals away . . . the infant which is on its mother's lap like him
who has reached old age." l t "There is no messenger of god [i.e., of death] who receives
gifts in order to neglect [the cause why] he was disparched." 12 The deity determines the
time of death of the individual: "Amon makes a lifetime long or shortens it."13

The attitude toward death vacillates between pessimism and optimism. "Generations
pass away. . . . They that build buildings, their places are no more. . . . No one retums

(Cambridge, 1935); H. Kees,Totenglauben und Jenseitsvorstellungen der alten Agypter (Berlin,
1926,21956); C. E. Sander-Hansen, Der Begiffdes Tbdes bei den Agypten (Copenhagen,1942);
J. Spiegel, Die ldee vorn Totengericht in der rigyptischen Religion. tAS, Z (LSZS); J. A. Wilson,
"Egypt," in H. Frankfort, et al., The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man (Ctrcago, 1946),
3t-121.

l. wbAS, tr, l65ff., with citations.
2. Story of the Shipwrecked Sailon l7l = A. Erman, The Ancient Egyptians (Eng. trans., New

Yorh 1966),31.
3. G. Ebers, Papyros Ebers (l*ipzig, 1875), 103.18.
4. W. Gol6nischeff, Die Metternichstele in der Originalgrdsse (Leipzig, 1877),69.
5. H. Grapow, Vergleiche und andere bildliche Ausdrikkc im Agyptischen. AO,2lllt.(1920,

repr. 1983), 138.

6. Hymn to the Sun 15; cf. Erman, 289.
7. N. de G. Davies, The RockTbmbs ofEl Amama, IV (London, 19O6),28; Grapow, 138.
8. Grapow, 139.

9. rbid.,19, r38.
10. S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y., 1973), 186.
I l. Instruction of Ani, v.2-4, citeA by Morenz, 192 = ANET, 420.
12. G. Lefebvre,lz Tombeau de Petosiris (Cairo, 1923-24), II,90 (no. 127), cited by Morenz,

192.
13. A. H. Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage from a Papyrus in Leiden (Pap.

lziden, 344, r*to) (Leipzig, 1909), I, 350, III, 17, cited by Morenz, 71, 185 = ANET,369.
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14. Papyrus Harris 500 (British Museum Papyrus No' 10060), Vl,2-9, cited by Wilson' 104'

15. Instiuction of Hor-dedef, cited by Morenz, 187 = ANET 419'

16. Morenz, 187.
17. Ibid., 188.
18. Stele BM 157, cited in Morenz, 188.

19. Shabaka inscription 57, cited by Morenz, l16'
20. AHw,ll (1972i,634f.; citations in CAD, Xll (1977),421tr'

21. AHw, II, 663.
22. See discussion below.
23. AHw, II, 691 .

24. CAD, Xlz (197'l),317; cf . Steiner, 247.

from (over) there."la "Lowly . . . for us is death; life we hold in high esteem."ls One

formula, in common use since the Middle Kingdom, was used as an appeal to the

living; it begins: ..o ye who love to live and hate to die, speak [the prayer for the

deao1."ro Death seems to be the only escape for the person who is weary of life' It is

a condition in which one does without everything: water, food, consciousness, human

company.lT "The West [i.e., the realm of the dead], that is the land of slumber, a heavy

darkness, the dwelling-place of those who are there [euphemism for 'the dead']'

Sleeping is their o""upuiion. They do not awaken to see their brothers. . . ."t8

G tf," other hand, Egyptian belief is continually concerned with the hope of life in the

beyond. T\e ba ("soul;),-which departs the body at the moment of death, tarries in the

vicinity of the dead person in the grave and maintains contact with the living' mediates

funerary sacrifices, etc. The kc (second self, Doppelgdnger, vital force) lives on, is

depictei in the tomb, and secures the continuance of life in the beyond. Through burial

ritis the deceased becomes an akh("transfigured one") and lives on with the gods' Here

notions of differing provenance overlap. In the Old Kingdom one thought that the king

was united with his father Re and participated in his eternal cycle in heaven' Another early

notion is that the deceased becomes an Osiris and, like him, lives forever. This might be

the background to the idea of the continual renewal of nature (of grain, etc')'

The Egyptians also entertained the notion of judgment in the beyond: The deceased

was to pteaa nis innocence before the court of Osiris and be pronounced just' "Thus

justice was given to him who does what is liked and injustice to him who does what

is disliked. Thus life was given to him who has peace and death was given to him who

has sin."l9 However, attempts werc made to circumvent this idea of compensation

through magic: if one only knew the correct formula, he might be pronounced innocent

and escape the dangers of the nethenvorld.

2. Mesopofamla. The Akkadianverbmdtucan refer both to human beings and to animals

and plantslo though also to tablets whose contents have become invalid. The adj' milu,zl

"aeaa," which often appears as the antithesis together with baln, "living," is also used

both of animals and planis; in addition, it can designate the spirit of the dead, approximately

= elemmu.z2The subst. mfitu, "death,"23 is often contrasted with napiitu ot baldtu, "life,"

and can even be personified: "Death, the ruler of men, has taken his son."z

The divine epithet muballit mit\, "he who makes the dead live," is also of signifi-
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cance; it appears in contexts apparently dealing with the healing of (mortalty) ill
persons.

The gods have imposed death upon human beings: "When the gods created mankind,
death for mankind they set aside, life in their own hands retaining" (Gil7. X, III, :-5;.zs
Cf. also: "No one can see death. No one can see the face of death. No one can hear
the voice of death. But savage death snaps off mankind" (Gilg.X, VI, 13-16;.zo 11't"
Atralasis epic suggests that the reason for the establishment of death was the gods'
wish to limit the increase in human beings, since the Flood had not been effective.27

The hour of a person's death depends on fate (itmtu); a premature death occurs on
a day that is not this day of fate.28

Death can be described by verbs such as "fall asleep" (saldlu) and "rest" (ndlu,
paidfuu).2e The body (zumru, pagru) becomes a cadaver (ialamtu), and one's flesh
disappears.30 What remains is a breath or spirit (zaqtqu, iAru), a shadow (siltu), or, the
usual designation, an etemmu, which as an evil spirit can harm the living who are left
behind.3l

The dead exist in the realm of the dead, often called kier;etu, "earth," xr.car, "the
great netherworld," or by the personal name Arallu. It is xun.Nu.ct.A = erset h firi,
"the land without return."32

The gods of the netherworld are sometimes called 'Judges" (dayyanu), but in this
case "to judge" effectively means "to decide": they determine that the deceased is to
remain in the netherworld and be subject to its laws. Thus this does not really represent
the notion of any ethically focused judgment.33

The dying gods present a special problem. On the one hand, a god is killed in order
to secure the life of human beings, who are created from loam; on the other hand, old
gods are killed so as to be replaced by younger successors.34 Finally, ourvru.zrlTammuz,
as the god of nascent life and of vegetation, is a dying god.35

3. West Semites. The Ugaritic texts contain a few references to human death in a
general sense. One text states that "Aqhat the Youth is dead (mt),"x another relates
that the children of Keret die.37 The general attitude toward death emerges from several
lines in the Aqhat epic. Although'Anat has offered Aqhat eternal life in exchange for

25. ANET 90.
26. Citei by W. G. Lambert in Alster, 54f.
27. Ibid., 57f .
28. Steiner, 243.
29. Cited by Bott6ro in Alster, 28; Steiner, 242,lists additional synonyms and euphemisms.
30. Cited by Bott6ro in Alster, 27.
31. Ibid., 28f.; Steiner, 245.
32.Bottdro in Alster,29f.;cf . Friedrich Delitzsch, Das Land ohne Heimkehr (Stuttgart, l91l).
33. Bott6ro in Alster, 34.
34. Ibid., 45, n. 17.
35. H. Ringgren, Religions of the Ancient Near East (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1973), 65t.
36. KTU, l.l9ll,42; ANET 154.
37. KTU, 1.14 I, 16; ANET, 143.
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his bow, he refuses with the rejoinder: "Further life - how can the mortal attain it?
How can the mortal attain life enduring? . . . And I'll die as everyone dies, I too shall

assuredly die."38 Death is the inescapable lot of human beings; only the gods enjoy
immortality. This generates the problem in the epic of King Keret. Keret falls ill, and

those around him believe him to be close to death; since as king he is of divine origin,
the question arises: "Wilt thou die, then, father, like the (other) mortals?"3e and "Shall,
then, a god die, an offspring of the Kindly One not live?"{ As is well known, Ugaritic
mythology affests a dying (and revivified) god, namely, Aliyan Ba'al, whose death at

the hands of the god Mot (whose name itself probably means "death" and who

represents the dying off of vegetation during the dry season) is proclaimed as follows:
"For dead is Aliyan Ba'al, perished (filq) the Prince, Lord of Earth."4l The contrasting
pronouncement at his revivification reads as follows: "Behold, alive is Aliyan Ba'al!
And behold, existent (again) the Prince, Lord of Earth!"42

After Ba'al's victory the death of Yam is proclaimed: "Yam is dead;

reign."+r

ll. l. Etymology. The root mwt is common to the Semitic languages and also occurs

in Egyptian: Ugar. mt;4 Can.,4s Pun., Old Aram., Ya'udic, Egyptian Aram., Nab.,

Palmyr.,a6 Biblical Aram., Jewish Aram., Sam.,a7 Syr., Mand.,a8 OSA,4e Arab. mwt;

Ethiop., Tigrifla, AkJr.. mE/it;so Egyp. mt.sl

2. Occurrences. In Hebrew the verb is attested in the qal (630 timessz) with the

meaning "die," additionally also in the polel (9 times), "kill off, give the death-blow,

slay," as the polal ptcp. m'm61a1irn, "those who should be killed,"s3 in the hiphil (138

times), "kill, have (someone) executed," in the hophal (68 times), "be killed, suffer

death." The subst. mawe! (150 occurrencessa) means "death, dying," although it might

38. KTU, l.l7 VI, 34-37; ANET l5l.
39. KTU,l.16I,3f., 18;ANET 147.
40. KTU, l.161,22; ANET, 147f.
41. KTU,1.5 VI,9; ANET 140; cf. also 139.

42. KTU, 1.6111,2f.; ANET, l4O.
43. KTU,1.2[Y,31-34; cf. also ANET l3l.
44. UT, no. 1443; WUS, no. 1703.
45. EA, 1468.
46. DISO, t45.
47. Z. Ben Hayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aratnnic amongst the

Samaritans, II (Jerusalem, 1957), 503b [Heb.].
48. MdD,263b.
49. ContiRossini, 176a.

50. AHw,II, 634b.
st. wbAs, II, 16sff.
52. According to THAT.
s3. HAL, tr (1995), 563.
54. According to THAT.

Ba'al will

Ringgren
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be translated as the personification "god of death, Death (?)" (Jer. 9:20[Eng. v. 2l],
Hos. 13:14; Hab. 2:5; Ps. 18:5[4]; 49:l5ll4l;116:3; Prov. 13:14)ss or "realm of the
dead" as a parallel to -+ )txul i"'61(Cant.8:6; Isa. 28:15) and -+ ftllli iahal@.g.,
Isa. 38: l7f.; cf. Job 38:17). Other derivatives from mwt inchrde fmttld, "dying, death"
(Ps.79:11; 102:21[20D and m'm61tm, "death, type of death" (Jer. 16:4; Ezk.28:8).
Altogether we would have 1,000 occurrences of this root.56

The overwhelming majority of occurrences refer to human beings, although animals
(Gen. 33:13; Ex.7:18,21;8:9[3]; 9:6f.;I*v. ll:31f.,39; Isa. 66:24) and plants (Job

l4:8) also appear as subjects.
The distribution of these occrurences is interesting. The overwhelming majority are

found in the narrative writings and refer to the simple fact of dying or death. Only 4
occurrences of the verb are found in the Psalms (compared to I 8 occurrenc es of mawe!),
a situation probably resulting from the circumscription of death by typified imagery.
Job attests 13 occurrences of the verb in the qal, Isaiah 12 occurrences, Jeremiah2T,
Ezekiel 37, the Minor Prophets 9, Proverbs 6, Ecclesiastes 7.

Synonyms include + 9'll gawa', --r l):t halaf;, " go forth," ys' with nepei, ne'"sap
'el'ammaw or'abdtdw,sT + f)i2 iakob; antonyms include + i'l'i hdyi, "live." The
hiphil is also rendered by + ltil hirag and -+ llI'1 rdsah. ln isolated instances death
is described as sleep (Job 3:13; 14:12; Ps. 13:4[3); Jer.5l:39,57; cf. Isa. 26:19; Dnl.
l2:2).s*

III. The Experience of Death.
l. General Notion. The synonyms just enumerated characterize death as the "de-

parture of the nepei, i.e., of life"; a person lies down (to sleep, iAkaD or departs (hlk).
Some passages indirectly suggest a definition, e.g., Job 14:10: "But man (geber) dies,
and is laid low (hli), man breathes his last (gdwa'), and where is he?" Ps.39:14(13)
is even more unequivocal: "I depart and am no more ('Anenni)"; cf. Ps. 103:16: "they
are no more, and their place knows them no more." Another passage emphasizes the
fact that the deceased will not return to life: "before I go ('elefi whence I shall not
return (w'ld' 'Aifrb)" (Job 10:21); cf. Akk. er{et la tari, "the land without return"Se).

2. Before Death. Actual impending death can be expressed by various formulas:
wcid&abti'im--!61ay, "when I lie down with my fathers," or '"nt ne'"sap 'el:ammt,

"when I am gathered to my people" (Gen. 47:30; 49:29).00 These statements occur in
connection with the patriarchs' preparation for death, especially in the context of
testamentary provisions. In this connection, however, the root mwt is also directly
employed, e.g., the qal participle: hinnEh'dndfti mE!, "behold, I am about to die" (Gen.

55. Cf. HAL, fi.
56. THAT.
57. -+ IN 'db ('abh), r,10.
58. -r lt2r ydien (Y1,438-441).
59. See L2 above.
60. See IV.l below.
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48:21 ; 50:5), ki 'anakt m?1, "for I am to die" (Dt. 4:22), with qal imperfect: beterem
'dmfi1, "before I die" (Gen. 27:4;45:28; Prov. 30:7), with the subst. mdwel: lipnA
m616/m61i, "before his/my death" (Gen. 27 :7 ,1O; 50: 16; Dt. 33: 1 ; I Ch. 22:5). Besides

the testamentary provisions, the dying person's last wish or the final measures before
death are also mentioned here.

This context includes several expressions focusing on the inf. ldmfi!. These include
wayyiqr"!fi y"mA-yiird'El ldmfi!, "and when the days drew near that Israel must die"
(Gen. 47 :29; cf. I K. 2: I concerning David and Dt. 3 I : 14 as an address to Moses), and
'andftt h6lE[ ldmfi1, "I am about to die" (Gen. 25:32). Mention should also be made

here of the blessing6l characteristic of the patriarchal narratives.
2 K.20:l (par. Isa. 38: l); 2 Ch. 32:24 mention a sickness unto death (although the

sick king, Hezekiah, does recover), as does 2 K. 13:14, where King Joash visits the

deathbed of the prophet Elisha. Here the verb hdli is used with mfi1.

3. Death Wish. The death wish is relatively rare in the OT. Twice the expression
wayyii'al 'e1-napi6 lamfrl occvs, "he wanted to die (RSV 'he asked that he might
die' " (1 K. 19:4 referring to Elijah; Jon. 4:8 regarding Jonah). The second passage is

clearly dependent on the first, although the situations are quite dissimilar. Twice the

wish is expressed by the irreal idiom mi yitten with the suffixed inf. mfrgnfi (Ex. 16:3)

or m,fi1i (2 S. l9: I [18:33]). In the first instance Israel laments, "would that we had died
by the hand of Yahweh in the land of Egypt," and in the second David, "would I had

died instead of you [i.e., Absalom]." A thkd expression, fimA! napit, "let me die,"
does not refer to a death wish as such, but rather to the wish for the proper kind of
death: Balaam concludes his frst oracle concerning Israel with the words, "let me die
the death of the upright" (Nu. 23:lO), and Samson hopes to take the Philistines with
him to death (Jgs. 16:30).

4. Afier Death. Recognition that death has occurred is usually expressed by the perf.
mC! or the ptcp. me! in various phrases, the shortest of which is w"hinnEh m0!, "and
(behold), he is dead" (e.9., 2 S. 4: l0; I K. 3:21; 2 K. 4:32), whereby the name of the

dead person is mentioned or presumed already familiar. When a slain person is dis-
covered, the expression is wehinnEh nnpdl md!, "and (behold) he lies dead" (Jgs. 3:25

referring to Ehud; 4:22 regarding Sisera). In place of the perfect, two participles express

a narrative element of surprise here. Much more frequently, however, a cognitive verb
is combined with mfi7 both often in the perfect. Examples include especially iama' . . .

ki mE!, "he heard . . . that (he) had died" (l S. 25:39; 2 S. 4:l; 11:26; I K. 11:21;

2l:16), and ra'6 . . . kt m€1, "he saw . . . that (he) had died" (e.g., Gen. 50:15; Jgs.

9:55; 1 S. l7:51; 3l:5;2 K. ll:l). The verbs ngd (hiphil), bin, andydSa' are used only
once each withmfrl (2 S. 12:18,19; 1:5). These are idioms which speak in a simple,
natural way of the experience of death. Such expressions often provide the direct
transition to additional actions which then constitute the real focus of the narrative. In

61. -+ 'l'11 brk (11,279-308).
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direct discourse, such information concerning the death of a person only serves to
emphasize something else; e.g., Joseph's death provides the motif for safeguarding

Benjamin's life (Gen. 42:38; 44:20).

IV. Death and Burial.
l. The Death-Buial Schema. Death and burial are often encompassed within a

schema whose primary elements are the consecutive formswayydmo! . . . wayyiqqdbEr
"he died . . . and was buried." Besides these elements, the schema usually includes
the subject and information concerning the hometown or place of burial. Additional
information is frequently given as well, especially if the deceased was a significant
person. The most basic form of this death-burial schema is found in the lists of what
are known as the minor judges (Jgs. 10:1-5; 12:7-15). Further occurrences include 2 S.

l7:23 (Ahithophel); Jgs. 8:32 (Gideon); and, with a feminine subject, Gen. 35:8 (Deb-

orah), 19 (Rachel); Nu. 20:l (Miriam). The schema incorporates small variations
involving the second element in Josh. 24:29f . (Joshua); I S. 25:1 (Samuel); 2 K. 13:20
(Elisha); and 2 Ch. 24:15f. (Jehoiada). Dt. 34:5f., where Yahweh buries his servant
Moses, is unique. Finally, two more extensive expositions concerning Abraham (Gen.

25:8f.) and Isaac (35:28f.) as well asEleazar (Josh.24:33) and Samuel (1 Sam. 28:3)
belong under the rubric of this schema, although here the perf. md! is used instead of
the consecutive form. A further variation of the schema occurs in Gen. 48:7, where

Jacob makes reference to Rachel's death.62

Within this schema itself, or in isolated instances, yet other formulaic elements are

used. In Gen. 25:8; 35:29, the expression wayydmo! is preceded by wayyigwa', "he
passed away, breathed his last." This is also the case in Gen. 25:17 , although there the
burial motif is missing. The formula wayyE'dsep 'el-'ammdw, "and (he) was gathered

to his people" (Gen. 25:8,17;35:29), is unique to the P stratum and can even replace

the phrase waryamo! (as in Gen. 49:33; Nu. 20:24;Dt.32:50) and appear with varying
subjects (Gen. 49:29; Nu. 27:13; 3l:2). Similar to -+ 91l gw', ne'esap . . . can mean

simply "to die" (Ps. 26:9; Isa. 57:1). Scholars have suggested that the original meaning
of the formula refers to a uniting of the deceased with his forefathers in Sheol,63

although it is to be differentiated from another formula, namely, iakab 'im-'"b6!dw,

"sleep with his fathers," which is used almost exclusively to refer to kings who die a
normal death (e.g., I K. l:21:,2:10; ll:21 [David]; 2 K. 8:24 Uoraml). Both formulas,
however, are used in reference to Jacob's death (cf. Gen.47:30;49:29,33), which shows

that both have the same meaning or have already become fixed idioms in the Pentateuch.

Thus they can occasionally be mixed, 'ammaw being replacedby 'ob6!aw (Jgs. 2:10;
2 K. 22:20). One widely held view suggests that the second formula means "to be

intened in the family grave," and Ludwig WiichteFa believes this was also the original
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62. Cf . -+ 1al qeler.
63. This is the view of Atfrink, Driver, and Tromp; -+ )'tN!, i"'61.
64.P.Tl,followingQuellandL.Di.irr,Die Wertungdesl,ebensimATundimantikenOrient

(Miinster, 1926).
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65. Cf. A. Kuschke"'Grab," BRL2' 122-2g;M' Weippert"'sarkophag' Urne' Ossuar"' ibid"

269-276.
66. C. Westerm ann, Genesis 12_36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 397.

67. Diirr, 13.

68. PP. 65f'
ig. C 

""r 
t*. oTL (Er,g' tt $* 2 l9'7 2)' 262'

meaningofwayy|'asep'el:ammaw'CarolL'Meyers'however'suggestscombining
the two meanings: archaeological excavations attesithe practice of multiple (secondary)

burials,wherebyremainsw-ereintenedinacommonossuary.65Theformulasmight
then mean 

,.die and descend into Sheol, where all Israel is gathered"'th-e.rebv expressing

literally this practice oi*or,ipr" burials. claus westermann holds a differing opinion:

.,There is no though, oi u *u," in which the dead find themselves such as could be

imagined or represente;t tt'" iO"u is rather what they ** T11.f:^t 
the living: they

belong to the ancestorr-*to have gone before and whose memory is preserved'"66

Two additiona rornl,riu. involiing mfi1 should also be mentioned: zdqdn fisela'

yamim,"an old man and full of y"uo;' occu1s in Gen' 25:8 (Abraham); 35:29 (Isaac);

I Ch. 23:t (David; 
"r. 

ig'zg;2 Ch.24:15); Iob 42:17 (Job). Parallels can be found in

both Akkadian *a ggvpii*-t"^s.67 According to wdchter,6s the reference is not merely

to "advanced ug"", ,uih"" the formula also served as a demonstration of virtue em-

phasizedbythereferencetont'-"'ou'descendantsandintermentinthefamilygrave'
Theformulabesabafilld,,,inagoodoldage,''isusedtorefertoAbraham(Gen.15:15;
25:8), Gideon (lgs. a3i), andbavid (1 

'h' 
29:28)' [t' too' expresses advanced age

and a condition of fulfillment'
GerhardvonRadi,p."u"urycorrectinassertingthatespecially.thefirstformula

..shows that in un"i"niri.*l on" uc"ept"d life not *ith u d"fiurt claim to endlessness

but from the Start i, ,",ignu.ion, ^ 
,o*"thing limited, something assigned to man, in

which then the state of latiation was to be reached' ' ' 
"'6e 

This does not' however'

allow far-react ing 
"o*lurions 

concerning the estimation of life and attitude toward

deathinthelarger,"n,".r.isnoteworthythatnoStatementsoccurconcerningGod's
inrcrvention or participation in these deaths. This should come as no surprise in the

caseofsuchformulaicexpressions,however,foronlyinexceptiorralinstancesdoes
the narraror a"pur, ,ignin"Ltfy fro. rhe schema. Thii happens only if the manner of

death or burial itself5via;;;i""1, ", 
was rhe case with Moses and Aaron, or if the

person was a signifi"* fig""' such as Abraham' Jacob' or David' In the flrst case

yahweh himself bri;;;r;both the death and burial, and in the second the death-

burial schema is amplified, expanded' or replaced by the formulas mentioned'

2,lamentfortheDead.statementsabouttheriteoflamentforthedeadarefound
bothinconnectionwiththedeath-burialschemaandindependentofit.lS.25:1
recountsthat..alllsraelassembledandmoumedforhim[i.e.,Samuel]',;cf.the
somewhat Shorter n",sion in 28:3. It is also asserted ttrat ..atl Israel'' mourned

Jeroboam,ssonAbijatr(1K.14:13,18).Inbothinstancesthisremarkisincorporated
into the framework'it it" ,"t".a. The lament for the dead is also mentioned in
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connection withmfr1inGen.23:2 (Abraham-Sarah); 2 S. 11:26 (Bathsheba-Uriah). The

ritual of lament also includes the element of consolation, which is mentioned in the

immediate context of the report of death in Gen. 38:.121,2 S. 13:39. The perfect of nhm

designates the conclusion of the period of mourning.T0

An indirect indication of the significance of the rites of mourning can be derived

from passages which proscribe them or foretell their absence. Dt. l4:l commands:

"You shall not cut yourselves or make any baldness on your foreheads for the dead,"

a practice apparently viewed as pagan. ln Jer.22:lO, the prophet admonishes the people

not to mourn the dead King Josiah, but rather his successor Jehoahaz, who was to go

into exile. Ier. 16:4-7 gives an extensive description of the awful death that will befall
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, punctuated especially by the absence of any burial or

mourning. The prophet forbids the survivors from entering the houses of mourning,

since Yahweh has withdrawn his peace from his people. Similarly, Ezekiel is instructed

to underscore the enormity of the impending catastrophe by omitting the mourning

ritual for his own wife (Ezk. 24:16).tr

3. Special Places of Death. Within the death-burial schema, the place of death is as

a rule one's home; exceptions include those instances when death occurs during a
journey (Gen. 35:8,19; Nu. 20:1), or when the place of death is unusual for some other

reason. In that case, an emphatic iam, "there," can refer to the previously mentioned

locale: Kadesh (Nu. 20:l); Mt. Hor (Nu. 20:26,28; 33:38); Moserah (Dt. 10:6); Mt.
Nebo @t. 34:5). The threat of death in exile can also be expressed with {arn (Isa. 22:18;

Jer. 20:6; 22:12; 42:16; Ezk. 12:13). This underscores that exile by no means offers
protection; on the contrary, precisely "there" will the people encounter death.

In some passages death in the wilderness is mentioned as something that has already

occurred (Nu. 3:4; 27:3;Josh.5:4), though only in the latter instance does the antithesis

wilderness-promised land play arole. Only in connection with the motif of "murmuring

in the wilderness"T2 is "death in the wilderness" emphasized as a specific motif of
lament. In Nu. l4:2, to be sure, death either in Egypt or in the wilderness is considered

preferable to an encounter with the alleged giants in the promised land. The Israelites

also accuse Moses and Aaron of having led them out of Egypt merely to let them die

in the wilderness (Ex. l4:ll,l2: Nu. 16:13; 2l:5;Dt.9:28).
These findings prompt the conclusion that the ideal was a death at an advanced age,

sated and fulfilled by progeny, with burial in the family grave in one's home. The

antithesis was a death in exile, in the wilderness, or in wa1,73 since in these cases the

appropriate interment and mourning would not take place.

?0. -r;1)f ba&A @dkhdh) (II, 116-120); -+'IDD sdpal; -->E,t!'] nbm; cf. also P. Heinisch,
Die Tbtenklage im AT. BZfr, l3l9t. (1931).

71. On the rituals of mouming, cf. E. Kutsch, "Trauerbrriuche"und "Selbstminderungsriten"

im AT. ThSt,78 (1965), 25-42;P. Welten, "Bestattung II: AI," TRE,Y (1980), 734-38.
72. +11) lfrn (Ytr.,5W-r2).
73. Cf. VI.3 below
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V. Death as a Temporal Designation. Mention of the death of a person can also

function as a temporal designation. The context can be that ofthe succession ofvarious

events, though also of changes in the age, epochs, connected chronologies, etc.

l. Before, at, and after Death. The expression 'a/-m61 hal*6h4n haggdQdl, "until
the death of the high priest," specifies the duration of exile imposed for unintentional

manslaughter (Nu. 35:25,28[cf. v. 32]; Josh. 20:6). A different sort of asylum situation

is involved when Jeroboam flees to Egypt "until the death of Solomon" (l K. 11:40).

The formula 'aQ-y6m m616, "to the day of his death," refers to the time remaining in

a person's life (Jgs. l3:7; I S. 15:35; 2 S. 6:23;2 K. 15:5 par. 2 Ch' 26:21; Jer'

52:11,34). The expressionylm hammiwe! (Eccl. 7:l; 8:8) refers to the end of fife in

general and has no chronological function.
The expression b"m61. . . , "at the death (o0 . . . ," expresses either simultaneity

(Gen. 21:16; Nu. 26:10; Prov. ll:7) or immediate succession (Jgs. 2:19; EsL 2:7). The

expression b"m616, "at his death," is as a rule amplified by specific indications of the

age of rhe deceased in the death-burial schema: Nu. 33:39 (Aaron); Dt.34i7 (Moses);

2 Ch.24:15 (Jehoiada). The same expression is used to recount that "all Judah and the

inhabitants of Jerusalem honored [King Hezekiah] at his death" (2 Ch.32:33), and that

Samson slew more men "at his death" than during his life (Jgs. 16:30). The expression

brm616 is also used in a general fashion in wisdom assertions: a person will take along

nothing of his wealth "at his death" (Ps. 49:18[17]).

A point in time "after the death . . ." is indicated either by 'al.t"rA m6! . . . or la'aier
me!. T]11e first expression is used in schemata marking the transition from one epoch

to another: Abraham-Isaac (Gen. 25:ll), Moses-Joshua (Josh. 1:1), Joshua-Judges (Jgs.

l:1), and Saul-David (2 S. 1:l). Chronological information is also being given in Nu.

35:28; I Ch. 2:24;2 Ch.24:17, etc. In addition to its temporal valence (Jgs. 8:33; 2 S.

12:21), the expression ka'"ier mE! car. also express a comparison (e.g., Dt. 32:50: "as

Aaron your brother died").

2. Succession. Monarchical succession is indicated by two different schemata, one

for peaceful and one for violent succession to the throne:

(l) wayydmol- . . . wayyiml1l tafitaw, "when he died, . . . became king in his stead"

(Gen. 36:33-39 par.l Ch.l:44-50; 2 K. 1:17;8:15; 13:24;2 S' 10:1 par. 1 Ch' 19:1;

I Ch.29:28).
(2) wayemtl1hfr . . . wayyimldft tal.ttaw, "he killed him . . . and became king in

his stead." The conspiracy schema contains a series of fixed elements that lead up

ro the murder and usurpation of the throne (l K. l5:27f; 16:10:2 K. 15:10'14,

2s,30).
These two schemata apparently have a chronological function. The first is used in

the case of Israelite and Judaic as well as foreign kings. A middle group is represented

by cases in which the consecutive wayydmo! is preceded by expressions for killing
(2 K. l2:2lf .[2Of.] par. 2 Ch.24:25,27; cf. also I K. 15:27). The second schema is used

only in the Deuteronomistic history where it occurs in connection with six northern

Israelite conspiracies.
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3. Genealogy and Age. The expression wayydmo! is also a fixed component in
genealogical schemata, which themselves are part of the chronological framework of
P.7a This schema occurs 7 times in Gen. 5: "When A had lived x years, he became
the father of B. A lived after the birth of B y years, and became the father of other
sons and daughters. Thus A lived z years, and then he died." The striking element
here is the interest in tracing the genealogy back as far as possible.Ts The sometimes
extremely high indications of age (in number of years) can amplify this information.T6
Yet another schema is generated when the previously discussed death-burial schema
is augmented by information concerning a person's age: "This is the length of
Abraham's life, a hundred and seventy-five years. Abraham breathed his last and
died . . ." (Gen. 25:.7t.). Further examples are Gen. l1:32 (Terah);23:.lf. (Sarah);
25:17 (Ishmael);35:28f. (Isaac);47:28f. (Jacob/Israel);50:22,26 (Joseph); Job42:16f.
(Job).

It is also worth noting that in some cases wayyamo! is amplified by the remark
that the deceased passed away "without a sor/sons" (2 K. l:17; I Ch. 2:30,32,34;
23:22). When I Ch. 2:34;23:22 remarks that a certain person "had no sons, only
daughters," it is clear that the reference is to a genealogical break that can be remedied
through daughters only as a last resort. The even greater misfortune was childlessness;
it is explicitly stated that Michal "had no child to the day of her death" (2 S. 6:23);
the narrator interprets this as her punishment for having criticized her spouse King
David.

VI. Reasons for Death.
l. Why Death? The frequent question why a person must die is in most cases a

rhetorical one. When Qoheleth inquires, "Why should you die before your time?"
(Eccl.7:17), he presupposes that wickedness and folly can cut life short, and that a

specific time is set for each life (cf. Job 22:16). That a person is not permitted to kill
without reason emerges from 1 S.20:32, where Jonathan objects to Saul's intention to
kill David: "Why should he be put to death? What has he done?"

The rhetorical nature of such questions emerges clearly from several passages. The
Egyptians ask Joseph why they should die before his eyes, since he very well could
provide them with bread (Gen. 47:15,19). The Israelites entreat Moses to intervene as

a mediator for them at Horeb so they will not be consumed by the fire (Dt. 5:25). The
prophet asks why the king and his people should die instead of giving up their resistance
to the Babylonians (Jer. 27:12t.). Ezk. l8:31; 33:11 are concerned with either individual
or - more likely - collective guilt that will result in death if not atoned. In all these
instances, the question functions to emphasize the danger of impending death,
prompting the correct conclusions to be drawn.

74. Cf. S. Tengstrdm, Die Toledotformel und die literarische Stuktur der priesterlichen
Erweiterungsschicht im Pentateuch. CB, 17 (1982).

75. E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB, I (1964),41.
76. On the function of these high indications of age as a representation of temporal extension

in the early period, cf. C. Westermann,Genesis l-ll (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984),353f.
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2. Sin. Sin and the resulting guilt are sometimes given as the reason for death.

Especialty in the book of Ezekiel this is expressed in formulaic expressions which

according to Rolf KnierimTT reflect declaratory formulas from legal language (e.g., Dt.

24:16), although they have been reformulated by the prophet himself. Examples include

hA' rd"id' ba'"wdn6 ydmfi1, "that wicked man shall die because of his iniquity" (Ezk.

3:18; 33:8), and w"'dfid'dwel fimE1 '"bhem b"'awl6 'aier:di6 ydmfi7 "and commits

iniquity and dies, then he dies for the iniquity which he has committed" (Ezk. 18:26;

33:18; cf. further Ezk. 3:19;7:16; l8:17,18;33:9,13; Jer.31:30). Although the actual

presence of guilt can be questioned, the fatal consequences cannot once such qualified
guilt has been established (so, e.g., I S. 2O:8;2 S. 14:32).

Wttrle'dwdn and especially 'awel are used specifically by Ezekiel, l.tel' and balld'!
seem to be more commonly cited as reasons for death: Nu. 27:3; Dt.24:16i2K. 14:6

par. 2 Ch. 25:4; Ezk. 3:20; 18:4,20; Am. 9:10. The principle that each person dies for
his own sins is brought into focus in various ways. [n the case of Ezekiel it should be

noted that life and death are extremely vague concepts. "Life" shifts between "stay
alive, survive," on the one hand, and "enjoy the fullness of life with God in a function-
ing covenantal relationship" on the other. The antithesis is "die" or "death," expressed

by the formulas of the death sentence.Ts

Other causes of death include touching sacred objects (Ex. 19: 12; Nu' 4:15,20; 2 S.

6:7;cf .l S. 6:19 nklr hiphil). Actually seeing God is considered even more life threatening.

"No one can see God and live" (Ex. 33:20). Thus after Yahweh's angel has revealed itself,

Manoah says: "We shall surely die, for we have seen God" (Jgs. 13:22).

Termini technici for capital guilt are miipatmfrwel (Dt. 19:6; Jer. 26:ll,16), hEt'

mawe! (Dt. 22i26), and l.tel' miipal-miwe1(Dt. 2Lt22). The corresponding transgres-

sions are murder (Dt. l9), sexual trespass (Dt. 22), and false prophecy (Jer. 26); in all
cases guilt is debated or even negated. Sacral transgressions "bring down capital guilt"
upon the perpetrator (e.g., Ex. 28:43; Nu. 18:22). According to Knierim,Te the original
life setting (Sitz im l*ben) of these expressions is to be found in the community legal

assembly as such, something still discernible in Dt. 2l:22;24:16. In Nu. 18:22;27:3,
however, one can discern a transition to the sacral-legal sphere. Although some passages

do indeed attest legal formulations, they "no longer belong to the sphere of actual

execution of justice, but rather of proclamation" (Am. 9:10; Dt. 24:L6, and passages

dependent on them: 2K. 14,6;2 Ch.25:4; cf. Ezk. 18:4,20:'3:20;.ao

3. Manner of Death. Death also comes upon a person in war, by the sword, through

pestilence, and through hunger. Because a warrior is especially exposed to the threat

of death, he can under certain circumstances be relieved of military obligation "lest
he die in battle" (Dt. 2Ot5-7).In poetry such death in battle is described by several

parallel expressions: hnlAl par. me!, hereb par'. milhdmA Gsa.22:2), rd'd! pat. milhfrmd,

77. P. 2t7.
78. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 383f.; -+ fl'ft hdyA @haydh), tV, 336f.
79. P. 49.
80. This is the view represented by Knierim.
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mawe!par. heref; (Job 5:20), etc. The "dead" has been "pierced," the "sword" is the
instrument of war, and pestilence and famine follow as consequences of war.8l

Amos threatens both Jeroboam and "all the sinners of my people" with death by
the sword (Am. 7:11; 9:10); in contrast, Jeremiah foretells not death by the sword for
Zedekrah, but rather death "in peace" ( (Jer. 34:4f.), assuming, of course, that he hears
Yahweh's words. Like the qal forms, the hiphil and hophal forms of mil also enter into
fixed combinations with l.terep. To slay by the sword means essentially "to execute"
(2 K. ll:15,20 pat 2 Ch.23:14,21; cf. I K. l:51; 2:8). The sword is considered the
instrument of killing (e.g., Jgs. 9:54; Jer. 4l:2); in contrast, when David kills Goliath
it is emphasized that he was not holding the sword in his hand (1 S. 17:50), but rather
only drew it afterward (v. 5l). I K. 19:17 emphasizes the inescapability of judgment;
escaping "from the sword" of one enemy only leads to death at the hands of another.

Hunger, thirst, and pestilence can be listed either individually or together as the
means of death. Moses allegedly planned to kill the people through hunger (Ex. l6:3);
the Philistines are threatened with such death (Isa. 14:30), and it is a threat to Jeremiah
as a result of his own imprisonment (Jer. 38:9). According to the people's own lament,
they will be killed by thirst as a result of having been led into the wilderness (Ex. l7:3).
Samson also fears death by thirst (Jgs. 15:18). Sennacherib wants to let the besieged
inhabitants of Jerusalem die from both hunger and thirst (2 Ch. 32:ll). Jeremiah
threatens the inhabitants of Jerusalem with pestilence (Jer. 2l:6), while Ps. 78:50 uses
"death" and "pestilence" in parallel in its description of the Egyptian plagues.

Sequential enumeration of several different kinds of death is a favorite device in
Jeremiah's and - less frequently - Ezekiel's threats. "Sword" and "pestilence" are
syntactically combined with mfi1 in Jer. lll-22; 44:12: without mfi! in Jer. 14: I 5, I 6, 1 8;
16:4;42:16;44:27;Lam.4:9. Although Ezk.33:27 mentions "sword" and "pestilence,"
these terms are separated by the expression "food for the wild beasts," which could
be viewed as an adaptation of the triple schema, with "hunger" as the middle member.82
Cf. also I K. 14:11 (repeated in 16:4; 2l:24), where the dead within the city walls are
described as food for the dogs, those in the open country as food for the birds. Here,
too, we have a kind of double schema for the kinds of death that accompany war.

The triple schema bal.terep - bdrd'd! - baddeber "by sword - famine -pestilence," occurs no fewer than 15 times in Jeremiah, 5 of those together with mfr1
(Jer. 2l:9; 27:13; 38:2; 42:17,22). This sequence usually remains constant, although
Ezekiel varies and augments the schema more extensively. In Ezk. 5:12: 6:12;7:15,
we encounter the combination with mfi1 to which 2 additional passages without the
verb can be adduced. Perhaps Ezekiel acquired the schema from Jeremiah and modified
it in the process.83 In any case, it probably functions as an expression of complete
annihilation: "sword" is emblematic of war itself; "famine" and "pestilence" then
come in its wake to complete the harvest of death.

81. -+ lIl deber (debher) (lll,125-27).
82. See discussion below.
83. So WAchter, 138f.
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VII. Death as Consequence.
l. Qal. The qal perfect consecutive serves to designate death as a consequence. The

form wamel can indicate the consequence of the establishment of guilt (Gen. 44:9), of
a wicked disposition ( I K. l:52), or of murder (often in combination with nkh hiphil)
(Ex. 2l:12,20,28,35; 22:l[2); Dt. 19: llf.; 2 S. I l: l5). A conceivable but avoidable
consequence can also be expressed by wdm€1 (Gen. 19: 19; 33:13; 44:22,31).In some

cases the peril results from touching sacred objects (Nu.4:15,20),84 or through inap-
propriate clothing (8x.28:43). Finally, wdm7l refers to the consequence of the death
penalty itself, either specified as stoning (Dt. 13:11[0]; l7:5; 2l:21;22:21,24) or left
unspecified (Dt. 17ilzt l8:20;22:25;24:7).The difference is that in the flust case wame!

concludes the judgment formula, whereas in the second the formula is introduced by
fim€!.

Qal imperfect forms can also refer to the consequences of capital crimes. In two
cases the guilty party is "brought out" to die (w)dmd1, Jgs.6:30; 1 K.21:10). The
paronomastic expression mfi mmfu can be used to refer both to threats and to procla-
mations of a death sentence. If we view the giving of reasons as the criterion for
judgments, then, e.g., I S. 14:44; 22:16;2 K. l:4,6,16i Jer. 26:8; Ezk. 3:18; 33:8,14

represent such judgments formulated in legal language; in contrast, e.g., Gen. 2il7;8s
20:7; I K. 2:37 ,42 should be viewed as threats. The corresponding formulations in the

3rd person, mfiyamfr{fr), usually occur outside the actual corpus of laws (Nu. 26:65;
I S. 14:39; 2 S. 12:14;2 K. 8: l0) and, like m6! tdmfi!, can be understood as judgments

or as threats. In a completely different fashion, m6! namfi! refers to the inescapability
of death. In Jgs. 13:22, Manoah speaks to his wife about the deadly consequences of
having seen God,86 and in 2 S. 14: 14 the common lot of all human beings is expressed

this way.
Negated qal imperfect forms frequently refer to the avoidance of death. In this case,

the negation /o-' is used when death is indeed prevented (Jgs. 6:23; I S. 2O:2; 2 S. 12:13;
l9:24t23)), whereas w"lo' is usually used in statements in which such avoidance is

dependent on certain conditions (e.g., Ex. 9:4;21:18;28:35; l-ev. 16:2,13; Jer. 11:21;
38:24). The negation pen also follows conditions (Gen. 3:3; kv. 10:6), while w"'al
occurs once with conditions (1 S. 12:19) and once without (Dt.33:6). These rules do

show exceptions: Ex. 9:4;21:18; Isa.51:14, and in the synthetic expressions used as

pendent to hyh.87

2. Hiphil. Hiphil perfect consecutive forms occur partly in direct threats (Isa. 14:30;

65:15; Hos. 2:5131;9:16), partly in conditional commands (Ex. l:16;2 S. l3:28), or in
other consecutive clauses (Ex. 21:29; Nu. 14: 15; 2 S. 14:32). The same is true of the

hiphil imperfect forms: direct threats issued by prophets (1 K. 19:17; Isa. 11:4), death

sentences stipulated in casuistic laws (Nu. 35:19,21), self-imposed threats (Gen.42:37),

84. See VI.2 above.
85. See VI.2 above.
86. See VI.2 above.
87. See IX below.
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extradition commands (Jgs. 20:13; 1 S. 1l:12), etc. The guarantees of life (i.e., of safety)

attested by oaths constitute an interesting groups8: the oath partner is assured that he

will not ('im) be killed (e.g., I S. 30:15; I K. l:51; 2:8: Jer.38:16). Apart from the

oath formula as such, pledges of safety also occur both with attendant conditions (l S.

5: l1; Jer. 38:25) and without (Jgs. 15: 13; I K. 2:26).

3. Hophal. The hophal imperfect forms occur much more frequently both in threats

and in legal stipulations concerning the death penalty (in contrast, the hophal perfect

occurs only twice: Dt. 2l:22;2 S. 2l:9). The imperfect forms appear in apodictic (?)

and in casuistic laws as act-consequence prescriptions at the end of clauses (Ex.2l:29;

35:2;l-ev.24:16,21 Nu. 1:51; 3:10,38; 18:7). In Deuteronomy and narrative texts, on

the other hand, the syntactical position of the act-consequence prescription yfimalvaies

(Dt. 13:6[5]; 17:6;24:16;Jgs.6:31;15.20:32;25.19:23122);1K.2:24;2Ch'23:14;
Jer. 38:4). Only 3 passages use the negated hophal imperfect (l-ev.19l.20;Dt.24:16;

2 K. 14:6).
The paronomastic act-consequence prescription m61yfimd1/yfrme1fi ocatrs primarily

in three different contexts:
(l) In the participial laws in the Book of the Covenant, e.g., makkeh Ti wdmz! m6!

yfimdl, "whoever strikes a man so that he dies shall be put to death unconditionally"

(Ex.2l:12; cf .21:15,16,17;22:l8ll9l). Such legal statements have been described as

apodictic;8e although 8x.22:l8ll9l is similarly constructed, it stands in a context with

casuistic laws, and it may be that this law, too, originally stood in the other series and

was later separated.eo 
lllman

Hans Jochen Boecker has brought to an appropriate end the discussion concerning

the designation of the m6! yfimd1 legal statements as casuistic or apodictic. Their

repeateJassignment to casuistry,el which follows the lead of Albrecht Alt,e2 is con-

troverted by the fact that here the complicated conditional formulation is replaced by

a concentrated participial construction. Stereotypical formulations and series construc-

tion militate further against casuistic qualification. "All these points taken together can

lead to only one conclusion: the understanding of law here is quite different from that

expressed in casuistic principles. Whereas the latter originally referred to an actual

legal case, classified it, and made a judgement on it, the principles of the series under

88. Cf. G. Giesen, Die Wurzelg)W "schwdren." BBB,56 (1981)' 90-105'

89. H. J. Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the OT and Ancient East (Eng.

trans., Minneapolis, 1980), l9l-207.
90. rbid., 196.
91. H. Gese, "Beobachtungen zum Stil alttestamentlicher Rechtssiitze," ThlZ,85 (1960),

l4:.-l5O; R. Kilian, "Apodiktisches und kasuistisches Recht im Licht iigyptischer Analogien,"

BZ N.s. 7 (1963), tgsioz; E. Gerstenberger,wesen und Herkunft des "apodiktischen Rechts."

WMANT 20 (1965).
92. ,.:The Origins of Israelite Law," Essays on OT History and Religion (Eng. trans., oxford,

1966),'79-t32.
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discussion are independent of any actual event. The case is described in quite general

and abstract terms. . . . These principles mark out a frontier which none may over-

step."e3
Fabry

(2) l*v. 20 with a series of similarly formulated laws, e.g., ii ii '"ier yeqallEl
'et'dbtw we'e1-'immd m61yfrm@, "every one who curses his father or his mother shall

be put to death unconditionally" (Lrv. 20:9; cf . w.2,10,11,12,13,15,16,27). As a rule,

this schema concludes with the bloodguilt formula ddmiw b6, "hts blood is upon him,"
or d"mAhembdm, "theirblood is upon them." While Lev. 20:9, like Ex.2l:17, prohibits

cursing one's parents ,Lev.20:2,27 directs itself against foreign cultic practices and vv.

10-16 against sexual trespasses of various sorts. These laws probably reflect a later
stage of development than does Ex.2l.

(3) Nu. 35:16,17,18,21,31 contain a further series of similarly formulated laws,

although without the tight structure of the previously mentioned formulations. They
have been "casuistically relaxed, " and the act-consequence prescription m6! yfimd1 no

longer has the legal community itself as subject, but rather the blood avenger (cf. vv.

19,21). With the exception of v. 31, the crime is intentional murder. The variations
concern weapons used in the murder.

The m61 yfrmd! formula is also found in a series of other laws (Ex. 3l:14,15; Lrv.
24:16,17 27:29;Nn.l5:35) and threats (Gen. 26: I l; Jgs. 2l:5;Ezk.l8:13). One striking
observation is the presence of the participial form at the beginning and the act-

consequence prescription at the end even in a narrative text such as Gen.26:ll, which

shows that legal formulations exerted an influence far beyond legal contexts in the

nzurower sense. Ex. 19:12 occupies a middle position: whoever touches the holy
mountain shall be put to death.e4

Illman

The question of the origin of these m6! yfimd! series of legal principles has drawn
the attention of various scholars;e5 the results clearly reveal the nomadic origin of this
type of law.e6 Whether the m61 yfimd1 formula is by origin a formulation of the death

penaltyeT or whether because of a lack of concrete indicators concerning this punish-

ment it more likely served as a declaration that a person was worthy of deathe8 will
probably be decided in the latter sense. This would mean, however, that in Israel the

93. Boecker, 196.

94. Cf. VI.2 above.
95. V. Wagner, Rechtssiitze in gebundener Sprache und Rechtssatzreihen im israelitischen

Recht. BZAW 127 (1972); G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtssiitze.

WMANT3g(197|);Schulz;W.Schottroff, DeraltisraelitischeFluchspruch.WMANT,30(1969).
96.Wagner,29.
97. Boecker, 197.

98. So H. U. Cazelles, Etudes sur le code de I'alliance (Paris, 1946); Schulzl H. Graf
Reventlow, "Kultisches Recht im Nl," ZfhK, 60 ( 1963), 267 -3U.
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death penalty originally ended without mA1, something not without consequences for
semantic considerations concerning this root.

Fabry

4. Other Expressions. The subst. mdwelis used in two combinations as an expression

of a threat. One oath formula, beginning wilh hay-YHWH, "as Yahweh lives," and the

threat formula ben/b"nA-mawe1, "doomed to death (RSV 'deserves to die')," with a
subject occurs in 1 S. 26:16;2 S. l2:5 (cf. also I S.20:31). Yet another threat formula
is 'ti/'aniA-mawe! with the same meaning (2 S. 19:29[28]: I K. 2:26).

Combinations of various sorts frequently occur with mfi; and other verbs. The
observation w"hinnAh ndpEl md! has already been mentioned.ee The terms mfr1 and npl
are used as a parallel and semantically equivalent pair in Jer. 44:12; Ezk. 5:12; 6:12:
33:27 within the framework of the triplet schema about death in war. In the synthetic
parallelism ndpaUwayyipp1l. . . wayyamo!, "he fell . . . and died" (2 S. 1:4; 2:23),the
two verbs refer to the same event. In I S.3l:5, npl apparently refers to a preceding
act: Saul plunges into his own sword, after which he dies.

The situation of "seeking to kill" someone is expressed by variations of biqqEi
l"hdmil (Ex. 4:24; I S. l9:2; 2 Sam. 20:19; l K. 11:40; Ps. 37:32:' Jer. 26:21). This is
an idiom (cf. also Gen. 37: 18 with a different verb for the attempt, nklhithpael, "behave

cunningly, deceitfully") expressing wickedness. Another idiom consists of combina-
tions of fidpE;, "wish, delight in, be inclined toward," and mfr1: hape; l"hamt (Jgs.

13:23;15.2:25) andltnpe; b"m6!(Ezk.18:23,32;33:11), both with Yahweh as subject.

But while the first passage still countenances the fact that Yahweh means to kill
someone, Ezekiel completely excludes this possibility: God does not want the death of
the sinner, but rather for the sinner to repent and stay alive.

Although the combination of nkh in the hiphil and mA! in the hiphil or qal does

occur in legal texts, the overwhelming majority of occurrences are in narrative texts.

In the first case we have expressions for striking someone so that he dies, and the

consequencesof the act:wdm€1(fi)(Ex.2l:12,20;22:ll2l; Dt. 19:11)andthesequence
hikkdhfr wayyamo!, ". . . he struck him down so that he died" (Nu. 35:-16,17,18,21)

with the casuistic indication of the instrument used in striking. [n the second case we
have on the one hand the qal form wawAmo! as consequence or complementto hikkh
(2 S. l:15; l0:18; 1l:21; 2O:lO;2K. l2:21t.[20f.];25:25), and on the other hand the

combination of two synonyms: wayyaft... wayyame, (Josh. 10:26; 11:17; I S.

l7:35,50; 2 S. 4:7; 14:6; 18:15; 2l:17; 1 K. l6:10; 2 K. 15:25; Jer. 4l:2; 52:27). To

these we can add the previously mentioned conspiracy schemata.tffi In contrast with
those schemata, the combinations wirh hikki and mfr1/hEmft are not formulaic in and

of themselves, but sooner constitute synthetic parallels for death by striking, an obser-

vation also supported by a consideration of their extremely varied use.l0l

99. See III.4 above.
100. v.2.
l0l. -+ ilDJ nkh.
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Yet another combination of two synonyms is that with -+ l'1;1 harag and mA1. h
2Ch.24:25, ftrg takes the place of hikkh in the conspiracy schema. In Jer. 18:21, we
have two parallel constructions: horugA mav)e!, "slaughtered to death," and mukkA-

heref;, "slain by the sword." In Prov. 24:ll, mdweland hereg stand parallel. In Lev.
20:16, weharagta, "you shall kill," anticipates proleptically the act-consequence pre-

scription mfr1 yftmdltt, and in Dt. 13:10 the expression harog tahargennfi, "you shall
kill him," precedes the inf. lah"mi16, "to put him to death." This does show at least
that hrg, like hikkd albeit less frequently, is used either in synthetic or synonymous
parallelism with mfttr/hEmft or parallel and synonymously with it.

The legal prescriptions concerning stoning as a death penaltyl02 have apparently
also influenced several narratives about the actual carrying out of this penalty. I K.2l
(the stoning of Naboth) restates several times the combination sql ba'"f;antm,. "to
stone," and mfi1(w. 10,13,14,15); and I K. 12:18 (p*.2 Ch. l0:18) uses rgm'elen
and mfi1. It is quite clear here that the carrying out of the death penalty was described
without mfilhiphil. Here the presence of mfil merely ascertains the actual event of death
itself as a result of stoning. Helen Schiingel-Straumanrt03 points out that stoning occurs
in those cases in which blood revenge is excluded. In neither case does the act of killing
cause bloodguilt, which is also why stoning was preferred to killing with a sword.

The law does not sanction the trodding (rms) of the royal official (idlii) in the gate

at Samaria, although the prophet Elisha did foretell his death (2 K. 7:17 -20). Benaiah's
attack on Solomon's enemies (l K.2:25,34,46) is expressed by pg'-b" phts wayyamo!,
whereby the first verb should apparently be translated "strike down" (cf. v. 29). In
contrast, in Nu. 35: I 9, where the right of the blood avenger is established, the expression
b"pig'6-p6 sooner means "where he meets him," "when he meets him."

In summary we can say that despite clear distinctions between the legal prescriptions
on the one hand and actual threats on the other, one can indeed discern the influence
of legal formulations on narrative texts. The pronouncement of punishment in the latter
texts is primarily m6! tdmfr! or mQyamttl(r2.), whereas the laws themselves usually have
m6! yttmd!(ft) in that position. The simple expression yfimatr/yum"1fi is used in both
types of texts, which could attest just this sort of influence, especially when the
pronouncement ofpunishment or the act-consequence prescription stands at the end of
the judgment.

VIII. 1. The Dead. When the dead person (me! gcp.) refers to someone slain in
battle (Nu. 19:16,18; Isa.22:2; Ezk. 28:8; Ps. 88:6[5]), the parallel expression halal,
"pierced (RSV 'slain')," or something similar occasionally also occurs. In the realm
of the dead the m7ltm are also called r"pa'tm, "spirits of the dead, shadows" (e.g., Isa.

26:14,19; Ps. 88:11[0]).re The expression kem?lA'6hm, "like those long dead" (Ps.

102. Cf. VILI above.
r03. P. r40.
104. On the discussion of this term, cf. W. J. Horwitz, "The Significance of the Rephaim,"

JNSL,7 (1979),37-43; J. F. Healy, "MLKM/RP'UM and the KISPUM," UE 10 (1979), 89-91;
C. E. L Heureux, Rank Among the Canaanite Gods: El, Ba'al, and the Repha'im. HSM,2l (1979).
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143:3;Larn.3:6), similarly refers to the shadowy existence characterizing the realm of
the dead.

Contact with a dead body causes uncleanness, against which certain legal prescrip-
tions were formulated. Again, two schemata recur: ng', "to touch" - mC!- tm', "be
unclean" (e.g., Lev. ll:31; Nu. 19:ll,l3,l6), and ld'yd!6'("not visit, go in")-mE!

- W' (e.9., Lev. 2l:ll; Nu. 6:6f.; Ezk. 44:25). Whereas the first schema establishes

uncleanness as the result of touching, the second is directed to the high priest (kv.
2l:11), "the levitical priests" (Ezk. 44:25), and the Nazirites (Nu. 6:6ff.) as groups

especially obligated to exercise caution in such matters.

The expressionkelef; mc!, "a dead dog" (l S. 24:15[l4];2 S.9:8; 16:9), is used in
a comparison between the king and his (supposed) enemy, and serves as an extremely
pejorative expression for a person.l0s

2. The Netherworld. Death (mdwel) is also used as a designation for the realm of
the dead or the "sphere of death," functioning as an equivalent to i"'61. ln this sense

references are made to ia'"rA mawel, "gates of death" (Ps. 9:14[3]; 107:18; Job 38:17;
cf . ia'"rA ie'61, lsa.38: l0), miiberA-mawe1, "waves of death," hef;b-mdwe1, "cords of
death," m6qeiA-mdwer, "snares of death" (2 5.22:5f . par. Ps. l8:5f. [4f.h Ps. ll6:3;
Prov. l3:14; 14:27). Variations include nah"b b"liyya'al, "torrents of Belial," andheflA
.i'?/, "cords of Sheol" (2 S. 22:5t.). Additional metaphors for the netherworld are

k"b-mdwe1, "weapons of death" (Ps. 7:14[3]), haQrA-mdwe1, "halls, chambers of
death" (Prov.7:27), etc. These show that the realm of the dead was conceived on the

one hand spatially ("gates," "halls"), and on the other as a chaotic, terrifying condition
("waves," "torrents," "cords," "snares," "weapons"). This was probably part of the

common mythology of the Mediterranean world.
The parallel natvre of mawe! and J'bl emerges from several other passages as well.

Isa. 28:15,18 speaks of a "covenant with death" (b'ri!'e!-mawe!) ar,d, parallel with
that, of a "pact with Sheol" (bdzfr!'e!-i"'6l). Rather than thinking here, e.g., of the god

of death Osiris, we should probably assume with Hans Wildbergerlo6 that Isaiah was

able to use these expressions metaphorically "because people in Jerusalem at that time
were familiar with rituals through which they believed they could protect themselves

against the powers of death." Further combinations of mawe! and i"'61 illustrate "the
descent into the netherworld" (Ps. 55:16[15]; Prov. 5:5:7:27), "the fate of the rich"
(Ps.49:15[l4]), "the transitoriness of life" (Ps.89:49[48]), "that no one praises God
in Sheol" (Isa. 38:18), and "the strengh of love" (Cant. 8:6).

Other parallels with mawe! occur less frequently: qe\ea "the grave" (Isa. 53:9),
'%adddn, "the (place of; destruction" (Job 28:22: cf .26:6). These, too, are expressions

referring to the sphere of death.
The transitoriness of life comes to expression in Ps. 89:48f.(47f.): "Remember, O

Lord, what the measure of life is, for what vanity thou hast created all the sons of men!

105. -+ a)> keleb ryII, 146-157).
106. Jesaja (28-39). BK, Xl3 (1982), 1073.
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What man can live and never see death (mdwefl? Who can deliver his soul from the
power of Sheol (miyyad-i"'61)?" The word mA1 ftself is often absent from such pessi-
mistic observations. According to Ps. 90:3ff., the transitoriness of human beings is
God's work: "Thou tumest man back to the dust, and sayest, 'Turn back, O children
of men' " (v. 3). "Thou sowest them . . . they are like grass; in the morning it flourishes
and is renewed; in the evening it fades and withers" (vv. 5f.). God's own wrath is given
as the reason (vv.7,ll). "Man cannot abide in his pomp, he is like the beasts that
perish" (Ps. 49:13[l2]; cf. v. 2l[20]).

In this context, Eccl. l2:7 follows Gen. 3: l9: "You are dust ('dpdr), and to dust you
shall return [i.e., you shall become dust again]." This statement was apparently taken
as a general decree concerning mortality, since Gen. 3:22 refuses humans access to the
tree of life, which could bestow "eternal" life. Thus the formula m6! fimfrlt07 could
also become a general statement concerning human mortality, human disobedience
being given as the reason for this mortality.

A person should be mindful of the transitoriness of life: "So teach us to count our
days that we may get a wise heart" (Ps. 90:12). The statement cited by Isaiah, "Let us
eat and drink, for tomorrow we die" (lsa. 22:13), is condemned as frivolous thinking.
On the other hand, Deutero-Isaiah admonishes his listeners not to fear "men who die
[i.e., who are mortal]" (Isa. 5l:12); only Yahweh, the creator, is to be feared.

Occasionally the general mortality of all human beings is juxtaposed with the
unusual death of certain persons. Thus Moses says of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram:
"If these men die the common death of all men, or if they are visited by the fate of
all men, then Yahweh has not sent me" (Nu. 16:29). Yahweh's response follows in
v. 33: "So they with all that belonged to them went down alive into Sheol." This
apparently refers to a sudden death. The petitioner in Ps. 55:16(15) wishes the same
upon his enemies, i.e., divine judgment attesting their injustice. Although it is the
common lot of human beings that a person's name perishes with him in death (Ps.

4l:6[5]), Prov. l1:7f. seems to presuppose a distinction between the righteous and
the wicked regarding their hope beyond death (?). Just what this implies, however,
remains unclear. In contrast, Eccl.3:19 even asserts that there is no difference
between human beings and beasts: "as one dies, so dies the other" (k"m61 zeh ken
m61zeh).

IX. Death and Life. Besides a series of various combinations of mfr1/mawel and its
opposite l.tyh/Lrayytm,t08 combinations juxtaposing "death" and "birth" occur only
rarely. The examples "a time to be born, and a time to die" (e! ldlede! w"'e1 lAmfi7
Eccl. 3:2), and "a good name is better than precious ointment, and the day of death,
than the day of birth" (Eccl. 7:l), are well known. Mention should also be made of
Hos.9:16, where the prophet punctuates his threat of childlessness in the prediction
that even if children were to be born, Yahweh would slay them.

107. See VII.3 above.
108. --r i11i hnyA (chnyah) (lV,324-344).
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The terms hyh and mfi1 are combined in the inclusive phrases "live and not die."
Such clauses serve to underscore what has been said, either as an assurance of life or
as the desire to preserve it (e.g., Gen.42:2;43:8;47:19; Nu. 4:19; Dt. 33:6; 2K. 18:32;
Ps. l18:17 [concerning this psalm cf. also the content of Ps. ll6:8f.]; Ezk. 18:21,28;
33:15). The reverse combination "die and not live" occurs less frequently (2K.20:l
par. Isa. 38:1; Job 14:14; Ps. 89:49[48]).

Other combinations present death and life as alternatives resulting from correct
decisions (e.g., Gen. 19: l9f.; 2O:7; 42:18,20:, Dt. 5:24-26; Jer. 27:l2f .; Ezk. 18,'23,32;

33:11). According to Deuteronomistic theology, the God of the covenant has given
human beings the choice between life and death (ntn lipnA . . . hayytm/mdwe!), good

and evil, blessing and curse (Dt. 30:15,19), in the hope that a person will choose life.
This can also be expressed by saying that the concern is with the correct choice of
paths in a concrete situation (Jer. 2l:8) or in the reflections of wisdom (Prov. 5:5; 8:35f.;
ll:19: 12:28; 13:14; 14:27; l6:14f.; 18:21). The difference is that Deuteronomistic
theology is addressing the people or cultic community as a whole, while the two-path
teaching from the wisdom tradition is addressing the individual.

One frequent juxtaposition is that of the "living" and the "dead," expressed by the

ptcps. hay and me!. The reference is usually to a concrete situation without abstract

significance (e.g., Ex. 2 1 :35; Nu. l 7: 1 3[l 6:48] ; 2 S. 12:18,21 ; l9:7 161; 1 K. 3:22,23).

Isa. 8:19, however, refers to the interrogation of the dead (i.e., of the spirits of the dead

-'6bbt or yidd"'6ntm) by the living, a practice punishable by death (Lev. 19:31;

20:6,27; Dt. 18:10f.) but nonetheless employed in critical situations (e.g., I S. 28).

A contradiction arises between ErcL 4:2 and 9:5. In the first instance Qoheleth
pronounces the dead more fortunate than the living, and in the second he says that the

living are more fortunate because they at least know they are to die, whereas the dead

know nothing at all. This leads to the proverb "a living dog is better than a dead lion"
(9:4), which, intended ironically, seeks to disclose the questionable character of life.loe

Job 14:14 poses the rhetorical question: "If a man die, shall he live again?" The

obviously negative answer is given, e.9., in Isa.26:14. The universal law that the dead do

not live again is, however, limited here to enemies,.so that an option emerges for Israel.

Thus in Isa. 26:19 God's pledge is given that lsrael's dead (cf. w. 7 ,19,20) will nonetheless

live again (yibyfr mdteykd.ll0 As an oracle of salvation responding to the preceding lament

ofthe people (vv. 7-18), this statement is referring not to the resurrection ofindividuals, but
rather metaphorically to the reestablishment of Israel itself.rll The assertion inBzk.37
concerning the dead skeletons that are to live again can be understood similarly, although

here the termydf;€i, "dry," is used instead sf ,n41.1t2 Cf. also Hos. 6:2; Am. 5:2.113

109. A. Latha, Kohelet. BK, XIX (1978), in loc.
I10. Cf. F. J. Helfrneyer, " 'Deine Toten 

- 
meine lrichen': Heilszusage und Annahme in Jes

26,19," Bausteine biblischerTheologie. Festschifi G. J. Botterweck. BBB,50 (1977),245-258.
I I I . So Wldberger, iz /oc.
ll2. Ct. E. Haag, "Ez 37 und der Glaube an die Aufueckung der Toten," TrThZ, 82 ( 1973),

78-92.
I13. -+ it'il hayd (chdydh) (1V,324-344).
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Yahweh is a God who "kills and makes alive" (Dt. 32:39; I S. 2:6; cf .2 K' 5:7).

It is difficult to determine whether this is to be understood as a sign of a certain

duplicity in Yahweh's being, or rather as a bipolar expression of the fact that Yahweh

is the ultimate cause of everything (cf. Isa. 456t.). Like earthly kings as well (Ex.

l:16;2 S.8:2; Est.4:11), he is certainly lord of life anddeath. This also manifests

itself in the fact that he can deliver (hisstl) a person from death (Ps. 33:19; 56: 14[ I 3];
86:13; 116:8,9). This is not a reference to the resurrection of the dead, but rather

more likely to the healing of certain illnesses which in and of themselves are already

viewed as belonging to the sphere of death (cf. Akk. muballit mtte).tt4 However, he

can also plunge a person into Sheol (Job 30:23). One petition motif, namely, that

God might deliver a person from Sheol, is generated by the fact that no praise of
God is possible in Sheol, i.e., that the relationship with God is broken off (cf. Isa.

38:18,19). Just what is meant here concretely by the assertion that God will not give

his faithful over to death in any final sense (e.g., Ps.49:16[15);73:23-26) is still
somewhat puzzling. Although it is clear that he will deliver a person, we are not

told how this will happen.

Only apocalyptic texts assert that God will destroy death once and for all (b/'piel,
Isa. 25:8; considering the context, this might perhaps refer rather to the elimination of
weeping and all mourning) and will awaken individuals for judgment and eternal life
(DnI. l2:2). The notion of the immortality of the soul then establishes its presence in

the Wisdom Literature outside the protocanonical writings.lls
Illman

X. Qumran. The root mwt is attested with extraordinary frequency in the writings
of Qumran, and a particular concentration can be discerned in the Temple scroll. The

verb occurs 56 times (34 in llQT), the noun 14 times (twice in llQT). What is
surprising is that except for IQH (anthropological contexts) and CD the fundamental

texts of the Qumran community do not use this root.
Although belief in a beyond was self-evident in Qumran,l 16 and although the resurrec-

tion hope which grew rampantly especially during the intertestamental period had also

been takenup,1l7 tlhe total absence of any mentionof death orof dying in the community's

significant texts is striking.lls The Essene petitioner describes himself as a "worm of the

dead" (lQH 6:34; ll 12), oppressed by the "waves of death" (lQH 3:8,9; 9:4)' and

l14. See I.2 above.
115. Cf. the extensive literature on the problem of resurrection, and Kellermann, ZThK, 73

(1976),259tt.
116. Cf. R. B. Laurin, "The Question of Immortality in the Qumran'Hodayot,"'JSS, 3

( 1958), 344-355; J. van der Ploeg, "The Belief in Immortality in the Writings of Qumrdn"' BiOr
r8 (1961), lr8-124.

117. Cf. K. Schubert, "Das Problem der Auferstehungshoffnung in den Qumrantexten und

in der friihrabbinischen Literatur," wzKM,56 (1960), 154-167.
I I 8. Cf. H. Lichtenberger, Studien zum Menschenbild in Tbxten der Qumrangemeinde. STUNT

15 (1980),219ff.
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surrounded by Belial and his "cords of death" (3:28;,tte shnding before the "gates of
death" (6:24). CD and the Temple scroll use mvl, almost exclusively in legal contexts,

where the following focal points emerge: the death penalty is imposed in the case of crimes

worthy of death (d"!ar mdweg CD 9:6,17), a penalty which peculiarly is to be carried out
by pagans (CD 9: l), or in the case of capital crimes (ht['] mipt mwt, I IQT 64:9) by stoning
( I lQT 64:6; 66:2,5) or by "hanging on a tree" (tlh 'l';, I IQT 64:8,9,1 1 ; it is doubtful that

this refers to punishment by crucifixionl2o)' prescriptions against defilement resulting
fromcontactwiththedeadoccupyagreatdealofspace(CD 12:18; llQT49;50).Qumran
had a special law governing the establishment of cemeteries ( I IQT 48).

The root mwt also appears in the context of the voluntary oath obligating a person

to community membership. The sodalist is not to break this oath even at the "price of
death" ('a4 m"h?r mAwe!, CD l6:8).

lQSb 5:25 applies the notion of the power of the word, a concept also familiar to
the OT itself (cf. ler.23:29; 5l:2O), to the teacher (maiktl): he will smite the peoples

with the power of his mouth and bring death to the ungodly with the breath of his lips
(cf. Isa. ll:4).

Fabry

119. -r )tn bu Gv, 172-79).
120. This is the conclusion of J. M. Baumgarten, "Does Tl,ll in the Temple Scroll Refer to

Crucifixion?" JBL,9l (1972),472481: idem, Studies in Qumran Law. StJlA, 24 (1977), 172-
182; cf . also J. M. Ford, " 'Crucify him, crucify him' and the Temple Scroll," ExpT 87 (1976),
275-78; L. D. Merino, Estudios Eclesiasticos,5l (1976), 5-27; idem, "El Suplico de Ia cruz en

la literatura judia intertestamental," SBFI,A, 26 (1976), 48-69; J. Finegan, "Crosses in the Dead

Sea Scrolls," BAR, 516 (1979),4149.
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Contents: I. l. Etymologyt 2. Occurrences and Distribution; 3. LXX; 4. Hypostatization. II.
l. Religio-historical Considerations; 2. Ancient Near East; a. Egypt; b. Mesopotamia; c. Asia

Minor; d. Syria; e. Arabia. III. OT: l. General Considerations; 2. The Altar; a. The Patriarchal

Period; b. The Mosaic Period; c. Prior to Construction of the Temple; d. Solomon's Temple; e.

Prior to the Exile; f. Ezekiel's Draft Constitution; 3.a. Blood Rite; b. Altar Homs; c. Asylum; d.

Altar Service; e. Idol Worship. IV. Qumran.

mizbeafi. Y. Aharoni, "The Homed Altarof Beer-sheba,"BA, 37 (1974),2-6;W. F. Albright,
"The Babylonian Temple-Tower and the Altar of Bumt-offering," JBL, 39 (1920), 137-142;
A. Biran, "An Israelite Homed Altar at Dan," BA, 37 (1974), l06f .; idem, ed., Temples and High
Places in Biblical Times (Jerusalem, l98l); J. P. Brown, "The Sacrificial Cult and its Critique
in Greek and Hebrew. II. The Altar and 'High Place,' " "ISS, 25 (1980), l-21:'T. A. Busink, Der
Tempel von Jerusalem. SIFS, 3, I (1970); II (1980); M. Cogan, "The Ahaz Altar: On the Problem
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I. 1. Etymology. The substantive form mizbeah @iizbel.t with Babylonian pointingr)
derives from the common Semitic root zbhiz consistent with the distribution of this
root,3 equival ents of mizbEafr are also attested throughout the Semitic linguistic sphere.a

Following the semantic scope of Heb. zdbah, "slaughter, perform a zeQah i.tlual,
sacrifice,"5 mizb€ah can refer to the slaughter site, to the place of leQafi, and to the
sacrificial site in the general sense. No original meaning emerges from this usage;

rather, the element common to all these meanings stands in the foreground, and the

of Assyrian Cults in Judah," Proceedings of the Sixh World Congress of Jewish Studies, I
(Jerusalem, 1977), 119-124 [Heb.]; D. Conrad, Studien zum Altargesetz: Ex 20:24-26 (diss.,
Marburg, 1968); idem, "Einige (archiiologische) Miszellen zur Kultgeschichte Judas in der
Kcinigszeit," Textgemriss. Festschift E. Wilrthwein (Gtittingen, 1979),28-32; idem, "Der neuge-
fundene Altar von Beerscheba," ZDMGSup, 4 (1980), I 16; L. F. De Vries, Incense Altars from
the Period of the Judges and Their Significance (diss., Southem Baptist Theological Seminary,
1975); B. Diebner and H. Schult, "Die Stellung der Jerusalemer Orthodoxie zu den Yhwh-
Altiiren der Diaspora," Diehlheimer Bliitter 7 (1974), 33-37; M. Forte, "Sull' origine di alcuni
tipi di altarini sud-arabici," AION, N.s. 17 (1967),97-120; V. Fritz, Tempel und tull WMANT,
47 (197'7); N. H. Gadegaard, "On the So-called Burnt Offering Altar in the OT," PEQ, ll0
(1978),35-45;K. Galling, DerAltarindenKulturendesAltenOrients(Berlin, 1925); N. Glueck,
"Incense Altars," Erlsr l0 ( 1971), 120-25 [Heb.], XII [Eng. summary]; M. Gdrg, "Der Altar -Theologische Dimensionen im AT," Freude am Gottesdienst. Festschrifi J. G. Pldger (Stuttgart,
1983),291-306; J. de Groot, Die Altiire des salomonischenTempelhofes. BWAT, N.s.6 (1924);
M. Haran, Temples andTemple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1978); J. Henninger, Das Opfer
bei den Arabem (diss., Fribourg,1944), abr. Arabica Sacra = Contributions d l'histoire religieuse
de I'Arabie et de ses rigions limitrophes. OBO, 40 (1981), 189-203; H. W. Hertzberg, "Der
heilige Fels und das AT," Beitrlige zur Traditionsgeschichte und Theologie des AT (Gtittingen,
1962), 45-53; P. Ktibel, "Epiphanie und Altarbau," 7AW 83 (1971), 225-231; E. Kutsch,
"Gideons Berufung und Altarbau ldc 6,11-24," ThLZ,8l (1956), 75-84; R. de Langhe, "Uautel
d'or du temple de J6rusalem," BibL q (1959), 476494; J. Morgenstern, The Fire upon the Altar
(L,eiden, 1963); E. W. Nicholson, "Blood-spattered Altars?" W 27 (1977),1l3-17; H. T. Obbink,
"The Homs of the Altar in the Semitic World, Especially in Jahwism," JBL, 56 (1937),43-49;
A. Parrot, "Autels de terre dMari," Archriologie und AT. Festschrift K. Galling (Tiibingen, 1970),
219-224; M. Popko, Kultobjekte in der Hethitischen Religion nach Keilschiftlichen Quellen
(Warsaw, 1978); G. Rinaldi, "Mizball 'dddmA," BeO, 16 (1974), 192; E. Robertson, "The Altar
of Earth (Exodus XX,24-26)," "/"/S, 1 (1948), 12-21;G. Ryckmans, "Sud-arabe mdbht = hebreu
mzbh et termes apparen6s," Festschrift W. Caskel (Leiden, 1968),253-260; N. H. Snaith, "The
Altar at Gilgal: Joshua XXll23-29," W 28 (1978),33G35; J. J. Stamm, "Zum Altargesetz im
Bundesbuch," ThZ I (1945), 304-6; F. J. Stendebach, "Altarformen im kanaaniiisch-
israelitischen Raum," BZ N.s. 20 (19"76), 180-196; E. Stem, "Note on a Decorated Limestone
Altar from Lachish," 'Atiqot ll (1976), 107-9:8. D. Van Buren, "Akkadian Stepped Altars,"
Numen, I (1954), 228-234; idem, "Places of Sacrifice ('Opferstiitten')," Iraq, 14 (1952),16-92;
P. H. Vaughan,The Meaning of bami in the OT. SOTS Mon,3 (1974): L. H. Vincent, "Uautel
des holocaustes et le caractere du temple d'Ezechiel," Analecta Bollandiana,6T 1949),7-20;
H. W. Wiener, "The Altars of the Ol" BOIZ, 1927; -+ nal zfibab kdbhach) (IY 8-29); -, ;lDf
bdmi (bdmdh) (II, 139-145).

l. Thus P. Kahle.
2. BIt, $6trl.
3. -+ llf I zdbab kabhacft), IV 8-ll.
4. HAL rr ( r995). 564.
5. -+ nft zdbah (zabhacl,), IY ll.
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general translation "altar" is thus justified, especially since as a result of semantic

transformation the term mizb?ah can in Hebrew also refer to the incense altar and

similar structures.

2. Occurrences and Distribution. The noun mizb\ah occurs 401 times in the 0T;6
in Gen. 33:20 one should read mas;Ef;k with BIIS instead of mizbeah,T and in 2 Ch.

28f mizb€ab instead of -+ i'l)DD massEld (IIl.l ); to these can be added 4 occurences

in Sirach (Sir.47:9;50:11,14,19) and the Aramaic form ma/bal.tinEzr.7:17.T\e
majority of occurrences are in the Priestly writings (59 in Exodus; 87 in trviticus; 29

in Numbers) and in the historical writings (35 in I Kings; 28 in 2 Kings; l0 in

I Chronicles; 39 in 2 Chronicles); other books attesting high frequency are Genesis

(13 times), Deuteronomy (10), Joshua (15), Judges (12), and Ezekiel (18).

3. lXX. The LXX renders mizb4al.t primarily with thysiasterion; 23 times it uses

bdm6s, though only in reference to illegitimate pagan altars.8

4. Hypostatization. Among the cultic hypostases attested especially in the first

millennium in the pantheon of ancient Syriae one also finds a deity called mdb|t. l. T.

Milikro views the personal name 'im-mdbft as evidence for the cult of this deity "altar."
Veneration of an altar as krts Mddbachos (mdbb is attested in proximity of Aleppo.

"This god is not some 7*us Bdmios or Be'el Madbachd, i.e., a numen dwelling within
the stone; rather, the altar stone itself is for this community the tangible manifestation

of the highest god." l I Similar interpretations are found in the case of Baitylos/Baitflion
within the Phoenician-Punic sphere.l2

ll. l. Religio-historical Considerations. Historically, altars came about when a specific

place was set apart fgr the bringing of offerings; this already encompasses the two features

characteristic of altars, namely, the special place on the one hand and the offering on the

other.l3 The altar is thus to be distinguished on the one hand fiom the marker stone which

designates a significant locale and on the other from the cultic pedestal which supported

the symbols of deities and similar objects, even if both occasionally could function

cultically when sacrifices or offerings were placed either in front of or upon them. The

6. A. Even-Shoshan, A New Concordance of the Bible (lerusalem, 1983), lists 400 occur-
rences, though this includes several incorrect listings.

7. On the restructuring of an old itinerary notice conceming the setting up of a marker stone,

cf. C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 529'
8. Cf. S. Daniel, Recherches sur le vocabulaire du culte dans la 'Septante'(Paris, 1966),

l 5-53.
9. H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Manfuier RdM, l0l2 (1970), l69f .
10. "Les papyrus aram6ens d'i-Iermoupolis et les cultes syro-ph6niciens en Egypte perse"'

Bibt, 48 (1967),577t.
1 1 . E. Meyer, "Untersuchungen zur phtinikischen Religion ," ZAW, 49 ( 1 93 1 ), 1 3.

12. Cf. O. Eissfeldt, "Der Gott Bethel," KlSchr I (Ttibingen, 1962),206-233.
13. Cf. C. H. Ratschow, "Altar," RGG3,l,25lff.
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altar functions as a place for sacrifices or offerings. The significant character ofthe locale
in and of itself (e.g., sacred boulder, tomb, locus of theophany, temple) suggests that
ultimately this does not completely exhaust the function of altars.la The determination of
the specific nature and significance of any given altar requires careful consideration of
the notion and practice of sacrifice and offering associated with it.

2. Ancient Near East. a. Egypt. Since sacrifice in Egypt exhibited primarily the character
of a meal for the gods,l5 the altar itself can also be understood as having been modeled on
secular eating utensils such as the dining mat, table, bowl, etc. The original form of the altar
in Egypt is that of the food plate placed at the cultic location. An offeringmathtpto portrayed
with a loaf of bread also serves as a hieroglyph for offering as such.lT Further structural
developments of altars18 are prompted by the various kinds of offerings involved.

This is confirmed as well by the various designations for altars $tv.t; 'b3; r3-n1rw; fu3y.t;
hs(w).t; sm3; Sm; kdfl. Since in Egypt altars served exclusively as a prop supporting
offerings,le the Egyptian temples also retained a number of transportable altars which
could be set up at the place of sacrifice according to the size of the sacrifice to be made.

Consistent with the lesser significance of burnt offerings,2o only rarely do we
encounter fixed altars; in contrast, censing in the cult by means of the most varied
incense vessels is of great significance in Egypt.2l

b. Mesopotamrc. Although a number of different kinds of sacrifice and cultic ap-
purtenances are known from Mesopotamia, we still possess no information concerning
the performance and understanding of specific sacrifices.22 As in Egypt, the primary
notion is that of provision of food for the gods; thus altars also were incorporated into
the furniture of the divine dwelling with this function in mind, and to a large extent
correspond to the secular eating table both in terminology (semantic development from
vessel to table) and form (cf. ALk. paiiilru, Sum. baniuf3). Besides the offering table
designation paiiuru, other terms associated with altars include the Sumerian loanword
guduttfi,2a garakku,zs gu[iL,26 kapru II,27 and numerous cultic vessels which served

14. Cf. also the "four basic relational forms": table, hearth, grave, and throne (ibid.,252f.\.
15. Cf. BlR, 547-550; -+t1)t zapah (zabhach), ry l3-16.
t6. wbAs, ur, 183.
t7. RAR, 557tf.
18. Cf. Galling, l-16.
19. Cf. R. Stadelmann, "Altar." l*x/\g. l (1975), 145-49.
20. Cf. A. Eggebrecht, "Brandopfer." IzxAg. 1,848-850.
21. Cf. O. Keel, "Kanaaniiische Stihneriten auf iigyptischen Tempelreliefs," W,25 (1975),

424-436.
22. +nal zabah (zabhach), lV, 16f.
23. AHw, I (1965), 845f.; A. Salonen, Die Mdbel des Alten Mesopotatnien nach sumerisch-

akkadischen Quellen. AnAcScFen, B, 127 (1963), 174-203.
24. CAD, V (1956), 120.
25. AHw,l, 281f.
26. rbid., t,296.
27. CAD, VIII (1971), r90f.
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the presentation of various sacrifices as well as censing: nignakAqqu,2s maqtarum,29

kinunu,3o libations: adagur(r)u,3t maqqrtu,3z and other functions. It is questionable

whether the various cultic pedestals kigallu, manzaza, or nemedu are to be identified
as altars.33 In addition to these numerous temple altars,3a we also find so-called "places

of sacrifice" outside the temple; Van Buren postulates that here the remains of sacrificial
offerings were regularly burned in the same place.3s There is as yet no direct evidence

from Mesopotamia concerning the significance of burnt offerings.
c. Asia Minor As in Egypt and Mesopotamia, the Hittite temple represents a divine

dwelling equipped with an inventory consistent with that of the palace itself consisting

of throne, hearth, table, etc. Within the cult, the hearth area fraiia-36 occupies a special

position; this is shown not only by the offerings brought to it, but especially by its
orthography with a divine determinative. The term iitanana-37 probably refers to a
cultic pedestal (not to be associated with Heb. '"ierA3\ for the representation of the

god3e rather than to an altar, even if offerings were occasionally laid down beside, in
front of, or even on it.a0 In front of this iitanana- usually stood the real, wooden (always

with the determinative G1$ offering tzble papu- upon which the sacrificial meal was

placed; it is often called the "table of the deity" 1cts6o NSun omCIRuM).4| In a manner

comparable to that of the Egyptian offering table, it could also be set up at other cultic
places for certain types of offerings.a2 The offering itself was primarily food for the

gods, and the occasionally mentioned sacrificial blood had no real significance in the

cult.a3

d. Syria. Although the cultures of ancient Syria exhibit considerable agreement

with the OT concerning sacrifice,aa such widespread terminological agreement should

not be permitted to obscure manifest differences.as While the cult in ancient Syria

includes provision of tbod for the gods, sacral meals, as well as the use of incense

28. AHw, ll (1972),787.
29. rbid.,II, 608.
30. Ibid., r, 481f.
31. tbid.,1,9.
32. rbid., rr, 607.
33. Cf. D. Opitz, "Ein Altar des Kcinigs Tukulti-Ninurta 1. von Assyrien," AfO, 7 (1931),

83-90. See II.1 above.
34. On the various types and forms, cf. esp. P. Lohmann in Galling, 17-53;8. Unger, "Altar,"

Rl-4, I(1932),73-75: E. D. Van Buren, Numen, I (1954), 228-234.
35. Iraq, l4 (1952),76-92.
36. Cf. Popko,48-59.
37 . rbid., 66-7 t.
38. Cf. O. R. Gumey, Some Aspects of Hittite Religion (Oxford, 19'77),37.
39. KUB, X){Y,22,ll,9.
40. KUB, XX, III, 2ff.
41. Popko,78.
42. Concerning the archaeological evidence and types of Hittite altars, cf. Galling,90-101.
43. Cf. Gurney, 28f.
44. + llf I zabah (zabhach), lY, l7f .: Gese, 173-181.
45. Cf. H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966), l'76f.
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and libation, blood does not play any discernible role in the sacrificial cult;46 further-
more, the sacrificial animals themselves were either completely or partially burned.
However, the origin and extent of these types of sacrifice are uncertain;a7 next to
terms for the more familiar types of sacrificea8 in the texts from Ebla, possible
parallels to Heb. '6ld might be attested in the sacrificial designations 6-lumae and
sd-ra-pa-tum.so

The relationships obtaining between these various sacrificial types and the ancient
Syrian sacrificial sites,sl altars,s2 and cultic equipments3 remain uncertain.

e. Arabia. Next to the enormous differences between the sacrificial customs of the
northern and southern Arabs in antiquity,v there is a certain continuity extending even
into the present regarding sacrifice among the Arabian semi- and full Bedouins.

Compared to the full Bedouins, whose sanctuaries are necessarily movable, the
semi-Bedouins do have preferred places of sacrifices5 such as ancestral graves, sacred
stones and trees, etc.

Since the essential part of their sacrifice is the pouring of blood, the slaughtering
must also take place at the sacrificial site itself. A pit for the spilled sacrificial blood
was located at the foot of the stone (nu;ub, nusb) before which the slaughter was
performed, and votive gifts were occasionally also placed into it.s6 The blood was
applied to the stone (ansab, "blood-smeared stones") and also sprinkled in the direction
of the recipients and bringers of the sacrifice.57 As far as the meaning of the sacrifice
is concerned, the concluding meal was less significant than this blood ritual. Thus
genuine altars are not found; in place of the stone blocks customary elsewhere, the
Bedouins of the Sinai peninsula used rock heaps.58

The same sacrificial customs familiar from the OT are also found in the ancient
Arabic cultures: animal sacrifice, sacrificial meal, libation, incense, and perhaps also
burnt offering.se According to Gonzague Ryckmans,60 altar terms such as mflbh(t), mqyr,
msrb, and mslm are not limited to the type of sacrifice evoked by the various root

46. -+ Dl ddm, lll,238f .

47. -+ hfl zabah (zdbhachl lY, 17-19.
48. Cf. the sacrificial terminology in G. Pettinato, "Culto ufficiale ad Ebla durante il regno

di Ibbi-Sipi5," OrAnt, 18 (1979), 120-27.
49. Ibid., 125.
50. rbid., 126.
51. -+ ilDf bdmA (bdmfrh|Il,139-145.
52. Cf. Galling, 54-79; Stendebach.
53. Cf. H. G. May, Material Remains of the Megiddo Cult. OIP, 26 (1935), 12-26.
54. Cf. J. Henninger, "Das Opfer in den altsiidarabischen Hochkulturen," Anthropos, 37-40

(1942-45),805-810 = Arabica Sacra = Contributions d I'histoire religieuse de I'Arabie et de
ses rigions limitrophes. OBO, 40 (1981), 2U-253.

55. Cf. S. J. Curtiss, Primitive Semitic ReligionTbday (Chicago, 1902), 133-143,229-237.
56. Cf. Henninger, Das Opfer bei den Arabern, 66.
57. rbid., 177-184.
58. rbid., 66.
59. Cf. Henninger, OBO,40 (1981), 204-253.
60. P.259.
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meanings, but rather vary both according to the context of the inscriptions in which

they appear and according to the characteristics of the monuments designated by these

names. However, the stela qyf, which is also of cultic significance, should be distin-

guished from these altars.6l

III. OT. l. General Consideratiorus. Since the enormous semantic scope of Heb.

mizb1att (place of slaughter, sacrificial site, altar of burnt offering, incense altar, temple

table, etc.) is paralleled by the multiplicity of archaeologically attested types and forms

of altars in Palestine,62 any association of archaeological evidence with textual situa-

tions must be undertaken with caution. One thing becomes clear: there was no definitive
altar type in ancient Israel; on the other hand, as the most salient point of connection

with sacrifice itseli and thus with the cultic center, the altar can also refer to the cultic
locale in genelal, especially since altars are indeed possible apart from temples, while

temples without altars are not. The notions associated with altars should be viewed in

connection with the Israelite sacrificial cult, which itself underwent continual devel-

opment as a result of admixture and delimitation.

2. The Altar.
a. The Patriarchal Period. The nomadic religion of the patriarchs63 exhibits

numerous parallels to the cult of pre-Islamic Arabs,s the focus of which was sacred

stones and trees instead of specially constructed sanctuaries. Nonetheless, Genesis

contains numerous accounts of altar construction by the patriarchs, usually expressed

by the stereotypical formula wayyilen iam [PN] mizbEah (Y-YHWH), "and [PN]
built there an altar to Yahweh."6s Since besides this formula further details are never

mentioned, such as the fact that sacrifices were offered there, it is clear that these

are not descriptions of cultic acts; rather, this information has meaning only for the

later time in which it was composed. As far as content is concerned, two groups

emerge. One represents altar etiologies; the other seeks to trace what were originally
Canaanite sanctuaries back to one of the patriarchs by means of the formula just

cited. The formula usually stands in itineraries or independent units (Gen. 12:7,8;

l3:4,18) and is followedby wayyiqra'beiEmYHWH, "and he called on the name

of Yahweh," as a sign of worship and of the inauguration of the cult at that place.

Both groups can additionally contain elements of theophany and promise.66 Hence

all these accounts originated during the time of sedenterization and of appropriation
of the sanctuaries already extant in the land; this is also consistent with the partially

61. Cf. M. Hrifner, "Kultobjekte und Kulthandlungen," Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altara-
biens und der Mandiier. RdM, l0l2 (1970), 328ft'.; Ryckmans, 259.

62. Cf . A. Reichert, "Altar," BRL2, 5-lO; Stendebach.
63. Cf. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-50. EdE 48 (31992), esp. lll-14.
64. See II.2.e above.
65. + i'tlf banh (bdnah),11, 175-78.
66. W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche lJntersuchungen zwn Richterbuch. BBB, l8 e1966),

t34-37.
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reworked altar etiologies in Jgs. 6:ll-24; l3;ot , 5.7:17: 14:35 2 S. 24: l g-25; 1 Ch.
2l:18-28.68

b. The Mosaic Period. The larger discussion concerning the interdependence of the
traditions of the tent sanctuary and the temple6e in P includes the accounts of the altar
of burntoffering inEx.27:l-8. the table forthe bread of the presence inEx.25:23-30,
and the incense altar in Ex.30:l-10. Because the altar of burnt offering had to be
transportable, it is described as a wooden horned altar with a metal firepan, carrying
poles, and an obscure nif;b6lto Its measurements of 5 by 5 by 3 cubits recw in 2 ch.
6: 13 in reference to the kiyydr 7l The description of the incense altar in the addendum
Ex' 30: I - l0 follows that of the altar of burnt offering, although the table mentioned in
F'x.25:23-3072 might already imply the setting up of incense vessels.?3 Apart from the
accounts surrounding the holy tent, twice mention is made of altars erected by Moses
himself (Ex. 17 :l 5 ; 24:4).

The name of the altar Moses erected in Rephidim after the victory over the
Amalekites has occasioned numerous textual emendations,T4 since the name Yahweh
nissi (Ex. 17: I 5) does not seem to fit the explanation in v. 16, ki-yad'al-k?s ydh(Mt).zs
The reference here is probably not to a throne for the warlord YahwehT6 (the notion of
throne altars is attested nowhere in the OT). Rather, this altar probably represents for
Israel the cultically venerated battle standards common to the entire ancient Near East
since the second millennium, having originated in Egypt.11 one would then have to
consider whether in the addendum explaining the name (v. 16) ydgl is used absolutely
to refer to Yahweh's might,78 whose dominion over Israel is expressed in the phrase
'al kiss€' (with Sam., Syr.); this accords with v. l6b, since the war against rhe
Amalekites is always a war for (/') Yahweh. B. CouroyerTe attempts to fuse the two
statements by deriving nissiso from Egyp. ns.t, "throne," and understanding this as a
gesture associated with a vow.

The altar Moses erects in 8x.24:4 together with twelve marker stones as a response
to the theophanysl does not merely represent the divine covenantal partner;82 rather, it

67. Cf. Kiibel.
68. Cf. Fritz, esp. 15-20.
69. + )iN ',1hel (t,118-130); Fitz. tt2-166.
7O. Cf. Fritz, l4'7.
71. Ibid., 146.
72. tbid., 139-143.
73. See III.2.d below.
74.Cf.8. Couroyer, "Un Egyptianisme en Exode, XV[,15-16: yHWH-nissi,,, RR gg (l9gl),

333-39; A. R. Mtiller, "Ex l7,l5f in der Septuaginta," BN, l2 (l9BO), ZO-23.
75. Cf. M. Noth, Exodas. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 143.
76. --+ NDI &rssu', IV.l (VII,253-55).
77. Cf . H. Schaefer, Klio (1906), 393ft.
78. -+ 1' ydd N,393-426).
79. W. 333-39.
80. -+ Dl nes.
81. Cf. E. Znnger, Israel am Sizai (Altenberge, 1982), 16l.
82. Noth, 198f.
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serves the sacrificial acts mentioned in v. 5 so that the blood rite83 performed at the
altar in v. 6 does not represent anything out ofthe ordinary. The actual covenant itself,
however, is not fully concluded until the blood of the covenant is sprinkled on the
people (v. 3;.aa

c. Prior to Construction of the Temple. The transition from seminomadic to settled
life (conquest) was accompanied by progressive acquaintance with new cultic institu-
tions and practices. In this early period of the people Israel numerous cultic sites
belonging to the land's inhabitants are used concurrently or even appropriated from
them. This period of religious syncretism involving the numerous legitimate sanctuaries
(Bethel, Mamre, Shechem, etc.) includes the accounts of altar construction and sacri-
ficial rites performed by prominent personalities.Ss Since some of these narratives still
preserve remnants of earlier cultic rites without altars, rites unique to the nomadic
lifestyle, we can conclude that the process of religious integration proceeded only
slowly. This is reflected in the account of the sacrifice offered by the inhabitants of
Beth-shemesh at the arrival of the ark (l S. 6:13-15); no altar is mentioned, but rather
only a great stone ('eQen g"QAl6) upon which the ark is placed and the blood probably
applied. It is similarly recounted that Saul, after hearing of the people's ritual trans-
gression, has a great stone ('epen geddld) brought for the rite of slaughtering (1 S.
14:33-35); the focus here is not the sacrifice itself, but rather the blood rite performed
on the stone. 1 S. 14:35 comes from a later hand and refers to the stone, which could
still be seen long afterward (cf. 6:18), as Saul's altar. In neither report does the great
stone function as an altar, but rather resembles more the massebah. In contrast, Jgs.
6:ll-24 mentions a rock functioning as an altar; Gideon places his sacrifice - under-
stood as divine food - on the rock (cf. l3:19f.), and this rock later seems to have been
the basis for a constructed altar (6:2{1.40 Such rock altars,87 next to altars made of earth,
represent the simplest kind of altar in the OT. The close relationship between rock and
altar characterizes many altars even up to the period of the Jerusalem temple itself.88

The + ilff,a bdmd @Amdh) can be understood as one of the cultic institutions
appropriated from the settled peoples. J. M. Grintzse has demonstrated the probability
of its Moabite provenience;m more recent studiesel have disclosed the close relationship
and even frequent identity between bdmi and altar. Leonhard Rost has shown that
neither Moabite nor Babylonian sacrificial rites provide the background of the Balaam

83. See III.3.a below.
84. -+ EtT dAm, lY.4 (III, 248f.); cf. E. W. Nicholson, "The Covenant Ritual in Exodus xxiv

3-8," W 32 (1982),74-86.
85. See III.2.a above; cf. G. Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1972),

62-65.
86. Cf. Kutsch, Kiibel.
87. On the archaeological evidence, cf. Reichert,6ff.; Stendebach; Galling, esp. 59-64.
88. Cf. Hertzberg; also G. Bruns, "Umbaute Giitterfelsen als kultische Zentren in Kultriiumen

und Altliren," JDAI, 75 (1960), 100-l I l.
89. "Some Observations on the 'High-Place' in the History of Israel," W 27 (1977), I I l-13.
90. Cf. also Vaughan,36.
91. Vaughan, Haran.
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narrative (Nu. 2l;.rz It is certain that Israel used bdm1lboth in the sense of sanctuaries
and as places of sacrifice (altar) (cf. I K.3:2,4).It remains unclear, however, whether
the origin of burnt offering ('6h) should be associated with the bdma, andjust what
cultic use was made of the threshing floor (gdren) in the Canaanite area as suggested
by the hier6s l6gos ("holy oracle") regarding the location of the Jerusalem temple
(2 S. z41.et

The coincidence of cultic forms of nomads and settled peoples emerges most
clearly in the altar legislation of Ex. 20:24-26 (Dt. 27:4-71.x Diethelm Conrade5 has
examined and precisely determined the sense of the notions and cultic practices
against which this altar legislation directs itself. However, his findings regarding the
mizbah -dAmA seem questionable, since the comparative archaeological evidence he
adduces is associated with brick or tile altars of a different kind (temple, house, and
street altars) and with correspondingly different notions of sacrifice than are the OT
examples. Since the significance of the sacrificial blood remained central to the
Israelite cult, a significance deriving from nomadic sacrifice, the temporal context of
the Book of the covenant here suggests that mizbah 'odamd more likely refers to a
simple earthen place of sacrifice (slaughter) capable of guaranteeing the cultically
fulcral destruction of the sacrificial blood, removing it thus from possible false
manipulation; it seems unlikely that such altar legislation would have left this
completely unaddressed, especially considering the extreme importance attributed to
the sacrificial blood within the cult and in that context particularty in connection with
the altar (Lev. l7:ll). Thus the first commandment contains an element constitutive
for every Israelite cultic act over against the two following commandments, which
seek to differentiate.

d. Solomonb Temple. Despite the central position of altars in any temple, the account
of the temple construction in I K. 6e6 mentions only the incense altar (vv. 20f.) before
(?) the d"!i6 but not the altar ofburnt offering in the outer court. This does not allow
the conclusion, however, that the overall layout of the Jerusalem temple was conceived
more as Yahweh's dwelling place than as a place of sacrifice,eT since the temple design
exhibits too few parallels with the genuine dwelling temples of the ancient Near East.
The possibility does exist, however, that an altar or place of sacrifice was already
located at this place before the temple structure itself, so that the construction account
itselfjustifiably says nothing about it. Numerous questions have been raised concerning

92. "Fragen um Bileam," Beitrcige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. Festschift W. Zimmerli
(Gdttingen, 1977), 377 -387.

93. -+ J'11 goren, lll,64f.
94.Cf.E. K6nig, "StimmenEx20,24undDtn I2,I3zusammen?"Z.AW,42(1924),337-346;

K.-H. Walkenhorst, Der Sinai im liturgischen Verstiindnis der deuteronomistischen und piest-
erlichen Tradition. BBB, 33 (1969), 147-160.

95. Studien lum Altargesetz, Ex 20:24-26.
96. Cf. K. Rupprecht, "Nachrichten von Erweiterung und Renovierung des Tempels in I

Kdnige 6," ZDPV 88 (1972\,38-52.
97. Fritz.23.
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both the form and the locatione8 of the altar of burnt offering.ee Niels H. Gadegaard's
investigation shows the improbability of burnt offerings on the altars described in the
OT and on some of those discovered in Palestine. Furthermore, the scope and succession
of sacrifices described in the sacrificial laws bear no relationship to the altar described,
a difficulty not eliminated by Johannes de Groot's incorrect assumption of a second

altar. Since bamd was partially synonymous with mizb€ah, t00 the reference to the banfi
as an altar fonnl0l does not offer merely a philological solution to the question of the
actual place where the offering was burned. A substantive solution is also opened up
by what Patrick H. Vaughan has designated as the second type of bamA.to2 This type
of bdmk is always associated with a temple and serves both as an altar itself and as

the base for a regular altar.
Perhaps there was a type I bamAto3 in Jerusalem prior to the construction of the

temple, one which was expanded in the course of the temple construction and then

equipped with a mizbcal.t n"l.tdie1. It seems certain that no burnt offerings were possible

on this mizb4ah n"l.toieTtu so that this altar functioned cultically either in connection
with the blood rite, r05 which accords well with the eminent significance of blood within
the Israelite cult, or should be associated with cult objects of the sort found in Phoeni-
cian/Punic inscriptions using the same designsllqn.l06 We can no longer determine
whether these two, the bdmA and the altar standing upon it, are referred without
distinction in the OT as mizbeah, something which is certainly linguistically possible;

or whether the two taken together are so designated, something probably intended in
the expression occurring only in late texts, mizbah ha'ald (Ex. 30:28; 3 I :9; 35: I 6; 38: I I

4O:6,10,29; Lev. 4:10; I Ch. 6:34[Eng. v. 49]; 16:40:'21:26:'2 Ch. 29:18).tor
It is striking, however, that a great many of the acts associated with the altar use

the prep.'al (next to'el and lipnA in reference to approaching and bringing fbrth)lott
without it becoming clear whether this is a spatial reference in the sense of "upon,
over," or whether in all these cases 'al merely indicates the relationship to the nl1n1. lt)e

To this we can add the references to burning the offering in the construction qrr

98. Not least the history of development of the altar itself militates for a location above the
holy rock (see III.2.c above); cf. also Hertzberg; H. Schmid, "Der Tempelbau Salomos in
religionsgeschichtlicher Sicht," Archiiologie und AT. Festschrift K. Galling (Ttibingen, 1970).
241-250.

99. Cf. Busink, l, 321-26.
100. Cf. Vaughan, 33.
l0l. Cf. Haran. 23ff.
102. Vaughan,46-51.
103. tbid., 40-45.
104. Cf. Gadegaard, 36ff.
105. See III.3.a below.
106. Cf. mzbl.t nl.tit in KAI, lO,4;66, l; -+ htr|lll n"l.rdie1.
107. See III.2.f below.
108. Cfl the ascent to the altar in I S. 2:28; I K. 12:32,33 (cf. also H. W. Wolff, Joel utul

Amos. Herm [Eng. trans. 1977),339); conceming the sprinkling of blood, see III.3.a helow.
109. Cf. C. Dohmen, "nf D(;'l)-)y - Zur Bedeutung und Verwendung von hebriiisch )ll."

BM l6 (r98r).7-r0.
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hammizb€ha, from which only 2 Ch. 29:22(3 times),24 deviate, where hammizb4ha is

associated with the blood rite. Consistent with the original sense of the accusative

ending -all0 inalicating direction toward,rll this linguistic construction might be based

on a substantive distinction between mizb^qk @dma) for burning and mizbeah for the

blood rite, whereby the altar itself was always the focal point'

Although the obscure kiyybr in 2 Ch. 6:13 might also refer to the base of an altar, I 12

the information there concerning dimensions and material is dependent on other tradi-

tions,ll3 rendering impossible any reconstruction of the original'

The north side of the altar is of particular significance in the temple.ll4According

to Lev. l:11, the sacrificial animal is to be slaughtered 'al yereft hammizb1al.t ;dpdnA,

"on the north sicle of the altar" (cf. Lev. 4:24,29,33 concerning sin and guilt offerings),

and the same formulation is used in 2 K. 16:14 to indicate the place to which Ahaz

removed the older bronze altar. Ezk. 4O:3843 then reports that the tables for slaugh-

tering stood in the north gate of the temple,lls suggesting that this north side of the

altar is to be identified with the north gate where the slaughtering took place. Thus

Ahaz had the bronze altar placed together with these slaughtering tables in the north

gate. Although 2 K. 12:10(9) also mentions an altar in the north gate,116 this does not

justify the hypothesis of a second altar in the temple; consistent with the semantic field

of mizbEafu, this can be a reference to the slaughtering tables in the north gate. This

same semantic association might be behind the erroneous (?) designation in Ezk. 8:5

of a north gate as the "altar gate" (ia'ar hammizb€ah), eliminating the need for the

numerous conjectural attempts this has prompted.llT

The temple construction account in I K. 7:48 mentions the table for the bread of

the presence and a golden altar.l t8 Not only the variously answered question conceming

the origin, age, and type of the incense altar associated with the Israelite cult,lle but

also substantive considerations have prompted Martin \e1[120 to doubt the existence

of a special incense altar (mizbab haqq"loreT Ex.30:27;31:8; 35:15; I Ch. 6:34149),

etc.). He suspects that the table for the bread of the Presence and the golden altar are

identical,12r and that possibly a censer stood on the table; this accords withEzk.4l:22,
where the "table that stands before Yahweh" is called k"mar'eh hammizbeah.t2z lt

I10. Cf. also E. A. Speiser, "The Terminative-Adverbial in Canaanite-Ugaritic and Ak-

kadian," IEJ,4 (1954), 108-115; J. Hoftijzer, A Searchfor Method (Lriden' l98l)'
ltl. GK, $90.2(a).
112. Cf. KBL1,450; cf. HAL,11,472.
I 13. Cf. Fitz.25.

14. Cf. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIV (1966)'37.
15. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans' 1983)' in loc.

16. Cf. W. McKane, "A Note on 2 Kings 121s (Evv lzs)," ZAW,7l (1959)'260-65'
17. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), in loc.

I 8. Cf. Busink. l, 288-293.
I 19. + lUl qtr; Haran,230-245.
l2O. Kiinig:e 1-16. BK, DOI (21983), 122, 166-

l2l. For a different interpretation, see Fitz, 24.
122. Cf . Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, in loc.
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seems certain that incense was burned in the interior of the temple (Isa. 6:6).123 Although
Robert de Langhe has aftempted on the basis of OSA dhb, "spice, incense," 12+ 1o

explain the mizbal.t zdhd! as an incense altar, this is not likely considering the context
in which the materials are indicated.l25

e. Prior to the Exile. The period before the division of the kingdom up to the exile
is characterized by religious syncretism. Numerous cultic places were located outside
Jerusalem, not just in the Jerusalem temple itself. This is made clear by the story of
the Ahaz-altar in 2 K. l6;tz0 ,otd"cai Cogan has shown that it is not a specific altar
model that is the focus here (be it Assyrian, Phoenician, or Aramaic), but rather the

interest in foreign gods and cults characteristic of the times. Peter Weltenl2T distin-
guishes four categories of sanctuaries applicable to this period: central sanctuary,

national temple, temple high place, and high place. The frequent mention of altars in
the Deuteronomistic and Chronicler's accounts reflects ttris situation.l28 The focus is

not, howeveE on the nature or various types of altars; rather, as the center of any cult
the altar itself represents pars pro toto the sanctuary and its cult. The dispute over these

sanctuaries and gulBl2e is also reflected in the story of the altar at Bethel in I K. 13.130

Similarly, the story in Josh. 22 corcerning the altar in Gilgal on the west bank of the

Jordan,l3l a story projected back into the period ofJoshua,l32 reflects the dispute over
a sanctuary located there'133 it does not represent a postexilic legitimization on the part

of Jerusalem orthodoxy of diaspora sanctuaries without sacrificial suhs.l3a The trans-

lators of the LXX recognized the underlying dispute and also commented on it by
rendering mizbEah with bdm6s, a term normally reserved for pagan altars.

One should assume with T. A. Busink that no altar for the sacrificial cult was erected

on the rubble soon after the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 587 B.c.l3s Not until

123. Cf . H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l),44,269.
124. -+)it zaha! (zdhdbh), IV.l (IV 39).
125. On the various objects associated with censing, cf. Glueck; de Vries; -+ DDn hmm, lll

(rv,475-77).
126. Cf . R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967),

46-50.
127. "Kulthdhe und Jahwetempel," ZDPI 88 (1972), 19-37.
128. See III.3.e below.
l29.Ct. A. Jepsen, "Gottesmann und Prophet: Anmerkungen zum Kapitel l. Kcinige 13,"

Probleme biblischer Theolog,ie. Festschrift G. von Rad (Munich, 1971), 17l-182.
130. On this text, cf. E. Wtirthwein, "Die ErzAhlung vom Gottesmann aus Juda in Bethel:

Zur Komposition von I K<in13," Wort und Geschichte. Festschift K. Elliger. AOAT, 18 (Keve-
laer, 1973), 18 I -89; on the end of the Bethel sanctuary Q K. 23), cf. H. W. Wolff, "Das Ende
des Heiligtums in Bethel," Arctuiologie und AT. Festschrift K. Galling (Ttibingen, 1970),287-
298.

131. -+ 11].\ yard?n, II.3 (VI, 327f.).
132. Cf . H. J. Hermisson, Sprache und Ritus im altisraelitischen Kult. WMANT, l9 (196-5),

99ff.
133. Cf. Snaith.
134. Diebner-Schult.
135. Cf. Kosters, Kittel, Noth; see Busink, ll,'177t.
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En. 3:2f . (cf. Hag. 2:14) do we read that an altar was built after the exile. Insufficient
source material prohibits more specific determination of details conceming the altars
of the Second Temple.136

f . Ezekiel's Draft Constitution. Scholarship has quite frequently augmented the lack
of information concerning the altar of burnt offering, regarding the Solomonic and
the Second Temple as well as the altar Ahaz had built, by drawing on the precise
description of the altar provided by Ezekiel's draft constitution (Ezk. 43:13-27). Apart
from the opinio communis regarding the overall disposition and layout of the altar,
numerous and varying attempts have been made to explain specific terms, the result-
ing notions and reconstructions, parallels to the altar, and its possible origin.l3T
Vaughan's remarksl38 in this regard are worth mentioning; a consideration of the
terms hAq and ga! leads him to the notion of an altar construction resting on a base
platform. In this sense the altar described in Ezekiel represents a further development
of the previously mentioned association of bamd and altar; i.e., their functions -burnt offering and blood rite - can now take place together on the altar, a situation
perhaps having something to do with the new orientation of the altar.l3e It is conceiv-
able that this sort of "unified model" is also the basis for the Priestly conception in
the sacrificial 1""6.140

3. a. Blood Rite. The enormous significance which has always been attributed to
blood in the Israelite cult can be traced back to the nomadic sacrificial cult.lat The
blood of every sacrifice had to be applied to the alrar itself (Dt. 12:27); depending on
the type of sacrifice involved it was either thrown round about onto the altar, or the
horns of the altar were smeared and the rest poured out onto the foundation of the
altu.ta2 During the blood rite the blood itself stood in offering basins (mizrdq)ta3 at or
on the altar (Ex. 24:6-8;29:21; l*v. 8:30;7.ec.9: l5). The application of blood had an
expiatory effect,la not only on the altar itself as the locus of atonement,la5 but also
regarding human beings and objects. Together with oil, blood was also used in con-
nection with the variously mentioned consecration of the altar (hanukkal ham-
mizbcah).146

In connection with the absolute limitation of blood to the altar (Lev. 17:11), the altar
represents the center of the cult itself; the reference here is thus to the exclusively cultic

136. On further descriptions, esp. in Josephus and the Mishnah, see Busink, II.
137. Cf. the presentations and critical comments in Busink, ll,73O-36; Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2,

423-28.
138. Pp.51-54.
139. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 428.
140. See III.2.d above. On the incense altar in Ezk.4l:22, see III.2.d above.
141. See II.2.e above.
142. --+l'11 zaraq (IV 162-65); -+lY yasaq (Y1,254-57); -+IDV iapal.
143. -+ l-tl zaraq, IV 164.
144. --+ -tD) kpr (VII, 288-303).
145. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 433.
146. -slfi hana\, Y,ZOf.
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use of blood.147 Allusions to the significance of the yesbQ also in connection with
dtualta8 (not limited just to the orderly removal of the blood of the sacrifice) reflects
perhaps the origins of the altar, which was built on or over a sacred rock.l4e

E. W. Nicholsonlso has shown clearly that'arim, "cities, towns," in ler.2:28: 1l:13;
19:15; Ezk. 6:6; Hos. ll:6; Mic. 5:13[4] cannot on the basis of Ugaritic parallels be

traced back to a root *'drdh, "blood-spattered altar."
b. Altar Horns. The origin of altar horns (qerdnb1, e.g., Ex. 27:2:29:12;30:2,3,10;

Lev.4:7,18,25; I K. l:50f.; Jer. 17:l;Ezk.43:.20:' Am. 3:14) cannot be determined with
any certitude.15l

One suggestion is that a massebah was quasi-quartered for technical reasons as-

sociated with sacrifice,ls2 another that it was a holder for censers.l53 De Qlsollsa
associates the altar horns with the horned crowns of both gods and kings and considers

their original significance to be apotropaic. Walter Andrael55 inErprets the comparable

horns of the Babylonian ziggurat as "successors of the 'spar-bundles' of the oldest huts

of the gods on the hill."l56 With F. J. Stendebach,lsT however, one should probably

associate the altar horns with the cult of the bull, which was known throughout the

ancient Near East, especially since evidence of actual bull horns from neolithic Qatal
Hiiyiiltss confirm ttris interpretation, and since a connection to the horn-pair attested

in the Aegean (the so-called "homs of consecration"lse) can be established. The
practices of blood rite and asylum indicate that the homs of the Israelite altar were

considered especially holy. In Jer. l7:1, ineradicable guilt is also described as being

engraved on the homs of the altar.l6o

c. Asylum. Like most peoples, the Israelites recognized the right of asylum in the

sanctuary.l6l Through contact with holy objects the person seeking asylum participates

in their holiness (Ex. 29:371.te2 The altar itself, or its horns as the center of the sanctuary,

147. Cf. N. Ftiglister, "Siihne durch Blut-Zur Bedeutung von Leviticus 17,11," Studien

zum Pentateuch. Festschrift W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977), 143-l@.
148. -+ 10) ydsal (VI, lll-121).
149. See III.2.c above.
150. w 27 (1977), 113-17.
151. On the distribution of horned altars, cf. Reichert, BRL2,9; --+l1l qeren.

152. Galling, 67.
153. ANEP,319.
154. Pp. 76-88.
155. Das Gotteshaus und die Urform des Bauens im alten Oient. Studien zur Bauforschung,

2 (Berlin, 1930),59.
156. Cf. also Obbink.
157. P. 190.
158. Cf. J. Mellaart, Qatal Huyuk: A Neolithic Town in Anatolia (New York, 1967), 77'130,

esp. l06ff.
159. Cf. W. Burkert, Greek Religion (Eng. trans., Cambridge, Mass., 1985),37-39.
160. -+ a, leb, v.6.c (vII, 426-29\.
l6l.Foranoverview,cf.L.Delekat,AsylieundSchutzorakclamZionheiligtum(Leiden, 1967).

162. Cf . J. Milgrom, "Sancta contagion and altar/city asylum," Congress Volume, Vienna
1980. sw,32 (1981), 278-3t0.
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represents this holy place in the OT; not only does it function as a place of asylum
(l K. l:50,51 ,53:2:28f.), but due to is holy nature it is also the place where a decision
or sign is expected after the swearing of an oath in the case of unsubstantiated trans-
gressions (l K. 8:31 par. 2 Ch. 6:22).ln an oracle ofjudgment, the prophet Amos (Am.
3:14) expands the exclusion of the murderer from the right of asylum (Ex. 2l:14) by
announcing the destruction of all places of asylum, thus cutting off possibility of
6"1ir".r1ss.163

d. Altar Service. As the center of the cult, the altar has also influenced the designa-
tions for priests; their task is the miimeret hammizb4ah, referring to the entire service
ofthecult(e.g.,Nu.18:5; I5.2:28;Ezk.4O:46)forwhichthepriestsareresponsible.rtr
It was considered a grievous cultic transgression for the king to appropriate for himself
priestly 1un"1iorsr6s (l K. 12:32;2 Ch. 26:16) which went beyond those assigned to
him (cf. I K.8:22 par.2 Ch. 6:12; I K. 8:54; 9:25, etc.).16

e. Idol Worshrp. In later historical writing the period of sedenterization and especially
that of the later monarchy are characterizedby the danger of religious syncretism.l6T
The neighboring peoples'sanctuaries to be destroyed (Ex. 34:13;Dt.7:5; Jgs. 2:2) are
often described more specifically by -+ i'lDI bdmA @dmAh) + ;1'tU2N 'aiEr| (shErdh),

-r ilf ID massep6, and -+ df,,ll hammdnim.l6s these enumerations never fail to include
references to the altars, whose idolatrous function Isa. 17:8 skillfully exposes when it
refers to them as "work of the hands," a characterization borrowed from the polemic
against idols.

The apocalyptist in Isa. 19:19 sees all of Egypt as a "cult place" (not merely
individual places in Egypt of the kind familiar to his own period) with an altar in the
midst of the land (b"!6H and a massebah at its border ('Esel-g"pfildh). This notion is
then further expanded in vv. 23-25.

The central focus especially of prophetic criticism is the senseless multiplication of
sanctuaries for offering sacrifices (Jer.2:28; I l: l3; Hos. 8: I l; l0: l;.loe Not surprisingly,
the majority of occurrences of the plural forms of mizbEah is found in these texts.
Hezekiah's reduction of cultic places to a single altar in the Jerusalem temple must
have seemed to the pagans like a diminution of worship (2 K. 18:22; Isa. 36:7).

The destruction of altars and defilement of the cultic places (2 K. I I : 18; 23:20;Ezk.
6:4f .,13) signal the anticipated end of the worship of idols.

163. Wolff, .loel and Amos,2Ol.
164. Ibid.,31.
165. --r 1.7.) kahcn (vII, 60-75).
166. Cf. Noth, BK, txlt (1983),220.
167. For a systematic presentation of the history of the Israelite cuh within the Deuteronomistic

history, cf. H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. ATbAM 66 (1980), passim.
168. Cf. K. Galling, "Ba'al Hammon in Kition und die Hammanim," Wort und Geschichte.

Festschrifi K. Elliger AOAT 18 (1973), 65-70; V. Fritz, "Die Bedeutung yon Hammin im
Hebriiischen und von lunn'in den palmyrenischen Inschriften," BN, 15 (1981), 9-20.

169. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),81, lM, 173.
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IV. Qumran. Apart from rather fragmentary altar descriptions in the Temple

scroll, r70 the term mizbdal.t occurs only 8 times in the manuscripts from Qumran ( I I QPs'
l8:9; 27:5 [DavComp]; CD 6:12,13; ll:17 ,19,?-01' 16: l3). Consistent with the absence

of any bloody sacrificial cult in Qumran,lTl mizbdal.t is used on the one hand in a

figurative sense; on the other hand, CD ll:17,19,20 seems to envision limited partici-
pation in the temple cult. Over against this stands CD 6:12,13, where the demand of
Mal. l:10 to do away with the temple service altogether rather than continue it in its
unclean state is presented to the community members as a justification for their own

separation from the official temple cult. Indeed, they should themselves be the ones to

end this temple service (compare Mal. 1:10 with CD 6:12).
Dohmen

170. Cf. Y. Yadin, M"gillat hanmiqdai (Jerusalem, 1977), l, 186; tr, 37 [Heb.]; also Busink
rr,1420-26.

17l. Ct. G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultes in der Qumrangemeinde und im NT. STUNT

7 (1971), esp.224l.

;lIlID m"zfrza?3

Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning. tr. Ancient Near East. IU. OT. IV. LXX.

I. Etymologr, Meaning. The etymology of this word is still unknown. The post-OT

verb zwz "move, push to the side" is hardly appropriate. Neither can Akk.
manzazu/mauaztu, nominal forms of izuuu, "to stand,"l be cognates, since they

exhibit no semantic affinity whatsoever and since the doubling of the z has left no

traces in Hebrew (e.g., *mazzfrzalr). Maximilian Ellenbogen2 refers to Akk. muzzazu

(N-stem ptcp. of zdzu) with the meaning "doorpost."3
The term mezfizA signifies either the "doolpost" (Ex. 2l:6; Prov. 8:34; Isa. 57:8;

Ezk. 43:8), the "gatepost" (of stone, Jgs. l6:3; Ezk.46:2), or possibly the "door frame"
(1 K. 6:31,33 ; Ezk. 4l:21).

mezfrzi. I. M. Casanowicz, "Mezuzah," JE, VLIJ (1904), 531f.; J. Milgrom, "Israel's Sanc-

tuary: The Priestly 'Picture of Dorian Gray,' " RB, 83 (1976),390-99; E. Reiner, "Plague Amulets
and House Blessings," JNES, 19 (1960), 148ff.; E. A. Speiser, " Pdlil and Congeners: A Sampling
of Apotropaic Symbols," Festschift B. Landberger AE 16 (1965), 389-393; J. Trachtenberg,
Jewish Magic and Superstition (New York, 1939, repr. 1975), esp. l46ff.; S. Yeivin, EMiqr lY
(1962),780-82.

t. AHw, I (1965), 408-4ll; U (1972),638.
2. Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962),99.
3. Cf. AHw,11,692?
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II. Ancient Near East. The importance of the m"zfizi can be traced to earliest
historical times when symbols of identification and ownership were placed at or over
house entrances. Chalcolithic ossuaries in the shape of houses, for example, with models
of tools suspended over the entrance, show the owner's trade (?); Mesopotamian seals

similarly place symbols of the deity above the entrance to his temple. Indeed, the
identification of the occupants of tombs in ancient Egypt was proclaimed in inscriptions
written on lintels or posts at their entrance. Similarly, Phoenician inscriptions were
installed at sepulchre entrances to identi$ the interred (e.g., Yefrimilk and SipilUa'at
of Byblos).

Although Shemuel Yeivin asserts that the magico-cultic function of these entrance
inscriptions is a subsequent development, there is no reason to doubt that this exorcis-
tic-function was present from the beginning. In the ancient Near East the door/gatepost
figured prominently in rirual and magical purifications. The house was considered most
vulnerable at its entrance, since it was there that demonic incursion was most likely to
take place. "No door can shut them out/no bolt can turn them bacl/through the door
like a snake they slide/through the hinge like a wind they blow" (Utuh:ki limnuti, Y,
25-35). Hence, images of protector gods (iddu and lamassu) were erected at the
entrances: "I have made you stand at the gate, at right and left, to dispel them [the
demonsl from the house of PN."

III. OT. Such is clearly the intent of Ezk. 45:19, which calls for the daubing of the
blood of the hattd'1, the purification offering, on the doorposts of the temple and on
the gates of the inner court, in addition to the four corners of the altar ledge. This
procedure is similar in purpose to the use of the hatld'! blood on Yom Kippur, when
it was aspersed within the adytum and shrine and daubed on the horns of the altar.4
Thus was the sanctuary to be purgeds of impurity, not primarily of demonic, but more
likely of human origin.

Blood smeared on doorposts had an apotropaic function as well as a purgative one.
In the Exodus account it serves to ward offthe destroyer (maibtlEx. 12:23; cf.7:22).
A vestige of this apotropaic notion can be seen in the specific levitical office of the
io'"rtm, the temple ostiaries, which were concerned primarily with guarding the en-
trances of the sanctuary against unauthorized intruders (l Ch. 9:18;26:1,12;2 Ch.
23:19). Young Samuel in the Shilonite sanctuary seems to have performed this function.
The importance of this function is further underscored by the fact that the priests serving
as sanctuary guards (i6m"rA hassap, lit., "guardians of the threshold") stood immedi-
ately after the high priest and his assistant in rank, to judge by the list of officials
deported by the Babylonians (2 K. 25:18).

The apotropaic function of doorposts is further attested by amulets.6 This custom is
clearly the backdrop for the Deuteronomistic prescription to write verses "on the

4. See Milgrom.
5. -+ DN 'tD) kipper (VII, 288-303)
6. Cf. Reiner.
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doorposts of your house and on your gates" (Dt. 6:9; ll:20). Although in biblical
wisdom such writing (e.g., "on the tablet of your heart," Prov. 7:3) is probably

metaphoric, there is no reason to doubt that the Deuteronomistic injunction is to be

taken literally. Just as D prescribes the wearing of phylacteries on the forearm and

forehead and tassels on the outer garment (Dt.22:12), so it must be understood as

enjoining the inscribing ofkey Torah verses on the doors and gateposts. Precisely what

these verses are, however, is not clear from the text. The earliest suchm"zitzd inscription

comes from Cave 8 in Qumran.T It is a parchment 6'5 x 16 cm. (2.6 in. x 6.3 in.).

containing Dt. l0:12-ll:2l.The passage prescribed by the rabbis, however, is briefer

and differs slightly (Dt. 6:4-9; ll:13-21).
Their widespread use during this period is verified by Flavius Josephus (Anr.

viii.2l3). Accordingly, the term m"zfrzd comes to signify these doorpost inscriptions.

It is crucial, however, to be mindful of the overall development. Beginning with
Deuteronomy, biblical Israel transformed what was originally a doorpost amulet into
a reminder to the occupants of the dwelling that they should order their lives according

to the Torah. Yet the apotropaic powers of the m"zfizA were not forgotten. Onqelos the

proselyte explained it to the Roman soldiers who came to arrest him: "In the case of
the Holy One, his servants dwell within, while he stands guard over them from without"
('Abod. hr lla; cf. Menah.33b; Targ. Onqelos on Cant. 8:3). And on the talmudic

remark that affixing a m"zfizA improperly may be a source of harm, the medieval

commentator Rashi explains that such a house will not be protected against demons

(Menah.32b).8

IV. LXX. The LXX renders mezfrzd as stathm6s (7 times), stod, ot prdthyron (once

each). Although the rendering anaptissein in Ezk. 4l : l6 is semantically accurate, it is
precisely here that the LXX has inserted an additional explanatory circumscription.e

Milgrom

7. Cf. M. Baillet, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, Ies 'petites Srottes'de QumrAn- DJDlll(1962).
8. For further m"zttz6l from Qumran, cf. also R. de Vaux and J. T. Millk, Qumrdn Grotte 4,

ll: Tefillin, Mezuzot et Targums. DJD, Yl (1977), 80-85.

9. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 383.

i1llb maha?T

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Usage: 1. Literal Meaning; 2. Figurative-theological Meaning;

3. Overview; 4. Special Cases. III. LXX.

mAh6. R. Oberforcher, Die Flutprologe als Kompositionsschliissel der biblischen Ur'
geschichte (Innsbruck, 198 l), I 50-54.
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I. Etymology. The Hebrew term mdhd corresponds to Ugar. mhy, "wipe away,"l
Phoen. mhh, "extinguish, wipe off,"2 and perhaps Ahk. ma',fi "throw down, destroy,
exterminate,"3 Arab. maha (lll. w), "wipe away."4

II. OT Usage. l. Literal Meaning. Since the theological use of mahd constitutes a

figurative understanding of the word's literal sense, it is advisable to begin with those
cases in which mdhd exhibits its physical aspect of action or process. These include:

a.2 K.21:13. A dish "is wiped" inside and out; i.e., with the help of water and
perhaps something else (object or substance) a spot or impurity is removed from an
article or utensil. The text mentions both object and verb (dish and "wipe off"); the
other factors, namely, spot or stain and water, are implied. The parallel expression
"stretch the measuring line" is not synonymous, but serves rather as another image for
destruction. The stain appears in a general form in v. 13, while v. 16 speaks of spilled
blood. This text can be compared with Isa. 4:4, probably a later text which speaks of
unclean blood and "washing" (rAl.ta;). One further significant parallel with related
imagery is Ezk. 24: 1 l, which speaks of "melting the filthiness and consuming the rust"
on the kettle defiled by spilled blood.

b. Nu. 5:23 is part of the law concerning jealousy. After the priest has pronounced
a curse, he writes it down, perhaps on parchment; he then washes the document off
with the water (mahd 'eLmA) so that the water eradicates the words; the accused
woman drinks the water, thus taking the curse into her own body. The text thus
mentions the material on which something is written, what is actually written, and
the water that washes that writing away. The transition from formless spot or stain
to writing is significant. Although the meaning of the writing does not really influ-
ence the physical process itself, it radically influences the sense of the statement.5
Menahem Haran6 believes that the use of mdltd here and in similar contexts suggests
the use of papyrus; the eradication of writing from parchment is indicated by the
verb grd.

c. Prov. 30:20. T\e adulteress "eats, and wipes (mdha16.) her mouth." Here the verb
is used in its literal meaning in a context which when taken as a whole exhibits
metaphorical or figurative meaning.

d. Isa.25:8. "God will wipe away the tears." Here the physical act underlies the
symbolic meaning. Here and in the previous case we find a person, a body instead of
an object, something that stains or disrupts, and the act of wiping away (mdhi). These

l. WUS, no. 1540; C. J. Labuschagne, "The Root M[-IH Attested in Ugaritic," 14 5 (1955),
312f.

2. KAI, 26 A,rrl, 13, 18; C, IV 15; 1, 2; DISO, 147.
3 . AHw, ll (1972), 637 ; CAD, XJ2 (1977), 321 . The semantic field is covered by other verbs

as well: "wipe away" = kapdru, maiaiu; "extinguish, eradicate": something written = paidtu,
sins - pa.sasa.

4. On the Ethiopic, see Leslau, Contributions,30.
5. For an overview, cf. G. Giesen, Die Wurzel VaV "schwiiren." BBB,56 (1981), l24ff.
6. "Book-Scrolls in Israel in Pre-Exilic Times," JJS, 33 (1982), 169.
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latter two constitute theological symbols: reproachable ethical behavior, and an ultimate

salvific act.

2. Fig,urative-theological Meaning. The theological meaning of the verb mahd

appears only in contexts containing various individual or compound features: the object

or person which is soiled or described; the image of the stain itself or of the writing
which is to be eradicated. The factor that actually wipes away is less influential. This

analysis permits the following corresponding classification. What is actually eradicated

includes:

a. a name from a register;
b. sin/guilt: such as a stain from the person or inscribed guilt;

catalogued credit;
c. living beings from the face of the earth, objects of idolatry

virtue/merit: such as

from the land.

a. Registers. In these cases eradication occurs either explicitly or implicitly (the

uttering of a name can be the same as something written): Ex. lll'141, 32:32f .; Dt. 9i14;

25:6,19;29 19(F;ng. v.20); Jgs.2l:17;2 K. 14,27; Ps. 9:6(5); 69:29(28), Sir. 44:13.

There is no difference between the qal, niphal, and hiphil. Synonyms in the wider sense

include: hiimtd, idftah, sdlah, 'ibbed, hiftrt1; antonyms include: kap!, hbiia', zdlar
pdlat,'dma/, qfrm'al iZm.

b. Guilt (Sin) or Meit.Neh.3:37(4:5):13:14;Ps. 5l:3,11(1,9); 109:14; Prov. 6:33;

lsa. 43:25; 44:22: Jer. I 8:23 (conj.); 7nc.3:9 (conj.); Sir. 3: l4; I QS I I :3. No difference

is discernible between the qal, niphal, and hiphil. Synonyms include: ndid, kibbes,

tihar kissd, kipper; antonyms include: zdkar nimsd'.
c. Living Being,s or Cultic Objects. Gen.6:7;7 7:4,23; Jgs. 2l:17; Prov. 31:3:Ezk.

6:6; Sir.31:1. The same meaning is exhibited in the qal and niphal. Synonyms include:

himttr hrb, imm, ibr hiibi!, h€str; antonyms include: nii'ar.

3. Overview. This classification yields the following brief overview. We began with
two examples without identifying them chronologically, namely, the spot or stain that

is washed out or wiped away, and the writing that is eradicated. It is always something

extemal cleaving to a body. The example of writing leads us into the world of the word

that names, registers, effects. Although the verb kng! and the noun seper are not
frequently mentioned in the same context, they are presupposed in many instances.

There is then an easy transition from writing to its oral equivalent: from the written to
the spoken name, from the document to the register of a person's memory. In both

cases the word can function either as solicitation or as simple verification: eradicating

a name or guilt can havejuridical status; forgetting a transgression constitutes forgive-
ness. The consequences of the act can also have an enduring effect, e.g., the wiping
out of a name, or of remembrance (iEm, z€ker): Ex. 17:14; Dt. 9:14; 25:6,19;29:19(20):

7. Cf. Oberforcher.
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2 K. 14:27; Ps. 9:6(5); 109:13. In this sense a person implores that his merit not be
eradicated, but that his guilt be wiped away.

The semantic scope of mahri is illuminated by those texts that speak of ineradicable
writing,e.g.,Jer. 17:l: "Thesinof Judahiswrittenwithanironpen; withadiamond
point it is engraved on the tablet of their hearts" (cf. also Job l9:23f.). The conceptual
range of the notion of eradicating spots or stains is considerable; the passages initially
cited are unequivocal (2 K. 2l:13; Prov. 30:20; Isa. 25:8). Perhaps this group also
includes lsa.44:22 (the clouds are like spots in the heavens; cf. tdhbr as an epithet for
heaven8) and Ps. 5l:3(l) with its parallels kbs and thr (v.4[2]); Prov.6:33 is more
dubious (ineradicable disgrace). To which category do the living beings and human
structures belong? One might assume the first, which proceeds from the notion of
eradicating writing or of jestroying something actual. One might also understand the
human beings or objects as spots or stains on the earth that are to be eradicated. It is
best, however, to dispense with any classification. The flood and its waters remove all
living things from the earth (Gen. 6:1;1:4,23), and systematic destruction eradicates
all structures belonging to the cults of idols (Ezk. 6:6).

Three texts reveal the vague semantic fixation of mdhi in connection with trans-
gressions and persons. Ex.32:32: When in a given instance a sin is not forgiven (nn{d'),
a person or name is blotted out of the register. Ps. 109:13: When guilt is not similarly
eradicated, descendants are annihilated. Dt.29:19(20): The curses written down will
be visited upon the guilty party and will blot out his name.

The term mahh occtrs in various combinations in the theological semantic sphere.
They can be classified as follows:

Several texts illustrate the validity of this schema:

eradicate something
writing
spot/stain
living beings/objects

from something
from a document
from a body
from their normal place

from the face of the earth
from under heaven
from the register (book)
out of Israel
from a person's face
out of Israel

Gen. 6-7
Ex. 17:14
Ex.32:32
Jgs.21:17
Isa.25:8
Dt.25:6

living beings
names/remembrance
person/name
a tribe
tears

his name

This schema does not hold up when a member of the second column occupies the
position of the direct object, which normally corresponds to the first column, e.g.,
eradicate/wash off Jerusalem (2 K.2l:13), wipe off one's mouth (Prov.30:20).

tt. -+ 'lilD lahar (Y,287-296).
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4. Special Cases. This illustrates the theological use of mdhA, fts basic schema, and

its semantic variations. It can be useful, however, to examine individually several

problematic or especially interesting cases.

a. Ex. j2:32f.; Ps. 69:29(28). The consequences of blotting out a name depend on

the kind of book in which it is registered in the first place. Being entered in the book

of the elect registers and guarantees membership in the community; being entered in

the book of the living guarantees life.
b. Dt. 25:6. If a person dies without progeny, "his name is blotted out"; this

eradication is avoided if a frstborn comes who carries his name on (ydqfim 'al-i4m).

Sir. 44:13 must be understood similarly, except that kab6d is used instead of i€m.

c. Ezk. 6:6. T\e accoutrements of the worship of idols, bdm6!, altars, idols,

hammantm, defile the land and must be violently destroyed so that such works (not

"deeds"e) of those who serve idols are "wiped out."
d. ./gs. 21:17. Due to scarcity of wives the men have no inheritance (yeruiiA), and

a tribe "is blotted out." This is a reflection of reality, not a literary notice in a register;

this passage is related to Dt. 25:6.

e. Six 3l:1. The expressionyml.th.I'rw, literally, "wipe away his flesh," refers to

dissipating or debilitating one's health, allowing one's body to waste away.

f. Prov.3/;3. The variant lamlblis dubious. Similar to Sir. 3l:1, the reference is to

women who desfroy or debilitate the health of kings. Compared with Dt. 25:6; Jgs.

2l:17, this would mean that sexual deviation can "eradicate" a dynasty and bring about

its end; this would yield an insighful but uncertain contrast: a tribe is extinguished

because of scarcity of women; a dynasty is blotted out because of a superfluity of
women.

III. LXX. The LXX does not translate consistently; the most frequent renderings

are emleiphein and apaleiphein, though aponiptein, aphairein, ektekein, and epilan-

thdnein also occur.
Alonso-Schiikel

9. So KBI3.

1)l1D m"htr
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m"hir. B. Landsberger, "Akkadisch-Hebriiische Wortgleichungen," Hebriiische Wortfor-
schung. FestschriftW. Baumgartnen CongressVolume 1967. SW 16(1967), 176-204,esp. 184f.,

n.2;1. J. Rabinowitz, "Neo-Babylonian Legal Documents and Jewish Law," JJP, l3 (1961),

131-1'15, esp.140f.
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I. Etymology. The word mehtr derives from the root mfir which is common to all
the Semitic languages. In South Arabian mfir means "face, run toward."l In Classical
and Literary Arabic the meaning of the verb mafiara has shifted from "advance

towards" or "come over" to "cleave, traverse, plow through."2 The basic meaning

of the Akkadian verb mafidru is "approach toward someone." Various substantives

were derived from this term, e.g., mafiiru, "equivalent value, going price, purchase

price, commercial activity, market place."r The verb mfir > mhr itself is not actually

attested in the Northwest Semitic languages, although one does find there the nominal

derivatives mbr/mhj)r "equivalent value, correspondence," mfir "front (side)," like
Akk. mafiru,4 + "'lllD mdl.tdr "tomorrow," and the PN m"htr/Nlaytp (Machir) (l Ch.

4:11), which is probably a substitute name meaning "colrespondence, equivalent."
Hence there is no reason to understand m"htr as having been borrowed from Ak-
kadian, particularly since the semantic fields of the two terms do not coincide. In
Hebrew the term m"htr is always used in the sense of "equivalent value," a notion
originating in the activity of baner. The translation "price" seldom evokes the real

sense of the texts, although the terms "reward" and "payment" occasionally do
justice to the context.

II. Usage. The oldest West Semitic material comes from the royal archives at Ugarit.

One business letter5 mentions kl mfirk, "your delivery's total value," in reference to

the payment due for a delivery of copper. At the end of an accounting document one

finds the expression l<sp mfirhn, "silver of their value,"6 referring to the ships purchased

by the Ugaritic king mentioned in the body of the text. The same expression, kesep

m"ht\ also occurs in I K. 2l.2; Job 28:15. In these cases it is self-evident that the

reference is to payment made with a specific amount of silver. The context suggests

that 2 S. 24:24 is to be understood in precisely the same way. There the expression

qdnd bimhtr occurs, "acquire for the equivalent value" or "acquite through payment."

In I K. 10:28 par. 2 Ch. l:16, the expression ldqal.r bimbtr "take for an equivalent"
or "take through payment," occurs in a context showing clearly that the reference is

not to a gift, but rather to a business transaction. The expressions bimbtr "for an

equivalent value" (Lam. 5:4; Dnl. 1l:39; Mic. 3:ll; Sir. 31:5), or ld'bimhir (Isa.45:13;
Jer. 15:13; lQS5:17) andbel6'm"htr(lsa.55:l;1Q27 I,II6)withthesamemeaning,
"without equivalent value," occur without any dependable indication of just what type

of payment the author had in mind. The expressionbelo''kesep fib"lo'm"htr in Isa. 55:l
accordingly seems to indicate that at least in this context m"hir does not refer to silver.

The parallelism kesep - m"l.ttr in Lam. 5:4 might sooner be synthetic and complemen-
tary than synonymous. Other parallelisms such as meltir - i6bad, "equivalent value

l. Cf. Leslau, Contibutions,3O.
2. Cf. Wehr, 1051.
3. Cf. CAD, Xlt (197'7),92-99.
4. KTU, 4.625,2.
5. KTU, 2.32,9.
6. KTU,4.338, 18.
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-reward" 
(Isa. 45:13), iobad-m"fi?r-kesep (Mic.3:11)' and hbn-mehtr (Ps.

44:l3l12l;4Q160 7:3) all suggest even less that our term refers to a given amount of
silver.

According toPs.44:12f.(Eng. vv. llf.), God sold his people and delivered them

for slaughter like sheep without any gain for himself and without enriching himself

through the appropriate equivalent value. It cannot be shown that the psalmist is

referring here to the sale of small livestock for its silver value. Even the enumeration

rlcwi whwn wmhyr "possession, wealth, equal value" (4Q160 7:3), does not disclose

the true nature of the m"hir The same is true of ostracon 2 from Arad (7th century

B.C.), until now the only known piece of writing of Hebrew provenience spelling mhr

without the mater lectionis. The letter writer demands an appropriate equivalent value

for the delivery of two baths of wine and three hundred loaves of bread to Greek

merchants or mercenaries: whsbt mhr, "arrd you are to bring an equivalent value" (ll.

5f.). In any case, in Prov. 27:26 the "equivalent value" for a field consists of goats.

When the transaction involved silveq the terminology regularly includes the expres-

sion b"f;esep (Dt.2:6,28; 14:25;21:14;2 S. 24:24; I K. l0:29; 16:24;21:6,15;2 K.

6:25;1Ch.2122,24 2Ch.l:17;25:6;lsa.7:23;43:24;Jer.32:25,44;Lam-5:4;Ezk.
27:12; Hos. 3:2; Am. 2:6;8:6; Mic. 3:11). Correspondingly, the expressions /o'
b"llesep (Isa. 48:10; 52:3;55:1) and b"lt-$esep (Job 3l:39) signal a transaction not

involving payment in silver. Such claims to "equivalent value," however, were not

merely raised in exchanges for movable or immovable goods, but also for services

rendered. Thus one can speak of a m"htr for priests (Mic. 3: I I ), male cult prostitutes

(m"htrkele!,Dt.23:l9u8l; "dog'swages"7;,andprostitutes(m"htrzbnd,Bab.Sotah
26b, etc.).In these three cases melltr evokes a clearly pejorative estimation. Although

the content of the m"htr is not specified here, other examples give us an idea of what

is meant. According to Gen. 38:l'l ,20,23, Judah offers the supposed prostitute or

hierodule Tamar a kid8 as payment. The compensation to priests consists in a

legislated portion of the sacrifice (Lev. 2:3,10; 6:9f.,19,22116f.,26,29);7:6,l},l4f .',

10:12-15).
One cannot, of course, expect any precise indication of the m"hir in those texts that

speak of m"htr in a metaphorical sense. In Prov. 17:16, the wise person asks what use the

m"hir colldpossibly have in the hand of a fool, since the fool cannot buy wisdom with it.

A similar notion occurs in the Book of Mysteries of the Qumran Essenes (1Q27 I, II 8):

wk[wt mh]yr lw'yiwh bt. . .1, "and there is no equivalent value that corresponds to. . . ."
In Sir. 6:15, the expression'izn m"htr is the pendent O 'An miiqdl, which might evoke the

weighed amount of silver. However, 'Anm"hirhere means that there is no equal to a loyal

friend. CD 16:8f. admonishes the Qumran Essenes to keep their oath 'a/ m"hir mawel
"even at the price of death." lQH l0: l0 is also importa*: lgbwrtkh 'yn ml.tyt "nothing

is comparable to yourstrength." Such expressions signal acomparison ofvalues and show

that m"htr maintained this meaning even into the postbiblical period.

7. Cf. G. J. Botterweck, + f)l kcleb 046-15'l).
8. -+ r'Il g"Qt (g"dhi), II.3 (II, 386).
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The few concrete examples in which m"hir definitely implies payment in silver
refer to commercial transactions in which at least one partner is a reigning sovereign:
the kings of Ugarit and Byblos,e David (2 5.24:24), Solomon (l K. l0:28f .i2Ch.
l:16f.), Ahab (l K.2l:2). This is probably no accident. hoper commercial activiry
only became customary in Israel at a late period, and even then wholesale trade was
primarily a royal undertaking, whereas private citizens in Israel and Judah made do
mainly with local barter activity. It was at the village square or city gate, where the
market was located, that artisans sold their works and farmers their agricultural
produce (2 K. 7:l). This kind of retail trade took place directly between the producer
and consumer, without any intermediary. Although weighed silver was doubtlessly
being used as a kind of currency (e.g., Gen. 23:15f.;2 K. 6:25;7:1,16; Jer. 32:9),
barter was still the more customary form of trade. Jacob purchased a parcel of land
in exchange for 100 qeitt6t (Gen. 33:19; Josh.24:32), rhe tenant pays his lease with
goats (Prov. 27:26). Judah pays Tamar with a kid (Gen. 38:17), and each of Job's
friends pays him with a q"itta and a ring of gold (Job 42:ll). The meaning of q"itta
is known from the older translation "lamb" (llQtgJob 'imm"rd; Targ. Onqelos
hArpd'; LXX amn6s, amruis) and from the erymology *qil, "shear" (cf. Arab. qaiaya,
"scrape off," Akk. l<nia1u, "cut off"). Because of the confusion regarding the roots
qft and qi1, "be right, true" (> Arab. qsr), however, commentaries have tended to
view this as a specific weight or quantity (cf. Arab. qi;t, "a measure,') of gold or
silver.lo The term mchtr refers in any case to payment in silver or in kind, or even at
a later period also in services rendered (Dnl. 11:39). The division of the lands by
Antiochus Epiphanes bimhtr obviously was not carried out in exchange for a payment
in silver or in kind. The background here is military service to be rendered as
compensation by those who profited from the divided land (gd kldrouchikE). This
system was widespread among the Seleucids and Ptolemies.

IIII. Lxx. The translation of m"htr clearly caused difficulties for the LXX. In
addition to dllagma (5 times) and antdllagma (3 times), the LXX also uses aruillagma,
d6ron, ljtron, misth6s, timii, and chriima once each. In 2 Ch. l:16, it translates riqah
bimhtr by agordzein.

Lipiriski

9. KTU,4.338, 18.
10. Cf. A. de Wilde, Das Buch Hiob, ors, 22 (r981), 406.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Usage: l. Occurrences, Literal Meaning; 2. Theological Usage;

3. Combinations. IIL LXX.

I. Etymologr. This root is attested in most Semitic languages: Ugat mfi;, "smash,

smite,"l Akk. maba;tz, "strike; weave,"2 Ethiop., Tigre mafia;a, "strike," Arab.

maba4a, "shake," Aram. mehd'/m"bd (< m'ha), "strike."3

II. OT Usage. l. Occunences, Literal Meaning. The verb mibag and the subst.

meba$ occur only in poetic texts (the verb occurs in Jgs. 5, though not in the par. Jgs.

4), especially in hymns and similar gemes. Discounting Ps. 68:24(Eng. v.23) (scribal

efior timhas for tirl.ta; ?) and the duplicate involving Ps. I 8 and 2 S. 22, the verb occurs

12 times and the noun once; i.e., this verb is relatively rare.

Considering the scarcity of material, it is noteworthy how relatively often ro',i (4
times) and p7'd (once) occur as objects, either in the literal sense or figuratively as

"roof," "superior." If one additionally considers the object motrnayim (l occurrence),

the fundamental meaning "strike, smash" seems most probable, and thence "conquer."
The physical quality emerges perhaps best in Jgs. 5:26, in a descriptive series of

verbs.4 Although this might evoke a shattering blow, the mention of an arow as the

instrument in Nu. 24:8 militates for a less specific meaning.

The object is usually personal or personified, and if a collective, a people or an

army; the verb means to "conquer, overcome." The predominating meanings are thus

"strike, smash" and "conquer."

2. Theological Usage. The subject determines the theological use of the verb. It
never occurs with a secular or theologically neutral meaning; the subject is always God

or his people, a fact aiding in evaluating the sparse material.
a. With God as the subject, maba; occurs antithetically with rdpd' it Dt. 32i39i

Job 5:18; Isa. 30:26 (subst.); this antithesis expresses God's unlimited sovereignty,

and the three passages are intended as arguments supporting the notion of hope. In
Dt.32:39, the pair mnba;-rdpd'parallel the verbs of killing (mwr hiphil) and

making alive (hyh piel). These three texts are related to Isa. 19:22 (ngp - ry'); Jet.

30:17 (nkh hiphil - 
qp); Hos. 6:l (trp - rp'), and are best evaluated in connection

mdhag. H. Schiifer, "Das Niederschlagen der Feinde: Zum Geschick eines iigyptischen Sinn-
bildes," WZKM, 54 (1957),168-176.

l. WUS, no. 1547; by-form mfil, WUS, no. 1550.

2. AHw, tr (1972), s80.
3. DISO, 147.
4. See below.

23s
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with the notion of the healing God.s Here they also serve to draw mhs into the
semantic range of nkh and ngp.

b. with God as the subject in warfare, God fights against his or his people's enemies
(Dt.33:ll; Ps. 68:221211: ll0:5f.; Hab. 3:13) or against a mythical adversary (Job
26:12).

Although in Hab. 3:13 one might take rd'i mibbQ to be the "head of the family,"
the parallel word yesdy' shows that the reference is to a house, with its roof and
foundation. The second expression, 'dr6y yes68, recalls Ps. l3j:7 (Aril; Ezk. 13:14;
Mic. l:6 (gald). This sparse evidence does not allow the conclusion thatmahas ro'i
represents a fixed formula. The term y"s61 might adroitly be alluding to s6Q for the
sake of creating a play on words: roof and foundation, leader and counselor.

Ps. ll0:5f. contains a series of chiastic correspondences which must be considered
in any explanation of the text. A schematic presentation reveals several relationships:

mhs melallim
yd@n baggbyim
mhs ro'i 'al-'eres rabbA
ydfim rd'i minnahal baddere!
me ldfttm/ g 6y im, me ldllt m/r6' i
mdhas ro'i/ydrtm r6'i, mhs/dyn

If we consider the common elements for ml.tp and dyn, the sense is that of a victory
with the character of judgment confusing the kings and their peoples. If we direct
attention to the objects of mhs, the frst rd'i could be a defeated leader on a broad
plain; if in contrast we consider the two verbs in connection with ro-'J, the physical
aspects emerge: a shattered head (collective) and a head that raises itself in victory.
The poet combines the two aspects to attain a pregnant ambiguity or ambivalence.

In Ps. 68:22(21), r6'i can also be alluding to the leader, although the par. SodSdd
suggests a physical connotation with descriptive value.

The texts of this group all belong to the notion of God as warrior.
c. Israel or its king is the subject of mhs in Nu. 24:8,17; ps. 18:39[38] par. 2 S. 22:39.1n

these cases God's intervention and even his warrior role are unequivocal, something also
discemible in Nu. 24: l7 from the parallelism and preceding oracles (cf. leM l l:6; r2: l l).
Thus for all practical purposes these texts can be subsumed under the previous group.

3. Combinatiorzs. Outside the context of holy war several series or parallels can be
discemed.

Nu. 24:8: yd'f,al sdrdw - !"garEm 'asm1lAhem 
- l1i;qdw yimfiaq. Because of in-

sufficient correspondence between l.t?s and 'esem, some interpreters emend the text to
achieve a parallel to scr and 'esem; in the MT, however, the third expression introduces
a change in function, underscoring it with the alliteration mh{tty

5. +Xl'1 rdpd'.
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Jgs. 5:26: hdlam - mdhaq r6'i - mihas - l.talap raqqd!6. This combination of
expressions bings mdhas into a parallel position with hdlam, and assonance connects

hdlam ard lfilap, mdhaq and mdhas.

Ps. l8:38f.(37f .): rdp, hiimt/ (so 2 S. 22 conta Ps. l8 n.fg hiphil), klh, mhs; 16' qfrm,

npl is a series sooner attesting pleonasm than genuine differentiation; it describes

emphatically the finality of the victory.

lll. LXX. The LXX does not render mdbo{ consistently. The only renderings that

recur are patdssein (3 times) and synthldn (4 times); the other occurrences we bdllein,

bdptein, ekthlibein, thldn, thrailein, katagninai, katatoxefiein, paiein, stronnfein, syn-

tribein, and trtbein.
Alonso-Schiikel

1l1D mahar.' ll'lhD moh-ratT?

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Meaning, Related Words, Distribution' II. OT Usage: l.
Departure; 2. Meals and the Cult; 3. Good Fortune or Disaster; 4. Drinking Songs and Proverbs;

5. The Children's Question. III. LXX.

l.l. EtymoloSy. The etymology of mdlldr is disputed. Although Carl Brockelmannr
postulates an original form *ma'har (root 'hr),2 ,6r" etymology is unlikely, since there

is no trace of the '. G. R. Driver's suggestion3 that mahar belongs with Akk' mafraru,

"confront" (cf. ina mafiri, "before"), is doubtlessly preferable. Other related words

are attested in Canaanite (EA ilmi ma-[a-ri)a and in several Aramaic dialects (Egyp.-

Aram.,s Targ. m"ha4 mahra', Syr. m"hdr). This militates for derivation from mfir.

2. Meaning, Related Words, Distibutioru The term mol.fral unequivocally means

mahdr. J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time. SBT 33 (21969); S. J. DeVries, "Temporal Terms as

Structural Elements in the Holy-War Tradition," W,25 (1975),80-105; idem, "The Time Word

mabar x a Key to Tradition Development," 7AW 87 (1975),65-79l, idem, Yesterday, Today and

Tomorrow: Time and History in the OT (Grand Rapids, 1975); J. Finegan, Handbook of Biblical
Chronology (Princeton, 1964); G. Gerleman, "'Heute', 'Gestern' und 'Morgen' im He-

br6ischen," TAih72 (1967), 84-89; B. Halpern, "The Ritual Background of Zechariah's Temple

Sons," CBQ,,lO (1978), 167-190.

1. VG, t,241.
2. So also GesB.
3. Review of P. Leander, laut- und Formenlehre des Agyptisch-Aramiiischen. Gdteborgs

Hdgskolas Arsskrifi,34 (1925), .tMS, 1932, 178f.
4. AHw, III (1972), 580a.
5. DISO, 148.
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"the following day," and follows upon baryAm hahA' just as mdhdr follows upon
hayydm (2 S. ll:12); kol y6m hammolfrdl follows upon kol-hayydm hahfi' wekol-hal-
layld (Nn. ll:32). The day between a specific day (ydm zibb"kem) and ydm lwliclili
is mol.torAl (Lev. 19:6). The day which in a given context is designated as mihdr (Ex.
9:5f .;32:5f .; I S. 1l:9-ll) and follows upon a night (Gen. 19:34; Jgs. 6:38; I S. 30:17;
lon. 4:7i cf. v. l0) is moh'ra1. Combinations containing mol.t"rd1 include lemolfral
hayydm hahfr'(l Ch.29:21), mimmoVral hahojei (l S.20:27), mimmoVralhappesah
(Nu. 33:3 ; Josh. 5 : 1 I ), mimmoh! ra1 haiiabbdl (Lev. 23: I l, 15f.).

The term mnbdr means "tomorrow, the morrow," and usually has the sense "tG-
morrow" = "on the following day," although it can sometimes be translated with "in
thefuture"(Gen.30:33;Ex. 13:14;Dt.6:20;Josh.4:6,21;22:24,27,28).Theconnection
with bdqer ard ikm hiphil shows that mdhar often means "early tomorrow morning"
(Ex. 9:13-18; cf. 8:16-l9Bng. vv. 20-231; 10:4-13; 16:23; cf. v. 24; Nu. 14.'25; cf.
v.4A; 16:5-7; Josh. 7:13-16:. Jgs. l9:9; I S.9:16-19; l1:9-ll; L9:ll;2 S. ll:12-14;
2K. 10:6-9;2 Ch.20:16-20). Combinations with mfrhnr include kn'e!mnbdr "tomor-
row aboutthis time" (1 S.9:16; lK.l9:2:20:6;2 K.7:1,18; 10:6), and mdl.tArlcA'e1
hau6'!(Josh. ll:6).

The use of mdhdr and moh'rd1 is unequally distributed among the biblical books:
31 occurrences in the Pentateuch, 1l in Joshua, 5 in Judges, 24 in Samuel-Kings,4 in
the prophets, trvice in Proverbs, 3 in Esthet 4 in Chronicles.

II. OT Usage. l. Departure. A person can request of another (e.g., a Levite, Jgs.
l9:9; Uriah,2 S. 11:12; cf. v. 14) to stay the night and pospone departure until
"tomorrow morning." The Israelites set out from Rameses "on the day after" the
passover (Nu.33:3; cf. Josh.5:llf.); laterthey are instructed to setouton adifferent
route "tomorrow" (morning) (Nu. 14:25; cf. v. 40).

2.Mealsandthe Cult. Estherpreparedadinnerfortheking "today"and "tomorrow"
(Est. 5:8,12; cf. v. 4). Saul's intentions toward David are to be disclosed by David's
absence from the Feast of the New Moon "tomorrow and the day after tomorrow"
(1 S.20:5,12,18t.,27). Agreat famine prompts a woman to propose: "Give up your
son; we will eat him today, and we will eat my son tomorrow" (2K.6:28).

A thanksgiving offering (zelal.t t68a1 ieldmtm) must be eaten on the day of the
offering, and may not be left till the morning (bdqer Lev. 7: l5); a votive offering or
a freewill offering is to be eaten on the day of the sacrifice or on the next day (lrv.
7:161' 19:.6). A portion of the food prepared on the sixth day from the manna and quail
was put aside for the following sabbath (Ex. 16:23). The f,rrst sheaf of the harvest is
to be sacrificed as a wave offering on the day after the sabbath (Lrv.23:11,15,16).
After a lament before God in Bethel the people arose early the next morning, built an
altar, and offered sacrifices (Jgs. 21 :4). When Aaron had built an altar before the golden
calf, he announced: "Tomorrow @AhAr) shall be a hag to Yahweh," and early in the
morning of the next day (ikm hiphil; mimmoh'rAfl the celebration took place with
offerings, eating, drinking, and play (Ex. 32:5f.). On the following day Moses entreated
Yahweh to forgive the people (32:301' on celebrating mdltdr cf. Ex. 16.,23; 32:5; I S.
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20:5,18). On the day after Moses tells his father-in-law about being delivered by God

he appointed judges (Ex. 18:13-26). At an offering feast Solomon becomes coregent

on the day after David's thanksgiving prayer for the generous contributions to the

temple construction (l Ch.29:21). God announces Saul's arrival to Samuel: "Tomor-

row about this time I will send to you a man . . . and you shall anoint him to be ruler"
(l S.9:16).

Several texts speak of preparations for a divine sign and/or theophany which is to
take place frbar "tomorrow" (Nu. 16:7,16:. l7:6,23U6:41; 17:81).

Four passages speak of consecration on the day before a proclamation of God's

deeds: before the making of the covenant (the act is postponed until the ydm haii'liit,
Ex. 19: lOf.), the quail miracle (Nu. I l:18), the halting of the waters of the Jordan (Josh.

3:5; cf. 4:6,21), and the casting of lots to determine guilt (Josh. 7: l3).
"Tomorrow" is an important concept in the account of the plagues (Ex. 7:8-l 1: 10),

although it does fulfill different functions in the various accounts and does not occur

in them all. Yahweh declares: "this sign [flies] shall occur l"mahdr" (8:19[23)).

Yahweh set a time and said: "mdhdr Yahweh will do this thing [cattle plague] in the

land" (9:5). The expression mimmoltora.l is used in the account of the actual carrying
out of the plagues (9:6).6 Yahweh twice speaks in conditional terms: "If you op-

pose/refuse . . . mahdr I will cause the heaviest hail to falVbring locusts" (9:l7f .;
l0:4). Moses promises to ask God to take away the flies mdhar (8:25[29]), and

Pharaoh himself is permitted to set the time for the departure of the frogs. He answers

"lemdhdr" (8:6t10]). This precise agreement on the time excludes any possibility of
chance.

Othertextsuselca'elmdl.tnrinthreatsandpromises(l S.9:16; lK.l9:2;20:6;2K.
7:1,18; 10:6;mdbdrkd'ethau6'LJosh. ll:6).Theseoccurrencesof mdharsuggestthat
Yahweh's theophany, signs, or intervention was announced the preceding day.

3. Good Fortune or Disaster It is often said that the defeat of Israel's enemies and,

concomitantly, lsrael's victory will occur "tomorrow," or occurred on the following
day/morning. In warfare God is mnhdr @x. 17:9; Josh. 11:6; Jgs.20:28; 1 S. 11:9f.;

2 K.7:1,18; Est. 9:13; 2 Ch.20:l6f .) or moh'ra1(l S. 5:3f.; ll:ll; 30:16) present in
the midst of his victorious people (Josh. l1:6; 1 S. l1:11; cf. vv. 6,13; 2K.7:1,18; cf.
6:33;7:6) with his rod (Ex. 17:9), with the ark of the covenant (Jgs.2O:27f.; I S. 5: l4),
with the ephod (1 S. 30:17; cf. v. 7f.), through hymn singers before the waniors (2 Ch.

20:14-26). The sign of deliverance (dew on the fleece of wool) also occurred mol.frd!
(Jgs. 6:38).

It also happens that disaster or defeat is predicted for "the following day" (Josh.

22:18; I S. 28:19; I K. 20:6). Defeat is brought about by Yahweh himself because of
sin (Josh. 22:18; I S. 28:19). The day after Saul's death the Philistines defile his corpse

(l S. 3l:8; I Ch. l0:8; cf .2K. 10:6). Jezebel threatens to kill Elijah "tomorrow" (1 K.
19:2). Saul tries to kill David (l S. 19:ll). To become king, Hazael kills Ben-hadad

6. See S. 6. Steingrimsson, Vom 7*ichen zur Geschichte. CB, 14 (1979),227t.
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the day after telling him "you will certainly recover" (2 K. 8:15f.). The planr under
which Jonah sat withered the day after it sprouted (Jon. 4:7).

4. Drinking Songs and Proverbs. Despite an apparently similar formal background,
the hedonistic exhortations in Isa. 22:13; 56:12 evoke different perspectives on the
future. "Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die" (lsa.22:13l' cf. I Cor. 15:32) is
the people's resigned reaction to the disaster. Instead of holding a lament, they celebrate
with an excess of wine and flesh. "come, let me get wine; let us fill ourselves with
strong drink. And tomorrow will be like today, great beyond measure" (Isa. 56:12; cf.
Am. 4: l) is spoken by the selfish shepherds of the people who do nor comprehend the
imminent threat of disaster. The common formal background is that of a drinking song
(cf. Isa. 28:7-lO). Several so-called harpists' songs from Egyptians tombs contain
similar statements, e.g., "Celebrate a cheerful day, you noble one! Forget all that is
bad and think only of joy, till the day when you come into the land that cherishes
silence."T

Prov. 3:28 admonishes a person to be quick to lend aid: "Do not say . . . tomorrow
I will give it [to you]" (cf. Dt. 24:14f.), and Prov. 27:t to be mindful of the
uncertainty of the morrow (cf. Ps. 39:5f.I4f.l; Sir. 18:26; Jas. 4:13-16). A similar
maxim can be found on a statue of the twenty-second dynasty: "Put tomorrow
clearly before us! What is in it is not known";8 compare also the story of the
Eloquent Peasant: "Do not prepare for tomorrow before it is come. One knows not
what evil may be in it."e

5. The Children's Question. This question occurs in three variations: kiyii'Al"ln
bin[d mdhdr le'mdr mah- (Ex. 13:14; Dt. 6:20, Passover celebration), ki-yii'dlfin
b"nAlcm mahfrr l4'mOr mah- (Josh. 4:6,21, stones), mahar y6'm"rfr benAf,em l"ldnAnfr
le'mor mah- (Josh. 22:24,27,28, altar at Gilead). In the first case the son will inquire
at the sacrifice of the frstbornlo about its significance. His father will then recall God's
killing of the Egyptian firstborn. In Josh. 4 the question "what do these stones mean
to you?" is associated with two versions of the crossing of the Jordan.ll The answer
to v. 6 explains the twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan, while that to v. 2l
addresses the Gilgal sanctuary. Both explanations are to recall the miracle of the water
(Josh. 3). The context in Josh. 22 is different. The question in22:24, "What have you
to do with Yahweh, the God of Israel?" is intended as an accusation made to the eastem
tribes, as shown by vv. 2'7f.: "Yot have no portion in Yahweh." To counter this

7. Cf. S. Schott, Altrigyptische Liebeslieder (Zaich,21950), 134.
8. Kairo WB, no.49(58) = WblS, Belegst. Y, aBtlh cited in J. G. Gritrith, "Wisdom About

Tomorrow," HThR, 53 (1960), 219-221.
9. B l, 183, A. Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians (Eng. trans., New york, 1927,

repr. 1971); cf. F. Vogelsang, Die Klagen des Bauem (Berlin, l9M), 146.
10. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962), l0lf.
1 I . J. A. Soggin, Joshua. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972), 43-67; cf . also E. Otto, Das Mazzotfest in

Gilsal. BWANT, lo7t6l7) (1975), esp. II.2.
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accusation in the future, the altar (he real reason behind the accusation) is erected as

a witness to the common faith in Yahweh.l2

IIII. LXX. The LXX usually translates mdhfrr with airion and moh"ral with
eparirion, although mofu"rd1is also rendered wilh artrion (Lev. 7:16; 19:6), metd tdn

afirion (Ex.32:30; I S. ll:11), hi echomdnd (sic, I Ch. 10:8), and td prdi (l S' 5:4).

In Ex. 13:14 mdltdr in the sense of "in time to come" is translated by metd tailta. T\e
parallel in Dt. 6:20 has artrion. The LXX gives no equivalent for mahar in Josh. 4:21;

I S. 20:12 or for mofu"ra1in Josh. 5:ll,l2; Ier.2O:3.
Andrd

12. On the "children's question," cf. recently H.-J. Fabry "Gott im Gespriich zwischen den

Generationen," Katecheti sche Bkiner 107 (1982), 7 54-7 60.
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Contents: I. l. Occurrences;2. Etymology;3. LXX. II. l. Literal Meaning; 2.LiteralMeaning

with Overtones: a. Branch, Stem; b. Rod, Staff. III. Figurative Meaning: l. Tribe; 2. Instrument

of Might (Isaiah); 3. Power (Ezekiel). N. hoblematic Passages. V. l. Qumran; 2. Post-OT Period.

l. I . Occurences. The word mayteh (pl. mattbD occurs 252 times in the Ol I in the

majority of cases with the sociological meaning "tribe." Of these, 111 are in Numbers,

59 in Joshua,27 in Exodus, and 23 in I Chronicles. To these passages one should add

the 6 occurrences in Sirach and the conjectures in Ps. 89:45(Eng. v. 44): Ezr. 9:13.2

The most frequent combinations with matteh are mattEh-lel.tem, mafiAh 'oz, matteh in
parallelism with ielet, in connection with the names of the tribes of Israel, and in the

expression malt?h b"nA . .. , further the expression rd'iA hamman61. Besides matteh

andiElet, other OT words with the meaning "stick, staff" include m"hoqcq (Nu. 2l:18;
Gen.49:10), which acquires the connotation "the ruler, authority" (Jgs. 5:14; Dt. 33:.21)

malteh. S. Cavalletti, "La terminologia ebraica per 'bastone,"' Antonianum' 28 (1953),

4ll-424; W. Dietrich, Jesaja und die Politik BEvTh, 74 (1976), ll5-122, 125-28; A. H. J.

Gunneweg, lzviten und Priesten FRIANT, N.s. 7l[89] (1965),95-98, l7l-188; P. Humbert,
"Etendre la main," W, 12 (1962),383-395; G. Sauer, "Mandelzweig und Kessel in Jer 1116.,"

ZAW 78 (1966), 56-61; H. Valentin, Aaron: Eine Studie lur vor-piesterlichen Aaron-
Uberlieferang. OBO, 18 (1973), 72-81, 158-182; R. de Yaux, Anclsr 4-10; P. Weimar and

F-. Zr.nger, Exodus: Geschichten und Geschichte der Befreiung Israels. SBS, 75 (1975); G. J'

Wenham, "Aaron's Rod (Numbers 1716-1s)," 7AW,93 (1981), 280f.

l. A. Even-Shoshan,A New Concordance of the O?(Jerusalem, 1983), lists 251 occulrences.

2. See IV below.
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and, through its association with Yahweh (Ps. 60:9[7] par. 108:9[8]), becomes one of
Yahweh's titles, and also exhibits the connotation 'Judge" or "king,"3 and maqqal,
"rod, branch, staff."a

2. Etymology. The word malyeh probably derives from ngy.s J. M. A. Janssen6 views it
as a loanword from Egyp. mdw. Akkadran attests the ro ot natfr, " strike, " T although neither
the meaning "stretch forth" nor any subst. *maytfr is attested. Of the substantives referring
to the staff or scepter, fiattu xrrtrs most frequently; iabbitu (Heb. iepe) occurs only in
three texts.S In contrast, malleh occurs in Ugaritice and has now also been attested in the
Ebla texts.l0 ln KTU,tt mtm stands parallel with qith, as in Hab. 3:9.12

3. lXX.The LXX rrses shigma for "staffof bread" (Ps. 105:16; Ezk.4:16; 5:16;
7:ll), skiptron in Hab. 3:9; I S. 14:27,43,zygdsin Isa. 14:5, plegdinlsa. 10:24, and
thym6s in Isa. 10:26 . Jer. 3l:17 uses bahdia; nibdos is used in Gen. 38:18,25 and in
the narratives in which the staffexhibits quasi-magical power (Ex. 7-10; 14:16;17:5,9)
or functions as a sign of Yahweh's might (Ex. 4). In all texts where malyeh means
"tribe" it is translatedby phjle, including Mic. 6:9, where the meaning is diffrcult to
determine.l3

ll. l. Literal Meaning. The term matteh occurs in its literal meaning without
additional connotations in Gen.38:18,25 as one of the pledges Judah gives Tamar;
Jonathan, who is unaware of Saul's oath, carries one (l S. 14:27,43), as do the lrvites
who transport the ark (1 Ch. 15:15). This group also includes the expressionmattah-
lehem (Lev. 26:26; Ps. 105:16; Ezk. 4:16;5:16; 14:13; cf. Sir. 48:2), in reference to
the stick or staffon which the ring-shapedhalld-bread was stacked to keep it away
from mice, etc.,l4 or to the stalk (lhm is attested in the meaning "corn, grain"ls). Since
matt€h-lehem is everywhere associated with the verb ibr and with the explicit mention

3. "?Pn hoq einitznn, festsetzen," THAT l, 628, 630.
4. On the staff and scepter as symbols of authority, cf. G. Fohrer, "Stab," BHHW, [I, 1845;

L. E. Toombs, "Scepter," IDB, IY,234f. (with bibliog.); -, UIU ieQeg -->rp} ntaqqel (Vnl,
548-551).

5. BI-e, 5491n; K8L3,542.
6.L'ATetl'Oient (Louvain, 1957),40; cf.alsoW.B.Kristensen,MKAW, 16114(1954),

591-610.
7. AHw,'u (1962),768.
8. AHw, tII (1981) I I19.
9. WUS, no. 1551; Whitaker, 417; cf . M. Held, "mbd*mbi in Ugaritic and Other Semitic

Languages," JAOS,79 (1959), 169f.
10. TM.75 G.2005 obv. III, 13-17 ssgu-RI]u*tu = mn-li-umr TM.75 G.1426 obv. Itr,8-13

tirgu-RlJ-kal4rudu = ma-!i-um; references by C. Pettinato.
il. 1.3 III, l5f.
12. Cf. M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RSi I, 349.
13. See IV below.
14. HAL, rr (1995), 573.
15. KTU, L16 III, 14 and Ps. 104:15; see M. Dahood, Psalms III. AB, XVIIA (1970),40.
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of famine in a city, the expression probably refers to a city's food supplies. The

expression is always collective, with the exception of Ps. 105:16, "every malEh'

lel.tea."ro

2. Literal Meaning with Overtones. a. Branch, Stem. The expression maftelmal!$!
'62/'uudh (3 times) occurs in the allegorical lament Ezk. 19:10-14 (a product of the

school of Ezekiel that rounds off and concludes Ezk. 19:l-9) with the literal meaning

"branch, stem"; it fashions the allegory by referring simultaneously also to the scepter

of power and to descendants. Israel's ultimate victory is evoked by the image of the

vine. The matt6!'dz could transform themselves irfio iibtC moi"ltm (v. 11), but after

chastisement, expressed in a general sense by the images of the east wind and fire,

there is no longer any strong stem (descendants, tribe) able to transform itself into the

ruler's scepter (v. 14). It is possible that this image has been influenced by the old

Royal Psalm Ps. 110, with the expression matteh-'uu"ba (Ps. 110:2), where matteh

serves more clearly than in any other OT text as the symbol of the royal dynasty Yahweh

has chosen and protects. In Ezk. 19:10-14, mageh is simultaneously the symbol of the

descendants (pl.man61, v. ll) oflsrael in general and ofthe royal dynasty in particular.
.In Jer. 48:17, the elegiac exclamation "how the manEh:dz (par. maqqEl) [of Moab] is

broken!" most closely resembles Isa. l4:5b. This image is a completely fixed expression

and does not refer to the branch or descendants, but rather only to the authority evoked

by the figure "staff of Power."
b. Rod, Staff.T\e "staff" as a concrete object which nonetheless connotes a special

power attributed to Yahweh occurs especially in Exodus and Nu. 17:20151.Ex- 4:2f.

(J) is the oldest passage attesting this notion; both Ex. 7: 15 ("the staff that was turned

into a snake") and Ex. 17:5 ("the staff with which you struck the Nile"; cf. 7:17) then

allude to it. In Ex. 4:2f.,the rod ttrat turned into a serpent is a symbol of Yahweh's

powerful help, while inEx. 4:17 it is the instrument of the manifestation of such power

before Pharaoh. The demonstrative expression "this staff" seems to introduce an

unknown element into the narrative; possibly the intention is to distance the object

from Moses' possession, since it has become the instrument of divine action. This is

also the sense of the E conclusion to the narrative (Ex. 4:20).

In the plague stories, matteh is mentioned 14 times in reference to Moses' or

Aaron's staff; all occulrences belong to P with the exception of Ex. 7:15,17. Martin

NothlT views these two passages as J; apparently, however, the new introduction "thus

says Yahweh" in v. 17 seems contrived after vv. 14,16, and it remains unclear just

who is carrying out the action, Moses or Yahweh. Verse 17 thus might contain the

pre-Yahwistic source of the plague story in which Yahweh himself smites Egypt and

the first-born (7:17; 12:29). As soon as the action shifts into the hand of Moses (as

16. Cf. turther H. Schult, "Marginale zum 'Stab des Brotes,'" 7-DPV 87 (1971), 206-8;

J. Schoneveld, "Het breken van de s6f des broods," NedThT 27 (1973), 132-145; -t olt) lettem

(VII, 521-29) and the postbiblical metaphorical parallel construction "staff of living water"

among the Mandeans; cf. K. Rudolph, Die Mandtier ll. FRIANT N.s. 75[93] (1961),33-37.

17. Exodus. OTL (Eng. tans. 1962),72f.
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Yahweh's instrument?), the rod is introduced. In the other passages in the plague story
the ambiguity is striking; the rod of Moses (Ex.9:23) or of ,t*o, (7:9f.) is mentioned.
The sequence of events is confused; there is no connection between command and
execution as regards the expressions "take/stretch forth the rod," "stretch forth one,s
hand," and "strike with the rod." CompareEx.T:19 with v.20; g:l(5) with v.2(6);
8:12[16] with v. 13[17] and 9:22; t0:t2with9:23; l0:13. Although the menrion of
Aaron in the plague story is universally viewed as a later addition, probably by p, the
lack of consistency in the use of the expression does not permit the attribution to p
of all texts in the plague story which mention mafieh.l8 one might sooner assume a
redaction JE which has combined the expression preferred by E, ..stretch forth one's
hand," with the motif of the powerful rod found in J. In thestory of the crossing of
the sea, the command "stretch out your hand" is given twice (14:16,26), urd it,
execution is narrated tn 14,21,27.In this context the mention of the raising of the rod
seems displaced and to be a redactional attempt (by P?) to associate the irossing of
the sea with the E account of the plagues.

The "staff of God in my hand" in Ex. l7:9 introduces an element of tension into
the narrative of the victory over the Amalekites, where in the final analysis the rod
has no real function. Moses' action is centered in holding up both hands (arms),
although he does need the physical help of both Aaron and Hui. The inrroduction of
the rod into this story might be intended to justify theologically a given acrion
(holding hands up) as having been commanded by yahweh l..starrof cod;'), an acrion
which in the original version of the story, i.e., without any explicit commission by
Yahweh, might have appeared to be an act of magic. In Nu. zoi.i. (p) (water from
the rock in the wilderness of zin), matteh is mentioned 3 times (vv. g,9,ll) in the
middle of the narrative. In contrast to the clear and logical exposition in the other
version of the event in Ex. l7:l-7, Nu. 20 is characterized by an element of tension
between the action focusing on the use of the matteh on the one hand and the
information in v. 8 on the other: it is through the power of Moses' and Aaron's word
that the rock will yield water to the assembled people. Here, too, p has attempted to
correct the elements of the narrative of Ex. 17 as he found them by means of a
theological commentary: Moses' and Aaron's action receives its power not through
magic, but rather through Yahweh's will.

The expression millipna YHWH in Nu. 17:24(9) is alluding to Aaron,s rod in
v. 25(10). In Nu. 11:17:26e-ll) (p), maneft occurs 16 rimes. The unified account of
Aaron's budding rod cannot have been incorporated into the context of Nu. 16-17 as
a positive counterpart in order to show, e.g., that the Aaronites are the only legitimate
priests,le nor to produce an advantage for the Levites over against the laity by -"n-tioning Aaron as the "head" of the tribe of Levi. Rather, thelntention is more likely
to integrate Aaron into the tribe of Lrvi as the genealogies do, thus resolving the old
theoretical and practical problems associated with the ielationship between Levi and

18. Ibid.,67-84.
19. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 196g), 130f.
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Aaron. It is hardly conceivable that a rod was kept in the temple as a relic, as A. H. J.

Gunneweg suggests.20

III. Figurative Meaning.
l. Tribe. The transition from the literal meaning "branch, rod" to the sociological

meaning "fibe" is reflected perhaps in Nu. l8:2. The translation of ma11€h lEwt par.

iebet'abtka might be "tribe of Levi, branch of your father." There is no persuasive

reason simply to repeat the term "tribe." The sense of mat1eh as "tribe" is preferred

not only because of the notion of the "magelr of power" under which all the members

of a group are subsumed, but also because of the image of the different branches which

belong to the same tree trunk (i.e., stem/trunk [Ger. "Stamm"] > tribe). A third

component would be the sexual connotation of matteh, which is probably attested in

several Ugaritic texts2r and perhaps implied in Ps. 89:45(44) if one reads mattdh har6,

"branch of procreation"; this variant might be supported by parallelism with vv.

30,37(29,36).n
There does not seem to be any difference between malleh and ielet in the meaning

"tribe," although ma11eh occurs predominantly in reference to the names of the tradi-

tional tribes.
a. P uses malyeh systematically in its lists, although this does not imply that such

usage is exclusive to P nor that P initiated the use of mal1eh in the sense of "tribe."

This more likely reflects conunon exilic and postexilic usage.23

P lists in whichmageh is used in the sense of "tribe" include: Nu. 1:20-46 (the

census of the tribes);2:3-31(the arrangement of the tribes while encamped); 10:14-27

(the order of march out of the Sinai desert); l3:4-15 (the list of spies as representatives

of the tribes);34:18-28 (the lists of those commissioned to divide the land among the

nine and one half tribes).
Nu. l:2046 probably represents the older document which served as the reference

for 2:3-31; 10:14-27.2a The list of spies seems to be an ad hoc construction by P based

on the model of 1 :5- 15, whose order of tribes it essentially duplicates. In its own turn,

Nu. 34:18-28 takes the two preceding lists as its model. The appearance of old names

both in Nu. 13 and in Nu. 34 shows merely that the author had access to such names;

it says nothing about the age of these lists. Because of their structure and the high

overall numbers, Nu. 1:5-15; 26:5-51 seem to be the oldest documents from the period

of the organization of the tribes. These served as the model for the lists of P, the former

for the lists of the n"iiim, the latter for the lists of tribes. Neither of the two lists uses

ma!!eh, prompting the question whether the genuinely older element in Nu' l:20-46

20. P. 184.
21.Cf. KTU, 1.23,27,40,44,47;otherpossible occurrences are listed in whitaker,4l7.
22.H.-J.Kraus,Psalrzs 60-150(Eng.trans.,Minneapolis, 1989), l99,20Oteadsmaylahh6!4,

"his powerful scepter."
2j. U. Noth, Aberlieferungsgeschichtliche Srudien (Tiibingen, 1943)' 184'

24. On the high num-bers, cf. G. E. Mendenhall, "The Census Lists of Numbers I and 26,"

JBL 77 (1958), 52-66.
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does not consist in the simple mention of the tribe, lilnA + number. The two later lists,
10:14-27 and 34:18-28, luse matleh + b.ni + the name of the tribe.

b. In Josh. 13:15,29; 15: l-19:48 (with the exception of 17: l), the pattern is matteh
+ b'nA + name of the tribe. The expression is used consistently in the story of the
division of the land, both in Transjordan and in Canaan, in the oldest stratum of the
book of Joshua. The most uniform text is preserved in Josh. l8:ll-19:4g, where the
description of the possessions of each tribe commences with the formula "the lot of
the tribe of NN came up . . ." and concludes with the formula "this is the inheritance
of the sons of . . . according to their families." Despite the regularity of the formulation,
malleh does not occur in 19:10,16; 19:17 (Issachar 

- the sons oflssachar); or in 19:32,
where the "sons of Naphtali" is repeated before and after "and the sixth lot came out."
with the exception of 19:10,16, the absence of maneh in the beginning or concluding
formula generates an element of uncertainty suggesting the presence of textual corrup
tion. The formula "tribe of the sons of . . ." sesms to have been the one usually
appearing in the source before the redactor. This is confirmed by the usage in l3:15,29b
(distribution by Moses in Transjordan) and 15:1,20 (beginning and concluding formula
of the distribution of land to Judatr), in negative fashion also by 13:24, where the
absence of the customary formula led to the repetition "tribe of Gad - sons of Gad."

Josh. l7:1 constitutes the only exception in the use of "tribe" within the narrative
of the division of the land, a fact that might be explained by the complex relationship
between Joseph, Ephraim, and Manasseh. Joseph is never referred to as a "tribe," but
rather as a "house" (17:17) or "sons of" (16:l; 17:14,16; but cf. Nu. 36:5). Similar
references are made to the "sons of Ephraim" (16:5,9) and the "sons of Manasseh,'
(16:9), although both are also referred to as "tribes." Hence matteh is usually used
when the context involves a tribe's possessions.

The combinatron matteh + tribal name is used in Josh. 7:1,r8; 13:24; 17:l;20:g (3
times); andin2l:4-22:l (25 times), with the exception of 2l:9- The three occurrences
in 20:8 are additions to the nucleus of the text about cities of refuge (Josh. 20:7-9aba);
the lists of the levitical cities in Josh. 2l doubtlessly belong to the post-Deuteronomistic
period when Samaria had so receded from Jerusalem's purview that not a single locale
in Samaritan territory is mentioned. [n contrast, Josh. 7:1,18 belongs to the older stratum
of the etiological story of Achan from the tribe of Judah, and 13.24 resulted from a
possible textual comrption after ttre elimination of the formula "tribe of the sons
of...."

A comparison between the use of matteh + name of the tribes in Numbers and in
Joshua leads to the conclusion that the oldest stratum in the lists did not contain the
word matteh,' a later usage is matteh + tribal name as in Nu. l:21-43, and a third stage
wed mal1eh + bcni + tribal name, although the postexilic texts revert to matteh + name
(Josh. 2l:4-38; I ch. 6:45-65[60-80]). In I chronicles, the expression mayteh + bena
+ tribal name (3 times) is limited to I Ch. 6:50t651).

"The heads of the fathers' houses of the tribes of the people of Israel" (rd'ia 4b6l
hammaytdl lilna yisrd'El, Nu. 32:28; Josh. 14:l; 19.51;21:l) is a fixed expression (p)
with reference to Eleazar and Joshua, the son of Nun. The P-character of the expression
is unequivocal since the intmduction of Eleazar in Ex. 6:25. I K. g:1 par.2 ch.5:2
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unite in an undifferentiated enumeration "the elders of Israel, all the heads of the tribes,

and the leaders of the fathers' houses of the people of Israel." A similar enumeration

appears in the later addition to P in Nu. 7:2, where the leaders of Israel, the heads of

the fathers'houses, and the leaders of the tribes are all mentioned'

2. Instrument of Might (Isaiah). Isa. l0:5,15, the most important text for the under-

standing of malyehin Isaiah, is an oracle against Assyria generally held to be genuine.

The tandem iElet/matteh (as inclusio) implies that Assyria is the insffument for chas-

tisement by Yahweh, although this chastisement will not be ultimate. That instrument,

however, sought independence and overstepped the bounds Yahweh imposed on its

commission. Through its own destruction Assyria is to realize that Yahweh is the only

master of history, and that the nations play but a limited roll in this drama. The

chastisement of Assyria in Isa. 10:24-27a, an oracle of promise to Israel, completes

10:5-15. Thepur iele/ma11eh (v.26, matteh-.i6r) undergoes a shift in meaning. Assyria

is no longer the instrument, but rather the enemy who must be annihilated. The terms

iEpet and matleh, now without za'mi and'appt (x in l0:5), are symbols of Assyrian

aggression (v. 24) and of Yahweh's punishment (v. 26). The motif of the matteh hx

"rot"a 
the allusion to Midian in Isa. 10:26 through the association Midianites-

Amalekites (Jgs. 7:12) with the story of Moses and the Amalekites (Ex. l7:9, rod of

God). The expression be/ereft misrayim in Isa. 10:24,26 is dependent on Ex. 14:16,

since here, too, the raising of the staff is a sign of deliverance for Israel. The pair

matteh/iElet also appears in Isa. 9:3[4], integrated into the image of the yoke (cf' Isa'

rc::nl\ in three-part parallelism with reference to oppression. Here, too, the image of

the malteh (through literary dependence on Isa. 10:24-27 a?) is associated with the day

of Midian.2s
It does not seemjustified to draw on Isa. l4:5, "Yahweh has broken the staffofthe

wicked, the scepter of rulers," in the explanation of the "broken reed" in Isa. 42:3

(broken staff oibroken reed as a symbol of those condemned to death = 7ei6'i4261.

The parallelism with ielet mdlcltm on the one hand, and the incorporation of the image

into a text directed against the king of Babylon on the other, show clearly that the

image is referring to the ruler's power. Isa. l4:5,20b,21 refer to a single addressee in

"ont ^t 
to the plural in vv.4b + 6-20. The composition of l4:4b-20(21), however, is

a unity. The point of departure is a mythological motif (vv. 12-15) which with the aid

of various ideas has been assimilated to the Jerusalem theology. The whole shows the

influence of Isaiah's theology, something clearly manifested in the favored motif

matteh-iEf,et, which is strongly colored by anti-Assyrian polemic. This does not mean,

however, that the text aims directly at Assyria. Isa. 14 is directed not so much against

a specific person or power as against any person or power that would usurp Yahweh's

power. Two paradigms are portrayed. Verse 5 alludes to the hybris of the old enemy

25. + Dl' ybm (Y1,7-32).
26. Ct. I. riegrictr, "zur Interpretation von Kap.42,l-4," Studien zu Deuteroiesaja. BWANT,

77141251 (1938), 164; repr. ThB,20 (1963).
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Assyria, while v. 12 contains a mythical motif, Helal, the son of dawn. Setting up one's
throne on the Zaphon means setting it up on Zion (cf . Ps. 48); whether Assyria or Helal
is the power attempting to install itself in Jerusalem, it will be punished.

The motif i€let-matteh recurs in Isa. 30:31f. (usually considered post-Isaianic),
apparently in the context of anti-Assyrian polemic. Here, however, the expression has
lost its theological meaning and portrays a violent image within an apocalyptic descrip-
tion of Yahweh's advent to punish the nations. In Isa. 28:27, matteh-ieley might be
intended in the purely literal sense as an instrument used for certain agricultural tasks.
The unit 28:23-29, however, contains other expressions ("Yahweh of hosts," 'e;il,
which Isaiah uses in a technical sense to describe Yahweh's political decisions. Quite
possibly 

- and this is why the piece was inserted into the book of Isaiah - the
substance of this wisdom parable from agricultural life might be genuinely Isaianic.
Assyria had a commission to be carried out with rod and staff, but executed it with the
wheels of its chariots instead. The implicit conclusion is the same as in Isa. l0:5-15;
lO:24-27a; 14:5: Yahweh again takes control of the situation and chastises the person
who has not understood what it means to be Yahweh's instrument. Behind this parable
we note the perplexity of the Jerusalemites, who see that from a certain moment on
(713?) Isaiah is announcing a message of good news or at least the destruction of the
enemy.

3. Power (Ezekiel). Ezk.7: l0 needs no modification, since matteh can be understood
as power (concretum pro abstracto) in direct parallelism with hazzdd.6n. The connota-
tion of "power" which mayteh usually has shifts to "act of violence" when it involves
the power of the unrighteous. Ezk. 7: I I also says this: power arises and becomes the
scepter of wickedness. Cf. also Isa. l4:5.

IV. Problematic Passages. Hab. 3:9acr: MT i"!u'61matt6!'omer is unintelligible.
The term matt6! should be translated in parallelism with v. 9a as "arrow,"27 while'mr
is a noun with prothetic aleph from mrr: "strength, might."2S The term.irfu'61 conceals
a form of iD' with accusative: that with which a person sates himself, intended figura-
tively. The entire verse might be translated: "Your bow is completely bare, your arrows
sated with power." Yahweh is ready to begin his acts of war. The meaning "arrow"
can alsobe assumed in Hab.3:l4a; the general sense is clear.

A grammatically adequate resolution emerges in Ezr. 9: 13 even without altering the
consonantal text if one reads lemattelr instead of lemattd: "Thou hast spared some of
our evil deeds from the rod," whereby ru is partitive and /a separative instead of min,
which is normally used with hik. The pair h{k-mattelr also appears in Prov. 24:l1b (cf .

in Prov. 13:24 hik iEle): "that you might spare the rods of execution," whereby 'irz
is precatory as in Ps. 95:7: "O that. . . ."

Various translations are given for matteh in Mic. 6:9: "tribe" (NRSV) or "rod of

27. Cf . 1.2 above.
28. Dahood, AB, XYllA, 21.
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correction" (Ger. Zuchtrute).2.t 11 one divides and points the words differently than the
MT, one might translate: "If they hear him who guides [bends] them, who could accuse
him?" Then mth wou.ld be the hiphil participle of nth, "bend, guide," which is used
figuratively, e.g., in reference to the hearts of adversaries (2 S. l9:15[4]). This trans-
lation fits the forensic context well.3o

Simian-Yofre

Y. l. Qumran. In contrast to the Mandeans,3l the Qumran Essenes had no special
use for a staffor scepter. The term matteh occurs more than 15 times, always in the
meaning "tribe," unless one follows Jean Carmignzrc's suggestion that lQM 5:l is
speaking of the scepter of the prince of Israel.32 Usually, however, one reads mgn,
"shield," in the lacuna, which seems more evident, since only a shield would have the
necessary surface area upon which to write the names of the twelve tri.};r-s (iiWA) of
Israel. The we of iZlet (14 more times in IQM) clearly recedes in the Temple scroll
(3 times) behind matteh, which appears here especially in the sacrificial regulations
(llQT 18-24), in synonymous parallelism with idQet (llQT 18:16[?]; 2l:2), with the
"clans oflsrael" (19:14f.), the "children of Israel" (22:12), and the "children ofJacob"
(23:-t).

2. Post OT-Period. In the post-OT period a rich matrix of associations developed
especially regarding the rod of Moses, prompted essentially by the miraculous powers
of this rod (cf. Ex.4;7; Nu. 20:llf.; cf. also Gen. 30:37ff.:2 K.4:19; 6:6). The
Apocrypha views the rod of Moses as a branch from the trees of paradise or from the
tree of life.33 In rabbinic messianic expectation the rod of Moses is identical with the
rod of the redeemer,3a and in Christianity ultimately with the cross of Christ.35

Fabry

29. W. Rudolph, Micha. KAT XIlll3 (19'15),114.
30. Cf. F. Frezza, Ascendenze ftlologico-letterarie semitico-nordoccidenrali (diss., Rome,

1977), t2O-22.
31. Cf. K. Rudolph, 33ff.
32. J. Carmignac, l-a Rigle de la Guerre des Fils de lumiire contre les Fils de tinibres (Pais,

r958),75.
33. G. Widengren, The King and the Tree of Life in Ancienr Near Eastem Religion. UUA,

l95ll4, 38f.; 55f.
34. Cf. B. Murmelstein, "Adam, ein Beitrag zur Messiaslehre (Forsetzung und Schluss),"

wzKM,36 (1929), ss.
35. Cf. Tertullian De bapt. ix; R. Reitzenstein, Dre Vorgeschichte der chistlichen Taufe

(L*ipzig, 1929), 38 1 ; K. Rudolph, Die Mandiier II, 36; C. Schneider, "pdp6oq," TDNT Yl,
966-971, esp.969f.
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1l2D matar; dli\ geiem; d-1!. zerem??

Contents: I. The Various Words for Rain: l. Frequency;2. Meaning. II. Rain as a Natural
Phenomenon. III. Yahweh and the Rain. IV. Yahweh./Ba'al and the Rain. V. Rain in Metaphors
and Comparisons: l. Secular References; 2. Religious References to Salvation and Judgment;
3. Apocalyptic Usage.

I. The Various Words for Rain.
l. Frequency. Biblical Hebrew has access to a series of words that refer to rain or

to certain aspects ofrain. According to frequency, the following nouns and verbs occur:
mAfir(38 times), geiem(35 times), zerem(9 times), malqdi (8times), ielep(6times),
r"!t!im (6 times), fuAztz (3 times), mdreh (3 times), and ybreh (2 times), as well as

single occurrences of gdiem, $agfir zarztp, sAptalt, i"'irtm, and'afiptm. Specific verbs
include iqp Ql times), mtr (16 times), yrlr (3 times), zrm (2 times), and gim (once). To
these one can also add -+ )V pl, "dizzle, dew," or -+ EttD mayim, "water,"l as well
as iemen as a metaphorical expression for rain.2

Most of these words are attested throughout the Semitic languages: matdr occtxs in
Syriac, Arabic, Aramaic, and Ugaritic, where it is by far the most common noun and
verb. Ugaritic occasionally also attests the noun rbb, "dizzle," and the noun y,!
"raindrops, rain," and once each the noun g.ia, "cloudburst," and the verb zrm, "rain."
Furthermore, Syr. i€gma'and Arab. (,asama are related to Heb. g.im; Akk. zunnu (the
usual word for "rain"), Arab. zarama IY "to thunder," and Ethiop. zdnam, "rain," are
compared with Heb. zrm; Heb. .itp corresponds to Arab. satafa, Heb. l.tu to Arabic
nouns, Heb. sph to Arabic words, Heb. zrp to Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic words, and
Heb. yrh/mrh can also be compared to certain Arabic words. For the most part each of
these words is attested at least once in another Semitic language. Since Ugaritic attests
at least five of the fifteen different designations, one can assume that these words are
typically West Semitic constructions.

2. Meaning. As regards the semantic nuances of these words, the most frequently

mAlar. G. Dalman, AuS, | (1928), s.y.,' H. W. Hertzberg, "Regen," BHHW trI, 1558-1571;
R. Hillmann, Wasser und Berg: Kosmische Verbindungslinien zwischen dem kanaaniiischen
Wettergott und Jahwe (drss., Halle, 1965); L. Kiihler, "Hebriiische Vokabeln 17," 7-qW,55 (1937),
16l-174; M. Noth, The OT World (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966); J. van der Ploeg, "Prov xxv
23," W, 3 (1953), 189-192; P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. SW, 6
(1958); R. B. Y. Scott, "Meteorological Phenomena and Terminology in the O't," ZAW &
(1952), 1l-25:E. F. Sutcliffe, "The Clouds as Water-Carriers in Hebrew Thought," W, 3 (1953),
99-103; H.-J. Zobel, "Der bildliche Gebrauch von lmn im Ugaritischen und Hebriiischen," ZAW
82 (1970),209-216.

l. Reymond,23.
2. Zobel.
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occurring one, mAlAr (rendered consistently in the LXX as hyet6s), is also the most
general term for rain.3 According to Dt. I l:14, it can be further subdivided into y6reh,
"early rain," and malqdi, "latter rain" (also lob 29:23).In Isa. 30:23, rain is necessary

for the growth of the seed and refers to the winter rain. The combination mafir sahep
(Prov. 28:3) refers to something like a devastating "downpour." Also, matdr is tsed
in connection withmayim, "water" (Job 5:10), 'egb lal, "dewdrops" (Job 38:28), or
simple tal, "dew" (Dt.32:2), to circumscribe all sorts of moisture that comes from the
heavens (2 S. l:21;1 K. l7:l). "Thunder" (qAlt I S. l2:17f.) or "lightning and

thunder" (boztz qdl6!; Job 28:26;38:25) are used together with mdtdr In Jer. l0:13
par. 51:16; Ps. 135:7, rain is associated with lightning and in Isa.4:6 with a "storm"
(zerem1. The combination of rain, hail, and thunder occurs in Ex. 9:33f., and of rain,
rainshower (r"|tptm), and penetrating rain (zarztp) in Ps. 72:6.

The next most frequent noun, geiem, exhibits a slightly different meaning.a It, too,
can encompass the "early" and "latter" runs $tdreh and malq6i, Joel2:23 [BFIS]; the
same series in Jer. 5:24; both words constitute a "specifying appositive" to geiem;5

cf. Dt. 11:14), can be used together with malq6,,i (Hos. 6:3) or, given the temporal
indication "three months before the harvest," can refer thus to the "latter rain" (Am.
4:7); it can also, however, refer to the winter rains (Cant. 2:ll; cf .Isa. 55:10: par. ieleg,
"snow") or to rain in a very general sense (Isa. M:14; Jer. 14:4; I K. 17:7,14). Thus
the plural form in l-ev.26:4 likely refers to the various seasonal rains.6 More striking
associations are those of clouds (ndli'or'a-D), storm (maD, and rain (l K. l8:45; Prov.
25:14), winds and rain (2 K. 3:17; cf . Ezk. l3:11,13), or clouds and rain (Eccl. l1:3),
since these allude to the actual meaning of geiem as "downpour" (cf. also Ezk. l:28:
therainbowonthedayof rain).Thusthepluralform (Ezk.34:26; Ezr. l0:9,l3,and
elsewhere) implies "heavy showers," as do the genitive combinations mctar-geiem
(Znc. l0:l), geiem mfrtdr, md geiem mitr6! (Job 37:6).7 Finally, the expression geiem
l6tep, "deluge of rain" (Ezk. 13:ll,l3;38:22), and the rain of the flood story (Gen.

7:12:'8:2) should be noted.
As far as zerem is concerned, we have already anticipated its meaning as "cloud-

burst," "stormy weather." The combination zerem mayim (Isa.28:2; Hab. 3:10; cf.
BIIS) circumscribes the strong downpour of a sudden cloudburst, zerem baraQ a de-
structive "hailstorm" (Isa. 28:2), and zerem qtr the "storm that dashes against a wall,"
threatening its stability (Isa. 25:4); the verb is used accordingly to refer to the pouring
out of water from the clouds (Hab. 3:10 conj.; Ps. 77:lSBng. v. l7l) and to rinsing or
washing away (Ps. 90:5). In Isa. 30:30, zerem is associated with a preceding nepes,

"bursting, shattering,"8 and mentioned together with "hailstones." Finally, Job 24:8;
Isa. 4:6; 25:4;32:2 speak of shelter from such violent weather. This overview shows

3. Cf. Scott, 23; Reymond, 22.
4. Cf. Scott,23; Reymond, 22.
5. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 55.
6. Scott, 23.
7. Idem, "the falling of rain, but possibly with the sense of heavy rain, showers."
8. Reymond, 23: hendiadys.
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at least that zerem consistently evokes the negative aspects of the ravaging, threatening,
or destructive results of such weather.

The term malqdi always refers to the "latter rains" in the spring.e It stands after
mAfir (Dt. l1:14; Job 29:23;Zec. l0:l), after geiem (Hos.6:3; Joel 2:23; aLso Jer.

5:24), and after r"lipim (Jer. 3:3). The combination "early and latter rains" appears in
Dt. 11:14; Jer.5:24;Joel 2:23. Theexpression'd!malq6,i "cloudsof thelatterrains,"
occurs in Prov. l6:15.

The counterpart of the latter rain is the "early rain" anticipated in autumn. In Joel
2:23 (twice); Ps. 84:7[6], this is replacedby mbreh; inZec.l0:1, the LXX amplifies
with "at the time of the early rain. " l0 In contrast, the form ybreft appears in Dt. I I : 14;

Jer.5:24. Both words derive from the same root -+ il'lr yrh, which in Hos. 6:3; 10:12;
Prov. 1l:25 means to "rain, moisten, refresh," yet in other contexts to "throw" and
to "teach. " l l Wilhelm Rudolphl2 associates the first-mentioned yrh semantically with
rwh, "dinkone's fill,"13 from which thenybreh andmbreh also derive. InJoel2:23a,
the Targ. and Vulg. (probably also Qumran: Teacher of Righteousness) interpretmdreh
as "teacher" and thus derive it from the other root yrlr. Gustaf Dalmanla refers to
Jewish tradition which interprets the early rain among other things also as "teacher,"
"because it teaches (mdrd) people to bring in their fruits [into the house] and to seal

their roofs [against inclement weather]." The merely folk character of this ingenious
etymology emerges in the rest of the citation, which interprets the early rain also "as
a satiater that sates the earth (marwE), soaking it to the depths, but which also as . . .

an archer aims at the earth, though not shooting (yOrE) in anger." Dalman himself
suggests that "this latter interpretation . . . is basically on target," since the early rain
is the "rain of the archer," arriving at the time "when the course of the sun advances
through the zodiac sign of the 'archer' [Sagittarius]." This reference to the zodiac,
however, shows that the etymological explanation only came about retrospectively.
Thus the most probable solution is to derive both words ftom yrh as a by-form of
rwh.ts

The noun ietep refers in Job 38:25 to "torrents of rain,"16 since it stands parallel
here to k"ziz qOl61, which is used in Job 28:26 in parallelism with mitdr Ps. 32:6 speaks

of the "rush of many waters" (iEtep mayim rabbim), and Nah. 1:8 of an "overflowing
flood" (ieyep 'aler). Prov. 27:4 associates this noun with "anger" ('ap). Conceming
Dan. 9:26, "and its end will come with a flood"; ll:-22, "empires of the flood shall
be inundated," see the comms.

The root.irp, which occurs much more frequently than the noun, means to "overflow,

9. Scott, 23, with etymological information.
10. Cf. the comms.
11. HAL, U (1995), 436.
12. Hosea. KAT XllUl (1966), 132.
13. So also (8t3.
t4. AuS, Vt (1928), 122.
15. Cf. Scott, 23.
16. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. MT XVI (1963), 488.
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flood" (Isa. 8:8; 10:22; Jer.47:2; Ps.69:3,16[2,15); 124:4; Cant. 8:7; Dnl. ll:10,
22,26,40), though also "wash away, wash off, cleanse" (Lev.6:21128l; l5:11,12; I K.
22:38; lob 14:19; Isa. 43:2;Ezk. 16:9), and is used in reference to the flowing of
streams (2 Ch. 32:4; Ps. 78:20). Quite often the ptcp. i6Ep is associated with a noun:
geiemi6tdp, "pouringrain" (Ezk. 13:II,l3;38:22),nahali6t€p, "overflowingstream"
(Isa. 30:28; 66:12; ler. 47:2), zerem mayim knbbifim idl"ptm, "storm of mighty, over-
flowing waters" (Isa. 28:2), and figuratively sr2s i6tzp, "plunging horse" (Jer. 8:6), and

iQ i6pp, "overwhelming scourge" (Isa. 28:15,I8).
The Hebrew pluralia tantum rcf;tptm probably refers to "rainshowers," a "sudden

shower."lT In Ps. 65:11(10), such showers refer to the early rains, since they "soften"
the dried earth (mwg polel). Jer. 3:3 might mean something similar if this term is
interpreted not as synonymous with malqbi,l8 but rather as a substantive counterpart
to the latter rains. Such rainshowers, however, also fall upon the "herbs" ('Cieb; Dt.
32:2;Mic.5:6[7]), causing them to grow. It stands parallel b mafir in Ps. 72:6, to the
root gim in Jer. 14:22, and in connection with tal in Mic. 5:6[7]). Since the hapax
legomenon Seirim functions as a synonym of this term in Dt. 32:2, it probably has the
same meaning,le "rainshower for the new fresh grass" (deie').

Am.7:4 should be read lirQt! 'ei, "rain of fire."2o
Before briefly addressing the other words that occur only once, we must yet consider

the term koziz. KBL3 renders the plural inZnc.l0:l (Sir. 35[32]:26) as "strong (gust
of) wind," and the expression b"ztzqal6!(Job28:26;38:25; Sir.40:13) as "thunder-
clap."zt Dalman22 early saw that "although one's inclination is to associateHeb. hdzlz
with a thunderclap, it probably refers rather to a thunderhead." With this reference in
mind, Georg Fohrer23 suggests the meaning "storm cloud," which can also be accom-
panied by "thunder." That this word does indeed refer to such clouds bringing the
anticipated latter rains emerges clearly fromZec. 10: l, though it is also suggested by
the two passages from Job. Georg Sauer2a aptly renders this term in Sir. 35(32):26 with
"rain" and in Sir. 40:13 with "thunderstorm."

Finally, Prov.27:15 speaks of a "continual dripping on a rainy day" (y6m sagfir).
The term zarzip, occurring only in Ps.72:6, is almost always interpreted not as a noun,25

but rather as a verbal form (zirz"pfi or yarztpfr).26 The term sdptal.t is attested only in
Job 14:19 (pl. with 3rd fem. sg. suf.), where GesB translates it as "pouring rain" and

17. Cf. Scott, 23, also conceming etymology; Reymond, 22: Fr. bruine, "small drizzling
rain."

18. So Scott,23.
19. Scott, 23, n. l; Reymond, 22: Fr. pluie douce, "soft raln."
20. Correctly so interpreted most recently by Wolff, 292.
21. Aheady so interpreted by Kiihler, 173.
22. P.215.
23. P.392.
24. Jildische Schiften aus hellenistisch-rbmischer tuit, llV5 (Gtitersloh, 1981).
25. Thus interpreted only by GesB.' "strong, penetrating rain."
26. H. Schmidt, Die Psalmen. HAT XV (1934), 136; BHK; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng.

trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 74: "like showers that water the land"; similarly HAL; BHS.
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KBL3 as "downpour." Gustav Hdlscher,2T BHK, and Fohrer28 suggest readrng s"htpi
instead, which r(BZ3 translates as "downpour" (though cf. also 8F1,S). Perhaps'"rtptm
in Isa. 5:30 should also be mentioned, which KBZ3 translates as "trickle, drip."

II. Rain as a Natural Phenomenon. The discussion has already either mentioned
or alluded to the various kinds of rain, their intensity and seasonal sequence, and their
meaning. At this point the OT evidence itself can be evaluated.2e

The enthusiastic portrayal of the land where Israel is to dwell (Dt. 11) emphasizes

the characteristic differences in a comparison between the promised land with Egypt.
Whereas in Egypt one must water the fields "by foot" after sowing seeds (v. l0),
Palestine is "a land of hills and valleys, which drinks water by the rain from heaven"
(v. 11). The decisive factor affecting the land's yield is not human effort, but rather the

rain, which is inaccessible to human control.
This high estimation of rain is also expressed by the fact that a season is named

after the rain, and that various designations are used to refer to the rain associated

with specific months. The "time of heavy rain" (Ezr. 10:13) is winter;30 "winter"
and "rain" belong together (Cant.2:ll). It was at this time, which included such

rain, that all the people shivered in the open square before the temple on the

twentieth day of the ninth month, which corresponds to our month of December
(Ezr. l0:9).31 According to Dalman,32 this period of winter rains lasts from December
to March.

It is noteworthy, however, that the OT emphasizes both the early33 and latter rains

much more strongly than the winter rains. Dalman3a considers this an attestation to
their crucial economic significance, and to the fact that on the whole the winter rains

do come every year.

The early rains "water" the earth (rwlr hiphil: Isa. 55:10), "soften it" (Ps.65:ll[10]),
and make it fruitful (Isa. 55:10). They fall from the middle of October to the middle
of November,35 just as according to Jewish reckoning (Gen. 7:11) the flood began on

Nov. 17, i.e., during the time of the early rains.36 7,ec. l4:L7 gives the impression that
participation in the Feast of Tabernacles in October involves an assurance of rain that
must be referring at least to the early rains,37 Saturation of the earth (cf. Job 38:27)

27. Das Buch Hiob. HAT Xvll (1952),3'7.
28. P.239.
29. Cf . the meteorological data in Noth, 28-32, 35: Scott, 12-16, 19; Hertzberg, 1569f., as

well as the bibliographical information there.
30. Cf. Scott, 16; Reymond, l9-24;He*zberg, 1568, 1571.
31. Dalman, 190.
32. Ibid., 172; information conceming amounts of rain is given on pp. 173-77.
33. Cf. Reymond, l8f.; Hertzberg, 1571.
34. P. 177.
35. Dalman, l19; statistical data given on pp. 128-130.
36. Ibid., 123.
37. Cf. also Lev.26:3-5; K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT, lY (1966), 365: "in all probability . . .

part of the agenda of the autumnal festival."
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means soaking to a depth of 40 centimeters (16 in.).38 The early rain is followed by a
pause in the rains, the earth dries up somewhat, and the farmer can begin planting.3e

The latter rain is even more important for the land's yield.{ It is with this rain and

this rain only that the plea inZec. 10:l is concemed. It "refreshes, revives the earth"
(Hos. 6:3 conj.; cf. Isa. 55:10), and "moistens" it (Ps. 72:6).T\e latter rain is expected
three months before the harvest (Am. 4:7), i.e., after March/April. Jewish reckoning
also dates the end of the Flood (Gen.8:4,14) to the end of the rains and the time of
drying, i.e., to the beginning of summer.al Although the latter rain occurs primarily
during April, it can also continue to fall in May. Dalmana2 supplies information con-
cerning levels of rain and draws attention to the fact that this latter rain is absolutely
necessary for a good yield of grain crops,a3 as expressed by the Arabic proverb: "It is
the life of human beings."++

How the rain falls is also important, something revealed by the various nouns
themselves. The term matar is largely associated with the notion of an intensive,
penetrating rain such as that which falls in winter (cf. Isa. 3O:23; Ps. 72:6), though
this might be contradicted by the comparison inDt.32:2, where the verb 'rp is used,

which means to "dizzle, drip." If the point of comparison is the constant evenness
with which such rain falls, then the verb '4p might express the most essential feature
of the winter rain as a longer lasting, steady rain. This is also suggested by the plural
form of geiem used to refer to the winter rain in Ezr. 10:9,13. Other terms and
combinations suggest that especially the early and latter rain, though also the winter
rain, fall as brief downpours or showers. Thus, e.g., Prov. 16: I 5 can employ the image
of the "clouds of the latter rains," and Ezk. l:28 that of the rainbow after the
downpour.

Human beings owe virtually everything to rain in the larger sense. Spring causes

the flowers to bloom again; it is the "time of singing" (Cant.2:12). "All green things"
grow (Gen.2:5;Dt. 32:2;25.23:4 conj.), and "the land shall yield its produce" (Lev.
26:4);rz;in is forthe "seed" (Isa.30:23), the "land," the "earth," the "mown grass"
(Dt. ll:14,17; 1 K. l8:l; Jer.l4:4;Ps.'12:6;147:8), or for "your land" (Dt. 28:12,24;
I K. 8:36). The bounty of fields made fertile by the rain includes "grain, wine, and
oil" (Dt. 11:14; Joel 2:24; cf .Ezk.34:27), as well as "grass for your livestock" @t.
l1:15), the fruit from the trees of the field (Lev. 26:4;Ezk.34:27), and the oak or cedar.
The rain is responsible for people having bread enough to eat their fill (Lev. 26:5; Isa.

55:10), and for the sower having seed again for sowing (Isa. 55:10). Dalmanas views
all this as evidence that while the seed-corn needs soft rain, the trees and cisterns need

38. Dalman, 127.
39. Ibid., 157-160.
40. Cf. Reymond,24; Hertzberg, 1571.
41. Dalman,295f.
42. Ibid.,291-94.
43. Ibid.,291.
44. Ibid.,299.
45. Ibid., 186-88.
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heavy rain, and that every kind of rain can be beneficial both for human beings and

for animals.
The substance of these findings concerning rain is also expressed by various ex-

pressions and formulas. References are made to "rain in abundance" (Ps. 68: l0[9])

and repeatedly to rain "in its season" (Dt. 11: 14; 28:12; Jer. 5:24; Ezk. 34:26', cf ' 7nc'

10:1) tr to the different rains "in their season" (l*v.26:4). The proper season and

adequate amounts are the essential prerequisites for speaking about "showers ofbless-

ing';1Ezk. 34:26).M Ps.84:7[6] similarly asserts that the early rain covers the valley

of Baca with blessings.

If the rain comes at the wrong time, however, it can bring disaster on both fields

and animals.aT Rain "at the harvest" (l S. 12:17,18; Prov' 26:l) is such a disaster,

though an even greater disaster is late rain (Jer. 3:3; Am. 4:7), and especially a total

abseice of rain (Dt. 11:17; 1 K. 8:35; 17:7; 2 Ch. 6:26;1:13; Jer. 14:4; Ezk. 22:24).+t

The result is aridity (l K.l7:7; Jer.l4:4;Ezk.22:24: cf. also, e.g., Gen. l2:lo;45:6)

and infertile fields (Dt. 11:17; Am. 4:7f.) with all the ravaging consequences for life'

The image of the "rain of powder and dust" refers to such a drought in which the wind

becomes clouds of dust 1;4. ZZ:Z+1.+9 Thus it is quite understandable that the Israelites

yearn for the rains and open their mouths for the spring rain (Job 29:23).

Of course, the opposite can also occur; too much rain or too heavy a rain can fall'

bringing disruption and destruction. The rain of the flood lasted forty days and nights

(Cei. l-:tZ).,"Torrential rain" or a "downpour" (Isa. 28:2; Nah. l:8; Hab. 3:10; Ezk.

38:22) can cause a wall to collapse after laying bare its foundations (Ezk' 13:11'13)'

This is the rain that can also be called a "wall torrent," as it dashes against a wall (Isa.

25:4).so What is essential is that such rain "leaves no food" (Prov. 28:3) and that it

sends everyone running for shelter (Isa. 4:6; 25:4; 32:2; cf. Job 24:8). Such violent,

mighty storms 
"uur" 

,t 
"urns 

to overflow suddenly far beyond their banks, becoming

a threat both for human beings and for animals (Isa. 30:28; Jer.47,,2i Ps. 69:3,16[2,15];

124:4f .; compare 2 K. 3il6.20 and Job 14: l9).5r Finally, it should also be mentioned

that merely sporadic or local rain can also constitute considerable misfortune.s2 While

one city and one f,reld receive rain, another city and another field do not (Am' 4:7f')'

In his eiegy over Saul and Jonathan, David asks that there be neither dew nor rain upon

the mountains of Gilboa (2 S. 1:21). Neither should the clouds rain upon the vineyard

(Isa. 5:6).
The final question concerns what the OT says about the origin of rain.53 A somewhat

46. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. oTL(Eng. trans. 1970), 474 (Ger. "segenspendende Regengtisse");

W.Zimmerli,Ezekiel2,Herm(Eng.trans.1983),210(Ger...gesegneteRegen'').
47. Cf. Dalman, 116-18.

48. Cf . ibid., 195-97,297: "winters of meager rain'"
49. rbid., 133f.
50. rbid., 188, 208.

51. See also ibid.,z0lf-,2U.
52. rbid., 131f.
53. Cf. the thorough work of Sutcliffe.
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infrequent expression proceeds from the notion that rain "comes down from heaven"
(Dt.28i24;Jer. 14:22), whereby the "heavens are opened" (Dt.28:12). The view in
Job 36:27f. is a bit more complex. The drops of water are taken from the celestial
reservoirs, trickle through the firmament, and collect into clouds which then finally
cause the rain to fall.sa Rain is most frequently associated with clouds (Job 26:8; Ps.

77:l8[L7l;147:8; Prov. l6:15; Eccl. l2:2;lsa.5:6). Elijah sees a small cloud rising out
of the sea and knows that rain is coming (l K. 18:44), and Qoheleth knows: "When
the clouds are full, they empty rain on the earth" (Eccl. l1:3). Wind and rain, however,
are also closely associated. Although there is neither wind nor rain, the valley is full
of water (2 K. 3:11). The miraculous nature of this event draws attention to the fact
that the wind is the harbinger of rain.55 However, the assertion that the north wind
brings rain (Prov. 25:23) fits the conditions in Egypt more than those in Palestine.s6

The complete picture unites the elements of clouds and wind with the rain (1 K. 18:45;
Prov.25:14) and adds lightning as well (Jer. 10:13 par.51:16;Ps. 135:7).sz

This notion is not really contradicted by the assertion that rain comes from the upper
celestial ocean (Gen. l:6-8; Ps. lO4:2f.;148:4) and falls to earth through sluices (Gen.

7:ll; 8:2; lsa. 24:18).
According to E. F. Sutcliffe,58 however, two other conceptions are attested in Job

38:25 and in Jer. 10:13c par. 5l:16c; Ps. 135:7b. Behind the first we allegedly find the
notion that God has cleft a groove or channel for the rain, guiding it down to earth and

each individual drop to its specified place; according to the other conception, both the
clouds and the wind come from the celestial repositories at Yahweh's command. It is
questionable, however, whether these really constitute different conceptions.

III. Yahweh and the Rain. Job 28:26 asserts that at its origin and in its various
manifestations rain follows a prescribed law (hdq) and a predetermined path (dereQ.

The author of this "law" and "path" is none other than Yahweh. A similar notion
occurs in Job 38:25: Yahweh has "cut a channel for the torrents of rain." Yahweh is
always the subject ofrain events. He is the only "bringer ofrain" (Jer. 14:22); heaven
cannot give rain of its own accord. Rain has no father (Job 38:28). The order human
beings discern is thus a divine order, "Yahweh's order" (Isa. 8:7). "The Yahweh faith
knows of no natural laws."sg

All these statements reveal that it is Yahweh who through his abundant rain during
the proper seasons renders a good life possible for his chosen people in the promised
land (cf. esp. Dt. 1l). Ps. 68:10(9) emphasizes this in a unique fashion: God sheds rain

54. Fohrer,481.
55. Dalman, 103f., 154.
56. B. Gemser, Sprilche Salomos. HAT XVI (21963),92; H. Ringgren, Sprilche. ATD, Xvlll

(31980), 101; a different view is taken by van der Ploeg, 189f., who interprets sdpbn as an
"unknown place."

57. Dalman, 304f.
58. P. 103.

59. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, Xll (31968), 102.
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in abundance, thereby restoring the land of his heritage. Such rain is a "dispensation

of divine generosity,"60 since rain is "never directly related to 'compassion' or

'grace," '61 even when Yahweh causes the water for watering the fields to flow out of
the "river of God" (peleg'eldhim) (Ps. 65:10f.[9f.]).

A different notion is expressed by assertions that Yahweh or his "glory" offers

"shelter from the storm and rain" (Isa. 4:6;25:4; cf. Isa. 32:2). Despite the directness

of this statement, recalling the protective function of the Jerusalem sanctuary,62 this

seems to be metaphorical usage (cf. also Nah. l:8; Ps. 32:6;69:3,1612'15l 124:4,where

Yahweh provides deliverance from a torrential flood).
The distinction between object and metaphor is also fluid in those passages that

speak of rain and other meteorological phenomena as Yahweh's "strength" (Job 37:6)'

as his weapons against Israel's enemies, against the wicked in Israel, or against the

disobedient people itself. As early a text as Ex. 9:18,23 (J) mentions as the seventh

plague a "very heavy rain of hail" upon Egypt, to which Ps. 105:32 then alludes. Ps.

77:18117) uses various images to describe Yahweh's miraculous deeds during the

Exodus, including the observation that "the clouds poured out water." From this

perspective it is understandable that Isa. 30:30 portrays Yahweh's anticipated help for
Israel in the form of a "cloudburst and tempest and hailstones" upon its enemies.

Yahweh causes "coals of fire and brimstone" to rain down upon the wicked (Ps. l1:6),

recalling Gen. 19:24 (J) (cf. also Job 2O:23). Similar threats are directed toward "those

who smear whitewash" (Ezk. 13:11-13).

Walther Zimmerli63 correctly sensed that older forms of speech belonging to the

context of the wars of Yahweh resonate in these passages. At the battle of Gibeon

Yahweh threw down "huge stones from heaven" (Josh. 10:11), and in the Song of
Deborah the actual battle is described with reference to the warring of the stars from

heaven64 and to the overflowing Kishon (Jgs. 5:20f.).
These figures of speech are picked up again with references in Isa. 28:2,17;Ezk.

38:22 to the storm of mighty, torrential waters, in Isa. 29:6 to thunder, quakiag,

tremendous noise, tempests, whirlwinds, and flames of fire, and in Ezk. I 3: I 1, 13 to a

deluge ofrain, storm wind, and hailstones (cf. Jer. 23:19), though now directed against

Israel itself. Thus does "Yahweh destroy the work of his enemies."6s

Yet another perspective involves the incorporation ofrain phenomena into theophany

porffayals.66 The appearance of Yahweh in the Song of Deborah includes the dripping

of water from the heavens and clouds (Jgs. 5:4). Ps. 68:9(8) contains a similar reference

to the heavens pouring down rain, and Hab. 3:10 associates Yahweh's appearance with

acloudburstandtherumbling of thet'hbm. Inareversefashion,Am. l:2mentionsthe

60. Dalman, *304.

61. Idem.
62. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l)' 17lf.
63. Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),295t.
64. Ct. KTU, 1.3 II, 41, IV 34.
65. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l,295.
66. Cf. Dalman, 216-18; Reymond, 20f.
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withering of the top of Carmel as one of the phenomena accompanying Yahweh's
theophany. This "tumult of nature"67 manifests itself in downpours or rainlessness. As
JOrg Jeremias has persuasively demonstrated with regard to Jgs. 5, such theophany
portrayals originally belonged to the thematic material associated with the wars of
Yahweh,68 and were developed out of this material.6e This suggests that we should not
really draw any distinctions in principle between the rain motif in the context of the

wars of Yahweh and that in theophany portrayals.
The entire people of Israel is affected when Yahweh withholds rain because of

disobedience (Dt. ll:16f.; I K. 8:35; 2 Ch.6:26; Jer. 3:3; 5:24:Ezk.22:24), whrch
means that such absence of rain can also become the occasion of repentance for Israel
(Jer.5:24; Am.4:7), or that each time Israel confesses its guilt before Yahweh the rains
return (1 K. 8:35f.; 2 Ch. 6:26;7: l3; similarly also Ex. 9:33f.). This includes the notion
that one can and should entreat Yahweh for rain. Both Samuel (l S. 12:17f.) and Elijah
(1 K. 18:42) did this successfully, andZ.ec.l0:1 (cf. the counterpafiTnc.14:17) also

issues this exhortation. Hosea shows, however, that this can result in a false sense of
security for Israel; he polemicizes against what is apparently an older priestly penitential
song (Hos.6:1-3) which presupposes that Yahweh can be found as soon as one looks
for him, and that he will come to Israel as surely as the rain comes. Our attention is

drawn to the cultic provenance of this rain motif by the fact that Solomon's temple
dedication prayer (l K. 8; 2 Ch. 6), the text of Zec. 14, and that of Hos. 6 all belong
to the temple cult, and that the prayers of Samuel and Elijah constitute cultic or at least

cultic-like actions.
Gerhard von Rad correctly emphasizesT0 that "cultic curse formulas" resonate in

Dt. 11, formulas "in which it is traditional for the withholding of rain to play a great
part (Deut. 28:12,24;l*v.26:.4)." In this context it is appropriate to refer again to Ezk.
34:26; Ps. 84:1(61,tt which explicitly associate the gift of rain with the catchword
"blessing." This shows that rain also belongs to the context of blessing and curse.

Finally, we note the several references to Yahweh's wrath or anger (Dt. ll:17; Job

2O:23; Ezk 13:13;22:24). Just as the gift of rain reflects Yahweh's love, so also does

the absence of rain reflect divine anger. Yahweh's love toward his people also colors
those passages which speak of the rain of bread (Ex. 16:4), manna (Ps. 78:24), and

flesh (Ps. 78:27) during the period of wilderness wanderings.

lt is also of significance that a whole series of statements about Yahweh as the lord
of rain is either hymnically formed or appears in hymns themselves. This hymnic style
is characterized by participial constructions in the statements functioning as predicates

to Yahweh: "who gives rain . . . and sends waters" (Job 5:10); "who gives the 'early
rain' " (Jer.5:24). Similar statements occurring in hymns from the psalter include: "rain
in abundance thou didst shed abroad" (Ps. 68:10[9]); "tne clouds poured out water"

67. J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT, l0 (1977), 15 and passim.
68. rbid., 142,144.
69. rbid., 145-150.
70. Deuterotnmy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 85.
71. See II above.
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(Ps. 77: l8[ 17]); "the early rain covers it with blessing" (Ps. 84:7[6]); "he who makes

the clouds rise . . . who makes lightnings for the rain" (Ps. 135:7); "he covers the

heavens with clouds, he prepares rain for the earth" (Ps. 147:8); "rejoice in Yahweh

. . . for he has given the early rain . . . he has poured down for you abundant rain"
(Joel2:23). Similar statements are made in the Thanksgiving Psalm 65:ll(10) and the
Historical Psalm 105:32. All these hymnic statements might be summarized by Jer.

14:22: "For it is you who do all this." Such power over the rain is a sign of Yahweh's
power as creator, and the gift of rain an expression of his glory as creator.

IV. Yahweh/Ba'al and the Rain. The observation that the thematic "Yahweh and
the rain" occurs in various contexts - Yahweh-war/theophany, cult, praise of the
creator - needs some illumination. The OT contains several indications that Israel did
not always subscribe unequivocally to the assertion "Yahweh provides rain"; rather,
other gods fulfilled this function. The fact that in retrospect of the exile Israel never

associated rain and the fear of Yahweh (ler. 5:24)72 can be interpreted in two ways.
Either it understood rain as a natural phenomenon - which, as we have seen, was not
the case-or the rain was derived from the "false gods of the nations" (Jer. 14:22).

The reference to "harlotry" in Jer. 3:3 suggests this latter possibility. The postexilic
text Zec. l0: lf. also speaks of teraphim and diviners who impart lies and deception to
Israel. The reality behind Hos.6:l-3 is more clearly discernible. When v.3 refers to
seeking and finding Yahweh, which would mean both God's advent and rain for Israel,
"mythical motifs" of "seeking the absent or sleeping God" resonate,T3 motifs obviously
associated with rain. Such statements are made unequivocally in I K. 18:27, where

Elijah says in a mocking tone that Ba'al is either "musing, or he has gone aside, or he

is on a journey, or perhaps he is asleep and must be awakened." It should be noted

that the context here involves the question of the absence or presence of rain, Yahweh

or Ba'al.
Although this makes it likely that the altemative Yahweh or Ba'al also constitutes the

background of the other passages, Hos. 2 confirms this. lsrael is persuaded that it must
"go after its lovers," who give it bread and water, wool and flax, oil and drink (v. 7[5]),
for it has not realized ttrat it is Yahweh who gives it grain, wine, and oil (v. l0[8]). That
these "lovers" mentioned in v. 7(5) are none other than Ba'al emerges from v. 10(8),

where we find that the silver and gold Yahweh lavished upon the people was used to make

an image of Ba'al. And since these gifts enumerated here are typically those provided by
the rain,Ta the question becomes: Who provides that rain, Yahweh or Ba'al?

This interpretation is entirely confirmed and amplified by the texts from Ugarit.
Rain is unequivocally associated with Ba'al. "Ba'al's rain [is] for the earth, and the

rain of the sublime for the field" (/'rs mtr b'l wlid mtr'ly),1s repeated in ll. 7f.: "Ba'al's

72. Rudolph,41.
73. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), I19.
74. See II above.
75. KTU,l.r6 rrl,5f.
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rain is bliss for the earth, and the rain of the sublime for the field." Rain is the most
wonderful of Ba'al's gifts, for it provides human beings with bread, wine, and oil:
"Those plowing lift their heads, the grain farmers their heads high: the bread is
consumed . . . the wine . . . the oil."76 Another text reveals that Ba'al is indeed the lord
of the rain: El has become old; his spouse therefore decrees: "From now on let Ba'al
set the time of his rain (wn'p 'dn mtrh b'l y'dn), the time of becoming rigid as ice [?],
the resounding of his voice from the clouds, the hurling of lightning to the earth."77
Ba'al determines the times of the rains, of winter, of thunder, and of thunderstorms.
The fact that a rainless summer follows upon the winter rain is explained by the assertion
that Ba'al has gone to the world of the dead and taken along his clouds, his winds, his
team of horses, and his rain ('rptk rl.tk mdlk myrk).18 The cry of anguish at the beginning
of the dry season refers to this occurrence: "Aliyan Ba'al is dead! The Prince, the Lord
of the Earth is perished!"7e El himselfjoins in the dirge: "Ba'al is dead! What becomes
of the people? Dagon's Son ! What of the masses ! After Ba'al I'll descend into earth ! " 80

"The primary cause of this anxiety is . . . the fear of famine."81
The counterpart to this scene is the one in which the joy prompted by the first

autumnal rains finds eloquent expression. 'Anat relates a dream to El in which she
realizes: "Alive is Aliyan Ba'al! Existent the Prince, the Lord of the Earth!";82 for "the
heavens fat did rain (imm imn tmlrn),83 the wadis flow with honey!"a+ El himself picks
up this good news and spreads it further: "the springs of the fields babble . . a god
has made them flow: the lord of the springs of the land."85

However, just as the gift of rain comes from Ba'al, so also the absence of rain.
Danel's lament relates that "seven years shall Ba'al fail, eight the Rider of the Clouds;
no dew (tl), no run (rbb), no welling-up of the deep, no sweetness of Ba'al's voice!"86
That Danel is addressing the clouds apparently results from the close relationship
between Ba'al and the clouds, which are his vehicle: "O clouds! Bring rain. . . ! O
clouds! Cause . . . rain to fall!" (yr'rpt tmlr).81

Yet another scene shows that rain is a gift from Ba'al. After the goddess 'Anat has

befouled herself in a bloodbath, she bathes in "sky-dew (r/,), fatness of earth (imn 'rp),

spray (rbb) of the Rider of the Clouds; dew that the heavens do shed, spray (rbb) that
is shed by the stars."88 Everything the heavens yield in the way of moisture is Ba'al's

76. KTU, l.l6 trI, l2-16.
77. KTU, 1.4 Y, 6-9.
78. KTU,l.5 Y 7f.; ANET,l39.
79. KTU, 1.5 VI,9f.; ANET,l39.
80. KTU, 1.5 Y[,23-25; ANET 139.
81. Hillmann,3.
82. KTU, 1.6 lll, 2f.; ANET, l4O.
83. Cf. Zobel,210-12.
84. KTU, 1.6 III, 6f., lZf .; ANET l4O.
85. KTU, 1.6 ilL 25-27, 36-38.
86. KTU, l.l91,42-46; ANET 153.
87. KTU, 1.19,1,39-41; cf. ANET, 153.
88. KTU, 1.3 II, 39-41; ANET 136: similarly also KTU, 1.3 M 33f.; cf. here Jgs. 5:20.
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benefaction: dew, rain, dizzle. All this makes the earth fruitful and causes the sEeams

to bubble. When one hears the thunder, the rushing of rain, and the bubbling of springs,
a great relief comes over both the gods and the human beings of Ugarit, since they can
now face the immediate future with joy and confidence. Ba'al will again bequeath
grain, wine, and oil. His aids include RD, the "goddess of the drizzling rain," mother
of Ily, the "dew goddess," who is one of Ba'al's daughters.8e

As far as our original question is concerned, we can see unequivocally that Yatrweh
became associated with life-giving rain only after the fact. That is, Ba'al's sphere was
gradually attributed to Yahweh, who took over his function and was thereafter the only
"giver of rain" for Israel. However, since the notion of God as creator also only became
known to Israel during the course of its history and only then was actually attributed
to Yahweh, there is nothing unique about the present case either. In the meantime, rain
seems to have been a part of theophany and of Yahweh-war from the very beginning,
where it expresses Yahweh's sovereign power and strength as experienced by his people
from the beginning of its history. Precisely because during the course of the exodus
events and in his salvific intervention for his people both during and after the land
conquest Yahweh always emerged as the more powerful, stronger God, the one superior
to all others, this derivation of life-giving rain from Yahweh, who was now also
venerated as the creator God, was a natural, necessary consequence.

V. Rain in Metaphors and Comparisons. The comparisons and imagery drawn
from the notion of rain are as varied as the statements about rain itself.

l. Secular References. Extensive comparisons constructed with t'occur in reference
to Job and to the figure of the king. Job draws on images of the expectant anticipation
of rain to describe the respect he enjoyed among his contemporaries and the high
expectations they had of him: "They waited for me as for the rain; they opened their
mouthsasforthespringrain" (Job29:23). AndDavid'slastwords (25.23:4) describe
the king as the one who shines "like the sun shining forth upon a cloudless morning,
Iike rain that makes grass to sprout from the earth" (cf. BII,S). The goodwill and
favorable predisposition of the king mean life-giving benefaction. The comparison in
Ps.72:6 draws similar images: the king is "like rain that falls on the mown grass, like
showers that water the earth" (cf. BIIS). When the king advances the welfare of his
kingdom, he is like rain that fructifies the earth (cf. Hos. 6:3, referring to Yahweh).
The comparison in Isa. 32:2 describes the protection afforded subjects by a just asso-

ciation of king and prince as'"refuge from storm and downpour."
Considering the extraordinary significance rain has for human life, it is not surprising

that Wisdom Literature attests a large number of comparisons and metaphorical ex-
pressions referring to rain. First it should be briefly noted that Eccl. 1l:3; Prov.25:23
contain what amounts to popular weather rules based on a extensive experience. But
now to the Wisdom material itself. The favor of the king is compared with "clouds

89. KTU, 1.4 I, 17; IV, 56 and passim.
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that bring the spring rain" (Prov. 16: l5). The "didactic opening summons" in the Song
of Moses @t.32:2)m employs the typical language of wisdom sayings to compare the
activity and positive effects of "teaching" and "speech" with the falling rain, the
dripping dew, and the freshening of the tender grass and herbs by gentle rainshowers.
Steady, continuing, unintemrpted instruction has a beneficial effect on the life of the
listener and pupil. The metaphorical use of yrh and rwhin Prov. ll:25 is the final
positively intended formulation: the person who blesses, is blessed; the person who
refreshes, is refreshed; goodness is requited.

Other passages use cause and effect as points of comparison. "The north wind
produces rain; and a backbiting tongue, angry looks" (Prov.25:23); "like clouds and
wind without rain is one who boasts of a gift never given" (v. 14).

The other comparisons and metaphors refer to those aspects of rain that are less
pleasant for human beings. Prov. 27:15 compares a contentious woman with a leaky
roof that drips on a rainy day.el Prov. 28:3 compares a poor man who oppresses those
of lesser station with a beating rain that leaves no food because its waters run off too
quickly. The wild impetuosity of human passion is the point of comparison in Jer. 8:6.
A fool and honor are as compatible as rain and harvest (Prov.26:l). Cant. 8:7 finds
that love is stronger than mighty waters and overflowing rivers. And the description
of the miserable lot of the inhabitants of the steppe, who are wet with rain from the
mountains because they have no shelter (Job 24:8), probably also derives from didactic
wisdom.e2

2. Religious References to Salvation and Judgmenr. This imagery occurs more
frequently in theological contexts. The image of Yahweh or of his --> 'I'lf) kdb6d as a
refuge from downpours and a shelter from storms (Isa. 4:6; 25:4) is a reference to the
protection which his oppressed postexilic community finds in God against dangerous,
life-threatening powers.e3 The other image, one occurring several times both in the
Psalter and in exilic-postexilic prophets, is that of the protection of the individual or
community against the life-threatening danger of being washed away and dying in
torrents of water. A plea to Yahweh for succor in such disaster appears in Ps. 32;6;
69:3,16(2,15), and thanksgiving for deliverance from such danger in Ps. 124:4f. (cf.
Ps. 40:3[2]; 88:7f.[6f.]; Lam. 3:53; Jon. 2:6[5]). Nah. l:8 is formulated as a confession:
Yahweh provides deliverance from an overflowing flood; Isa. 43:2 seeks to console:
"When you pass through the waters . . they shall not overwhelm you." The expres-
siveness of the imagery of torrential rain and flooding water is so strong,e4 and their
symbolism so extensive, that every danger and threat to the community and to the
individual can be rendered and expressed, be it external affliction or inner temptation.

Only a few passages use the positive aspect of rain, that aspect so decisively

90. Von Rad, 196.
91. Dalman, 189.
92. Cf. Fohrer, 370.
93. Wildberger, 172f.
94. Cf. Dalman,2l0f .
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determinative for growth, as a metaphor or comparison involving Yahweh's salvific

acts or presence. Isa. 55:10f. compares the efficacy and power of Yahweh's word with

the rain that waters the earth. Yahweh's salvific deeds in Israel's history are summarized

in the image of the abundant rain Yahweh sheds (Ps. 68: l0[9]). He extends prosperity

to his community like a flowing river (Isa. 66 12), in overflowing abundance. Whereas

in its own self-deception Israel believed that one need only come to Yahweh and he,

too, would come like rain watering the earth (Hos. 6:3), Hos. l0:12 assures the Israelites

that Yahweh will come and rain salvation upon them only when they themselves sow

righteousness.
The imagery of rain and storm is most strongly associated with the theme of

judgment. This may have resulted from the fact that the substance of this imagery was

always quite naturally incorporated into the theophany portrayals and the motif of the

wars of Yahweh, and that the life-giving effects of rain were originally associated with

Ba'al. Various points of focus can be discerned. Yahweh caused fre and brimstone to

rain down upon Sodom (and Gomorrah) (Gen. 19:24 J). The annihilation was total.

The same imagery is reflected in the rain of fire in Am.7:4e5 as well as in Job 20:23;

Ps. ll:6, where the wicked are met by a ravaging rain.

Other imagery employs elements of an exaggerated portrayal of thunderstorms or other

destructive weather to express the unlimited might and irresistible power of Yahweh or of
his emissary and his judgment. The oracle of doom conceming Ephraim is introduced by

the announcement that Yahweh will send "one who is mighty and strong," something then

elaborated in two similes: "like a storm of hail, a destroying tempest, like a storm of
mighty, overflowing waters." The result is: "He will hurl them down to the earth [with
violencel" (Isa. 28:2). This tripartite imagery occurs again in the announcement of
judgment against "those who smear whitewash," the false prophets: a "deluge of rain,"
"hailstones," and "a stormy wind" will come upon them (Ezk. l3:11,13).

A third metaphor, perhaps drawing on the flood imagery, renders independent the

element "deluge of rain," recasting it as an "inundation" and "overflowing" of the

entire land by the waters of the Euphrates (Isa. 8:8; cf. the inauthentic verse Isa. l0:22)

or by waters from the north (Jer. 47:2).The Jerusalemites will be crushed by a "tor-

rential scourge" (Isa.28:15,17f.). Yahweh's breath, however, will reach up to the neck

of Israel's enemies "like an overflowing stream" (Isa. 30:28). Finally, the theme of
rainlessness also belongs to the language ofjudgment (cf. Isa. 5:6;Ezk.22:24). "Rain
is blessing . . . and not to be rained upon is not to be blessed."e6

Thus the promise is made that postexilic Israel will be "surrounded by many peoples

. . . like dew from Yahweh, like showers on the grass," a gift from Yahweh bringing

blessings to the nations (Mic. 5:6[7]).

3. Apocalyptic Usage. Ps.90:5 describes the end of hurnan life with the image of
being swept away, and Job 14:19 describes the way Yahweh destroys human hopes

95. Wolff, Joel and Amos,298.
96. J. Herrmann, Ezechiel. KAT, Xl, (1924), cited by Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1,468.
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with the image of the cloudburst that washes away the soil of the earth. This imagery
of the torrential flood seems to have been especially favored in apocalyptic writing
because it effectively expresses the sudden, absolute end of the oppressor (Dnl. 9:26;
ll:10,22,26,40).

Two passages show how the various metaphorical elements can be combined to-
gether or even accumulated: Ps. 105:32 mentions both "rain of hail" and "flaming
fire," and Ezk. 38:22, "pestilence and bloodshed," "torrential rains and hailstones,"
and "frre and brimstone." This, too, seems to be a style closely related to that of
apocalyptic writing.eT

Z,obel

97. Zrmmerli, Ezekiel 2, 313.
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mayim. T. Canaan, "Haunted Springs and Water Demons in Palestine," JPOS, | (1920),
153-170; idem, "Water and 'the Water of Life' in Palestinian Superstition," JPOS, 9 (1929),
57-69;U. Cassuto, "Baal and Mot in the Ugaritic Texts," IEJ, 12 (1962),77-86: A. Causse, "Le
jardin d'Elohim et la source de vie," RHR, 81 (1920), 289-315; B. S. Childs, Myth and Reality
in the OT. SBT 27 (1960); F. M. Cross, Jr., Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, Mass.,
1973); idem and D. N. Freedman, "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving - II Samuel 22 = Psalm
18," JBL, 72 (1953), 15-34; N. A. Dahl, "The Origin of Baptism," Interpretationes ad W
Pertinentes. Festschrift S. Mowinckel. NTT, 56 (1955), 36-52; M. Douglas, Puity and Danger
(New York, 1966); O. Eissfeldt, Baal Taphon, Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der Israeliten
durchs Meen BRA, I (1932); idem, "Gott und das Meer in der Bibel," Studia orientalia loanni
Pedersen septuagenario (Copenhagen, 1953),76-84 = KlSchr III (1966), 256-264; I. Engnell,
"'Planted by the Streams of Water,"' Studia orientalia loanni Pedersen septuagenario, S5-96;
L. R. Fisher, "Creation at Ugarit and in the OT," W l5 (1965), 313-324; H. Frankfort, Kingship
and the Gods (Chicago, 1948); idem, et al., Before Philosophy (Harmondsworth, 1949);
B. Gemser, "Be'€ber hayyarden: In Jordan's Borderland," W,2 (1952),348-355; J. C. L. Gib-
son, ed., Canaanite Myths and kgends (Edinburgh, 1978); N. Glueck, The River Jordan
(Philadelphia, 1946); L. Goppelt, "ii6rop," TDNT YlIl, 314-333 C. H. Gordon, "Leviathan:
Symbol of Evil," STU, 3 (1966), l-9 = in A. Altmann, e/,., Biblical Motifs (Cambidge, Mass.,
1966), t-9; J. Gray, The lzgacy of Canaan. SW, 5 (1965); H. Gunkel, Schbpfung und Chaos
in Urzeit und Endzeit (Giittingen, 1895,21921); R. Hillmann, Wasser und Berg: Kosmische
Verbindungslinien zwischen dem kanaaniiischen Wettergott und Jahwe (diss., Halle, 1965); J. J.
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l. l. Meaning. The Hebrew stbst. mayim derives from a biliteral base !.)l or l.).2 The
word is widely attested in the Hamito-Semitic languages,3 and its Hebrew form should be
taken as a pluralia tantum instead of as (an apparent) dual.a It occurs more than 500 times
in the OT to describe "water" in a wide range of cosmic, ritual, and secular contexts. The
distribution of these occurences is unremarkable, although it occurs most frequently in
the Pentateuch (more than 200 occurrences), with particular concentration in Gen. 7-9
(the Flood Narrative); Ex. l4f. (deliverance at the Reed Sea); Lev. ll (regulations
concerning clean and unclean animals); Nu. 19 (rites for the water of purification); and
Nu.2Of. (desert wanderings from Meribah to Transjordan). The Deuteronomistic history
attests cc. 100 occurrences, with particular concentration in Jgs. 7 (Gideon's water test at
'An hardj) and I K. 13, 18; next in frequency are the Psalms (53 occurrences), Ezekiel
(46, with 13 of those in Ezk. 47 fthe temple srream]), Proro-Isaiah (33; 18 times in
Deutero-Isaiah, 5 in Trito-Isaiah), Jeremiah(29), and Job (25).

2. Etymology. The base occurs in Aramaic and Syriac as maryd', mayyin,s and in
Ugaritic as my, pl. mym.6 Akkadian attests mfi,1 as well as the poetical usage in

Jackson, "TheDeep," IDB, I, 813f.; O. Kaiser, Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypren,
Ugait, und Israel. BZAW, 78 (1962); A. S. Kapelrud, "King and Fertility: A Discussion of
2 Sam. 2l:1-14," Festschrift S. Mowinckel, ll3-122; R. Kratz, Rettungswunder EH, 231123
(1979); W. G. Lambert, "A New [,ook at the Babylonian Background of Genesis," ,/Ig N.s. 16
(1965), 287-3OO; R. Luyster, "Wind and Water: Cosmogonic Symbolism in the OT," ZAW,93
(1981), l-10; H. G. May, "Some Cosmic Connotations of MAYIM RABBIM, 'Many Waters,' "
JBI. 74 ( 1955), 9-21; M. Ninck, Die Bedeutung der Wasser in Kult und lzben der Alten (1921,
repr. Darmstadt, 1967); S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das Meer CB, 9 (Ger. trans. 1977); M. H.
Pope, E/ in the Ugaritic Texts. SI4! 2 (1955); R. Press, "Das Ordal im alten Israel," ZAW 5l
(1933), l2l-140,227-255; P. Reymond, I'eau, savie, et sa signiftcation dans I'AT. Sf4 6 (1958);
idem, "Un tesson par'ramasser'de I'eau i la mare (Esaie xxx,14)," W 7 (1957),203-7;J.M.
Sasson, "Nu 5 and the 'Waters of Judgement,' " BZ, N.s. 16 (1972), 249-251; W. H. Schmidt,
Kdnigtum Gones in Ugarit und Israel. BZ4W, 80 (21966); R. B. y. Scott, ..Meteorological

Phenomena and Terminology inthe OT," ZAW @ 0952), ll-25 8..r. Speiser, "'Ed in the Story
of Creation," BASOR, 140 (1955), 9-l l; E. F. Sutcliffe, "The Clouds as Water-Carriers in Hebrew
Thought," W, 3 (1953),99-103; H. Torczyner, "The Firmamenr and the Clouds: Raqi.' and
Shefaqim," StTh, I (1948), 188-196; B. Vawter, "A Note on 'The Wirters Beneath the Earth,"'
CBQ,22 (1960),71-73;M. K. Wakeman, God's Battle with the Monster (Leiden, 1973); A. J.
Wensinck, The Ocean in the Literature of the Western Semites. VAWA, N.s. l9l2 (1918; repr.
1968); R. A. Wild, Water in the Cultic Worship of Isis and Sarapis (Leiden, l98l ); H. Zimmem,
"Lebensbrot und kbenswasser im Babylonischen und in der Bibel," ARW 2 (1899), 165-177;
E. Zolli, "'Eyn 'adam (Zach. ix l)," W, 5 (1955), 90-92; -+ )tln mabbAl ryIII, 60-65).

l. Jotion, $98e.
2. vG r, $8s.
3. Cf. P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico," AANLR, N.s.20 (1965),140, 146,

150; G. Bergstriisser, Introduction to the semitic ktnguages (Eng. trans., winona Lake, 1983),
2t4t.i K8L2,546.

4. Following Joiion, gg90f.,9lf.; contra Blz,978q, and Gr(, 988d.
5. l,exSyr 383: "aqua; semen viile."
6.WUS, no. 1559; UTno. 1469;21 occurrencesinUgariticaccordingtoWhitaker,4lT.
7. AHw,ll (1972),6&; CAD, X/2, 149-156; GaG, g6lh.
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MiddleA.leo-Babylonian of maml7vfr.8 The word md/ima, "water," occurs in the

Canaanite glosses in the Amarna letters.e The Paleo-Aramaic pl. const. ,ny occurs in
Sefluero in connection with bir, "well water." The Siloam inscription (ca. 700 n.c.)

mentions the flow of water (hmym) evidencing the successful breakthrough in the tunnel

construction.tt Finally, the base also occurs in Official Aramaic, Egyptian Aramaic,

Nabatean, and Palmyrene. The emphatic rny'also occurs in the Gnostic Aramaic letter

"W'AW." 12 Mandaic reads mai and mia.t3 South Semitic also widely attests the base:

OSA rzrT (Minean mh);ta Arab. mA', "water; liquid, fluid; juice";r5 Ethiop., Tign ttriy.t6
Similarly, the base occurs in Egyptian only as pluralia tonturn mw (myw), "water," 17

mwy, "uine, semen," metaphorically for "son"; mwy.t, "moisture."l8
Fabry

3. Word Field. \\e element water is found in a wide range of natural sources,

comprising the sea,19 rivers,2o wadis or seasonal stream-beds,2l springs,22 and wells.23

The source of all these types of water in a more cosmic setting is the primordial
ocean.24

The primary reference of mayim is to the colorless, usually tasteless liquid which
occurs as a natural substance in these varied sources. It means "liquid" in the broader

sense, and can appear as a euphemism for "urine" (cf. Ezk. 7:17;2l:l2lBng. v. 71,

and mAmA rcgdltm in 2 K. 18:27 par.Isa. 36: 12 O); in Isa. 48:1, it is used (as in Syriac

and Egyptian) in reference to semen virile,x although the reading probably follows
lQIs", namely, fimimm"A, "loins," instead of frmimmA (cf. BIIS).

Water was considered basic to the sustenance of life in Israel, and as such it soon

acquired a strong cosmic importance in Israelite cosmology. Its presence in the

8. AHw,II, 60la; CAD, Xll, ?n2b.
9. J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amama-Tafeh VAB,2l2 (1915, 21964),1547, and EA 148,12,

3l;155,10.
to. KN,2228,33,34.
tt. Ibid., 189,5.
12. Published by A. Dupont-Sommer; DISO, 149.
13. MdD, 242,265.
14. ContiRossini, 175.
15. Wehr (1979),1W4.
16. TigrWb, 138.
17. wbAs, tr, 50ff.
18. Ibid.,1,53.
19. -+ D' yam (Y1,87-98).
20. +l,il} nahdr.
2l . +)itl naftal.
22. +l'!I 'ayin.
23. -r lNf b"'€r (1,63-66).
24. + Dlin t"h6m; Akk. fi'amtum (tamtu): Ugar. thm.
25. Ct. P. Wernberg-Moller, "Notes on the Manual of Discipline (DSD) I 18, II 9, III l-4, 9,

VII l0- 12, and Xl 2l-22," W, 3 (1953),20 I , and the additional @currences adduced there from
rabbinic writings and the Koran.
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primordial ocean (tehdm) thence took on a mythological aspect, giving it the force of
a primal power and investing it with the attributes of will and intelligence.26

4. Place Natnes. The presence of water near a locale led to the identification of such
sites through their water supply: sites near a well, e.g., be'er.ieia'; sites at a riveq e.g.,
'oram naharayim,' sites near springs, e.g.,'An ltarbQ, 'An rdg€I, '0n d6'r 'An iemei; sites
generally near water, e.g., mA dtmdn (lsa. l5:.9), mA y"rthb (Josh. 16:l), mA megiddb
(Jgs.5:19), mA m"ri!6 (Nu. 20:l3), mA nimrtm (Isa. 15:6), mA neptbah (Josh. l5:9),
mA zdhd!, (Gen. 36:39),27 and mA hayyarqin (Josh. 19.461. The 'tity of waters" ('ir
hammayim, 2 S. l2:26f .) refers to the lower city of Rabbath-Ammon.

.5. lXX. The LXX almost always translates mayim with h,jddr;z8 Hebrew word
combinations are rendered by hydrophdros, hydragogds, hygrasia, hydropotein, and
dnydros. Occasionally the LXX will respond to the context and translate p6tos, "dink,"
peg6, "sping," hyet6s, "rain," and ofiron, "urine." In Nu. 24:7, it reads goyim (6thnos),
and in Ps. 73:lO y6m (hdmira).

Clements

6. Ancient Near East.
a. Mesopotamia. In Mesopotamia water acquires a significance that can hardly be

surveyed; contexts include daily life in connection with cleansing and food prepara-
tion,2e in divination and conjuring,30 and in medicine.3l Since water was long regarded
as a power, deification came more easily. Enki is the god of the waters of the deep,
which emerge in springs and fructify the earth. Water monsters32 also play a part in
the Mesopotamian worldview, and are associated particularly with the name Tiamat.
Mesopotamian cosmogony also attributed enormous significance to water. The gods
were thought to have arisen from a mixture of the primordial waters Aps0 and Tiamat
(sweet and salt water).33 This notion of the bisexual primordial water probably has its
origin in Eridu in the south with its acquaintance with the mixture of sweet and salt
water in the Delta. The counterpart to this conception is that from Nippur, according
to which there was only one primal goddess, Nammu, the mother of Enki and Engur
(Aps0).34

b. Egypt. Washing with water and natron was given priority within the framework
of purification rites in Egypt; sacrificial priests, vessels, and sacrifices were additionally

26. Cf. Gunkel, 103f.; Eissfeldt, KlSchr lll,256ff .

27. HAL, t (199s), s77.
28. Cf. Goppelt, 314ff.
29. Cf. BuA, l, 4l2tf.
30. Ibid., il,207ft.
31. Ibid.,II, 309.
32. --r fnrl) liwyalan (VII, 504-9).
33. EnEl, I, l-10; ANET 60-61.
34. Cf. W. G. Lambert, "Kosmogonie," RIA, VI (1983),220f.
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washed by having water poured over them, water being understood as the bearer of
divine power,35 graphically represented by the juxtaposition into jets of water of the

hieroglyphs 'anfr, "life," and /d, "permanence."36 The royal bath has mythological
significance and symbolizes the morning cleansing of the sun-god in the celestial ocean.

Because water was identified with the life-sustaining bodily fluids, a vivifying power
was attributed to it in connection with the washing of the dead and with libations.3T

According to Egyptian cosmogony, the primordial water bore the name Nuu or Nun,
and from this the creator-god came forth. In Hermopolitan cosmogony, Nun and Naunet
(masc. and fem.) are two of the eight primordial gods who beget the sun. Thus here,

too, water is conceived as the primal element which as the eternal primordial material
precedes even the creation of the world,38 although at the same time it is also the

element into which at the end of the age the world will sink like an island of the Nile.
c. Ugarit. The term my occurs 21 times in the texts of Ugarit.3e Cosmic and

theomachist elements are treated in connection with the "sea."{ Water is hardly
mentioned as a secular element: women draw water from springs and wells;al Danel's
daughter Paghat bears the epithet "who bears water on her shoulders."a2 Acity's access

to plentiful water could also become an epithet, cf. Qor-Mayim, "water spring."43

Water is understood as closely associated with fertility;a cosmologically it constitutes

the limits of the world.as By means of a suffix water is associated with the goddess
'Anat.a6 Finally, there is some dispute concerning the interpretation of the expression

"pouring out her waters" (tears?), which parallels the "running out of her nepei."41
Cyrus Gordon suggests that "water," like blood, is understood here as a vital substance.

Fabry

II. Secular Usage.
l. Natural Element. In a wide variety of contexts the noun mayim occurs as a

description of the natural element occurring in seas, rivers, springs, and wells. The OT
does not evidence any sharp distinction between the salt waters of the sea and the sweet

waters of inland water sources. This contrasts strikingly with the more prominent

distinction made between the two in Mesopotamian mythology.a8 Precisely the sea with

35. R4R,634.
36. Cf. the cleansing of Amenophis III by Horus and Seth, ibid., 397.
37. On the cleansing and vivifying effects. of baptism in the Isis mysteries, cf . ibid., 636.
38. Cf. P. Derchain, "Kosmogonie," kxAS, III (1980), 747-756, esp.749.
39. UT, no. 1469; WUS, no. 1559.
40. -+ E' yam, Yl,90f .

41. KTU,l.14III,9f.
42. lbid., l.19 II, l, 6; [Y, 28, 3'7.

43. rbid.,l.19IV 45f.
44. Ibid., l.l IY 9; l.l9 II, l,6.
45. Ibid., 1.5 Y[,24; 1.6 I, 6f. (text?).
46. Ibid., 1.3 II, 38; lv, 42,86.
47. Ibid., l.161,34.
48. Cf. W. F. Albright, "The Mouth of the Rivers," AJSL, 35 (1918/19), l90ff.
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its mighty masses of water was variously evaluated: the presence of the water in the
seas represents a basic feature of the order of creation (Gen. l:10; Hab. 3: l5), indicating
that water itself was looked upon as a supra-mundane aspect of reality. As mayim
rabbtmae it possessed the power to confer life, yet it was also regarded as a threatening
power of chaos which could bring death, and could even threaten to disrupt or even
overthrow the order divinely determined for creation (cf. Ps. 104:5-9). The waters of
the primordial ocean could thereby be regarded as possessing a voice and a will which
could challenge the cosmic purpose and order ordained by God (cf. Ps. 93:3f.). From
this perspective these fundamental elements of the natural order easily acquired my-
thological character as cosmic forces.

In the traditions of the origins of the nation of Israel a primary importance is accorded
to the crossing of the Reed Sea.50' The passage of the escaping Hebrews, under the
leadership of Moses, through the waters of the sea is viewed as the most sigaificant
act of divine salvation. It demonstrated the power of Yahweh to control even the natural
order to ensure that his people were protected from the threats oftheir Egyptian pursuers
(Ex. 14:28; l5:1). It is precisely the mythological aspects of the primordial waters that
come to the fore here. The waters could become a shield of protection to the Hebrews
on the one hand, but a cause of death and destruction to the Egyptians on the other (cf.
also Isa. 5 I :9f.). The location of the Israelite crossing of the yam sfip can no longer be
certainly established, although a site close to the Mediterranean seaboard, east of Suez
and especially in the marshlands in the vicinity of the Sirbonian lake, is highly prob-
able.sl

Later Israelite tradition came greatly to magnify the event as a demonstration of the
unique power of Yahweh and of his special relationship to Israel (Ex. 15:10,19; Dt.
11:4; Josh. 2:10; Ps. 78:13; 106:ll; Isa. 63:12). Of the remaining references to the
waters of the sea, the majority occur in a more neutral theological context. In Am. 5:8;
9:6, the violence of the rainstorm is described as the pouring out of the waters of the
sea upon the face of the earth.s2 Yet the waters of the sea can also be ponrayed less
emotionally. They constitute the element through which ships pass (Ps. lO7:23; cf. Ezk.
27:26,34; Ps. l8:16[15]). Isa.57:20 focuses on the ceaseless motion of the waters of
the sea; at the same time, the motion of the waves throws up mire and dirt.

The waters of rivers are also mentioned. The citizens of Babylon dwell by "many
waters" (mayimrabbtm), whichmeansthesame asnahar (Jer.5l:13 tQD.T\evalleys
of the Euphrates, and of the many subsidiary watercourses which flowed through the
low-lying, flat Mesopotamian countryside, were of enormous significance for Babylon,
and represented a marked contrast to the narrower, steeper valleys of the sparse water-

49. Cf. IL3 and III.I below.
50. -+ D' ydm, Yl,94f .; -+ llD sr?p.
51. Cf. M. Noth, "Der SchauplatZ des Meereswunders," Vom Ilgarit nach Qumran. Fest-

schrift O. Eissfeldt. BZAW 77 (1947), l8l-190 = Aufsritze zur biblischen landes- und Altenums-
,turle (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 197 I ), I, 102- I I 0; Eissfeldt, Baal tuphon, passim.

52. Cf. also lsa.28:2; H. Gese, "Die strdmende Geissel des Hadad und Jesaja 28,15 und 18,"
Archiiologie und AT. Festschrirt K. Galling (Tiibingen, 1970), 127-134.
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courses of the land of Israel. Similarly for the inhabitants of Nineveh, the waters of
the Tigris were vital, so much so that they became emblematic of Assyrian power (Isa.

8:7). For Israel the Jordan was the only river of significant size, and even it remained

fordable at many points during the entire year.53 An important crossing point was

located at Gilgal (Josh. 3: l-4,24),54 near Jericho (Khirbet el-Mefjer?).
Because of its location the river Jordans5 formed a natural political boundary to the

land of Israel for much of its history (Josh. l3). Its value as a natural barrier enabled

Gideon to use it as a checkpoint in order to cut off the escape route of marauding
Midianites (Jgs.7:24).In Josh. 16:1, the Jordan is described as "the waters of Jericho,"
and the river is the scene of a special demonstration of divine power through Elijah in
2 K. 2:6tr. The prophet used his cloak to divide the waters so as to allow Elijah and

Elisha to cross over on dry ground.

The most imposing of the rivers of the world known to the Israelites was the Nile,s6

and the OT reflects an awareness of the great importance which this river possessed

for the life, culture, and economy of Egypt (cf. Nah. 3:8; Jer. 46:7t.). The fertility of
the land was especially dependent on the annual inundation of the Nile valley; its
absence meant famine, and could thus be interpreted by a Judean prophet as the effects
of a dire curse upon the Egyptian people (cf. Isa. l9:5). Two very prominent sign-actions
are ascribed by Israelite tradition to Moses among the "signs and wonders" which
accompanied deliverance from Egypt. The first of these consisted of the pouring out
of water from the Nile upon dry ground so that it became blood (Ex. 4:9). The second

involved the turning of all the water of the Nile into blood (Ex. 7: 14-24).In company
with the complicated and complex plague narratives,sT these accounts have been sub-
jected to a long theological development.ss Nevertheless, behind the story there must
lie some awareness of the peculiar phenomenon whereby the waters of the Nile took
on a reddish-brown color in the flood season when they drew down heavy soil deposits

from the Upper Nile region.se
The Syrian rivers Abana and Pharpar are mentioned in 2 K. 5:l2.In Moab the water

supply was drawn from the waters of Nimrim (Isa. 15:6; Jer. 48:34) and the waters of
Dibon (Isa. 15:9).

In Jerusalem mention is made of the small spring of Gihon (1 K. l:38;2 Ch. 32:30),60

and the water supply of the city of Jerusalem was already of utmost importance to the

city in antiquity. This was thrown into even greater relief by an awareness of the meager

53. Cf. Glueck.
54. Cf. J. Muilenburg, "The Site of Ancient Gilgal," BASOR, l,l0 (1955), 1l-27; "Gilgal,"

IDB, il,398f .

55. --r f'l'1! yardan (Y1,322-330).
56. --r .tNr ye'or (Y,359-363).
57. Cf. J. L. Ska, "Les plaies d'Egypte dans le r6cit sacerdotal (PE)," Bibl,60 (19'79),23-35;

idem, "La sortie d'Egypte (Ex7-14) dans le r6cit sacerdotal (Pc) et la tradition proph6tique,"
Bibt, 60 (t979), t9t-2r5.

58. Cf. S. O. Steingrimsson, Vom Zeichen zur Geschichte. CB, 14 (1979), 50ff.
59. Cf. G. Hort, "The Plagues of Egypt," 7AW 69 (1957), 84-103; 70 ( 1958), 48-59.
60. + Iinil gih6n (sichbn) (II,466-68).
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flow of the stream of Shiloah, especially compiued with the abundant waters of the
Tigris (Isa. 8:6). 2 Ch. 32:3f . mentions that Hezekiah endeavored to block off the flow
of water from springs outside Jerusalem in order to prevent their use by the Assyrians.
Isa.22:9 refers to the waters of the "lower pool" at the lower end of the Kidron valley.
The "Water Gate" (ia'ar hammayim) is mentioned in Neh. 3:26;8:1,3,16; 12:37.

There is a reference to waters in a visionary stream in Dnl. l2:6f ., and unnamed
streams are referred to in Job 12:15; Ps. a2:2(l). Jer. 18:14 contrasts the permanent

flow of water in the mountain rivers with the more seasonal and limited supply in the
wadis (nahal), which flowed with water only in the rainy season. These water-filled
gullies could also suddenly turn into rushing torrents during the rainy season (Jgs. 5:4;
25.21:10;2K.3:20; Joel4:18[3:18]) and so acquired significance in military tactics
(Jgs. 5:19; 2 S. 17:20) when they became difficult, or impossible, to ford. Water then
appeared as a threatening element not only in the seas, where storms could make it
dangerous, but even in much smaller lakes and streams (cf. Ps. 66:12;Isa.43:2;Hab.
3: l0).

The presence of springs6l in arid regions (cf. Gen. 24:13:lsa.49:10) contributed to
the emergence of particular religious traditions associated with such springs (cf. the

waters of Merom, Josh. l1:5,7; 'An iemei, l5:7; the waters of Nephtoah, 15:9; 18:15;
and mA hayyarqbn, 19:46). According to Josh. 15:19, the daughter of Caleb asked for
a portion of land with springs of water (SuUail. 2 S. 12:27 refers to the Ammonite city
of Rabbah as the "City of Waters." Finally, springs of water served as geographical
landmarks (Jgs. l:15; I K. 18:5; 2K.3:19f.,22,25;Ps.107:33,35).

Two oases in the desert region of Sinai played an especially prominent role in
Israelite tradition: Meribah (= Meribath-kadesh, Ezk. 47:19) and Marah. The name of
the first of these (mefild, "lawsuit, strife") suggests that this oasis functioned as the

site for the hearing of lawsuits. Israelite tradition has developed this nomenclature
through various etiological elaborations into a series of traditions concerning Israel's
rebellion against the leadership of Moses, and thus ultimately against the authority of
Yahweh (cf. Nu. 20:8,10,13,24;27:14; Dt.32:51:33:8; Ps. 81:8[7]; 106:32).oz pr.

lO6:32f . links the names of the two oases so that the name "Marah" now indicates the
distinctive "bitter" taste of the water, which evidently resulted from its mineral content
and led to certain fears concerning its safety for use as drinking water. The tradition
that Moses cast a tree into the water to make it drinkable @x. 15:23ff. Ul) became
linked with this fear. In turn this tradition was elaborated by a divine promise to deliver
Israel from the "diseases" of Egypt (Ex. 15:26).63 For the healing of the "poisoned"
water of springs we may note also the tradition of 2 K. 2:19ff. In Jgs. 15:19, we have

a tradition in which a popular folk-motif involving Samson has become linked with
the spring of'An haqqdr7'.

61. -+ 1';9 'ayin.
62. Ct. C. Barth, "Zur Bedeutung der Wiistentradition," Volume de Congris, Genive 1965.

SyI 15 (1966), 14-23;G. W.Coats, RebellionintheWilderness(Nashville,1968),47tr.
63. Cf. H. F. Fuhs, "Qades - Materialien zu den Wiistentraditionen Israels," BN, 9 (1979),

54-70, esp. 60.
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Next to spring water, water from wellsil was also of grcat importance (cf. Gen.

2l:19,251'24:11,13;1 S.9:ll). All these passages refer to the widespread custom of
sending the younger women to draw water from a well. Wells in arid regions made them

especially important to travelers, and made them into social and religious centers of
habitation and meeting (cf. Gen. 26:18-22 and the naming of wells with'dieq, "quarrel,"
iitnh, "ewfity," and rel.tdp61, "wide space"; b"'dr-iepa', Gen.26:32, and the Song of the
Well in Nu. 2l:16f.). The presence of a well in Bethlehem is attested by 2 S. 23:15-17,
when David's soldiers evaded the Philistine guards in order to draw water from it for
David. The remarkable way in which springs of watercould flow from apparently barren
rock was taken as a sign of divine providence (cf. Neh. 9:15; Ps. 78:16; Isa. 48:21). Water
from springs could often be kept in pools or cistems. A large pool of water was to be found
at Gibeon (Jer. 4l:12), and other pools are mentioned in Isa. I 4:23; Ercl. 2:6.

Water occurs naturally in the form of rain,6s and this formed the basis for religio-
mythological reflection. Ancient Near Eastern cosmology explained the sources of rain
in terms of large storehouses of water above the earth.66 The primordial and formless
earth from which creation sprang was viewed as an order in which there was no rain
(Gen. 2:5). Prov. 8:24 asserts that there were no springs of water before God created
the earth. However, the wholly unmythical link between rain and the clouds which
brought it was clearly known and recognized (Job 26:8; Ps.77:18[17]). In Dt. ll:11,
dependence of the land upon the rain of heaven is interpreted as a mark of the special

divine providence pertaining to it. In Job 5:10, God causes the rains to fall, and this is
interpreted as a sign of his power which human beings cannot emulate (cf. Job 38:34).
In Israel most rainfall took place in heavy showers pouring out from powerful storm-
clouds, "a gathering of water" (2 S. 22:12; cf. Isa. 28:2); since such rains were
frequently accompanied by electrical storms, they became associated with the topology
of divine theophany (cf. Ps. I8:IOtr[9tr];29:3;77:16-19115-18l tQD.

These heavy rainstorms made a dramatic physical change to the appearance of the

countryside, especially when the hills appeared to melt and to run with water (cf. Ps.

104:13). The force of the rainstorm provides the basis for the prophet's imagery of an

attack by hostile powers (Isa. 28:17). After the rain a fine mist rises (Job 36:27; cf.
Ger 2:6).67

Aside from rain and mist, water also occurs in the form of dew.68 The tradition of
Gideon's call to serve Israel as a deliverer from the Midianites involved effects of the

dew as a sign of Yahweh's power and of the authenticity of Gideon's call (Jgs. 6:36-4$.
Finally, water could also occur in the form of snow (Job 9:30 [Q]; Ps. 147:16, and

elsewhere).6e

64. r lNf b"'€r (1,463-66).
65. i '''lUD maldr (Vlll,250-265).
66. Cf. further under II.3.
67. For Heb. 'd/, see C. Westermann, Genesis l-l I (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 200-201;

Speiser.
68. -+ )U pl (V,323-330).
69. -s \)rti ieleg.
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The scope of mayim in the OT is rounded off when one considers that human tears
also consist of water, so that for the eyes to "run with water" serves as a visible
expression of great grief (Lam. l:16; cf. 3:48).

2. Natural Properties. The necessity of water for the maintenance of virtually all
forms of life is fully and frankly recognized in the OT, and its enormous importance
encouraged its employment in a wide range of cultic activities.To The fertility of trees
and plant life in its entirety is directly linked with the presence of abundant waters (Ps.
1:3; Ezk. l7:5,8; 19:10 [twice];31:5,7,14,16). Where there is no water, reeds cannot
flourish (Job 8:11), and the earth is ever thirsty for water (Prov. 30:16). At the mere
scent of water a tree will bud, even after it has been cut down (Job 14:9).

That water could appear in the form of snow has already been noted above, yet
since snow quickly melted and turned to water, which quickly evaporated in the heat
of the sun, it could easily evoke the notion of the transience of life (Job 24:19). Yet
water could also become frozen, becoming as hard as stone (Job 38:30). The freezing
of water was also ascribed to God: Job 37:10 considers God's breath responsible.

Finally, watercould also boil (Isa.64:l[2]), which was of great imporrance to its
use in cooking. Such cooking enhanced the taste of food and made it digestible, but it
was felt also to effect a certain purifying function.Tl

A series of didactic sayings addresses the sailing of ships upon the waters of the
seas, wondering how they chart the correct course (Prov.30:19). Although human
beings can learn to swim, if a person is not careful or if the current is too strong, the
unwary will be carried away and drowned (Job 22:ll;24:18; Ps. 69:312)).

It is the natural condition of rivers and seas to be full of fish and all sorts of
animals, which God created to flourish there (Gen. l:20ff.; Lrv. ll:9ff.; Dt. 4:18; 5:8;
l4:9f .).

3. Israelite Cosmology. The importance of water to human life and to the life of the
entire created order, combined with the remarkable phenomena which often accom-
panied thunderstorms, downpours, and the power of the waves of the sea, enhanced
the notion of water with rich cosmic significance. Much of this significance appears
reflected in a wide range of mythological themes, images, and titles.72 Nevertheless, it
is difficult to distinguish sharply between mythological and cosmological frames of
reference regarding water. There are indications that some of the more overtly mytho-
logical aspects of water as a cosmic force, personified as a monster or dragon,73 have
been modified so as to minimize the element of mythological religious association (cf.
Ps.1O4:261.te

In the Yahwist Creation Narrative (Gen. 2:4b-3:24), the creation of water is not

70. See below under lll.2,3.
71. See below under IL5,6.
72. See below under III.l.
73. -r ln!]) liwydldn (VII, 504-9).
74. Childs, 36ff.
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made the subject of a special divine action. The author affirms that, in the original
unformed world, the world was made fertile not by the giving of rain, but by a "cloud
of mist" Gd) (Gen.2:6).ln the Priestly Creation account, a more fundamental role is

ascribed to water, which appears as a primordial substance. As a primeval ocean

(tehim), it appears not to have lost entirely all vestiges of its mythological character

as a cosmic power, although it is no longer vested with the personal qualities of will
and intelligence which appear in the Babylonian Tiamat.Ts The Hebrew t"h6m displays

features of power and cosmic range capable of disrupting the divinely given order of
creation (cf. Ps. lM:7-9) without the waters themselves threatening to overwhelm God.

God establishes his own power over the waters by separating the upper from the lower

waters at creation (Gen. 1:6ff.). Similarly, the provision of fixed boundaries and chan-

nels for the waters to flow in continually robs them of their authority and power (cf.

Ps. 104:9; Prov. 8:29). This division of the waters can even be viewed as a fundamental

feature of Israelite cosmology (cf. Gen. 1:6; Ex. 20:4;Dt.5:8; Ps. 104l.3;136:6;148:4).ta

The cosmic aspect of the sea was clearly related at some stage in the growth of Israelite

religio-mythological tradition with the figure of the primeval dragon monster l.eviathan
(cf. Ps. l}4:261'lsa.27:l). The subterranean waters were believed to extend to the very

boundaries of Sheol (Ezk. 3l: l5; Jon. 2:6f. [5f.]), and these waters formed a part of the

world-embracing oceans, the mayim rabbim (Ezk.26:19). In this sense death itself
could be viewed as a journey through the mayim rabbim to Sheol (Lam. 3:54). There

thus developed a close association between the threatening power of water, especially

in its cosmic manifestation as mayim rabbtm, and the physical fact of death (cf. Ps.

124:5 ; 144:7 ; also Ps. l 8 : 1 7 [l 6] ; 69 :3,1 5f .12,14f .); lsa. 43 :2).

Yahweh's power in establishing boundaries for the waters, and in gathering the

waters together "as in a bottle," is mentioned in Ps. 33:7. According to Job 28:25; Isa.

40:12, Yahweh is able to measure out the waters. The cosmic boundary of the primeval

waters could also be said to mark the division between the realms of light and darkness

(Job 26:10).
The most striking of the OT narratives which reflect the cosmic range and threatening

power of water is that of the Flood (Gen. 6:5-8:22).77 Here a number of individual
features point to some connection in ttre history of the tradition with that of the flood

episode recounted in the Babylonian epic of GilgameshT8 and the Babylonian Ara[asis
epic.Te The onset of the Flood8o is described in the Israelite tradition as the bursting

75. Cf. A. Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis (Chicago, 195 I ), l00ff.
76. Cf. Kaiser, 48ff
77. Ibid., 120ff.
78. Cf. A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic and OT Parallels (Chicago, 21963),224ff.; E. Fisher,

"Gilgamesh and Genesis: The Flood Story in Context," CBQ,32 (1970), 392-403; on this whole

complex see also R. Oberforcher, Die Flutprologe als Kompositionsschliksel der biblischen

U rgeschichte (Innsbruck, 198 I ).
79. Cf. W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-firtsis: The Babylonian Story of the Flood

(Oxford, 1969); L. Matous, "Die Urgeschichte der Menschheit im Atralasls-Epos und in der

Genesis," ArOn 37 (1969), l-7; see also ANEI 512-14.
80. -+ )t:n mabbfil (V[I,60-65).
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forth of the waters of the great deep (Gen. 7:ll) and as a heavy downpour (geiem,
v. l2). The strongly mythological features of the account are evident at a number of
points even though the story has been adapted to a historical form and has acquired a
certain number of cultural historical associations. The waters over the earth (Gen.
7:10,1'7tr.,24) destroy all living creatures (Gen. 7:18ff.), leaving only Noah and those
with him in the ark. After the earth had become dried up through the action of the wind
(Gen. 8:l), God affirmed by an oath that such a catastrophe would not be repeated
upon the earth (Gen.9:15). This left a distinctive tradition in Israel conceming the
"waters of Noah" (Isa. 54:9).

4. Sustenance. The primary importance of water for human life was as life-sustaining
drink. As a consequence, threats of drought, thirst, and weakness caused by lack of
water are reflected at a number of points in the biblical tradition. This inevitably drew
to itself a close association with the climatological and geographical features of the
land of Israel, much of which is of a semi-desert character. There thus also developed
an Israelite tradition of the Sinai oases Massah and Meribah, associated with the spring
at Kadesh (cf. Neh. 9: 15,20).81 The presence of springs and underground wells espe-
cially in the most arid regions made such sites important for Bedouins, travelers, and
traders. Many of the most distinctive features of life in such regions, with the strong
demarcation between the seasons by the amount of rainfall, are to be linked with the
necessity of water to sustain life. As Israel came to be increasingly characterized by
an agrarian economy, so the water supply, and the storage and transportation of water,
became decisive factors.

The OT contains a plethora ofreferences to the central necessity ofan adequate supply
of water: cf. Jgs. 4:19;5:25 (Sisera);7:4f. (Gideon); I S.30:11; 25.23:l6f . (David); I K.
l7:10 (Elijah); l8:4 (Obadiah); l8:13; I Ch. ll:17; Neh. l3:2; Hos. 2:7[5]; Ezk.l2:l8f .;
Dnl. 1:12. This need for water to sustain life is reflected in the form of the divine promise
which God affirms to his people: "I will bless your bread and your water" (Ex.23:25).
The very essence of worthy hospitality consisted in offering the guest water (2 K.6:22;
Ps. 23:5; lsa. 2l:14). To "eat bread and drink water" in another person's house was
recognized as an acceptance ofthat person's hospitality, and in consequence it carried with
it the effect of being open to the blessing (b"ral3i) or curse ('dld, q"lAld) which rested upon
that house (l K. l3:8f.,16tt.,22). To refuse to give an exhausted person food and water
was interpreted as a reprehensible act of deliberate rebuff (Nabal toward David, I S.
25:ll). Similarly, the hostility of the Edomites toward Israel was recalled and exemplified
in the tradition that they had refused Israel water even when the Israelites offered to pay
(Nu. 20:17,19;Dt.2:6,28). A similar request was put to Sihon, king of the Amorites; he,
too, rebuffed them (Nu. 2l:23; cf. Dt. 23:5[4]). The need to buy water for money was
viewed as a situation of deepest distress (Lam. 5:4).

81. Cf. V. Fritz, "Kades Bamea-Topographie und Siedlungsgeschichte im Bereich der
Quellen von Kadesch und die Kultstiitten des Negeb wiihrend der K<inigszeit," BN, 9 (1979\,
45-50.
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The experience of physical weakness and faintness caused by dehydration and lack

of water is reflected in a number of OT traditions (cf., e.g., 1 S. 30:12; Ps. l0'7:4f.).

Even the smith, traditionally a figure of considerable strength, could be weakened by

lack of water (Isa. aA:12).

Because ofthe seasonal nature ofrainfall in Israel, halfthe year essentially constituted

a dry season. If the winter rains failed, the situation became life-threatening for human

beings, animals, and plants. As a result there occurred periodically years of drought in

which areas which had been cultivable were dried up and regular sources of water became

dangerously depleted. The OT reflects experiences ofsuch seasons ofexceptional drought
(Am.4:8; Jet 14.l-6;38:6). At such times the storage of waterbecame necessary (cf. Jer.

l4:3 tQl; 15:18). Scarcity of water could also result from military siege, which cut off
access to wells and springs outside the city, although such lack could be bridged for a time

by careful rationing of water (Ezk. 4:ll-17 ). The "water of affliction" (mayim sdr ltext?);
Isa. 30:20) probably refers to such a situation. The provision ofan adequate water supply

for the special needs of such times of distress consequently became an important aspect

of the defense of cities, e.g., of Jerusalem (2 Ch. 32:3f.;lsa.22:ll; cf' also 2K.2o:201'lsa.

3:l). Similarly, part of the deprivation which imprisonment brought was a lack of normal

quantitiesof water(l K.22:27 par.2Ch.18:26).Duringaperiodoffastingapersonmight
also do without water (Ex. 34:28; Dt.9:9,18; Ezr. lO;6; Jon. 3:7), although this was

understandably regarded as unusual.

It was a mark of well-being and security to be in possession of a continuing and

reliable water supply (Nu. 24:6f.; Isa. 33:16). The stealing of water was proscribed,

and only a foolish woman might extol the sweet taste of stolen water (Prov. 9:17).

This overriding need for a good water supply made it essential that it should be kept

wholesome and uncontaminated. Hence to drink clean water, and then to proceed to

foul the remainder, like an uncomprehending animal, was seen as a mark of inhuman

folly (Ezk. 34: l8; cf. 26:12). The action here refers to ravaging soldiers who contami-

nate the cisterns after capturing a city. Of course, water could also become contaminated

or poisoned by natural causes, something taken as a sign ofdivinejudgment (Jer. 8:14;

9:14tl5l; 23.15). However, even contaminated water supplies could be rendered drink-

able again through appropriate measures. According to 2K.2:19-22, Elisha "healed"

Oippe') a supply of water in Jericho. Such prophetic power over water was manifested

in Moses, who changed the water of the Nile into blood, rendering it unfit for drinking
purposes (Ex. 7 :14-24).

Different types of containers were used to store water and to carry il jars (/<ad, Gen.

24:15,17,43;1 S. 26:11f.,16; I K. 19:6), troughs for watering sheep (ieqe!, rahat, Gen.

30:38), bottles made of animal skin for use on a joumey (l.t€me1, Gen.2l:l4f .,19), and

cups for drinking purposes (,t6s). Without the help of such a container a person might

use a shard ofbroken pottery (Isa. 30:14) or his own hands, or even lie down and lap

like a dog (Jgs. 7:5ff.). In order to draw water up from a well one might use a bucket

(d'la Nu. 247) or storage jars (Gen. 24 14-17). For the drawing of water, see also Dt.

29: l0[ I l]; Josh. 9:21,23,27.

For reasons of hygiene it was obviously necessary to ensure that all containers and

pits used to store drinking water were also clean (l*v. ll:34,36,38). If these basic rules
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of cleanliness were not observed, the water itself was classified as unclean (Lrv. I I :38).
Finally, water could be mixed with wine so as to improve its taste and palatability.82

2 K. 8:15 has documented how water can become the instrument of murder. Ac-
cording to this tradition, Hazael dips a bed coverlet in water and spreads it across the
face of the sick king Ben-hadad to induce asphyxiation.

5. Cleansing. The secular and cultic customs involving water are closely intertwined
in its use for washing, since the concepts of holiness and purity were very closely related
to each other. As a consequence, it is frequently impossible to separate the ritual from the
secular in connection with the cleansing efficacy of washing.s3 The washing of Aaron and
his sons for their consecration to the service of the priesthood involved both aspects (Ex.
29:4; 30:20).s Hygiene and ritual cleansing were not distinguished in the case of
involuntary sexual emissions, normal sexual activity, emissions of blood from women,
and the appearance of skin infections, as well as contact with lepers and the dead. Besides
the removal of dirt, the washing of a child also included such ritual removal of unclean-
ness. Yet there was an awareness of a more directly secular necessity for washing off dirt,
as is to be seen in the washing of the feet after a joumey (Gen. l8:4; 24:32;43:24).The
relationship of a servant to his master could even be described as that of "pouring water
on the hands" (cf. the relationship between Elisha and Elijah,2 K. 3:11). It was also
evidently usual to wash new items of clothing before wearing them; this notion lies behind
the sign-action involving a linen waistcloth (Jer. l3: l-l l) and explains why Jeremiah was
prohibited from washing the waistcloth before using it.

Utensils for cooking and eating were doubtlessly washed before the preparation and
consumption of food. We can only assume that the normal daily acts of washing and
bathing (e.9.,2 S. ll:2) were not accorded any specific ritual significance.

6. Food Preparation. Water was used in the ktchen for boiling the food, including
in some circumstances the meat of sacrificial animals. Although those parts of a
sacrificial animal which were to be eaten would normally have been roasted (sa-l6, I S.
2:15; Isa. 4:16,191, hdra\ kov. 12:27), the meat could also be boiled (ba.ial,I*v.
8:31; I K. 19:21; 2 K. 6:29; E*. 46:20,24) to render it more suitable for eating, and
also to reduce the risk of food poisoning through deterioration. Even the Passover
sacrifice, which might more commonly have been roasted (Ex. l2:8f.), could be boiled
(Dt. 16:7; cf. 2 Ch. 35:13). Through a period of "seething" (rd1ah, Job 30:27;
4l:23[3]): Ezk. 24:5) one could boil various vegetables and herts togerher (cf. also
Ezk. 24:5; Job 4l :23[3 1]).

7. Metaphoical Usage. Heb. mayim is also extensively used in metaphors and as a
component in symbolical gestures.

82. On the metaphorical interpretation, cf. lsa. l;22 and II.7 below.
83. Cf. Douglas,7ff.
84. See further below under III.3.
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a. The physical property of water as a fluid has occasioned its use as an image of
weakness. After their defeat and the loss of thirty-six men at Ai, the Israelites became

disheartened, i.e., "the leb of the people melted and turned to water" (Josh. 7:1-5).

The nepei can also be poured out like water, an image for weakness and illness leading

to the pronounced fear of death (Ps. 22:15[14]). The expression "all knees turn to
water" (Ezk. 7 :17 2l:l2UD probably attests a drastically realistic background: "Men
are no longer able to preserve the elementary aspects of self-control, like the infant
and the dying man who passes water."85 The wise woman of Tekoa is alluding to the

ultimate human weakness leading to death when she says to David: "We must all die;

we are like water spilled on the ground" (2 S. 14:14).

b. The formlessness and evanescence of water also invite metaphorical usage.

The psalmist implores that his enemies "vanish like water that runs away" (Ps.

58:8t71). Job 14:11 compares human beings with the water of a lake that dries up

and disappears. Zophar uses this image in Job 11:16 to conceive of the sins of the

person reconciled to God as having disappeared "as waters that have passed away"
(k"mayim 'db"rfi). In Nah. 2:9(8), Nineveh in its destruction is likened to a pool
"whose waters (read: mAmeyha with BtlS mg.) run away." The reverse image of
constancy can be attained through negation: the righteous of Israel will become "like
a watered garden, like a spring of water, whose waters never fail" (Isa. 58:ll; cf.
1:30).

c. The idea of the constant movement of water is employed by the wisdom poet to

describe God's power over the king: "The king's heart is a stream of water in the hand

of Yahweh; he turns it wherever he will" (Prov. 2l: l).
d. There was also an awareness of the power and irresistible force of water, and of

the difficulty in controlling it or containing it in a fixed place. This is probably in Amos'
mind when he demands that social justice be like a cascading stream (Am. 5:24). In
Mic. l:4, the coming of God to his people in judgment is described with the aid of the

imagery of a storm theophany; his presence causes the mountains to melt, "like waters

poured down a steep place." The image of the destructive torrent of water also stands

behind Job 27:20 (fear and terror overtake the wicked like a flood); 1 Ch. 14:11

(Yahweh overcomes the enemies like a bursting flood); Isa. 8:7; 1"7 :l2f .; Jet. 47 :2. And
just as the persistent dripping of water wears away stones, so is God able gradually to

destroy human hopes (Job 14:19).

e. A consciousness of the fluidity and formlessness of water when poured out has

led to its being used to convey the notion of excess and unlimited freedom. So the

enemies of Jerusalem are said to have poured out the blood of its citizens like water
(Ps. 79:3; cf. also Dt. 12:24; 15:.23): according to Hos. 5:10, Yahweh threatens to pour

out his wrath like water upon the princes of Judah. In a similar fashion the afflicted

Job can describe his cries and groanings as "poured out like water" (Job 3:24), the

point of the metaphor being to convey the idea of suffering beyond all measure (cf.

also Lam.2:19).

85. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),208.
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f. Descriptions of grief also employ the image of water, associating water with tears.

The eyes of the person who fails to observe the torah gush with water (Ps. 119:.136;

cf. Jer. 8:2319:ll; 9: l7[ l8]).
g. The depth of cisterns and the fact that they were fed by subtelranean springs

occasioned metaphorical usage. The wisdom teacher asserts that the words of a person's

mouth are like deep waters (Prov. 18:4), and the purpose of a person's mind is like deep

water (Prov. 20:5). Deep water conceals things. Just as a Person can sink stones into such

water, so were the Egyptians sunk in the Sea of Reeds (Ex. l5:1,5; Neh. 9:11)'

h. Ps. 109: 18 contains a vivid image for the act-consequence relationship. Just as water

is able to soak into other substances, so also the man who loves to curse is so pursued by

the consequences ofhis own actions that the curse is said to soak into his body.

i. Water that surrounds a person is understood as a thleat (Ps. 88:18[17]). God's

wrath surrounds a person like water (Ps. 69:2[l]; cf. v. 3[2] with different terminology,

iibbdle;, till it reaches up to his neck. We can easily detect remnants of mythological

features in such descriptions as these that draw on the threatening force of water, i.e.,

water as a power of chaos threatening the realm of creation. Yahweh's power, however,

overcomes this threat (cf. lsa. 43:2). 
Ckments

j. The reflective surface of water serves the aphorism in Prov. 27:19: "Jttst as water

reflects a face, so does the heart of a man reflect him."
Amore controversial metaphorical application is to be found in Eccl' l1:1: "Cast

your bread upon the waters, for you will find it after many days." Interpreters long

suspected the presence here of a sexual motif from the cult of Adonis.86 Willy Staerk8T

early suggested ttrat this constituted an injunction to unreflected generosity and good-

ness, which would be rewarded in due time. Yet the peculiar expression iallah lahm"f,n

repeatedly evoked the idea ofencouragement to undertake a seajourney,8s and this -
with somewhat inconsistent interpretation - in its own turn evoked the challenge to

accept the risk of confronting the uncertain.8e As Hans Wilhelm Hertzbergm and Oswald

Lordagt suggest, the proverb thus probably refers to an act that contrary to all expec-

tation comes to a beneficial end.e2 
Fabry

k. A range of metaphorical applications relating to water is drawn from its importance

as a drink, and consequently as a basic element necessary for the sustenance of life
and vigor. Thus the image of drinking water (id!A) frequently represents the acquisition

86. Cf. O. S. Rankin, "Ecclesiastes: Introduction and Exegesis, /8, V (1956),81'

87. "Zur Exegese von Koh l02s und llb" 7AW 59 (1942),216t.
88. Cf. R. cJrAis, Koheleth -Th" Mor'ond His World (New York, 21955),320'

89. Cf. also W. Zimmerli, Prediger. ATD, XYVI C1980), 240.

90. Der Prediger. KATXVW4 (1963),200-202.
91. Qohelet und der Alte Orient (Freiburg, 1964),88.
92. Contra A. Lauha, Kohelet. BK, XIX (1978), in loc.
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of certain behavioral characteristics. The wicked person "drinks iniquity like water"
(Job 15: 16). Job himself, when faced with the rebukes and admonitions of his friends,
is characterized as a person "who drinks up scoffing like water" (Job 34:7). The
experience of drinking water from a cistern provides the basis of the didactic metaphor,
"Drink water from your own cistern" (Prov.5:15), an unmistakable admonition to
remain sexually loyal to one's own wife. With the same overtone Cant. 4: l5 describes
the beloved as a "well of living water" (= a garden spring) and as "flowing streams
from Lebanon." And again with mythological resonance, Cant. 8:7 refers to the con-
stancy of true love, which even "many waters (mayim rabbim, an allusion to the waters
of chaos?e3) cannot quench." Prov.25:21 alludes to concepts of hospitality with its
custom of giving a guest water to drink, enjoining that an enemy also be given water
to drink and food to eat that he may thereby be brought to feel the shame of his enmity.
Finally, the reception of good news from a distant land is likened to the eagerness with
which a thirsty man accepts a drink of cool water (Prov. 25:25).

l. Water is important for fertility and high crop yield. The well-being of a righteous
person is compared to a tree planted by streams of water (cf. Job 29:19',Ps. l:3); the
Egyptian pharaoh is likened to a well-watered cedar (Ezk. 3l:4), and according to Isa.

l2:3 the future Israel, when it has been restored to its land, is assured that with joy it
will "draw water from the wells of salvation." And finally, the outpouring of God's
spiritea upon the descendants of Israel is compared to the pouring out of water upon
parched ground (Isa. 44:3; cf.32:2:44:4;55:l;58:ll; Jer. l7:8;Ezk. 17:5,8; 19:10;
3l:5,7).

Ps. 73: l0 is probably alluding to the water supply system when it refers to the actions
of the wicked: "abundant waters are drained by them." Several commentators here
have sought an emendation of the text so as to eliminate any reference to mayim,es

even though the MT is certainly intelligible. If the text is allowed to stand, the harmful
activities of the wicked are compared to the blamewothy waste of a plentiful water
supply.e6

That God is a "fountain of living waters" becomes a readily explicable metaphor
of the life-giving power of Yahweh, in his role as giver of fertility and of salvation and
righteousness (Jer. 17:13). Yahweh is the source of life and blessing for his people.
Thus in Jer. 2:13 the turning of Israel to Ba'al is described as having "forsaken me,
the fountain of living water, and dug out . . . cracked cisterns that can hold no water."

A much more complex development of the imagery of water is to be found in
Ezekiel's vision of the restored temple and its stream (Ezk. 47:tff.). Here mythological,
metaphorical, and traditional ritual associations of water have been combined into an

image of the blessing which will be given to Israel through its restored cult. Notions
of fertility, salvation, prosperity, and cultic blessing have been brought together in

93. Cf. IILI below and H. Ringgren, Das Hohelied. ATD, XVI/2 (31981), in loc.
94. -+111-l rttah.
95. BHS; cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrn.r 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),83f.,87f.
96. Cf., however, the similar assertion about the demonic "gods," KTU, 1.23, 62f.; see

H. Ringgren, "Einige Bemerkungen zum LXXIII. Psalm," W 3 (1953),269.
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imagery evoking the realization of the unthinkable: the waters of the Dead Sea will
become fresh (vv. 8f.). On this notion of the temple spring that issues forth blessings,
cf. also 7nc. l4:8.e7

The development of apocalyptic imagery involving water is further to be found in
Zec.9: I l, where the redeemed of Israel are assured of deliverance from the pit, which
a scribal addition has elaborated as being without water.

m. The extent and vastness of the sea have encouraged its use in similes expressing
grandeur and completeness. The future eschatological age is described as one in which
the whole earth will become full of the knowledge of Yahweh "as the waters cover
the sea" (Isa. I l:9 par. Hab. 2:14). T"he contrast between the vastness of the seas and
the smallness of a small branch floating upon it is to be found in Hos. l0:7. The imagery
here is employed to describe the divine judgment coming upon the king of Samaria,
although the text is uncertain;e8 some commentators understand qe{ep as (divine)
"wrath. "ee

n. Finally, mayim occurs in various similes. In Jer. 6:7, Jerusalem is accused of
keeping her wickedness fresh "as a well keeps its water fresh. " The imagery of drinking
water is also used by Jeremiah to denounce publicly the seeking of military and political
alliances with Egypt and Assyria (Jer. 2:18). In a srrange metaphor of purification,
Ezekiel describes the coming divine judgment of Egypt as a time when Yahweh will
cause the waters of the Nile to become clear and its rivers to run like oil (Ezk. 32:14).
The description of the tribe of Reuben as "unstable as water" (Gen. 49:4) characterizes
the tribe's restlessness and instability (or presumption?).

III. Religious Usage.
l. The Mythological Power of Chaos. Throughout the ancient Near East water was

recognized as a primal element of creation and as an indispensable part of the process
by which life came into being. Lack of it brought death and desolation, whereas its
presence brought life and fertility. Its association with storms and the concomitant
electrical phenomena added to this a sense of divine mystery and power. Instead of
merely being regarded as one element that existed within creation, it came to be
regarded as itself constituting a cosmic power. Alongside its beneficent potentialities
for life and fertility it could also appear as a negative force threatening to disrupt the
very order of the world and challenging Yahweh's sovereignty, characteristics also
shared by the Mesopotamian dragon Tiamat.lm The presence of water in the seas, its
fruitful drenching of the earth, and its powers to achieve cleansing and renewal of life
all conferred upon it a unique role in ancient Israel as a cosmic force which could even
be set alongside God 1ri*t"lf.rot

97. -+ f1l'Il sthbn (gichbn) (II, 466-68).
98. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 176.
99. F. I. Anderson and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB, XXIV (1980), 548, 538.
100. Cf. Wakeman, 166ff.; Norin,42ff.
l0l. Cf. Kaiser, lff.: W. H. Schmidt, Alttestamentlicher Glaube und seine Umwelt (Neukir-

chen, 1968), 152ff.
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In the Syrian-Canaanite sphere a number of varied forms of this cosmic role of water
are to be found.l02 Ugaritic mythology reflects the notion of a conflict between Ba'al
and the power of the cosmic seaslo3 in the person of the pt nhr zbl ym, "Judge River,
Lord Sea." lu Familiarity with such a myth is shown by a number of references in the
OT (cf. Ps. 74:13; Isa. 5l:9f.; Ps. 89). The personification of the primeval force of
water could take on various names: Rahab (Isa. 30:7) and [rviathan (Isa. 27 :l), among
others. Ps. 104:26 speaks of kviathan with much reduced powers playing in the waters
of the seas, unable to pose any threat. These remnants attest the enormous significance
this myh had in ancient Israel, although they represent only fragments of various
mythological motifs. The extensive similarity between these mythological traces and
the myths of the Mesopotamian-Syrian sphere excludes the possibility that Israel ever
had its own version of this myth. Rather, the various fragments suggest that the Israelites
adapted and varied different elements of the more widely attested mythology.

Further echoes of the myth of the conflict between God and the sea (water) resonate
in several places in Israel, e.g., in the extremely sharp rebuke of water during creation
and the limitation of its sphere (cf. Ps. 104:5-9; cf. also Ps.46:4[3];65:10[9], where
the waters of chaos threaten the dominion of Yahweh). A late literary development of
this mythology is also to be found inEzk.32:2.

The concept of the primeval ocean in the guise of "mighty waters" (mayim rabbim)
is widely attested in the OT. At several points it retains marked overtones of its
significance as a destructive cosmic power (cf. Ps.93:4;.tos In Ex. 15:10, the waters
of the yam silp into which the Egyptians sank are described as mayim rabbim, linking
the ancient creation mythology with the exodus tradition (cf. Isa.43:16;.lm Less clearly
defined are the references to the challenge which the mayim rabb?m pose to the rule
of Yahweh's sovereignty (2 5.22:17 par.; Isa. l7:l2f .; Ps.29:3:32:6; Jer.5l:55). In
the latter instance the political thrcat to Israel posed by Babylon is compared to that
which the mayim rabbtm pose to Yahweh (cf. also Jer. l0:13; 5l:16; Ezk. I :24). In Isa.
l7:12f.; Ezk. 43:2, the roaring of hostile nations is compared to that of the primeval
waters. Otherwise mayim rabbtm occurs only in poetical descriptions of the sea (Isa.
23:3; Ps. l8:17[6] par.; even here the cosmic-mythological dimension has not entirely
disappeared). With slight terminological variation Ps.124:4 portrays undefined hostile
powers as hammayim and nahld, "torrent."

2. The Sanctity of Waten The sense of a divine power that was working through
water to bring fertility and to preserve life resulted in such sources of water being
venerated as sacred places. Thus not only were the locations of wells and springs

102. Cf. Kaiser, 40ff.; H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandcier
RdM, t0t2 (1970), 59ff., r34ff.

103. -+ d' ydm (VI, 87-98).
104. KTU, 1.2, passim: cf. I.6.c above and Gray, 23ff.; Schmidt, Kt)nigtum Gottes in Ugarit

und Israel, 10ff.; -+ E) ydm, VI, 90f.
105. May,9-21.
106. See also Norin, 77f.
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frequently associated with shrines and holy places, but the very springs and wells
themselves came to be regarded as particularly holy. Thus the well at Beer-sheba was
a site of special holiness, both as the place ofcovenant making and as a source of water
(cf. Gen. 2l:3Of .; 26:32tr.). The sanctity of wells is the focus of the Song of the Well
(Nu. 2l : l7f.). The narrative concerning the role of Elisha in bringing about the healing
from leprosy of Naaman reflects a belief in the sanctity of the water of a river (2 K.
5: l-14); in this case it is the water of the JordanloT that brings about the cleansing from
leprosy (2 K. 5:10,12,l4). The action of immersing oneself seven times recalls the ritual
cleansing in running water.lo8 The water itself was not conceived to possess this
cleansing and life-renewing power, but rather to be the medium of such divine efficacy.

3. Ritual Usage. In antiquity the notion of puritylD was closely associated with
those of 1ro1ir"rsll0 and wholeness.lll The individual semantic fields overlap and are
accommodated to one another: "Our rituals create a lot of little sub-worlds, unrelated.
Their rituals create one single, symbolically consistent universe."ll2 It is impossible in
consequence to understand adequately the use of water in rites of washing and purifi-
cation without being aware of the imprecise separation between sacred and profane,
ritual and ordinary washing. Actions designed to promote the removal of dirt, of harmful
influences and diseases, and of ritual impurity were so closely interconnected that they
cannot be understood in isolation from one another.

So far as the apparatus of the cult was concemed, the most striking of all the vessels
intended for ritual washing appears to have been the "bronze sea" (1tam misdq, I K.
7:23ff .); this was certainly a very large water receptacle, although we cannot know for
sure in which ritual, if any, it was used. The only clue is its association with the
Jerusalem temple inventory. Its designation as "sea" suggests cosmic and mythological
symbolism.r13 The Jerusalem temple also contained ten bowls, or lavers (kiyy1fiL I K.
7:38f.,43), which perhaps also contained water (cf. Ex. 30:18;40:7,30).

Running water was definitely preferred for use in cultic ceremonies (L,ev. l4:5f.,
50ff.; Nu. l9:l7ff .). The distinctive ritual associated with the cleansing of a leper called
for the slaughter of a bird over an earthen vessel with fresh water (Lev. l4:5f., 50ff.).
In other types of sacrificial offering as well, certain parts of the sacrifice (legs and
entrails) were to be washed with water (trv. l:9,13; 8:21). Even the cultic personnel
had to subject themselves to washing before embarking on the performance of the ritual
activities. Similarly, the Aaronid priests were to be washed before their consecration
to office (Lev. 8:6). A slight variation of this is to be found in Nu. 8:7, which required
cleansing of the l,evites as a part of their consecration to office by an act of sprinkling

107. -+ l'11' yardEn (Yl,322-330).
108. See III.3 below.
109. -+'1;1V tahar (Y,287-296).
I 10. -+ u)tv qai.
I I l. -+ ADn tmm; cf. Douglas, 73ff
ll2. Douglas,69.
I 13. Cf. W. F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore, 21946),148-150
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"water of expiation @e bafiA')" (cf. also Nu. 19:21; Ezk.36:25). This allows the
conclusion that such washings represented symbolical action and simultaneously a

substitute for complete washing of all bodily parts. In contrast with this, l-nv. 16:4,24
calls for the priest to bathe his body completely in water before entering the holy place
for the performance of the rites of the Day of Atonement, to be repeated after his retum
from within the sanctuary. For washings after the ritual of the slaughter of the red heifer
and after the distribution of booty from a battle, cf. Nu. l9:9; 31:24.

Regulations concerning the cleansing of lepers laid down stringent demands for
washing. A person adjudged to be clear of such disease was required to wash his entire
body, as well as to shave off his hair and to wash his clothing (kv. 14:8ff.). Similar
regulations concerned those suffering various kinds of bodily discharge (Lev.
15:5f.,8ff.,18,21f .,27). Here the requirements for washing were extended to cover even
bedding. No doubt these levitical regulations were intended to promote hygiene and to
inhibit further infection, but these aims cannot be fully divorced from the ideas of ritual
uncleanness. Hence the washing itself possessed a semiritual character. After contact
with the dead carcass of an unclean animal the contaminated person had to wash both
himself and his personal objects (i.e., especially his clothing) with water (Lev.
ll:32,36). Contact with the corpse of a dead person also called for careful washing
with water and extended to the washing of clothes and especially of the tent in which
the person had died (Nu. 19:13ff.). Spoil taken in battle which could not be purged by
fire had to be washed with water because of its contact with the forbidden and alien
sphere of other deities (Nu. 3l:23).

In connection with the dispute between Elijah and the prophets of Ba'al at Carmel
(l K. l8:20tr.) Elijah pours four jars of water around the altar (vv. 33ff.,38). This action
does not, however, indicate any ritual use of water; it serves rather to show that the
fire which consumed the sacrifice came directly from Yahweh.

Clements

4. l,egal Usage. Water occurs only once in a juridically relevant context (Nu.
5: I I -3 I ), namely, the trial by ordeal of a woman suspected of adultery by her husband.
Although various forms of trial by ordeal are evidenced elsewhere in ancient
Mesopotamia,ll4 no exact parallel to the practice described in Nu.5:11ff. has been

found.1l5 The primary characteristic of such a form of legal examination and testing is
to secure a situation in which the final verdict could be interpreted as a judgment of
God.ll6 Nu. 5 presupposes that water is able to effect the securing of such a divine
judgment in two ways, first by its character as "holy water" (mayim q"lditm, v. l7),
a phrase which occurs uniquely here, and secondly by its power to mediate a curse.
The husband who suspects his spouse of marital infidelity is instructed to bring his

ll4. Cf. Press; P. J. Budd, "Priestly Instruction in Pre-exilic Israel," I.r{.23 (1973), l-14.
l15. For a comparison of Nu. 5:ll with CH $$l3lf., cf. M. Fishbane, "Accusations of

Adultery: A Study of Law and Scribal Practice in Numbers 5: I I -31," HUCA, 45 (1975), 25-45,
esp. 36-39; G. Giesen, Die Wurzel9l!2 "schwdren." BBB,56 (1981), l24ff.

116. Cf. E. Kutsch, "Gouesurteil. [," RGGj, II, 1808f.
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wife to the temple, where the ordeal is then carried out. The husband is required to

bring "a grain offering of jealousy" (v. 15). The woman is then subjected to a test by

being compelled to drink "holy water" into which particles of dirt from the sanctuary

floor have been mixed. The water then becomes the "water of bitterness that brings a

curse" (mA hammdrim hamc'dr"fim, v. l9).
Jack M. SassonltT associates martm with mrr /[ "bles5," ll8 and views this desig-

nation of the water as a merism "consisting of 'waters that bless' and 'waters that

curse,' hence 'waters of judgement.' " The goal of the ordeal thus remains fundamen-

tally open to proof of the womart's innocence. In contrast, Georg Giesenllg refers to

the'synonymous character of 'rr and mr (Nu. 5:22f.) and considers the goal of the

ordeal (contra Sasson) to be proof of the woman's guilt. The decidedly negative

emphasis on the curse within the procedure seems to militate for this view. G' R'
prlr"rrzo associates mdfim with mrh, "to be contentious, rebellious," and interprets

mA hammarim as "waters of contention, dispute." Herbert C. Brichtol2l refers to yrfr

ill, "teach," and interprets this as "oracle-water."
The mediation of the curse by the water is strengthened by a very solemn oath which

the woman accepts as binding through the repeated "Amen, Amen" (Nu. 5:19-22). If
the woman is guilty, the curse comes upon her with its entire force after she drinks,

causing bodily disorders (vv. Zlf .).tzz The efficacy of the water in mediating the effects

of the curse is further strengthened by the priest's writing down the words of the curse

upon a document and washing them off into the water. The complex magical back-

ground is further evidenced when the priest unbinds the woman's hair (w. l7f .1.tzz

Fabry

A further fragmentary echo of the use of water in forms of trial by ordeal is suggested

by the narrative tradition of the golden calf (Ex. 32:20). However, no other occurrences

can be adduced to suggest any widespread use of such practices in ancient Israel'

5. Religious Symbolism. The promise in Ezk. 36:25 in which Yahweh avers to the

renewed Israel that he will "sprinkle clean water" upon them to remoYe all their

uncleanness reflects a complex blending of cult-ritual, mythological, and even meta-

phorical elements. The range of ideas that later led to the rite of Christian baptism owes

its development to such symbolic language and such rituals. An extensive religious

ll7. BZ, N.s. 16 (1972),249-251.
I 18. Cf. later M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Die ugaritischen Yerben mrr l, mrr

ll und mrr trI (Zur ugaritischen Lexikographie VIII)," UF, 5 (1973), ll9-122'
ll9. P. 127, n.270.
120. "Two Problems in the OT Examined in the Light of Assyriology," Syr 33 ( 1956) , 73-77 .

l2t. .,The Case of le SOfA and a Reconsideration of Biblical 'Law,"' HUCA, 46 (1975),

61.
122. -+ l1a bekn,Il, 98: "damage to the female reproductive organs, or, if she has conceived

in an extramarital affair, then it could refer to loss of the child."
123. Cf. Anclsr 157f.
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symbolism was concerned with water from the beginning of OT times, although
especially the cosmic-mythological aspect gradually fell into disuse. Finally, an ex-
ample of complex symbolism is also found in the imagery of the river which flowed
out from the threshold of the temple (Ezk. 47:tff.), a prophetic image symbolic of the
blessing and prosperity of the renewed Israel.

So we find that various features of a mythological and ritual heritage have been

blended together to establish a fundamentally new type of religious symbolism. Once
established in the literature of the OT, such symbolism came to be more extensively
developed in late Judaism (especially in Qumran)r2a and Christianity (cf. Jn.7:37-39).

Clements

lY. l. Qumran. Given the archaeological evidence, it comes as no surprise that the
word mayim occurs quite frequently in the Qumran writings (more than 110 times, 27

of those in IQH alone, I I in CD, 7 in lQS, and 13 in I IQT; it does not occur in 1QM).
The use of water in connection with ritual washings clearly predominates, something
attested by the occurrences in lQS (in which every occurrence can be attributed to the
latestredaction!):thewaterof purification (niddh;3:4,9;4:21; compareCD 10:10-13;
ll:4; Ezk. 36:25) is like the spirit of truth for the sectaries, while outsiders and those
unwilling to repent are not permitted to enter it (b6'; cf. IQS 3:4,5; 5:13). This
terminology indicates that the reference is to ritual bathing.t2s Purification by water
alone, however, is not enough; it must be complemented by repentance;126 the reverse
is also 11lus.127 Both the water of purification and the well rich in water, the latter as a

metaphor for the Torah (CD 3:16; 19:.34), were early integrated into the esoteric
mysticism of the Essenes (lQH 8:13-19). Whereas the Temple scroll speaks almost
exclusively within the context of laws pertaining to cleanness (l IQT 45:16-49:12-18;
50:2,14;51:3ff.) and sacrificial regulations (20:1; 32:14; 52:12; 53:5), IQH applies
mayim to anthropological contexts: human beings as constructions of loam and water
(l:21;3:24;13:15); adversaries are compared to the roaring of mayim rabbim (2:16,27);
water is a metaphor for danger (3:13-16,26;6:24 CD 19:16); ths hsaftr28 of the
righteous melts like water (lQH 2:28;8:32). The image of the righteous person as a
tree planted beside "streams of water" (Ps. l:3) is echoed in lQH 8:4-9; 10:25. Finally,
the rigoristic interpretation of the Sabbath commandment is noteworthy: CD 1l:16

124. See IV.l below.
125. Ct. O. Betz, "Die Proselytentaufe der Qumransekte und die Taufe im NT," Rev@ I

(1958/59), 216-220; J. Gnilka, "Die essenischen Tauchbiider und die Johannestaufe," RevQ,3
(1961162), 185-2071' J. Pryke, "The Sacraments of Holy Baptism and Holy Communion in the
Light of the Ritual Washings and Sacred Meals at Qumran," RevQ, 5 (1964-66), 543-552;
H. Thyen, Studien zur Siindenvergebung im NT und seinen ahtestarnentlichen und jiidischen
Voraussetlungen. FRLANT, N.s. 78[96] (1970); A. T. Abraham,The Baptismal Initiation of the

Qumran Community (Princeton, I 973).
126. Cf . H. J. Fabry, Die Wurzel SfrP in d", Qumran-Lireratur BBB, 46 (19'75),297ft.
127. Cf . H. Braun, Sptitjiidisch-hriretischer und friihchristlicher Radikalismus. BHTh, 24

(1957),29.
128. -+ a> Db NrL399-437).
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stipulates that if a living person should fall into a "water pit" on the Sabbath he shall
not be pulled eu1.l2e

2. The Mandeans. The Mandeans developed their own cultic activities involving
water, the primary constituents of which were baptism and cleansings. A necessary

component was "living water" (in contradistinction with "murky" or "dark" water),
i.e., running water with a connection to the world of light. Such water could be
personified, and as the "Jordan"l30 acquires a messianic function. Just as water itself
as a cosmic force is associated with the world of light, so is earthly baptism a "reflection
of the heavenly baptism and simultaneously a symbol of the soul's belonging to the
world of light. Baptism guarantees and grants to the fallen divine soul a real connection
with the water that in its own tum comes from the beyond."t3l

Fabry

129. Ct. further J. Neusner, The ldea of Purity in Ancient Judaism. SIJLA, 1 (1973); and J. M.
Baumgarten, Studies in Qumran law. StJl,A, 24 (1977), 46-51,88-97.

130. -+ }11') yarddn (V1,322-330).
131. Cf. K. Rudolph, Die Mandiier II. FRI-4NT, u.s. 75[93] (1961), 61ft.,93.

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Meaning;3. LXX. tr. The Creation Narrative. III. Sirach. IV.

Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The etymology of mtn is yet unclear. Various attempts derive the root
from an Arabic etymon mynin the sense of "create; fruitfulness, procreation of living
beings of the same species." I (Otherwise Arab. ntAna[i] means to "lie, tell a falsehood,"
though also "split, divide, plow"'z cf. Ethiop. mena, "lie."3) References have also been

made to Akk. mtnu, "portion, number," atdminiu, "numbering, figuring"+ sr "number,

min. J. Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (1961, repr. Philadelphia, 1991), 76, l04f .;
P. Beauchamp, Crdation et Separation (Paris, 1969), 240-47; H. Cazelles, "MYN - espice, race
ou ressemblance," Mimoial du Cinquantenaire (1914-19641, Ecole des lnngues Oientales
Anciennes de I'Institut Catholique de Pais. Coll. Trav. de l'lnst. Cath. de Paris, l0 (Paris, 1969),
105-8; W. H. Schmidt, Die Schbpfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrifi. WMANT 17 (1967); O. H.
Steck,DerSchbpfungsberichtderPiesterschift. FRIAM ll5 (21981); C. Westermann,Genesis
l-ll (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 126.

l. Cazelles, with additional references to Christian Palestinian.
2. See the lexica and cf. A. M. Honeyman's review of KBL, W, 5 (1955),220.
3. LexLingAeth,2l3; cf. also Barr.
4. AHw, rl (1972),656f.
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amount; accounting; shape, figure" (probably from manfi, "count"l.s William F.

Albright's citation in KBL3 (547) is incorrect, and the meaning of Ugar. mnm is similarly
uncertain.6 The only undisputed point is its etymological connectionwith temfinA.1

2. Meaning. In its meaning as "kind" or "species," zin functions as a classification
term used generally with reference to plants or animals, including human beings (cf.
Sir. l3:16b, though a different view is taken by IQS 3: 14: lkl myny rwhwtmwith nvldwt
in context). In CD 4:16, min acquires the abstract meaning "category." With /' it is
distributive, "each kind in turn" or "according to the distinctiveness of the species,"
or in the singular "after its kind" (Lev. 1l:14,19;8 cf. CD 12:14: bmynyhm, "no matter
what kind they are"; Sir. 43:25b, Gk. poikilia).

3.lX{. TheLXXrenders mtnwithh6moios(2Otimes), gdnos(ll times), homoi6tes,
and poikilia (once each).

II. The Creation Narrative. The distinctions between the various species is
grounded in the plan of creation. Just as the immutable works are subjected to the
principle of separation (hibdtl), so also are the mutable ones subjected to the principle
of differentiation (mtn; l0 occurrences in Gen. l:llf .,21,24f.).

In their own turn, separation and differentiation are closely related to law: the divine
law that puts an end to chaos, the Mosaic law that is to prevent any mixing of species
(kil'ayim) (Lev. 19:19; Dt.22:9-ll). Nonetheless, kil'ayim does not encompass the term
mtn, tholgh a different situation obtains in the list of clean and unclean animals (Lev.
11:14-16,19,22,29;Dt.14:13-15,18). Thus it cannot be determined with any certainty
whether the occurrenc es of mtn in the Creation Narrative of P contain direct references
to regulations of the Torah.e

The occurrence of mtn is more likely an indication of the wisdom presuppositions
of Gen. l:12:4a: "In the context of P's careful distinction of the species of plants and
animals, one can speak of a scientific interest, provided one distinguishes it from our
idea of 'science.' " l0 As the differentiation between plants and animals in the proverbs
of Solomon shows (l K. 5:13[Eng. 4:33)), wisdom had long been interested in classi-
fication or "taxonomy." As far as animals are concerned, important clues to interpreta-
tion can be gleaned from the presuppositions evident in the texts.

5. CAD, W2 (1977),96t.
6. KTU, 1.4 1,39; cf. A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, Tertes Ougaritique I. IAPO,

7 (197 4), 1 96; cf. also the controversy involving M. Dahood, "The Linguistic Position of Ugaritic
in the Light of Recent Discoveries," Sacra Pagina, I BEIL, lzf . (1959),270f ., and C. Rabin,
"Etymological Miscellanea," Studies in the Bible. ScrHien 8 (1961), 392f.

7. Cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Die sieben Kunstwerke des Schmiedegottes in KTU 1.4
| 23-43," UE l0 (1978), 62: "form, kind."

8. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT ly (1966), in loc.
9. A different view is taken by Schmidt.
10. Westermann, 126.
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The multiplicity of species is a predominating feature of the animal kingdom. The
system of the "seven-day schema" juxtaposes animals and human beings: the multi-
plicity of animals is contrasted with the "unity" of human beings, an opposition also
indicated by the consistent absence of mtn whenever references are made to human
beings. Hence if mtn had something to do with the capacity of a living being to
reproduce itself in a continuing sequence of generations,ll then the term would indeed
be applicable to human beings. Since this is not the case, however, greater attention
needs to be directed to the background of this text. There one finds the contrast between
the world of humans and that of animals, and the concomitant moral and religious
implications. However, the content of this distinction is also of significance: neither
the human being in and of itself constitutes a species or kind, nor does the multiplicity
of human beings, races, and nations constitute a multiplicity of species or kinds. Yet
humans are exhorted to multiply in a place already occupied by the world of animals
(Gen. l:26-28). Thus human "unity" is to exercise dominance over the multiplicity of
animals. Both the Flood tradition (7 occurren ces of mtn in Gen. 6:20; 7:14) and several
prophetic texts (Isa. 1l:1-9) confirm that humans have what is basically a political
mission as regards the world of animals. Because of the relationship temfrni,/mintz one
can specify more precisely that this human mission is based on the similarity between
human and divine "r.ity," and correspondingly on the dissimilarity between human
beings and animals.

The Flood tradition reflects a reversal of this relationship, for now human being
devours human being, just as animal devours animal, the human being now consciously
setting himself up against his original purpose (Gen. l:29f.). This is presupposed in
any case by the Noahic law (Gen.9:l-7 [Pc]). This makes it possible to enhance
previous insights as well, whereby the allusions to Gen. l:1-2:4a are rendered com-
prehensible and are confirmed by the Flood tradition (as they are later by Sirach).

III. Sirach. Sir. 13:15f. (Heb.) offers a commentary to Gen. l:l-2:.4a, perhaps also
to Lev. 19:19f. (cf. Sir. 25:8). As in the animal world, human beings are devouring one
another, or they group themselves together according to their own mtn (Sirach applies
this term here to human beings, alluding thereby to the human status afier the Flood).
The sequence of the two commandments in [-ev. l9:18f. is perhaps reflected in Sir.
13:15f.: to love one's kind while not mixing with others. Thus Sirach accommodates
the use of mtn in Gen. l:l-2:4a more to that of kil'ayim in the law.

Beauchamp

IV. Qumran. ln Qumran the term rnin occurs only 3 times, in texts from a relatively
early stage of the sect. Whereas CD 12:14 clearly picks up the meaning of mtn in Gen.
l:l-2:4a in formulating its dietary laws (the b"gAlim b"m?nAhem, "locusts, according
to their various kinds," are designated unfit to eat), CD 4:16 applies minto a legal

I l. So Cazelles.
12. rbid.
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context in designating Belial's "three kinds of [false] righteousness" (mtnA hasse/eq):
fornication, riches, and profanation of the sanctuary. This pesher to Isa. 24:17 makes

it clear that ultimately one cannot escape this alleged "righteousness," and thus cannot
avoid incurring guilt. In what is probably an old masktl law (lQS 3:13ff.),13 the term
mtn is applied to human beings in consonance with later OT development. It is the task

of the matktll4 to evaluate and instruct the individual members of the sect according
fi m?nA rfrbdfim, "the kind of spirit which they possess" (lQS 3:la). The oldest maiktl
assignments speak only of kcrfrhd, "according to his spirit" (lQS 9:14).

Fabry

13. Cf. J. L.-Duhaime, "L'instruction sur les deux espris et les interpolations dualistes i
Qumrdn (lQS Itr,l3-ry2q," RB, 84 (1977),566-594.

14. Cf. H.-J. Fabry "Der altorientalische Hintergrund des urchristlichen Diakonats," Der
Diakon. Festschifi A. Frotz (Freiburg,2l981), l5-26, esp. l6f.

Contents: I. The Verb mkr ll. The Nouns m6\Er and makkar III. The Nouns rne&er mimkar,

mimkere!. IV. Conclusions. V. LXX.

I. The Verb mkr. The yerb mkr occurs 56 times in the qal, with a clear concentration
in the Pentateuch (7 times in the Joseph narrative [Gen. 37-50]; 5 times in the Covenant
Code in laws regarding slaves !F;x.2ll;7 times in the regulations concerning the Jubilee

Year [Irv. 25]) and 5 occurrences in Joel 4; the distribution of the remaining occur-

rences is unremarkable. The hiphil occurs 19 times, with 7 occurrences in I*v. 25

alone; the hithpael occurs 4 times. The usual translation of the Hebrew verb rzkr is "to
sell." This meaning can be traced back to the fifth century s.c. (Neh. 10:32[Eng. v. 3l];
l3 l5f .,20: Prov. 3l:24) and is attested later in contracts from Wadi Murabba'at which
date from l.o. 134 and 135.1 Ascrutiny of the use of mkrinoldertexts shows, however,

that this verb does not apply specifically to the semantic field "buy/sell," but designates

mkr Z. W. Falk, "Hebrew Legal Terms: II," "ISE 12 (1967), 24144l, B. Landsberger, "Ak-
kadisch-Hebriiische Wortgleichungen," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Baumgartnen
Congress Volwne 1967. SW, 16 (1967), 176-204, esp. 176ff., l87f ., 2M; E. Lipifiski, "Le
mariage de Ruth," W,26 (1976), 124-27; idem, "Sale, Transfer, and Delivery in Ancient Semitic
Terminology," Gesellschafi und Kultur im Alten Vorderasien = Schiften zur Geschichte und
Kultur des Alten Orients, 15 (1982), 173-185; A. L. Oppenheim, "Old Assyrian magdru or
makdru?" Festschrift H. G. Giiterbocl< (Istanbul, 1974), 229-237; W. Plautz, "Die Form der
Eheschliessung im AT," ZAW 76 (1964),298-318, esp. 312ff.

l. Mur 29:1,10; 30:1,4,10,20.
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a delivery of goods, generally in return for valuables, with or without the intention of
passing ownership. As late as talmudic times the verb mkr is still used to denote transfer
of rights and claims for a predetermined period without actually transferring ownership.
For instance, Bab. B. Mes. 79a-b discusses the case of a man who "mwkr his field for
sixty years," on the expiration of which the land returns to its owner. Hence this is not
a sale, but only a transfer of the right of usufruct. In other w ords, mkr signifies a transfer
of possession which can, but must not necessarily, amount to a sale.

This is made clear by the use of the verb in the first half of the first millennium s.c.
Although we have no evidence of its exact meaning in some cases (e.g., l*v.27:28;
Dt. 14:21;24:7; 32:30; Wov. 23:23), a number of characteristic examples are to be
found in other biblical texts. A man in serious financial diffrculties "hands himself
over" or "is handed over" (yimmaf;€r) to his creditor for six years (Dt. 15:12 ler.
34:14) or until the next Jubilee Year (Lev. 25:39-42,47-54). Although a land parcel
belonging to the patrimony can "be made over" (timmdft?r) to the mortgagee or to a
usufructuary until the next Jubilee Year (Lev. 25:23-28;27:2Of .,24), this by no means
constitutes a sale.

Yahweh "hands over" (yimk"rEm) the Israelites to their enemies for a period of
eight (Jgs. 3:8), twenty (Jgs. 4:2f .), or eighteen years (Jgs. 10:7f.). The translarion
"to sell" suits none of these passages, for the notion of selling implies an absolute
transfer of the property, and not merely a usufruct limited to a predetermined number
of years.

This is explicitly stated in l-,ev.2513-16, which deals not with the sale and purchase
of cultivable land, as would appear from the usual translations, but with the acquisition
of the right of holding in usufruct someone else's property until the next Jubilee Year
(cf. esp. v. 16). In vv. 14-15, where mkr is used twice, it can only refer to the usufruct
that is ffansferred for a certain price and a predetermined number of years. The same
applies in Lev. 25:29-31 to the usufruct of houses, with the exception of the ones within
a walled town, the possession of which was transferred by usucaption to the user after
one yeiu (redemption period) and which did not have to be returned during the Jubilee
Year. Even in a text like Ezk. 7:12f. the mOSdr cannot be a seller, for v. 13 states that
the time of doom is forthcoming, and then he, the m1kdr will be unable to go back to
the property given away. This means that he would do so in normal times and that he
did not "sell" his property, but gave it in usufruct or as mortgage. All this finds
confirmation also in Ruth 4:3-5, according to which Naomi intended to "make over"
the piece of land that belonged to Elimelech, her deceased husband. The use of mkr
just denotes that she was contemplating a transfer of the usufruct of Elimelech's land,
limited by law to the period of her widowhood. She could not sell that land, since it
would transfer by law to the closest relative (cf. Nu. 27:8-ll) or to Elimelech's
posthumously born child, which Ruth should bear him according to the custom of
levirate marriage (Ruth 4:5). And this is precisely the reason why the closest relative
renounced his right of marrying her: were he to beget a male descendant for the
deceased, he would deprive himself at the same time of Elimelech's heritage. In
talmudic times, as a matter of fact, the performance of the levirate marriage carried
with it the right of inheritance (Bab. Yebam. 40a; Ketub.8lb, 82a); but this was not
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the case in earlier times if the story of Ruth really reflects ancient legal customs. In

any case, the translation of mkr in Ruth 4:3 cannot be "to sell."
Biblical texts referring to human pledges and to the enslavement of defaulting

debtors2 show as well that mkr means something like "to hand over," "to give away."

Speaking of the thief who is to restore the stolen goods, E,x.22:2b(lb) states according

to the usual translation: "If he has nothing, then he shall be sold for his theft." But
Flavius Josephus (Ant. iv.8.27 [272)) stlll attests a tradition stating that the thief should

be "handed over" to the person to whom he was adjudged to pay ifhe was unable to

compensate for the stolen animal. This is also reflected by the terminology: g"n4pd,

"stolen goods" (rather than "theft"), and from the use of the verb mkr b", "handed

over in exchange for" (cf. also Gen. 37:28; l*v. 27:27; Dt. 2l:14; Isa. 50:1; Joel

4:3[3:3]; Am.2:6;Nah. 3:4; lQ27 l,II6; I lQT43:14). Therefore the phrase in question

is to be rendered: "If he has nothing, he shall be handed over in exchange for the stolen

goods." A similar meaning should be given to Isa. 50:la; 52:3-5, where one can hardly

translate "You will be sold gratuitously" (ct. lQ27 1, II 6). Reference to unjustif,rable

enslavement enforced in consequence of dishonest claims and bribery is found in Am.
2:6, where mkr clearly means "to hand over." This translation is confirmed by the

expression mdf;ar b"ya/ (Jgs.2:14;3:8;4:2,9; l0:7; I S. l2:9; Ezk. 30:12; Joel

4:8[3:8]), which never appears in a context implying an agreement on a price. The

current rendering as "to sell" is thus simply wrong. The use of mkr with an indication

of the place to which a person is "given away" (Gen. 45:4f.; Joel 4:7[3:7)),3 or with
'el followed by a place name (Gen. 37,36), also indicates that this verb originally had

nothing to do with sale and purchase, although the idea of selling is sometimes con-

noted.
The verb mkr also covers the giving away of a daughter as a bride (Gen. 3 I : 15) or

concubine (Ex.2l7f .), or of a brother as a slave (Gen. 37:27f .; Dt. 28:68; Ps. 105: l7).
In the first case at least, mkr does not mean "to sell," since the so-called "purchase

marriage" is not attested in the West Semitic world of the second and first millennia
8.C.4

But not even the "giving away" in slavery always implies a "sale," for a debtor

could surrender a member of his family to the creditor as a pledge, and one could
pledge oneself (cf. Dt. 28:68). Only persons or goods given b"[esep (Gen. 37:28; Dt.
2l:14 Am.2:6; 1 IQT 43:14) or b"'eref, (I-ev. 27:27) are obviously sold. Only in this

context does the verb mkr connote the idea of selling, although the verb as such still
means "to give away, to hand over." There are also texts (Joel 4:313:31; Nah' 3:4)

where mdf;ar D'refers to a kind of barter. This wide meaning of mdf;ar explains why
the verb can be used in Est. 7:4 in the sense of "giving up" to destruction, slaying,

and annihilation.

2. Cf. recently L Cardellini, Die biblischen "Sklaven" 
-Gesetze 

im Lichte des keilschriftli-
chen Sklavenrechts. BBB,55 (1981), esp. 339.

3. Cf. also in Ugaritic KTU, 3.8, 16;2.48, 5.

4. -+ ''li10 mohar (Ylll, 142-49).
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Even in texts like Ex.2l:37(22:la), which refers to the theft of an ox or a sheep
that the robber has slaughtered or otherwise delivered up, the translation of md[ar by
"to sell" is contradicted by the very wide interpretation of mkr found in the Tosefta
B. Qam. vii.14: "If he stole it and bartered it, if he stole it and sanctified it, if he stole
it then gave it as a gift, if he stole it and paid a debt with it, if he stole it then sent it
as a betrothal present to his father-in-law's house, he makes the fourfold or fivefold
payment."

A complementary argument is further found in the idiomatic use of the reflexive
hithpael of mdf;ar in 1 K. 2l:20,25;2K. 17:17, where the expression hilmakl<crld
la'"i61 hara'mtst be translated "you let yourself be'induced'to do what is wrong"
(cf. also 5t.47:24); the connotation "to sell" is utterly misleading.s

In conclusion, one could also refer to the use of Akk . makdru, which occurs primarily
in Old Assyrian texts. There it never means "to sell"'6 in most cases it clearly refers
to the amount of silver or gold which has or has not to be "given away" in order to
acquire goods, which have in their turn to be transported and sold with profit.

II. The Nouns m6f,Gr and makkEr. The Heb. ptcp. mdl"<Er is used not only in a
verbal sense (I-ev.25:16; Nah.3:4; Neh. 13:16), but also as a noun (Neh. 13:20; Isa.
24:2; Ezk. 7:12,13; Znc. ll:5), the usual translation of which is "trader" or "seller."
This substantival form occurs only in relatively recent texts, the oldest beingEzk.T:l2f .

Here, too, the usual translation does not make sense, for the seller is not supposed to
go back to the property sold. In this particular case, therefore, the m1f,Er refers to a
"releaser" who temporarily gives his property over. Thus the participle milf,Er used
substantively had a wider semantic scope than "seller."

The noun makkdr that appears in 2 K. 12:6,8(5,7) has largely been rendered in
translations as "acquaintance, friend," which derive it from the root ntr despite the
Greek equivalent prdsis, "sale." The LXX is certainly correct in relating the term in
question to the root mkrT The particular form mal<kar (constructed after the qandl
pattern) is a vocational designation. From the context of 2 K. 12 the makkdfim appear
to have been business :usessors of the temple; they are mentioned in later talmudic
texts in what seems to be the same meaning (Jer. Git. iii.45a; Bab. Git. 30a: Bab. Hul.
133a). Even though we cannot determine any more what precise function the makkdrtm
had, it seems clear enough that the function enters the semantic field of the root mkr
rather than that of nkr

The noun makktr that appears in Mur 30:3,16 is the participle of nkr a form which
one finds also in talmudic and midrashic literature. Here it designates the alienee to
whom transfer of property is made, and not the "vendor" mbkEr as wrongly suggested
by former translators of Mur 30. In contrast, the clan name mdfttr is likely to have

5. Cf. D. W. Thomas, "The Root'llD in Hebrew," JTS,37 (1936), 388f.; idem, "A Further
Note on the Root 'lfD in Hebrew," ./Tg N.s. 3 (1952\,214.

6. Cf . CAD, Xll, 126ff.: "to do business, to use (silver etc.) in business transactions."
7. HAT.II (1995), 582.
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referred initially to a specific region, being constructed from the mem-locale and the

root lqr/kw4 meaning perhaps something like "district" (cf. Arab. kiira).8

We do not know as yet whether the frequent Ugaritic nolun mkr and the Punic noun

mkr have to be related to the ptcp. mdkiru or to the professional name makkaru, for
the vocalization is so far unknown.e The same is true for the Canaanite loanword mkr

in Egyptianl0: its spelling does not allow us to decide whether it was pronounced mdkiru

or mafuaru. As for the natne of MdkEris (cf. Pausanias Description of Greece x.l]),
which could be explained both ways, it is not a deformation of the name of the deity

Melqart, as commentators generally believe because of his identification with Heracles,

but a Libyco-Berber divine name, well known in North Africa. However, an epithet

"merchant," somewhat similar to the appellation Hercules ponderum,ll might apply

to Melqart, whose cult had become very popular with merchants. This would be the

case perhaps if Makar, the legendary first settler in Lesbos,l2 was a Phoenician "mer-

chant" rather than a Greek Mdkar "blessed one."
In any case, the Ugaritic and Punic mkrm deal with trade, and mkr is undoubtedly

a professional name. Some of Ugarit's mkrm were very influential people and enjoyed

considerable independence in their business activities, while the official status of other

mkrm is clearly indicated by the fact of their receiving rations and wages from the

royal palace.l3 They were royal dependents in their quality as "deliverers" and could

also serve as messengers or accompany ambassadors sent with gifts and presents to

other courts.ra In this function they were similar to the Mesopotamian tamkaru, who

was also a mercantile agent.ls Distinctions of time and place should, however, be kept

in mind.
The noun mkr is attested also in South Arabian,l6 where it seems to designate a

person involved in trade activities. Judging from the later Arabic root mkr the general

rule caveat emptor was particularly well suited in ancient Arabia. In fact, in Classical

Arabic makara means "to cheat"; makf whrch corresponds to Heb. mekef is used in

the sense of "deception, trickery," and a mal*ar or makir is a "swindler."l7 To

designate a merchant, Arabic uses instead the loanword td(ir (< Aram. taggara-'< Akk.

tamkaru).

8. On the PN mAktr "Machir," cf. the different explanation of E. Triubler, "Haus Joseph:

Machir," BiblischeStudien: DieEpochederRichter(Tibingen, 1958), 190ff.,andHAL'Il,579f .'

both of which derive it from mkr Since the gemination of the /r in Mur 30 is not certain, some

connection might exist between the two formatives. [Fabry]
9. Cf. also L. de Meyer, "L 6tymologie de Macellum'March6,' " AC' 3l (1962), 148-152.

10. cf. w. Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jahnausend v. chr.

AgAbh,5 (1962),563, no. 128.

t1. aL vI, 336.
12. Etymologicum Magnum, ed. T. Gaisford (Oxford, 1848), s.v' "pprccrioq" (brisairts).

13. KTU,4.38, 3; 4.263, t; PRU, trr,2OO, Alr, t2-46.
14. Cf. A. F. Rainey, "Business Agents at Ugarit," IEJ' l3 (1963),315.
15. Cf . AHw, III (1981), l3l4f.: "merchant, trader, financier."
16. RES, 395t,2.
17. cf. wehr (1979),1076.
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III. The Nouns meEer, mimkar, mimkere[. The noun mefter (N\.20:19; Prov.

31: l0) means "value, price," yet also designates goods for sale or merchandise in Neh.

13:16, and signifies "mortgaged estate" or "land sold" in Mw 22:l-9,12 30:4,7,16,

17 ,22,24,28, as it does in the Mishnah (Ketub. xi.4) and Talmud (Bab. Qidd. 6b; 47a),

where the traditional translation "sale of land" ought to be corrected in consideration

of the deeds from Wadi Murabba'at. These three meanings of meker can hardly derive

one from the other; they must have originated independently in different times or places.

In particular, the use of mef,er in the sense of "land sold" obviously replaced the older

use of the noun mimkdr the meaning of which had changed in the course of time.

The term mimkar frst signified "landed property given in usufruct" or "mortgaged"

(Lev. 25: 14,25,27,28,29,33,50; Dt. I 8: 8 ; Ezk. 7 :13; I 1 QT 60: I 5) and, exceptionally,

"sold" (Neh. 13:20; Sir.37:11). In fact, the Hebrew nominal pattern miqtal/miqtdl

designates things used in performing an action, here that of "handing over" and "giving

away" (mkr). Tlne rroun mimkar used later in CD 13:15 and in talmudic literature with

the meaning "sale" (Bab. B. Mes.79b; B. Bat. 155b) is, instead, a verbal noun deriving

from the aramuzing inf . miqtdl. The same applies to the noun mimkere! inLev. 25:42

and in 4Q159 24:3, the meaning of which is also "sale" or, more generally, "transfer

of possession."
In talmudic literature one finds also the noun m"!trd, "sale," constructed after the

frequent postbiblical Hebrew pattem q"ttld.

IV. Conclusions. The root mkr; which was most used in Hebrew besides nrn in

relation to transactions involving transfer or sale of movable or immovable goods,

means "to give away," "to hand over," "to transfer," or "to deliver." The consequence

of this action was normally legal possession or ownership, according to the terms and

the substance of the contract. In earlier Hebrew sources, however, rnftr mostly refers

to the simple transfer of possession, while nrn is used in clauses stressing that a transfer

of land was to be effective forever (Gen. 13:15; l7:8; 48:4).18 On the other hand, the

parallel use of both verbs in some texts (e.g., Gen.25:33f. [cf. v.31]; Dt. 14:21;Jgs'

2:14; Ps. 44:12t.|lt.l; Prov. 3l:24; Ezk. 30:12; Joel 4:3[3:3]) precludes any definite
judgment on their distinctive meaning and use. The verb mkr thrts refers to the transfer

of possession and the transfer of property with a gradual shift in the direction of the

latter. In other words, mkr characteizes the form of the transaction, but does not specify

its substance.

v. Lxx. The LXX prefers to render the verb in the qal as apodid6nai (39 times)

and pdlein (8 times), in the niphal and hithpael as piprdskein (together 19 times). The

nouns are in most passages rendered by pnisis. 
Lipirtski

l g. cf. s. E. Loewenstamm, "Notes on the Alalakh Tablets," IEJ, 6 (1956), 222; R. Yuon,
z-R, 3 (1968), 481.
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lll} *ate'; x)D m"ta'; rglD milm'a; o'N?D mittu'im; xt\n miila'

Contents: I. Occurrences: l. Ancient Near East; 2. OT. II. Meaning. III. Expressions: l. mal?'

hawamtm; 2. mdlE' k"b^d YHWH; 3. mille' 'ahora YHWH; 4. mille' 'e1-hadd"[arim; 5. millo'
'etyad. IV. Derivatives:. l. m"lo'; 2. millu'im; 3. mill6'. V. Qumran.

I. Occurrences. l. Ancient Near East. The root m/' is common to the Semitic
languages. Akkadian attests the verb malfi, "to be or become full,"l the subst. milu,
"flood high water,"2 and tamlfr, "heap, terrace."3 Nonh and South Arabica as well as

Ethiopic attest ml', "to be full" or "to fi11."5 Both Phoenician and Aramaic offer
parallels,6 and Biblical Aramaic attests a peal of mdlE' (Dnl. 2:35) and a hithpael,
"become filled" (Dnl. 3:19).

2. OT. The verb ml' occurs altogether 246 times in the OT, 100 of which are qal,
108 piel,36 niphal, 1 pual (Cant.5:14), and I hithpael (Job 16:10).

The subst. mela'or m"l6'is once written without aleph (Ezk.4l:8), the verb twice:
mdlfr (Ezk. 28:16), mdl€1i (Job 32: I 8). Twice he is written instead of aleph (Job 8;21 ;

Ezk. 16:30; cf. also 3Ql5 2:l;3:8, ll). The name yimld(1K.22:8), "he will fill or
be full," is written yirnln'in2 Ch. l8:7. [sa.23:2 should be read with lQIs' mal'dfteylfr,
"your messengers," instead of mil'frft, "they filled you" (?).

The adj. mal?'appears twice in somewhat obscure contexts. It is unclear whether
these are forms of the verb or the adj. mdlE'. Foregoing textual emendation, this word
is interpreted adverbially: a "loud" cry (i.e., a "fuII" cry Jer. 12:6); they are "fully"
consumed (Nah. 1: l0). Lacking parallels, however, this is a questionable solution. Jer.

12:6 is often compared with Jer. 4:5, though this is hardly appropriate.T Perhaps the
vocalization should be mela'instead of mdl€': "fullness, entirety, multitude" (Gen.

48:19; Isa. 3l:4). The translation would then be: "They too call together a multitude

mdle'. R. Borger, "Die Waffentriiger des Kdnigs Darius," W,22 (1972),385-398; M. Delcor,
"X)n ml'voll sein, ftillen," THAT 1,897-900; C. F. D. Moule, "Fulfillment-Words in the NT:
Use and Abuse," IVZS, 14 (1967),293-320; M. Noth, "Office and Vocation in the OT," The lnws
in the Pentateuch (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1967), 229-249: K. Rupprecht, "Quisquilien zu der
Wendung '':llD 'I! (DN) NID und zum Terminus ErNlD," Sefer Rendtorff. Festschift R. Rend-
toffi. BDBAT I (1975), 73-93;D. W. Thomas, "lN)D in Jeremiah IV.5: A Military Term," "/"/Sr,
3 (r9s2),47-s2.

l. AHw, ll (1972),597ff.
2. rbid.,652f.
3. rbid., rrr (198r), r3r6.
4. ContiRossini, 177.
5. LexLingAeth, l48f .; TigrWB, lO8.
6. DISO, t5t.
7. For Jer. 4:5, see below.
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after you [to pursue you]"; cf. Isa. 3l:4: "the whole band of shepherds is called forth

against him."

II. Meaning. The qal of mdl€'can be either transitive or intransitive, "to fill" or
.,to be full." Examples include "she filled her jar" (Gen.24:16), and "the houses of

the Egyptians shall be filled with swarms of flies" (Ex. 8: l7[Eng. v. 2l]). The text does

not always indicate with what something is filled, though the context usually supplies

such information: "the jar [with water]" (Gen.24:16), or "fill the waters in the seas

[sc. with yourselves, i.e., animals]" (Gen. l:22), "his train filled the entire temple [with
itselfl" (Isa. 6:l); cf. also lsa.2:6'. "they are full [of people, things] from the east."

The substance with which an object is filled functions grammatically as a second

accusative, as accusative of material, and is occasionally qualified by 'l: watt"mallE'
,e!-hahEmel mayim, "she filled the skin with water" (Gen. 21:19); arrd filemal'am

'e!-pigrA hn'dddm, "to fill them [the houses] with dead bodies" (Jer. 33:5)'

Usually something empty is filled: a bag with grain (Gen. 42:25), a horn with oil
(1 S. 16:1), a house with smoke (Isa. 6:4), the cistern or valley with the slain (Ps. 110:6?

read g€'dy61;e !er.4l:9;Ezk.32.5f.). The opposite of "being full" is the wasteland,

the wilderness, the land with no human beings (Ezk.26:2: "I shall become full, the

wasteland" r0); "so shall the ruined towns be filled with flocks of people" (Ezk. 36:38).

Naomi laments: "I went away full [i.e., with my whole family], but Yahweh has brought

me back empty (rCqam)" (Ruth l:21).
The word is also used in the sense of "fill up, complete": "Complete the week of

this one [bride]" (Gen.29:27). In Babylon the hour draws near when Israel's time of
service is fulfilled, i.e., when the measure of suffering is complete (Isa. 40:2). The

Jordan was filled beyond its banks: "it was filled to the top" (Josh.3:15; cf. I Ch.

12:16t151). David delivered the required foreskins and "filled them up in addition":

he made their number full (1 S. 18:27). According to 2 K. 9:24, "Jehu filled his hand

[= his strength] through the bow."ll
Not only concrete things are used to fill, but immaterial ones as well. In a figurative

sense a person is filled with wisdom (Dt. 34:9; I K.1:14),tz praise (Hab. 3:3), or

indignation (Jer. 15:17). Zion is filled with righteousness (Isa. 33:5), a mouth with

laughter (Job 8:21; Ps.126:2), and loins with anguish (Isa. 21:3).

Hunger is like a hole; satisfying it means to fill that hole (Job 38:39; Ps. 107:9).

People can be filled with drunkenness (iikkdrbn) like 'Jars" with wine (Jer' 13:12f.).

The sense of "becoming filled," "being full," is amplified in certain contexts by

the synonymous verb idla', "satisfy, sate" (Dt. 33:23; Ps. 17: 14; 107:9; Ezk' 7:19)'

8. GK, $1172.
9. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),344f'
10. Even if w. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 21, hanslates "She who was

(once) full is now laid waste," the contrast remains the same.

ll. See discussion below.
12. See further V. Sasson, "An Unrecognized Juridical Term in the Yabneh-Yam Lawsuit and

in an Unnoticed Biblical Parallel," BASOR,232 (1978), 57-63.
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The same notion appears in the expression zdqEn frm"le' yAmim and zdqEn uS'pa' ydntm,
"old and full of/sated with days" (Gen. 35:29; Jer. 6:11; cf. Gen. 25:8; Job 42:17).T\e
fulfillment of a time or the conclusion of a specific period is expressed not only by

mdlE', but also by the verb tiimam, "be complete or full, be at an end" (Lev. 25:29t.).

Intheexpression "thewordwasfulfilled" m/,lE'canbereplacedby l@b(2 Ch.36:21f.)
and h€kin (Jer.33:2). Similarly, kil6 can also be used when a certain time has been

fulfilled or has come to an end (Ezk. 4:8; 5:2). The same thing can be expressed by

the verb idlEm, "be finished, complete" (Isa. 60:20). The adj. male', "full" (= the qal

ptcp. fem. meb'A) occurs 60 times in the OT. Granaries are full (Ps. 144:13), as are

plates and bowls (Nu. '7 passim), etc. That with which something is ftrll usually follows
after the subject involved, less frequently in the reverse order: t"lu'61 mcb'A ?r "with
shoutings the city is tull" (lsa.22:2).13

III. Exprcssions. The verb ntfrl4'(and its derivatives) is the fixed component in a
number of theologically significant expressions.

l. rfilE' hayydmtm.Theexpression ntdl€'hayydmim, "to fulfill the days," refers to a

specified period of time that is, as it were, empty. One counts the days until the period is

filled, the days complete, e.g., of pregnancy (Gen.25:VL), a service relationship (Gen.

29:21,27,28), embalming (Gen. 50:3), the duration of a vow (Nu. 6:5), the period of
consecration for a priest (Lrv. 8:33), or the period required for beautification in a harem

(Est. 2:12). One also speaks of the duration of bondage: Seventy years (Jer. 25:12:.2Ch.
36:21) that become "fuII" (cf. Jer. 29:10; Dnl. 9:2). Aperson lives a certain period of time,

and for each person there comes the time when his "days are full" (Ex. 23:26;2 5.7:12;
1 Ch. 17:11). When our days ate "fuII" or "fulfilled," then the end draws "near" or "has

come" (Lam. 4:18). To make one's days full means to die. In contast, it is considered a

curse for a person to die before "his day" (b"1.6'-ybntb) (Job 15.32), or if an old man does

not fulfill his days (Isa. 65:20); cf. the expression "old and full of days" (Jer. 6:11), or,

frequently, "sated with days" (Gen. 25:8;35:29;Job 42:17).14

2. male' kcbdd YHWH. We often read that the k"l6! YHWH fills a house or the

land.ls At the consecration of the temple a cloud filled the sanctuary in Jerusalem (l K.

8:ll; 2 Ch. 7:l ,2), indicating the presence of God. It covered the tent of meeting, and

the k'!6Q YHWH filled the miildn, the tabernacle (namely, with itself, Ex. 4O:34f.).

2 Ch. 5:13f. varies this slightly: the house is filled with a cloud and with the k"b6d
YHWH. Similar statements are made in Ezk. 43:5; M:4; Hag. 2:7 . Ezk. l0 relates how
Yahweh leaves the temple. The cloud comes out from the interior of the sanctuary and

"fills" the court, and the kcbddYHWH rises up. The temple was "filled" with the cloud
(niphal), and the court "was full" (qal) of the brightness of Yahweh's glory (v. 4).

13. On the expression b"f;esep male'in the sense of "pay the full equivalent value" (Gen.

23:9), cf. G. M. Tucker, "The Legal Background of Genesis 23," JBI. 85 (1966), 77-84.
14. See preceding discussion.
15. -+ ?'tr) tdbbd Ntr, 22-38).
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Although Isaiah's vision does not speak of temple consecration (or profanation), the

prophet does experience God's presence in a manner similarto such an occasion: he "saw

Yahweh sitting on a throne, high and lofty; and his train filled the temple" (Isa. 6: l). Ps.

104:2 suggests a theophany involving light: the Lord's garment is light. Is it perhaps the

brilliance of gold and silver that evokes the gleaming presence of the Lord in the assertion

that the treasures of the nations fill the sacred house with "splendor" (Hag.2:7)?

Several texts allude to God's presence in the land, in the world, or outside the temple,

though in these cases one speaks differently than in the case of God's presence in the

sanctuary. Hab.2:14 asserts that knowledge (da'afl of the kdbdd will fill the earth, and

Hab. 3:3 says that pratse |ehilh) of the name of Yahweh will fill the earth, the advent

of the Lord calling forth this worship. The earth can also "be full" of Yahweh's hesej
(Ps. 33:5; 119:64),or of the divine beneficence in Israel's history and in mighry natural
phenomena (Ps. 136).16 The only passage directly asserting that God himself is omni-
present in the world is Jer. 23:24: "Do I not fill heaven and earth?" No person can

hide before God, for he is not only a God at hand, but also a God that is afar off. Isa.

6:3 takes a different view, where the MT should be maintained contra the old transla-

tions that presuppose the readingmal"'d: "The fullness of the whole earth is his l<nbdd."

If mEld' is the subject,lT the assertion is that everything that fills the earth - human

beings and other creatures - contributes to and proclaims God's honor (as in Ps.

19:2[1]).18 Certainly it remains true, however, that the earth is full of violence (Gen.

6:11), idols (Isa. 2:8), and bloody crimes (Ezk.7:23). Yet this does not cloud the vision

of the righteous person to the fact that the world is full of "God's mighty deeds."

Doubdul passages include Ps.72:19; Nu. 14:21, where the MT attests a niphal form
which is usually altered into an active form. If the MT is maintained, the interpretation

is as follows: the kA!6Q of God will be fulfilled (will be full, will become total) with
the whole world. The essence of Yahweh's glory consists not only in his presence in
the sanctuary, but also in his works in the entire world, works with which Yahweh

"fills" his kdbOd.

3. millE' 'ahar4 YHWH. The expressiot mille' 'ah"rA YHWH is usually translated

"to render complete obedience, to follow with one's whole heart," or similarly. This

interpretation agrees with the rendering of this expression in the LXX (epakolouthein)

and suits the context well. The question remains, howevel just how one is to complete

the abbreviated expression. The addition of ldleke!, "in order to go," or lihy67 "tobe,"
is not quite satisfactory. The reference to lEb, "heart, will," in various passages offers

a third possibility. In Josh. 14, e.g., Caleb is praised for his faithfulness. Whereas his

brothers made the people's heart (will) falter, Caleb "filled [its heart] behind the Lord"
(v. 8). Reference can also be made to I K. ll:4,6 with its assertion that Solomon's

heart was not ial1m, "whole," with Yahweh. He did what was evil in the sight of

16. -+ T9!-1 fiesel, Y,55.
17. See discussion below.
18. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), in loc.
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Yahweh, and "did not fill [his heart] behind Yahweh," since he also worshipped

Ashtoreth and Milcom. A person's heart can also "be full" to do evil (Eccl. 8: I I ), can

"be full of booty" (Ex. l5:9) or filled with the spirit of truth (Dt. 34:9). These examples

make the concise expression "fill behind Yahweh" more comprehensible. The heart

contains nothing against Yahweh; it is fully, completely for or behind the Lord. As

already indicated, the expression is applied several times to Caleb (Nu. 14:24;32:1lf .;

Dt. 1:36; Josh. 14:8,14).

4. mill7' 'e1-haddef;drtm. Special attention should also be given those texts that speak

of "fulfrlling the words" (mille' 'e!-haddebdrim). We often hear that one fulfills with one's

hand what has been promised with one's mouth (l K.8:15,24;2 Ch. 6:4,15;36:21; Jer.

44:25). The word (prophecy, vow, witness) is strengthened and actualized by an event

(which can also consist of words). The "hand" le represents might or power, and the words

are thus filled with power. In this expressionm/ll4'canbe replaced by haqim, "establish,"

and ilm, "complete, finish": "Who establishes [actualizes) (mEqtm) the word of his

servantandcarries o:ut(ya.ilim) thecounselof his messengers" (Isa. 44:26;cf. Nu.23:19;
I S.3:12).

Nothing new occurs in such fulfillment; rather, a word is made full, or is empowered.

It then acquires unavoidable validity and will certainly come to pass. Thus Martin Noth

does not understand the expression in the sense of "substantively amplify" or

"complete," but rather as "implement fully."2o
Dnl. 4:30(33) shows clearly how closely related are prediction and occurrence: "In

the same moment [that the voice sounded from heaven] the word was fulfilled upon

Nebuchadnezzar." T\e word was implemented. It is not "empty," but rather brings

about that which Yahweh has willed, and effects that for which he sent it (Isa. 55:11).

For the immediate relationship between statement and fulfillment, cf. also I K.2:27.
Finally, in 1 K. l:14 Nathan says that he will come in to the king after Bathsheba,

and while she yet speaks with the king he (Nathan) "will fulfill your words." His

message is the same as that of Bathsheba, his story the same. For just this reason he

lends her words power and validity, since through two or three witnesses a word or

matter is "sustained" $tdqfim dabar Dt. 19: l5). Thus it is hardly correct when C. F. D.

Moule denies the meaning "confirmation" and translates "I will tell the whole story,"

as if that story contained gaps to be filled.2l
The LXX usually translates this expression with plErdd tdn l6gon, and once with

synte le t6, "complete," "fi nish" (Dnl. 4:30[33] ).

5. millZ''e!-yad.
a. The expression mill€' yaQ hakkdhEn, "fill the hand of the priest,"22 occurs 16

19. _+ .r' yad N,393_426).
20. Kdnise 1-16, BK,I)Vl c1983),20.
21. P. 308.
22. -s 11 yad, Y,409f.; -+ li1') kbhen IV (70f.)
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times in reference to the consecration of priests: 8x.28:41;29:9,29,33,35;32:29; l*v.
4:5 (LXX); 8:33(twice); 16:32 21:lO; Nu. 3:3; lgs.17:5,12; I K. 13:33; 2Ch.l3:9;
29:31. The LXX directs our attention toward a certain interpretation by translating

mill€' here not with pimpl€mi (76 times) or pldr66 (71 times), but rather with telei6d,

"to complete, bring to an end." The object is plural: tds cheiras. In one case the LXX
abbreviates the expression by omitting reference to the hands (Lrv. 2l: l0). This passage

prompts us to think of a ritual whereby the priest is made suitable or qualified to

exercise his office. Gerhard Delling23 understands the term to mean "to make free from

stain, unblemished."
From [rv. 2l:10 it becomes clear that "hands" refer pars pro toto to the priest as

such, and that the concern is with the. cultic purity of the entire person. The Vulg.

translates aS consecrare, "consecrate." Commentators generally refer to the Akkadian

expression mullfi qdtd, "to commission a person with something, to empower a person

for the priesthood."za Both Roland de Vaux25 and Noth26 adduce a Mari text27 which

refers to the filling of officers' hands with a portion of the spoils of war. Mutatis mutandi

one might thus take this to refer in the OT to the priests' income. The earliest passage

in which the expression milld' 'etydd| occurs (Jgs. 17:5,12) speaks of the salary of
the Levite who has become priest in the house of Micah: ten pieces of silver a yeat' a

suit of apparel, and his living (v. l0). The later, comprehensive description of the

installation of priests (Ex. 29; trv. 8) draws attention to the priesS' portion of the

sacrificial offering (Ex. 29:28). Thus it may well be that the distribution of a portion

of the offering provides the background to this expression. Noth relates this to the

witness in the Mari texts and suggests that the filling of the hand refers to the appor-

tionment of a part of the sacrifices offered in the sanctuary.28

Konrad Rupprecht has objected to this thesis with some success. Although the

passages in question do speak of the portions ofthe sacrifice allotted to the priest, and

although this was doubtlessly of considerable importance for the priest, there is nowhere

any indication that the pledge of income or any symbolic handing over of flesh, etc.

ever constituted an actual celebratory part ofthe consecration ritual. The term is usually

a general designation of priestly consecration and, when the latter is described in some

detail (Ex. 29;l-ev.8), is associated with other rites as well; one should not be tempted

into understanding the "filling of the hand" as a literal "giving into someone's hand."

Various exegetes seek the origin of the expression in this direction,2e pointing out that

23. TDNT, VIII, 82f. and n. 20.
24. AHw,ll (1972), 598, ana qat X mullfr; cf. A. Dillmann, Die Bikher Exodus und lzviticus.

KeHAT, 12 (Leipzig,2l880), on L*v.7:37;A. Malamat, "The Ban in Mari and the Bible," Biblical
Essays 1966. OuTWP (Stellenbosch, 1966), 48, who directs attention to ana mil qdtilunu as "a
certain ritual nuance, referring to the appropriation of such objects."

25. Anclsr 346f.
26. The Laws in the Pentateuch, 231-33.
21 . C.-F. Jean, lzttres diverses. ARM, ll (1959, repr. 1978), 13.

28. So also F. Michaeli, Iz livre de l'Exode. CAT U (1974),257 .

29. So U. Cassuto,A Commentaryonthe Bookof Exodus(Eng. trans.,Jerusalem,1967),386;
J. H. Hertz, lzviticus (Oxford, 1936) 66; Anclsr 346f.; Dillmann, in loc.
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the actual consecration occurred when the priest performed the altar service for the

first time, receiving thereupon the allotted portion of the sacrifice. The fact that an

explicit distinction is made between consecration (Lrv. 8) and the actual taking of office
(Lev. 9) militates against this thesis. Furthermore, the word ydql is used in the singular,

whereas the Hebrew in the phrase "to lay into a person's hand" uses tap or l.tbpen

rather than ydl. When the priest actually fills his hand in the literal sense upon taking

office, the expression is way"malle' l<appb (Lev. 9:17; cf. Ex. 29.,24; Ps. 129:7; Ezk.
10:2; etc.). Delling30 correctly points out the difference in the LXX between pimplEmi

tds cheiras (l-ev.9:l'l; l6:12) and telei6d tds cheiras (Ex. 29:9,29,33,35; Lev. 8:33)'

the latter having absolutely nothing to do with the former. The translator consciously

rendered the two expressions differently.
In the regulations for the consecration of priests inEx. 29; Lev. 8 we notice that in

the fust part of Ex. 29 the "filling of the hand" summarizes several different acts: the

washing with water, the putting on of the sacred garments, the placing of the holy
diadem, and the anointing with oil (w. 4,7,9). ln v. 35, too, this expression designates

the entire seven-day consecration procedure. The same summarizing reference also

occurs inBx.32:29;Nu. 3:3; I K. l3:33; 2Ch. l3l'9;29:3l.lnotherpassages, however,

the anointing and filling of the hand occur as two separate designations for the con-

secration of priests; Ex. 29:29; 2841; l*v. 16j2 all mention "the anointed and

hand-filled priest" (compare Lev.21:10 and 4:5 with the LXX). Sir.45:15 uses the

reverse order: hand-filled and anointed. This distinction between anointing and millE'
'e!-yddi leads to the conclusion that these were two important components of the

consecration of priests, each of which alone could serve as a designation of the

consecration as such, though they were distinguished in the ceremony itself (in contrast,

Ex. 29:9b refers only to the "hand filling," this designation including the act of
anointing).

For the interpretation of the notion of "hand filling" it is important to consider what

is said about what is called the millu'im ram (Ex. 29:19-35). The pl. millu'tm, "filling,
ordination," summarizes various parts of the seryice.3l The word seldom occurs alone,

but rather usually in connection with'ayil, ram" @x. 29:22,26,27,31; Lev' 8:22,29),

bafiar, "flesh" (8x.29:34),'61d, "offeing" (kv. 8:28), sal, "basket" (Lev. 8:31), and

ydmim, "days of hand-filling" (Irv. 8:33). It occurs once independently in a series of
offering types (kv. 7:37).lt is not immediately clear just which of the previously

mentioned offerings is meant.32 The most likely candidate is suggested by Lev. 6:12-23,

which in connection with the cereal offering mentions one tenth of an ephah of fine
flour as the priest's cereal offering "on the day when one of them is anointed." Now
Ex.29; Irv. 8, the chapters concerned with the ordination of priests, both mention fine
flour used to make cakes (Ex. 29:2,23;L.ev.8:3,26). These cakes were burned with the

second ram, the milluimftlm, as amillu'im offering (Lrv. 8:28). The cakes were placed

30. Pp. 8Of., 82f.
3r. GK, St24t.
32.Ct.K. Elliger, I-eviticus. HATIY (1966), 103, l19.
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into a basket and brought to the altar. In one instance this basket is called the "basket
of hand-filling (NRSV 'of ordination offerings')" (Lrv. 8:31). Thus in the above-
mentioned passages the expression milluTm is always associated with the ordination
ritual of the priests, and especially with the offering of the second ram.

The offering of the second ram is thus of special significance in connection with
the hand-filling of the priest. A distinction is made between the anointing, the ceremony
of the bull offering, and the ram of the burnt offering (Ex. 29: l0-18). After Aaron and
his sons have laid their hands upon the head of the second ram,33 its blood is put on
the candidates' ear, thumb, and great toe (v. 20). Blood, mixed with oil, is then sprinkled
on the priests and their garments (v. 2l). Parts of the sacrifice are placed with the bread
into their hands, waved back and forth, and then burned on the altar (w.22-25). The
breast and thigh are given to the priests, to be eaten as a peace offering (vv.26-28).
These specific parts of the sacrifice are to be a perpetual due to the priests from the
people of Israel (l*v.7:34). Ex. 29:33 offers the explanatory remark that this food
"fills their hand"; in this respect they are clearly distinguished from other people, who
are not permitted to eat of it (v. 33). At the conclusion we find that the ceremony of
the hand-filling lasts seven days in this form (v. 35), though the final sentence does

not clarify whether the entire ritual extends over one week or whether everything is
performed seven times, each day anew. [rv. 8 describes the ordination of priests in the
same way.

The conclusion must be that mille' 'e1-yd8 is either a general designation for the
ordination of priests or constitutes an integral part of such ordination, namely, the
application of blood, the apportionment of sacrificial flesh, and the meal. The rite of
hand-filling refers pars pro toto to the consecration of priests. Thus the anointing of
the priest is also a part of the ceremony (e.g., distinguished from the hand-filling in
Lev. 16:32; Nu. 3:3), and is often the designation for the consecration or the condition
as such ofhaving been consecrated (Ex.40:15; Lev. 4:3;6:15122); Nu.35:25). The
ritual of hand-filling is a ritual of strengthening one's efficacy as priest, of "full"
empowerment, of "filling" the soul, rendering it capable of performing the service at
the altar; the wordydQ in this context is thus to be understood in the sense of "efficacy,
power"34 (e.g., Lev. 25:35; Dt. 32:27: Jgs.7:ll1' 9:24:, I Ch. 29:24). G. te Stroete35

correctly translates 8x.29:9 as "you shall anoint them" (i.e., equip them with the power
necessary to carry out the office), "give them power and consecrate them." Dt. 33:ll
speaks of the "strength, efficacy" &ayil) of the priest.

It comes as no surprise that reference is made to filling the "hand" of the altar (Ezk.
43:26). The sanctuary too, and especially the altar, possesses a "soul" that can be

extinguished and must thus be "charged" anew. It is fortified by the sprinkling of blood
and other atonement rites. (The LXX has misunderstood the passage, having not the
"hand of the altar," but rather the "hands of the priest" be completed or filled.)

33. -+lDO samaft.
34. Cf. A. S. van der Woude, "'l: j"4 Hand," THAT 1,667ff., sub c.
35. Exodus. BOT U2, (1963), 207.
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Thus, too, it is not surprising that Ex. 32:29 exhorts the [rvites, who have become

unclean through contact with the dead, to renew themselves with efftcacy and poweq

i.e., to fill their hand so as to receive blessing and power for their office.
b. The expression millS' 'e!-yadi is used in yet another context. In I Ch. 29:5, David

invites the people to bring gold and silver to build the house of God. He asks: "Who
then is willing to fill his hand for Yahweh?" David himself has acted commensurate

with his own ability Q<nah, v.2) by donating numerous precious things and even a

second offering: thousands of talents of gold and silver. Who now also wishes to
increase his own "strength" so as to be capable for the service of Yahweh? Who now
wishes to "make his heart whole" (idlem) for God (v. 9)? Understood in this way,

I Ch.29:5 is also speaking of a kind of "consecration."
A similar train of thought can help us clarify the expressiot millE' ydd in reference

to military service. Warriors are in a special way consecrated to the Lord and "sacred."
2 K.9:24 does not relate that Jehu "took his bow into hand," but rather that he "filled"
his hand "with the bow" and shot Joram. This is likely saying that Jehu filled up his
ydQ, i.e., his strength or might, complemented with a weapon. Now he is removed from
normal life and "consecrated" to a superhuman commission (cf. 2 5. 23:7 : the worthless
are like thorns which one does not touch with one's hand; rather let one "fill" [add:
ydQ, his handl with iron). The weapon gives him strength and ability; through it he is

full of power. Jer. 4:5 can be understood similarly: qir'fi mal'fr means to "call together,

fill yourselves (with strength)." The decision must be made. The people should leave

behind land and house and gather into the fortified cities in order to resist the enemy.

This decision demands strength. Although this interpretation is preferable, one might
also complete the phrase with the subst. 4dl.' "voice, sound." Thus the usual translation
is "call (together), fill (your voice)," i.e., call with a full voice, with full sound.

Jer. 12.6 is also usually understood in this way. Here, too, the combination "call"
and "fill" occurs. This sentence, however, has a different structure, since the subject

changes (plural and singular), and the expression qdre'fi mild'is split by the prep.
'al.t"reyf;fr. Hence the translation "to call with a full voice" is unsatisfactory. I would
like to read here as follows: "For even your brothers and the house of your father, even

they have dealt treacherously with you, they cry after you 'fill yourself' [with strength,

mall4'piel impv., i.e., 'be strong'1, but trust them not, though they speak fair words to
you." That is, the brothers behave like the prophet's comrades: they encourage him to
continue the struggle. Their intention, however, is to bring him down. D. Winton
Thomas36 suggests a different meaning for mfrl€', namely, "to gather together, mobi-
lize." He points Jer. 12:6 as m"ld', "masl multitude" (cf. Gen.48:19; Isa.3l:4) or
mall€' (piel inf. abs.), "mass together, assemble," and translates: "They have raised a
hue and cry after him, they have massed together to hunt him down." G. R. Driver3T

interprets "help, everyone!" similarly when he suggests that the element "All together"
is actualized in the root ml'. Among other reasons, Winton Thomas cites the LXX

36. W. 47ft.
37. "Jeremiah, XII,6," "/"/S, 5 (1954), 178.
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rendering syndchthesan in supporting the interpretation of Jer.4:5 as "assemble, mo-
bilize": "The phrase qir'il mal'fr means literally proclaim, assemble a m"l6', i.e. as-

semble an assembly, a phrase which is equivalent to 'proclaim mobilisation."'38 It
seems rather peculiar, however, that "assembling" should be mentioned twice in im-
mediate succession (cf. hE'ds"pit). Furthermore, Winton Thomas also adds melo'to the
text (as others add qbl). lnJer.4:5, as well as in many otherpassages, one can make

do equally well with the usual meaning of mdlE'in the sense of "to fill, be full" and

add a yd{, "strength" (compare rhe mill€' 'e!-ydd texts and Ezk. 43:26; I Ch. 29:5;
2 S. 23:7;2 K. 9:24).

Rykle Borger3e has clarified the interpretation of the cry "fill the shields!" (Jer.

5l:11). He points out that the word ieldttm, which is almost always translated as

"shield," is correctly rendered by the LXX as pharitra, "quiver." In all the biblical
passages ielet means "quiver," the only question being whether this refers only to
comprehensive quivers for arrows and bow or also simply to the quiver for arrows.40

Thls mil'fi here exhibits the normal, concrete meaning: something empty is filled.
Arrows will thus fill a quiver.

IV. Derivatives.
l. m"l6'. The subst. m"ld', "fullness," refers to that which fills something or makes

it full, e.g., m"ld' kap, "a handful" (l K. 17:12; Eccl. 4:6). One especially frequent
expression is hd'dres frm"ld'd, "the earth and what fills it" (Dt. 33:16; Ps.24:l; 50:12;
Isa.34:l;Jer.8:16; 47:2;Ezk.l9:7;30:12; cf. Ps.89:l2tlll). Itcan also mean "the
land and its fullness" (Jer. 8: l6; Ezk.12:19; l9:7). Dt. 33:16; Isa. 24:l;Mic.l:2 suggest

that the reference here is to that which grows and lives upon the earth,4l especially
human beings and the various peoples (cf. Jer. 8:16; 47:2). Am. 6:8 speaks of the city
and its fullness, i.e., its inhabitants. The opposite of the land with its fullness is the
wasteland, the devastated earth (Ezk. 12:19130:12 32:15; 36:38). In the first verse of
Ps. 24, we find a parallel between the fullness of the earth and the inhabitants of the
world (cf. Ps. 50:12; 89:12[l]; 98:7). It is God's commission to human beings to
multiply and fill the earth (Gen. 1:28; 9:7). God is praised because he filled the land
with the vine, i.e., with the people of Israel (Ps.80:10[9]). Ezk.36:38 promises "so
shall the ruined towns be filled with flocks of people" (m"lE'6! so'n 'a!am; cf. Isa.

26:15); the psalmist is referring not only to human beings, but to all living things: "In
wisdom you have made them all; the earth is full of your creatures" (Ps. lO4:24). T\e
formula hayydm frmcld'i is similar; the sea shelters the fishes and teams with living
creatures: "God made the sea and all that is in it" (8x.20:ll; Ps.96:11; Isa. 42:10).
This interpretation also closely approximates Gen. 48:19 with its assurance that
Ephraim will be a "fullness (NRSV 'multitude') of nations," i.e., a multiplicity of tribes
inhabiting the land. (In Rom. I l:12, one should follow the LXX andread pl€thos rather

38. tbid.,177.
39. W, 22 (1972),385-398.
40. Ibid.,397f.
4l . A. Dillmann, Die Biicher Numei, Deuteronomium und Josua. KEHAT Xlll (1886), 426.
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thanplEroma.) Isa.3l:4 is similar with its reference to the "fullness of shepherds,"

i.e., the whole band, the totality of shepherds. And whereas we say "its full length" or

"its full breadth," Hebrew refers to the "fullness of its length" and the "fullness of its
breadth" (e.g., of the land; I S. 28:20; Isa. 8:8).a2

2. milluTm.a3 The term milluim is also used, like millu'A, to refer to the filling (of
precious stones) in the oracular breastpiece of the high priest (Ex. 25:7;35:9,27; 1 Ch.

29:2;Ex.28:17,20 39:13). One might ask whether the "setting" of the breastpiece is

referring only to a technical act or perhaps also to spiritual strengthening and "ordi-
nation," a kind of consecration.

3. mill6'. The term mill6', "frlling, solid fill, terrace, rampart" (Atkk. tamlfi) is

generally taken to refer in Jgs. 9:6,20; 2 S. 5:9; I K.9:15,24; 11:27; I Ch. 1l:8; 2 Ch.

32j to a building or area in Shechem or Jerusalem. It is best not to translate the word,

but rather to render it simply as "Millo." It refers to the acropolis of the old city of
David, and in Solomon's time to the temple and palace area.4 It is advisable here to

allow the word's fundamental meaning to resonate, which suggests an elevation or

filling up of a piece of property. As a rule a natural elevation was preferred, though

such property often had to be restructured through artificial solid fill to render it more

serviceable.as Uncertainty still surrounds the exact location of the Millo in Jerusalem.

Kathleen M. Kenyon is inclined to understand the Millo as a terracelike, solid-fill
platform on the eastern slope of the Ophel.6 Manfred GOrgt suggests a "parklike
layout . . . in the southern part of the Solomonic temple area," and refers to the

establishment of the "gardens of Aton" in Amarna.
Snijders

V. Qumran. The term ntl'occurs quite frequently in the writings of Qumran. The

verb mal4'occurs about 40 times, the adj. male'6 dmes (almost always spelled with
ft in the Temple scroll), the subst. m'16' 5 times (uncertain reading in 4Q493 1:5). The

termmillAim occurs only in llQT 15 (4 times), where it is associated with a consecra-

tion festival only the rudiments of which are yet identifiable in rabbinic sources48 and

which is dependent ritually on Lev. 8:14ff.; F;x. 29:1ff. The "hand-filling" was also

practiced in Qumran within the framework of the consecration of priests (lQSb 5:17)

and was considered a necessary prerequisite for priestly service (11QT 35:6).

42. Cf. also L. Prijs, "Ergiinzungen zum talmudisch-hebriiischen Wdrterbuch," ZDMG, 120
(1970), 19.

43. For millu'im, see also trI.5 above.
44. K. Galling, "Jerusalem 3.b," BRL2, l@.
45. Cf. K. Galling, "Akropolis,"BRl2.
46. Cf. the overview of K. R. Veenhof in "De muren van Jeruzalem," Phoenix, ll (1965),

214-221.
47. "kp und kp n rdwj," Gdninger Miszellen, 20 (1976),29t.
48. Cf. Y. Yadin, ed., M"gillat hatnmiqdal [The Temple Scroll], I (Jerusalem, 1977),75tr.,

I 10ff.
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otherwise the term rnl' occurs with the simple concrete meanings ,,filled up,'
(cisterns,3Ql5 2:1; a pot,3Ql5 4:8), and "in full strengrh, full number" (the military
host, IQM 5:3), with the figurative meaning "pregnant" (cattle, ller 52:5), ..full of
wind" (horses, IQM 6:12), in the semantic sphere "completion or fulfillment of a
specific time period, age, etc." (lQS7:20,22; leSa t:lO,l2 leM l7:9; CD 10:l), and
in connection with sratements abour the theology of creation (leH 16:3; leS 3:16;
IQM 12:12; 19:4; CD 2:ll; 4QEn" 5).

Fabry

IS?D mat'af;

contents: I. Distribution. II. Etymology. IrI. Ancient Near East: l. ugarit; 2. Aramaic
Evidence; 3. Mesopotamia; 4. Phoenicia. IV. Human Envoys: l. personal Envoys; 2. political
Envoys; a. m/? (singular);b. ml'k (plural). v. Divine Envoys: l. General; 2. prophets; 3. priests;
4. mal'aft YHWH / mal'af;'elohim. VI. Metaphorical Usage. Vtr. eumran.

I. Distribution. The word mal'df; occurs 213 times in the or and refers to both
human and divine "messengers." The meaning "messenger" is confirmed by the verbs
with which mal'df; appears: ilh, "to send" (56 rimes), bw,, ,,to come" (16 times), rnr
"to say" (29 times), dbr "to speak" (ll times), hlk,,,toCo', (9 times),.iwb, .,toreturn',
(6 times), as well as qr', "to call," ys', "to go out," yrd, ,,to go down," and ngd hiphil,

_ rygrdk. w Baumgartner, "Ztm koblem des 'Jahwe-Engels,"' Zum AT und seiner l1mwelt
(L-eiden, 1959),24A-46; V. Calvianu, "Sesul expresiei 'trimisul lui Dumnezeu' (Malak-Jahve)
in vr," studi reologice BucureEti, 27 (1975),226-231; J. L. Cunchillos, cuando los angeles
eran dioses. Bibliotheca salmanticensis l4l12 (1976); idem, "Etude philologique ac mnfa*,,,
congress volume, venna 1980. sw 32 (1981), 30-51: R. picter, ":l$?D ma"l'ikBote,,, rnAT
I, 900-908; B. Graham, Az gels: God's secret Agents (New york, 1975 j;'s. M. Grill, "synonyme
Engelnamen im Ar," Thz 18 (1962),241-46; H..Gross, "Der Engel im AT," Archiv fiir Litur-
giewissenschafi, 6 (1959), 2842; F. Guggisberg, Die Gestah des Mal'ak Jahwe im ar (arr.,
Neuenburg, 1979); w. G.Heidt, Angelology of the or(washington, 1949);v. Hirt, Gottes Boten
im Ar (diss., Leipzig, l97l);D. M. Irwin, The compaison of rales from the or and the Ancient
Near East (diss., Ttibingen, 1977); A. Kniazef and v. Moujtakis, ;Anrel"oc,', Threskeutike kai
ethike enkvHopaideia r (Arhens, 1962), t7z-196; J. s. Licht. "lNlD,;'ruiqn tv (1962), g75-
990; J. Michl, "Engel II (iidisch)," MC, v (1962),60-97; R. North, "Separated spiritual
Substances in the or," cBQ, 29 (1961.), 419449; M. paulas, (Jrsprung uni Geschichte der
kirchlichen Engelverehrung (diss., Vienna, l97lX H. Riittger, Matak Ja-hwe - Bote von Gott.
Regensburger Studien zur Theologie, 13 (1978); A. Rof6, Israelite Betief in Angels in the pre-
Exilic Period as Evidenced by Biblical Tradition.s (diss., Jerusalem, l96b); H. Siebass, .,Engel
II: AI," TRE, LX,583-86; J. Urquiza, Jahweh und sein Mal'akh (diss., Menna, 1972X M. V;l_
loggia, Recherche sur les "messagers" (wpwtyw) dans les sources 4gyptiennes profanes.
PCRHe2l6 (1976); A. S. van der Woude, "De Mal'ak Jahweh: een CoasLOe,,, N)ainf $
(Wageningen, 1963), l-13.
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"to bring news, recount." Here mal'dk refers to an individual who is sent to someone

for the purpose of conveying a message or of carrying out an order. The mal'dL speaks,

receives a response, and returns to the one who sent him.
These messengers appear in both the human and divine spheres, though the differ-

ence seems to be more spatial than metaphysical; i.e., divine messengers are those sent

by God from his heavenly abode, while human messengers are sent by earthly chief-
tains. The mal'dl1 does not report his own message; his function and message are

dependent upon the will of the person who sends him. His significance derives not
from who he is, but from who his superior is. This territorial distinction is evidenced

by the role of the prophet, a human being who is a divine messenger. The prophet is

a witness to what goes on in the heavenly council;l although he is to deliver God's
message, he generally remains on earth.

The LXX translates mal'dk without distinction as dngelos in agreement with Clas-

sical Greek usage, whereas the Vulg. distinguishes between nuntius (a messenger of
human beings) and angelus (a messenger of God).

II. Etymology. The subst. mal'dk derives like the abstract nounmal'd$fi1(Hag. l:13)
and --r i)NlD m"ld'f,i from the verbal stem l'k, "to depute, minister, send a mes-

senger,"2 which, while attested neither in Hebrew nor in Akkadian, is probably attested

in Ugarit and in the South Semitic languages.3 The root lrlft is probably related etymo-
logically.a

III. Ancient Near East.
l. Ugarit. The Ugaritic evidence5 is important for three reasons: First, it contains

the only attestations of the verb /?,'second, ml'kis used in the dual; thus two messengers

are always being sent; and third, ml'k is used to refer to both political and divine
messengers. The verb is used to refer to the sending of messengers6 or to the bringing
of a message (spr d lakit). Based on this evidence l? would be comparable to Heb.

salan.
The subst. ml'k occurs in the Keret epic, where the exchange between Keret and

King Pabil of Udm always takes place through messengers.s The context shows that
the ending -rn is to be taken as a marker of the dual. These messengers are political

1. -+ 110 s6ql.

2. HAT.II (1995), 585.
3. Ibid., rr, 513.
4. On the etymology, cf. further E. L. Greenstein, "Trans-Semitic Idiomatic Equivalency and

the Derivation of Hebrew ml'kh," UE ll (1979),329-336.
5. WUS, no. 1423; UT, no. 1344.
6.KTU,l.14III, l9f.;1.4Y,42:1.21,22;1.24,16;inletters,e.g.,2.lO,lO:.2.30,17;this

probably also includes KTU, 1.4 VII, 45, where dll probably means "broker" or something
similar rather than "tribute"; see J. Sanmartfn, "Zu den'ad(d)-Denominierungen im Ugari-
tischen," UE 12 (1980),347.

7. KTU, 2.14,7.
8.lbid.,l.14III, 19f.; IV 32f.;Yl35; see also ANET 14249.
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envoys delivering messages. In the Ba'al-'Anat cycle, the ml'k appears as the companion
of a god, especially of Yamm.e

Freedman-Willoughby

J. L. Cunchillos has shown that l'k does not mean merely "to send," but rather "to
send a messenger/message." T\e ml'k functions as a connecting link between two
persons or groups, thus bringing the two separated parties together. His specific func-
tions range from that of a simple messenger or envoy to those of a fully empowered
ambassador. Otherwise he does not identify himself with the person who sends him
except when he actually carries out his mission. In that situation he speaks "in the
name of," though without in any metaphysical sense actually being the person who
sent him. Any identification is merely functional, and only in this sense does the rtl'/<
"represent" the person who has commissioned him.

It is interesting to note that Akk. mnr iipi (lit., "son of the message," i.e., messenger)
is related to iipru wittr is double meaning "message" and "work" in the same way that
mal'd$isrelatedto m"lA'kA, "work," though occasionally also "commission, message." l0

Ringgren

2. Aramaic Evi.dence. The term m/'t occurs 5 times in the extant Aramaic literature:
twice in the eighth-century-B.c. Old Aramaic Sefire inscriptions,rr twice in the Biblical
Aramaic of Daniel, and once in a Judean Aramaic inscription.l2 Both occurrences of
ml'kin the Sefire inscriptions (ml'ky, "my ambassador," and ml'kh, "his ambassador")
are employed with the verb.f/ft, "to send," and refer to political emissaries sent from
one king to another to negotiate peace or to report important govemmental decisions.
The term seems to refer to an officer of the royal court whose responsibility is to bring
information from and back to the king.

Biblical Aramaic evidence of mal'df; is found in Dnl. 3:28;6:23[Eng. v.22l.In both
instances the term refers to an angel who rescues the innocent from unjust punishment.
Here, too, it is used with.i/h: God sent his angel to deliver Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego from the fire (3:28) and Daniel from a den of lions (6:231221). The pl. const.
ml'ky appears in Judean Aramaic with the same meaning.l3

3. Mesopotamia. Akkadian evidence for this root is extremely uncertain. A mdlaku
appears in one Old Babylonian textla which reads: PN mdlalit attardakku iipdtim mala
tlifr . . . turdam, with the possible translation, "I am sending you PN, my messenger;
send me all the wool which you have." lf mdlaku does indeed refer here to a "mes-
senger," then the reference is to a personal envoy.

9. KTU, 1.2 1, 22, 26, 28, 30, 44; see also ANEI 129-142.
10. +;])N)D m"lii'ka rym,325-331).
tt. KAr, 224,8.
12. Drso, t5t.
13. tKE r,203, 4.
14. cT 29,21, 19.
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4. Phoenicia. Finally, ml'k appearc in a Phoenician inscription from Ma'gUb (222

B.c.).rs The text mentions (1. 2) the ml'k mlk'itrt, "the messenger of Milk Astarte" (a

deity of the Phoenician pantheon). From the context, ml'k refers to a priest or prominent

citizen who represented the community's relationship with its deity.

IV. Human Envoys.
l. Personal Envoys. The OT contains only 4 references to a personal envoy (2 sg.,

2 pl.), two of which occur in the Wisdom Literature. Prov. 13:17 rcads: mal'd$ rdid'
yippdl berd' we;tr '"mfintm marp€'. The reading yapptl is recommended on grounds of
parallelism, with the translation: "A bad messenger brings trouble, but a faithful envoy

[brings] healing." This passage does not seem to deal with the content of the message,

only with the character of the messenger. The author presumably has in mind the

disruptive consequences of false reporting or failure on the part of the messenger to

carry out his assignment.

Since the authority of the sender is bound up in the legate, this passage leaves open

the question of how an unfavorable report by a faithful messenger can produce healing.

The terms,rir and ma|Ak are in synonymous parallelism here (cf. Isa. l8:2 with its
plural forms), though si4 "messenger, envoy," is a far less frequently used term in this

sense.

The occurrence in Job I :14 portrays a messenger in a realistic scene and exemplifies

the basic, standard role of the messenger in delivering a message from a sender to a
receiver.

Personal envoys (pl.) appear in Gen. 32:4,7(3,6), where Jacob sends mal'afuim to

Esau to announce his return home and to inform Esau that Jacob's intentions are

peaceful and conciliatory. Such a gesture was in order after the stealing of the blessing

of the first-born and the resulting tension between the two.l6
The paucity of examples of personal messengers in the OT is the result of an overt

attempt by its authors to write about Israel as a political and social unity from the time
of the exodus onward in which the mal'dk refers to an envoy of the local or national

government. Since the common, everyday occlurences of the average citizen are of
little interest, personal envoys rarely appear.

2. Political Envoys. The term mal'd$ is employed in the singular 16 times and in

the plural 72 times to refer to a government agent whose basic function is to convey

messages either within the land itself or between lands. The abundance of the plural

forms attests the common political practice of sending more than one messenger for
reasons of security (to increase the possibility that the message would be delivered

should the contingent of emissaries come under attack), of accuracy in delivering the

message, and to underscore one's own status.

t5. KAI,19.
16. Cf. D. Thompson, The Genesis Messenger Stoies and Their Theological Signifi.cance

(diss., Tiibingen, 197 2).

3ll
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a. ml'k (singular). Although it was customary to send more than one messenger,
possibly accompanied by an interpreter or an entire retinue, there were circumstances
when it was advisable to send only one messenger. One messenger comes to Saul and
reports that the Philistines have raided the land (l S. 23:27).It may be that he was the
only person to escape the initial attack of the Philistines, or he traveled alone so he
would be less conspicuous.lT In addition, speed was of the essence.18

Only one messenger might be sent if the sender wished to restrict knowledge of the
matter. Thus Joab sent an oral message to David by a lone envoy (2 S. ll:19,22,23,25),
since he could only entrust to a single individual this volatile news of Uriah's death.
Thus royal messengers could have a high position in the government and be among
the king's closest and most trusted friends.le In the same passage, David sent details
of his plan to kill Uriah in a written message to Joab. Certainly, the drama of the passage
is heightened by the irony of uriah, retuming to the front lines of the battle, carrying
his own death sentence. But it was not unusual for irregular messengers to be sent on
occasion.2O Thus such a message might be either written (v. 14f.) or oral (v. 19; cf. Isa.
37:14 par.2 K. 19:141' ler.27:3).21

After Jehu had been anointed king over Israel, while Jehoram was still on the throne,
the latter sent a messenger to Jehu to determine his true intentions (2 K. 9:18). This
passage shows that a messenger could be sent back and forth several times, since the
sender was expecting confirmation of his message.22 Jehu had Jehoram and all Ahab's
descendants put to death, and their death was reported to Jehu by a messenger (2 K.
10:8).

In addition to relaying messages, the mal'dS might also have additional duties, e.g.,
the arrest and transport of prisoners. Prov. I 7: I I depicts a messenger who is authorized
to arrest and detain an outlaw or even to inflict the punishment he pronounces in the
name of a higher authority. This verse is an apt commentary on I S. 19:14: Saul sent
messengers to arrest the rebellious David (cf. 2K.6:32, where the mal'df; is authorized
to seize an opponent and escort him to the king). The mar iipri had the same function
in EA, 54;162.

In other passages where only one messenger is sent, the relevant factor may be the
status of the receiver. Ahab summoned Micaiah to prophesy concerning a proposed
war with Syria (1 K. 22:13;2 Ch. 18:12); Jehoram sent a messenger to the prophet
Elisha (2 K. 6:32[twice],33); Jezebel dispatched a messenger to Elijah (1 K. l9:2);
Elisha sent a messenger to Naaman (2 K. 5:10). Naaman is offended at first because
Elisha did not deliver the message in person. He assumes that a man of his rank has a
right to a direct audience with the prophet. This shows that one may dispatch a
messenger to an inferior to request his presence or to demand action (in 2 K. 18, t9

17. cf. EA, ttz,4u50.
18. Cf. EA, 7, 5l-60; Job 1:14.
19. cf. EA,24.
20. cf. EA, tt2,40-50.
21. Cf. EA,26, 10-18; 32,1-6, 10-15.
22. On the mal'aft on horseback, cf. also EA, 7, 5l-60.
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the king of Assyria sends the Rabshakeh to demand the surrender of Jerusalem), but
in response a person of superior status or rank expects a personal appearance from his
inferior rather than an envoy.

Finally, according to Ezk. 23:40 it was customary to dispatch envoys into other
nations in order to invite dignitaries to visit and to form alliances (cf. Isa. 14:32; 18:2;
30:4; 33:7; Ezk. 17:15; 23:16).

b. ml'k (plural). The pl. mal'dptm occurs 89 times in the OT, 72 times in reference
to political envoys. These missions were both intrastate (Josh. 7:22; I S.6:21) and
international(Jgs. ll:17;2S.5:ll; lK.2O:2;2K. 16:7;17:4;19:9). Envoyswere
employed forcommunicationbetween citizens (1 S.6:21), kings (2 S.5:ll), generals
(2 S. 3:26), and other administrative and military personnel. Although in fact anyone
who was dispatched with a message could be a mnl'dft, the frequent use of the term in
political contexts (from the time of the tribal league onward) points to a conclusion
that the term mal'aft also designated a government official, a "legate."

Besides delivering messages, the mal'df;tm also occasionally gathered intelligence
and arrested criminals. The men who were sent to spy out the land of Jericho ('andiim
ham"ragg"ltm) are also called mal'df;tm (Josh. 6: 17,25). Both terms reflect the functions
these men were to perform: to "foot about" the land and then return with their report.23
According to Josh. 7:22, Joshua sent mal'af,im to find goods plundered from Jericho
and to locate the guilty parties (cf. above Prov. l7: I I and EA 54;2K.6:32; I S. 19: l4).
Josh. 6,7 show that the number of mal'dfttm sent depended on the task and the responsi-
bilities involved.

There are only 5 references to political envoys in the Pentateuch (4 of those occur
in Numbers). Moses sends mal'dktm to the king of Edom and to Sihon, the king of the
Amorites, to obtain safe passage through their land (Nu. 20: 14; 2l:21; Dt. 2:26). Balak
summons Balaam through messengers (Nu.24:12) to curse Israet (22:5). All 5 occur-
rences show the mal'df;im to be typical political legates.

In prophetic literature, mal'df,im appear as government officials dispatched for the
purpose ofinitiating political alliances. Isaiah (Isa. 14:28-32) gave an oracle in the year
King Ahaz died (715 B.c.) concerning the premature celebration of the Philistines, who
were encouraged to rebel against Assyria because of Egyptian resurgence under the
Ethiopian King Piankhy (the revolt did indeed take place rhe next year, led by Ashdod,
but was crushed by Sargon). Isaiah's message is clear: Assyria will put down the
rebellion. Thus he concluded his oracle with the following statement: fimah-yya'aneh
mal'af,A-g6y kt YHWH yissaQ siyydn fildh yehesfr'"niyyA 'amm6, "What will one answer
the messengers of the nation? Yahweh has founded Zion, and the needy among his
people will find refuge in her," or "What can the messengers of the nation respond,
for Yahweh has founded zion, and the needy among his people will find refuge in her."
With the former (naditional) translation, Isaiah's conclusion is that the Philistine envoys
who urged Judah to join the rebellion against Assyria will receive the reply: Yahweh
himself is the security for Jerusalem and its inhabitants. Verse 32b is the answer in the
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form of indirect discourse (kt) to the question posited in v.32a, and the evidence for
such a conclusion is presented in the oracle itself. This analysis takes mal'aftA as the
direct object of ya'"neh, which itself lacks a definite subject.2a In the second translation,
mal'aftA-gdy is taken as a collective for the Philistine ambassadors. The phrase serves
as the subject of ya'"neh, while /<i introduces a causal dependent clause. The effect of
this analysis is that there is no reply that the ambassadors of Philistia can produce to
counteract the evidence presented in the oracle.

The same historical context is the setting for Isa. l8:l-7, where cushite envoys
(strim) have come to enlist Judah in the revolt. Isaiah admonishes these "swift mes-
sengers" (mal'd[im qall?m) to deparr for Egypt and declare to the Egyptians that Israel
is prepared to wait for Yahweh. The function of the sirim and mal'dfttm is the same
(cf. Prov. 13:17). Jer.27:3;Ezk. 17 15;23:16 also attest such internationally active
political mal'dfttm.

A difficult passage occurs in Nah. 2:lr-14(lo-13), where the prophet describes the
crimes of Nineveh which brought about its destruction. He speaks metaphorically,
referring to Nineveh as a "cave" (m"'ard; MT mir'eh, "pasture") from which the lion
(the Assyrian army) kills its prey for its lioness and cubs. Although it is not uncommon
for a predatory ruler or an aggressive nation to be compared with a lion (cf. prov. 28:15;
Jer. 50:17), Nah. 2:14(13) nonetheless seems out of place. It reads as follows:

hincni 'dlayifu nc'um YHWH sepa'61
wchi!'arti be'didn rilbah fr\cptrayift td'\al ftareB
wchifurattt mE'ere; !arp?! w"ib'-yiiidma' '6/ qbl mal'dfiEfteh

"See, I am against you, says Yahweh of hosts, and I will burn your (MT 'her') chariots
in smoke, and the sword shall devour your young lions; I will cut them off from the
land of your prey; and the voice of your messengers shall be heard no more.',

Three points of analysis can clarify the passage and the interpretation of q6l
mal'dftefteh. The peculiar suffix is the result2s of scribal error from mal'dfiayift with
dittography of the following /r (Nah. 3:l). Textual emendation according to the LXX26
is now no longer advisable considering the evidence of 4QpNah 2:1. First, the trad!
tional translation of hiftratti . . . , "I will cut off your prey from the earth," is in error.
The phrase is parallel to frl5eptrayil td'f,al hdre!. Just as the young lions devour their
prey, so the tables will be turned, and the sword of Yahweh will devour the lions and
cut them off from their prey. Yahweh will not destroy the prey, but the lions (i.e., the
Assyrian army). The sword of Yahweh both devours and cuts, and the object of these
actions is the same in both phrases: the young lions. Thus the object ofboth td'ftal and
w"hiftrattt is kepirayif,. Yahweh "cuts off" with his sword which "devours." The phrase
mE'eres tarp4k is a construct chain.

Second, Nah.2:14(13) is thematically related to 3:15, which reads: idm tA'kelek'ei

24.Ct.H. Wildberger, Jesaja l3-27. BK,XJz (1978),573ff.
25. So GK, $911.

^ 26. So KBL3; K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf Kleinen propheten, II: Nahum. ATD, I'I(V
(u r 982).
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taftrftel here! td'f;"\Eft kayydleq, "There fire will devour you, sword will cut you off.
It will devour you like a locust." Here, too, the object of the verbs is "you," i.e., not
the prey, but the Assyrian army.

Third, there is a thematic chiasm in the verse. The metaphor with which Nahum
begins the oracle reappears in the phrases fiftepirayi! . . . fudre! and wehif;rattt . . .

larpeb This chiastic pair is surrounded by wchiS'artt . . . riftbAh and w"ld' . . .

mal'dkdkdh. The expressions rilTbah, "chariots," and mal'dkakEh, "messengers," link
the metaphor with practical reality. The metaphor is thus concemed not with the
destruction of Assyria in general, but of is military units. Hence mal'dlElEh represent
military heralds who blow their trumpets at the beginning of the battle, thereby initiating
various tactical maneuYers.

The use of political envoys continues into the Persian period, and their basic function
does not change. Neh. 6:3-9 records the interchange of messengers between Nehemiah
and Sanballat. Among Sanballat's messages, the last was an "open letter" ('iggerel
p"!frbA, v. 5) delivered by his "servant" (na'ar). While na'ar apparently refers to the
status of this person, mal'dft refers to his function.

Of the 48 occurrences of the plural indefinite, 46 refer to political envoys, to
"legates." Since the verb ilh appears 45 times, the standard idiom would seem to be
ilb mal'ak. T\e mal'df;tm thus are officers of the government who are specifically
trained to communicate between heads of state concerning war, political alliances, and
other matters important to the administration of the state.

V. Divine Envoys.
l. General. A messenger of God is one whose message originates from and who is

sent by God; this category includes both prophes and priests. Of the 120 occurrences
of mal'df; as an envoy of God, the singular form clearly predominates (only 15 pl.
forms occur). God sends his heavenly and earthly envoys one by one; a plurality of
messengers is not necessary, since God himself protects both his messengers and his
message (cf. Jer. l:7f.).n

2. Prophets. The designation mal'd$ is parallel to ndf;i', "prophet" (once in the sg.,

4 times in the pl.). Haggai is called a "prophet" (Hag. 1:3) and mal'dft YHWH (v. l3).
The passage reveals two basic concepts concerning prophets: prophets are fundamen-
tally messengers sent by Yahweh; and they are commissioned to proclaim the message

of their superior (Yahweh), not their own message. Thus, in the passage which recounts
Jeremiah's call (Jer. I :4- l0), Yahweh declares: "For you shall go to all to whom I send
you, and you shall speak whatever I command you" (v. 7). God's words are put into
the mouth of the prophet (v. 9). Thus both prophets and messengers have the same

function: they are sent by their superior to speak ftrs words.
The pl. mal'df;tm refers to prophets in 2 Ch. 36:15f.; lsa.44:261' Ezk. 30:9.In 2 Ch.

36:15f., the Chronicler summarizes the reasons for Judah's destruction: Yahweh con-
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tinually sent his word to the people by "his messengers" (mal'dkfrw, v. l5), but the

people mocked the "messengers of God" (mal'"f;€ hd'"ldhim, v. 16), despised his

words,andscoffedat"hisprophets" (n"bt'dw, v. l6).Thusthemal'dkasanaf;i' speaks

God's word, not his own, and the term nnbt' is the title for the one who functions as

a mal'df; by proclaiming God's word.
lnlsa.44:24-28, the prophet pronounces God's decree to restore Jerusalem through

Cyrus. In v.26a, in a section proclaiming the glory of Yahweh,28 Yahweh reveals himself
as m?qtm d"bar '"bdddw (MT 'a!db) wa'"sa! mal'd[iw yailim, "who confirms the

word of his servants (following LXX), and performs the counsel of his messengers."

In contrast to '6161 baddim, "omens of soothsayers," q6semtm, "diviners," and

l1aftdmim, "the wise" (v. 25), '"bddfrw and mal'df;dw clearly refer to prophets. Yahweh

confirms the message of the prophets because the prophet speaks what Yahweh orders

him to speak. When the mal'dfttm say that Yahweh will rebuild Jerusalem and the

temple, it will happen because the message comes from Yahweh. The terms 'aldSdw

and mal'af;nw are interchangeable, the former referring to status, the latter to function.

Prophets appear as political mal'df;tm in Ezk. 30:9 (the situation being similar to

that discussed above regarding Isa. l8). They are sent out to pronounce doom upon the

Egyptians and those who support them.

The term mal'df;t in Mal. l:1 may be a personal name, the singular form of mal'dk
with the lst person singular suffix, "my messenger," i.e., "my prophet" (cf. Mal. 3:1);

or an apocopated form of ma|dk YHWH, "messenger of Yahweh" (cf. Hag. 1:13); or,

following the LXX versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion (Mcrl,a1tc4,

Malachias), a clausal name mal'of,iyL, "my messenger is Yahweh,"2e or perhaps befter
"my [guardian] angel is Yahweh"30 or "sent by Yahweh."3l This debate has never

been settled.
If the word is a common noun, referring to a prophet, we would expect the 3rd

person masculine singular suIfix to be used: "the oracle of the word of Yahweh to

Israel through his messenger." This is a superscript, an editorial notation, and grammati-

cal agreement would be appropriate. As an apocopation, mal'dkt is suspect because of
the lack ofparallel occurrences. Therefore it can only be interpreted as the clausal name

or personal name "my messenger," deriving from the appellative.

3. Priests. There are 2 instances of mal'dk as priest. lll..lal.2:6f. reads: "True torah

was in his mouth, and no wrong was found on his lips. He walked with me in peace

and justice, and he turned many from evil. For from the lips of a priest (kbhen) they

guard knowledge, and they seek torah from his mouth, for he is the messenger (mal'dk)

of Yahweh of hosts."
This passage not only indicates the use of mal'dk for kdh4n, but shows in detail the

28. -r 'I'rf I kab6d Ntt,22-38).
29.Ct.G. J. Botterweck, "Jakob habe ich lieb-Esau hasse ich," BiIz, | (1960),28.
30. H. Junker, Die zwblf Heinen Propheten IfE VIIV3 (1938), in I'oc.

31. W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT Xllll4 (1976)'
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role of the priest as a messenger of Yahweh. He teaches the torah (note the chiasm:

b"pihfi...bi{pdlaw...iiptA...mippthtr,whichemphasizesoralcommunicationof
the torah), his teaching is less prophetic word than traditional wisdom and truth, the

da'afz by which people live. As a priest he is very close to God (Mal. 2:6b), and his

instruction resulted in tuming many from evil ways. Next to this priestly aspect, his

activity is designated as that of a mal'dL, i.e., that of delivering the message of his

superior, not his own message . As mal'df;he delivers it; as kbh€n he guards and transmits
it.

The author of Ecclesiastes counsels his audience against the thoughtless participation
in religious observances, particularly the making of precipitous vows upon entering the
house of God (Eccl. 4:17-5:615:l-71). In this context he admonishes: "Do not let your
mouth lead you into sin, and do not [then] say to the messenger that it was a mistake."
The author is emphasizing one's obligation to fulfill one's vows; it is a sin not to make
good on a commitment, and then even to offer cheap excuses. The mal'dft is the priest
or temple official charged with collecting on the vow.

4. mal'ak YHWH / mal'af;'"ldhim. These two phrases are construct chains occurring
56 and l0 times respectively. In addition, mal'"f;A '"bhtm appears 3 times, and mal'alg

habb"rfi (Mal. 3:l) andmal'af;pdndw (lsa.63:9) once each. Although the word mal'dk
is not always in construct with the divine name when it refers to angels, the context in
these situations suggests this meaning. Furthermore, this combination is at least implied
in 11 additional passages; mal'd* is associated another 13 times with God by means

of a suffix, and, finally, can be shown another 24 times to refer to the "the angel [of
God1.":r Several areasof concentrationemerge: Gen. 16,22; Nu.22;Jgs.6, l3; 2 S.

24 par. I Ch.2l; I K. 19; 2 K. l; 19 par. Isa. 37 par. 2 Ch. 32;Znc. l-6, l2;MaL2,
3. It also frequently occurs in the traditions surrounding the exodus and conquest (e.g.,

Ex. 23,32,33; Jgs. 2).34

The use of mal'df; it Zec. l:94:5 illustrates that one of the primary functions of
the angel of God is to communicate God's message, especially to his prophets, who
themselves are messengers to humankind (cf. I K. 13:18). The angel repeatedly

"speaks" to Techaiah (7nc. l:ll,l2; 3:4,6; cf. Gen. l6:7f.,9,10f.).
Nonetheless, the function of the angel of Yahweh goes beyond the communication

of God's message. He is not only a messenger delivering God's words, but is also a
minister or agent authorized to perform them. Thus he is sent by God to go before
Abraham's servant (Gen.24:7 ,40), to go before Israel (Ex. 23:20,23;32:2,34), to deliver
them (Nu. 20:16), and to lead them into the land of Canaan (Ex. 23:20; cf. Mal. 3: l,
where God's angel will clear the way before him by punishing sinners, a moralizing
reappearance of the exodus moti|. The angel protects the Israelites at the Reed Sea

(Ex. 14:19), resists Balaam (Nu. 22:22), helps Elijah (l K. 19:7), and smites the foes

32. -+ 9T ydda' (Y, 448-481).
33. Documentation in Rdttger, 8f.
34. For further details, see ibid., 6f.
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of Israel (2K. 19:35 par. Isa. 37:36). These examples illustrate that in the religious
thought of Israel the angel of Yahweh was understood as the agent of Yahweh's
assistance to Israel. Although the notion of angels was otherwise very much associated
with fear, the angel of Yahweh was understood not as Israel's enemy, but as the
benefactor sent to help Israel. The appearance of angels is welcomed (l S. 29:9), their
wisdom extolled (2 S. L4:17,20; 19.,27). From the passage in 2 S. 14 it is apparent that
one of the highest compliments one can pay the king is to compare him favorably to
the angel of Yahweh. According toZec. l2:8, at the restoration of Israel the house of
David will be compared with the angel of Yahweh. Nor was this basically positive
estimation of the angel of Yahweh mitigated by the fact that this angel could also
assume the role of the maihil, the "destroyer."3s

Another concept of the angel of Yahweh is expressed in Israel's blessing of Joseph
(Gen. 48:15f.): "The God before whom my fathers Abraham and Isaac walked, the
God who has led me throughout my life to this day, the angel, the one who has redeemed
me from all evil." The mal'dft is the gd'dl;36 he redeems the elect from all evil (Isa.

63:9) and avenges the blood of those who are persecuted (Ps. 35:4-6). This notion also
informs the understanding of the mal'dft in the Exodus Narrative.

In the narrative of Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem (2 K. 19:35 par. Isa. 37:36;
2 Ch.32:21), Yahweh's agent who destroys the Assyrian army is called the mal'af,
YHWH: he "goes out" (ys) and "smites" (r/<ft, hiphil); Yahweh "sends" (.i/ft) him and
he "destroys" (kbd).The angel of Yahweh is the instrument of Yahweh's favor to Israel,
and he acts by redeeming, protecting, and defending them. The Chronicler, by em-
phasizing particularly the sending (ill.t), may be discouraging any identification of the
angel with Yahweh himself.

The only example of the angel of Yahweh tuming against Israel occurs in 2 5.24
par. I Ch. 21, where the angel of God is the agent of God's punishment upon David
because of his census. Yahweh sent a plague (deber) upon Israel, but when the angel
stretched forth his hand to destroy Jerusalem, Yahweh commanded the "destroying
angel" (mal'afthammaibl!; mal'akhammakkch)to stop (2 S.24:15f. par. 1 Ch. 2l:l4f .).

The parallel in I Ch. 2l is important for another reason: it substantiates an earlier
perception of the angel of Yahweh as a being of superhuman size and strength. David
was able to see the destroying angel (v. 16) "standing befween earth and heaven, and
in his hand a drawn sword stretched out over Jerusalem."

In earlier passages, angels speak to human beings from the heavens (Gen.2l:17;
22:ll,l5), from fre (Ex.3:2), or in dreams (Gen.28:12;31:11). They appear to animals
as well as to human beings (Nu. 22), often disappear from view (Jgs. 6:21; 13:21), and
are often unrecognized as angels by those to whom they are sent (Jgs. I 3). They ascend

to heaven in fre (Jgs. 13:20), and ascend and descend on a ladder (Gen. 28:12). These
passages illustrate that the angel of Yahweh often performs his tasks with abilities
beyond those of human beings.

35. See discussion below.
36. -+ )xr sd'al (1,350-55).
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In some passages it is no longer possible to distinguish God from his mal'dk in
interactions with human beings. Gerhard von Rad has disclosed a system in this
apparently inconsistent usage: "When the reference is to God apart from man, Yahweh
is used; when God enters the apperception of man, the [mal'dkYHWH] is introduced."3T
Several examples can illustrate this. tn Gen. 16:7 -14 (J), Yahweh hears the cry of Hagar
and sends the mal'a\ YHWH to communicate with her directly. After the angel has

communicated with her, she calls the name of Yahweh: "You are the God who sees

me!" She then cries: "I have indeed seen God" (read'cldhim contra MT hol6m).Yet
the actual intercessor with Hagar is the angel of Yahweh, not Yahweh himself. Hagar's
comment that she has seen an'elohtm may indicate that she is herself clear about having
seen "a divine being" rather than God himself. The same relationship appears in the
Elohistic narrative. According to Gen. 2l:15-21, God hears the cry of Ishmael; the
angel of God calls to Hagar from heaven; and God himself opens her eyes.

God tested Abraham by asking him to sacrifice Isaac (Gen. 22:l-19), but it is the
angel of Yahweh who spoke to Abraham from heaven (w. 11,15); according to v. l,
however, the initial command was given by 'el6htm. Since in Gen.22:l-19 one cannot
determine the E source with any certainty,3s "lOhtm may very well be a generic term
here for "a divine being." Be that as it may, the author did not distinguish between
God who tested and the angel who spoke the command, though this does not mean

that the two are to be identified. In any case, it does not appear that distinctions between
various strata and sources can resolve this problem in Gen.22.3e

According to Gen. 31:l-16, Yahweh commanded Jacob to leave Laban and retum
to his homeland (v. 3). It is Jacob's belief, however, that the command is given by the
mal'af, '"l6him (v. 11,13).

It is the mal'af, YHWH who speaks to the people concerning their disregard of the
covenant stipulations (Jgs. 2:1,4), and who appeared to the wife of Manoah (Jgs.

13:2-25), though after the appearance ofthe angel she reports that she has seen a "man
of God" (ii "l6htm),like the appearance of the angel of God (v. 6). Manoah entreated
Yahweh to send the ?i 4lohtm again (v. 8); God listened, and the mal'af; hd'"ldhtm
appeared again (v. 9). After repeated appearances and conversations with Manoah and

his wife, the mal'af; YHWH ascended in the flame of the altar (v. 20) and appeared no
more (v. 2l). Manoah's response to his wife was: "We shall surely die, for we have
seen'"l6him." Either Manoah was mistaken (they did not see God because they did
not die), or he had seen "only" a divine being ('el6htm). Jgs. 13 shows with marvelous
clarity the overlapping terminology, and further examples can be found in Gen.32:22-
32(21-31);2 5.24:17; Hos. 12:5(4); Z.ec. l:94:5.

The question of the relationship between Yahweh and his angel would not be
complete without a discussion of Ex. 3. The mal'af; YHWH appeared to Moses in a
flame of fire from the midst of a bush (Ex. 3:2; cf. Jgs. 13:20). But throughout the

37. TDNT 1,77.
38. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 354,360f.
39. Cf . ibid., 354f., contra R. Kilian, Isaaks Opferung. SBS, 44 (1970), and Rdttger.
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subsequent dialogue the voice from the bush is referred to as Yahweh (Ex. 3:4,7) or
'"ldhim (w. 11,13,15). Moses hides his face from 'eldhim (v. 6). Thus this is the only
place where the mal'df, is only at the very beginning of the narrative.

This terminological confusion might be explained in three ways.
(l) Yahweh might have transmitted his message to Moses by ltts mal'dft, but the

author used the terms Yahweh and '"l6htm since in his opinion the message came
directly from God. The occurrence of mal'dft at the beginning of the narrative qualifies
the subsequent use of Yahweh and'"ldhtm.

(2) The importance of the call of Moses, the initiation of God's personal relationship
with Israel, and the revealing of God's personal name did not allow the narrative to be
dominated by a mal'dl. The significance of the narrative iself required the direct
intervention of God.

(3) Yahweh himself spoke to Moses, but since Moses was not allowed to see him,
the intercession of the mal'A\ was necessary.

Freedman-Willoughby

Recent interpretation does not consider Ex. 3 to be a literary unity,4O so an identi-
fication of sources should to a large extent resolve the confusion in Ex. 3. Werner H.
Schmidt asserts that without argumentation concerning the divine name an identifica-
tion of soruces succinctly shows that the mention of Yahweh does indeed come from
J, and the mention of "ldhim from E. The issue then focuses on v. 2a, which Schmidt
attributes to J. H. R0ttger, however, considers the mal'af; YHWH to be a secondary
insertion resulting quite consistently from the intention of the Elohist. "Here the
Elohistic redactor establishes an element of continuity between the time of the patriarchs
and that of the people of Israel, simultaneously anticipating the role of the mal'd! in
the events of the exodus."al Such longitudinal argumentation, however, is not compel-
ling from the perspective of literary criticism, so that the juxtaposition of mal'ak YHWH
and'"lohtm remains unresolved. Peter Weimara2 has refined Schmidt's literary critical
position, suggesting that the Yahwist is at work in v.2a anticipating in an interpretive
manner the second part of the bush scene as a theophany of Yahweh. Werner Fuss43
presents the same literary critical distinctions, but views the mention of the messenger
as a more forceful emphasis on Yahweh's transcendence by the redactor. Although this
probably takes the argument in the right direction, it does not contradict Claus Wes-
termann's clear statementa that the shift between Yahweh arrd mal'a! YHWH did not
result from any theological reflection, but rather "is much more a case of narrative
transmission of actual and varied experience of an encounter in which the messenger
pronounced the oracle that changed the course of events."

Fabry

40. Cf. the resolute position of W. H. Schmidt, Exodus l,4. BK, IIll (1988), 106-10.
41. P.89.
42. Die Berufung des Mose. OBO,32 (1980), 233.
43. Die deuteronomistische Pentateuchredaktion in Exodus 3-17. BZAW 126 (1972),26.
44. Genesis l2-36, exatrsus on "The Messenger of God (ii'l;lt 'lNlD) in the OT," 243.
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8x.23,33 shed additional light on the divine manifestation in Ex. 3. 8x.23:20-22a
read: "I am sending an angel in front of you to guard you . . . listen to his voice . . .

for my name is in him. But if you completely obey him and do all that I say. . . ." The
importance of this passage for the interpretation of Ex. 3 is twofold. The mal'af; YHWH
is so closely associated with Yahweh that Yahweh's nilne is in him. When Moses speaks

with God, he obeys the voice of the mal'dft. Thus the mal'a$ YHWH is the intermediary
between God and human beings. When God speaks, he speaks through the angel bearing

his name. When a person hears God's commands through this mediator, he is to comply
fully, for the message of the mal'd[ is Yahweh's message. The mal'df, is "not a figure
or representative or mode of God's manifestation . . . he is only the one who actually
engages in the encounter."a5 He approaches the person with the authority, commission,
and name of Yahweh.

Finally, Ex. 33 should be examined briefly. Although the narrative states that Yahweh

spoke to Moses "face to face" (v. 1l), the context clearly indicates that the manifesta-

tion of the divine presence here was the function of the "pillar of cloud" (vv.9,10).
The entire narrative emphasizes as forcefully as possible that any direct experience of
God is fatal for a human being, even for Moses, and that this experience must be

mediated by a mitigation of such immediacy. In Ex. 33, such means include flre, cloud,
and the mal'd$.

From these passages it is evident that the mal'ak YHWH is closely associated with
Yahweh in name, authority, and message, and that he represents Yahweh in the human

realm, whereas Yahweh's own immediacy is actualized in realms outside human

perception.
Freedman-Willoughby

The shift between Yahweh and mal'af, YHWH does not involve the substitution of
an anthropomorphic portrayal of the deity by theological speculation as suggested by
the interpolation theory,6 but rather the living portrayal of an encounter with God,

which because of the dangers of an immediate theophany was also understood as having
been mediated in some way. As is the case in the secular sphere regarding the mal'dl,
the identification of the party issuing the commission and the messenger is customary.aT

This is essentially the revelation hypothesis as already proposed by Hubert Junkega8

according to which "the 'angel of Yahweh,' as the companion and bearer of Yahweh's
glory reveals to human beings through his appearance Yahweh's own presence, though
Yahweh himself remains mysteriously invisible."ae This interpretation also closely
approximates the representation theory as developed by Jerome and Augustine,so ac-

cording to which the angel as Yahweh's creature, by virtue of his special commission

45. Schmidt, 290, with W. Zimmerli.
46. M. J. Lagrange, "UAnge de Jahv6," RB, 12 (1903),212-225.
47. Cf. Ficker,907.
48. Genesis. EB, | (1955),76f.
49. Cf. also Gross, 35.
50. Cf. J. Rybinski, Der Mal'akh Jahwe (Padefiorn, 1929).
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and endowed with divine authority, appears as Yahweh's representative. This theory
was modified by Fridolin Stier5l into the vizier theory. Interpretations using function
as their point of departure doubtlessly do better justice to the biblical evidence than
theories that speculate on essence, among which one should mention the identity theory
(the mal'df, and Yahweh are identical)s2 and the hypostasis theory (which views the
mal'df; as an hypostasis of Yahweh),53 modified as the logos theory (as early as the
church fathers). All these theories must be measured by how well they address the
messenger's function, for "God is present not in the messenger, but in the message."54

Fabry

The term mal'af, YHWH / '"ldhtm denotes in mythic contexts the retainers of God.
They are the heavenly beings who accompany him, praise him, and are present in his
court. They are his hosts55 (Ps. 103:20; 148:2), his servants ('eledye (Job 4:18, the
term denoting status more than function), who guard the righteous (Ps. 34:8[7];91:11)
and punish the wicked (Ps. 78:49; Prov. 16;14). In addition to the mal'dftim, this court
also includes the cherubimsT and seraphim;s8 a more difficult question is that of the
benA 'ebhtm ('eltml.ss The functions of this heavenly court emerge from several psalms.
Ps. 103:20f.: "Bless Yahweh, O you his angels, you mighty warriors who perform his
word. Bless Yahweh, all his hosts, his ministers that do his will!" Ps. 104:4 offers a
further perspective: "Who makes the winds his messengers (mal'd[nw), and the flaming
fire his servants (meiarc!aw)." The traditional interpretationm understands the mes-
sengers and servants as metaphors for wind and fre, and characterizes them as being
obedient to God. This translation, however, is unintelligible embedded as it is in the
evocation of a myth of traversing the sky (cf. Ps. 104:3). Rather, the translation should
be: "Who with his retainers makes the winds kindle with fire." The messengers and
servants together with God set the wind's activity into motion; as companions of the
sun-god in pulling the sun across the skies with his chariot, they set the winds on fire.
Also in Ps. 104:2 one can readily imagine God's messengers stretching out the heavens,
similar to Isa. 42:5, "who created the heavens and stretched them out."6l This inter-
pretation of Ps. 104:4 is supported by the striking accumulation of participles in vv.

51. Gou und sein Engel im AT. ATA, 1212 (1934).
52. Cf. B. Stein, "Der Engel des Auszugs," Bibl, 19 (1938), 286-307.
53. Cf. G. van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation (Eng. trans., [,ondon, 1938),

14l-46; A. Lods, "L Ange de Yahv6 et l"Ame ext6rieure,' " Sndien zur semitischen Philologie
und Religionsgeschichte. Festschift J. Wellhausen. BZAW 27 (1914),263-278.

54. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 244.
55. -+ hNll $"ba'o!.
56. --> 1)9 'apa!.
57. --+ lll) kerib Q07-319).
58. -+ ll'D iarap.
59. Cf. F. Dexinger, Sturz der Giitterscihne; ode4 Engel vor der Sintflut? WBTh, 13 (1966).
60. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),295.
61. Cf., however, the different view held by K. Elligea Deuterojesaja. BK,){VI (1978),222,

23tf.
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2-4 ('dteh-'6r n6leh idmaytm, 'dSeh . . rib6!).The expression'ai ldhEy (v. 4b) corre-

sponds structurally and grammatically. Yahweh is the subject of l6het, i.e.,l6hE1does
not function as the predicate of 'eJ (it would have to be a fem. ptcp.). The winds are

thus set ablaze with the fre of Yahweh's chariot as he, accompanied by his angels,

traverses the sky.
Freedman-Willoughby

This new interpretation presupposes a comprehensive spectrum of mythological
motifs behind the text of Ps. lM, though this need not contradict the clear focus of the

psalm on the theology of creation. This interpretation does not, however, explain
syntactically the inversion involving 'ei ldheL and it overlooks the fact that for the

meaning "ignite, set ablaze" actually the piel participle would be expected (cf. Job

4l:l3l2lD. Textual comrption may be a factor here, as suggested already by the LXX
and Qumran (lQH l:11).

Fabry

Tlvo other passages are important for an understanding of the role and function of
the mal'ak YHWH because they focus on a particular angel among the hosts of the

heavenly court. Elihu's frst speech in Job 33:22-25 reads: "His soul draws near to the

pit, and his life to those who bring death, unless there is for him an angel, a defender
("intercessor, spokesman"62), one of a thousand to declare to a person his rights, and

he is kind to him and says, 'Deliver him from going down into the Pit; I have found
a ransom for him; let his flesh become plump with youth; let him return to the days of
his youthful vigor." T\e mal'dk here represents the heavenly defender in Yahweh's
court. He steps in for the accused and argues for a verdict of acquittal by enumerating
what the man has a right to in the way of justice and fair treatment and delivers him
by offering a ransom. Yahweh listens, is convinced by the argument, and restores the

man's health. The term melts as a characterization of the mal'dk is not quite clear. In
Gen. 42:23, it means "interpreter," so that Job 33:22-25 might be thinking of the

"interpreting angel" (angelus interpres) familiar from apocalyptic and rabbinic writings
(cf. Z,ec.l4).63 Here the m€lts is the heavenly defense attorney who argues a person's

case before Yahweh (and against Satan).

The mal'dL appears with the opposite function in Mal.3:1-5. Yahweh intends to

send his messenger, the "messenger of the covenant" (mal'a& habb"fi!), to refine and

purify the sons of Levi and bring testimony against sorcerers, adulterers, those who

swear falsely, and those who oppress the poor. Here the mal'dft (like Satan) functions

as the heavenly prosecutor who pleads for a guilty verdict against those who disobey

the covenant.
Prov. 16: 14 presents the mal'dk in the role of an outsider: "The king's anger is like

62. -+ l1i' /ys III (VII, 550-52).
63. Cf. C. Westermann, God's Angels Need No Wings (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1979),

ll7-124; P. Sch[fer, Rivalitrit zwischen Engeln und Menschen. S"I, 8 (1975), 10-18.
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a messenger of death, but a wise man will appease it." The concept of the mal'a! mawe!
derives from the familiar mythic notion of the summons to meet one's fate, just as Mot,
the god of the underworld, sends messengers to bring victims to him. The association
with the king's wrath is apparent, for the anger of the king is equated with a sentence
of death (cf. Prov. 19:12;20:2). Like the angel of death, the "angels of evil,, (mal'aftA
ra'tm) are agents of Yahweh's wrath and indignation (cf. Ps. 78:49).

VI. Metaphorical Usage. The "servant" in Deutero-Isaiah is almost always Israel
rather than a prophet or some other individual. In Isa. 42:19, 'aldt, mal'df,i, and
m"iullam are parallel terms referring to the blind servant Israel. Here the terms "ser-
vant" and "messenger" are interchangeable, the former referring to status, the latter
to function. The role of Israel as a mal'af, is broader than merely its function as
messenger. Israel is Yahweh's instrument, a people performing his word and repre-
senting his divine love and commitrnent to human beings.

Freedman-Willoughby

VII. Qumran. The mal'dftappears ca. 5O times in the Qumran writings, with an
abundance of synonymous terms as well, which can function as genuine replacements
('Eltm, b"nA idmayim, m"ldlim, q'flbiim, rfrhdg gibb6rtm, kerfrlim, strtm, n"ii'tm,
ra'iim, kAh"nim, and meiar"tim), as well as the names of specific angels.6a This ter-
minological multiplicity indicates the presence of a well-defined eumran-Essene an-
gelology,65 something underscored by the existence of what is known as the "angelic
liturgy" (4QSkb). The doctrine of angels is an essential component of eumran-Essene
ecclesiology insofar as the community understood itself in various respects as a fel-
lowship with these angels.tr This informed first of all the community's self-understand-
ing as an eschatological alliance of warriors: not only is the encampment itself sanctified
by the presence of angels (lQM 7:l-17; in contrast to Dt. 23:15[14], God's presence
in the camp is replaced by the that of the angels), the Qumranites also viewed the
angels as fellow warriors (lQM 12:4,8; cf.4Q49l-495 and passim). Furthermore, the
community considered itself to be in liturgical fellowship with the angels (leSa 2;8;
lQSb 4:22-26, with an interesting equivalency between the priest of the community
and the "Angel of the Presence"; IQH 6:13; 4Q5ll 35:4) in their common worship
of God in the community as the new temple.

Consistent with the dualism of the Qumran-Essene worldview, the world of angels
was viewed as being divided into two realms. The frst is that of Belial as the "Angel
of Malevolence" (mal'af; maSEmA, lQM l3:ll), with his retinue, the ..angels of
destruction" (mal'"f,A he\el, IQM l:15; 13:12:' CD 2:6;4e510 l:5 par. Lilith) and the

64. cf. J. Strugnell, "The Angelic Liturgy at Qumran: 4e Serek sir6t '6lat ha55abbdt,"
Congress Volume, Oxford 1959. SW 7 (19f/l_\ 318-345, esp. 33Iff

65. cf. F. Ntjtscher, "Geist und Geister in den Texten von Qumran," vom Alten zum NT. BBB,
l7 (1962), 175-187; J. A. Fitzmyer, "A Feature of Qumran Angelology and the Angels of I Cor.
xi. 10," NIS, 4 (1957158),48-58; M. Delcor, "Qumran ang6lologie," DAS, IX, 970tr.

66. Cf. Sch,ifer, 33-40.
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"angel of darkness" (mal'aft kiiek, IQS 3:20) against which a person could effectively
protect himself only through obedience to the Torah (CD 16:5). The other realm is that

of God with the "Angels of Holiness" (mal'"kA q6Qei, lQSa 2:8; lQSb 3:6; IQM 7:6),

the "Angel of his Truth" (mal'ak '9nitt6, IQS 3:24), and the "angels of the luminaries

of his glory" (ml'k m'wrwt kbwdw,4Q5ll 218:'20I 2). They tunction to assist and

to rescue (lQM 13: 14; 17:6). That they are viewed as preexistent beings is attested by

theirpresenceatcreation(llQtgJob30:5).TheyparticipateinGod'splans(lQM 10:ll)
and glorify his name (lQM 12:l;4QDibHam 7:6).

Fabry

;r?Nh m"h'gi

Contents: I. The Root and Cognates. II. Definition: l. Skilled Work; 2. Project; 3. Manufacture;

4. Commission or Business. [II. Summary. [V. Qumran.

I. The Root and Cognatcs. The root of m"ld'ftA is / t, which, although unattested

in Hebrew in its verbal form, is attested in other Semitic languages, e.9., Ugar. ldak,

"to send,"r Arab. la'aka and'alakn, "to send," and Ethiop. la'aka, "to send (a

message)." Nominal derivatives in these languages show the extension of the meaning

"to send": lJgar. ml'k, "messenger,"2 ml'kt, "mission, embassy,"3 Arab. mal'ak,

"angel, messenger, envoy," and Ethiop. mal'ak, "angel, messenger." Hebrew deriva-

tives besides m"ld'!i include -+ '1X)n mal'dk, "messenger, angel," and mal'd!fi1,

"mission, commission, message" (Hag. l:13). In addition to the foregoing derivatives,

Phoenician and Punic exhibit ml'kt and mlkt, "work."a
The word m"ld'ld occurs 166 times in the OT in its various forms. Even its distribu-

tion in the OT shows that the word is closely associated with work in the sanctuary or

involving sacred objects (62 occurrences in the Pentateuch, 33 of those in Ex.3lff.;
13 in trv. 23;7 in Nu. 8). The Deuteronomistic history uses it 19 times (primarily in
the account of the temple construction in 1 K. 6f.), the Chronicler 63 times (primarily

m"la'\h. W. F. Albright, "specimens of Late Ugaritic Prose," BASOR, 150 (1958), 36-38;
Z. Ben-flayyim, "Word Studies ll," H. Yalon Memorial Volume (Jerusalem, 1974), 46; E. L.
Greenstein, "Trans-Semitic Idiomatic Equivalency and the Derivation of Hebrew ml'kh," UE
ll (1979),329-336; J. Milgrom, Studies in lzviticalTerminology, I: The Encroacher and the

lzvite: The Term 'Abodah, UCPNES, 14 (1970;); A. Silitonga, The Comprehension of Work
(Mela'kah) in the OT (diss., South East Asia Graduate School of Theology, Singapore, 1974).

l.KTU,l.4V,4l,42;Yll,45;1.5IY23,24;1.13,27;l.l4III, 19,20;1.24,16;2.10,10;
2.14,7;2.26, 4; 2.31, 43;2.42, 12;2.63,7, lO, 13.

2.E.e., ibid., l.l4 rlr,20,33; vI, 35.
3. Ibid., 2.17,7; 2.23, 3;2.31, 49; 2.33, 35.
4. D(SO, tst.
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in the context of the temple construction and renovation in I ch. 22tr.;2 ch. 24,34).
The term occurs only sporadically in the prophetic and wisdom literature.

Its meanings can be subdivided into four areas: (l) skilled work, craftsmanship;
(2) general work (including physical labor); (3) the result of work, manufacture, mov-
able property; (4) mission, commission, errand, or business.

The association between the verb "to send" and the noun "work" derives from a
postulated *ml'kt yd, analogous to miilah yd{ @.g.,Dt. l2:7,18), "work of the hands,"
lit. "the outstretching of one's hand,"5 semantically equivalent to Akk. Jrpir
idim/qdti(m), "work of the hands."6

Sirach tses m"ld'ftA 6 times, generally with the meaning ,.labor, work,, (Sir.3:17;
4:29f.), "business" (37:ll), or with the explicit connotation "toilsome labor," par.
agricultural work in the field (7: l5).

The LXX translates fairly consistently with irgon (127 times) or something similar,
although it occasionally interprets itby latreut6s or leitourgta, ephEmeria, or kataskeue
(once each).

II. Definition.
L skilled work. The idea expressedby meld'lh in the majoriry of cases in the or

is that of "work entailing skill" as opposed to work entailing physical labor ('"b6dd).t
a. The types of skills encompassed by mcld'f;i include: working in precious metals

(8x.38:24), with precious stones (Ezk. 28:13), agricultural skill (l Ch.27:26;prov.
24:27), working in ceramics (Jer. l8:3), navigation (ps. 107:23), working with ropes
(Jgs. 16:ll), working in aroyal function (Gen.39:ll; Est.3:9;9:3; Dnl. g:27), cultic
service (Jer. 48:10), bearing holy objects (Nu. 4:3), functioning as judges and officers
(l ch. 26:29), executing a work suitable for God (l ch. 29:r), an occupation (Jon.
l:8),8 planning and execution (l ch. 28:19;Ezr.l0:13), and executive prowess (1 K.
I l:28).

God's works are skilled works: creation (the planning and skill of execution, Gen.
2:2f .; Ps.73:28) and punishment of nations (Jer. 50:25).

b. One of the most instructive series of instances which demonstraoe the semantic
connotations of m"ln'ftd is that of the tabernacle and temple construction and the
repairs made on the temple. Bezalel was full of "wisdom, understanding, knowledge
and all craftsmanship" or "skill" (Ex. 3l:3; 35:21,31). Hiram had the ability to
perform skillful work with bronze (l K. 7:L4). Men "of wisdom" were those involved
in the tent's construction (Ex. 36:4,8). Other skills represented in this series include:
skill in working with srone, wood, and metals (Ex. 3 I :4,5; 35:33; 3g:24; I K. 7:14,22;
I Ch. 22:15,16; 29:5), textile work (Ex. 35:35), and making temple vessels (l K.
7:40). Repairs of buildings also involve skill (2 K. l2:12,15,16[Eng. vv. ll,l4,l5];

5. So Ben-Hayyim.
6.8.e., CH, gl88; D. D. Luckenbill, ed., The Annals of Sennacheib. Orlp, 2 (1924), 133;

79f. (Greenstein).
7. Cf. Milgrom, 60-87.
8. See II.4 below.
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22:5,9; Z Cn. i.q:B;34:10,12,13,17; Ezr.3:8,9; Hag. l:14). The general activity of
building is viewed under the idea of skilled work (Ex. 39:43; I K. 7:51; 2 Ch. 4:ll;
5:l; 8:16; Neh. 2:16).

c. One aspect of mcla'&d as skilled work is that of cultic tasks, especially well attested

in the Chronicler's history (l Ch.9:13,19,33:'23:4,24;26:3O;2Ch.13: l0;Neh. l0:34[33];
1112,16,22;13:10,30). Aprimeexample of m"la'$iascultic tasks is found in 2 Ch.29:34,
where the priests were too few to flay all the offerings, so the lrvites helped them until
hammela'f;fr, "the cultic task," was finished. Some other types of cultic duties were the

playing of musical instruments and singing (1 Ch. 9:33; 25: I ; Neh. 13:10), guarding the

thresholds (l Ch. 9:19), and performing the most holy tasks (l Ch. 6:34[49]).
The phrase m"le'f;e1 -bOdA 0 Ch. 9:13,19) means "cultic service." This is due to

the Chronicler's transfer of the meaning of '"!68d, "physical labor," to "cult service,

worship." Hence m"le'\e1 'ob\dA k@rally says "the skilled work of the cult service."e
The understanding of the idiom occurs in this sense only in Chronicles, whereas the

original meaning was "construction project"l0 or "occupational work."ll

2. Project. The term m"ld'f;h is used in a more general sense to cover the whole
spectrum of the idea of "work," from mental activities such as planning together to
execution by skill and by physical labor. This general usage seems to be best rendered

by the word "project."
a. The episodes of sanctuary construction and repair offer examples of the use of

meld'kd in this sense. Here, too, this signification is elucidated by the use of m"ld'f;k
with 'a!6/k, "physical labor" or "execution." The phrase 'obdda! m"ld'!h means the
"execution of the work" (Ex. 35:21,24;36:1,3; I Ch. 28:13,20;2 Ch.24:12). The
construction of the sanctuary is conceived of as the execution of a plan or project (Ex.

36:2,5,7;40:33); so also the construction of Solomon's temple (1 K. 5:30[16];9:23;
1 Ch. 28:19,21;29:l;2 Ch. 8:16), the temple renovation of Ezra's time (Ezr. 2:69; cf .

Neh. 7:70f.; Ezr. 3:8f.; 6:22), Nehemiah's wall building (Neh. 2:16; 4:5,9,10,11,

13,15,16[11,15,16,17,19,21,22]; 5:16: 6:3,9,16), and the repair work on the temple
(2 Ch. 24:l2f .; 34: 10,12,13,17 ).

Themeaningof "project"isalsofoundin2Ch. l6:5,whereBaashastoppedtheproject
of building Ramah. Prov.24:27 also conveys the idea of planning and executing, thus

indicating a general work project. I S. 8: 16 uses m"la'\k to mean the "king's projects" or
"official works" (cf. 1 K. 9:23, although here [othenvise only 1 K. 5:30(16)] the "king's

[Solomon's] project" might refer to mos, "compulsory service"; cf. the Akk. equivalent
iipar iarrir2). The work of creation can also be understood as a "project" (Gen. 2:2,3).

Thus in the earliest sources m"ld'f;h is used as a general term for work or project
including both skilled work and planning and the physical labor attending its execution,
while 'a!6QA refers exclusively to physical labor. In postexilic texts 'a!68d takes on

9. Cf. Milgrom, $72.
10. Cf. II.2.a below.
I l. Cf. II.2.b below.
12. Middle Assyrian laws, A, $$18, 19,40, cited in Greenstein.
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the meaning of "cult service" and "worship" (e.g., r ch.6:17[32];23:2g-32;zCh.
8:14). consequently, there results a semantic gap without u *oid for physical labor.Early rabbinic literature shows how this gap was filled: here m"ld,frh takes on, inaddition ro irs other meanings, the idea of fhysical labor (e.g., Mirh;; S;;. ;.\,;',
Tosefta sabb. vii.8: ix.5; parahii.6). In the late. writings of the or, however, m"la,kh
has not yet taken on this specific meaning. The cases *hi.h or" ";il ;;;;;:; ffi;explain by the meaning of "physical labor" turn out to be best understood as meaning"project'" 2 Ch. 8:9 relates that Solomon did not make the Israelites into slaveslimla'[t6, "for his project(s)." This use is the Chronicler,s own, since the parallel
passage I K.9:22 does not .,se m"la'f;i at alr. Likewise, 2 Ch. 16:5 uses m"ra,[t6 for
Baasha's projects (*"!a ka is missiniin the pararel l K. 15:21). (An earlier, related
passage from the antimonarchical criticisms of the nomistic Deuteronomistic sourceI S. 8:16] talks of the king who might confiscare sraves from his people limra,fttL,"for his projects.") The pronominal suffixes in these examples of m"la,f;d are in asubjective genitive relationship to the noun, ..project ofthe king," and not an objectivegenitive relationship, 

-'!fu. for the king" (cf. Gen.2:2f .;Ex.\0:9; r Ch.29:6;2 Ch.8:16). The 'aia m"h.'ki gc!.34:r3|i are project workers who have responsibiliry
for every kind of labor (la'"QbQd wa'"!6/i]. ttrus in Chronicles m"ld,f;h is not usedspecihcally for "physical labor," but is still used in the general sense of ..project.,,

b. A use of meld'fta in the comprehensive meaning oiphysical and mental work is
{r^"19 

il the prescriptions against m"ld'[i on the Sabbath and festivars (Ex. 12:16;
2o:9f .; 3t:t4f.;35:2; t ey. t6:29:23'3,71.,21,25,2g,30f..35f.; Nu. 28:18,25f .;29:1,7,12,35;Dt.5:13f.; 16:8;Jer. 17:22,24). of these instances, 12 which pertain ro fesrivals
use the construction kol-me le,fte1 .abodA (I_ev. 23:7,g,21,25,3fi6; Nu. 2g: I g,25,26;
29:1,12,35), while the passages concerning the Sabbath and the Day of Atonement usekol-m"ld'lh (l*v.23:3,28; Nu.29:7; cf. nx. 3l:14f.). The same distinction berween
these holy days is highlighted by the use of rhe word iabbal iabbafin,,.sabbath ofsolemn rest" (par. kol-m"la'!d), used only in reference to the Sabbath and the Day ofAtonement (Ex. 16:23;3r:r5;35:2;t*v.iz:3,s2;for festivals, see Lev. 23:24,39).Thnskol-m"ld'[i proves to be more comprehensive than kol-m"le'f,e1.a!6Qd. Fromthis study,m"ld'ftd is thus the inclusive word for work, and ttre protriUition againrt kol-m"ld,lea
conveys the idea that on the Sabbath and the Day of Atonement there-is ," U";"U'J"[rest" where "every conceivable kind ofexertion, skilled and unskilled, heavy or light(physical or mental), is proscribed."t4 The we of '"f;dQdin the phrase m"le,se! ."bodn
modifies the general sense of meld,ftA in the same way that zayil modifies the general
sense of 'zs, "tree," to "olive tree." Thus not every ktnd of m'"la,kd is proscribed, butonly that which consists of physical labor (i.e., occupational work) It then follows that
a lesser prohibition of labor prevails on the festivals (with ttre exception of the Sabbath
and the Day of Atonement) and that light physical activities, such as household cleaning
or concentrated study, would be allowed.

13. cf. aHs.
14. Cf. Milgrom, 969 and n. 297.
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In the case of the Passover Festival, P gives a definition of what m"le'$e1'"bddi (Lev.
23:7; Nu. 28:25) means: "No activity (kol-m"ld'bfi /d) should be carried out on them: only
(' a$ ) what ev eryone must eat, that alone may be prepared for you " (Ex. l 2 : 1 6). This woul d

mean that the only difference between the two prescriptions m"le'Se1 '"bAdA and kol-
m"h'f;A is the preparation of food. But this raises questions such as whether the literary
sources (Ex. 12 as opposed to Lev. 23; Nu. 28) represent the same ideology, i.e., that all
physical labor is forbidden, or whether the Passover Festival is actually more severe than

other festivals in that all work except food preparation is forbidden in order to prevent

contamination by leaven of food prepared before the festival.

3. Manufacture. Not only does m"ld'f,d represent skilled work (activity), but it also

represents the "finished product, that which the skill has wrought."ls
a. The idea of "manufacture" is borne out in Lev. l3:48, which speaks of the plague

of leprosy being "in any manufacture of leather." In Ex. 36:6, the people were not to
produce any more "manufactured goods" for the sanctuary offering. Ex. 39:43 says

that Moses saw all the m"ld'f;h of the holy tent, referring to the finished product. The
parable of the vine (Ezk. 15:3-5) poses the question whether or not vine wood can be

made into a manufactured "product" (cf. Lev. 7:24; ll:32; l3:51).
Another semantic extension of m"ld'f,d is found in 2 Ch. 17:13, where Jehoshaphat

had great "provisions" or "supplies" in the cities of Judah. The use of m"ld'f,k in Ex.
36:7 similarly indicates amassed manufactured goods to be used in the construction of
the holy tabernacle.

b. A more specific application of m"ld'kd as manufactured goods is in reference to
"movable property." 8x.22:7,10(8,11) utilizes m"ld'f;k in this sense regarding the oath

one takes that he "has not laid hands on the properry (or goods) of the other." In two
passages m"ld'li even has the meaning "flocks, herds, cattle." Saul kept alive the good

animals for sacrifices to God and destroyed kol-hamm"la'f;d n"mif;zA w"names, "all
despised and rejected animals" (l S. l5:9,15). Esau slowly follows the m"ld'li, "cattle"
(Gen. 33:14). The meaning "cattle, herd" for meld'kh conforms to the idea that the

herd is the result of skilled labor in breeding and feeding.

4. Commission or Business. Many passages yet exhibit a semantic connection to the

original meaning of the verb l'k, "to send." A simple extension of the nominal idea

"mission" would be "commission, errand, charge," a further extension being "busi-
ness, business affair(s)."

a. The idea of errand or commission is seen in Gen. 39:l l, where Joseph comes to
perform Potiphar's "commission/business." Jonah was asked by the sailors what his
"errand" or "business" was (Jon. l:8). Prov. l8:9 mentions that the one who is slack

in his "business" or "duty" is a brother to one who destroys. kov.22:29 talks of one

skillful @ahtr) in his "business," and Ps. 107:23 speaks of those doing "business" on

the seas (i.e., perhaps "trading mission, mission abroad"l6).

t5. rbid., 567.
16. Cf. Albright,38.
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A similar understanding is found in Est. 3:9; 9:3. Here the'6ia hamm"la'f;iare those
who perform the king's commission, i.e., stewards or lesser officials (cf. Gen. 39:ll).
Dnl.8:27 can be interpreted similarly.

we have examined above the use of m"ld'f,i in the sense of "project, plan', in
connection with the king,lT especially in reference to construction projects. However,
m"ld'ftd in connection with the king might at times also be understood as ..service', or
"commission." Thus I Ch. 4:23 says that the potters and inhabitants of Netaim and
Gederah dwelt there with the king bimela'lt6, "in his service/commission,,; cf. also
I Ch.29:6: Est.3:9;9:3; Dnl. 8:27 and the similar list of officers in I Ch.27:1,25.
Here mela'f;i seems to refer to the responsibilities of governmental service.

IIr. summary. Thus m"ld'f;d is a term covering a wide range of meaning from
general "work" to specific aspects and extensions of the work concept such as "crafts-
manship, manufactured objects, business, commission," etc. The striking aspect of
m"ld'ftd is that nowhere in the Bible is it used specifically for the idea of physi"ul labor,
and, conversely, that it always implies a work involving skill. Althou gh mela'f,fr as a
general term for "work" does include the idea ofphysical labor, it is not until rabbinic
times that it comes to stand for physical labor exclusively. This semantic development
follows naturally from the etymology of m"ld'!h, since the root l'k, "to send,,, and its
nominal derivatives would tend to signify a non-physical activity. Thence derive the
simple extensions in meaning like "commission" or "business," which lead to more
abstract usages such as the work which one is commissioned to perform, e.g., skilled
work and entire projects. This development from simple to more abstract is not,
however, indicative of the ages of the respective passages. The various semantic aspects
of meld'f;i may have existed early. The text of the or does not portray any noticeable
diachronic development in the meaning of meld'56.

IV. Qumran. In the Qumran writings m"ld'f;iflrst refers ,rrr" r"r:::;:,,-:'
(llQT 47:9), and in connection with the stipulations concerning communal property it
means "work force" (par. mnm6n, IQS 6:3; par. h6n, leS 6:19). ln this sense its
meaning seems also to move in the direction of "income for work rendered" (cf. leS
6:20). The Temple scroll then uses the term consistently in proscriptions against work,
whereby here, too, a terminological differentiation seems to applyls: m"le'le1 ."b6d,A

is prohibited on the first day of the month (ller 14:10), completely during the Feast
of Unleavened Bread (17:ll), specifically on the seventh day of the Feast of Unleavened
Bread (17: l6), during rhe Feast of weeks (19:s), on rhe first day of the seventh month
(25:9), and during the Feasr ofrabernacles (29:10). In contrast, on the sabbath (cD
10: l5) and on the Day of Atonement (l ler 27:6,7 ,lo) kol-m"ld'(d is prohibited. Indeed,
according to CD 10: 19 a person is not even permitted to speak about ,,things having

17. See II.2.a above.
18. See II.2.b above.
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to do with work" (dibrA hatwn"la'kd). llQT 27:7 tlreatens transgressors with being
"cut off from the midst of his people."

Fabry

l12D merab

Contents:I.Occurrences. II.Seasoning. IILSymbolof Disaster. IV. l.HealingAgent;2.Salt
in the Cult; 3. Covenant of Salt.

I. Occurrences. The use of salt is attested in the earliest human civilizations. Its
designation by mlfu is shared by all Semitic languages with Israel.l The noun melal.t

occurs 22 drmes in the OT, 7 of those in geographical names. The Aram. melah occvrs
3 times, and the verb mdlalt 4 times. Mention should also be made of the 7 passages

in the LXX where salt occurs, and the 4 occurrences of mebhA, "salty, barren land."

II. Seasoning. Salt is highly valued as a seasoning. Sir. 39:26 counts it among the
"basic necessities of human life." Without salt, foods have no taste (Job 6:6), a view
richly attested both in Israel's immediate environs and elsewhere in antiquity.2 Because

of its white color and grainy texture, salt serves in Sir. 43: l9 as a metaphor for hoarfrost.
According to Sir. 22:15, it is difficult to bear, and was thus probably transported in
bags or blocks. Precisely because it was indispensable and so valuable, the state used

the salt trade as a source of taxes (1 Mc. 10:29; 1l:35).3

III. Symbol of Disaster. Considering the high estimation of salt it is sriking to find
it associated with misformne and destruction as well, an association Anton Jirku actually
considers to be the original.a The "symbol of the dead and past" gradually became

"an object evoking the feeling of sacred awe."5 However, considering the overwhelm-
ingly positive estimation of salt it was more likely the desolate, infertile region around

melal.t. H. Bliimner, "Salz," PW, ln (1920),2075-99; G. Dalman, AzS, IV (1935), 49-58;
E. P. Deatrick, "Salt, Soil, Savior," 8A,25 (1962),4148; F. C. Fensham, "Salt as Curse in the
OT and the Ancient Near East," 8A,25 (1962), 48-50; R. J. Forbes, "Salz," BHHW Itr (1966),
1653f.; F. Hauch "&f,,aq," TDNT, 1,228f.; V. Hehn, Das Salz (Berlin,2tgOt); E. Hertzsch,
"Salz," RGG3, Y (1961), 1347f .; A. M. Honeyman, "The Salting of Shechem," w, 3 (1953),
192-95; A. Jirku, Materialien zur Volksreligion Israels (I*ipzl,g, l9l4); HAI. II (1995), 588;
H. Les0tre, "Sel," DB, V (1912), 1568-1572; B. Meissner, BuA, l, 415, 425; Il, 87,240,228f .,
309; St.-B., | (1922),232-36.

t. HAI. U, 588.
2. Cf. Hehn, 6t.; BuA, 415.
3. Cf. also Bliimner, 2096tr.
4. Pp. 13, 15.
5. Ibid., lgt.
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the Dead Sea and the legend of its origin (Gen. 19) that shaped this negative connotation.
Both Dt. 29:22(Eng. v. 23) and Zeph. 2:9 explicitly mention the destruction of Sodom
and Gomorrah as God's punishment. According to Wis. l0:7, the salt region around
the Dead Sea and the pillar of salt there (Gen. l9:26) are evidence of human wickedness
and its chastisement. Only wild asses live there (Job 39:5f.), and the only food to be

found is saltwort (mallfiah,30:4). Jer. l7:6-8 significantly juxtaposes the blessed person,

who is like a green tree planted by water, and the cursed person in the parched desert
"in an uninhabited salt land." God is known to turn "rivers into a desert, . . . a fruitful
land into a salty waste" (Ps. 107:33f.; cf. also Sir. 39;23). Thus the same could happen
when Abimelech symbolically strews salt over Shechem after its destruction so that,
like a salt desert, it would be unfruitful and uninhabitable (Jgs. 9:45); that the city's
subsequent history does not support this kind of ban has prompted A. M. Honeyman6
to interpret salt here as a kind of apotropaic agent for securing oneself against the
avenging spirits of the slain Shechemites.

The negative symbolic connotations of salt are in any case consistent with the name
"Salt Sea" in reference to the Dead Sea (Gen. 14:3; Josh. 3:16; l2:3; l8:19), as well
as with the fact that one city there is called the "City of Salt" (Josh. 15:62) and one
valley the "Valley of Salt" (2 S. 8:13; I Ch. 18:12;2 K. l4:7:2 Ch. 25:11; Ps.

60:2[superscription]). The extent to which the bleak wilderness of Judah was perceived

as desolation can be seen in Ezk. 47 with its vision of the healing (rp') effects of the
temple spring, which transforms the desert into paradisaic fruitfulness.

lY. l. Healing Agent. And yet the swamps and marshes will not be so affected (Ezk.
47:ll)l For whence would one then acquire life-sustaining salt, which in the hand of
Elisha can even make the spring at Jericho "wholesome (rp')" (2 K. 2:20-22)? The
custom of rubbing a newborn child with salt probably also constitutes a measure thought
to enhance health (Ezk. 16:4), something also consistent with the estimation of salt in
antiquity as a medicineT and its use in religious rites of healing.8 A petitioner can even
entreat salt in prayer to deliver him from a spell, after the success of which the petitioner
vows to venerate it as his creator-god.e Compare also Homer lliad ix.2l4, where salt
is called "divine." Ex. 30:35 designates as "pure and holy" the incense seasoned with
salt.

2. Salt in the Cult. Thus salt also plays a part in the cultic sphere, so much so that
in Ashur even the gods were included in its enjoyment with the invocation: "You are

salt, begotten in a pure place, created by Ellil as the food of the great gods. Without
you no feast is held in the temple. Without you the king, lord, and prince smell no
sacrificial fragrance."lo The OT mentions salt 9 times in connection with sacrifices.

6. P. 194.
7. Bltimner, 2090.
8. BuA, ll,228f .,240,309
9. Ibid., 228f.
10. Idem.
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Lev.2:13 prescribes its use with cereal offerings, whereby v. l3b, with its prescription
for using salt "with all your offerings," probably does not go beyond this, since the

stipulations concerning other kinds of sacrifices (l*v. 3-7) do not mention salt. Al-
though Ezk.43:24 does say that the animal used for the burnt offering is to be sprinkled
with salt, this is probably a case of subsequent expansion of the custom (attested by
Josephus Ant. iii.9.l; Jub. 21:ll). T.l*v.9:14 also states that "[you shall] salt with salt

every sacrificial offering." While according to Lev. 24:7 incense was probably sprinkled
between the breads of the Presence, but no salt, the LXX mentions salt as well.
(Compare also the use of salt with incense in Sir. 49: l.) This, too, probably constitutes

a later expansion. In any case, salt must have been used extensively in the temple, since

Ezr. 6:9;'7;22 mentton stipulations involving its delivery, 7:22 even with the remark
"salt without prescribing how much." The use of salt as a part of sacrifices is attested

outside Israel neither in the Egyptian nor in the Assyrian sphere, although it was used

later in Greece and Rome (the sacrif,rcial animal is sprinkled with mola salsatl).

3. Covenant of Salt. The regulations involving the use of salt with cereal offerings
in Lev. 2:13 emphatically call this the "salt of the covenant with your God." Since

evidence shows that outside Israel salt was even considered to be a food of the gods,

one cannot with Jirkul2 understand this salt of the covenant as a kind of self-imprecation
in the case of covenant violation. Since salt is a part of every meal among human

beings, and since it is used primarily with cereal offerings, then the sacrifice and

sacrificial meal would more likely be the constitutive factors influencing such linguistic
usage. What is fundamental is that "the communal partaking of salt is a sign of
friendship and a symbol of communality."t: The same was true for the Greeks and

Romans;ra cf. also synalizomai in Acts l:4.
Binding mutual commitments result from the hospitality of table fellowship. Thus

the scribes writing to Artaxerxes emphasize that they are bound to watch out for his

interests because they "eat the salt of the palace" (Ezr.4: l4). Just as the covenant was

enacted through eating and drinking before God and with God (8x.24:ll), so did God
allot to the priests their portion of the sacrifice through a "covenant of salt forever"
(Nu. 18:19). In 2 Ch. 13:5, Abijah asserts against Jeroboam that Yahweh had given the

kingship over Israel to David and his sons for all time by a "covenant of salt."
The "covenant of salt" transfers to the divine covenant the notion of hospitality

associated with table fellowship, with its subsequent commitment to loyalty and solic-
itude; Israel is to keep its covenantal obligations, although God, too, is to provide for
the election and rights of the covenantal partner.

Eising(f)

11. Les6tre, 1569; Bliimner,2@3f.
12. Pp. l8f.
13. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemiah. HAT XX (1949),43.
14. Bli.imner, 2089, 2091-93.
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ilpfl?D mithdmd; nql taham

Contents: I. The Noun: l. Root, Meaning, Distribution, Semantic Field; 2. Ancient Near East;

3. Historical and Theological Focal Points; 4. Yahweh and War; 5. Overcoming War; War and

Peace. II. The Verb.
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l97l), 13-26: R. Bartelmus, Heroentum in Israel und seiner Umwelt. AThANT, 65 (1979);
O. Bauernfeind, "a6l.epog," TDNT,Yl,507-513; idem, "acpane6opan" TDNT, VII,705-7; M. J.
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Religion und Kieg (Tiibingen, l9l5); C. M. Carmichael, "ATime for War and a Time for Peace:
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W. Caspari, "Was stand im Buch der Kriegelahwes?" ZWT\ 54 (1912), 110-158; D. L. Christen-
sen, Transformations of thc War Oracle in OT Prophecy (Missoula, 1975); J. J. Collins, "The
Mythology of Holy War in Daniel and the Qumran War Scroll," W, 25 (1975), 596-612;P. C.
Craigie, "Yahweh Is a Man of War," SJT,22 (l%9), 183-88; idem, The Problem of War in the
OI (Grand Rapids, 1978); F. M. Cross, "The Divine Warrior in Israel's Early Cult," in A. Alt-
mann, ed., Biblical Motifs (Cambidge, Mass., 1966), 1l-30; P. R. Davies, "Dualism and Escha-
tology in the Qumran War Scroll," W 28 (1978),28-36; idem, "Dualism and Eschatology in
IQM: ARejoinder," W,30 (1980), 93-97; S. J. DeVries, "Temporal Terms as Structural Elements
in the Holy-War Tradition," W 25 (1975),80-105; J. Ebach, Das Erbe dcr Gewalt (Giitersloh,
1980); O. Eissfeldt, Kieg und Bibel (Tiibingen, l9l5); D. Ellul, "Variations sur la thdme de la
guerre sainte dans le Deutdro-Zachaie," La guerre sainte. ETR,56ll (1981), 55-71; G. Fohrer,
Glaube und Welt iz AT (Frankfurt, 1948), 23O-258; H. Fredriksson, Jahwe als Krieger (Lund,
1945); R. Gale, Great Battles of Biblical History (New York 1970); N. K. Gottwald, "'Holy
War'in Deuteronomy: Analysis and Critique," RevExp,6l (1964),296-310; H. Gunkel, Israeli-
tisches Heldentum und Kiegsfrdmmigkeit im AT (Gdttingen, l916); J.-G. Heintz, "hophetisme
et guerre sainte salon les archives royales de Mari et AI," Ia guene sainte. ETR,56/l (1981),
47-49 (for further bibliog on the topic "[a guerre sainte," see idern, 3945); K.-J. Illman, OI
Formulas about Death (Abo, 1979),88f.; W. Janzen, "War in the OT," Mennonite Quarterly
Review, 46 (1972), 155-166 = Still in the Image. Institute of Mennonite Studies,6 (Newton,
Kans., 1982), 173-186; idem, "Gd as Warrior and Lord," BASO& 220 (1975),73-75; G. H.
Jones, " 'Holy War' or 'Yahweh War'?" W 25 (1975),642-658; O. Keel, Thc Symbolism of the
Biblical World (Eng. trans., New York, 1978), 219-225;' J. Kegler, Politisches Geschehen und
theologisches Verstehen. CTbM, A, 8 (1977), 113ff.,253ff.; R. Kittel, Das AT und unser Krieg
(l*ipzig, 1916); H.-J. Kraus, "Vom Kampf des Glaubens: Eine biblisch-theologische Studie,"
Beitriige zur alttestarnentlichen Theologie. Festschrift W. Zimmerli (Gdttingen, 1977),239-256;
W. Lienemann, Gewalt und Gewalwerzrclrr (Munich, 1982),3648; M. C. Lind, Yahweh Is a
Warrior (Scottdale, Pa., 1980); N. Lohfink, "Die Schichten des Pentateuch und der Krieg,"
Gewalt und Gewaltlosigkeit im AT. QuaestDisp, 96 (1983), 5l-l l0; A. Malamat, Early Israelite
Warfare and the Conquest of Canaan (Oxford, 1978); idem, "Israelite Conduct of War in the
Conquest of Canaan According to the Biblical Tradition," in F. H. Cross, ed., Symposia, ZRFOP,
lf. (Cambridge, Mass., 1979), 35-55; P. D. Miller, Jr., " 'God the Wanior,' " Int, 19 (1965),
3946; idem, "El the Warrior," HTLR,60 (1967),411431; idem, "Ttrc Divine Council and the
Prophetic Call to War," yI 18 ( 1968), 100-107; idem, The Divine Wanior in Early Israel. HSM,
5 (1973); L. Perlitt, "Israel und die Vrilker," Studien zur Friedensforschung, 9 (1972), 17-64;
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I. The Noun.
1. Root, Meaning, Distibution, Semantic Field. The noun milhAmi (occurring as the

segolate milhemel only in I S. 13:22) is a miqtal(at) form constructed from the toot lhm

L Such forms often refer to the place, means, or result of the action described by the verbal

root in question.l Both the root and the noun itself are attested in other Semitic languages,2

namely, in Arabic, Christian Palestinian, Syriac, Mandaic, Ethiopic (Tigr6), Ugaritic,3 and

for Middle Hebrew also the numerous occurrences in the Qumran writings.

The semantic scope of the root and its derivative extends from crowding and shoving

to conflict and antagonism (Ps. l2O7;144:3; Mic. 3:5), to skirmish (2 S. l0:9), battle,

and war. In addition, in Ps.76:4(Eng. v.3); Hos.2:20(18) (less so in Hos. l:7; Isa.

3O:32b), milhdmd seems possibly to refer to a specific weapon (a lance or mace?a).

Textually uncertain passages include 2 Ch. 35:21; Ps. 27:3;s lsa. 27:4; 30:32 (a

verb?); and probably also 1 S. 13:22;2 S. 1:27.

H. D. Preuss, "Alttestamentliche Aspekte zu Macht und Gewalt," in H. Greifenstein, ed., Macht
und Gewalt (Hamburg, 1978), ll3-134; A. de Pury, "La guerre sainte isra6lite: R6lit6 historique

oufiction litt6raire?," la guerre sainte. ETR,56/l (1981), 5-38; P. de Robert, "Arche et guerre

sainte," l,a guerre sainte. ETR, 56/l (1981), 51-53; G. von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel
(Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, l99l) (and other works); W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche Un-

tersichungen zum Richterbuch. BBB, l8 c1966), 177-186,338; M. Rose, "'Entmilitarisierung
des Kriegs'? (Erwiigungen zu den Patriarchen-Erziihlungen der Genesis)," BZ, N.s' 20 (1976),

197-2ll idem, Deuteronomist und Jahwist. AT\ANT 67 (1981); L. Ruppert, Der leidende

Gerechte und seine Feinde (Wirzburg, 1973), 22f., 104t., 156f., l59ff., 177,221: F. Schwally,

Semitische Kriegsaltertiimet I: Der hcilige Krieg im alten Israel (Leipzig, l90l); M. S. Seale,

The Desert Bible (New York, 1974), 24-52; R. Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation
(Eng. trans., Nashville, 1970); J. A. Soggin, "The hophets on Holy War as Judgement against

Israel," OT and Oriental Studies. BietOr 29 (1975), 67-71;F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kriege.

Kriegstheorien und Kriegserfahrungen. AThANT,6O (1972); M. E. Tate, "War and Peacemaking

in the OT," RevExp,79 (1982),587-596; R. de Vaux, Anclsn 213-267; Warfare in the Ancient
Near East. Iraq,2512 (1963); P. Weimar, "Die Yahwekriegserziihlungen in Exodus 14, Josua 10,

Richter 4 und I Samuel 7," Bibl, 57 (1976),38-73; idem atdE. Tnnger, Exodus: Geschichten

und Geschichte der Befreiung Israels. SBS, 75 (1975); M. Weippert, " 'Heiliger Krieg' in Israel

und Assyrien," /-qW, 84 (1972), 46U493 (additional bibliog. a+63t.); P. Welten, Geschichte und

Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichem. WMANT,42 (1973),79ff., ll5ff., 201ff.; A. S.

van der Woude, "NJ{ saDa'Heer," THAT tr, 498-507, esp. 502f.; Y. Yadin, The Art of Wafare
in Biblical l-ands @ng. trans., New York, 1963); W. Zimmerli, The OT and the World (Eng.

trans., Atlanta,1976),53-66 (cf. also idem, OT Theology in Outline [Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1978],

s9-64).

1. See II below; cf. E. Jenni, Izhrbuch der hebriiischen Sprache des ATs (Basel, 1978), 182.

2.Cf. HAI.ll(1995),526,589; DISO,l37,l52; KAI, l8l (Mesha inscription);24,6 (Znjirli);
then also J. J. Gliick, OUTWE 19 (1976),41-43.

3. Cf. Ugar. mlhmt, UT no. 1367.
4. Ct. HAI.II, 589. Concerning the (relatively varied) rendering of milhnmd in the LXX and

its use in the Apocrypha, cf. E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint
(1897; repr. Grand Rapids, 1983), II, I172f.; also Bauernfeind, TDNT, Vl,5l 1f.; VII' 705-7' See

further W. Foerster, "8260p6q," TDNT, ll,8l lf.; O. Bauemfeind, "pd76opot," TDNT [V,527.
5. Cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography fV," Bibl, 47 (1966)' 419, who reads

"troops. "
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The approximately 320 occurrences of the noun are found both in the older and
more recent OT texts, although its distribution6 does exhibit clear focal points (l +
2 Samuel; I + 2 Chronicles; I + 2 Kings; Jeremiah; Judges; Deuteronomy; Joshua;
Isaiah; Numbers), i.e., those texts that recount wars or make extensive thematic use of
war as a means of divine intervention in history.7 Its absence in Genesis (occurring
only in Gen. 14:2,8) can probably better be explained on the basis of sociological and
social-historical factors than as a result of redactional considerations.s Furthermore,
there are no occurrences (typically) in [rviticus, Ruth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Trito-
Isaiah, Lamentations, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, and Malachi, even
though the only genuinely "non-bellicose" books in the OT are Ruth and Canticles.

Not only this particular distribution of occurrences, but also the extensive semantic
field into which lhm and milhfrmd belong make it quite clear that the idea of war (with
whatever content and however understood) plays an important role in the OT. In
addition to the verbs -+ N'lf b6' and -+ N3! ys' (often used in connection with lhm or
milhdmA, e.g., Jgs.9:38f.; I S. 8:20; 28:l:2 S. ll:17; 2K.19:9;2Ch.26:6; Neh.4:2;
Isa. 37:9; Jer.32:29; Dnl. l1:11; Z,ec.l4:3), this field includes the following roots or
terms: 'sp, '6yd8, 'orbn, gibbdr grh, dbq (1 S. 14:22), hlk (Jgs.8:l), hmm, hayil, l.tl;,

furb, Ltrm, yr', yrd, yi', kbah, mah"neh, mfi1go die in war, e.g., Dt. 20:5-7), ngi, nkh,
nfrs, ntn (b"yad or lipnA), 'bn 'zr 'am, 'lh, 'rk, 'ih, phd, pfr;, sdQd', qbp, qfim (Ps.27:3;
Jer. 49:14; Ob. I ), qrb, idl6m, and terft'A. The evidence presented by this wide semantic
field also makes it clear, for example, that one cannot, on the basis of an investigation
into lhm and milhdmd alone, determine "the" definitive OT witness concerning war,
and the present study accordingly makes no attempt to do so. Furthermore, the literature
on this topic is not seldom colored by (apologetic or even "national") ancillary interests,
and is thus occasionally quite problematical.e

2. Ancient Near East. The OT understanding of battle and war, an understanding in
which the use of lhm and milhdmk play an essential if not exclusive role, follows and
is indebted to the practice and ideology of war shared not only by the ancient Near
East specifically, but by antiquity in general.lo Both earlier and later scholars have
confirmed that this is the case, and their studies make it clear both that and how in its
own understanding of war and especially in its synoptic view of war and divine action
ancient Israel understood itself to be both connected with and separated from other
nations of the ancient Near East.ll

6. Cf. A. S. van der Woude, "NJ[ sa-DA' Heer," THAT II, 502.
7. See I.3 below.
8. Cf. Lind, 35ff. contra Rose, 197ff.
9.E.9., Gunkel, R. Kittel; apologetic interests color the work of Benedict, and to a certain

extent also Craigie; Gale is problematical because of methodological considerations. Concerning
(semantic) antitheses, see I.5 below.

10. Weippert, 485; cf. 49l.
11. Among earlier scholars, cf. Bertholet and (with less differentiation in detail) Schwally

(esp. in view of the various customs and rituals associated with the practice of war); cf. also (s.v.
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3. Historical and Theological Focal Points. a. After the brief remark in Ex. 13:17 ,t2

according to which Yahweh did not lead his people through the land of the Philistines

lest they see war (E?), the frst, more extensive focal point in the OT concerning battle

and war is found in the narratives of (the wilderness wanderings and especially the

immediately following) conquest (Nu. 3l:14,21,27,28,49; 32:6,20; cf . 32:27,29; note

already the attendant word fieldl3). What is begun in Nu. 3lf. is continued in Joshua

(Josh. 4:13; 6:3; 8:1,3,11,14; lO7,24;11:19f.), in the form both of specific details and

of summary notices (e.g., Josh. 1l:18,23; 14:15; cf. 14:ll; 17:l).ra According to Sir.

46:3, Joshua was conducting the "wars of Yahweh" (cf. v. 6). The experience of
Yahweh's skill in war was thus important for this early period of Israel with the

(doubtlessly not always peaceful) conquest of the land,15 and not only or even first of
all for the DeuteronomiclDeuteronomistic theology (cf. Dt. 2:9; 3:l; 29:6[7]; also

2i24).16 Battles and the problem of securing the land are then the subjects of Jgs.3:10

and 8:13; Jgs.2017 (cf.2l:22), with its l2 occurrences, then constitutes a special focal
point, although in this case concerning a war or battle between "Israel" andBenjamin.

The verbs associated withmilfudmi include -+ NlI b6', -+ I2ll ngi -+'l);1 hlb )
']19 'rlc, -, ;1i2y 'ih, -+ 1>y 'lh, --t NI' ys'. Only Jer. 6:4; 5l:27f .', Joel 4:9(3:9); and

Mic. 3:5 speak of "consecrating" a war.l8

b. Discussion of the wars and battles of the various kings and their adversaries

becomes more frequent after the inception of the Israelite-Judean monarchy. Israel and

Judah fight against one another or against their neighbors or other attackers (separately

or occasionally as allies). The people's wish is for the king to conduct "our" wars (l S.

8:20), wars fought flrst of all against the Philistines (often qualified as "heavy" or

"hard"re): I S. 4:2; 13,22 (unclear text); 14:20,22,23,52; 17:1,2,20,28,33:.2 S.

2l:15,18,20;23:9 (cf .I Ch. l0:3; ll:13 20:4'6), then also against the Amalekites (2 S.

"Kri.g") A. van den Born, "Krieg," 8L2,994; H.-J. Kraus, RGG3, fV (1960)' 64f' ("Krieg II:
Im AI"); B. Reicke, BHHW, II (1964), l0O5-10. Among more recent scholars, cf . Craigie, The

Problem of War in the OT I l5ff. (with further bibliog.); Keel; Stolz; Weippert; then also S. Curto,
"Krieg," lzxAg, tI (1980), 765-786, concerning Egypt; and H. Klengel, "Krieg, Kriegsgefan-

gene,,; RI-A, yl,24l-43 (19S3), conceming Mesopotamia. The various contributions by Ellul,
Heintz, de Pury and de Robert to ETR,56/1, should also be consulted. Finally, conceming the

Assyrian praciice and understanding of war, see H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der
Sargonidenzeit. FRTANT 129 (1952),344ff. Finally, cf. additionally L. Schmidt, Menschlicher
Erfolg und Jahwes Initiative. WMANT 38 (1970); Kegler.

12. On Gen. 14, see I.l above.
13. See I.l above; on this matter specifically, see esp. Lind,65ff.; Lohfink; Malamat; Seale;

stolz, 69ff.; Yadin.
14. Cf. here J. S. Ascaso, Las guerras de Josui (Valencia, 1982).

15. Cf. L4 below.
16. -+ t?'1' yri (VI, 368-396); on this matter specifically, see von Rad' 187f.; Lind, 145ff.;

Perlitt, 50ff.; Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist; Stolz, 17ff.1 for a more detailed study of the

Pentateuch and the narratives ofthe land conquest, cf. Lohfink.
17. Cf. DeVries, 89ff.
18. -+ l?1i2 qdi; see also Bach, Die Aufforderungen zur Flucht.
19. -+ 'If ) l<abe4 1l.l.d) (VII, 18); -+ lfi hdzaq (chdzaq) (IV 301-8).
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l:4). The followers of Saul conduct war against those of David (2 S. 3:6,30; compare
20:9f. and I K. 2:5!). Other wars conducted by David are described in 2 S. 8: l0 (l Ch.
l8:10); 10:8; 1l:15,18f. (cf. I Ch. l9:7,9,10,14) as battles againsr the Arameans (cf.
I Ch. 19:17;cf.alsoSir.47:5f.; IQM ll:24for anevaluationof Davidthewarrior).2o
In and of itself, the theologically interesting remark in I K. 5: l7(3), according to which
David could not build the temple because of the warfare surrounding him,2l contradicts
the otherwise positive view of the wars of Yahweh in 1-2 Samuel. Since it is even
amplified in I Ch. 22:8 (cf.28:3) (Yahweh-discourse and the addition of -+ t1 dnm),
it more likely represents (if understood causally) a later evaluation.

In the (subsequent) period ofthe monarchy Israel and Judah then fight against one
another, or wars occur within Israel itself (2 5.2:17;3:1; 18:6,8; 1 K. 14:30;
15:6,7,16,32; 2 Ch. 12:15; l3:2). Jehoshaphat and Ahab conducr wars against rhe
Syrians (1 K. 20; cf .2 Ch. 18), Ben-hadad against Israel (l K- 2O:26 cf. v. 39), Israel
against the Syrians (l K.20:29;22:1,35;2 Ch. 18:34), or againsr the Moabites or their
King Mesha (2 K. 3:7,26).

c. As in the world at large, so also in Israel there is a time for + E'l)U, idl6m and
atimefor milham,A (Eccl.3:8), and war should be conducted with wisdom and reflection
(Prov. 20: 18; cf. 24:6). It is, of coruse, inappropriate to discuss war with a prisoner
(Sir. 37: I I ). That a person cannot, as a human being, conquer the -+ \n 1) liwyA@n in
battle (Job 40:32141:81) is a singular but logical statement. The reality of war is that it
involves not only plundering (Mic. 2:8), but above all also manifold dearh (Dl 20:5-7;
2 S. l:25; 3:30; ll:25; cf. also I Ch. 22:8; 28:3; 2 S. l1:15; l9:ll[10]; 21:17; tsa.
22:2).zz Wars are also the topic in 2 K. 8:28; 13,25; l4:7; 16:5; cf. Isa. 7:1.

d. Both the concentration of occurrences and their content disclose an ideology of
war peculiar to l-2 Chronicles. Those skilled in war are specially mentioned and
enumerated, and since war is "from God," numerous adversaries are slain. One cries
to God in battle,23 God himself goes out to battle, and the Levites are put in charge of
the spoils of war (1 Ch. 5:18-20,22;7;4,11,40; l2:1,9,2O,34,36-39t1,S,19,33,35-381;
14:15;26:27; cf .2 Ch.l3: l4f.). Consequently, it is to be expected that Chronicles picks
up corresponding remarks in the books of Kings (2 Ch.6:34t.; 8:9; 11:l; l8:3,5,14,29;
22:5). Of greater significance, however, are the additional statements and judgmens
concerning the wars of specif,rc kings not found in Kings (2 Ch. l3:3; l4:9ll0l; 17:13;
20:l; cf . 2 Ch.20 as a whole with its war narrative; cf. also 25:8,13;26:ll,13:27:7:
32:2,6,8;35:21 and also 14:5[6]; 15:19; 16:9). Perer Welten has undertaken rhorough
studies of these texts and has attempted to evaluate both historically and theologically
the concems and background of the accounts of the organization of the armies and of
the wars themselves (especially in the case of important and positively judged kings)

20. For a discussion of the textual types in I -2 Samuel, cf. Kegler, I 13ff.; also Stolz, l39ff.
On the catalog of virtues involving David in I S. 16: 18 ("kalokagathia, " "nobility of character,"
so von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel 83) and on I S. 17, cf. also Bartelmus and Ebach, 15ff

21. --r ffD sDb; causal or temporal usage?
22. Cf. Illman,88ff.; --r n1D mfit (VIII, 185-209).
23. --> lVt za'q UY, ll2-122).
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as well as the war discourses24 (cf. Ex. l4l3f .; Dt. 20:l-20; IQM l0-13, esp. 10:8bff.,

an extensive prayer). Considerations include the influence of Greek mercenary forces

during the period of Chronicles, problems of delimitation, and hopes of expansion

during this period.
e. The understanding of war (the day of Yahweh as war and as eschatological war?)

in Daniel (Dnl. 9:26; ll.20,25) is illuminated by comparison with the Maccabean

(religious) wars, especially with the battles of Judas according to I Maccabees.2s

f. More than 100 occurrences (with 14 verbal forms) attest the popularity and impor-

tance of the idea of war to the Qumran community.26 As a body of men organized for war,

the Qumran community is organized according to principles reflecting such an identity

and even precisely lists its inventory of weapons. There are battles within the group, battles

directed toward the outside world (with clearly dualistic features) against the group's

adversaries, and against the nations in the larger sense and taken together; these wars are

both historical and eschatological, undertaken with the aid of heavenly powers which both

struggle among one another and teach the art of combat. In both theory and execution, the

war of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness is a "battle of God" or "his war."T
g. Finally, the construct chains involving milhdmd are extremely numerous, and

considerably expand its word field.28 These include the battle horse (Jer. 8:6; Job

39:25) and the noise or alarm of war and the battle cry (Ex. 32|7; ler. 4:19; 49:2;

5O:22). The battle bow is mentioned (Zr,c. 9:10), as well as weapons of war in the

more general sense2e (Dt. 1:41; Jgs. l8:ll,l6f.; I S. 8:12:2 S. l:27 [textual prob-

lems?l; I Ch. l2:34,38t33,371; Jer.2l:4;51:2O;Ezk.32:27)- The man or men of war

are frequently mentioned, referring not only to special warriors, but also to soldiers

in general (e.g., Nu. 3l:28,49;Dt.2:14,16 Josh.5:4,6; 6:3; l7:l; Jgs. 20:17; I S.

16:18; 17 :33 ; 2 S. I 7 : 8 ; lsa. 4l : 12; Jet 6:23; 38:4; 39 :4; 4l :3 ; 48: 14; 49 :26; 50:30,42;

5l:32;52:7,25;Ezk.27:10,27; Joel 2:7; cf. also 1 Ch. 5:18; 2 Ch. 13:3: apparently

especially popular in writings influenced by Deuteronomistic thought). Frequent

mention is made, together with + d9 'am, of "people of war" (or "fighting men";

Nu.2l:33; Dt.2:32; Josh. 8:1,3,11; 107,24; I S. 23:8; here the term'am can

designate the warring people without the addition of milhdmd: e.g., Dt. 3:1; Josh.

6:5; 8:14; Jgs.4:13;2 S. 1:4; 10:13; 19:4[3]; also I K.8:44?). These people of war

are more often additionally characterized by "strength, power"30 or as "hero"3l (e.9.,

1 S. I 6: 1 8; 2 Ch. 17 :13; lsa. 3:2; Jer. 4l : I 6; 48:14:' J oel 2'.7 ; 4:913 :91;32 on the plural

24. Cf. also Weimar-Zenger, 57ff.
25. Cf. Kraus, 246ff.; Collins; and further E. Janssen, Das Gottesvolk und seine Geschichte

(Neukirchen, 197 l), 36tr.
26. Cf. (for Daniel as well) Collins; Davies; Kraus, 247f.
27. Cf. I.4 below.
28. See I.l above.
29. -s \)) k"ti,ll.4 (172).
30. + )!n bayil (chayil) GV,349-355).
31. -+ ''lf I Sibbdr 1.,373-77.
32. On the sequence of these attributes, cf. K. Elligea Deuteroiesaia. BK, x.UI (1978),249f-
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form, cf. 2 S. 8:10; I Ch. 18:10; 28:l:l;. Menrion is made of the ..blood of war,,
(1 K.2:5, ddm), and of those who render services in war (l Ch. l2: l, .zr) 

as vassals;3a
even in a festive procession (at a wedding?) "experts in war', make an appearance
(Cant.3:8;.:5 All these things are involved in battle (2 S. ll:lgf.),36 althouih mere
words do not constitute the strength and power necessary for battle (2 K. lg:20; Isa.
36:5).

4. Yahweh and War The discussion to this point has already made it clear that both
battle and war in general as well as milhdmd (and lhm) in particular are associated with
Yahweh, his character, and his actions. we can now consider those passages explicitly,
emphasizing the connection between yahweh arrd milhdmd

a. First of all, mention should be made of "yahweh,s wars,' (l s. lg:17; 25:2g:David
is to conduct them, as in the older story of David's rise to power; cf. Sir. 46:3; I Ch. 5:22;
2 ch.20:15), and of the alleged "Book of the wars of yahweh', (Nu. 2l:14). I s. 17:47
and (in the "banner song" ?) Ex. 17:16 both assert that ..the battle is yahweh's.,, yahweh
is a "man of war" (Ex. l5:3; cf. Isa. 42:r3),a mighry hero in battle (ps. z4:g; cf .Jgs. 5:23;
rsa.42:13). Several key passages assert that he alone fights, and not the peopleitself,3T
for as Israel's God he fights for Israel (Josh. 10:42). The usual opinion is thaithe people
participate actively in Yahweh's war, a divine oracle before the baale 1rgs. l:l;
20:18,23,28; I K.22:6,15; cf. I K. 2o:l41tt answering the question whether and piecisely
who is to mobilize for battle. one girds oneself for war3e before yahweh (Nu.
32:20,27,29),and Yahweh himself prepares his people for bartle (zrc.l0:3-5:a conscious
shift of emphasis? cf. chronicles). He bestows victory Grov. 2l:31) to the steeds being
prepared for the day of battle (cf. ps. 20:g[7]). yahweh instructs in the art of war and
providesthesrrengthforit(2s.22:35,40par.ps.lg:35,40[34,39);cf.ps.l44:l;Isa.2g:6),
and according to Jgs. 3: lf. he left Canaanites in the land so that the Israelites, who knew
nothing of the wars in Canaan, might later experience war. yahweh provides succor in
war (l s. 14:23; cf., however, Eccl. 9:ll) and is able to preserve uguirrt its negative
consequences (Ps. 27:3). Yahweh as the leader of hosts and Yahweh as an individual
warrior belong together,{ since (according to Deuteronomistic theology as explicated in
Ex. 14/15) Yahweh took his people through war (Dt. 4:34; lqh),ana uoitr in and through
battle will insure their cause4l (l K. 8:44f. as a Deuteronomistic prayer; ct.2 Ch.6:34).
Yahweh conducts "our battles" (2 ch. 32:8) and in that way is ;.with 

us,,;+z many are

33. On the combination of attributes, cf. also Welten, ll9, n.20.
11.Cf. M, Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew parallel pairs," RS4 il,74t., lOS.
35. -+ ID) lamaQ (Nllt.4-101.
36. -+ lfi daldr (ddbhar) (III, 84-125).
37. See II below.
38. -+ )Nu ia a/.
39. -+ [)n habs khatats) (tv,436441).
40. Cf. Fredriksson.
41. +DDUTD miipal.
42. -+ tlN 'e! 1,449-463).
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slain, because the war is from God (l Ch. 5:22), and God also goes along into battle ( I Ch.

14:15).
These statements of faith concerning the wars of Yahweh are thus quite old, going

back at least as far as the Davidic period. Yahweh lends legitimacy to these wars, aids

in them, and ultimately himself participates in battle (cf. the verbal form in Sir. 4:28).

It is then the Deuteronomistic writing that develops a more or less extensive "theory"
of Yahweh's war,43 a theory finding its fullest development in the Chronicler's history.

However, the age of many of the texts as well as the (older) parallels from the ancient

Near Eastg militate against viewing this theory in its totality as a recent one. Yahweh

was conceived as active, living, and a force in history; such a view also included, or

even necessitated, the association of Yahweh with war (according to Rudolf Smend

this was for the tribe of Rachel a principle of faith generated by the exodus experience).

That this association could also emerge in ways other than through a direct combination

of Yahweh andlhm/milhdmAis shown by the war narratives involving Yahweh in which

these terms do not play any decisive role.
b. The same Yahweh that fights for his people, however, can also tum against his

people in war. He prevents the king from maintaining himself in battle (Ps. 89:44143)),45

and the command to retreat is now given not to Israel's adversaries, but to Israel itself,
just as in a reverse fashion the enemies, and not Israel, are now exhorted to battle,46

although these exhortations to battle do not always (have to) include the catchword

milhdmA.It is Yahweh's judgment against his people which (according to the message

of the prophets) is now fulfilled through war (Isa. 3:25; l3:4;21:15;22:2;30:32;42:25;
Jer. 4:19; 6:4,23: 18:21; 2l:4f.; 28:8[!]; 46:3; 49:2,14; Ezk. 27:27; 39:20; Hos.

1O:9,14a7 Ob. l; Joel 2:5; Am. l:14;Z.ec. l4:2: cf. Job 38:22f; Ps. 144:3; often used

together with + lrN ?,i; -+ li) lahab; -+ Ui'l) lahat).a8 Although Yahweh's judgment

through war is fulfilled against Israel just as it is against hybrid foreign peoples, it is
also fulfilled precisely through such peoples and their wars.4e The day of Yahwehso

will be a war against Israel or was already such a war (e.g., Ezk.7:14; l3:5;17:l'7; cf .

Dt.28i25f.). Yahweh will even take away the men of war5l (Isa.3:2), so that in the

face of such an event there will be no alternative but to flee (Jer. 42:14) before this

war; yet even flight offers no assurance (despite Mic. 3:5). Israel found itself forced

and indeed in a position to understand Yahweh's judgment upon his own people in

43. On this topic, see Jones; Miller, 155ff; Perlitt; von Rad; Smend; Stolz; Weippert; also

Zimmerli.
44. Ct. 1.2 above and the bibliog. cited there.
45. On the historical and theological considerations here, cf. T. Veijola, Verheissung in der

r(rrse (Helsinki, 1982).
46. Cf. Bach.
47. Cf . here H. W Wolfl Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans., l9'14), l87f .
48. OnJer. 2l:4f.,cf.W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische RedaktionvonJeremia 1-25.WMANT,

4l (1973).233f. wirh bibliog.
49. On this topic, cf. Christensen; Soggin.
50. -+ Etlr ybm, Y[,28-31.
51. Cf. I.3.g above.
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connection with its faith in Yahweh the warrior. War also constitutes judgment, and not
merely a positive experience for the people of God.

It was perhaps the experience of Yahweh's power in war that brought together and
bonded fsrael's tribes. War was by no means particularly "holy," but for the OT it is
quite naturally also a matter of religion. War itself is not praised; rathet Yahweh is
experienced, probably even primarily, as a warring God of deliverance (cf. the famous
remark by Julius Wellhausens2: "Yahweh was the battle cry of this league of war. . . .

The military encampment in time of war was both the nation's cradle and its oldest
sanctuary. Israel was there, and Yahweh was there"). This does not imply that war
constituted a cultic act or that there was ever any cultic representation of Yahweh's
battles. There is no textual evidence for this, and the portrait painted by Chronicles is
theoretical wishful thinking. Although some assertions (e.g., portraying Yahweh as

gibbAr: cf. Isa.9:6U);10:21 or melek) are also attestedinreference to El,s3 this says
nothing about Yahweh's wars (e.9., in Ex. 15; Ps. 18; Isa. 13; Joel 4;s+ also originally
having been cosmic struggles. Israel was Yahweh's people and Yahweh's community

- this was the presupposition for the OT political theology of war. This is far removed,
however, from any high ethical estimation of war; rather, war was exposed (David;
kingship) as an instrument of human power politics. While it is not glorified, however,
neither is it underestimated. Yahweh's help was experienced through it, so that the
assertion was often made that in the final analysis it was Yahweh's war, not that of
human beings (cf. only Dt. l:41f.). To label this as mere theological ideology is
unacceptable in view of the overall OT wiuress, especially when one recalls that war
also constituted judgment upon Israel itself.

One important factor illuminating the OT view and understanding of the practice of
war is that specific statutes of war are traced back to Yahweh (Df. 2O:l-7,20 with the
catchwords ll.ttn/milhAmi; 2l:10; Nu. l0:9; cf. Dt. 7:20-26; 2 Ch. 2O:l; I Mc. 3:56;
also IQM 7:l-7; l0:2-4ss1.

5. Overcoming War; War and Peace. It was certainly not a matter of indifference
to the ancient Israelites whether there was war or peace. The OT says nothing about
war as a locus for the development of manly virtues. War is also full of violence (cf.
merely Dt. 20), violence which P was not the first to view negatively (Gen. 6: l2f.).s6
Thus the best antithesis to war is peace, and idl6m accordingly constitutes the fullest
semantic opposite to milhdmi (l K.20:18; Ps.l2o:7; Eccl.3:8;Mic.3:5; Z,ec.9:10;
cf. also DL20:12; Josh. ll:19; 2 S. 8:10; ll:7; I K.2:5;s7 I Ch. 18:10; lsa.27:4f.1.st

52. Israelitische und jiidische Geschichte (Berlin, e1958), 23f.
53. -+ )x 'el 0,242-261).
54. So Miller.
55. On these texts, cf. esp. Stolz, 25ff.; Carmichael's views here are somewhat problematical.
56. -+ DDII hanas @hanfis) (IY a78487).
57. On this passage, cf. M. Noth, Kdnige l-16. BK, DVI (21983).
58. Cf. also M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RS4 1,262, for

Ugaritic evidence.
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2 S. 1l:7 and also Jgs.8:9; I K.2:5, however, show that + O't)tu ial6m doesnot
always mean simply the "absence of war."

It is then especially postexilic texts (or additions from this period) that speak of peace

and hope (often as eschatological promises) that Yahweh will destroy all weapons (Jer.

49:35; Hos. 1:5; 2:20[18]; Mic. 5:9f.[1Of .);Z.ec.9:10).5e Originally this probably meant

(only) that he would do this because of and through his intervention in war on Israel's

behalf. However, such statements concerning the war of Yahweh (!) were modified and

expanded into positive, general anticipation, developing probably from the basis of Ps.

46:10(9) (ct.76:4131).lsa.4l:l}foretellsanendtothe(Babylonian)menof war,andthe

promise in 28:5f. (secondary) probably also referred initially only to one quite specific

enemy before receiving a more expanded interpretation. According to Hos. l:7 (addition),

Yahweh will no longer deliver through war; y et next to ZEc. 4: 6 we later have the evidence

of 10:3-5 or ch. 14;60 and even the beautiful testimony of hope inIsa.2:4 (= Mic. 4:3)

finds not only its antithesis in Ps. l8:35,40(34,39) par., but also its negative counterpart

in Joel 4: 10(3: 10), even if according to the context there those who so speak will come to

ruin. The notion of peace among nations was not primarily, and cenainly not exclusively,

Israelite, nor was such hope able to establish itself as the predominant one within the OT,

as shown by the book of Daniel and other texts of early Jewish apocalypticism.6l At this

point one should not be too quick to harmonize, nor to read the OT too one-sidedly in its

testimony conceming warandpeace. Although as a statementof trustJob 5:20does indeed

occupy a weighty position within its own context, it also finds its direct corrective and

counterargument in Eccl. 8:8.

II. The Verb. The preceding discussion of the noun already prompted several

references to the verb. The discussion commenced with the noun because of the wider

and more comprehensive scope of its usage, to which that of the verb can then be

referred (only 4 occurrences in the qal, 164 in the niphal; one should probably also

add Dt. 32:24, though not Jgs. 5:8). As far as distribution is concerned,62 it occurs

primarily in Exodus, Numbers-2 Kings, Nehemiah, Chronicles, and Jeremiah, though

not, e.g., in Genesis, Leviticus, Deutero-Isaiah, or Ezekiel; among the Minor Prophets

only in Deutero-Zechariah; no occrurences in the Wisdom Literature. The verb means

"to fight, do battle with," rarely also "to besiege" (a city: Jer.32:24,29;34:.1,22), and

is often used with the preps. 'elt'im,'el, or'al when the sense is "against" and with /'
in the sense of "for." The verb and noun often appear together within the same context,

a fact underscoring anew their close association (l S. 8:20;2 S. l1:17,20; I K. 12:211'

2K. 16:5;2 Ch. 1l:l; 32:8;Zec.l0:5). Subjects of the verb include individuals as

warriors (e.g., David against Goliath), kings, who then naturally also represent their

people (Saul, then analogously also Gideon or Jephthah), further the people of Israel,

a foreign nation, and other nations (usually as Israel's enemies). One particular textual

59. Cf. Bach, Festschift von Rad.

60. On Deutero-Z,echaiah, cf. Ellul.
61. Cf. Preuss, 132ff., on the question of Yahweh's eschatological power.

62. Ct. THAT II, 502.
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group includes the statements concerning the belligerent adversaries of the psalmist
(Ps. 35:l; 56:2f.[lf.);109:3);o: here, too, yahweh is ultimately invoked as warrior (ps.
35:3).

Fighting is discussed without any particular emphasis as a human activity (especially
of kings) (l S.4:10; l3:5;Z S.8:10; 2K.3:21;6:8;g:29;9:15; 16:5 [cf. Isa.7:lj;
2 Ch. 26:6;27:5; lsa. 20:l; Jer. 33:5;347; 4l:12; cf . also the summaries of the kings
of Israel/Judah in I K. 14:19; 22:46;2K. r3j2: r4:t5,zg also those with specific
names, e.9.,2 Ch. 27:7).

A smaller group includes texts concerning the wilderness wanderings. Here adver-
saries war with Israel as it joumeys to the promised land. These nurrutir", are by no
means concerned only with the theme of creaturely survival, but rather also with that
of deliverance (in war) (Ex. l7:8; Nu. 2l:1,23; 22:ll).

Analogous to the usage of the noun, the verb is also used in the narratives of Israel's
conquest of the land or of its efforts to secure the land against surrounding hostile
neighbors (Josh. 9:2; lO:5,29,31,34.36; ll:5; 24:8,9,11; Jgs. l:1,3,5,g,9; 5:19f.; Josh.
19:47 in reference to Dan and its territory). Here it is especially the Ammonites who
fightagainstlsrael(andviceversa):Jgs. l0:9,1g; ll:4f.,6,g,9;11ii20,25,27,32;cf.ll:12;
l2:1,3,4: i.e., altogether l5 occurrences as a recurring thematic word in the account of
Jephthah's wars against the Ammonites, or in retrospect.64

Furthermore, the verb is used (like the noun) in the accounts of the wars of Saul
and David against the Philistines (l S.4:9f.; l3:5; 3l:l; I ch. l0:l) and Syrians (2 S.
l0:17; I ch. 19:17). Israel wants to have a king go into battle both along with it and
on its behalf (l S. 8:20). Saul is also to fight against the Amalekites and to execute the
ban6s against them (l S. l5:18, cited as divine discourse). The verb then quite naturally
also occurs in the narrative of the battle between David and Goliath (l S. l7:9f.,32f.
[4 occurrences]; cf. the subst. in v.47).

Jeremiah twice receives the following salvific promise accompanied by the formula
of succor: "They will fight against you; but they shall not prevail against you,' (Jer.
1:19; 15:20).6 ler. 2l:5 even employs the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic expression
"with outstretched hand and mighty arm.,,67

The previously discussed6s ideology of war unique to Chronicles also manifests
itself there in the use of the verb. Here 9 occurrences come from the hand of the
Chronicler independent of the source documents and parallels in Samuel and Kings.

63. See Ruppert.
64. cf . J. A. soggin, Judges. orL(Eng. rrans. l98l), 202-222;w. Richter, ..Die Uberlieferun-

gen um Jephtah Ri 10,17-12,6," Bibl,47 (1966),485-556; Srolz, 123ff.; R. M. polzin, Moses
and the Deuteronomisr (New York, 1980), 176-181.

65. -+ E']n llaram (y, 180-199).
66. For a discussion of the relationship between these two texts, cf. N. Ittmann, Die Konfes-

sionen Jeremias. WMANT, 54 ( l98l ), l82ff. on Jer. 2l:4 (cf . 34:7;37:g and elsewhere), cr. t.+.u
above; in addition to Thiel (see n. 48 above), cf. also H. Weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremia-
buches. BZAW 132 (1973),67-86, on the identification of teitual strata and linguistic features.

67. See H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdE l@ (lgg2), lg7.
68. See I.3.d.
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2 Ch.26:6;27:5 are narratives; 2 Ch.35:20,22 give slightly more emphatic statements;

and 2 Ch. 13:12;20:.17; 32:8 are then war orations. Yahweh ultimately always fights
with and for Judah, and the mere knowledge of this brings the "fear of Yahweh"6e

upon the enemies (2 Ch. 17:10; 20:29). Concerning the pointed mention by Chronicles
of fighting among brethren (Israel and Judah), cf. also the use of the verb in I K. 12:24;
2 Ch. I l:4;Z,ec. l4:14.7o

At times, however, Yahweh himself fights (14 occurrences; usually salvific promises:

Ex. 14:14,25 Ul; Dt. l:30; 3:22; 20:4; Josh. lO:14,42; 23:3; cf. v. l0; Neh.

4:8,l4ll4,2Ol; Jer. 2l:5: in Nebuchadnezzar against Israel!; Zec. l4:3; however, cf. also
2 Ch. 13:12). And according to Jgs. 5:20, the stars fight for Israel from the heavens
(all occurrences usually niphal, with no significant difference from the qal; compare
Ex. 14:14 and 25). One should also consider the plea in Ps. 35:1; references to Isa.

7:1-9; 30:15f.;31:1,3 also seem in order (cf. also Isa.60:10; 30:32). As in Dt.20:4,
statements concerning Yahweh's own fighting are often combined with the assurance

of his accompaniment or active presenceTl (Jer. l:19; 15:,20; Z,e.c. 10:5); Yahweh must
be "in the midst of Israel" if Israel is to fight and be victorious (Dt. 1:41f.; cf .20:4:
"goes with you"). Yahweh's fighting, however, is often closely associated and inter-
woven with Israel's own fighting; according to Chronicles (2 Ch. 13:12;2017;32:8),
Yahweh directs Judah's wars (as already in I S. 18:.17;25:.28;; cf . Zec. l0:5; compare
also Josh. 10:25,29 in connection with v. 42; Dt. 2O:4,10,19; I S. 17:47 alongside vv.

9f .,32f .). Although such thinking in and of itself is especially characteristic of Deuter-
onomy and the Deuteronomistic history,72 it is precisely there that the verb lhm is
seldom used, prompting anew the question whether such references to Yahweh's fight-
ing really are always a result of DeuteronomiclDeuteronomistic thought.T3 The assertion
in I S. l2:9 (Deuteronomistic) that Yahweh gives Israel into the hands of its enemies,
so that they f,rght against Israel, is a different (clearly Deuteronomistic) interpretive
category, since certain prophetic texts represent a similar view (Jer. 2l:2,5;32:24,29:
cf.34:22;37:8,10: here, too, often with Deuteronomistic redaction; cf. Isa.63:10), and
Yahweh's own fighting is often the content of prophetic oracles of judgment against
IsraeUJudah (Isa. 30:32 [textual emendation necessary?]; Jer.2l:l-7;34:22;3'7:8,10;
5l:30 [usually with the perf. or perf. consecutive]). Consequently, although the use of
both the verb and the noun testify to the understanding and continued hopeful antici-
pation of Yahweh as a warring God, both events and words showed that Yahweh's
fighting could also direct itself against his own people.

Preuss

69. -+ 1llD pahaQ.
70. On the ideology of war in Chronicles, see Welten; on the "fear of Yahweh," see Welten,

97.
71. -+ nN',e! (1, 449-463).
72. Cf. keuss, Deuteronomium, l88f .

73. Cf. Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist.
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I. Royat Titles and the Understanding of Kingship in the Ancient Near East.
1. Egypt. The usual Egyptian word for "king" is niw, more completely rendered as

niw byty, "King of Upper and Lower Egypt"; other words include ity, "ruler," nb,

"lord," and nb 6.wy, "lord of the two lands." One frequent designation is hm.f, "his
majesty." The OT term par'dh, "pharaoh," correspondingto pr 3, "great house," refers
in the Old Kingdom to the palace, and from the twelfth dynasty on in specific formulas
to the king; beginning with the nineteenth dynasty it is used as a title for the king.

At his enthronement the king received what is known as the royal protocol (nfib.t) with
the five royal names designating him as Horus, the prot6g6 of the two crown goddesses

(nb.$, as "Horus of Gold," as King of Upper and Lower Egypt (nSw byty), and as the
Son of Re. As Horus he is the legitimate heir to the throne, following his deceased father,
who has become Osiris. As King of Upper and Lower Egypt he embodies in his own
person the unity of the two halves of the empire. As Son of Re he represents the sun-god
and creator who made and maintains the cosmic order. He represents the latter also in the
verbal expression !'y, "appear": just as the primeval god appeared at the beginning and
created the world, andjust as Re appears each morning, so also does the king now appear
on his throne and create order in the land. The cosmic and social order is called rn:i'. r (often
translated as "truth"); on the one hand, Maat is the daughter of the sun-god, and on the
other the sacrifice the king brings to the god. The king's cultic actions thus maintain m3'./.

The divine procreation and birth ofthe king is represented by pictorial illustrations
with accompanying texts (in Deir el-Bahri for Hatshepsut, and in Luxor for Amen-
hotep III). Amon assumes the form of the reigning king and begets with the queen the
royal child. The child's name is spoken, and the future of the new ruler is proclaimed
(cf. Isa. 7:14-16). Thus the king is predestined to rule; indeed, he is even said to "rule
already within the egg."

The king is thus god and the son of a god, but is so only by virtue of his offrce.
Otherwise he is a human being with human characteristics.

The king's task is to "make the land flourish again as it did in primeval times by the
plans of Maat." In this respect he embodies the creator-god. Just as the creator-god,
through Hu (proclamation, command) and Sia (knowledge, wisdom), made the world and

Maat ruling in it, so also is it said of the king: "Hu is in your mouth, Sia in your heart,
your speech is the shrine of Maat." Just as the creator was alone at the beginning, so also
does the king vanquish his enemies alone (e.g., Rameses II at the battle of Kadesh).

The king is the shepherd of his people, and is to care for them just as a shepherd
does for his flock. An effective reign of a king also enhances the fruitfulness of nature:
the inundation of the Nile, the growth of grain, and so on. Thus new kings are greeted

as the bringers of a time of salvation with rich harvests, good fortune, and joy throughout
the land.l

l. "Joy at the Accession of Mer-ne-Pt^h," ANET 378; similarly "Joy at the Accession of
Ramses IY" 378f.; also in A. Erman, Thc Literature of the Ancient Egyptians (Eng. trans. 1927,
repr. New York, l97l ), 278f .,279f. Cf. the royal texts in W Beyerlin, ed., Near Eastern Religious
Texrs. OTL (Eng. trans. 1978),27-30.
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Akhenaten claims a special position as revealer of the one god: "There is no other
who knows you, but your son [Akhenatenl."z

The king as ruler is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of temples.
The procedure of temple establishment as a result of divine command is occasionally
narrated in what is known as a royal novella.3

2. Mesopotamia. a. The Sumerian king is called lil.gal, "great man." Kingship itself
"comes down from heaven," and is thus a divine institution; each individual king also
derives his majesty from the gods and is considered to be the son of a god and./or a
goddess. Sulgi was "carried in the sacred womb of the goddess Ninsuna." Gudea names
the goddess Gatumdug as mother and father and says: "You took my father's seed into
your womb. You bore me in the sanctuary." Whereas some expressions seem to suggest
physical procreation, others suggest that enthronement was viewed as symbolic rebirth.a
Occasionally the king is called the "god of the land" or something similar, and in
certain periods his name is written with the divine determinative. Some evidence
suggests that the king's divinity is connected with his role in the celebration of the
sacred wedding.5

The king is thought to be extraordinarily wise; he "loves justice and despises
wickedness," maintains law and order, protects widows and orphans, and is the
shepherd of his people, "like father and mother for his people." He is responsible for
the maintenance of the cult and often appears as the founder of temples; Gudea, e.g.,
constructs a temple according to a heavenly model.6

b. The Akkadian word for king is iarru, which is etymologically related to Heb. -r
1W ian In addition, the term malku is ased.

Royal ideology changes with Hammurabi inasmuch as the name of the king is
no longer written with the divine determinative, although the king's sacral duties
and functions do remain intact. As before, kingship "comes down from heaven."
The gods have chosen the king for his office even before his birth and have
predetermined his destiny; he is "sent" by them. He is called the son of a particular
god or goddess, referring in this case probably more to divine protection 

- every
person, after all, is (symbolically) the son (daughter) of his own particular god. The
king can be called the shadow or representation (tamiilu) of the god. Especially
Assyrian kings are often described as being surrounded by divine radiance
(mElammu) which prompts terror among enemies. The divine nature of kingship is
also attested by the fact that several epithets apply both to kings and to gods,7
although this does not change the fact that the king stands before the gods as a mere
human being.

2. Beyerlin, t[46.
3. Cf. III.6 below.
+. A. SitiUerg, review of R0mer, Or 35 (1966),288f .; idem, RoB, 20 (196l),20,25.
5. R6mer,57; cf. also M.-J. Seux, "Ktinigtum," RI^A,Vl(1983), l4O-173.
6. ANET,268; also SAHG, 137ff.
7. Engnell, 178ff
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Through the appropriate titles the king claims world dominion: iar kiiiati, "king
of the totality," iar kibrafim) arba'i(m)/erbetti, "king of the four corners of the

universe."8 He rules "from the upper to the lower sea" (or the Mediterranean and

Persian Gulfl. He is also iarru dannu, "mighty king," iarru rabfr, "great king,"
etc.9

The king represents the divine world to his subjects. He is the iiiakku, something

like the "prefecVgovernor" of the god. With the god's power he fights against enemies.

He is the shepherd of the people, and is to maintain justice and righteousness (mAiaru,

ketn) tbroughout the land and preserve the life of the land, i.e., he is to insure growth,

fruitfulness, and the welfare of the land, a function occasionally expressed in "messi-

anic" statements.
On the other hand, he is answerable to the gods. In the Babylonian New Year Festival

the king must atone in order to renew his kingship. And if through the king's own guilt
misfortune threatens, the king can install a substitute ktng (iar pfrful) to accept the gods'

punishment.

c. The appellation "king," however, was also a divine epithet designating the god

as lord or possessor of something.l0 Enlil is "king of the lands," Ea "king of the waters'

depths" (iar apsl); Anu, Enlil, Ashur, Marduk, and others are "king of the gods" (Jar
j/a-ni). Sama5 in particular is the "king of heaven and earth" (iar iamA u erseti).

In the Babylonian creation epic Marduk, before his battle with Tiamat, is pro-

claimed king by the gods with the words Marduk iar: a similar formula is applied to

Ashur in what is known as the Assyrian royal ritual (representing perhaps a renewal

of kingship).

3. West Semites. Within the Ugaritic pantheon El is the only real king (mlk); "he is
king in the larger sense, indeed, he can be called the 'king of etemity' (mlk'lm1."rr 1,

addition, however, Ba'al also acquires the title of king through his victory over Yam:

"Our king is Ba'al, our sovereign second to none."12 As king he then also receives a

house, i.e., a palace or temple.
The Keret and Aqhat epics, although mythologically colored, probably reflect no-

tions associated with earthly kingship. Keret is viewed as the son of El, and his son is

nursed by the goddess A!ilat. He is the mediator of divine power and divine blessing

for the community, and when he falls ill, the entire country suffers: no rain falls, and

the land bears no fruit.
The figure of Danel in the Aqhat epic, although not specifically designated as king,

nonetheless is a just judge and otherwise exercises the usual regnal functions. Among

other things, he, like Keret, protecs the rights of the poor, of widows, and of orphans.

When his son Aqhat dies, the land bears no fruit.

8. Seux,305f., 308ff.
9. Ibid.,292ff.
10. K. Tallqvist, Akkadische Gbtterepitheta. StOr 7 (1938, repr. 1974),232tr.
11. H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandcier RdM, l0l2 (1970),9'7 .

12. KTU,l.3Y,32; alsoANEI 133.
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West Semitic inscriptions attest the general notion of sacral kingship. The king is
installed in his office by the gods,l3 is responsible for the construction of temples,la

and is to be just.15 Kilamuwa was like a father and mother to his people, and took care

of them all.16
Ringgren

II. The Word Group mlk.
l. Origin and Distribution.The Hebrew terms melek - mdlaf;belong to a Northwest

Semitic word group deriving from the root mlk with the general meaning "king," "to
be king." This root is attested as early as the third millennium n.c. in northem Syrian
Ebla, where various theophoric personal names occur, e.9., A-bi-ma-lik, Eb-du-ma-lik,
Gibil-ma-lik, and in similar constructions,lT and in the abstract ma-li-ku-um, "king-
ship," ts and in the feminine form ma-lik-tum, "queon," frequently juxtaposed with a

Sumerian personal name;I9 thus far, however, the masculine form ma-lik does not seem

to be attested in independent usage. The etymology is unknown. Derivations from
(l) md ldf;a (exclamation: "What [belongs] to you?")20 or (2) hlk (ptcp. mdltp) cannot
be substantiated. Both the noun and verb are considered loanwords in Akkadian, where

they refer primarily to foreign rulers and compete with the homonymous word group
malaku, "to advise, counsel," mdliku, "adviser, counselor," malku, "advice, coun-

sel,"2r both probably influenced by iarru and its derivatives. The appearance of
precisely this special meaning in Northwest Semitic should probably be viewed as a

retro-development22: Hebrew in Neh. 5:7, mlk niphal, "to take counsel with oneself"
(conj. in Job 12:17; Hos. 8:4); Aram. m'lakx, "advice, counsel" (Dnl. 4:24[Eng. v.27),
immediately next to malkd'l); mlk, "to ask for advice," mlkh, "advice."23 Both the
noun and the verb are also attested in South Semitic, again - as well as can be

determined - with semantic differences: OSA, Arab. "king"; Arab., Ethiop. "posses-

sion," "to possess," and similar examples.2a It is likely that a Paleo-West Semitic,
perhaps even Proto-Semitic root mlk25 wdenxrent a different semantic development in

13. KN, 10, 2; 202 A, 3; 214, 2f.
t4. rbid., 14, 15ff.
15. Ibid.,4, 6f.; 10, 8f.
16. Ibid.,24,10-13; also ANET 654f.
17. G. Pettinato, Catalogo dei testi cuneifurmi dikll Mardil:h-Ebla. MEE,I(1979), see index;

H.-P. Mtiller, "Religionsgeschichtliche Beobachtungen zu den Texten von Ebla," ZDPV 96
(1980), llff.

18. Cf. G. Garbini, "La Lingua di Ebla," La parola del passato, 33 (1978),254.
19. G. Pettinato, Culto fficiale ad Ebla durante il regno di lbbi-sipii (Rome, 1979), passim,

see index.
20. W. Eilers, WO,3 (1949),142t.
21. AHw,ll (1972), 593ff.; CAD, Xl1 (1977), l54tf.
22. Cf . HAL, II (1995), 591: mlk ll.
23. J.Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Aramaic Textsfrom Deir'Alla. DMOA, 19 (1976),11,9.
24.Cf .L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," W,9 (1959),

261f. = Studies in Arabic and Hebrew kxicography (Jerusalem, 1976); Wehr, s.v.

25. P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico," AANLR, tt.s. 20 (1965),246-269.
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each of the three Semitic linguistic branches, governed in Akkadian by semantic
competition (displacement and semantic restriction by iarru), in Arabic by politico-
cultural peculiarities (semantic modification), and variously influenced in a secondary
fashion by the development of the word group in West Semitic (the effects of loan-
words).

The noun is attested by the following phonetic forms: Eb. xma-lik; Amor. milk;
Ugar. malk (literary language);26 Ugar. (vernacular), South Can. (EA) milk; Ak*-.
malk(u), malik(u); Gk. malch-, melch (lttlufely, pe)'sx) (LXX transcriptions of names);
Mand. maldk;z1 Heb. (MT) meleft, const. malk-; Gk. malachei/ch€m.z8

2. Derivations. The intransitive verb malaf, seems to derive from the primary noun
mlk, and remains within the same semantic sphere. The Hebrew term melek is
paralleled by the feminine form malkd, "queen," with the special derivative m"lel3e1

(haiidmayim), "queen (of heaven)," and the West Semitic divine names or epithets
-+ Mdle$ (MT), Milkdz. Abstract constructions, in part influenced by Aramaic,
include the feminine forms meluf;d, "kingship," malktt!, "kingdom" (Biblical Aram.
maftfi), and the verbal nouns mamhf;A and mamldftfr1, "dominion, kingdom." The
personal names constructed with mlk, frequently attested since the Mari period and
then also attested in Hebrew, are also of West Semitic provenance: Meleft, Mdlefte1,

MikA, Malkdm, Yamlak, Malki'el, Malkiyyd (Malkiyyahfi), Malkt-sejeq, Malkirdm,
Malktifia', 'AQtmelef,, 'Ahimele!, 'Eltmele[, Mallfrft, 'Anammelef,, 'Adrammelef;,
'E|eQ-melef,, N"1an-meleft (all OT), and similar constructions (cf .'Allamele(, "king's
terebinth").

3. IXX Renderings. As a rule, the LXX translates m/t forms with basil equivalents;
since the exceptions usually are prompted by context or are in any case explainable,
they thus confirm the rule. [n 13 instances meleft is rendered by drchdn. Regarding
passages from the Pentateuch (Gen.49:20; Nu. 23:21; Dt. 17:14,15[twice]; 28:36), this
is usually explained by the obvious assumption (cf. Dt. 17;28) that during the "Mosaic
period" Israel did not yet have a king2e (cf., however, Gen. 14; 36 LXX). A similar
explanation can be given for the rendering drchdn for MT mdleft in Lev. 18:21;
20:2,3,4,5 (differently in the other, non-Pentateuchal passages I K. ll:7; 2K.23:10l.
Jer. 32:35). The LXX translators correctly view the existence both of the king and of
the Moloch in Israel as a post-Mosaic phenomenon. The passages from Isaiah are

influenced by the context (more frequent use of drchon, l:10ff.), as are Ezk. 28:12 (the
drchan of Tyre, after ndgiS in 28:2) and 37 :22,24 (assimilated to ndSi' in 34:24; 37 :25 ,

usually translated by drchdn). Dnl. l0:13 is a special case (cf. LXX stratEgds,' Theodo-

26. Cf. J. Nougayrol, "Textes Sumdro-accadiens des archives et bibliothbques priv6es
d'Ugarit," Ugaritica,5. MRS, 16 (1968), 234f.,244f.

27. MdD, 244t.,273.
28. For suffixal and plural forms, in texts of Epiphanius, cf. A. Jepsen, "Zur Kanongeschichte

des ATs," ZAW 7l (1959), l15ff.
29. See the following remarks on archd.
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tion drchdn basileias Pers6n). The singular Eanslation hdgortmenoi occurs 3 times
within the context of Ezk. 43:7,9 (the graves of the kings), probably in the sense of an
actualization during a period without kings. Twice the term strat€gds, and once bould
are used fot mele$. The former occurs in Job 15:24 quite consistent with the adaptation
of the parable: it is not the king, but rather the field general who prepares for battle.
Regarding Dnl. 10:13, see the preceding discussion. In Dnl. 4:24(27) (Theodotion), the
term boul6 is the equivalent of Aram. m"lal5 "advice, counsel," which the LXX might
also have read in Eccl.2:12 (MT meleg).

The derivatives offer a similar picture. Although the verb naturally is variously
rendered in its various forms, there is nonetheless [ttle deviation from basileu forms,
such as kratein in Est. l: I and naturally Neh. 5:7 (mlk niphal = bouleilein). Similarly,
hardly any significant exceptions occur among the abstract constructions (cf. Est. 1:2;
Dnl. 4:23,34126,371: circumscriptions with thfinos). of some note are the renderings
of mamldfrh by archd in Dt. 17:18,20; Isa. l0:10; Ezk. 29:14 (refering to Egypt, see
the above discussion concerning drchdn) orby n6mos, "district, province," in Isa. l9:2
(adaptation to the internal structure of the Egyptian state: "cities" and "districts," but
no fionger] "kingdoms").

III. General Usage of the Word Group mlk.
l. Occurrences and Distribution in the OT. The word group of the root ral/< occurs

more than 3,000 times in the or.30 After YHWH, '"lohtm, and bEn, the term melef, is
the fourth most frequently occurring noun in the oT, more frequent even than yiird'El
(with ca. 2,500 occurrences), attesting its historical and religious significance for
biblical themes. Its distribution among literary works, collections, and books corre-
sponds to the various themes. In the Pentateuch (with only ca. 120 occurrences), this
word group refers with few exceptions (Yahweh: Gen.48:16[Sam.]; Ex. 15:18; Nu.
23:21; DL33:5; also Gen. 17:6,16; 35:11; Nu. 24:7; Dt. l7:14f;28:36) to non-
Israelite kings. The Deuteronomistic history offers the most occurrences (more than
1,400), a bit less than half of the total number, statistically attesting this work's special
interests. The high number of occurrences in Esther is striking (more than 250 in ten
chapters). Concentrations in lists and enumerations are found, e.g., in Gen. 14,36;
Josh. 10,12.

2. Semantic Field Associations. The diverse use of melek to refer to a wide variety
of monarchical forms of rule, from Late Bronze Age municipal kingship to national
kingship to vast empires, references occurring both within and outside of the imme-
diate Israelite sphere, suggests that this term encompassed a very broad and com-
prehensive semantic horizon, and that it was actually a skeleton term that acquired
concrete meaning only through its context. Its semantic essence can be described
with Jgs. 9:2 approximately as follows: melek refers to the ..one man,, ('ti ,ehdg)

who alone rules (zJl b") over a specific (larger) group, e.g., over the citizens of a

30. For exact statistics, see Soggin, THAT 1,910.
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"city" (ba'ob 'ir), whereby a subordination ('al) of the many to the one is estab-

lished, a system vividly illustrated by Jotham's fable (Jgs. 9:7-15; cf. also Gen.

37:7f .; in Joseph's dream the sheaves bowing down to the one upright sheaf consti-
tute a mlk model). This general meaning becomes associated with specific historico-
political circumstances by the addition of more specific qualifications, usually geni-

tive constructions circumscribing the sphere of rule (cf. the list in Josh. 12 or Gen.

14:lf.), although such additions alone do not yet offer anything concrete about the

nature of that rule. The scope and openness of the term leaves room for notions

emerging from the world of the text and of its spokespersons. The extraordinarily
frequent use of the term at all levels of language shows that both as a concretely
qualified designation for a ruling figure and as a general term for a certain form of
rule, melek became a fundamental term playing an enornous role in the life of the

people of the OT.
In contradistinction with melef;, ro'.i is semantically a functional term referring to

the head or leadership position as such which an individual acquires or occupies by
virtue of being suited for such a position or by having proved himself, especially at

the tribal or clan level, as the leader of military units, and as the head of legal bodies.

The term and title have preserved the semantic components "head and chief" (figura-

tive), "office and aptitude" (functional), and "director and chairperson" in a homo-
geneous social group (terminological).31 The instances of direct contact between ro-'i
andmelef, are revealing, since emphasis on the functional aspect of rd',f results in a

conscious weakening of the melel3 statement. Jgs. 10: I 8; I I :8- I I recount that Jephthah

was made the ro-'.i (ard qdstn) "over all the inhabitants of Gilead." This is juxtaposed

with Jotham's fable in Jgs. 9:7-15, which illuminates Abimelech's city kingship (cf.

9:2: the functional definition is associated with the expression mil b). The Canaanite

institution of kingship in the description of I S. 8:ll-18 is about to displace the old
tradition of the tribal leader, relegating it to a lower level. Even I S. 15:17 (Deuter-

onomistic?) still resonates with this conflict in its criticism of Saul as the simultaneous
"head of the tribes of Israel" and as the "anointed king over Israel." The prophets

were especially keen in picking up on this conflict. Hos.2:2(1:11) anticipates the

reunification of the two kingdoms of Judah and Israel under onc head (rd'i 'ehdd)

without using the title of king, and with obvious criticism of the current political
circumstances. Isa. 7:8,9 similarly reduces the current political systems (implicitly also

the Judean, in addition to the Syrian and Ephraimite) to their skeletal structures of a
pyramidal cosmic system, and criticizes the alleged absolute nature of the monarchies.32

Ps. 18:44(43), citing the king's praise at having been made the "head of the nations,"
also contains an admonition regarding the concomitant obligations of such a position

@. a5V4). In this sense the two "leadership functions" can appear together in a

comparison as in Job 29:25: the chief of a public municipal council and the king on

31. Cf. J. R. Bartlett, "The Use of the Word tr2N'] as aTitle in the OT," W! 19 (1969), l-10;
H.-P. Mtiller, "!2N'1 ro.f Kopf ," THAT II, 701-15.

32. Cf. Seybold, 66ff., and III.7 below.
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his throne amid his warriors, again throwing into relief the differing orders of magni-
tude.33

The term + -lil, .far also has its own semantic history and its own semantic scope,
limited on the whole to lesser circumstances and to organizational forms of a subordi-
nate nature.3a At an early stage .far (usually pl.) refers absolutely to a leading class in
the clan and tribal organization (often translated not quite adequately by "prince"),
e.g., in the Song of the Well (Nu. 2l:18: "the well that the nobles dug" par. n"dibA
ha'Am; cf. the mehoqdq-scepter) in reference to the "Israelites," although it applies
equally to the Moabites (Nu. 22:8-14) and Midianites (Jgs. 7:25; other passages: Jgs.
5:15,29;8:6,14 next to the "elders"; Ps. 68:28127D.

The term .(ar is then applied especially in the context of municipal government and
military organization to refer to a man authorized to command and direct, authority
bestowed upon him by superiors. The nomen rectum variously indicates the scope of
power: the chief of a band, leader of chariot corps, captain of fifty/a hundred, head of
an army, troup leader, taskmaster, supervisor, foreman, etc. "Who made you 'ti Sar
and judge over us?" Moses is asked (Ex. 2:14). The competency attributable to a iar
of this kind (rendered approximately "chief") is exemplified by the ostracon found in
Yabneh-yam (Mlnet RUbtn;:s with a petition to the .(ar (perhaps "governor") as well
as by the title iar-sela'(Josh. 5:14) referring the commanding officer of the army.
Finally, iar can be used as the designation for a royal official and functionary (e.g.,
Gen. 12: 15; I K.4:2;5:30). Hence the appearance of the two terms melelS and iar
together evokes the semantic notion of a courtly system and a royal power apparatus,
whereby the subordination of .far is presupposed (Jgs. 4:2; Jer. l:18; 4:9; Hos. 3:4).36
This juxtaposition confirms the constitutive meaning of melef, as an autocrat, a ruler
by one's own authority, a completely independent potentate who employs subordinated
officials in the exercise of power. Thus it is all the more striking when a "king" is
refused the meleft title and instead is given a predication constructed with.far.' iar-idldm
(Isa. 9:5[6]), referring to the future Davidic ruler (cf. also Isa. l0:8; 23:8).

The title -+ 'ItlI ndgi/ connibutes little to the semantic determinatton of mele!.
Recent investigation3T has shown that it refers to the designated successor of the king,
i.e., to the crown prince (after I K. 1:35; cf. v. 20), and probably does not derive from
any tribal-historical cfucumstances.38 The two terms hardly come into substantive con-
tact. Only within the context of royal-theological concepts does the metaphorical use
of ndgty'- as the designation of the king as ruler over Yahweh's people, both in
northern Israelite and Judean contexts-bestow sacral dignity upon the bearer, al-
though this does not affect the use of meleft in any discernible fashion.3e

33. Regarding the Chronicler's usage, cf. Miiller.
34. J. A. Soggin, "luin mit herrschen," THAT, t,932.
35. KAl,2OO; ANET 568.
36. See also O. Tufnell, et al., Lachish, IV (Oxford, 1958), 4.
37. E. Lipiriski, "NAGID, der Kronprinz," W, 24 (1974),497-99; Meuinger, 15lff.
38. So W. Richter, "Die ndgrd-Formel," BZ n.s.9 (1965),71-84;L. Schmidt, 141ff.
39. Cf. J. W. Flanagan, "Chiefs in Israel," JSOT 20 (1981),47-73.
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The same is true of the title -+ llWD mdiiah, "anointed," which, in contrast to meleft,
and except for two late exceptions (Dnl. 9:25,26), is never used absolutely, but rather
only in syntagmatic connection with Yahweh, demonstrating thereby its theological
function.

The term -+ DDttl iApef probably refers to a specific office during the premonar-
chical period (e.g., Jgs. 4:4). As the official title 'Judge" it first appears during the
middle period of the monarchy along with other functionaries , e.9., iartm, yo'astm, etc.
It occasionally appears in connection with m"ldlStm (only in the pl.), where it draws
attention perhaps to the jurisdictional aspect of the office of the king (possibly also
intended only as a parallel term: "regents" next to "kings"; Ps. 2:10; Hos. 7:7). The
application of the idpdTtitle probably to the reigning Judean king in Mic. 4:14(5:l) is
unique: idpEy lsrael - a prophetic theologoumenon.al

The same is true of the relationship between meleft and naii'. This official title,
probably of early Israelite origin from the time of the tribal confederation,42 is used
with increasing frequency during the waning years of the monarchy to refer both to
Davidic and to foreign kings (especially in Ezekiel), and parallel with that usage also
in the Priestly Document as a designation for the "tribal prince." Both instances are
attended by an element of theologically based melef, citicism resulting in the repression
of the melef, term.43

3. The Verb. The meaning of the verb lz//< is usually given as "become/be king,
reign as king, reign, function as king"; it occurs primarily in the qal and hiphil, with
I occurrence in the hophal (Dnl. 9:l) and I in the niphal (Neh. 5:7). Derivation of the
verb from the noun is confirmed by primarily nominal use. Nominal forms and forms
with a 3rd person singular subject predominate. Combinations with mele{maftfi1 are
common (e.g., mlk melef,, "to reign as kirg"), underscoring the secondary, dependent
nature of the verbal meaning. With very few exceptions the subject of the qal passages

is the 3rd "person," best exemplified by melef;. Of the approximately 300 occurrences,
only 7 have a 2nd person subject (Gen. 37:8; I S. 23:17;24:21; 2 S. 3:21; 16:8; I K.
ll:37;Jer.22:15),2have a lstpersonsubject(l K. l:5: Adonijah;Ezk.2O:33:YHWII),
and 4 a 3rd person plural subject (Gen. 36:31; I K. ll.,24:1 Ch. 1:43; Prov. 8:15).
These passages are in any event particularly significant. Among the hiphil passages
(with a primary and secondary subject), the agents actually installing the king are of

40. Cf. G. Liedke, "ODVi ipt richten," THAT, 11, lC{J3f .
41. Cf. K.-D. Schunck, "Die Richter Israels und ihr Amt," Volume de Congris, Genive 1965.

Sf4 l5 (1966), 252-262: M. Weinfeld, "Judge and Officer in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient
NearEast," Proceedings of the SixthWorld Congress of Jewish Studies 1973 (1977),73-81 [Eng.
summaryl; J. A. Soggin, "Das Amt der 'kleinen Richter'in Israel," l4l 30 (1980), 245-48.

42. So M. Noth.
43. Cf . O. Calderini, "Evoluzione della funzione del Nilf: il libro dei numeri," BeO, 20

( 1978), 123-133; idem, "Considerazioni sul N,4lf' ebraico, il NAS/ biltim babllonese e il NAJr2
assiro," BeO, 21 (1979),273-281. On the distinction between mele!, ialltt, and, moi4l during the
Hellenistic period, cf. Lohfink.
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particular interest: Yahweh (6 times; with Saul in I S. 15:11,35; with Solomon in I K.
3:7; 2 Ch. l:8ff ), Samuel, David, the "people of the land," the king of Babylon, etc.,
and especially plural agents again (e.g., Jgs. 9:6; I S. l1:15; I K.12:20; 16:16; Hos.
8:4). The formulaic use of the verb both with the prepositions 'al, b", 1", tal.tal arl,d in
stereotypical formulations with the 3rd person and infinitive (b'molkb, etc.) suggests

the presence of official language. This accords with the fact that the overwhelrning
majority of occurrences in the books of Samuel and Kings are found in annals.4a

4. Fixed Expressiow. As the human subject par excellence in the OT, mele! naturally
occurs in every conceivable syntactical construction, among which several especially
significant examples may be singled out.

a. Constructions with the verb mlktnthe qal emphasize the nominal meaning (1 S.

8:9,11: "the king who shall reign over them [allegedly, just as you want]"; ler.23:5:
"to reign as [a proper] king"). In the hiphil, the form expressing the installation of the
king (e.g., Jgs.9:6; 1 S. 15:11;Isa.7:6), the constructions correspond to formulations
with itm, qfim, kAn, and mih.

b. More specific qualifications of kingship are added with the genitive (king of the
Philistines, of Babylon, of Edom) or prepositionally (over Israel, in Jerusalem). Con-
versely, melef; in the position of the rectum qualifies persons and things as royal or as

having something to do with the king: ben melef;, "king's son"i miitEh meleft, "Kng's
meal"; miqdai meleft, "royal sanctuary" (Am. 7:13); 'efien hammelek, "royal (official)
weight" (2 S. 14:26); dereft harnmele\ "Y,rng's highway" (Nu. 20:17;21:22). Such
examples include the royal impression on vessels, seals, etc.: lmlk, whereby the two
notions associated with mele! come to bear the subjective, personal association and
the institutional, offrcial association.

c. Apart from specific expressions and official designations, melef; also occurs in
fixed forms of address, titles, and predications, including the "courtly" form of address
'afiont hammelefi, "my lord the king" (2 S. 3:21; 15:21; cf. Gen. 40:1; on 'd86n x a

royal title, cf. Ps. 110:1; Jer.22:18;34:5). The entire arsenal ofcourtly forms ofaddress
are collected together, e.g., in 2 S. l4:1ff.; I K. l:11tr.). This context includes the
acclamatory formulas y"l.ri hammeleft, "Long live the king!" (1 S. 10:24;2 S. 16:16;
1 K. l:34),as and "May the king live forever" (1 K. 1:31; Neh. 2:3; Dnl. 2:30;
4:14,31[17 ,341; 6:21,27120,261 [Aram.]). Appropriations include the Assyrian royal title
"great king" (Isa. 36:4,13 par.2 K. l8:19,28: iarru rabi; cf. Ps. 4'1:3121; Mal. l:14)
and the corresponding Babylonian title "king of kings" (e.g., Ezr. 7:12;Ezk.26:7;Dnl.
2:37: iar iarrani).

The metaphorical usage of melel is semantically revealing: king over the trees (Jgs.

9:8tr.), over all great creatures (= Leviathan, Job 4l:26f341), over locusts (Prov. 30:27;
cf. the animal comparisons in vv. 29ff. emended text), and over terrors (= death, Job

I 8: l4).

44. On the theological use of the verb, see IV.7 below.
45. -+ i'lrll hdyA @hdydh), III.6 (IY 335f.).
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e. The feminine form malkd occurs in the OT in the singular only with reference
to foreign queens: the queen of Sheba (l K. l0 par. 2 Ch.9) and Queen Esther (25

occurrences in Esther), and in the plural only in poetic reference to the sixty wives
of the king (Cant. 6:8f.). This form was apparently not commonly used (cf. in
contrast g"firA). Not even Athaliah receives this designation, although the only
feminine form of the verb mlk in the qal refers to her reign (ptcp. in 2 K. ll:3;2 Ch.
22:12).

5. Abstract Expressions. An evaluation of the four abstract constructions with mlk
can draw on elements ofword construction and on characteristic usage, whereby several
delimitations emerge militating against the assumption of indiscriminate usage.

a. Throughout its usage, the term mclfrki, a deverbal adjectival qdtfil form (fem.),
remains subordinated to the verbal form insofar as it refers to the function of mlk, and
that means to the office of the king, the majesty of the king, the "status &s king,"46
the status of being king, and royal actions associated with reigning in general (usually
with the article; the exceptions are influenced by context: I K. 21:7;Isa.34:12;62:3;
Ezk. l6:13). Saul takes (lkd)the kingship (l S. 14:47; cf. l0:16; 1l:14; l8:8). According
to I S. 10:25, certain ights (miipat) attend this office. The office passes to Absalom
(2 S. 16:8; I K. 2:15,22), as well as to Jeroboam (l K. ll:35; 12:21). A new reign is
proclaimed (Isa. 34:12). Jezebel accuses Ahab of not properly exercising the office of
king (,fft, I K.21:7,Iit., "Do what is royal!"). According to Ezk. 16:13, Jerusalem
acquired royal status, which included the throne (l K. l:46), a royal residence (2 S.

12:26), and the emblems and insignia of kingship (cf. Isa. 62:3). ln theological meta-
phors such royal status can also be attributed to Yahweh (Ps.22:29128J; Ob. 21). The
adjectival semantic element emerges in the occasionally attested expression "of royal
lineage" (miuera' hammelfiftd, e.9.,2 K. 25:25;Ezk. 17:13; Dnl. l:3). The restricted
use of this term, which is probably rooted in the court language of the early monarchy,
suggests that it apparently never really acquired definite contours; rather, as the oblig-
atory article shows, it was characteized by a certain element of ambiguity and even
vagueness (pertaining to things royal, that which is royal), but to that extent was indeed
suited for expressions of a more general nature ("the matter of the kingdom of Saul,"
e.g., I S. l0:16; cf. Jezebel's reproach in I K. 2l:7).

b. The term mamlaf;i, an m-preformative of mlh wlnch can express an action and
its results, place, type, and manner of an event, and finally the instrument of action, is
thus predisposed to bring to expression the functional system "kingship" in all these

aspects: as dominion, residence and reigl, power apparatus - in a word, as an insti-
tution. And indeed, this term (together with malftfrt) is the most common expression
for the monarchical governmental form ("kingdom"). There is almost no need to list
examples for the use of this term, which itself was especially widespread during the
preexilic period.aT The more official forms of usage are especially informative; 061

46. HAL,II, 587.
47. Cf. the entry in HAL, ll.
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mamldf,d, "imperial temple" (Am. 7:13); bA!"kfr frmamlnb"ka, "your house and your

kingdom" (2 5.7:16; cf. 12:13; Isa. 9:6); "two kingdoms" (Ezk. 37:22; cf . the con-
centration of occurrences in I K. I I ); and the juxtaposition with g6y, "national people"
(l K. l8:10; Ps. 46:716): Isa. 60:12). The theological expression mamlef,el kdh"ntm,
"a kingdom of priests" (Ex. l9:6), is unique; parallel with gdy qd86i, "a holy nation,"48
its intention is to characterize Israel's special position in the family of kingdoms and

nations with respect to its priestly status as a sacral theocracy. Although this term does

appear in later writings such as Chronicles and Psalms, it appears nonetheless to have

been displacedby mal$fr1during the (late) postexilic period.
c. The Middle Hebrew term malkfi!, a denominative construction from melef,

resulting from Aramaic influence (analogous to Akkadian), almost completely dis-
places mamlaf;d in the later OT writings. Apparently the Aramaic term, with its more
sharply accentuated phonetic character, was better suited as a designation for an

institution that was largely dominated by foreign influence. Especially, though, it
seems to correspond to Official Aramaic usage (cf., e.g.,Ezr.4:5f .,24;6: l5). Although
older material does attest a few occurrences (Nu. 24:7; I S. 20:31; I K.2:12:,Ps.
45:716); Jer. l0:7; 49:34; 52:31), these can be explained either as early Aramaic
influences (Nu. 24:7, Balaam), as regional dialects (Ps. 45:7[6]?), or as Masoretic
corrections. Its meaning is indistinguishable from that of mamlaf;h: "kingdom" (as

a comprehensive term).
d. The term *mamldf;i1 (attested 9 times, 5 of those in Josh. 13, and only in the sg.

const.) seems to be a hybrid construction involving the two previously discussed

nominal forms; it can probably be traced back to the Masoretes, where it may have

resulted either from the misreading of a kethiblr plene form or from scribal error. No
semantic distinction is discernible (compare Jer.26:l with49:34: I S. 15:28 with I K.
l1:ll).

6. OT Notions of Kingship. The repertoire of notions associated with the word
group surrounding mele$, notions fairly sated by usage and experience, was in certain
contexts able to crystallize into fixed notions of kingship, dominion, monarchical
self-expression, and political value systems, i.e., into forms representing a certain
royal ideology or understanding ofthe state; in its own turn, such ideology exercised
influence at the level of consciousness, style, and tradition. The diachronic use of the

melek group through the course of Israel's history shows that the simple, fundamental
idea of the exercise of power by a single individual over others was also able to
establish itself and become accepted in Israel despite all the complications this kind
of social system must have presented to traditional faith. This melef; system of rule,
a system whose manifestations one could experience in the model of Late Bronze
Age municipal organization, whose roots extended back into the Early Bronze Age,
was both simple and effective in its organization of manifold energies, centrally
controlled, under a single will, establishing thereby well-ordered power relationships.

48. -+ lll 961,,11.2 (11,429t.).
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Several OT statements characteristic of Israel's encounter with this melef, system
derive from the sphere of Wisdom:

Prov. 30:27: "The locusts have no melef;, yet all of them march in rank (LXX:
eutdktds)." The king guarantees ordered leadership for the many, for the larger group
that can no longer be organized and ruled by other social systems (e.g., that of the
family, clan, or u*y), and replaces the "wisdom" of societal instincts natural to the
"lesser creatures." According to the formula in Jgs. l7:6; l8:l; l9:l;21:25, "in those

days there was not yetamele[ in Israel"; the period of the monarchy put an end to a
time of anarchy.

Gen. 37:8: The reaction of Joseph's brothers to his dream of the one, erect sheaf and

the sheaves bowing before it is significanu "Are you indeed to become king over us (mlk
'al) or even have dominion over us (mil be)?" This twofold question expresses an

intensification. While the application of the melef; principle to the sphere of the family
and clan is already perverse enough, the repression implied by mil seems completely
unacceptable. Both the implications and the limits of the melef;pinciple resonate here.

Jgs. 9:8-15: Jotham's fable offers evidence of intense concern with this problem.
Such a reign (mlk'al), although apparently unavoidable for the trees as a whole (and

installed through anointingle), nonetheless constitutes in the opinion of the more valu-
able and useful Eees an (unapproachable) "swaying and waving" (nfia' "over the

trees"), a renunciation of all meaningful activity. The trees are forced to seek out the

bramble, the dry scrub which in fires is dangerous even to cedars (addendum in v. l5b);
it offers itself as king and makes an elaborate proclamation in a grotesque over-
estimation of its own capacity (v. 15; cf. Larr. 4:20; Ezk. 17:23). The fable originally
addressed itself not against the institution of kingship as such, but rather against its
negative estimation and the resulting refusal of those capable of occupying it.

In context, I S. 8:11-17 constitutes the royal privileges (miipay hammelef,, "the
privilege/right of the king") announced by Samuel at the establishment of Saul's
kingship; apparently it, too, did not in principle originally evaluate the office negatively
(v. 17 [D]). It is self-evident that agreements such as this were concerned with a balance

of interests and obligations. The advantages attending this new institution were

countered by the rights to be surrendered to the central governmental power, the services
to be rendered, and the taxes to be paid (the tenth). Hence more is said about social
changes: the establishment of a power apparatus (v. I I ), of a court (v. 1 3), of a standing

army (v. 12a), of a feudal agricultural system and the means to manufacture implements
of war (v. l2b), a system of fiefs and tribute (w.l4f.), and of compulsory state service
(v. 16); conversely, less is said about the negative consequences (such as vv. 17ff. [D]),
whereby those affected do have opportunities as officers, court officials, and feudal
tenants. It is still disputed whether the real-life basis of the royal privileges recorded

here derive from the feudal municipal kingship of Late Bronze age Canaan,50 from

49. -nWD mdiah.
50. I. Mendelsohn, "Samuel's Denunciation of Kingship in the Light of the Akkadian Docu-

ments from Ugarit," BASOR, 143 (1956), 17-22.
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experiences with Solomon's reign,5l or in actual agreements in connection with the

establishment of Saul's kingship.
The notion of kingship most widespread and theologically most influential in the

OT is the Judean-Jerusalemite royal ideology as exemplified especially in what are

known as the Royal Psalms (e.g., Pss. 2,18,20,21,45?,72,89,101,132,144?) and related

texts (e.g., 2 5.7,23; the so-called messianic prophecies). This theologically based and

cultically rooted conception, one upon which apparently all the essential authorities

were able to agree over the course of time, was developed and promulgated at the Zion

sanctuary in Jerusalem and probably represented the official state doctrine during the

time of the Judean monarchy. It served to legitimize and codify the monarchical-

dynastic system which the Davidic house was able to maintain - 
probably also thanks

to this conception - for more than four centuries in Jerusalem.

One component of this royal conception is the probably pre-Davidic tradition as-

sociated with the earlier city of the Jebusites concerning a sacred city kingship "ac-

cording to the order of Melchizedek" (Ps. 110:4; Gen. 14), which the Davidic house

apparently appropriated as an inheritance for itself (2 S. 5:6-12). With it, however, they

also appropriated at least parts of a Canaanite notion of rule (priestly kingship, city

sanctuary, and similar aspects) with the attendant sacral implications, much of which

had to come into conflict with the traditions of the Yahweh faith (2 s. 7). Egyptian

influence was added as early as David's own reign, and even more so during the

Solomonic period. This young kingdom seems to have oriented itself according to

Egyptian models, and only during the middle and later monarchy do Assyrian-

Babylonian influences also become discemible in Jerusalem.

A second component which was decisive for this Judean notion of kingship is the

enduring influence exerted by the two founders of the kingdom, David and Solomon.

David was the model for the official image of the king, one that became increasingly

fixed as an ideal, while Solomon created the prerequisites for the maintenance and

propaganda of the royal ideal (construction of temple and palace, establishment of the

various court institutions). It was also probably during the Solomonic period that the

document known as the "royal novella,"52 which found expression in 2 S. 7, was

developed, the official document legitimizing under prophetic sanction (Nathan) the

dynastic notion of rule as the ideal basis of the kingdom. Elements of what is known

as Nathan's oracle were also included (w. I 1, 16). This royal novella seems to establish

the idea of kingdom that accompanied and supported the Davidic kingship.

This notion of kingdom also already contains the third component, one deriving

from the premonarchical traditions of Israel.53 Theological notions of the traditional

Yahweh faith influenced the idea of the state and created a counterbalance against the

"imperial magic"sa and against the temptation of a sacral-ideological stylization of

51. R. E. Clements, "The Deuteronomistic interpretation of the founding of the monarchy in

I Sam. VI[," W,24 (1974),398-410.
52. S. Herrmann.
53. M. Noth.
54. V. Maag.
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this kingship. The prophetic resistance against kings of Judah and Israel is directing
itself against the same tendencies of an autonomous development of the monarchical
system.

A founh component, and one which was of constitutive significance for the con-

tinued existence and expansion of the Judean-Jerusalemite royal ideology, is what is
called the "royal ritual in Judah."55 Although the enthronement ceremony cannot be

reconstructed in all its parts, the extant material does make it clear that this ceremony
was of fundamental significance for the Davidic kingship.

Its most important elements include: anointing (miD withthe concomitant, probably

Egyptian understanding of the office (high official, vassal of the highest royal author-
ity); adoption as the son of God in the sense of Ps. 2; bestowal of honorific names and

titles (corresponding to the pharaonic royal titles; cf. 25.23; Isa.9:6[7]); delivery of
the royal protocol with the fixing of the royal privileges in written form (Ps. 2:7; 2 K.
IL:12); enthronement as ruler "by divine grace" and installation in the residence of
the "lord of the world" (Ps. 110:1; 18:44[43);2:8; L32); and the bestowal of the royal
insignia.56

Presumably, the northern kingdom of Israel also developed an ideology of the state

(cf. 1 K. 12); unfortunately, it is no longer discernible as a whole.sT

7. mlk in the Prophetic Criticism of Kings. The prophetic criticism of kingship and

of the royal ideal in Israel continues in its own way earlier opposition against the

monarchical system, opposition which was never fully silenced. It is of concern here

only to the extent ttrat it is related to the word group mlk or employs is terminology.s8

It is not particularly noteworthy ttrat the prophets took over common terminology and

is fixed semantic content (e.g., in the indication of dates: "in the year that King Uzziah
died" [Isa. 6:1], or in statements such as Isa. 23: 15: "seventy years, the lifetime of one

king," or in expressions such as "on the day of our king" [Hos. 7:5]); what is of
significance is that they extract or inject their own semantic substance from or into the

zll< words within the framework of their critical pronouncements and predictions for
the future. Several passages can serye as examples pars pro totoi

a. The prophetic narrative tradition shows that the prophets, especially the circle
around Elijah/Elisha influenced the installation of kings particularly in the northern
kingdom by undertaking the specific designation of kings by ritual anointing (cf. I K.
19:15f.). Hosea, probably the most incisive critic of kingship in the northern kingdom
(next to Amos; cf. 7:1Off.; 9:11f.?), refers to this tradition in his judgment: "They have

made kings (m//c hiphil), but not through my [Yahweh's] will" (Hos. 8:4). Such rulers
thus lack legitimacy, and Yahweh keeps them on the throne only for the sake of the

negative consequences: "I gave you a king in my anger, and I took him away in my

55. G. von Rad.
56. On this entire complex, cf. von Rad, The Prcblem of thc Hemteuch.
57. On this problem, see Alt, Mettinger.
58. On this problem as a whole, cf. W. H. Schmidt, Festschrift G. von Rad.
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wrath" (Hos. 13:11). The Samaritan kingship is handled with what amounts to despotic
arbitrariness - doubtlessly the talionic reaction against the despotic nature of these
regents - until the "king of Israel" is swept away once and for all "at dawn" (Hos.
10:15?) and perishes "like a chip on the face of the waters" (v.7, uncertain text). In
any event, Hosea viewed kingship as one of the institutions that had become too
destructive for Israel and should thus be eliminated, together with the governmental
apparatus (iar), sacifrcial cult, and sacral institutions. The only remedy is to forsake
such institutions entirely (Hos. 3:3f.; cf. l0:l-8).

b. Isaiah's criticism of kingship is documented in what are known as the messianic
oracles (to the extent they are Isaianic), Isa. 7 , 9, and I I . Emphatic use of mlk words,
however, occurs only in two passages , 7:6; 9:ll(12): in 7:6, coalition members in the
Syro-Ephraimite war intend "to set up a king (as king)" in Judah (namely, Ben Tabe-el),
disregarding the political cosmic order which according to Isaiah Yahweh has sanc-
tioned, an order which foresees a member of the house of David as "head" of Jerusalem
rather than some arbitrary melef,. lsa.9:6(7) speaks of the future establishment of a
kingdom which will again be Davidic in the original sense.

c. Jeremiah's critical attitude expresses itself in the question he puts to the contem-
porary King Jehoiakim, whether being melef,, i.e., the first, can exhaust itself merely
in one's effort to promote prosperity and fortune (Jer.22:15; cf . 2l:ll-14). The antic-
ipated future king, in contrast to Zedekiah, will be a "legitimate branch." He will also
do what one hopes suchamelek will do: mdlaf; mele!, reign wisely and establish justice
and order in the land (23:5f.).

d. Ezekiel's basic criticism of the Davidic kingship, developed in the extended
parables in chs. 17 and 19 (cf. also Ezk. 34; 37: 43:7-9) is characterized by his
juxtaposition of the venerable title -+ N',lrl ndSi' with the term meleft, lending expres-
sion to his notions of a theocratic state form.

e. Deutero-Isaiah completely unravels the older Judean-Davidic conception of state.
His worldview no longer reserves a place for the Jerusalem monarchy.

f. Postexilic prophecy once again develops a royal-messianic image of the future,
although quite often the word melek is not applied to the coming ruler (but cf. Isa.
32:l:Zex.9:9), a sign that the Yahweh faith still encounters difficulties with the concept
and its inherent notion of rule.

8. The Problem of an OT ldeology of Kingship. The question of the uniqueness of
the religious component of the ideology of kingship has generated a lively discussion
during the past decades, a discussion variously portrayed and documented.se The debate
was precipitated primarily by the thesis of English-speaking scholars under the aegis
of S. H. Hooke, the assertion being that throughout the entire ancient Near East the
ideology of kingship in principle followed a single basic pattern whose structure can

59. C. M. Edsmann, "Zum sakralen Krinigtum in der Forschung der letzten hundert Jahre,"
The Sacral Kingship. SNumen,4 (1959), 3-17; Bemhardt; H.-J. Kraus, Geschichte der historisch-
kritis chen Erfo rs chun g de s ATs (Neukirchen, 3 1982), 46Dtt.
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be traced back to its provenance in myth and cult. This notion of kingship was structured
according to a fixed, enduring schema (myth and ritual pattern), and viewed the king
in the center of a mythic-cultic drama that was to guarantee the stability of the cosmic
order. Thus sacral majesty and even divinity were attributed to the king (sacral, divine
kingship).

Although this discussion was conducted on extremely diverse levels, the results
relating to the present semantic-theological evaluation of the mlk word group pertain
primarily to methodology, consisting in my opinion in the need for contextual differ-
entiation. Such differentiation should be made according to (a) the cultural spheres and
historical epochs in which the ideology of kingship under discussion developed (e.g.,

Syro-Canaanite city culture of the Amarna period; the Persian period); (b) politico-
historical developments prompting localized versions of these systems of rule (e.g.,

kingship in Jerusalem, in the northern kingdom, and in the southern kingdom); (c) the
different bearers and representatives of the various notions of kingship (e.g., as imperial
self-representation, mythic-religious legitimation, or a specific understanding of the
state); (d) the linguistic level of the life setting for the various conceptions of royal
ideology (catchwords: courtly style,o imperial magic,6l mythopoetics); (e) the various
aspects of both "civil" and "sacral" legitimation;62 (0 the experiential horizon and
spiritual environment (e.g., kingship hymns, prophetic criticism). Questions concerning
the religious connotations inherent in the mlk group can be answered, if at all, only on
the basis of the situational, literary, and socio-cultural context.

IV. Theological Usage: Yahweh as King - Yahweh mlk.
l. Occurrences. Yahweh occurs l3 times as the subject of mlk (Ex. 15:18; I S. 8:7;

Ps. 47:9[8]; 93:l; 96:10 par. 1 Ch. 16:31;97:l;99:l; 146:10; Isa.24:23; 52:7;Ezk.
20:33; Mic. 4:7). Several points are noteworthy. Only I of these passages is prose (l S.

8:7). The hymnic geffes predominate (8 times with Isa. 52:.7: I Ch. 16:31, 7 times in
what are known as the Yahweh-kingship hymns). The combination YHWH mlk often
occupies a prominent position (3 times at the beginning of a psalm, twice at the
conclusion). And, finally, there is an affinity with the Yahweh-Zion theme (explicitly
in Ex. 15:18; Isa. 24:23; 52:7; Mic. 4:7: Ps. 146:10; implicitly in almost all the
passages). Yahweh is qualified with the epithet melef, 4l times (Nu. 23:21; Dt. 33:5;
I S. 12:12; Ps. 5:3[2]; 10:16:'24:7,8,9,1O;29:10; 44:5[4]: 47:3,7,8[2,6,7); 48:312);
68:25124);74:12;84:4131; 95:3; 98:6;99:4; 145:l;149:2; Isa. 6:5; 33:22:41.21;43:15;
44:6;ler.8:19; 10:7,10;46:18;48:15;51:57; Dnl.4:34[37]; Mic.2:13;Znph.3:15 (cf.
LXX); Zr,c. 14:9,16,17; Mal. l: l4). Again, only 1 passage is genuine prose ( I S. 12:12).
The strong representation among the Psalms is also noteworthy (20 times), as is what
amounts to merely secondary mention in the prophetic tradition (besides Isa. 6:5; Jer.

8:19 and perhaps Mal. l:4; Zec. l4:9) in fixed formulations resembling titles. The

60. H. Gressmann.
61. V. Maag.
62. Cf. Mettinger.
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reference to Zion emerges quite strongly, and again the Yahweh-kingship hymns con-

stitute an inner circle Pss.29,47,95,98,99). The abstract constructions derived from
mlkrefer to Yahweh in 9 instances, largely in later passages (1 Ch. 29:11; Ps. 22:291281;

103:19; 145:ll,l2,l3; Dnl. 3:33[4:3];4:31[34]; Ob. 2l). If one also orders chronologi-
cally the passages in which references to the throne, etc. occur (e.g., Ps. 9:5,8[4,7];
47:9[8]:89:15[4]; 93:2: 103:19; Isa. 6: l; 66:l; Jer. 3:17 17:12:Ezk. l:2663), discount-
ing certain questionable premonarchical passages (Nu. 23:21; Dt. 33:5; Ps. 24), there

emerges a significant number from the period of the monarchy (Isa. 6:5; Jer. 8:19;

Micah? Zephaniah? and several psalms which can be dated: Pss. 29,48,68,89; Ex. 15)

and from the exilic period (Deutero-Isaiah); the majority, however, comes from the

postexilic period, suggesting a relatively late beginning with constant growth up till
the late OT period (Isaiah Apocalypse; Second Ze.charial; Daniel). The history of this

theologoumenon is reflected in the statistical evidence.

2. Oigin of the Predication "Yahweh as King." There is reason to believe that the

notion of Yahweh as king was not fust appropriated during the period of the monarchy
itself,s but rather at an earlier date.65 First of all, certain individual passages suggest

this, such as Dt. 33:5; Nu. 23:21, which, while not completely undisputed, probably

do not refer to political kingship, but rather presuppose in Jacob-Israel the notion of
Yahweh's kingship "in Jeshurun, when the heads of the people assembled, all the tribes

of Israel together" (Dt. 33:5): "Yahweh, his God, with him, and the shout of a king is
in him" (Nu. 23:21). Accordingly, Yahweh would be "king" at least over "the people,

the tribes of Israel, Jacob," who hail him; and this is the Yahweh of Sinai, of Seir @t.
33:2), "the El of Jeshurun" (Dt. 33:26 MT). Apparently, contact with the notions of
the kingship of god cultivated by the sedentary Canaanite religion,6 and specifically

with the notion of the kingship of the highest god E1,67 led to a similar amplification
of the Yahweh faith, which until then had not been so defined. Traces of this appro-

priation can be found especially in psalm texts from the (early) period of the monarchy
(Ps. 24:'l-lO;29:10; 68:25124);82), although also in the frequent resonance of certain

notions of courtly institutions in the narrative material of older Pentateuchal strata (Gen.

3:22;6:1tr.;11:7; 18:1ff.). It is difficult to determine the extent to which the ark as a

throne symbol68 influenced the evolution of the notion of kingship in the Yahweh faittt.

The hypothesis that the notion emerged in the temple sanctuary at Shiloh (according

to Ps. 24:7-10) must remain an assumption. Judging from the meager evidence, it
apparently did not play any significant role in the period before Israel became a state6e

(1 S. 8:7; 12:12 deive from the later theological discussion surrounding the monarchi-

63. -+ ND) tisse'(V[, 232-259).
64. So Eissfeldt, von Rad, and others.
65. Alt, Maag, W. H. Schmidt, and others.
66. Maag.
67. W. H. Schmidt.
68. -, I'l'llt -rdn (1,363-374).
69. A different view is taken by M. Buber, who probably overinterprets Jgs. 6:22f.
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cal constitution). This did not change until Israel was involved in establishing its own
state and acquired a politically different consciousness in its encounter with the religious
forms of the Canaanite world, and until in confrontation and conflict it was forced to

expand and interpret anew its traditional ideas of faith.

3. Use in Theophoric Personal Names. These findings are confirmed by the OT
personal names constructed with m//<. Althoughwith'bymlk, 'fuymlk, 'lymlk (milkd does

not seem to be theophoric) the OT does indeed exhibit various name constructions
attesting the notion of God as king - regardless of how the element m/fr is interpreted
here: as subject (divine name7o) or as predicate ("father-[God-]is-king," etc.7l - these

constructions nonetheless appear to have been originally pre- and non-Israelite (cf. the

examples in EA): 'bymlk, king of Gerar (Gen. 20:2-26:26); 'hyrnlk, priest of Nob (1 S.

2l:2[2]:l]-23:6);'limlk from Bethlehem in Judah (Ruth 1:2ff.). This suggests that the

notion (par. 'ab, 'ab, 'aD derives from the Canaanite religion of El. The name of the

priest-king of Salem, malki;e/eq (Gen. 14:18; Ps. 110:4; lQapGen 22:14) points in
this direction: "king(-god)-is-sdq'. Not until the name of Saul's son, Malkiifra' ("my-
king-is-help" or vice versa, I S. 14:49; 3l:.2), can one date a theophoric mlk narne in
Israel, although the occurrence of individual names naturally leaves many unresolved
questions, cf . Malkt'El (Gen. 46:17 [P]; Nu. 26:45: I Ch. 7:31). Analogous to the earlier
occurences, such personal names become more widespread only toward the end of the

monarchy. The mlk names containing the element YHWH come from the 7th-6th
centuries s.c.: MalkiyyA (Malkiyydhfr) (Jer. 2l:l);tz Yhwmlk (seal ca. 7th century73);

Malktrdm (son of King Jeconiah, I Ch. 3:18). The shorter forms are more difficult to

date: Melef; (descendant of Saul, I Ch. 8:35; 9:41); Malkdm (l Ch. 8:9); Yamlek 0 Ch.
4:34); MailAk (Ezra; Nehemiah; I Chronicles).

4. The Preexilic Zion Tradition. One group of apparently older preexilic passages

presents the Yahweh-z/t statement in connection with the Zion tradition (Ex. 15; Pss.

24,29;lsa.6), whence it evidently derived. The reference and point of departure seem

according toPs.24i Isa. 6 to have been in a cultic-symbolic sense the ark and throne
of the cherubim in the Jerusalem temple. From there evidence leads back possibly to
the sanctuary at Shiloh (Ps. 24) and to the Jebusite sanctuary in pre-Davidic Jerusalem
(Ps. 29). Use of the theologoumenon in this traditio-historical context is characterized

by the following:
(a) The still discernible adaptation of the melef; predication as expressed, e.g., in the

interrogative form of Ps. 24: "Who is this [overly] mighty king?" (mt zeh melek

hakkab1d, vv. 8, l0). The title melek hakkdb6/ alone obviously does not yet contain

70.8.9., Eissfeldt.
71. E.g., Noth.
72. Y. Aharoni, "Three Hebrew Ostraca from

(1969), 1l [Heb.]; ANET,568f.
Arad," Fesrschrift W. E Albright. Erlsr 9

73. G. R. Driver, "Brief Notes. (I) A New lsraelite Seal," PEQ, 77 (1945), 5; F. Vattioni, "I
sigilli ebraici," Bibl, 50 (1969), 376, no. 162.
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any definitive answer. Clarity emerges only with the identification as Yahweh {"bd'6!.
Other identifications were apparently also possible. The adaptation can be recognized
in the presumed Canaanite source document for Ps. 29 and its Ba'al-hadad model, e.g.,
v. l0a: "Yahweh sits enthroned over the flood," interpreted by v. 10b: "Yahweh sits
enthroned as king forever." Ugaritic texts confirm the earlierprovenance of the structure
of this notion.

(b) The semantic relation of superiority is established by the element mlk: the
foremost, the mightiest, the highest. This comes to expression in the confession of
Yahweh's singularity. What Ps. 24:8,1O;, Ex. 15: l l formulate interrogatively (who . . .?)

and Ps. 29:10 as struggle and conflict (Yahweh among the "sons of gods," b"nA '€bm,

v. l), is in the hymnic predications of Isa. 6:3 and especially Ex. l5:ll,l8 a thetic
confession: Yahweh is the holy one; his power extends over the entire earlh1. he is the
lord and the ktng (hammeleft YHWH,Isa. 6:5; cf. vv. 1,8; the "great king," Ps. 48:3[2);
cf . 47:3121). The mlk concept reflects polemical-apologetic concerns.

(c) Motivated by its cultic-symbolic substratum and supported by its unique matrix
of associations, this notion acquires elective affinity for related and neighboring the-
ologoumena, generating an expandable network of associations expressed in stereo-
typical terminology (cf. Pss. 24,29; Isa.6 as well as the Yahweh-kingship hymnsTa).

E.g., in Ps. 29 the mlk theme is characterized by the Ba'al-hadad topos "storm
theophany and struggle with the dragon," in Isa. 6 by the typically Isaianic Judeo-
Egyptian figures (seraphim), in Ps. 89:15f.,19(14f.,18) by the idea of the pharaonic
royal throne and its foundation (Maa|, whereby in each case various theological
implications and extensions emerge establishing the specific meaning of each text. At
the same time, however, this openness was accompanied by the possibility that notions
of divine kingship both similar and alien to Yahweh could be assimilated.T5

These three aspects apply in equal fashion to the Yahweh-kingship hymns, at least
to their older parts.76

5. Other Divine Kings in the OT. Other divine names constructed with mlk occw in
the OT analogous to, e.g., Phoen. Mellan (< milk-qan, "king of the city") or to the
Tyrian B{ a1,77 including:

a. Milcom (< mlk-m, mimation form with determinative, also attested outside the
OT, and within the OT itself also pointed as Malkam: 2 S. 12:30; Ier. 49:1,3;7,eph.
1:5, "the king[-god]"), the primary national god of the Ammonites. After Solomon
introduced his cult ( I K. I I :5,7,33), Milcom apparently did not constitute a syncretistic
religious threat until toward the end of the monarchy (parallel expressions being "to
worship Yahweh" and "to swear by Milcom," 7,eph. l:5 conj.;2 K.23:13).

b. MolochT8 (< mlk, MT m1lek, cacophonously pointed; LXX Moloch; originally

74. See IV.7-9 below.
75. See lV.5 below.
76. See IV.7-9 below.
77. Cf. Gese, l94f .: 193 A.109; G. Wallis, "Melkart," BHHW II (1964), I186f.
78. +'I)ir mate! (Y[r,375-388).
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probably Melek; like Milcom usually with the article, e.g., [rv. 2O:5; I K. 11:7, and

possibly still used appellatively as a title: "the king[-god]"). This name, which appears

at approximately the same (late preexilic) time, cannot be identified unequivocally.Te

According to Lev. 18,21 20:2-5, it seems probably to have been a deity, and not a

sacrifice,80 associated with Topheth in the Valley of Hinnom near Jerusalem, to whom

the Israelites probably consecrated children (not burned, as some have concluded from
the formula "make go through the fire"; 2 K. 23:lO; Jer. 32:35).at

c. Adrammelech and Anammelech (probably < "Adad-king," "'Anat-king"82). Ac-
cording to 2 K. 17:31, these were deities worshipped (along with Yahweh) by the

Syrians from Sepharvaim who were forcefully deported to Samaria.

d. The "queen of heaven" (melek! l< mallca!), haiidmayim).83 According to Jer.

7:18; 44:17-19,25, she was already worshipped in Israel during the preexilic period,

probably as a result of Assyrian-Babylonian influence.e

6. Notions of mlk in Prophecy. Although the prophets do not employ the kingship

theologoumenon very frequently, this does not, as Isa. 6 shows, necessarily constitute
rejection. They refer rather to the circumstances of the Zion tradition, and although

they develop their call schemata with the aid of the court model (l K.22; Isa. 6; Ezk.

1-3; Isa.40:l-8), use of this terminology occurs in only a few, albeit significant
passages. The vision of the Pharaoh-like king YHWH tba'6! in Isa. 6:lff. is paralleled

by Ezekiel's throne chariot vision (Ezk. l:15ff.). Both are sated with tradition. The
people's "cry for help" (Jer. 8:19 [8:18-22]) is noteworthy, if not completely clear,

since it calls into question the Zion confession: Is Yahweh not in Zion? Is Zion's king [?]
no longer there?" The theologoumenon plays a significant role in Isa. 40-55. The notion

of court institutions in Isa.40:1ff. presupposes the idea of kingship just as does the

royal predication in lsa. 42:1ff. The melef; theologoumenon is used in a completely

traditional fashion in the religious polemic of Deutero-Isaiah, as shown by the occur-

rences in the trial scenes: "King of Jacob" (Isa. 4l:21); "Creator of Israel, your King"
(43:15); "King of Israel" (44:6). The antithetical usage in connection with the Zion
tradition thus can come as no surprise: malal "ldhdyl!, "your God reigns as king"
(Isa. 52:7). And yet this traditional royal predication acquires new actualify with
Deutero-Isaiah. The "king" of the heavenly court controls the affairs of the world's
kingdoms (the royal highway in the desert, Isa. 40:3; "all flesh" - all people are your

79.Ct. K.-H. Bemhardt, "Moloch," BHHW\, 1232; W Komfeld, "Moloch," BI. ll63t.
with bibliog.

80. So Eissfeldt.
8l . On this cultic rite, cf. D. Plataroti , "Zum Gebrauch des Wortes rn rt im AI," W, 28 (1978),

286-300.
82. Cf. Gese, 110.

83. Cf. ibid., l9l A.90.
84. Cf. M. Weinfeld, "The Worship of Molech and of the Queen of Heaven and its Back-

ground," UE 4 (1972),139; M. Delcor, "k culte de la 'Reine du Ciel' selon Jer 7,18;44,17 -19,25

et ses survivances," Von Kanaan bis Kerala. Festschrift J. P. M. van der Ploeg. AOAT, 2ll
(1982), t0t-122.
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subjects, vv. 5,6-8; world theophany, v. 5). He stands over against the nations and their
gods explicitly as melef, of Israel, proving himself in the divine trial as the superior,
singular, and unique God. These predications apparently also function to subsume under
the Yahweh-Zion-king concept various political ideas from the inheritance of Israel's
monarchy and royal history. Deutero-Isaiah's intentions here coincide both with those
of the Deuteronomistic historian (l S. 8,12) and with the theocratic ideology of the
Chronicler (cf. the notion of the "throne of God" of the house of David, I Ch. 28:5;
29:238s). The theophany of the world king serves to reestablish the former residence
Zion; thus the news is to be proclaimed that once again Zion's God and no other will
reign there as king (Isa. 52:7, perfect aspect in visionary perspective). By metaphori-
cally expanding along previously established lines, Deutero-Isaiah accentuates (l) the
universal and simultaneously particular, (2) the superlative, and (3) the eschatological
aspects of the kingship theologoumenon. In this sense he "rehabilitated the title of
King as applied to Yahweh."86

Various anonymous and probably postexilic prophetic sayings attempt to renew the
notion of Yahweh as king by picking up the Zion tradition once again. These are totally
oriented toward the future: Jer.3:17;10:7,10; 17:12;51:57 (46:18;48:15); Ob.2l;
Mic. 2:13; 4:7; Znph.3:15; Mal. 1:14.

7. "Yahweh malaf,." Scholars seem to have reached a certain degree of clarity
concerning the much discussed formulaic expression YHWH mdla\ The following
factors are important in its understanding:

a. The x-qdtal formulation (inverted verbal clause or compound nominal clause)
accentuates x, i.e., Yahweh, which - especially at the beginning of a psalm - gener-
ates strong emphasis. It is Yahweh who . . . ;Yahweh-he. . . .

b. The x-qdtal formulation should be distinguished from all qdtal-x analogies. An
exact syntactical-formal analogy occurs in prose only in I K. l:18: "And now, behold,
Adonijah-mdla!, " which confirms the preceding consideration (a). To this extent the
statement implies a negation: r and not y, an aspect explicated in various contexts (1 K.
I : l8; Pss. 93,96,97,99).

c. The meaning of the verb87 in the perfect with Yahweh as subject is the same as the
normal meaning, generally circumscribed by "to be king, become king, rule as king,
reign," without any partial aspect (e.9., "to become") exhibiting any discernible priority
or becoming fixed in any specific contexts. There is no temporal reference apart from the
perfect aspect of the verb mlk with a durative semantic component, and would have to be
determined from context (in contrast to the imperfect forms with and without waw-
consecutive, e.g., I K. l:18, and statements with temporal indicators, e.g., Ex. 15:18).

d. The expression should be characterized form-critically not as an "enthronement
cry"88 or the like, but rather, like the frequently cited parallels from the Marduk or

85. See also Dietrich, 265f.; -+ NDf kiss?', [I.2 (VII, 245-47\.
86. W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT, l. OTL (Eng. trans. 196l), 198.
87. See III.3 above.
88. Mowinckel.
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Horus rituals, as a "cry of acclamation or proclamation."89 This formula does not

automatically allow one to conclude by analogy the existence of an enthronement ritual
and enthronement festival.

e. Both the formulaic character and the accentuated position within the psalm texts

suggest that the various contexts constitute "explications of the statement YHWH

rfldlak,"eo explications developing hymnically and theologically the substance of the

short formula, which itself had apparently acquired the status of dogma.

8. The So-called Enthronement Festival of Yahweh. In his investigation into the

cultic life setting of the YHWH mdlal formula, Sigmund Mowinckelel took various

routes in arriving at a synthesis in reconstructing an ancient Israelite festival focusing

on Yahweh's enthronement. As a cultic drama with liturgical symbolism, this festival
creatively actualized Yahweh's enthronement by portraying it according to the earthly

model; it was repeated annually, and during the preexilic period was combined with
the autumnal and New Year's festival. It is within this cultic framework that the YHWH

mfrlaft expression originally functions. In the context of Yahweh's cultic presence, the

expression does not mean "Yahweh is king, but rather Yahweh has (now) become

king." The expression thus functions in paying homage to the king Yahweh during the

enthronement.92 Here, too, the enthronement psalms in both the narrower sense (ac-

cording to Mowinckel, Pss. 47,93,95-100) and wider sense (altogether more than forly
psalms) have their original setting and exhibit their original meaning as a reflex to the

cultic events within the overall course of these "festival plays," plays during which all
the individual elements and themes of the Jerusalem cultic hymn are presented: creation

and struggle with the primeval dragon, conflict with the gods, exodus, battle of the

nations, judgment and renewal, deliverance epiphany, etc. This cult-functional inter-
pretation of these psalms constitutes the true alternative to both the historical and the

eschatological interpretations.
This hypothesis, which had already been sketched out earlier independently of

Mowinckel,e3 was well received both dircctlyea and with creative expansion into the

"cultic p?ttern,"e5 although also with critical modification by other festival theories.e6

The discussion of this topic has not yet reached a conclusion. Although it is generally

89. Michel.
90. tbid.
91. NTTSup, l9l7,13-79; then in his classic work Psalmenstudien, II (1922). In English,

see especially The Psalms in Israel's Worship, I (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1962), ch.5, "Psalms
at the Enthronement Festival of Yahweh."

92.E.9.,p.6.
93. Volz.
94. Cf. H. Schmidt.
95. Engnell and others.
96. Variously a "royal festival of Zion," H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,

1987), 56f.; or a "Covenant Festival of Yahweh," A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962),

35-52.
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recognized that the n€urower group of enthronement psalms were indeed associated
with the cult, the existence of a central festival of this sort is not beyond dispute.

9. The Yahweh-Kingship Hymns. The enthronement psalms, or better, the Yahweh-
kingship hymns (viewing the mlk predication as the central element), Pss. 47,93,95-99,
are complex literary constructions. Generally viewed as postexilic, one of their primary
characteristics is that the YHWH mlk statement occupies a dominant position within a
strongly anthological textual structure. The notion of Yahweh as king holds together
the collage-like series of individual elements which are in part preformed and appro-
priated as citations (cf. esp. Ps. 96). This framing function is given to the YHWH-mlk
expression apparently in its role as a cenffal theological statement which the Jerusalem
Zion tradition is attempting to codify. The concomitant psalm statements then develop
and establish this confession, whose recognition and acceptance apparently have to be
reaffirmed.

Ps. 93 positions this confession thetically at the beginning ("Yahweh reigns as

king") and supports it (l) with a tripartite hymnic textual section dealing with Yahweh's
victory over the waters of chaos (vv. lap-6,3,4, probably preexilic), (2) with a reference
to creation cast in the style of a prayer (the earth is Yahweh's everlasting throne; vv.
lb,2[v. lb is a displaced verse; cf. Ps.96:10]), and (3) with praise of his manner of
ruling through his decrees ('cdA!) and through his presence (the holy temple) (93:5).
In this way the various aspects of Yahweh's rule (creation, cosmic order, and revelation)
are encompassed and appended to the confession itself as concrete examples, whereby
the polemical fundamental character of the formula comes to expression.

Ps. 97 can be understood in basically the same way. The Yahweh-king formula,
positioned at the beginning, is explicated by different elements within the psalm,
including various psalm citations (v.2b par.89:15[4);v.4apar.77:l9bll8b]; v.6a
par.50:6a; v. 8 par. 48:12[1]); v.9a par.83:19[8]; v. 12b par.30:5b[4b]), introducing
the following aspects of Yahweh's reign as king: the theophany as the lord of the entire
world, the reaction of the cosmic elements, and the subjection of all the gods; for
Yahweh proves to be the "most high over all the earth," "exalted far above all gods"
(97:1,2a,3-6,7b,9); justice and righteousness are the signs of his pharaonic throne
(v. 2b); next to him, other alleged gods are merely "little gods" ('"lilim, v. 7a); Zion
and the daughters of Judah can rejoice in his judgmefis (miipdteykd. v. 8), because
under his rule "light shineseT for the righteous" (vv. 10-12).

Ps. 99 proclaims Yahweh's kingship from the perspective of his holy presence on
Zion. Mention of the "cherubim throne" (v. l) is amplified by the predications "great,"
"exalted over all the gods [MT people]" (v.2), and "holy" (vv. 3,5,9), whom one can
approach only in subjection, yet who - as shown by the classic examples of Moses,
Aaron, and Samuel (vv. 6-8) - always remained cultically accessible. The '62 mele$
in v. 4 is a crux interpretum; in any case, the verse is emphasizing the love of justice
and of order exhibited by this king in Israel.

97. All or most versions read thus, instead of "is sown."
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Although Pss. 96,95,98, and 47 do not position the proclamatory YHWH mdlaf; at

the beginning, they, too, are guided by this royal theologoumenon, which holds together

the various individual parts in a kind of mosaic. Ps. 96 asks for a "new song" for the

nations (vv. 1f.) whose content is to be Yahweh's glory and salvific deeds. It even offers

an example of such singing in vv. 4-6 (composed of citations in part from Pss. 29,93,98).

Ps. 96:10-13 summarizes what is to be said to the nations: Yahweh is the king of the

world and the judge of the nations.

Ps. 95 uses the statement in its traditional function: "For Yahweh is the [a] great

God Gl) and the [a] great King above all gods ('"ldhtm)" (v. 3). The psalm exhorts

those who may call themselves the "people of his pasture" (v. 7) to extol him as the

"rock of our salvation" (v. 1).

Ps. 98 also calls out for people to join in the worldwide festive rejoicing "before

the face of King Yahweh" (v. 6). Here "king" has become the title representing a

plethora of notions concerning faith.
Finally, Ps. 47 casts its statement in the style of the hymnic imperative from elements

of traditional notions of Yahweh as king; the term melef; occuts twice in the hymnic

section (vv. 3,9[2,8]) and twice in the confessional sections (w. 7-10t6-91). The im-

mediate context shows which aspects the psalm is seeking to evoke with the expression:

(1) The predication meleft gd86l evokes by its association with royal titles a universal

horizon and categories of world power ("all peoples," "over all the earth"). (2) The

variously cited "vertical" prep. 'al (3 times; 'dld, 2 times: 'ely6n next to tahal 2 times)

adds the superlative aspect: Yahweh is ,lre most high God (cf. Ps. 95:3;96:4, etc.).

(3) The combination of throne and regnal shout(terfi'd) evokes the familiar associations

with Zion. This might even be evoking a cultic procession (a7:6[5]). (4) The form "our
king" (v. 7[6]), together with the urgent tone of the fourfold exhortation to sing, is able

to generate especially strong emotional elements when those who are exhorted do

indeed surrender to the enthusiastic mood of the psalm and freely appropriate in their

own confession (v. 8a[7a]) the royal proclamation of w. 3,6,9(2,5'8).

lO. Other Psalms. Use of the melell theologoumenon in the other psalms exhibits

relationships with the ideas associated with the Yahweh-kingship hymns. The the-

ologoumenon is reflected: (1) in several individual confessions of trust (1st person sg.

suf.): "my King and my God" (Ps. 5:3[2]; probably as an addendum in Ps. 84:4[3]);
"my God, the King" (Ps. 145:l;cf. vv. l1-13); strikingly, also in collective psalms we

read "you are my King, God (Yahweh)" (Ps. zt4:5[4]), and par.: "yet God is my King

from of old" (Ps. 74:12 MT). A personal 'ef;ei relationship probably resonates here as

well (cf. also Ps. 149:2: "letthe sons of Zion rejoice in their King" ;Isa. 33:22: "Yahweh

is our king");e8 (2) in the confessional statements that temporally (with'6ldm: Ps.

29:l0b; Ex. l5:18;Ps. 9:5[4]; 146:10; 145:13 pl.;Jer. l0:10;with qeiem in Ps.74:12)

or spatially (e.g., Ps. 9:8[7]; l0: l6; Jer. l0:7) expand Yahweh's royal dominion - 
"king

of the gods" according to the archaic predication (Ps. 95:3 and the expansion to Ps.

98. On the construction of personal names, see IV.3 above.
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135:6 according to llQPs": mlk'lwhyn); (3) in hymnic predications with the abstract
constructions nnftfi1/mchlh. terms which also flirt with this kind of expansion into the
universal: Ps.22:29(28) (cf. w.28,30-32127,29-31);103:19 (ballcaD;145:ll-13. The
doxologies in I ch. 29:11 ("thine is the kingdom") and at the conclusion to the book
of obadiah (ob. 21: "the kingdom shall be Yahweh's") also belong within the horizon
of these hymnic statements.

ll. lnte Prophecy and Apocalypticism. Evidence also occurs in the later parts of
several prophetic books and in apocalyptic literature. 7r*. l4:16f. announces that at
the Feast of Booths "every one that survives of all the nations" will go up to Zion "to
worship the King, Yahweh ;"ba'6!" and (according to v. 17) to petition for rain.
According tolsa.24:21-23,n the future ("on that day") yHWH tba'6! will gather
together the heavenly hosts and earthly kings in a pig will punish them, and will himself
take over dominion in Zion (rnalak YHWH), so that even the moon and sun will be
diminished.e These features recall DnL2,7. Finally, in Dnl. 3:3314:31;4:31,34[34,37]
Nebuchadnezzar speaks the doxology to "the King of heaven," a doxology which
considering I Ch- 29:ll; Ps. 145:13; Ob. 21 has apparently been taken from the
liturgical repertoire: "His kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and his sovereignty
endures from generation to generation" (Dnl. 3:33[4:3]; cf. 4:31[34];.tm

Seybold

V. Qumran. The root z/t is attested more than 50 times in the writings of Qumran.
What is surprising, however, is its weak representation in the larger scrolls: no occur-
rences at all in lQS (in contrast, 8 in cD), 2 in IQH; 9 in IQM (plus 4 occurrences
in parallel 4QM fragments); rhe texts of 3Q, 5Q, and 6Q contain I occurrence each,
although the fragmentary nature of the texts hardly allows any real conclusions.
aQpNah attests 5, llQT 7 occurrences.

An evaluation of these occrurences first finds that the institution of the monarchy,
while certainly playing a role for the community historically (cf. leM ll:3), by no
means played any relevant contemporary role. Earthly kings had no place in their
eschatologically charged anticipation (CD 20:16; cf. l:6; also Hos. 3:4; leM l2:7).
Not surprisingly, however, the Temple scroll deviates from this line.l01 God is the "king
of glory" (4Q510 l:l; 4Q511:52-59lII4; 4QFlor 1:3), who is "with" his communiry
(1QM 12:3,8; l9:1); he is the ruler of all crearures (lQH l0:8) and bears the title "great
king" (5Q10 l:3) and "king of kings" (4QM" I 13 par. IQM 14:16). The ..kings of
the nations" (lQM 12:14; 19:6) will serve him. CD 8:10; l9:23f. even refer to the
"kings of the nations" as serpents spewing poison. Their head is the king of yawan
(Ionia, Greece) (CD 8:11; cf.4QpNah l:2f.). The earthly adversaries of the eumran

99. Cf. Welten.
100. On post-OT literature, cf. H. Kleinknecht, G. von Rad, K. G. Kuhn, K. L. Schmidt,

"pcotle{g," TDNTI,5@-593 (turtherbibliog.inTWNT, )V2, 1008-1014); J. Gray, The Biblical
Doctine of the Reign of God; J. Coppens and J. Carmignac, "REgne de Dieu," DBS, 54, l-252.

l0l. See following discussion.
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community in the decisive eschatological battle include the king of the Kittim (1QM

l5:2) and the kings of the north (lQM l:4 par.4Q496 3:3). Some passages contain

vague historical allusions (aQpNah 2:9;4:2), and CD 3:9 even an obvious anachronism

in its assertion that because of the murmuring during the wilderness wanderings the

"kings" of the Israelites were destroyed. The unclear textual context in the "Song of
Michael" seems to suggest that Michael is to be counted among the circle of the gods,

to which even the mighty "kings of the east" have no access (4QM" ll I:12,18). One

ecclesiological surprise is found in CD 7:16f.: the tabernacle of David which in Am.

9:11 is supposed to be rebuilt is now interpreted within the framework of realized

eschatology as the books of the Torah, and the congregation understands itself as this

king (hammeleft hfi' haqqdhdl, "the king is the congregation"). Since 4QFlor 12f.

interprets Am. 9:11 messianically, one cannot exclude the possibility that the equation

melek = qdhdl is a messianic notation.
The regulations concerning kings in the Temple scroll (llQT 5G59) are based on

the laws of kingship in Dt. 17:14-20, which have, however, been considerably ex-

panded, perhaps in an anti-Hasmonean spirit. The function of the king seems in many

ways to parallel that of the high priest. In the case of a war of aggression the king is

subject to high priestly oracular guidance.
Fabry

12b *au4

Contents: l. mlkirr Phoenician-Punic: l. mlAmolch-/mlkt "Offering"; 2. The Semantic Field

of mlk; a. molchomdr etc. and mlk'mr; b. mlk'dm; c. mlk b'l; d. nsb mlqt) (b'l); e- mlk bir etc.;

f.'zrm (h)'ifit.3. Function of the mlk Sacrifice; a. Thanksgiving Ceremony; b. Ceremony of
Lament or Petition. II. Related Consructions in the Ancient Near East Outside the

Phoenician-Punic Sphere? III. mAlefu in Hebrew: l. Linguistic Considerations; a. Form and

Meaning; b. The Semantic Field of molek;2. Occurrences and Dating; 3. The Function and the

Recipient of the mdlel Sacrifice.

mAlek A. Alt, "Zur Talionsformel," ZAW, 52 (1934),303-5; A' Bea, "Kinderopfer ftir Moloch
oder ftir Jahwe?" Bibt, 18 (1937),95-107; H. Cazelles, "Molok," DBt V (1957), 1337-1346;
K. Dronkert, De Molochdienst in het O? (Leiden, 1953) [Eng. summary]; J. Ebach and

U. Riiterswrirden, "ADRMLK, 'Moloch'und BA'AL ADR," Festschrift C. E A. Schaeffer. UE
1l (1979),219-226; O. Eissfeldt, Molk als Opferbegriff im Punischen und Hebrciischen, und das

Ende des Gottes Moloch. BP.1.,3 (1935); J.-G. F6vrier, "Les rites sacrificiels chez les H6breux

et i Carthage," REJ, 123 (1964),7-18; W. Komfeld, "Der Moloch: Eine Untersuchung zur

Theorie o. Eissfeldts," wzKM,5l (1948-1952),287-313: M. J. Mulder, Kanacinitische Goden

in het OT (Hague, 1965), 57-64; W. Rdllig, "Moloch," WbMyth,I (1965), 299f.;M. Weinfeld,

"The Worship of Molech and of the Queen of Heaven and its Background," UE 4 (1972),

133-154.
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I. mlk in Phoenician-Punic.
l. mlAmobh-/mlkt *Offering." The only Phoenician attestationfor mlk is in RES

367, a 3rd/2nd-century-r.c. vorive inscription from Nebi yiinis; although Mark Lidz-
barskil still considered this to be inauthentic, its reconsideration by Bernard Delavault
and Andr6 Lemaire has probably established its authenticity. This then constitutes the
only example of an offering plate of the kind frequently attested in the punic sphere,
being explicitly associated through its inscription with the mlk sacrifrce.z

The term rnl/< is profusely attested in Punic on votive stelae from the beginning of
the 6th century B.c. till the period following the Roman conquest of carthage;a in
addition' four stelae from Algerian Ngaus (Nicivibus) attest the 2ndl3rd-centu.y-o.r.
Latin transcriptions morch-, moch-, molch-, and morc-, among which molch- probably
best approximates the contemporary pronunciation.a In c1s I, 19g, 4; 56g4, l, the fem.
(pl.?) mlkt is used instead of mlk.

The Phoenician-Punic term mlk(t)/rutlcD- is probably to be explained as a causative
nominalmaqtil(at)formfromylk(<w//r), suggestingthepronunciationm6l2k(<mawlik).

I: J. Alquier and P. Alquier, "StEles votives i Saturne d6couvertes prds de N'gaous tAlg6riel,,'CRAI, l93l,2l-26,witlt an addendum by J.-B. chabot,26f.; J. carcopino, ;survivanies 
iarsubstitution des sacrifices d'enfants dans I'Afrique romaine,,' RHR lOb 0%z), 592_99; J.'_8.

chabot, "Punica XI: Les inscriptions n6opuniques de Guelma," JA, lllg (1916), 4g3-520: idem,*Punica XVIII: stEles puniques de consrantine," lA, llll0 (1917), :s-is; c. charles-picard,
Les .religions de l'Afrique antique (paris, 1954), 42-52;R. Charlier,-;ta nouvelle s6rie de steles
puniques de Constantine et la question des sacrifices dits 'molchomor,'en relation avec l,expres-
sion 'bsrm btm,' " Karthago, 4 (1953), 3-49; p. cintas, "Ir sanctuaire punique de Souise,',
Revue africaine, 9l (1947), l-80; B. Delavault and A. Lemaire, ..Une stele .molk,de palestine
d6di6e i Eshmoun? REs 367 reconsid6r6," RB, 83 (1976), 569-5g3; R. Dussaud, .,pr6cisions
6prgraphiques touchants les sacrifices puniques d'enfants,'i cMI, 1946,371-3g7:J.-G. F6vrier,
"Essai de reconstruction du sacrifice molek," JA, z4g (1960), 167-lg7; idem, ,,Molcho*or,';
RHR, 143 (1953), 8-18; idem, "Le rite de substitution dans les textes de N,Gaous," JA, 250(1962), 1-10; "I-e vocabulaire sacrificiel punique," JA, 243 (1955), 49-63; G. Garbini,
.ljr:irlor"_:arraginese CIS I 5510 e il sacrihcio-.molk,' ', RSO, 42 Oc;67),8_tt; iaei, ;,iii?v: "l?D e']DN: A proposito di cIS I 123 8," RSo, 43 (1968), 5-tt; idei,..Il sacrificio dei
bambini nel_mondo punico," Atti delln Settimana di Studio "sangue e Anthiopologia Biblica,,
Roma, 10-15 marzo 1980, I (Rome, l98l), 127-134: S. Gsell, Hisioire ancienne del,Afrique du
nord, lY (repr. Paris, 1972),^4M-4_lo; {. Gley, " 'Moloch' et .Molchomor': A propos des stEles
yotiygsr" MAH, 54 (1934),83-102; J. Hoftijiea "Eine Notiz zum punischen Kinderopfea" Irr
8 (1958), 288-292; C. Picard, "[r monument de Nebi-yunis,,'RB, g3 (1976),5g4_g9.

III: E. Dhorme, La religion des Hlbreux nomades (paris, 1937), zol-zl'g; idem, ,,1* dieu
Baal et le dieu Moloch dans la tradition biblique," Anst, 6 (1956), il-a\ l. Jirku, ,,Gab es imAr einen Gott Molok (Melek)?" ARw 35 (193g), l7gf.; o. Kaiser, ..Den Erstgeborenen deiner
Scihne sollst du mir geben. Erwiigungen zum Kinderopfer im Ar. Denkender Glaube. Fs c. H.
Ratschow (Berlina.{ew York, 1976), 24-49: D. platar;ti, ..Zum Gebrauch des wortes mlk im
AT"' w, 28 (1978),286-300; R. de vaux, studies in or sacifice (cardiff, rgu),73-go.

l. LidzEph, t (1902\,285-87.
2. Picard.
3. DISO' s.v. mlk V; R. S. Tomback, A Comparative ltxicon of the Phoenician and punic

Languages. SBI Drss, 32 (1978), s.v. mlk ly.
4. Texts in Alquier-Alquier.
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The defective orthography of the preformative syllable occurs frequently in derivatives
of nouns with mem-preformative froml-waw/yodh roots; cf., e.g., m;', "place or act of
going forth," or mtnt, "gift."s The defective orthography of the stem vowel, however,
corresponding to the o-phoneme between / or r and c or ch in the Latin transcriptions,
apparently derives from the short i in the stem syllable ofthe Phoenician-Punic causative.
The vowel is additionally attested by the rendering ml'k,6 in which 'replaces d. The vowel
sequence 6 - E in the root ft//c is illuminated by comparison with thuulek, "guest."7 The
absence of the vowel in the Latin transcriptions may have resulted from subsequent
linguistic degeneration, something also attested by the orthographical variation.

Since the causative (yiphil) of y/t means "to offer, present" (cf. Phoen. wylk zbfu,
"and they will present a burnt offering"s;, the maqtil noun refers to the result of the
particular action expressed ("that which is presented/offered") or to the action itself
("presenting, the act of offering or sacrificing"); the feminine construction mlkt refers
to the latter, more abstract usage.

Contextual considerations also suggest thatmlk(t) functions as a sacrificial term.e Since
mlkfreqtently occurs as the object of ndr "to vow, pledge,"l0 Otto Eissfeldt's suggestion
thatmlk itself refers to a "vow, pledge" is unacceptable. Primarily, however, mlk, "offer-
ing," and the prepositional objectbmlk'zrm(h)'ifit, "as offering . . . ," are used with verbs
such as ytn, "to give," tt zbb, etc., "to sacrifice,"12 and ni', "to present, offer."13 Finally,
mlk b'l occurs as a predicatiye of mtnt, "his gift (consecrated to the deity;." t+

Correspondingly, the inscriptions of Ngaus identify the terms constructed with
molch- etc. as sacrum magnum nocturnumt1 or as sacrum.t6

Sacrificial terms are also constructed as causatives from verbs of movement in other
Semitic languages: Heb. 'lh hiphil (e.g., Gen. 8:20; 22:2: cf . Pun. lr7'r7); Heb. 7r hiphil;
and Aram. nsq/slq aphel (variously "to present, offer"), from the latter of which the
nouns (Late Babylonian) massaqtu, "burnt offering," and (Mand.) masiqta, referring
to the sacramental meal, are derived.ls

5. J. Friedrich and W. Riillig, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik. AnOr 46 (1970), 8202b.
6. A. Berthier and R. Charlier, Le sanctuaire punique d'El-Hofra d Constantine (Paris, 1955),

54,2.
7. Plautus Poenulus 934.
8. KAI,26,1r,19.
9. Eissfeldt, Dussaud, F6vrier, Hoftijzer, and others.
10. Ri$ 367,1,2; CIS, 1,307,3f.; 

-Berthier-Charlier, 
42, t-3; 54,2f .; 55, tf .; KAI, t}s,2t.

11. RES, 367, t, 2; CIS, t, 5685, 2.
12. Neupunische Inschrifien (numbering follows P. Schnider; cf. the list in KAI, lll,74-77),

15, l;18, l;19, l;20,ll2:74,1;75,1/2:77,2;85,1:cf.turtherChabot, JA,lllS (1916),509.
13. Neupunische Inschiften,2l (= p41, 167), 1,3; on zbh b, "to sacrifice as," cf. Friedrich-

Riillig, $283, 10.
14. KN,99,2.
15. 1,415;3, l/2.
16.2,516; 4,415.
17. KAI, 159,8.
18. Cf. W. von Soden, "n als Wurzelaugment im Semitischen," Studia oientalia. Festschrift

C. Brockelmann. WZ Halle-Wittenberg, l7,213 (1968), G, H. 213, 175-184.
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The most recently suggested identificationle of Pun. mlk Yzo with mlk II, "king,"
in the fashion of an epithet of the divine recipient of the sacrifice named in the
inscription, is unacceptable not least because no divine name occurs before mlk to
which the epithet might refer;2l even in the expression mtnt' mlk b'1,22 the combination
mlk b'1, used predicatively, would exhibit no satisfactory syntactical connection even
if it were the reference to a deity. In most instances, however, an epithet mlk wotld
compete with other epithets appended to the name of the god honored by the sacrifice.
Furthermore, the feminine construction mlkP3 wouldnot agree in gender with b'l ttmn;z+
conversely, the masc. mlk wolld be referring to the feminine divine nar,lre tfi.zs Finally,
assuming that mlk is functioning as an epithet, then the molch- of the Latin transcriptions
would have to be separated from Phoen.-Pun. mlk,26 espooially since an interpretation
of mobh- as "king" is still impeded by the fact that Phoen.-Pun. rnlk, "king," attests
the stem vowel i or a.27

The frequency of Semitic causative constructions from verbs of movement for
sacrificial terminology also militates against associating mlk in the sense of "royal
sacrifice"28 or of "(compelling) power"ze with the root mlk "king."

2. The Semantic Field of mlk Since rnlt occurs without more specific attributive
qualifications only in a few texts,30 a more exact determination of is meaning can only
be attained by analyzing its attendant semantic field.

a. molchomOr etc. and mlk'mr. The construction molchomo-r in the Ngaus inscrip-
tions corresponds according to J.-B. Chabot3l and many others to the expression rzlt
'mr aheady attested in the earliest votive stelae from Carthage and Constantine.32 The
interpretation of Pun. 'rarcorresponding to Heb.'immdr "lamb,"33 is supported, despite

19. Charlier, l5-19.
20. DISO.
21. AS, \ 307, 4: Berthier-Charlier, 36,2; 42,3; Neupunische Inschrirteru 30,2.
22. KN,99,2.
23. CrS, r, 5684, l.
24. Ibid., lines 3/4.
25. Berthier-Chxlier, 37, 2.
26. This is the consistent position of Weinfeld.
27. Friedrich-Rttllig, g 193b.
28. W. E Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (L,ondon, 1968), 210; idem (with a

different semantic determination) , Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Garden City, 51968),

156-58.
29. R. Dussaud, review of F6vrier, JA, 243 (1955), 49-63; and idem, "L*.s d6couvertes

6pigraphiques puniques et n6opuniques depuis la guerre," studi Oientalistici. Festschrift G. Levi
della Vida,I (Rome, 1956),274-286, Syr 34 (1957), 394; cf. already Dussaud, CMI, 1946,372,

30. REE 367 , l, l; Berthier-Charl ier, 42, 4; 43, 4; Neupunische Inschriften, 30, 2; KAI, l5g
(= Neupunische Inschriften, 124), 9.

31. cMI, t931,26f.
32. KAI, 6l B, l/2: CIS, l, 307,4/5; Chabot, JA, tttt} (1917), 49f.; Berthier-Charlier, 54,

213;55 (= KAI, lO9),112.
33. DISO, 18; further parallels in Tomback, 24.
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the o of the Latin transcriptions,y both by the expression agnum pro vikario3s and by
the portrayals on the Ngaus stelae of a bearded Saturn with a sacrificial knife before
whom a sheep lies. Archaeological evidence points in the same direction: in addition
to the remains of children, the tophets of Punic sanctuaries also increasingly yield those
of calves, sheep, lambs, young goats, and even birds.36

Apparently, mlk 'mr always occurs without any more specific attributive qualifica-
tions.37

b. mlk 'dm. The expression mlk 'dm is attested in Constantine and Altiburos;38 with
the frequent addendum birm . .. ,3e it can probably best be explained philologically
as "human sacrifice."a0 The interpretation of 'dm x a subjective genitive in the sense
of "layman"ar is excluded as a possibility because the donor of a mlk'dm bi'rm btmaz
refers to himself as a "priest";43 derivation from dm, "blood," with aleph-prosthe-
ticum,a however, is inconsistent with phonetic laws.45 Even when mlk 'dm occurs
without more specific attributive qualifications,6 the expression can admittedly refer
metonymically to a substitute sacrifice; in that case, the cultic terminology no longer
reflects the actual custom. To be sure, the expression mlk 'dm never occurs in combi-
nation with 'mt; "lamb," or Dl "instead of an infant," expressions almost certainly
referring to substitutions.

c. mlk b'1. That mlk b'l does indeed mean "offering in place of an infant"aT is shown
by the parallel formulation to KAI, 6l A,ll2, mlk 'mr "offering of a lamb."a8 The
parallel nature of mlk b'l and mlk 'mr in KAI,6l, A and B, also militates against the
interpretation of b'l as a subjective genitive (in the sense of "citizen"4e or "donor,

Biver"so; or as the divine name D7;st ,ntt latter suggestion is also problematical because

34. Which is why E. Lipifiski (in W. Beyerlin, ed., Near Eastem Religious Texts. OTL fEng.
trans. 19781,234) reads the ptcp. qal active of 'mnthe votive offering "of one who promises."

35. Ngaus cited in Alquier-Alquier,3,6;4, 4.
36. Bibliog. in Kaiser,29f., no. 15.
37. The expression mlk'h (Berthier-Charlier, 56 f= tr711, ll0l) is an isolated occurrence and

apparently represents a scribal error, as does mlk Tr (C1S, l, 123 B, ll2).
38. Examples in DISO, s.v. mlk Y l; see also ANEZ 658.
39. Cf. I.2.e below.
40. E.g., Eissfeldt, 16; Hoftijzer, 289; Rttllig, KAI,ll, ll4.
41. Investigated as a possibility by Eissfeldq similarly Lipifiski, 234.
42. Berthier-Chadier, 29, 3.
43. F6vrier, RHR, 143 (1953), 10f.
44. So F6vrier, JA,243 (1955), 54.
45. On Edom in Augustine, cf. Hoftijzer, 289, no. 2, and again F6vrier, JA, 248 ( I 960), I 86,

no. 17.
46. Berthier-Charlier, 39, l; 40, 3; 41, 3; KAI, lO3, l/2; Altiburos 2 (LidzEph, l, 42, no. l).
47.F€vier, RHR, 143 (1953), 16; idem, JA,243 (1955), 53; idem, .1A,248 ( 1960), 177; Riillig,

KAI, n,76f.
48. KAI, 6l,B,ll2; further examples of mlk b'l in DISO s.v. mlk, Y 4; see also mlkt b'1, CIS,

I,5684, l, as well as D7 alone, Berthier-Charlier, 114,4. See also ANET 658.
49. Cazelles, DBS, V, 1342.
50. Lipifski, 234.
51. Weinfeld, 139.
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of (l) the absence of a prep. I for b'1, (2) the competing reference to the recipient of
the sacrifice by lb'l funn,sz and (3) the lack of gender agreement in mlkt b'1.s3 Tlte
substitution of a lamb for a child is suggested both by the expression agnum pro
vikario5a and by the apparently formulaic sequence anima pro anima, sanguis pro
sanguine, vita pro vita.ss

d. nsb mlk(t) (b'l). T\e combinations nsb mlk,56 n;b mlk b'l ['7r7n),st nsb mlkt b'1,58

nsb mlk 'Shhrso and nsb mlkt bmsrmfi show that the locus of the mlk sacrifice was
designated by a stela (nsb). The remains of sacrifices are often found beneath such
stelae, and occasionally - though not always6l - the erection of such a stela itself
seems to have been viewed as the substitute biry, "instead of flesh."62

e. mlk bir etc. T"be expression mlk bir should be interpreted from the perspective
of Carthaginian'i ndr knmy . . . biry, "that which KNMY pledged . . . instead of
his flesh."63 The terms biry, biry', and birm are composed of b, "instead of," and

^fr "flesh"o+ and the 3rd person masculine/feminine singular suffix.65 The renderings
collected by Ren6 Charliet'6 and Jacob Hoftijzer6T also suggest the lexeme .ir; the
frequent occurrence of a vowel letter between .f and r suggests an equivalent to Heb.
,f"?4 "flesh."68 The possible combination bJr with suffix6e or plural endingT0 is less
persuasive, since b-i'irm, "instead of his flesh,"7l occurs parallel after 6-smh,
"instead of his descendant."Tz The parallel b;mh par. bi'irm13 additionally confirms
the euphemistic use of .ir for "child"; correspondingly, the expression 6;mh i'rrt+

52. KAI,61, A,415 and passim.
53. C/t I,5684, L
54. Ngaus, 3,6; 4,4.
55. lbid., 2,314; 3, 314; and, in a different order: 4,213.
56. RES, 367,t, t.
57. Examples in DISO s.v. mlh Y 4; see also KAI, 98,2; CIS, 1,2613;5685, 1.

58. C1S, r,5684, l.
59. rbid., 1238, t/2.
60. rbid., r, 198, 4t5.
61. Contra Weinfeld, 135.
62. Cf.1.2.e below; KA1, 79, 516; cf . 163,2 and the sparse inscriptions on the stelae from Nora;

cf. here S. Moscati, l,e stele puniche di Nora nel Museo Naziornle di Cagliai. StSem,35 (1970).
63. KAI, 79, 3-6 (cf. C1S, l, 296, 2: 3822, 2-5;5688, 2-5; N. Slouszch, 'dsar hakkelfr!61

happeniqiyydl (Tel Aviv, 1942),471,3-6. On mlk bir as an object of ndr "to vow, pledge," cf.
c1s, r,306,5.

64. DISO, 288; Tomback, 3l L
65. F6vrier, RHR, 143 (1953), l2ff., utd elsewhere.
66. P. 32.
67. P. 290, no. l.
68. A different opinion is expressed by Cazelles,1342.
69. Hoftijzer, 292;' DISO,45.
70. Dussaud, 380.
71. KAI,162,2.
72. Cf. l. 4 and bkny, "instead of his descendant[?]," ClE I, 5688, 4/5.
73. KAt,162,2.
74. Ibid., t63,3.
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seems to mean "instead of an offspring of their [?] flesh" (cf. the use of Heb. ie'Zr
"flesh," in Lev. l8:3; 20:19; and Pun. .f'l5 for "relatives").

The term birm also occurs in the following combinations: birm btm'76 birm bntm;7l
mlk'dm bi(')rm btm;tz 

^rO'dm 
birm bn' tm'le and mlk'dm'zrm'i . . . birfi btfi.zo

The problematical element here is the relationship between bntm and btm (> btn).
Eissfeldt8l resolves btminto the prep. D with the subst. tm ("in perfection/complete-
ness"), whereby tm,like the Hebrew adj. tamtm (Ex. 12:5; Lev. l:3; l0:3), evokes
the idea of unblemished ritual purity as a prerequisite for sacrifices.82 It must be
pointed out that in inscriptionss3 btm corresponds to Lat. de pecunia s&a,84 t'u, or"'t
own cost," which can be transferred to mlk as a substitute offering and which
James-Germaine F6vrier85 also applies to bntm as b + tmm niphal; here one can point
out also that RfS 367 consists of an enumeration of persons who have made a
financial contribution ('rkt) to a mlk sacifice. It seems more likely, however, that
birm bntm and birm btmboth should be understood from the perspective of birm bn'
trt, "insteadof hisflesh,insteadof hisunblemishedson";86itisof noconsequence
that the 3rd person masculine singular suffix is actualized in two sequential words
by the allomorphs -m and -'.87 btm then arises from bntm through assimilation of n
to t; bntm and btm never occur together.

f. 'zrm (h)'i/'it. Special problems are presented by 'zrm (h)'i, etc., and 'zrm 'it,
etc. Although the expressions do occur alone,88 they are usually found in combina-
tions: as genitive to mlk,8e to mlk'dm,eo and to [ns]D mlk b'l;et the expression bmlk
'zrm (h)'i/'it seems specifically to be characteristic for Guelma (Calams).sz The verbs
with which'zrmis used as an object show that it is a sacrificial designation: nJ', "to

75. Tomback, 310.
76. JA, llll0 (1917),76, 3; KAI, lM, 2-6; Slouszch, 228, 2.
77. CIS, l,3746,617 (similarly 4929, 3; 5741, 8); Berthier-Charlier, 38,314; 45, 314.
78. KAI, 105, 3; 106 (= Berthier and Charlier, 28), l; Berthier-Charlier, 29, ll2;30, l/2;32,

2;34,314;36,3.
79. KAI, 107 1= 3srthi..-Charlier, 35), 4.
80. Berthier-Charlier, 37, 2/3.
81. P. 20.
82. Hoftijzer, 291, no. l.
83. KN,72,8,4, and elsewhere.
84. KAI, 124; 125; 126.
85. JA,248 (1960), 172.
86. KN, 107,4.
87. Cf. the corresponding juxtaposition of -' and -' in Berthier-Charlier, 4, 4; 104,213; cf.

Riillig, (A1, II, l15.
88. CIS, l, 3781, 2; 3783, 2; 5550, 2; 5702, 213; 5741, 611; Berthier-Charlier, 162, l/2:

Neupunische Inschriften, ll, 2.
89. Examples in DISO, s.v. mlk, Y,3.
90. Idem.
91. KN,98,2.
92. Neupunische Inschi{ten,15,2; 18, 213;21 (= KAI,167),213.
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present, offer,"93 pg', "to honor (a vow, etc.),"ea and probably also ndti "to pledge,
vow,"95

Since the 'zrm'Vit in certain instancese6 is apparently preceded by abirnUm with the
same function, the afformaive -m might be the 3rd person masculine singular suffix;
admittedly, to my knowledge a masculine form without a suffix is nowhere attested for
'zrm. The singular character of its presumed apposition 'J militates against taking -z as a
plural ending, and the absence of such a morpheme in the extant Phoenician-Punic
evidence militates against taking it as an adverbial ending. Given its morphological
uncertainty, explanations of this semanteme on the basis of Ugar. izr (a type of sacrifice)e7
or Pun. 'zrt, "family, descendants,"e8 are still questionable. If, on the other hand, -ru is not
an afformative, this makes unlikely any connection with Phoenician'zrm in KAI, 14,3,
13, not least because this is a verbal form (lst person singular prefixing conjugation zrn
niphal, "I was snatched/carried away," correspondrngto ngzlt,lst person singular affixing
conjugation Szl niphal with the same meaninge) which does not fit the Punic passage.

The (appositional?) 'J, etc., and '.ir, etc., as in 'ti we'iiti (Gen. 7:2), signals the
opposition "masculine 

- feminine," apparently with respect to the sacrificial elements
themselves.lm The sequence 'zrm 'i y1'77a '!1tot refers to the juxtaposition of a male
and a female sacrifice, whereas a pronominal interpretation of i/rilo2 in this passage
yields no sense; the subjects of the pledging and offering are precisely here probably
not coincidentally father and daughter (ll. 3-5).

3 . Function of the mlk Sacrifice. If in the Phoenician-Punic sphere the mlk was thus
probably originally a child sacrifice or its later substitution by a lamb or something
similar,lo3 we must now inquire regarding the function of this sacrifice.

a. Thanksgiving Ceremony. As far as information concerning its reasons is con-
cerned, the mlk stelae admittedly do not deviate from the other extant votive stones:
They mention an answered prayer (e.g., kim'ql', "because he heard *r uot""" to+) and
refer to the blessing received (brk', "he blessed him"). To that extent the mlk sacifice,

93. CIS, I, 3781; 3783; 5550.
94. Neupunische Inschiften, ll.
95. CIS, 5702; 5741. Cf. now Unil'.'zr J. Hoftijzea G. van der Kooij, and H. J. Franken,

Ararnaic Tex* from Deir 'Alla. DMOA, 19 (1976),1, 14(12).
96. Berthier-Charlier, 37, 2, and CIS, l, 5741,6-8.
97. R. de Vaux, review of C. Mrolleaud,, I-a ligende phinicienne de Danel (Paris, 1936),

and idem, review of C. Virolleaud, La ligende du roi Keret des Sidonens (Gembloux, 1936),
RB, 46 (1937),442.

98. J.-G. F6vrier, "lA, 239 (1951), 9f.; cf . BAr 0946149, 1953), 168.
99. Ll.2, 12, contra Fdvrier, JA,243 (1955), 57-63.
100. On the appositional designation of such elements, cf. Friedrich-Riillig, 9309.
l0l. c1s, t, 5702, 2t3.
102. Most recently Tomback, 9.
l03.Cf.alsoK.JaroI, DieStellungdesElohistenzurkanaanciischenReligion.OBO,4(1974),

296tr.
104. This and the following citation, KAI, llD,4; ANET, 658.
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like most votive offerings, represents a thanksgiving ceremony. The purpose of the mlk
sacrifice resides accordingly in the hope of future blessing (tbrk', "may she [the
goddessl bless him"l05). Most of the inscriptions also reveal that the offering and the
erection of the stela were carried out as the fulfillment of a vow made in a situation
of diStress, whereby one can compare the expression ex voto from Ngaus (1, 5, etc.)
with the previously mentioned occurrences of ndr "to vow, pledge."

The admittedly extremely fragmentary text of KAI 162 suggests that the answer to
the prayer consisted in the gift of pregnancy, and since the ones making the offering
seldom ampliff their names with a title,lffi we can assume that the mlk sacifrce derives
from the familial sphere, a fact consistent perhaps with its atavistic character. In the
substitution sacrifice the previously requested child is then returned to the deity as a
symbolic gift. Substitute sacrifices probably were not offered when the god 

- as in
Jgs. 11:30-40 

-provided 
deliverance from a different kind of distress and danger.

Such future blessing was probably almost always intended to benefit the actual
donor. In other instances, the concern may have been for the child delivered by the
substitute, as evidenced perhaps by the expressions pro salute Concessfe),tw pro
Conlcesfse salute,tos arrd, pro salutlef Donat|t@ if Concessa and Donatus are the names
of the children involved.llo

b. Ceremony of lnment or Petition. In contrast, the mlkt bmsrm in CIS, l, 198,415,
apparently represent(s) a ceremony of lament and petition, if, that is, bmsrm can be
understood with Eissfeldllll 35 ths prep. b + the noun msrm, "in situations of distress,"
after the analogy of Heb. m'sdrim (Lam. l:3) and min-hamm€sar (Ps. 118:5). In the
case of C1S, I, 198, the reference is to the distress of a person different from the person
offering the sacrifice, a person for whom the mlkt sacrifice(s) bm;rm is/are made. Only
the mlkt sacrifice(s) bmsrm, "in situations of distress," can be compared with the
Phoenician and Punic child sacrifices made in catastrophic situations as attested by
Philo Byblius (in Eusebius Praep. ev. i.10.44; cf. Porphyry, in Eusebius Praep. ev.

iv.l6.6) and other ancient authors, though both this procedure and that in 2 K. 3:27
derive from the public-political sphere rather than the private sphere.

Regardless of whether the Punic mlk sacifice actually constitutes a ceremony of
thanksgiving or of petition, it was in any case prompted by a specific, given occasion
and was never a regularly performed institution.

II. Related Constructions in the Ancient Near East Outside the Phoenician-
Punic Sphere? There do not appear to be any institutions outside the Phoenician-Punic
sphere corresponding to Heb. mdle$.

105. KAr, 79,6.
106. So Berthier-Charlier, 29, 3; 41, 2; 42, 2.
107. Ngaus,2,4/5.
to&. rbid.,3,4.
t09. Ibid., 4,3.
110. Carcopino.
I I l. Pp. 28-30; cf. the bibliog. in DISO, s.v. mlk Y, 5
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Because of its nonreligious usage, the Late Egyptian terrn mrk, "(royal) gift" (for
a king),I12 although apparently a canaanite loanword,l13 is not to be associated in any
way with the Phoen.-Pun. or Heb. mlk attested at a so much later date; perhaps mrk,
if it is not a derivation of mlk, "king,"tt+ can be explained as a derivation of a root
meaning "dowry" attested in Akkadian (mulfigu/mullgu),rts Ugaritic (mlg),1t6 and
Rabbinic Hebrew (mcWgl.rtt

The nouns mlk and mlkt, which in uM (no. I I 19) Cyrus H. Gordon still assigns to
Ugar. mlk II ("a kind of sacrifice"), he in U7(no. 1483) assigns to mlkl,..king." The
expression film.mlkilm)mlkt, too, involves the opposition "king 

- 
queen," since the

following genitive attributes to ilm arc also actually designations of class standing.l18
The dbh.mlk par. dbh.spnt le refers to a sacrifice for Il which is here associated with

Zaphon;lz0 here mlk has become a fixed, independent epithet like Akk. mdliku(m),
"counselor," or mal(i)ku(m), "king," which is applied as an epithet to a whole series
of Mesopotamian gods.l2l Similarly, one can compare dM,q..ur.Mr5 

= 7n!lqnt2:2 with the
malikfr or maliku of Mari.l23

The term Malik, attested in Mesopotamia as early as the pre-Sargonic period,l24 or
Malku(m),lzs is also attested in personal names from Ugaritl26 and recently also from
Ebla.t27 Neither this term nor the malikil/mdlikfi from Mari, given their association with
the netherworld, has anything to do with the Phoen.-Pun. or Heb. mlk.t2l The divine

ll2. Wen-amon, ll, 12 (ANET, 27); Chester-Beatty, I, vo. B, 3l (WbAS, II, I13.3).
113. M. Burchardt, Die altkanaaniiischen Fremdworte und Eigennatnen im Agyptischen

(l*ipzig, I 909f.), no. 48 l.
l14. W. F. Albright, review of J. B. Ititchard, ANET (Princeton, l95O), JAOS, 72 (1951),

261.
lt5. AHw, II (1972), 67lb: CAD, Xl2 (1977), 193t.
116. UT no. 1480.
ll7. Cf. Cazelles, 1343.
118. Contra Cazelles, 1345.
tt9. KTU, t.9t,2/3.
120. As also in KTU, 1.47,1; cf. also 1.148:1.
121. Contra Eissfeldt, Neze keilalphabetische Tbxte aus Ras Schamra-[Jgarit. SDAW, 196516,

14, and many others; cf. K. L. Tallqvist, Akkadische G1tterepitheta. stor 7 (1938, repr. 1974),
128t.

122. Usaitica,5 (1968), 45, 35.
l23.ExamplesinCAD,Xll(1977),168;cf.J.F.Healy, "MLKM/R?'UM andrhe KIS?UM,"

UE l0 (1979),89-91; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Neue Studien zu den Ritualtexten aus Ugarit
(I) Ein Forschungsbericht," U4 l3 (1981),69-74.

124. J. J. M. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon (Baltimore, 1972),42f . and passim.
125. Examples in CAD, Xll (1977),168f. (with bibliog.!).
126. Ugaitica, 5, 60; PNU,79.l57f.
127. G. Pettinato, "Testi cuneiformi des 3. millennio in paleo-cananeo rinvenuti nella

campagna 1974 aTell Mardrkh = Ebla," Or 44 (1975),370f.; idem, "The Royal Archives of
Tell Mardikh-Ebla," BA, 39 (1976),50; idem, "Aspetti amministrativi e topografici di Ebla nel
III millenni av. Cr.," RSq 50 0976), l-14 and elsewhere.

128. cf. w. F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore, lg54), 162-64,
218; Cazelles, l3Mf .; de Vaux, 88f., and many others.
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name Muluk, occurring in the place rranre llum-Muluk,tze in the North Semitic personal

name l-tar-mu-luk,t3o and in Ugaritic personal rames,l3l is probably merely a phonetic

variation of Malik belonging to the larger context of the "Canaanite" phonetic shift a
> o,' the place name llum-Muluk also occurs in the form l-lu-ma-li-ka-wiki.t32 On the

other hand, Malik/Malku(m)/Muluk and the malikfi/mdlikn of Mari are ultimately prob-

ably identical with the melefu of Isa. 57:9.

III. mdlek in Hebrew.
1. Linguistic Considerations. In my opinion, the connection between Heb. lemokkt33

and Phoen.-Pun. mlAmobh-I34 seems even more likely now that the "missing link"
between Hebrew and Punic has emerged in the inscriptional casts of RES 367 from
NEbi Yilnis, even though this Phoenician inscription is also more recent than the OT

a. Form and Meaning. In the Hebrew expression l"malef,, "as an offering," the prep.

/'is not a dative particle (e.g., "for mOleft"), but rather has the same function as the Punic

b-essentiae in bmlk'zrm (h)'if it;t3s Bis5fsld1t36 early compared lemdlef, with l"'61i, "as

a bumt offering" (Gen. 22:2),andl"'didn, "as a guilt offering" (rv. 5:18). InBzk.23:37,
the /'-essentiaeinl"'ol5lL, "as food," is accompaniedby thedative-/'referring to the divine
recipients of the sacrif,rce (ldhem), whereby the two functions of /' can be clearly
distinguished. The first misunderstanding of the sacrificial term as the designation of a

deity might be the expressionzdnk'aharA hanvndle[, "play the harlot after Molech" (Lev.

20:5), as shown by the parallel use of ztni in v. 6. This misunderstanding of l"molef, as

the designation of a deity then manifests itself in the Masoretic vocalization according to
habbdiet, in the translationho M6loch (basileils,l K. I l:7; or drchan, kv. l8:21; 20:2-5)
in the later LXX passages (2K.23:lO;Ier.32.,351' Am. 5:26), in Aquila, Symmachus, and

Theodotion, and in the construction Moloch in the Vulg.
The suggestion that m1le$ represents an earlier, independent divine designalisnl3T

seems unlikely not least be cause mdlef; does not occur apart from the context of sacrifice

in the OT.
The correct pronunciation of Heb. mlk might be similar to that disclosed for Phoen.-

Pun. mbl4k, especially since a transition to the Masoretic mdlef; is easy to imagine from
that basis.

b. The Semantic Field of mdlef;. T\e Hebrew term 7r hiphil, "to offer," corresponds

129. Examples in M. Birot, J. R. Kupper, and O. Rouault, Ripenoire analytique. ARM.TXYUI
(t979),17.

130. cT,33,29, 15.
l3l. PRU,IV, 215, 27:RS 17.242.
132. G. Dossin, "Signaux lumineux au pays de Mari," RA, 35 (1938), 178, no. l.
133. On 1", cf. Eissfeldt, 36.
134. After Eissfeldt this connection is postulated esp. by Dussaud, Guey, Carcopino, Charles-

Picard, and Cazelles.
135. Cf. I.1, 2.f. above.
136. Pp. 38f.
137. So Bea, Komfeld, Dronkert, Weinfeld, Plataroti, and many others.
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as a morphological-semantic parallel to Phoen.-Pun y//c yiphil, "to offer," 138 whereby
l"ha'af;ir (Lev. 18:21; Ier. 32:35) is tautologically related to lem1lef,. The combination.Dr hiphil with I"YHWH (Ex. 13:12) makes it plausible that l"molef; could also be
misunderstood as the dative of a divine name. The expression ndlan lem1lef; (l*v.
20:2-4; cf . nalan + object b"lbr in Ex. 22:28f-lBng. vv. 29f.1; Mic. 6:7) is apparenrly
an early component of Canaanite sacrificial language;l3e cf. also yrn with the object
"sacrificial gifts,"t+o ytn with the object mlk (b'l),t4t and the use of the nolurrr mtnt',
"gift," with the predicative mlk b'1.t42 Then, however, bd'Ei (Pm1leb, .,with 

[RSB
'through'l fire (as a mlk sacifice)" in connection with ?r hiphil (Dt. 18: l0; 2 K. 16:3;
l7:17; 2l:6; 23:lO; 2 Ch. 33:6; Ezk. 20:31) is doubtlessly to be raken just as literally
as in combination with irp, "to burn" (Dt. 12.,31;2 K. 17:31; Jer.7:31; l9:5).t+r 11r"
expression wayya!'er bd'zi (2 ch. 28:3) also refers to actual burning of the mlk
sacrifice. Furthermore, in contrast to the Phoenician-Punic evidence, the idea of sub-
stitution for the sacrifice is excluded for Heb. mdlef, by the mention of "seed" (Lev.
18:21; 20:2-4) and especially of sons and daughters (2 K. 23:10; Jer. 32:35; cf. Dt.
12:31; Jer. 7:31; l9:5;2 K. 17:31).

2. occurrences and Dating. The expression lem1leS definitely occurs in Lev. 18:21;
20:2,3,4; 2 K. 23:10; Jer. 32:35; ro these we may add hammdlek in I*v.20:5. The
expression lammelef, in the gloss to Isa. 30:33 probably also refers to the mlk sacrifice,
whereas in 1 K. 11:7 one should proabably readl"milkam instead of lemdle$. Hence
all occurrences are found either within the context of the Holiness Code or within that
of the Deuteronomistic literature.

Although the formulations in [rv. 20:2-4 contain older linguistic elements, in their
present form they also exhibit stylistic features of later literary rhetoric; in fact, the
whole of v. 5bB, with zdnA 'ah"rA hammdlef,, may be the work of a glossarist.laa
However, the doubling of the verbs nilan and lc + 'br hiphil + Pmdleg in Lev. 18:21,
where furthermore the placing of the object in the initial position can be explained as
literary imitation of vv.7-19, does not at all give a stronger impression of originality
than does Lev. 2o:2-4, especially since Lev. 18:21 stands isolated within its own
sen1sx1.r4s Thus [rv. l8:4;20:2-5 contribute to the dating of the mlk sacrifice in Israel
only to the extent that the present secondary stratum of the Holiness Code undenvent
its literary reworking at earliest during the exilic period, and more likely during the
postexilic period.

138. KAr,26,il, t9.
139. Contra Kaiser,42.
l4O. KAI, 43,9;68, 18 137,6; 163, t.
t4t. R4s,367,t, U2; CrS, t,5685,2.
142. KAI,99,2; see I.l above.
143. With Kaiser, 33f.; contra Weinfeld, l4l, and Plataroti, 292f.
144. Cf. M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1965), 14749: cf., however, also W. Thiel,

"Erwiigungen zum Alter des Heiligkeitsgesetzes," AW, 8l (1969), 53tr.
145. Cf. Kaiser, 43.
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Otto Kaiserl6 has interpreted the plerophoric expression he'"|ir ba'ei) Pmdlel
(2K.23:10;Jer.32:35) as a secondary literary enhancement of idrap bd'ei gel7i3l).
Particularly the (post-Deuteronomistic?) reference to Josiah's defilement of the Topheth
(2 K. 23:lO) might owe more to the Deuteronomistic ideal of this king than to actual

historical sysn1s.147 This terminology derives from the Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic
criticism of the cult, whereby child sacrifice, on the basis of a (secondary?) combination
in Dt. 18:10, also appears together with sorcery and necromancy in l,ev.20:5f.;2 K.
17:17: 2l:6: 2 Ch. 33:6. The offer of sacrifice of the first-born as an atonement rite in
Mic. 6:7 must then belong to the exilic period just as do its devaluation (Ezk. 20:25f .)
or the denial (Jer. 7:31 > l9:5; 32:35 [Deuteronomistic]) of any corresponding com-
mandment from Yahweh.la8 In contrast, the references to child sacrifice in the secondary
passages in Ezekiel (Ezk.l6:20f.;20:31;23:37,39; as well as Isa.57:5; Ps. 106:37)
suggest a provenance during the postexilic period.

The cause of the relatively late, episodic emergence of the mlk sacrifice in Israel
was not only crisis-related religious excesses, but simultaneously the Phoenician influ-
ence in Judah during both the exilic and postexilic periods, an influential infiltration
manifesting itself in other areas as well.l4e Contemporary influence exerted on Phoeni-

cia itself might also have occasioned the numerous Punic mlk sacrifices, which on the

basis of RES 367 and the Hebrew evidence cannot be viewed as indigenous there.

Occurrences of comparable sacrifices during earlier periods (Gen. 22; Jgs. ll:30-40;
2 K. 3:27) are ftre, and lack any terminologically demonstrated specificity.

3. The Function and the Recipient of the mdlef, Sacrifice. Only Mic. 6:7 makes what
might be a reference to the function of the Israelite mlk sacifrce. According to this
passage, both it and the action in 2 K.3:27 - in a manner different from most of the

htnic mlk sacrifices - functioned as a ceremony of lament and petition pushed to its
most extreme limits, as an act of atonement; this also explains why substitutes were
unacceptable. Its connection with the Topheth is not sufficient evidence to show that
this was a regular institutionl50: on the one hand, according to Isa. 57:5, child sacrifice
was not bound to the Topheth; on the other hand, according to Isa. 30:33, the Topheth

apparently also involved the sacrifice ofprisoners, which a gloss here probably incor-
rectly designates as mlk. To that extent the mlk sacrifice should thus be differentiated
from the regular consecration of the first-born (Ex. 34:.l9a atl.d passim); at the same

time, when in cases such as Mic. 6:7 it refers to the killing of the first-born, it might

146. rbid.,34,39,43.
147. Ibid.,33f.; E. Wiirthwein, "Die Josianische Reform und das Deuteronomium," ZThK,

73 (1976), 395-423, esp. 415; H. Hollenstein, "Literarkritische Erwiigungen zum Bericht tiber
die Reformmassnahmen Josias 2 Kd,n. XXIII 4tr.,* W, 27 (1977),334.

148. On the dating of Mic. 6:7, cf . G. Fohrer, Intro. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968), tA6;
O. Kaiser, Intro. OT (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1975),228f .

149. Ct. H.-P. Miiller, "Phdnizien und Juda in exilisch-nachexilischer ZEit," WO, 6 (1971),
189-20/..

150. Contra Weinfeld, 133f.
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have been understood as an exceptional intensification of the consecration of the
first-born.

Postexilic considerations concerning a coresponding Yahweh-commandment (Jer.
7:31 [Deuteronomistic]; Ezk. 2o:25; Mic. 6:7) suggest rhat the z/k sacrifice was
probably intended for Yahweh. There was no cogent reason to dispute in the later
redactional texts Jer. 19:5;32:35 that Yahweh had never commanded that corresponding
sacrifices be offered to Ba'al. If, however, the mlk sacrifice derives from phoenician
influence during the exilic and postexilic periods, then the gloss to Ps. 106:38 justifiably
associates it with the "idols of canaan"; Dt.12:31(Deuteronomistic); 2 K. 17:31; Ezk.
16:21 20:31;23;37 (secondary) also understand this ritual as a sacrifice to idols.

The question remains open whether temporal priority should be attributed to the
prohibition of the mlk sacrifice in trv. 18:21 2o:2-5 or to its condemnation in 2 K.
23:10; Jer. 32:35.|n either case, both prohibition and condemnation show that the mlk
sacrifice was perceived as incompatible with Yahweh's character, which accords with
its episodic emergence prompted by Phoenician influence. The question must similarly
remain open whether Yahweh's judgment, since it could not be deterred by the mlk
sacrifice, was specifically understood as having been prompted by it (e.g., in view of
the Deuteronomistic school). l5l

Kaiserl52 justifiably disputes the historical value of the mention of sacrifices offered
by the Sepharvites to 'aQrammelef;and'anammelekeK. 17:3|).whereas 'aQrammeleft
recalls the Assyrian God Adad-milki,l53 d1s divine designation'anammele( is composed
of fem. '"na1 + masc. melek corresponding to the phoen. -pun. mlk'itrt,ls4 which makes
it probable that the model was a Phoenician deity. tss On the other hand, the different
vocalization of the element-mlkby the (post-?) Deuteronomistic author of 2K. 17:31
more likely suggests that he was not thinking of any connection with hammillEp.

H.-P. Miiller

15l. Kaiser, 40.
r52. rbid.,35f.
153. E.g., O. Eissfeldt, "Adrammelek und Demarus,,, KlSchr III (1966), 335_39.
154. KAI, 19,213;71,2: ll9, l; additional examples in Rtillig, KAI, lI,2g.
155. On 'zt in Phoenician, cf. KAI, 42, l, and the examples ln R6ltig, KN, ll, 59.
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Contents: I. Occurrences. II. Etymology. Itr. The Tamarisk Manna. IV. Literary-Critical and
Theological Considerations.

I. Occurrences. The termmin, "manna," occurs 13 times in the OT: 5 times without
the article (Ex. 16:31,33;Dt. 8:16;Josh.5:l2ap;Ps.78:24; according to some scholars
also in Ex. 16:15),7 times with the article (Ex. l6:35a,b; Nu. l1:6,7,9; Dr.8:3; Josh.
5:l2aa), and once with a suffix as maneld (Neh. 9:20). The LXX transcribes it only
in Ex. 16 according to the Hebrew with man, otherwise it follows the Aramaic (cf. the
st. emph. NID of the Targumim) with manna (in Bar. I : l0 a scribal error for ftt4nct{t =
minhh, "sacrificial offering"). The NT also employs the form mdnna (Jn.6:31,49;He.
9:4; Rev. 2:17).In Ex. 16, the Vulg. renders it as does the LXX as man (also in Nu.
11), otherwise as monna. Both in Greek (where except for Ex. l6:31; Josh. 5:l2b; Ps.
77:24[Eng. 78:24] it is always used with the article) and in Latin the word is an
undeclinable neuter noun (cf. Ex. 16:35: t6 man; Neh. 9:20: manna tuum = LXX
2 Esd.l9:20: td manna sof,' Rev. 2:17). The Greek word was never declined, and the
Latin word was declined only by a few of the Church Fathers.

II. Etymolory. The etymology of mdn is disputed because the third radical necessary

man. W. Baumgartner and M. Eglin, "Ein Gegensttick zum biblischen Manna," ThZ, 4
(1948), 235-37; F. S. Bodenheimet "The Manna of Sinai," BA, l0 (1947),2-6 = G. E. Wright
and D. N. Freedman, eds., BA Reade1 I (Garden City, 196l), 76-80; idem and O. Theodor, eds.,
Ergebnisse der Sirui-Expedition 1927 der Hebrdischen Universitiit, Jerusalem (I-eipzig, 1929);
J. Buxtorf the Youngeq "Historia Mannae," Exercitationes ad Historiam (Basel, 1659), 336-390;
repr. B. Ugolinus, Thesaurus Antiquitatum Sacrarwn V/II (Venice, 1747),587-64A; J. Coppens,
"Les traditions relatives ir la Manne dans Exode, XYl," EstEcl,34 (1960), 473-489 = Misceldnea
biblica. Festschrifi A. Ferruindez (Madrid, 196l), 169-185; A. de Guglielmo, "What was the
Manna?" CBQ,2 (1940), 112-129; P. Haupt, "Biblical Studies: The Etymology of Manna," A"/f
43 (1922),247-49; idem, "Manna, Nectar, and Ambrosia," PAPS, 6l (1922),227-236; A. Kaiser,
Der heutige Stand der Mannafrage (Arbon, 1924); idem, "Nete wissenschaftliche Forschungen
auf der Sinai-Halbinsel (besonders zur Mannafrage)," ZDPV 53 (1930), 63-75; R. B. Kenney,
Ante-Nicene Greek and latin Patistic Uses of the Biblical Manna Motif (diss., Yale, 1968);
L. Kdhler, "Plinius weiss, was Manna bedeutet," Neue Ziircher Zeitung und schweizerisches
Handelsblatt, 1943, no. 822; P Maiberger, Das Manna: Eine literarische, etymologische und
naturkundliche (Jntersuchung. Agypten und AT.6 (Wiesbaden, 1983); B. J. Malina, The Palestin-
ian Manna Tradition: The Manna Tradition in the Palestinian Targums and its Relationship to
the NT Writings. AGSU,7 (1968); R. Meyer, "Mdwq," TDNT lY,462-66;' N. Peters, "ZuMan
hu, Ex 16,15," ZKTh, 23 (1899), 371: E. Rupprecht, "Stellung und Bedeutung der Erziihlung
vom Mannawunder (Ex l6) im Aufbau der Priesterschrift," ZAW 86 (1974),269-307; H. Schult,
"Mdn hii' und mah-hti' in Exodus 16,15," Diehlheimer Bliitter I (1972), l-9; A. Tschirch,
Handbuchder Pharmakognosie,lUl(Leipzig, l9l2), 103-ll4, l3l-36, 14'l ,lslf . (varioustypes
of manna); M. Walther, Tractatus plenus & planus de Manni (Leiden, 1633 [Rostock, r1631]);

J. K. Zenner, "N1;1 lD Man hu. Ex 16,15," ZKTL,23 (1899), 164-66.
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for determining the fundamental meaning is itself uncertain due to the limited word
field. Theoretically the roots mnh, mnn, mwn, and myn might be considered. At least
since the 5th century, the Jews (Amoraim) derive the word from mnh, "tocount, allot."
In this sense they see in man an abbreviated form from maneh with the meaning "gift,"
"allotment," "prepared food." Thus in the Babylonian Thlmud in the Gemara to the
tractate Sukkah 39br we read: "How do we know thatvmmeans food? From the passage
(Dnl. l:5): 'The king assigned them a daily portion."

This derivation might go back as far as the lst century B.c., as the circumscription
of manna as "hitoimon" drton in Wis. 16:20 suggests, and it might also have inspired
Philo (/,eg. all. iii.l66) in the lst century A.D. ro use the figura etymologica: kai ept
toil mdnna oiln kai epi ptisds "ddreds," hin ho thc6s "d6reitai. " This etymological
explanation was also supported in the Middle Ages by Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Kimhi, Bahya,
and Arema,2 and came by way of Nicholas of Lyra3 to Martin Luther. In his own
translation of the oT (1523), Luther renders mnn hf in Ex. 16:15 as a nominal clause:
"that is Man," and in a marginal gloss says: "Man in Hebrew means 'a gift, portion.' "
Thenceforward this derivation was accepted by almost all Christian theologians and
predominated into the past century. Against this view F. R. Fa/ derived manfromthe
uncornmon Hebrew root mnn (cf. the rendering mnnn"fta), whose meaning he gives as

"to divide, to part, to measure," comparing it with what in his opinion was the
semantically equivalent derivative mEn, "part," which is attested only once with a
stffix: minnEhfi (Ps.68:24[23]). J. G. Murphys associated the word with the root myn,
"to split, divide," taktng min to refer to a "secretion," namely, the manna which in
his opinion was secreted from the tamarisk. Paul HaupF arrived at the same conclusion
by way of the prep. min, oiginally a substantive with the meaning "separation," with
which he associated mtn, "kjnd, type," i.e., that through which something "separates
or distinguishes" itself, and min, "heretic, sectarian." Militating against this etymology,
however, is the fact that modem science was the first to recognize manna as the secretion
from a plant or animal.

There have also been attempts to explain the word as deriving from other Semitic
or non-Semitic languages. Thus as early as 1661 Johann Heinrich Hottingefl referred
to the Arabic novrl, numn, "gracious bestowal; favor; benefit," interpreting mdn then
as "quasi beneficium, donum, munus Dei" ("like a benefaction, a gift, a favor of
God"). A relationship between the two words was still considered a possibility both
by Wilhelm Gesenius since the second edition of his Hebrew dictionarys and by Eduard

l. L. Goldschmidt, Der Babylonische Talmud, Itr (Berlin, 1933), 108.
2. Cf. Buxtorf(1659),338f. = (1747),59O.
3. Postilla to Ex. l6:15.
4. The Book of Joshua (Edinburgh, l87l),66.
5. A Citical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book ofExodus (Edinburgh, 1866), 156.
6. AJn $ 0922),248; PAPS, 6t (1922),235.
7 . Etymolo g icum O ientale (FranKurt, 166l), 248.
8. F. H. W. Gesenius, Hebniisch-Deutsches Handwiirterbuch iiber die Schriften des AT(l*ip-

2ig,2t8231, 427; cf. also idem, GesTh, lt (1840), 799.
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Kdnig in his own dictionary.e In the Koran,l0 Muhammad seems through popular
etymology to have associated the Aramaic loanwordll al-mannu, "manna," from the
expression "eat of the good things with which we have supplied you," with the Arabic
verb manna, "to show grace, favor, benefaction; to grant, give as a gift, bestow with
grace," which he uses primarily in connection with Allah.l2 Thus inthe MuStar a;-;il.tal.t
by Muframmad al-Razil3 one finds the (already older) definition: "al-mamnu is every
benefaction granted by Allah, exalted is he, for which a person has neither toiled nor
striven."

Georg Ebersla suggested a derivation from daily life. Among the sacrificial offerings
intended for the Horus temple in Edfu (3rd millennium r.c.) mention is made of a
substance similar to myrrh with the consonants mnn, which he vocalizes as mannu and
identifies as manna. In contrast, Victor [-oretls reads "mennen, " and interprets it as

bitumen or asphalt. In addition, GesB, to the extent that this word mn(n?)w, which
occurs only in Late Egyptian, is the equivalent of manna at all, views it as a Semitic
loanword.

Even less persuasive is the meaning "drop, resin," determined by Julius Ftirstl6 on
the basis of Sanskrit maqti, "pearl, precious stone, jewel," which alludes (given the
comparison with bdellium in Nu. ll:7) to the resinlike drops of the (tamarisk) manna.

Ludwig KdhlerlT and Walter Baumgartnerl8 think that the original meaning of mdn
has been transmitted to us through Pliny, who says the following in Hist. nat. xii.32
concerning incense: "Micas concussu elisas mannam vocamus." K<ihler translates:
"The crumbs which are shaken away we call manna," from which he concludes that
mdn oiginally meant "something fine, grainlike, tiny crumbs"; this, he asserts, suits
Ex. 16:14 well, which in his opinion would then read: "There was on the face of the
wilderness a fine, grainlike thing." Because of the small grains, this Semitic name was
given both to incense and to the tamarisk manna. This explanation is, however, already
quite old, and was offered as early as 1644 by Claudius Salmasius. However, the idea
of something "grainlike" suggested by many dictionariesle is not contained in the Lat.
nntnna. This word, which derives from the Greek and is first used by Hippocrates,
occurs in classical literature primarily in medicinal works, where it always refers to
finely ground incense or "incense powder," which in the medicine of antiquity served
as an astringent.

9. Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Wiirterbuch zum AT (l*ipzig, ffi 1937), 228.
lO.2:57 (54); 7:160 (160); 20:80f. (82).
1 1. Cf. J. Horovitz, "Jewish Proper Names and Derivatives in the Koran," HUCA, 2 (1925),

222 and 210f.
12. Cf. Sura 3:164 (158); 4:94 (96);6:53; 12:90, and elsewhere.
13. (Cairo, 31329 = lgll),6r,2.
14. Durch Gosen zum Sinai (l*ipzig,2l88l),226f.
15. "Etudes de droguerie 6gyptienne," RI 16 (1894), 159f.
16. Concordantiae Hebraicae (Leipzig, 1840), 648.
17. No. 822; cf. HAL, ll (1995), 596.
18. P. 235.
19. Including Meyer, TDNT, lV,462.
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The tamarisk manna of the Sinai peninsula, however, is called manle by the indigenous
population, a niune doubtlessly connected with Heb. mdn. Since,however, given its usage
it must be an originally Arabic word rather than a loanword from Hebrew, it might be the
best candidate to illuminate the biblical name, if, that is, this natural product is indeed the
reference in Ex. 16. The Arabs, however, did not give this name merely to the tamarisk
manna; the polyhistorian Sitrab al-Nuwairi (127-9-1332) already enumerates thirteen
different kinds of manna.2o According to him, the Arabs use the wordmannamong others
to refer to honey, stick-lac, labdanum, the powdery leaf covering wars and qinbl, dodder,
the waxen layer on palm leaves, the Persian tarangubinor alhagi manna, to which he also
assigns the manna which falls upon the tamarisk, and ihen finaily the honeydew on oaks,
peach, and apricot trees. Although these are extremely varied substances, all involve thin,
fine plant coverings, which, since their plant or animal origin was unknown, were assumed
to have fallen fuom heaven. Hence the fundamental meaning emerging for Arab. mann is
"thin layer, fine covering; something thin, fine," whereby trre notion of ,,falling from
heaven" is an essential component. Accordingly, the classical pawalmanna, the incense
powder, might have been a Semitic loanword which as terminus technicus came to the
Greeks and Romans along with incense. Although it has nothing to do with the Greek-
Latin biblical homonym (as also shown by its declinable feminine gender), it is etymo-
logically related to it.

In Hebrew the root mnn, "to be thin, fine," is attested only in minntm (ps. 150:4)
and minni (Ps. 45:9[8]), "stringed instruments" (loanword?); 

"r. 
sy.. mennfr, mennla,,

"hair; pelt; string (of a musical instrument)."
The Bible then also speaks of manna in fashion consistent with the basic meaning

of Arab. mann: it falls with the dew from heaven, as one must doubtlessly conclude
along with Nu. I I :9 from the covering of dew mentioned in Ex. 16: I 3, and covers the
ground in a thin layer "fine as hoarfrost" (Ex. 16:14). This ,.fine covering,'is called
daq in Hebrew, a word which surprisingly is used in precisely the same sense as Arab.
mann. rt also exhibits the fundamental meaning ..to be thin, fine," and refers to finely
ground incense (l*v. 16:12), dust (Isa. 29:5;40:15), thin hair (Irv. 13:30), a lean or
gauntman (Lev.2l:20;inreferencetocows: Gen.4l:3,4;toearsof grain: vv.6,7,23f.),
and to a faint sound (1 K. 19:12).

III. The Tamarisk Manna. Thus daq provides a precise etymological explanation
for man, and this usage shows that the author of Ex. 16:14 knew pelectly well what
notions lay behind this name. When furthermore he mentions that ttre manna ..fell from
heaven" with the dew, this clearly shows that he is referring to the natural product. He
is doubtlessly thinking here of the Sinaitic tamarisk -unnu, since this is the only one
occurring in the southern Sinai among those regions traversed during Israel's wilderness
wanderings, however one may reconstruct that route; here the original author of the
manna narrative might indirectly be pointing out that he considers Mt. sinai to be
located in the mountain range there. That the tamarisk manna is meant is also suggested

20. Nihdyat al-Arab fi Funun al-Adah l8 vols. (Cairo, 1923_55).
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by the precise description in Ex. 16:31, according to which the manna consisted of
white, honey-sweet grains about the size of coriander seeds. Since these tiny fruitbuds
are yellowish-brown, the comparison here is with the form rather than with the color,
something also attested by Nu. 1l:7.

Arab scholars considered manna to be "a kind of dew." So also according to Nu. I l:7,
the honeylike manna fell from heaven with the dew. The tamarisk manna of the Sinai
peninsula is indeed nothing other than a kind ofhoneydew also produced in other regions,
primarily during the summer by aphids and shield lice on certain leaf trees (e.g., oaks,
linden, willows, maples, cherry, and peach trees) and conifers (silver firs, spruce, Scotch
pine, and larch), as well as on other plants. Since these saps are low in nutrients, the insects
need extremely large quantities to cover their nutritional needs, quantities they transform
into valuable construction materials and excrete as so-called honeydew, which like
raindrops or dewdrops adheres to the branches in large quantities or falls to the ground.
Although this substance retains its firmness in the coolness of the night and in the early
morning, it quickly dissolves in the warmth of the sun because of its soluble composition
(cf. Ex. 16:.21), covering leaves and branches with a thin layer of glaze. It is this layer that
is evokedby the fundamental meaning of thenameman/mann. Because this sticky manna
is difficult to harvest from trees, it is collected during the early morning in the form of the
still firm manna globules. In lower temperatures these globules crystallize over the course
of a few days and acquire in their pure form a milky-white color. Hence it is not a
contradiction when on the one hand Ex. 16: 14 speaks of a "flakelike layer," and on the
other v.3l speaks of "tiny grains." Verse 14 offers an etymological explanation in its
description of the essential feature of the name mdn, while in contrast v. 3l offers a
botanical explanation in its description of the characteristics of a certain kind of manna,
namely, the tamarisk manna.

In the Sinai peninsula the tamarisk manna was found only in a few valleys of the
southern mountain range and on the southwestern coast (at at-Tur), a peculiar situation
resulting from climatological conditions. That is, only in the central mountains does
enough rain fall (up to 200 mm. [ca. 8 in.] annually) to provide the necessary water to
the tamarisks in the form of perennial groundwater streams, including in the more arid
regions (along the coast of the Gulf of Suez). ff this quantity is not attained during
winters with little rain, then the entire manna production can cease even for years at a
time, which is why such production is not possible in areas that consistently fall short
of this limit (e.g., Kadesh).2r

The identification of biblical manna with the naturally occurring (tamarisk) manna
can be traced back as far as Flavius Josephus (Ant. iii.l.6).

IV. Literary-Critical and Theological Considerations. The manna narrative in Ex.
l6 is one of the most disputed and difficult chapters in the OT as far as literary-critical
considerations are concerned. There is agreement only concerning its lack of unity.

21. ContraH. Gressmann,Mose undseineZeit. FRI,AN\ N.s. I (1913), 137;Guglielmo, 122;
E. Auerbach, Moses (Eng. trans., Detroit, 1975), 83-86.
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The confusing variety of opinions, however, can for the most part be reduced to
three basic positions, with more or less strong deviations: (l) The predominating theory
attributes the main components of Ex. 16 to P and finds (esp. in vv. 4+5,13-15,27-31,35)
fragments of a tradition coming from J.22 (2) The opposing view is less well represented;

it asserts that the basic narrative comes from J and was expanded by redactional,
specifically Priestly (P) additions (esp. in vv. 1+2,6-13a,32-36).23 (3) According to

some literary critics, J is to be discounted completely; what we have is the more or
less extensive (in part Deuteronomistic) reworking of a P narrative.z Joseph Coppens

and Bruce J. Malina ascertain yet a different stratification.25
More recent literary critical investigation26 has concluded that the basic components

of Ex. 16 are the result of a Priestly (P) author, and that all other writers dealing with
manna are dependent on his variously expanded account. The basic narrative of P (Ex.

16:l-3,6+7,9-l4abu,l5,2l,3l,35a) belongs to the genre of "murmuring stories" (cf.

Nu. 14:1-38; 16:1-35; 17:6-28116:41-17:l3l;20:l-13), and its intention is to show that
against all merit and expectation, God did indeed provide nourishment for his rebellious,
faithless people in the barren and hostile wilderness. Both the great temporal distance

of P from these events and the absence of older traditions militate against a historical
and naturalistic interpretation of the giving of the manna, which is based on theological
reflection. Although the author does draw on a phenomenon characteristic of the Sinai
peninsula with this reference to the manna (as is also the case with the quail in Ex.
16:13), he elevates it into the miraculous by having the people be provided with manna

every day for forty years.

Since the Israelites later (v. 3l) give this unknown nourishment the name man, it
would create tension if they had earlier already used this very name in the cry man

htr' (v. 15) at their first encounter with it and had meant "that is man(na)." Thus
although this translation, suggested again most recently by Hermann Schult, is
grammatically possible, its substance is problematical; it was, to be sure, suggested

quite frequently even centuries ago. The current, generally accepted translation,
"what is that?" (following the LXX and Vulg.), more readily does justice to the

context than to the grammar, since an impersonal interrogative pronoun mdn exists
neither in Hebrew nor in any other Semitic language. We must assume, then, that the

22. So following J. Wellhausen, "Die Composition des Hexateuchs II. Die Erziihlung der
iibrigen Bticher des Hexateuchs," Jahrbiicherfiir deutsche Theologie,2l (1876),531-602, esp.

547-49 = Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen Biicher des AT (Berlin, 31899),

78f.; G. von Rad, Die Priesterschrift im Hemteuch. BWANT, 6514113l (1934); G. W Coats,
Rebellion in the Wilderness (Nashville, 1968), 83-87; M. Noth, Exodas. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962),
129-137; N. Negretti, Il Settimo giorno. AnBibl, 55 (1973\, 173-224; B. S. Childs, The Book of
Exodus. OTL (197 4), 27 I -304.

23. R. Smend, Die Erziihlung des Hexateuch auf ihre Quellen untersucht (Berlin, l9l2),
148-151, 158; O. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-synopse (Darmstadt,21962; repr. 1973), 37-39; W. Ru-
dolph, Der "Elohist" von Exodus bis Josua. BZAW, 68 ( 1938), 34-37,275.

24. Rupprecht.
25. See bibliog.
26. Maiberger.
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author transformed the interrogative particle mi, "what?" into an interrogative word
mdn, expluned by the following mah-hfi'(whereby the homonymous Aramaic per-
sonal interrogative pronoun might have functioned as a kind of godparent), in order
to allude to the later name.

Picking up on the "morning by morning" in v.2l with "and it happened on the
sixth day," the expanded unit B (16:22aab,23-24aa,25-26) was added to the basic
narrative (unit A), the expanded unit then associating the giving of the manna with the
introduction of the Sabbath. To this end the manna is made even more miraculous by
having it fall doubly on the sixth day and not at all on the Sabbath; and even though
it melted in the sun, it could nonetheless be cooked and baked at will, enabling it to
replace all other foods.

The expanded unit c (16:16-20,32-34) picks up on the honeylike taste of the manna
(v. 31) and discovers in the manna a symbol of the "honey-sweet" word of God that
nourishes the soul (cf. Ps. 19:11[0]; l19:103; kov.24:13f;Ezk.2:8;3:1-3; Sir. 24:20),
a word available in the same "measure" to each person (Ex. 16: 18). As a reminder of
that divine word, an '6mer of manna is kept before the covenant testimony (v. 34)! The
cubic measure '6mer, which is attested only in this unit and nowhere else either in or
outside the OT, is presumably the tenth part of an 'Apd (v. 36), a name laden with
symbolism which the author invented ad hoc after the model of the similarly sounding
hdmer the tenfold measure of an 'Apd as an allusion to '6mer "word of God" (ps.
68:12[11]; 77:9[8]; cf. also Ps. l9:3f.[2f.]).

The expanded unit D @x. 16:4+5,27-30) subsumes the giving of rhe manna, which
B had associated with the Sabbath commandment, under the theme "temptation" by
concretizing within the context of the Sabbath regulation the abstract concepts "temp-
tation" and "the giving of the law" mentioned in the account of Ex. l5:25b-26. The
manna, which the basic narrative called "bread" (v. l5), already derives from the
otherworldly realm as "bread from heaven" (v.4).

Nu. ll:6-9 is a gloss insertion dependent on the basic narrative and the expanded
unit B (boiling and baking), whereas Dt. 8:2-4,16, in which manna is to remind the
people tested by hunger of ttre vital importance of the word of God, is based on the
expanded units C and D. Josh. 5:12 looks back at Ex. 16:35. The expression "bread
from heaven" in Neh. 9:15; Ps. 105:40 is based on D, whereas in Neh. 9:20 the context
recalls Dt. 8:3+4. And Ps. 78:23-25 picks up the transcendentally charged notion of
unit D and idealizes manna as "grain of heaven" and "bread of the mighty/of angels."

Manna is also called the "food of angels" in the wisdom of Solomon (wis. 16:20).
Idealized into the epitome of pleasing taste, it symbolizes the sweetness (glybften,
v. 21) of God to his children. Here, too, as in the expanded unit C and in Dt. 8:3, manna
is spiritualized into food for the soul; as the "all-nourishing" food "suiting every taste"
(Wis. 16:25) it is to function as a reminder of the life-giving word of God (v. 26). The
statement recalling this notion, namely, that the "righteous are nourished" by it (v.23),
as well as the adjective "ambrosial" (19:21), which again emphasizes the exquisite
heavenly taste, both probably contributed to the late Jewish idea of manna as the
nourishment of the future world ('6ldnt habbd'; cf. Rev. 2:17).

Maiberger
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ilJD mand; IL)D m'nfu: )Jt) m"niT?

Contents: I. l. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. LXX Rendering. II. The Verb mnh: l. Qal and

Niphal (Pe'il); 2. Piel (Pael) and Pual. Lll. mdnd, mendT meni.

l. l. Etymology, Occurrences. The root mnwrj with the basic meaning "to count" is
common to the Semitic languagesl (although it is absent in Ethiopian). Numerous
occurrences are attested in Akkadian (mani, "to count, figure," also "to recite [an
incantationl,"2 along with several derivatives, including minu, "ntmber"). In Northwest
Semitic the word group is attested especially in Aramaic (mny, "to count";3 the most
important derivatives are mnh./mnt, "part, portion," and mnyn, "number"). It is also
relatively well attested in Biblical Aramaic (the verb mnh6 times, including once each in
the qal and pe'il [Dnl 5:25]4, 4 times in the pael; once rn tnydn).In contrast, the root recedes

in the other representatives of Northwest Semitic. Ugaritic attests the rroun mnt, "num-
bering, part,"s only in isolated instances. OT Hebrew also attests only a limited number
of occurrences.6 The verb occurs 28 times (12 times in the qal, 6 in the niphal, 8 in the
piel [discounting Ps. 6l:S(Eng. v.7): mnis a textual errororcannot be deivedfrommnhf,T
and once in the pual). Derivatives include manh 02 occurrences) andmend! (9 occur-
rences; cf. also the conj. in Neh. l3:5 [instead of m;wtf,8 as well as the divine name m"ni
(a hapex legomenon; in addition, xmoneh occurs twice in the sense of "time, multiple").
The fact that these occurrences derive for the most part from the postexilic period suggests

Aramaic influence(mcnalmay evenconstitute an Aramaicloanworde;andthepielof mnh,

mand. W.Bore*,, Die alten Ortsnamen Paliistinas (1930, Hildesheim, 21968); O. Eissfeldt,
"Eine Einschmelzstelle am Tempel zu Jerusalem," FUE 13 (1937), 163f. = KlSchr ll (1963),
107-9; idem, "Die Menetekel-Inschrift und ihre Deutung," ZAW 63 (1951), 105-l14 = KlSchr
Itr (1966), 210-171. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Arannic Tbxts.
BietOr 34 ( 1978); H. Gese, M. Hiifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriew, Altarabiens
und der Mandiier. RdM, l0l2 (1970); E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Z.rich, 1968); K. Rup-
precht, Der Tempel von Jerusalem. B7.AW 144 (1977); T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAc-
ScFen, B, 193 (1975); M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammatikalischen Aramaismen im
alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch. BZAW 96 (1966); H. W. Wolff, Studien zum Jonabuch. BSt, 47
(te75).

l. See HAL, II (1995), 599; P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico,".AANLR, N.s.

20 (r96s), 260, 266, 269.
2. CAD, xlt (1977),221-27; AHw, tt (1972),603t.
3. Cf. DISO, 159; LexSyr 394:' WTM, III, 156f.; MdD,274a; on the Aramaic texts from

Qumran and from the Wilderness of Judah, see Fitzmyer-Harrington, 328.
4. Se.e II.l below
5. WUS, no. 1600; UT, no. l5O2.
6. Cf. in contrast spr; see II.l below.
7. Cf. BHS; HAL,11,597,599.
8. Cf. BllS; W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX,2U.
9. Wagner, 78f.
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which occurs only in late texts, could also be modeled after the Aramaic paellol). The
word group is attested only sparingly in the extant Hebrew portions of Sirach and in the
Hebrew Qumran writings (mnh qal, Sir. 40:29; niphal?, leSb 4:ltt; mnh lmdnd), Sir.
26:3;rz 4l :21 ; mnt lmendl), I QS I 0: 8 ; I I eT 22: I Q). r I

The place tametimnA (e.g., Gen.38:12; Josh. l5:10; cf. timni, Jgs.l5:6), which
also occurs in compounds (Josh. 19:50:24:30; Jgs. 2:9), probably also derives from
mnh.t4 It is uncertain whether this also applies to the pN yimn6, which occurs in Gen.
46:17; Nu. 26:44 (the second occurrence in this passage should probably readyimnits);
I ch.7:30;2ch.3l:14. According to K8L3,397, this is a theophoric name: may he
(God) bestow (bestowed) dominion to(mnh piel); and according to Martin Noth,r6 a
derivation of ymn: "[child ofl happine5s."17

2. rxx Rendeing. The term mnh in the qal (Aramaic as well) and the niphal is
rendered in the LXX overwhelmingly by aithm6d, although other verbs are used in
I K. 20:25; Isa. 53: 12 (logtzd; cf . logismds, Sir. 40:29); 65: 12; Dnl. 5:26 Theodotion;
the pe'il in Dnl. 5:25 has no LXX equivalentr8). The piel (pael) and pual are covered
by kathistdmi or a compound of tdssi (diatdsso, ektdsso, prosttisso) (other verbs are
used in Job 7:3; Dnl. l:5 LXX; l:ll Lxx). The nouns mandandm"ndlare always
rendered by meris. The DN m"ni is rendered by rlche.

II. The verb mnh. l. Qal and Niphal (pe'il). All forms in the qar and niphal
(including the qal and pe'il of Biblical Aramaic) presuppose the basic meaning .,to

count," although this implies consciously directed counting in the sense of "to calculate,
order," rather than neutral enumeration. In this sense collected silver is counted to be
paid out again as wages for workers (2 K. l2:llf .[10f.1;.te The shepherd counts his
animals to check the size of the flocks (Jer. 33: I 3). The king of Syria is encouraged to
"count out" a new army so as to have access again to an effective instrument of power
in battle against Israel (l K. 20:25). David conducts a census in order to learn the
precise number of men capable of being mustered for military purposes (2 s. 24:l;
1 ch. 2l:1; cf. 2 S. 24:9, and the discussion below). The Suffering Servant was ,,num-

bered" with the pdieim and thus given over to death (Isa. 53:ll;.zo
conversely, the impossibility of so numbering or counting means that every calcu-

lation or controlled accessibility is excluded. Where nothing is present, nothing can be

10. Idem.
I l. Cf. D. Barth6lemy and J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave I. DtD, | (lg51), l25f
12. See III below.
13. On the later Hebrew literature, cf. WTM, III, 149f., 154-56, 157f., l6lf.
14. Bor€r,,41,74.
15. See BHK, BHS.
16. IPN,224.
17. -+ 1:75: ydmin, Yl, l02f .

18. See II.l below.
19. On the process of counring, see Eissfeldt, KlSchn II (1963), 107-9.
20. -+ gViD pi'.
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numbered, and nothing can be controlled @ccl. l:15). The same holds true for incom-
prehensibly high numbers. Thus Israel is characterized as an immeasurably large people
to emphasize that it is invulnerable to external enemies (Nu. 23:10), and cannot be
governed by an inexperienced king (l K. 3:8). Occasionally the promise of descendants
to the patriarchs emphasizes the innumerability of those descendants, whereby in Gen.
13:16 the yerb mnh occurs twice (qal and niphal). This passage, too, wants to express
that the future descendants, i.e., the Israelites, will acquire an unanticipated significance
and that no power in the world will be able to call that significance into question.
Finally, the mention of the sacrifice of innumerable animals in connection with the
dedication of the temple (l K. 8:5; 2 Ch. 5:6; cf. I K. 8:62-64) intends to portray this
as an event whose dimensions transcend the capacity of normal human perception and
comprehension.

Such limitations do not apply to Yahweh. His emergence as the subject of the various
forms of mnh brings to expression his unlimited sovereignty. He decides concerning the
number of stars and determines their names (Ps. 147:4), i.e., he exercises the power of
control and accessibility over them.2l He "counts out" the apostates for the sword, giving
them over thus to destruction (Isa. 65:12).22 He "numbers" the days of the rule of
Belshazzar (Dnl. 5:26), i.e., he has calculated it like a sum of money and now draws the
bottom line. Dnl. 5:25b is probably also to be understood as such a reckoning. The first
m"nE'(secondarily eliminated in the LXX [Theodotion]; cf. also the summary before 5:1
LXX) might be a participle pe'il preceding the three following weight or money values
"as a kind of check or verification notice in the sense of 'counted' "23 (the logical subject
of the participle is again Yahweh; it is in fact questionable whether v. 25b is referring to
Belshazzar alone; it was probably originally a statement addressing the declining value
of Neo-Babylonian kings, which in the present context, especially through vv.26-28,
acquired a new interpretation2a). Even the previously mentioned ulssertions concerning
the immeasurable greatness of Israel (Gen. 13:16; Nu. 23:10; I K. 3:8) ultimately serve
to demonstrate Yahweh's limitless sovereignty. For they all presuppose that this people is
his work and that he never loses control of it; i.e., his powers of control and accessibitty
transcend the possibilities of human reckoning and decision.

A human being can, of course, become culpable in appropriating for himself such
divine power of control. David's autocratically undertaken census (2 S. 24; 1 Ch. 2l;
see discussion above) is considered a grievous offense prompting an appropriate punish-
ment (2 S. 24:l; I Ch. 2l:1,17; 2l:24: cf. 2 S. 24:lO; I Ch. 2l:32s). The offense may
consist precisely in the fact that such a counting of the people illegitimately subjects
to human control the divine authority over Israel.26

21. + Nli2 qara'; -->OV iOm.
22. -> a'fi fiere! (Y, 155-165).
23. Eissfeldt, KlSchr III (1966), 213f.
24. Ibid., 2lO-17, and the comms.
25. --r lfl deper (debher) (ltl,125-27).
26. On this notion, one also attested outside Israel, -+1lD pqd; cf. also W. Schottroff, "1lD pqd

heimsuchen," THATll,472t.;G. Andre, Determining the Destiny: PQD in the OT CB, 16 (1980).
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2 5.24, upon which I Ch. 2l depends, is admittedly not a unified whole. Verse I
might derive from later redaction through which the original text of the census (vv.
2,4b-9) is subjected to theological interpretation.2T The fact, however, that precisely
here the verb mnh appears (whereas the original text used pqd) makes it especially
clear that this verb is firmly associated with the notion of calculation and control. Verse
10, in which qpr is used, possibly derives from yet further redactional activity.28

On the other hand, Yahweh can prompt a person to undertake a self-examination
transcending normal human capacity. According to Ps. 90 (postexilic), he can teach
those who trust him to "number" their days (v. l2a), i.e., to settle frankly and
straightforwardly with life's futility and transience (vv. 9-11) in order to become truly
wise (v. l2b). Here wisdom concepts are appropriated and revised.2e This kind of
frank, direct settling is the prerequisite for wisdom commensurate with that of God,
wisdom which in its own turn issues into trust in Yahweh's compassion and succor
(vv. 1,13-17).

In Hebrew the qal and niphal of mnh are to a large extent semantic equivalents of
the corresponding stem forms of -+ "lDD sp4 and the two verbs can thus also appear
in immediate juxtaposition as synonyms (l K. 3:8; 8:5;cf. also 2 S. 24:l,lo [see also
preceding discussionl); of the two, however, the latter is attested in the qal much more
frequently, and the customary noun for "number" (mispar; cf. in contrast Aram.
minydn), attested exclusively in Hebrew, derives from it. This is probably a case of
canaanite influence (cf. Ugar. spr30 Phoen.-Pun. mspFr). In Sir. 40:29, mnh in the qal
exhibits a meaning comparable to that of the verb hib ("to figure as";.32

2. Piel (Pael) and Pual. The piel or pael of mnh means "to distribute, allot,
commission, install in office" (resultative33). Accordingly, the pual participle (l Ch.
9:29) has the meaning "commissioned, appointed." The characteristic feature of all
the occurrences in the piel or pael is that they variously bring to expression the powers
of command of a highest authority. Both in the Biblical Aramaic rexts and in Dnl. l,
the reference is to the powers of disposal of the Babylonian or Persian kings as the
highest human authority (Dnl. l:5,10; 2:24,49;3:12) or to derivative authorization or
power of authority (Ezr.7:25; Dnl. l:11 [different in the LXX]). The remaining
occurences refer to Yahweh's own powers of disposal, powers transcending all
human possibilities and comprehension. According to the book of Jonah, he is able
to commission natural forces like servants (Jon. 2:l[1:l7l; 4:6-8), his sovereignty
impressively underscored by the fourfold occurrence of the form way"man.v He is

27. Yeijola, 108-1 l7; Rupprecht, 6.
28. Veijola, 108-117; on spr see following discussion.
29. -+ E)i hdkam khaliham), Y (1Y,379-384).
30. WUS, no.1947; UT, no. 1793.
31. Drso, t6t.
32. +awn ltara! (N,228-245).
33. Cf. Jenni, 213.
34. Cf. Wolff,38.
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also the logical subject in Job 7:3, as the continuation of the chapter shows (cf. vv.
l2ff .); i.e., for Job it is he who assigns a person his destiny and who in so doing
incomprehensibly leads him into distress and misery. The PN yimnA can possibly be
interpreted in the same sense.35

III. miin6, menil meni. The nouns mand and mcnal variously refer to a specific
portion allotted or accessible to a person or group of persons (in Ps.63:11[0] also
animals). In the literal sense the reference is always to natural products, whereby both
nouns refer primarily to the cultic sphere. In the texts of P, manA refers to the priests'
portion of the (animal) sacrifices (8x.29:26;Lev.7:33;36 8:29; 1lQT 22:lO); in texts
of the Chronicler, mcnal refers to the portion of the temple contributions allotted to
the priests and Levites (Neh. 12:214,47; l3:lO; 2 Ch. 3l:4; Neh. l3:5 conj.;37 also
mand, 2 Ch. 3 I : 19). In two older texts, miind refers to the portion of the participants
in a sacrificial meal (1 S. l:4f.; 9:23). The sending of portions of food at the time of
a great feast, which occurred primarily as an act of charity, probably also grew out
of the notion of participation in a sacrificial meal (mand: Neh. 8:10,12; Est. 9:19,22

[Feast of Purim]; perhaps Sir. 41:21b also belongs in this context). Purely secular
usage is attested only in Est. 2:9 (mdnd) and Ps. 63:11(10) (mend1).In the figurative
sense mcnal refers to one's portion in life, i.e., the fate allotted by Yahweh to an
individual or a collective. According to Ps. l6:5f., Yahweh himself constitutes that
portion, i.e., the vital ground of the individual.3s Here it is especially notions con-
cerning land possession which are appropriated and applied to the fate of the in-
dividual.3e Conversely, destruction is the fate apportioned to the wicked (the portion
of their cup, /c6s, Ps. ll:6), while Jerusalem in its harlotry will suffer shameful
violation (Jer. 13:25; mendl middayi( should probably be translated "the portion of
your measure," i.e., "the portion measured out for you" [the LXX variant is probably
secondarya0l; the parallel here is 96rAl. The same figurative meaning is also found
in the divine name meni occurring in Isa. 65: I l, a god of destiny or fortune (accord-
ingly rendered as tlchE in the LXX), apparently a counterpart to the god Gad also
mentioned here.4l He is probably to be associated with the god of destiny mqnat, a

deity widespread in the Arabic sphere during the pre-Islamic period and also attested
among the Nabateans (mnwtw).az

In Sir. 26:3, mnh (mdni) is also used with figurative meaning (the Talmudic variant

35. See I.l above. On Ps. 61:8[7], see I.1 above.
36. On the delimitation of this term overagainsthdq andterfrmiinLev.T:33, cf . R. Hentschke,

Satzung und Setzender BWAM 83[5/3] (1963), 34f.
37. See I.l above.
38. -+ 7)n L hataq Ghalaq) (N,447451).
39.-+)'r'D g6ral 01,450-56);--+):nIhbt(fv, 172-79):-r:rln: nah"lA; cf.alsothenotion

of the drinking cup, -+ Dl) ft6s (l0l-4).
40. Cf. here BHK, BHS.
4l.Onthisgodandongodsof fateingeneral, --s1\gdl(Sadh), lll.l (II,383f.).
42. See HAI. 11,602; cf . also Gese-Hiifrrer-Rudolph, 205,361t.,37O,377.
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mtnh43 is probably secondary;a cf. also meris in the LXXa5). In 2 Ch. 3l:3, m"nd1

refers not to the portion received, but rather to the portion given (the king's contribu-
tion to public sacrifices). Although this usage is singular within the OT, it also occurs
both in IQS l0:8 ("contribution of my lips," understood as a sacrificial offering; cf.
trwmt Sptym in 10:6) and in later Jewish writings.a6 Textual emendation is therefore
unnecessary' 

conrad

43. Cf. R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach (Berlin, 1906), 44.
44. See J. Schirmann, "Some Additional l,eaves from Ecclesiasticus in Hebrew," Tarbiz 29

(19591 1960), I 33 [Heb.].
45. See I.2 above.
46. Ct. WTM, trI, 16l (Aramaic 162).

;'l'1110 men\raT:

Contents: I. Meaning, Occurrences. tr. Cultic Usage: l. Tabernacle: a. Construction;

b. Symbolism; 2. First (Solomonic) Temple; 3. The Second Temple; 4. LXX, Qumran.

m"n6r6. P. R. Ackroyd, "The Temple Vessels - a continuity theme," Studies in the Religion
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I. Meaning, Occurrences. The word mendrd is rendered "lampstand" in most
English translations. It is a nominal form from the common rmt nyr (nwr), from which
the noun ner, "larrrp," is also derived. The Hebrew root, which probably originally
meant "to flame," can be compared with Ugar. nyr "to flame,"l and Akk. nuru,
"light,"z both of which have celestial or light-giving associations. Arabic and Aramaic
cognates have similar meanings. Since the mem-preformative added to the verbal stem
transforms the root into a noun indicating the place or instrument of the verbal action,
m"n6rA is thus a generic term for the repository or support of a lamp, a thing that
"flames."

The only biblical synonym is nepraitd' (Dnl. 5:5), corresponding to Mishnaic
nilreieg which is of obscure origin; it derives perhaps from a Persian root meaning
"to shine, flame."3

The term mendri occurs 4l times in the Hebrew Bible; the preponderance of these
occurrences (26) are in the Priestly writings of the Pentateuch, where it refers to the
single golden lampstand of the tabernacle sanctuary4 constructed under the guidance
of Moses in the wilderness period. Detailed information about the fabrication of the

m"n6rd can be found in the prescriptive (Ex. 25:31-4O) and descriptive (Ex. 37:L7-24)
portions of the tabernacle texts. In addition, references to this lampstand are scattered
in other Priestly sections (Ex.30:27;31:8; 35:14; 39:37;40:4,24;l*v.24:4; Nu. 3:31;
4:9;8:2,3,4). There are 12 references to the lampstands of the First Temple: in the brief
description of I K. 7:49; then in I Ch. 28:15:'2 Ch. 4:7 ,20; 13: I 1, and in the Jeremianic
description of the Babylonian spoiling of the Jerusalem temple (Jer. 52:19). One of
Zechariah's visions includes a lampstand, which may preserve some memory of the
First Temple artifacts, since this vision (Zec. 4) predates the postexilic rebuilding of
the temple. Only once does a lampstand appear in a noncultic context; the guestroom
prepared for Elisha in Shunem contained a lampstand (2 K. 4:10). Archaeological
evidence of lampstands in domestic contexts is rare;s but the fact that Elisha's hostess
is a "wealthy woman" may provide the reason for the special kind of furnishing. This
lampstand is the only one that is not specifically said to be made of metal (silver or
gold). It may thus be a ceramic stand, for which there is some archaeological evidence;
or altematively it may be a wooden stand.

tI. Cultic Usage.
l. Tabernacle. The extremely precise and elaborate description of the fabrication of

the m"ndrA in the texts of Exodus was long considered a projection, to a greater or
lesser degree, back into the earliest Israelite cult ofcultic circumstances existing during
the period of the Second Temple. However, postwar biblical scholarship6 has now

l. WUS, no. 1850.
2. AHw,II (1972), 805.
3. F. Rosenthal , A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic. PLO, N.s. 5 Cl%3), $190.
4. -+ I)UrD miikan.
5. Cf. Smith, 23.
6. E.g., Cross.
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established the great antiquity of many of the priestly traditions connected with the

tabemacle, while still recognizing that the final written document was probably not
established before the exile. A thorough philological, archaeological, and art-historical
analysis of the detailed presentation of the tabernacle lampstand allows it to be dated

at the end of the Late Bronze Age or shortly thereafter, i.e., within range of the Mosaic
era.7 Both the technological and the artistic aspects of its construction are also attested

in the Egyptian-Aegean-Canaanite sphere of Late Bronze Age II, which is important
for an assessment of the symbolism of the tabernacle lampstand.

a. Construction. Tlte word m"nOrd in the Priestly texts refers in some texts (as Ex.
26:35; 40:4,24; Nu. 8:2f.) to the entire branched object - three branches issuing forth
from either side of a central shaft - and in other texts (Ex. 25:31-35;37:17-21) only
to the central portion thereof. It is the latter which constitutes the functional stand or
support for the lamp(s). The seven lamps themselves are not an integral part of the

lampstand; nor is their placement on the stand explicit. They are rwt sal.d to be placed

at the end of each branch; such an inference comes from early extrabiblical Jewish
sources and not from the OT. Rather, it is quite likely that they were all situated on the

central stand itself. If Lev. 24:4is referring to the placement of the lamps "on" ('al)
the m"ndrd, meaning the central stand, such an understanding would be verified. A
similar intent can be seen in the formulation'el-mfil p'nA hammenbrh (Nu. 8:2,3), a

phrase designating where the light from the lamps should fall. In its utilization of mfil,
"in front of" or "before," along with penA the latter becomes an architectonic speci-

fication of a part of the total lampstand, i.e., its "face" or the central, light-bearing
portion of its shaft, rather than a general indication of "front."

In two instances (Ex. 27:20; l*v. 24:2f .; perhaps also Ex. 25:37) the text refers to
the illumination provided by a single lamp. Both these passages also make reference

to the'6hel m6?q/ and thus may represent a conflation of the "tent of meeting" tradition
with the "tabernacle" tradition of the Priestly Code.8

The central shaft, or lampstand proper, consists of ydrEl w"qdneh. This pair is a
hendiadys referring to a base-forming shaft, thickened or flaring outward toward the

bottom, forming a stable, free-standing object. Such cultic stands are attested by
archaeological evidence in the ancient Near East.e They are cylindrical shafts, with a
wider diameter at the bottom than at the top, and can be found in metal or stone as

well as in pottery examples.
The language used for the branches as well as for the decorative aspects is derived from

ancient architectonic vocabulary, doubtlessly archaic already by the time of the L)O( and

other ancient versions, which do not understand the technical nuances and which are

influenced by the somewhat different lampstand of the Second Temple. Perhaps the most

noteworthy feature of this terminology (qdneh" peral.t, kaptdr mciuqqd@m) is the fact that
it shows the translation of botanical motifs into architectural features (cf. Egyptian art).

7. Cf. Meyers, Tabemacle Menorah, 182ff. and passim.
8. Cf. Haran.
9. Cf. Meyers, Tabernacle Menorah, ch. III and figs. l-19.
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The terms kaptbr fiperafi also constitute a hendiadys and refer to a "floral capital,"
a thrice-repeated feature on each of the branches as well as a fourfold repetition on the
central stand. Repetition as an artistic motif conveys the idea of continuity and per-
manence, and finds its specific and prolific expression in the art of the eighteenth
dynasty in Egypt. This feature is related to a development, which can be seen in the
graphically preserved stands known from wall paintings or seals and in the archaeo-
logically known cylindrical stands of Palestine, that occurs at the end of the Late Bronze
Age. The botanical qaneh also suggests Egyptian influence. It is a generic term for
"reed" and generally specifies the "Persian rced" (arundo donax), a gigantic grass
common along the Nile and in the Nile Delta. Accordingly, qdneh nearly always appears
in the OT in Egyptian contexts, or in contexts where it symbolizes Egypt itself (cf. Isa.
36:6 par.2K. 18:21).

The "bowls" (g"!iim) of the lampstand are more difficult to identiff. In connection
with the mendrA this term refers perhaps to a somewhat rare kind of double-bowl lamp
consisting of a ceramic bowl containing a smaller bowl or cup.lo This Palestinian vessel
of the Late Bronze and Iron Ages, with antecedents in Egypt and the Aegean, comes
perhaps from tent traditions that presuppose only one lamp, later merged with a
conception of seven discrete lamps. Alternatively, it may refer to a wide bowl on which
the discrete lamps were placed, the equivalent of the gulld of z,echaiah. The Hebrew
word' gullh is related to Akk. gullatu, whereas gepi'dseemsto be an Egyptian loanword.

Both the material and the fabrication of the tabernacle lampstand (cf. the expressions
"pure gold" lBx.25:31,36;37:17,22) and "one piece of hammered work,, lBx.25:36;
37:22)) are rooted in ancient metallurgical traditions. The former expression, zdhdp
ldhor as distinct from other words for "gold" in the Bible, reflects a gold-working
tradition associated with Egyptian practices. As for the second term, kullah . . . 'abal
"of one piece," seems to refer to the use of sheet gold or gold foil, and implies that a
wooden model was utilized for construction of the lampstand. The term miqid is not
clearly understood. The root may signify a rubbing or back-and-forth motion, compat-
ible with the process of rubbing sheet gold over a wooden mold.

b. Symbolism. The functional purpose of the m"nirA was performed by its central
stand. Thus the additional six branches and the elaborate, botanically inspired floral
capitals must be understood aside from a functional context. The form of the lampstand
as a whole, consisting of three pairs of two branches and a central shaft, is to be
morphologically identified with a convention found in Near Eastern iconography. This
convention, derived from a stylized tree design, expressed the theme of the fertility of
nature and./or the sustenance of life. The Near Eastem version of this convention that
most closely parallels the form of the branched lampstand of Exodus is found in the
Late Bronze Age culture of the eastern Mediterranean. In Palestine in particular, there
appeared precisely at this time artistic renderings of the stylized tree design that had
no local antecedents and which did not continue much beyond the very beginning of
the succeeding Iron Age. These renderings are found in glyptic art and on painted

10. Cf. Smith, 14-17;H. Weippert, "Lampe (3.)," BRL2,2OO.
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pottery. The largest portion of all Palestinian seals is of the Mitanni type and occurs
in Late Bronze Age II; the most popular motif is that of the "seven-ball branch" (six
branches plus axis), often resting on a stylized mountainll or on a stand. Likewise,
during the Late Bronze Age II somewhat crude paintings of the stylized tree design
appear on pottery.12

This seven-branched form (six branches plus axis) was a powerful symbol of the
fructifying and life-giving power of various deities.l3 With its botanical details, it
utilizes a powerful symbolic vehicle to convey the notion of God's presence within the
aniconic precincts of the Yahweh temple. While the graphic expression of the m"n6rA
can be clearly related to this tree symbol denoting fertility and life, the symbolic
meaning for ancient Israel would not necessarily be expected to follow such a pattern,
since the migration of symbol from one culture to another is rarely accompanied by
the explanations or mythology that previously accompanied it.la An examination of
tree motifs in ancient Israells indicates that the themes of fertility and immortality have
largely been replaced by other concepts. The demythologized tree signifies a hieros
topos as part of the widespread paradigm of the sacred center as the meeting place

between God and human beings. Particularly in a portable shrine where a permanent

mountaintop shrine is precluded,l6 it would represent the cosmic center and thus the
meeting place between God and human beings. Thus while the fertility aspects of the
tree form were removed, the lampstand itself retained the value of a symbol of the
constant accessibility to divine presence and power within the context of a mobile
sanctuary.rT Within the context of the Priestly documents , the menArd was a constituent
part of the daily order of priestly attendance, a ritual complex encompassing the Near
Eastern concept of the temple service as caring for a deity.ls

2. First (Solomonic) Temple. The ten lampstands of Solomon's temple, to be placed
five on the north side and five on the south side before the inner sanctuary, are briefly
described in I K. 7:49 par.2 Ch.4:7. There is no mention of branches; only a

"flower" is spoken of, along with the "lamps." This would suggest, on the basis of
archaeological evidence of early Iron Age II, that cylindrical stands (of the same sort
as that comprising the central part of the tabernacle lampstand) featuring one (or
several) floral capital(s) were utilized. The lamps that surmounted these ten stands

were likely to have been seven-spouted, of the sort found in cultic contexts in Iron
Age Palestine.le If Zechariah's vision has any validity as a witness for the First

11. Cf. Nougayrol.
12. Cf. Vincent.
13. Cf. Parrot, passim; Meyers, Tabemacle Menorah, ch. lY.
14. For a discussion of symbols in general, cf. Goodenough, [Y,25-62; Xll,64-77.
15. Cf. Meyers, Tabemacle Menorah, 133-156.
16. Cf. Clifford.
17. Cf. Haran, Bibl,50 (1969),251-267.
18. Cf. Haran, SuHier 8 (1961), 272-302.
19. Cf. North, 183-206; Meyers, BAR, 515 (1979),46-57.
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Temple, the existence therein of this kind of stand with multispouted lamps would
be supported. However, it is unlikely that the lampstands constructed in Solomon's
reign, probably by Tlrian workmen using zdhd! sdgfiri would have survived the
Babylonian conquest in 587 B.c. In any case, the symbolic value of the single
arboreal-branched mcndrd of the tabernacle would be obviated by the largely
functional (i.e., providing illumination) unbranched Solomonic stands. Perhaps there
was also a competitive relationship between the mcndrd symbolism and that of the
temple pillars Jachin and Boaz, assuming these did indeed function for illumination.m
The Jerusalem sanctuary had its own cosmic symbolism within the land of Israel as

well as its own tree symbolism in the botanical carvings of its cedar panels (1 K.
6:15,18,29) and the cypress doors (l K. 6:34,35), perhaps also in a grove (cf. Ps.
52:10[8]), apart from a branched lampstand.

3. The Second Temple. The OT gives no indication concerning the existence of
a lampstand in the postexilic temple. The single possible exception is Zechariah's
vision, which does, however, predate the temple restoration. Yet this vision of a
single lampstand may represent the postexilic attention to priestly matters, including
their attempt to restore the temple consistent with the Priestly "blueprint" and to
replace its sacred furniture. The concern for the continuity of God's presence meant
a return to the ancient traditions2l and thus the fabricature, as best as could be
executed according to late 5th/early 6th-century technology, of a mcndrd according
to the Pentateuchal pattern established in the premonarchic era. At this point, how-
ever, the arboreal symbolism of the lampstand seems to have receded after centuries
in which the light-giving aspects of the Solomonic lampstands were prominent. In
the postexilic temple the light motif represented God's presence. Ultimately, while
the actual mcndrd of the temple was carried off, the idea of the mendrd survived the
destruction of the Jerusalem temple in l.o. 70. Eventually it became the most
prominent symbol of postbiblical Judaism in synagogues and tombs, on oil lamps
and glass vessels, on seals and coins.22 These later representations of the m"nbrd
provide a direct link with the oldest tabernacle traditions while being given new
shapes and meanings.

Meyers

4. LnL Qutnran. The LXX translates m'ndrA with lychnia (31 times). In rendering
the Priestly account of the lampstand's fabrication in the wilderness sanctuary it varies
between lychnia @x.37:17 ILXX 38:13]) and lampddion (Ex.37:19 [LXX 38:16]).
According to LXX 38:16(MT 37:19), lampddia can also function as a part of the
lampstand when the individual lamps are so referred.

20. W. F. Albright; cf., however, I K. 7:41ff. and M. Noth, Kdzrge l-16. BK, DVI e1983),
154. See also C. Meyen, CBQ, 45 (1983), 167-178.

21. Cf. Ackroyd,66-81.
22. Cf. Gadenough, IV, 77-92:XA,,79-83.
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The term mendrd occurs only rarely in Qumran. The occurrence in llQT 3:13 is
poorly preserved and stands in the context of instructions concerning the materials for
temple construction and furnishing. The term itself is no longer preserved in the
candlestick description in I IQT 9.

Fabry

i1l17D minha?i.

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Extrabiblical Occurrences. II. l. Semantic Field;2. Syntactic
Combinations;3. LXX. m. Distribution and Linguistic Pattems: l. Pentateuch;

2. Deuteronomistic History and Chronicler's History; 3. Prophets. IV. Secular Usage: 1. Gift;
2. Tribute. V. Theology: l. Sacrifice or Offering;2. Designation of Time. VL Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. Scholarship offers contradictory answers to the question concerning
the etymology of minhd. Is it a primary noun itself or a deverbal nominal construction?
Although KBZ3 reats minlti as a primary noun, in its discussion of the lexeme mnh it
draws attention to a possible relationship with minhd. I Hebrew, however, does not attest
any verb mnh. Since the previously known occurrences of this root are to be dated
significantly later (Arab. manaha, "to give, loan"; cf. also Tigr. and Geez "give
someone [e.9., a poor person] a cow on loan" [the cow belongs to the owner, and the

minhA. P. A. H. de Boer, "An Aspect of Sacrifice," Srudies in the Religion of Ancient Israel.
SW23 (1972),2747:J. R. Brown, Temple and Sauifice in Rabbinic Judaism (Evanston, 1963);
A. Charbel, "Offerta di prodotti vegetali nei sacrifice i"lamim," Euntes docete, 26 (1974),
398-403; G. B. Gray, Sacifice in the OT: Its Theory and Practice (1925, repr. New Yorlq l98l);
R. D. Hecht, Sacifice: Comparative Study and Interpretation (diss., UCLA, 1976); W. Herr-
mann, "Gdtterspeise und G6ttertrank in Ugarit und Israel," ZAW 72 (1960),205-216; J. Hoftijzer,
"Das sogenannte Feueropfer," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschift W. Baumgartner SW, 16
(1967), 114-134;8. A. Levine, In the Presence of the Ltrd: A Study of Cult and Some Cultic
Terms in Ancient Israel. StJlA,5 (1974); idem and W. W. Hallo, "Offerings to the Temple Gates
at Ur," HUCA, 38 (1967), 17-58; A. F. Rainey, "The Order of Sacrifices in OT Ritual Texts,"
Bibl, 5l (1970), 485-498; M. Rehm, "Das Opfer der Vtilker nach Mal l,ll," kx tua veitas.
Festschrift H. Junker (Trier, 1961), 193-208; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers
im alten Israel. WMANT, 24 (1967); H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Philadelphia,
1966), 166-178;L.Rost, StudienzumOpferimaltenlsrael.BWANT ll3(1981);H.H.Rowley,
"The Meaning of Sacrifice in the OT," BJRI. 33 (l95G5l), 74-ll0 = From Moses to Qumran
(New York, 1963),67-107; R. J. Thompson, Penitence and Sacifice in Early Israel Outside the
I*vitical lnw (Leiden, 1963); R. de Vaux, Studies in OT Sacrifice (Eng. trans., Cardiff, 1964;
cf . CahRB,l tl%41). -;11)l 7d[ah kabhach) (M 8-29); -+ i]lf) l"b6nn (Yil,441-47); --r;r)ty
'6ld: -+'19? qifidr.

l. P.568.
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milk is used by the poor personl2), mnh has probably legitimately been viewed as a
denominative until now.

The Ugaritic text RS 1957.701, however,3 contains an important occurrence
which may attest the existence of a verb mnh as early as Ugaritic literature. Line 5,
'lp.1mn mt kbd d.mnht, which Mitchell Dahood translates as "one thousand eight
hundred heavy (ars) of cereals," presupposes either a feminine singular or a femi-
nine plural substantive. Michael Heltze1. thinks that mnht is a sacrificial term
meaning "gift" or "offering," even though the text itself represents a commercial
document. oswald Loretz and others, following Mario Liverani,5 correctly point out
that the forrr. mnht can be interpreted as the passive participle of mnh, "to hand out,
distribute." If this interpretation should prove correct, then a deverbal origin for
minhd cannot be excluded. If, however, minhd deives from mnh,6 then the noun is
a qatl or qitl form.7 In this context it should be pointed out that the Middle Hebrew
plural form menahdl (Mishnah Zebah. ix.5) points to a root mnh, since a prefigured
mem would presuppose *minlr61.8 Such a plural is indeed attested 3 times in Biblical
Hebrew.

This leads to the assumption of a different verbal root as the basis for the nominal
construction. one suggestionis nhy/w -+ i'lil I (ndhh), "to lead, guide,"e which is well
attested in the OT, while its extrabiblical occlurences clearly direct us to the South
Semitic sphere.l0 A deverbalization of nhy/w is to that extent not problematical, since
now minhd has developed in a fully regular fashion as a maqlal/miqyal form with a
feminine ending. The verb's semantic point of departure, however, then generates a
virtually insoluble problem.

These findings suggest that minhd represents a primary noun from which a verb
mnh then developed. This denomination likely occurred already in the second half of
the second millennium s.c.

2. Extrabiblical Occurrences. The term minhd is only infrequently attested outside

2. cf. Leslau, "observations on Semitic Cognates in ugaritic," o r 37 (1968), 35g; contibu-
tions,3l.

3. Published by M. Dahood in L. R. Fisher, et al., The Claremont Ras-Shamra Thblets. AnOr
48 (1971),32.

4. Review of Fisher, et al., IEJ, 22 (1972),254.
5. "Il talento di Ashdod," OrAnt, tt (1972), t93-99.
6. Cf. GesB, 437; wrM, IIL 153; J. C. de Moor, The seasonal pattern in the ugaritic Myth

of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (t971), 132.
7. The former is supported by the early readings given in KBI),568: mdna (Sam.), manaa

(LXX, Jerome).
8. Cf. J. Blau and S. E. l,oewenstamm, "Zur Frage der scriptio plena im Ugaritischen und

Verwandtes," UE 2 (1970),28, n. 57.
9. Cf. already F. Perles, Analekten zurTextkritik des ATs (Munich, 1895),78; F. Hommel;

M. Lidzbarski ; then T. F. McDaniel, "Philological Studies in Lamentations,l," Bibl,49 (1969),
35; H. L. Ginsberg, ANET, l3O.

10. Cf. E. Jenni, "i'llll nllhleiten," THAT ll,53-55.
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the Bible. The earliest extant occurrences point to Ugarit, where mnh occurs with the

general meaning "gift, tribute,"ll whereas the meaning "sacrifice, offering" posited

by Cyrus Gordonl2 cannot be derived from these few occurrences.

ln KTU, 1.2 I,38, the suffixed mnhyk (masc. pl.) means "your gifts," and parallels
'rgmnk, "your tribute," whereby one must consider whether the suffixes should not be

understood as markers of dative usage.l3 Within the context of the divine struggle

between Ba'al and the sea god Yamm, Ba'al is to acknowledge his own subordination

by presenting tribute to Yamm. The parallel 'rgmn, "trTbttte," makes it unlikely that

mnlt caries any sacrificial connotations. The accompanying verb ybl also occurs bib-
lically in connection withminhd (Hos. l0:6; Zeph. 3:10).ra The parallels noted in RSfl

I, $II.210, for ybl and nhh (Ps. 60:11[EnB. v. 9]; 108:ll[10]) are probably deceptive,

and the reference to Job 29:25 is incorrect.
ln KTII, 4.91, l, mnh.bd.ybnn means "tribute from the hand of PN," and contains

no religious connotation whatever.l5 The same then also holds true for line 4 if the

present text imn nh ("oil in skins"16) were to be emended with Yigael Sukenik to imn
mnh, "sacifrciaVoffering oil." lz Finally, the root probably also occurs in the Akkadian

text PRU 293,2 and 5 from Ugarit, where the word manafiari has been interpreted by

Jean Nougayrol as the plural of ALk. mnrwfitu, "work."18 William F. Albright claimed

that this word was actually Heb. minhA. Akkadian, however, does not attest this root.le

Late Egyptian attests mnht with the meaning "gift of homage," although this might
be a loanword from Hebrew2o

Although mnhh l-ln does occur within Hebrew, Aramaic, and Phoenician-Punic

epigraphy, mnhhl can be eliminated as an Egyptian loanword.2l Neither does mnl.th

III, "grave, tomb,"22 belong to this etymon.23 mnhh ll,za "sacrifice, offering" in the

form of a stela, a temple, or a vegetable gift, is profusely attested both in the Elephantine

Aramaic papyri of the fifth century s.c.25 and in Phoenician-Punic and Neo-Punic

inscriptions. A Phoenician votive inscription to Melqart (Lapethos) mentions mnhh in

ll. WUS no. 1579.
12. UT, no. 1500.
13. Cf. Blau-Loewenstamm, 28, n. 58; see also ANE73,l3O.
14. Ct. L. Sabottka, Zephanja. BietOr 25 (1972), lzlf.
15. Cf. J.-M. de Tarragon, Iz Culte d Ugarit. CahRB, 19 (1980),71.
16. Cf. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Zv ugaritischen Lexikographie (VIID,"

uE s (1973),113.
17. "An Ugaritic List of Spices and Ointments," Tarbiz, 18 (1946,147), 126 [Heb.]. On the

possible attestation of a verbal rootmnl.t in Ugarit in the text RS 1957.701, cf. above.

18. Cf. AHw, ll (1972), 602.
19. Cf. further J. L. Boyd III, "Two Misunderstood Words in the Ras Shamra Akkadian

Texts," Or a6 0977),229.
20. ct. wbAs, tr,84.
21. DISO,158.
22. N. Avigad, "Excavations at Beth She'arim, 1955," IEJ,7 (1957),239.
23. -+ lllJ nw|t.
24. DISO,159.
25. Cf . An 30,21 , 25; 31,21;32,9; 33, I l; cf. also E. Vogt, title, 107.
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a general sense.26 The Punic Marseilles Taitr7 clearly picks up oT sacrificial ter-
minology when minlfi - together with bll, as is frequently the case in p 

- occurs next
to zebab 0. l4). The meaning "cereal offering," however, seems too vague, since a
zbb ;d (1. 12) already covers this type. Neither is the content of the minhd specified:
Baked goods, milk, fat, and kl zbl.t can be included.

Thus outside the or, too, the meaningof minhdis fairly broad; cf. also the Neo-punic
inscription of Mactar,28 where minhd functions as the summary term for the oblations
of a cultic gathering.2e In an addendum to the Neo-Punic inscription of Altiburos,30
minhi and the parallel 'dld refer to the sacrificial offerings to Ba'al Hammon.3l

Finally, the root is also attested in Arab. manaha, "to give, roan," andminllat, "gift,"
as well as in additional south Semitic dialects (see preceding discussion).

Rabbinic literature attests only the noun minhi, in the Targumim minhdld', with the
meanings "gift, sacrificial offering, especially cereal offering," figuratively "the time
of the afternoon sacrifice" (cf. I K. 18:29,36;2K.3:20;16:13,15; Ezt.9:4f.;lsa.43:23;
Mal. 1:10,11) and the 6sprayer at the afternoon sacrifice.,'32

lL l. Semantic Field. The semantic field of minhd emerges from the many parallels
and series of sacrificial terms accompanying it (Ex. 30:9; l*v.7:37;9:4; 23:13,1g,37;
Nu. 4:16; 6:15; 7 :87 ; 15:24; 29:39).

The classification of the individual sacrificial terms is difficult to evaluate and
probably assumed various forms during various periods. In early texts minliis of equal
value with 'ah boltd'!, 'diam, ar,d zebab, while in ps and Rp it, like neseft, isdemoted
by means of suffixes into a complementary offering accompanying these greater sacri-
fices. The term minhd never occurs as a generic term like qorbdn, kalil, and, 'iiieh, and
since its content is frequently explained, the concrete realization of that content must
have been variable within certain parameters.

2. Syntactic Combinationr. Syntactically, minhd exhibits a certain awkwardness. In
half of its occurrences it appears undeclined in the singular absolute state with (40
times) or without (73 times) the article. Here it governs the following construct chains:
qorban minhd (r*v. 2:l); toral hamminha (r-ev. 6:7114l); solel hamminhd (l-ev.
6:8t15l), and n6s"'a minha Qgs.3:18). It occurs 23 rimes in the singular consrruct state,
including the following @curences in the pentateuch: minllal habbdqer (Ex.29:41);
minl.tal marluiel g*v2:7); minllal bikkfirtm (l*v.2:14): mintla! pitttm (l-ev. 6:14):
minfal kdhzn (l-nv.6:16123l); minl.tal hattdmtd (Nu. 4:16); minfia! qena,O! (Nu. 5:15);

26. KA|,43, t3.
27. KAI,69; cf. the Carthaginian "duplicate," KAI, 74; see also ANEF,656t.
28. KAI,145, 13.
29. -+ nliD marzdah.
30. KN,159,8.
31. For further discussion of Punic sacrificial terminology cf. J.-G. F6wier, "Le vocabulaire

sacrificiel punique," JAs, 243 (1955), 49-63.
32. Ct. WTM, rrr, 153.
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and minba! zikkdrin (Nu. 5:15); and outside the Pentateuch additionally: minl.tal

hd'dreb (2 K. 16:15; Ps. 141:2); minl.tal.idw' (sa. l:13): minba! ychfild (Mal. 3:4);

minl.tal yisrd'Zl (l S. 2:29); and only once minltal YHWH (l S. 2:17). This latter

expression probably corresponds to the customary formulation minl.td I"YHWH (Nu.

28:26;Isa.66:20; Joel 2:14;Mal.2:12;3:3), which indicates the target object by means

of a dative particle (cf. also the king in Hos. 10:6; Jehoshaphat in 2 Ch. l7:5; Uzziah

in 2 Ch. 26:8).
minhi is seldom used with adjectives. Occurrences include: minhd haddiA Q-,ev.

23:16); minl.td l.tarEld (L,ev. 7:10); ar.d minl.ti t"hdrd (ivdal.l:ll).

3. IXX. The LXX renders minfuA A2 times with thysia, twice with thystasma, and

once each with hol.okarttoma arrd prusphord. In language related to sacrifice and

offering it does not differentiate between minhi and zepah, rendering both terms with

thysta; neither is i^iielr clearly set off, since it is rendered 8 times by thysia in addition

to lairp1ma. Apparently the semantic shifts between minhd and qorban within the

Priestly traditions are also noted by the LXX, since qorbdn - rendered by the general

term diron- is set apart from the specification minhi = thysta.The extreme proximity

of these two terms, however, also manifests itself in the fact that minhA is also rendered

30 times by d6run, although primarily outside of sacrificial texts. The LXX makes clear

distinctions between 'dld (hobkantdma, lnlokafuOsis, a11d only 6 times thys{a), bafia't
( hamartia),'didm ( pl€mm6leia), q"1are1 Ghym{ama), and ne s e$ ( spondd ).

What is striking is the frequent rendering by mand (once: Dnl. 2:46), manad (16

times), manach (once: 2 K. l7:3), ruinna (12 times; minna otherwise refers l0 times

to -, :D min), and mannaeim (once: Neh. 13:9). Rather than marking distinctions in

content, these different forms more likely represent linguistic variants in the LXX
versions and recensions. The question is unavoidable, however, just how minna can

be used for minh6. We find that this rendering occurs only outside the Pentateuch,

especially in Jeremiah, Nehemiah, Daniel, and consistently above all in Ezk. 45ff. (in

the Codex Alexandrinus). On ttre one hand, it may have resulted from a consistent

scribal error involving marwd, as suggested by Paul Maiberger in the case of Bar.

1:10,33 an explanation supported by the variants between codices A and B, although

the frequency is nonetheless striking. Thus this is probably not a case of scribal error,

and this particular translation can be traced back rather to the textual history of the

LXX itself: (1) the meaning of mAn = mtinna remained undefined for a long period,

since man was understood in an indefinite sense as "gift, presenl";u (/) Gk. mdnna,

"frankincense, incense powder, granular sacrificial substance,"35 offers itself as a

likely, albeit one-sided, translation, since the minhd is often associated with incense;

(3) it must be assumed that the morpheme minlli does not represent the genuine

33. -+ lD man, | (ym,389-395); cf. also R. Meyer, "Mdwct," TDNT' [V,462f.
34. Cf. Maiberger.
35. Cf. H. C. iiaAel, R. Scoft, and H. S. Jones, Greek English Lexicon, II (Oxford, e1940'

repr. 1948), 1079.
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phonetic value of the word, since the first syllable probably originally contained an
a-vowel (see preceding discussion); (4) rabbinic occurrences suggest that an identifi-
cation between minlri and manna was conceivable; how else was one to explain that
the taste of manna was considered like that of "finely ground flour and oil" (and
honey)?36

III. Distribution and Linguistic Patterns. The noun minhh x,cws 2ll times in
the Hebrew ol twice in rhe Aramaic sections (Ezr.1:ll.;Dnl.2:46), and twice in
Sirach (45:14; 50:9).

of these, 113 occurrences are in the pentateuch, 44 in the prophets, 33 in the
Deuteronomistic history, 16 in the chronicler's history, and only 6 in the psalms. This
distribution derives not least from the two main semantic specifications "sacrifice,
offering" and "gift." Given the broad temporal distribution, the occurrences in the
Pentateuch are especially ill-served by a summary definition.

l. Pentateuch. The term minhi occurs in all the temporal strata of the Pentateuch's
development; at the same time, specific linguistic patterns in connection with the use
of minhd characterize the individual segments.

a. Very few occurrences derive from the pre-Yahwistic/Yahwistic literary stage. Gen.
4:3,4,5 all derive from a Kenite source: the minhd both of Cain and Abel are referred
to the respective sacrificer by means of a suffix. Similarly, suffixed minhh also occurs
in the (pre-)Yahwistic Dathan-Abiram episode (Nu. l6:15). This stage is characterized
by weak semantic specification of the term: minhd refers to a "sacrificial offering" in
a broad, general sense; indeed, one cannot yet strictly ascertain that it even constitutes
a sacrificial term. It probably refers rather to a "gift/offering to a superior," as the
contemporaneous occurrences in the story of Joseph seem to suggest (Gen. 43:11,
15,25,26). At this early stage, minhh consistently occurs only as an object within the
given sentence structure, i.e., mention of this term always simultaneously evokes the
controlling subject.

b. The linguistic usage of the Elohist differs sharply from this, since in the Jacob-Esau
controversy he views minhh as the subject of participial constructions (Gen.
32:21f.[20t.)). At the same time, such linguistic specification signals a substanrive
aspect to the extent that minhi here encompasses livestock, flocks, and other movable
possessions (cf. Gen. 32:l413l). tn the phrase minhd hfi'(Gen. 32:19[1g]) E already
coins a formulaic expression that will later be used in the addenda to the Priestly
Document as a sacrificial declaration (cf. Irv. 2:6,15). E does not seem to have used
a suffixed form of minhd.

Neither J nor E uses specific verbs wirh minha, and atthough D6'hiphil ar,d ldqah
do reflect common later usage as well, kfin hiphll (cf. ps. l4l:2) and ydra/ hiphil are
unique. Linguistic usage has not yet become f,rxed.

36. Examples in St.-B., ll (1924),481; cf. further B. J. Malina, The palestinian Mawn
Tradition. AGSU, 7 (1968), 66; R. Le D6aut, "Une aggadah targumique et les .murmures, de
Jean 6," Bibl, 5l (1970), 80-83.
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c. Over 100 occurrences of minhh are found in the Priestly Document alone and in

the redactional activity undertaken by it in the Pentateuch. In this context, Pc seems

still to have dealt in a restrained fashion with this word, for only l0 occurrences can

be attributed to this basic stratum @x.29:411.30:9;kv. 2:1,4,8,9;5:13?;7:3'l;9:4,17).
Now minh| occurs consistently without suffixes, for it is removed completely from

secular language and reserved for sacrificial terminology, in which as a sacrifice or

offering it is similarly transferred from the individual sphere to the ecclesiological

sphere of the congregation Israel. At the same time, PG carries through a specification,

since now + lf'lP qorban becomes the designation for the unspecified "sacrificial
offering," while minhd i$ co- or subordinated to it as a more exact specification or is

classified as a partial sacrifice or offering. The sacrificial regulations in Lev. 2 especially

reflect source-specific linguistic usage. Here Pc speaks of a qorban minhd I"YHWH
(vv. 1,4), whereas later addenda speak only of minhd (vv. 3,7,10,11) or of n61ere1

min-hammintli (vv.3,10). PG almost always uses qaraQ hiphil as the sacrificial verb,

and also gives information concerning the scope of the minhd-materials. It consists

basically of finely ground flotn (sdle!) which is mixed (bll) with oil (iemen) (Lev. 2:l;
9:4); it can additionally contain frankincense (2:l) and unleavened bread (2:4f.). The

ingredients are so fixed that Pc usually can speak simply of minhd without any more

specific information (e.g., 9:4), whereas later addenda again consider more specific

information to be necessary (compare Lev. 7:9,10 with 9:4).

d. Ps addenda which focus on the "sacrificial portions of the priests" (Lev. 2:3,10;

6:7,8[14,15]; 7:9,10; l0:12) no longer perceive any connection between qorban and

minbk; they now subordinate minhi to the fire offering ('iiieh) (2:3,10l. 10:12)' The

presentation term is qdraf; hiphiL According to this tradition, the minhA can also be

prepared without oil, i.e., "W" ft"rebA) Q:10; cf. 6:13[20]).

Other Ps addenda seem to equate minhi and qorban agun (2:5,7). A singular tradition
in Lev. 2:13-16 ("frst fruits") speaks of the qorban minhdl"f;d (2:13), which is to be

prepared with salt. In the same verse this tradition can even replace minhd with qorban.

The singular tradition "Tamid offering" (l-ev. 6:12-16119-231) subordinates minhA to

the generic terms qorban (v. 13[20]) and knltl (v. 16[23]), something also observable

in the later Ps addenda (cf., e.g., Nu. 5:15). Here qorban functions in a general fashion

as a designation for any kind of presentation or offering, e.g., also for materials to be

added to the temple treasury, whereas minhA remains limited to sacrifices or offerings

within the context of a cultic activity. These later traditions also show that the ingre-

dients (by the addition of roasting corn and groats, l-ev. 2:14,15) and manner of
preparation (by the addition of the griddle in v. 5 and the pan in v. 7) have been

expanded. The term of presentation is again qara! hiphil.
Further individual traditions associated with Ps are found in the sacrificial laws

concerning leprosy (Lev. l4), the offering of jealousy (Nu. 5), and the Naziriteship

(Nu. 6); extremely old individual traditions are also found in the regulations conceming

the consecration offerings of the tribal princes (Nu. 7) and the levitical consecration

(Nu. l5). The language is unremarkable: minhd is the terminus technicus for the cereal

offering, whose ingredients are specially mentioned only when they are to be varied

at certain occasions (cf. kv. 14:10,21 Nu. 15:4,6,9). The offering of jealousy plays a
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special role and apparently reflects a singular tradition. Here minhA occurs only in
construct: minl.tal qcna'd! (Nu. 5:15,25), minl.tal zikkirdn mazkerel ,dwdn (vv. I5,lg)
(minha elsewhere in the construct state only in Ex. 29:41 l-,ev. 2:14; 6:7,16114,231;
Nu.4:16, all Ps). The singularity of this tradition also manifests itself in the fact that
in Nu. 5:15 a jealousy minhd is to be prepared which, in contrast to all others, is to be
prepared not from sdleTbutrather from qemab i"'drtmwithout oil and without frankin-
cense. Only occasionally do these later traditions associate the minhd with a drink
offering (nesep (Nu. 6:15,17; 15:24).It is also noteworthy thatminh6 now once again
occurs with suffixes, suffixes which usually connect the offering itself with the person
making the offering (e.g., Nu. 6:17): at the same time, however, an incipient linguistic
relaxation can be observed insofar as the suffixes now also serye to srtbordinate minhh
(andneseL) to a more comprehensive offering and to degrade it into a secondary offering
(cf. Nu. 8:8). Increasngly, laqah joins qdra! hiphil as rhe term of presentation.

e. The 4 occurrences in the Holiness Code can be subsumed under these linguistic
auspices (l*v. 23:13,16,18,37). H views the minhd consistently in connection with
other types of sacrifice and offering: 'dld, zelafu, and especially nese\ These are all
component offerings of the 'iiieh lcYHWH. H pays attention to the specification of the
minhh mateials (v. 13) and inrroduces a minha b"daia (v. 16; cf. Nu. 2g:26) in con-
nection with the harvest festival. The term 'aS6 now joins qdra! hiphil.

f. The final stage is probably represented by the sacrificial calendar in Nu. 28: l-30: l
(32 occurrences), "one of the latest sections of the Pentateuch."3T What the previous
sacrificial laws prescribed (lrv. l--7;23; Nu. 15) is now presupposed as the obtaining
order. The subordination of minh"d to the '6h is completely variable (cf. Nu. 2g:12,31
29:6), and the specification of the actual content of the minhh is no longer presented
according to a unified model (cf. Ps in Nu. 15:6,9: minhd sdlel [quantity] bdlfil baiiemen
[quantity], and the variety of formulations used by Rp in Nu. 2g:5,9,12ab,13,26;2g:20,
28;29:3,9,14 and elsewhere). Consistently minha is associated with a primary sacrifice
or offering by means of suffixes, and is constantly associated with nese\ The presen-
tation term is increasingly 'Aid. The concluding formulation in Nu. 29:39 contains in
minhdfif,em the only plural construction in the pentateuch.

2. Deuteronomistic History and chroniclerb History. The term minha occtrs 32
times in the Deuteronomistic history and 16 times in the Chronicler's history. The
portion of the occurrences exhibiting the meaning "gift, present, tribute" (14 and 6
occurrences) is significantly higher than in the Pentateuch. The number of parallel
series of sacrificial terms narurally quickly diminishes (cf. Josh. 22:23,29;1 K. g:64;
2 K. 16:15; 2ch.7:7). with few exceptions minhd oc,cws in the absolute state, and
suffixed forms are rare (l S. 2:29; I K. 10:25; 2 K. 16:13,15; 2 Ch.9:24). Thus also
outside the Pentateuch no real tendency toward fixed usage can be clearly ascertained.
Statements concerning content are rarely made, since as one of the classical sacrifices
or offerings the minhd is ritually fixed and familiar (exceptions include: Jgs.6:18f.

37. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), 219.
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[kids and unleavened cakes]; I Ch.2l:23 [wheat]; 1 Ch.23:29 [fine flour]); similarly,

the meaning "tribute" is only rarely accompanied by more specific references to content

(exceptions: I K. 10:25 par. 2 Ch. 9:24 [silver and gold vessels, garrnents' weapons'

balsam, horses, and mulesl; 2 K. 8:9 [precious things]), so that here, too, one can

already ascertain an advanced technical understanding of the term.

In the Deuteronomistic history, minhA occrxs almost exclusively as the object of the

verbs ?/d hiphil, qdra! hiphil, idlah; in isolated instances the verbs b6'hiphil, ndid',

br'II hiphil, b'1, qlr hiphil, and others occur. The Chronicler's history attests clearly

altered linguistic usage, since here nalan and b6'hiphil are used, and only 3 times

ndfid' and once ifi! hiphil.

3. Prophets. The term minhd occrxs 8 times in Isaiah (3 times in Proto-Isaiah, once

in Deutero-Isatah,4 times in Trito-Isaiah);4 times in Jeremiah (at the earliest in his

second proclamation period); 15 times in Ezekiel (exclusively in the draft constitution);

twice in Amos (5:22 as an original part of the text; 5:25 as a secondary insertion); once

in Hosea; 3 times in Joel; once in Znphaniah; and 7 times in Malachi. The Psalms

mention minhd 6 times, Daniel mentions it trvice. Despite the enormous temporal-

historical scope encompassed by these writings, it is strikingthat minhd here is almost

never understood as "tribute" or "gift" (exceptions: Hos. 10:6 [gift (RSV tribute) to

the great kingl; Isa. 39:l [to Hezekiah]). In all other cases Yahweh is either explicitly
or implicitly the goal of the minhd. Not only do the prophets rarely use this word (the

occurences in Ezekiel do not belong to the basic stratum of the draft constitution, but

rather to the late exilic ndit'and Zadokite strata38), but with few exceptions they also

always use it in parallel constructions with other sacrificial terms. That is, they view

the minhi basically only in connection with the other sacrifices and offerings. This also

means, however, that neither the minhA nor any other offering is singled out for
attention, but rather that the entire sacrificial cult is the focus of their prophetic

proclamation. Once agun minhd is used in the absolute state (exceptions: minl.ral'dref;
in Ps. 141:2; DnL 9:21; minhal y"hAA in Mal. 3:4), suffixes are not common (excep-

tions: Ps. 2O.413); Am. 5:22; Zeph.3:10), and related verbs do not really reveal any

fixed linguistic structures: Trito-Isaiah uses'ald hiphil and b6'hiphil; b.fd predominates

in Ezekiel's draft constitution, and Malachi adds nagai hiphil, which is attested only
twice previously as the presentation term with minhd (Am.5:25 [secondary]; Lev. 2:8

PG; with minltA as "tribute" in I K. 5: l; with other sacrificial terms cf. Ex. 32:6; l*v.
8:14). Finally, the fundamental association of minhd and nesef; is noteworthy in Joel.

IV. Secular Usage. In secular usage minhA appears with the meaning "gift, present,"

or "tribute," although some passages already exhibit a semantic progression toward

the meaning "sacrifice, offering."
1. Gtft. With the meaning "gift," minhd rccrrs with a variety of contexts, and the

content of such a minhd is accordingly quite variable. A minhh as a gift is never
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presented completely unintentionally; that is, in every instance it is more or less obvious
that the presentation of this gift is directed toward attaining a specific goal. Thus in
the first instance the minlth is intended to make the person receiving it well-disposed
toward the giver (2 K. 8:8f.). The sons of Jacob seek to win Joseph,s favor and to ward
off Joseph's claims to the youngest son Benjamin by bringing to hi^ - quite indepen-
dent of the kesep for the grain 

- a .'ich minhd consisting of balsam, honey, tragacanth
gum, myrrh, pistachio nuts, and almonds (Gen. 43:l1,15,25,26 J). presenting this kind
of minhd to the head of a country for the sake of securing his favor was customary (cf.
2 K.2o:12 par. Isa. 39:l; Ps. 45:l3ll2l), although it is not in every case clear whether
such a minhd does not already exhibit the character of a payment of ribute (cf. ps.
72:10: minhd par. 'eikdt; "tribute"). A minh6 is also presented to the newly chosen
king as a gift of homage (cf. 2 Ch. l7:5;32:23 migdanbl). Refusing to present it is the
same as refusing loyalty (1 S. 10:27). Before his own meeting with Esau Jacob sends
him an enornous minhd consisting of livestock in order to acknowledge Esau as the
land's sovereign and to prevent possible hostilities (Gen.3214, lg,zl,z2[l3,lg,zo,2l]
E). According to J, this minhd arrd Esau's acceptance of it function representatively by
signaling "favor" (hefl afi "favorable acceptance" (rdse between the two hostile
brothers. J pointedly draws out the meaning of this minha for the sphere of human
relationships by using it like a sacrificial term: ..If I find favor with you, then accept
my present from my hand; for truly to see your face is like seeing the face of God,'
(Gen. 33:10). Thus even in the case of the profane minhd the ierm's cultic-sacral
connotation can adroitly be brought into play; this presupposes that the minhAoffering
was accorded an extremely wide sphere of efficacy in mollifying the deity (see discusl
sion below) and similarly presupposed such efficacy being operative in the secular
sphere.

At least in the language of the Chronicler it seems possible to view a minha b
Yahweh primarily under the aspect of a gift and less as a sacrifice or offering; cf. the
parallels minhd IeYHWH and migddnill ltfiizqtydhfr (2 Ch.32:23: cf. also t ci. lo:zg;
Ps. 96:8). of particular interest is znph.3:10 with its Jewish interpretation: ..From
beyond the rivers of Cush my suppliants shall bring me the minhi."36lnto this univer-
salistic statement a "Jewish particularist" inserted a ba1 pfi;ay, ,,daughter of my
dispersions." Despite the textual difficulties here, this insertion seems to be giving
information concerning the content of the minhd. T\e minh.d is the "congregation of
my dispersed ones," the Diaspora itself.

2. Tribute. Regarding both its scope and its addressee, a minhh as a ..gift', is
presented sua sponte. Though scholarship peculiarly never presses the question,ao it
does indeed come as a surprise that this term can now also refer to a ,.tribute,,' a levy
that hardly has anything in common with a gift. A tribute is a levy coerced by military
superiority from a subject to the more powerful party. since any irregularity in paying

39. W. Rudolph, kphanja. KAT X\U3 (1975),291.
40. Cf. R. de Vaux, Anclsn 415-432.
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the tribute (cf. Hoshea's suspension of the minhd to Shalmaneser in 2 K. l7:3f. and its

consequences) threatened the status quo, prompttng a declaration of war which ended

with the destruction of the inferior party, one must view this as a significant semantic

component of thetermminhd. OT Hebrew does not otherwise attest a term for "tribute."
The previously mentioned'e.itaroccurs only in Ezk.27:15; Ps.72:10, and in neither

of these passages can this meaning be determined exactly. Similarly, middh II suggested

by GesB more likely refers to a domestically induced tax levy (Neh. 5:4). Either as a

designation for "tribute" minhd is a euphemism, or the semantic perspectives "gift,"
"tribute," and "cereal offering" reveal a common fundamental perception. This does

not seem a superfluous point, since especially in the theological sphere (see discussion

below) - although not only there - the appeasing effects of the minhi are everywhere

evident. Does this signal perhaps an etymological relationship with the root + l1'll

nwh, "to settle, rest"? Since foreign payments of tribute reflect the greatness of one's

own kingship, one must suspect a tendentious portrayal on the part of the court reporter

behind the fantasy payments of tribute by King Mesha to Ahab (2 K. 3:4) and by the

Philistines to Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. l7:ll). David obliged the Syrians (2 S. 8:6 par. 1 Ch.

18:6) and the Moabites (2 S. 8:2; I Ch. l8:2) to pay tribute, while Solomon brought

everything from the Euphrates to the Philistines and the Egyptian border under his

control (1 K. 5:1[4:21]). The payments to him constitute tribute, since they are made

idnd beianA, "year by year" (1 K. 10:25; 2 Ch.9:Vl). Finally, Uzziah also obliged the

Ammonites to pay tribute (2 Ch.26:8).
In contrast, information is scarce concerning one's own tribute payments using the

termminhi. Jgs. 3:15,17,18 speak of tribute to the Moabites, 2 K. l7:3f. of tribute paid

by the northern kingdom to the Assyrians, and Hos. 10:6 shows the failure of the politics

of 2 K. l7:3f.: "The calf itself shall be carried to Assyria as minhd to the great king."
Fabry

V. Theology. 1. Sacrifice or Offering. T\e term minftk, " gift, present, " early acquired

the specialized meaning of a sacrifice or offering which was to be a "pleasing odor"

OAklk nibdtalD to the deity and was to soothe its senses. Thus David says to Saul:

"If it is Yahweh who has stirred you up against me, then give him a minh^A to smell

(rwh htphrl)" (1 S. 26:19). This pleasing smell of the sacrifice's fragrance is also

implied even if the term minhd is not explicitly mentioned. Thus it also happens that

when Noah makes an offering to Yahweh after the deluge, and Yahweh smells its

pleasing fragrance (wayydral.t YHWH 'eyrAal.t hannthnab), he pledges not to curse the

earth a second time (Gen. 8:21); cf. negatively l*v.26:31: "I will no longer smell the

fragrance of your sacrifices" ; Amos 5:2 1 : "I take no pleasure in smelling your solemn

assemblies."
And indeed, the minhA constitutes that part of the ritual which creates the fragrance:

com, flour, baked bread, or cakes mixed with oil and frankincense and presented before

Yahweh (Lev. 2:14f.). The minhd constitutes the high point of the sacrificial ritual,

since it insures that God is able to smell the pleasing fragrance of the offering.

Although the term minh.6 freqtently occurs in connection with or parallel to zelah,
'616 (see earlier discussion), it usually constitutes a fixed ritual together with the qeldre!
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and the incense offering (l"bdnd); cf. Isa. l: 13: "It is futile to bring me minfti; incense
@"yarefl is an abomination to me." Isa. 43:23: "r have not burdened you with minhd,
or wearied you with frankincense (Pb6nil" (cf. also Neh. 13:5-9; Isa. 66:3; Jer. 17:26;
4l:5). The tandem minllh and lc86nd also appears in the Elephantine papyri, indeed
exclusively in this combination.al

Ps. l4l:2 is of significance regarding the association of minh6 (especially the
evening minhd) with the incense offering: "Let my prayer be counted as incense
before thee, and the lifting up of my hands as an evening mi4ttd" (cf. discussion
below).

The minhd, mixed with oil and frankincense, was blended from flour or meal and
could be offered by anyone, independent of animal sacrifice (cf. Lev. 2). Indeed, the
minhh and the incense offering (q"ydre1, rbilruil developed into a kind of universal
ritual; cf.,e.g.,Mal. l:Il: "Forfromtherisingof thesuntoitssettingmynameis
great among the nations, and in every place incense (muqydr) is offered to my name,
and a pure minhd."

Reference should be made also to the eighty men who go up to Jerusalem bringing
minhfr and le!6nd (Jer. 4l:5).

Offerings of the minhd type are attested throughout the ancient Near East. Thus in
a Kassite votive inscription we read: "For Adad . . . he libated from seeds and . . .
roots, he caused incense to go up in smoke" 1t-na St.NUtttuN i fiir-sa-ti qut-ri-nam
rt-ia-aq+i-ir).42 In Mesopotamia we also find fragrant offerings whose odor is meant
for the deity: "without you ISamaSl the great gods of heaven and earth cannot smell
the incense offerings" (ul is-si-nu qut-rin-nu).a3

In the official cult, however, the minhd was normally connected with animal sacri-
fice, something already attested by ancient Israelite sources. Gideon takes for his
offering a kid and unleavened bread, baked from an ephah offlour (Jgs. 6: l9); Manoah,
the father of Samson, takes a kid and a minhd (Jgs. r3:r9; cf. v.23); Hannah, the
mother of Samuel, prepares a thank offering consisting of three bulls (LXX and 4esam:
"a three-year-old bull"), an ephah of flour, and a skin of wine (l S. 1:24). The priestly
Document provides precise instructions concerning the quantities of grain or flour for
such offerings. The minha consists of a tenth of an ephah of fine meat (sdlefl for a
lamb offering, two tenths for a ram offering, and three tenths for a bull offering (cf.
Nu. 15:l-15;28;29).

It should be pointed out that, in contrast to the usual interpretation, this soleg does
not strictly speaking mean "fine flour," but rather "meal," i.e., ground, pulverized
grain (cf. Akk. siltu and Bab. Sabb.74b: slt slty, "cut into pieces, cut evenly',; cf. Akk.
saldtu), which 

- one assumed 
- w.ls more finely sifted than flour and contained no

husks.4

41. Cf . AP, 30.21,25;31.21:32.9;33.10f.; cf. also Vogt, 107.
42. BM 92699;E. sollberger, "Two Kassite Votive Inscriptions," "/Aos, 

gg (196g), l9l-95.
43. J. Nougayrol, "Texres Religieux (I)," RA, 65 (1971), 162,3.
44. See recently J. Milgrom, l,eviticus t-16. AB 3 (1991), l7g.
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In his temple vision, Ezekiel mentions other quantities for the minhfr: "one ephah

for a ram, one ephah for a bull, and for a lamb as much as he has at hand" (Ezk. 46:4;

cf.45:24). The determination of such recipes for the preparation of ritual sacrifices is

also regulated in Mesopotamia: "three sheep . . . three ;imid-measutes (= scim) of
grain."4s The proportions of grain/flour per animal sacrifice derive from current cus-

toms at the court or among the populace for the preparation of meals and feasts.

Accordingly, Abraham prepares as a hospitality meal for his guests one calf and three

measures (s"'im) of meal (sdle!) (Gen.l8:6f.). Similarly, a list for deliveries to soldiers

found at Ugarit reads: "one lamb and a lth of flour."46 One lth (cf. Heb. lelek, Hos.
3:2) corresponds roughly to one tenth of an ephah (2.2 l. 12.3 qt.l),47 which in Israel

accompanied a lamb offering.

2. Designation of Time. Since the minhd together with frankincense constituted the

high point of the sacrificial ritual, namely, the presentation of the "pleasing fragrance"

QAalt nihbah) the time of this offering was viewed as the most favorable time of the

day. Thus Elijah offers his prayer to God at the time of the minhd offering (ba'"161

hamminl.td,l K. 18:36), and his prayer is answered (vv. 38f.). Ps. l4l:2 also attests

that the hour of the minl.td and of the incense offering was viewed as the most favorable

time of the day: "Let my prayer be counted as incense before thee, and the lifting up

of my hands as an evening minhA." In fact, the expression "favorable time" is itself
attested in the Psalms: "But as for me, my prayer is to thee, Yahweh, at a favorable

time ('€! rdp6n). O God, in the abundance of thy steadfast love, with thy faithful help

answer me" (Ps. 69:14[3]). This verse is recited in the synagogue at the minhAprayer

on the Sabbath,a8 a tradition that seems to go back very far. Here, too, the petitioner

uses the formula 'ondni, "answer me," which goes back to Elijah's evening prayer' It
is of further significance that the prayer of fasting days "'"nEni" is recited only in
connection with the minhA prayer.ae The burning of incense offerings within the context

of liturgy is also reflected in Isaiah's inaugural vision (Isa. 6). The angels' trisagion is

accompanied by the filtng of the temple with smoke, directly recalling the smoke

ascending from the incense altar (v. 6). Solomon's prayer of consecration in 1 K. 8:12ff.

should probably also be understood against this background (cf. the description ofthe
cloud in the temple in vv. l0f.), namely, as a prayer accompanied by an incense offering
(cf. Lev. L6:2,13).

The literature from the period of the Second Temple as well as rabbinic writings richly
attest this understanding of the time of the minhA as the appropriate time for prayer. It is
said that Ezra offered his penitential prayer (in connection with the problem of mixed

marriages) at the time of the evening m inhi @2r.9:5); similarly, the angel Gabriel reveals

45. T. G. Pinches, The Babylonian Tablets of the Berens Collection (London, 1915), I 10, 8.

46. KTU,4.751.
47. Cf. Heltzpr.
48. Cf. I. Elbogen, Der jiidische Gottesdienst in seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Leipzig,

l9l3), lr8.
49. rbid., 55.
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himself at just this time to Daniel (Dnl. 9:21) ortothe priestzechariah (Lk. l:9f.). As was
the custom, the people prayed "outside the house of God" while the priests presented the
incense offering. This is picked up in a regulation in the Mishnah (Tamid vi.1; Kelim i.9),
according to which the people were not permitted to enter the area between the porch and
the altar (byn h'wlm wlmzhb) while the priesr presented rhe incense offering. The people
assembled in the outer cowt ('azdrd) for prayer. Finally, Judith prays in the house of God
at the time of rhe evenin g min|th (Jth. 9: l ).

It is said that the Hasmonean high priest John Hyrcanus received his revelation at
the time of the incense offering (Josephus Ant. x1il282f .).

The Targum understood the various references to incense and offering fragrance in
cant. 4: I l- 16 as if they were referring to the incense offering in the temple, whereby
the priests and people prayed: "May God, my beloved, enter the temple and readily
accept the offerings of his people" (Targ. to vv. 11,16). The blessing of Isaac in Gen.
27:27f . ("Ah, the smell of my son is like the smell of afield that Yahweh has blessed")
was similarly interpreted with an eye on the incense offering in the temple (cf. further
the apocryphal Life of Adam and Eve 29; T. Iai 3:5f.;.so

All these examples illuminate the rabbinic designation "minha prayer" (fpillal
minhk) as the afternoon prayer. Although the minhfr was also presented in the morning
as a cereal offering, the actual time of prayer was associated with the evening offering
at which the people were assembled. This minhA worship took place at the ninth hour
(3 p.m.), when the evening offering, the cereal offering, and the incense offering were
presented (cf. Mishnah Pesal.t. v.l; Acts 3:l; 10:3,30).

Ezra's penitential prayer (Ezr.9:5) showed thatthe time of the minhlwasalsothe most
appropriate time for confession, a custom continued later. on the eve of the Day of
Atonement the confession of sin was spoken shortly before darkness ( rz fuikh; Tosefta
Kippuim iv.l4). A similar confession over the tithe was spoken atthe minhd offering at
the Passover Festival (Mishn ah Ma'ai. j. v.l0; cf. [rv. 2). The Talmud also sees in miiha
the appropriate time for prayer (b'y rlrmy) (cf. Bab. Ta'an. l2b and passim). Midrash
Psalms even views the confession of sin and the minhA prayer as the continuation of the
presentation of the burnt offering in the period without temple and priest.sl

Weinfeld

vI. Qumran. In the writings of,Qumran the term minhh occtrs quite frequently.
Although the term appears only 4 times in writings concerned with the community rule
(twice each in IQS and cD) and is picked up in a few fragments from 4e with clear
invocation of or sacrificial rerminology (cf. 4eDibHam 4:10; 4eord l2:2; 4e50g
(4QPrFCtes') 9:l; cf. also llQPs" l8:8), the Temple scroll uses it over 40 times. The
Aramaic lQapGen contains 2 occurrences (21:2,20) referring to Abraham's sacrifices.
The occurrences within the context of the community rule are characteristic for the

50. -+ ill'l:) Pb6nd (YIt,44147).
51. Cf. A. Jellinek, ut7D;'l llia Sammlung Heiner Midraschim und vermischter Abhandlun-

gen aus der iilteren jiidischen Literatur (Jerusalem, 1967), ry l04ff. [Heb.; Ger. intro.).
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Qumran-Essenic understanding of sacrifice. IQS 9:5 speaks of heave offerings of the lips

(= praler)r interpreted as niilba1 minl.tal ra;6n, a "delectable freewill offering." The

spiritualization of the cult evidenced here52 is also attested in CD 1l:21: The animal

sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination, but the prayer of the just is an agreeable minhi.

In l lQT we encounter the linguistic usage of P virtually unchanged: through suffixes the

minlk is self-evidently and consistently referred to more comprehensive sacrifices.

Qumran attests both "morning" (llQT 13:15) and "evening" minhh (17:7). Noteworthy

is the consistent combination of the minhhwiththe drink offering (cf. llQT l5:9; 16:18;

17:14;20:8f . 22:3,7; 23:5,171' 24:5,8; 25:5,14;28:ll). Specifications of content also

correspond to P ( lQT ll 11:34:12 wheat flour; 20: l0 mixed with frankincense)-
Fabry

52. Ct. G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qumrangemeinde und im NT. STUNT

7 (197r),64tr.

VJl) mana'

Contents: I. Etymology and Range. II. l. Distribution in the OT;2. Meaning, Synonyms,

Antonyms; 3. Sirach; 4. LXX; 5. Qumran. III. OT Usage: l. Secular Sphere ; 2. Religious Sphere;

3. Theological Contexts.

I. Etymology and Range. Attestations for this root clearly point to the Westl and

South Semitic spheres. It occurs once in a Ya'udic curse formul*:May the God Hadad

"keep sleep away" from the enemy (lmn'; the precative particle / as a Canaanism).

The only attestation in Official Aramaic is found in Ahikar 136: "Do not despise that

which is your lot, nor covet some great thing which is withheld from you" (zy ymn'

mnk) (cf. Ps. 131:l), using rfln'in the peal imperfect, to be translated as an internal

passive,3 a forerunner of the "divine passive" of late Hebrew.

The root is probably already attested in Canaanite. In one letter from the Amarna

perioda we read in the upper margin a-na minim [t]a-me-na fi-nu-tu, "why do you

withhold our utensils?" The meaning of the root mn'is secured by the antithesis of
tu-ud-da-nu-n[a], "may they be given over" (1. 2l).

The same meaning is exhibited by Mand. mna II, "to keep away, withhold,"s und

t. DISO, 159.
2. KAI, 214,24.
3. J. M. Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (Baltimore, 1983), 133 with n.412.
4. G. Wilhelm, "Ein Brief der Amama-7rit aus Kdmid el-Ldz (KL 72:@0)," 7A, 291631

(t973), 75.
5. MdD,274b.
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Talmudic mn', "prevent, hold back, hinder,"6 whereas syr. miin', "to come through,
arrive at; to come to, become,"7 has already distanced itself semantically.

In contrast, the South Semitic languages have preserved the fundamental meaning, as
in OSA Sabaean mn', "to defend (militarily), hold back, restrain',8 (pu. d.,,,bring low,
defeat," 1b4 "break into pieces," and'firn,'.remove";9 however, cf. the semantically
progressive adj. mani', "mighty, noble, excellent"). In Sabaean, safaitic, and Litryanite
personal names the root occurs apparently with the meaning ,,to protect.,'Io In Arabic
matut'a, "to stop, detain, keep from entering or passing,"ll also occurs in many nominal
forms: man'a, "resistance," mana'a, "inaccessibility,,, mwnfuiab, ..opposition,,, 

etc.
In Ethiopic the root occurs only in Tigre mane'a, "to withhold, refuse," and

mane'dyet, "that which is refused."l2 In rabbinic writing m/rna'tends to be used in
connection with the terminology of abstinence, especially in connection with the
Nazirite vows of abstinence.13

ll. l. Distribution in the or. The root ,nn'occurs 29 times in the or (25 times in
the qal, 4 the niphal). The oldest occurrences derive from the early monarchy (Nu.
22:16; 24:11 Ul;ra Prov. ll:26; Gen.30:2 [E]); undetermined preexilic occrrrences
(once in Amos, 6 times in Jeremiah, 4 times in proverbs, twice in the psalms) and
exilic-postexilic occurrences (4 times in the Deuteronomistic history Job; once in
Ezekiel, Joel, Ecclesiastes, Nehemiah). God is the subject 13 times (includingpassivum
divinum, ler.3:3; Joel l:13; Job 38: l5), twice the king, 13 times a person, and once a
person's sins (Jer. 5:25).

Syntactic combinations are unremarkable: the object is added asyndetically or with
'e!, the dativus incommodi is designated either by suffixes or, in most cases, by min or
le (Ps.84:12[Eng. v. ll1;.ts

2. Meaning, synonyms, Antonyms. The semantic scope of this verb extends from
"hold back" to "withhold something from someone, deny a p€rson something,,' to
"restrain someone, keep someone away from."l6 The original meaning may be ..to
withhold" in the sense of a denial of possession.

The most comprehensive synonym is knln', then also '*ar -+Ilwn basals and,'dsal;

6.WTM,Itr, 159.
7. I*xSyr 395.
8. ContiRossini, 179a.
9. cIH' 573, 5 = Ja 853 A/5, Bl5, cl5, Dt4, Els, F/5; cf. A. Jamme, sabaean Inscriptions

from Mahram Bilqts @6nfi (Baltimore, 1962),269tt.
10. ftyNfl l,128f.
I l. Wehr ( 1979), tO87 ; t-ane, 3O24f .
12. TigrWb, 129.
13. Citations in WTM, III, 159.
14. W. Gross, Bileam. SIANI 38 (1974), 427 and passim, considers this a part of nonsource

unit I.
15. ct. HAL, II (199s), 508.
16. HAL,1,602.
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individual aspects are covered by ;dpan, "to hide," with the undertone "to lie in wait,"
'dlarhiphil, sfir min hiphil, and rdl.taq hiphil, "keep far away, remove" (primarily in the

spatial sense), zw' hiphil, "to hinder, prevent," .irflQ hiphil, and others, "to hold back," lz

and nzr niphal, although only with the semantic implication "to abstain from" (cf. the

rabbinic tsage of mAna). The antonyms of mdna' deive first from the semantic field "to
bring near" (qdralbrphil. b6'hiphil), then "togive" (nd!an, id'alhiphil'pwqhiphil), "to
bestow" (,fim hiphil, idpal), "to pour out" (ndsa& hiphil, n2m hiphil), "to lead astray" Q'h

hiphil, swr hiphil, ndh hiphil, ni', pthpiel,,ifi| polel), anddibber "to speak readily," 'dnA,

"to answer," as an antonym to "withholding a rcsponse" (Jer.42:4).

3. Sirach. Sirach attests mn' 9 times, exclusively in the qal. In all instances the

subject is a person. The Greek rendering varies enormously.

4. LW. In its own rendering, the LXX uses 23 different verbs: the dominant ones

include apokb$ein (5 times), ap/an/epdchern (5 times), aph./emirein (3 times), aphy-

steretn (twice), as well as krjptein, 6knein, and others.

5. Qumran. The root mn'has thus far been attested only twice in Qumran. llQtgJob
18:9 (text?) cites Job 3l:16; and in llQPs" 24 (a Hebrew version of an apocryphal

psalm long familiar in Syriacl8) - an individual lament - the psalmist petitions: "In-
cline your ear and grant to me what I ask, and that which I am petitioning may you

not withhold from me" (v.5 wbqity 'l tmn' mmny).le The Syriac text replaces mn'with
the synonym kl'(cf. Ps.84:12[1];Job 31:16).

III. OT Usage. l. Secular Sphere.ln the secular sphere mana'in the first instance

means "to keep someone away from something" or "to withhold something from

someone," whereby the semantic aspect of the etymon fully resonates. This notion

of withholding is understood primarily as the non-granting of things to which the

addressee in any event has no recognizable legal claims. The king can grant or

withhold his daughter from a suitor (2 S. 13:13). The vassal can preempt even

greater misfortune for himself and his country by not refusing to pay tribute to the

stronger party (1 K.2O:7). Older proverbial wisdom already formulates the phenom-

enon of ingratitude toward the politically and economically perspicacious person:

"The people curse him who holds back (mn') grain, but a blessing is on the head

of him who sells it" (Prov. ll:26; a different view is taken by Helmer Ringgren,2o

who sees the virtues of generosity and compassion to be the focal point here; the

purely mercantile idpar in v. 26b, however, militates against this view). For the

sphere of instruction the axiom is offered that one should not withhold discipline

17. --t )W ihb.
18. Cf. M. Noth, "Die fiinf syrisch iiberlieferten apokryphen Psalmen," ZAW 48 (1930)' l-23.
19. Cf. J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Suoll of Qumrhn Cave ll (llQPs")- DJD' lV,7Ot.
20. Spriiche. ATD, xYlll (31980), in loc.
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(masdr)z| from a child (Prov. 23:13), a clear reference to corporear punishment, as
v. l3b unmistakably shows.22

A similar counsel might be found in Sir. 4:23 (MS A) if Tadeusz Pena43 is correcr
in pointing 'l tmn' dbr b'wlm in the text to be'frltm: "Do not withhold your maxim
from children, and do not hide your wisdom." According to MS c, however, the
intention of the text seems to point in another direction: its b'yrw, "at the proper time,"2+
suggests the presence of be'6ldm for MS A, so that the text offers a general exhortation
to be helpful: "Never remain silent (when a word might put things right;.,'zs

Otherwise the expression "to hold back/withhold words" means a limitation of the
full message and a violation of the obligation to truth; the reverse, however, "not to
withhold words," does not simply mean the correct status of the message and of the
obligation to truth, but rather can - especially in the mouth of a prophet 

- constitute
a radical intensification, namely: merciless frankness. Thus Jeremiah will withhold
nothing in the situation immediately preceding the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 42:4). In so
doing, he not only meets his own obligation over against the word of God - it needs
no special explication - but he will also not attempt to make the message more
bearable by couching it in some deft formulation. The listeners' answer (vv. 5f.) shows
that they are prepared for anything.

The term mana' elsewhere means "to hold back oneself (or someone) from a certain
action": from undertaking a journey (Nu. 22:16), going barefoot (Jer. z:25), and
weeping (Jer. 3 l: l6). Precisely as an expression of self-limitation (and its absence) the
term mana' occurs appropriately in hedonistically colored proverbs: "And whatever
my eyes desired I did not keep from them ('d;al); I kept my heart from no pleasure
(16' mdna'ti)" (Eccl. 2:10). At a critical distance from traditional solutions of wisdom,
Qoheleth views joy as the best portion human beings have in life.26 Thus he sees no
sense in ascetic self-limitation over against such joy, although he also knows that
ultimately it, too, is merely breath, or vaniry2T (Eccl. 2: lf.,l l). In Sir. l4:L4,theclassical
formulation of the hedonistic imperative of Aristippus resonates: "Do not deprive
yourself of a day's enjoyment; do not let your share of desired good pass by you."

Penar28 incorrectly views the morality of correct payment as the focal point here
("do not withhold a part of daily pay"), since the meaning of tillamay not be stretched
to include "daily pay." All work and all renunciation ultimately benefit someone else
(Sir. 14:4,15; cf. Sir. l1:18f.; Prov. ll:24; cf. also Homer Odyssey i.248,375, and

21. -+ ''lDi yasar (Yl, 127-134).
22. On the problem of corporeal and verbal punishment, cf. L. Dtin, Das Erziehungswesen

im AT und imAlten oient. MVAG,3612(1932), esp. 114ff.; M. Saebo, "''t6rTsrztichtigen,"
THAT, 1,738-742; R. D. Branson, -, 'tOD mfrsdr Yl, l3lf .

23. Nonhwest Semitic Philology and thc Hebrew Fragments of Ben Sira. BietOr 28 (1975),
1 6f.

24. Cf . H. P. Riiger, Text und Textform im hebriiischen Sirach. BZAW ll2 (1970),34.
25. J. G. Snaith, Ecclesiasticus, or the Wisdom of Jesus Son of Sirach. CBC (19i4\,29.
26. Cf..O.Loretz, Qohelet und der alte Oient (Freiburg, 1964),244t.
27. + )a;1 helel (hebhel) (III, 313-320).
28. P. 44.
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passim). It is unclear whether Sir. 35:3 (MS B), "Speak, you who are older, for it is
your right, but with accurate knowledge, and do not intemrpt the music ('l tmn' iyr),"
also belongs in this hedonistic context.

2. Religious Sphere. Within religious contexts mdna'frequently appears in connec-
tion with social themes. Eliphaz sees one cause of Job's misfortune in his allegedly
asocial behavior, namely, that he gave no water to the thirsty and "withheld" (mdna',

Job 22:7) bread from the hungry. In an extensive oath of purgation2e Job rejects this
accusation: he never withheld anything that the poorro desired (Job 3l:16), whereby
that which is desired3l goes beyond what is actually necessary32 (cf. Sir. 4:3;41:19),
meaning that Job more than fulfilled his social obligation. This social obligation is
generalized as early as in proverbial wisdom: a person should willingly support not
only the poor, but anyone in need of something (Prov. 3:27). Sirach also reflects on

this axiom, expressing it in various formulations, e.g., "Give graciously to all the living,
and withhold not l.teseS even from the dead" (Sir. 7:33; but cf. 12:l-6); or: "Give to
the good person, but refuse the sinner" (Sir. 12:4,7).

Sir.7:21 invokes a complex legal background: "Do not withhold from him [the
slavel his freedom (hwpi)." On the one hand, this exhortation refers to the legally
prescribed emancipation of slaves in the Sabbath and Jubilee Year33 (Ex. 2l:2;34 Dt.
15:12), although there is evidence of an extension to include non-Hebrew slaves as

well;35 on the other hand, the first half-verse, "love like yourself an intelligent slave,"
is ahle to generalize the emancipation of slaves into a fundamental humanitarian
directive independent of any legal prescription.

Only twice dcr-s mana'occur in ethical contexts. Prov. l:15 admonishes to hold
back one's foot from the path of sinners and not to walk in the way with them (v. 15a),

nor to give in to their enticements (v. l0). Zophar (Job 20:12-14) vividly characterizes
thewicked (rdid') andperverseperson (fudnefl whoholdswickedness likecandyunder
his tongue, i.e., who gleefully lets it dissolve on his tongue. Yet during such enjoyment
it turns to poison.

3. Theological Contexts. The OT text also recounts that Yahweh variously withholds
things from human beings. The oldest occurrence is found in Gen. 30:2. This verse,
which occurs in the context of what is primarily a Yahwistic narrative concerning the
birth and naming of the sons of Jacob, has often been attributed to E on account of the

29. On the analcgous "negative confession" in the Egyptian Book ofthe Dead (ch. 125), cf.
R. Kilian, "Apodiktisches und kasuistisches Recht im Licht iigyptischer Analogien," BZ, N.s.7
(1963),185-202.

30. --r )r dd olt, 208-230).
3l . -+ f Dll l.tdpc; (Y, 92-107\.
32. -+)xv la'at.
33. Cf. R. North, -+ '11'11 d"rbn Il.2 (111,267t.).
34. -+ rlDDll hopii (Y, ll4-18).
35. Cf. Snaith, 45.
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divine name ("Am I irt the place of Elohim, who has withheld from you the fruit of
the womb?");36 Claus Westermann,3T however, with good reason sees J at work here
as well. Now, since Yahweh has "withheld" the fruit of the womb, Rachel views
adoption ("to bear upon the knees") the only possibility of having her "own" children.

Yahweh's withholding especially of the gifts of nature is a component of prophetic
proclamationofjudgment.Yahwehwithholdsrain(Am.4:7:Jer.3:3)inordertochastise
his people. He restrains rivers so that the cosmos mourns (Ezk.3l:15). He also
withholds (divine passive) cereal and drink offerings from his temple in order to lead
his people to genuine repentance (Joel 1: l3). According to Job 38:15, he withholds the
morning light from the wicked, which Georg Fohrer3s takes as a reference to a positive
outcome to legal proceedings. Finally, Yahweh can indirectly withhold blessing when
a person's own sins erect a divisive barrier between himself and God (Jer. 5:25).

Everywhere, however, the believer trusts in Yahweh's succor. The early preexilic3e
liturgy of the temple gates{ recognizes that God withholds no good thing from those
who walk uprightly (Ps. 84: 12[ l1]; cf. I lQPs. 24).T"he king, too, could rely on a special
measure of certainty that God would indeed answer him, so that Yahweh "has not
withheld the request of his lips" (Ps. 21:3[2]). Finally, the people itself confesses in a
postexilic atonement service that Yahweh, despite the people's own disobedience during
the exodus, did not withhold the manna, but rather granted them food in abundance
(Neh. 9:20). The faithful Agur amplifies his petition for honesty and contentedness in
life with the following entreaty to Yahweh: 'al-timna' mimmennt b"yerem'amfi1 (Prov.
30:7), "Do not deny them to me before I die."

God sovereignly guides human plans and action. This occurs not only in the form
of positive guidance, but also - as the David-Nabal narrative shows - when God
deftly restrains him from evil (mdna', I 5.25:26,34) and keeps him back from blood
guilt (v. 39;.+t to show this paradigmatically, the Deuteronomistic historian expands
his source in I S. 25: Whereas the basic stratum emphasizes the origin and character
of Queen Abigail,a2 the Deuteronomistic historian recasts the story into a paradigm
showing how God used Abigail as an instrument to preserve the anointed from blood
guilt.43 Even if one follows Hans Joachim Stoebea and takes issue on the basis of
source and transmission-historical considerations with Hans-Ulrich Ntibel's (and also

36. E.g., H. Gunkel, Gencsis. HAT, | (1917); O. Eissfeldt, "Jakob-Lea und Jakob-Rahel (Gen
29, 16-30,24; 35,16-20)," Gottes Wort und Gottes l-and. Festschrifi H. W. Hertzberg (Grittingen,
1965), 50-55.

37. Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 472.
38. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 504.
39. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 167.
40. H. Schmidt, Die Psalmen. HAT Vl5 (1934), 160.
41. +'lDn baiak, Y, 224-28, esp. 227f.
42. Ct. J. H. Gr0nbak, Die Geschichte von Aufsteig Davids. Acta Theol. Danica, l0 (Ger.

trans. l97l),170-75.
43. -r Dl dAm $Il, 234250); cf. H.-U. Ntibel, Davids Aufstieg in der frilhe israelitischen

Geschichtsschreibung (diss., Bonn, 1959), 5Itr
44. Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT YllVl (1973),454.
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Timo Veijola's45) literary-critical differentiation, this does not address the real intention
of the story: a confession of faith in Yahweh's solicinrde for his anointed and the

idealization of David.6
Fabry

45. Das Kdnigtum in der Beuneilwtg der deuteronomistisclun Histoiographie. AnAcScFen,
B, 198 (1977).

46. Cf. further K.-H. Bemhardt, Das Prcblem der altoientalischen Kiinigsidcologie im AT.
sr4 8 (1961), 120.

OQ mas; ))Q sebet

Contents: I. Etymology; Related Expressions in the Ancient NearEast. tr. l. Slavery in Egypt;

2. mas '6b4d. \1. Occurrences and Understanding of mas in the OT. IV. Postexilic and

Extrabiblical Occurrences. V. Summary.

I. Etymology; Related Expressions in the Ancient Near East. The word nas is

of unknown origin. According to Martin Noth,l it derives "perhaps" from Egyp. ms,

"to bring." J. A. Montgomery2 associates it with OSAmn.l', "gift, present."3 Although
compulsory labor was common in Egypt, it cannot be associated with a particular word.4

Akk. massu, "person liable for sorvice,"S occurs primarily as a loanword in Alalakh
around 1700 s.c.6 A later occlurence from Alalakh (ca. 1500) mentions two L0 mas

mas. P. Artzi, "h9," EMiqr Y (1968), 995f.; ident, "sablum=h0," B/ES, l8 (1954),
66-70; A. M. Bakir, Slavery in Pharaonic Egypt. ASAE Szp., 18 (1952), 14-40; A. Biram, "0D
lllll (Corv6e)," Tarbiz, 23 (1952), 137-142 [Heb.]; D. G. Evans, "The Incidence of Labour-
Service in the Old-Babylonian Period," IAOS,83 (1963), 20-26;Z.Falk, Hebrew Law in Biblical
Times (Jerusalem, 1964), ll7-122; M. Haran, "The Gibeonites, the Nethinim and the Sons of
Solomon's Servants," W, ll (1961), 159-16l; M. Held, "The Root ZBUSBL in Akkadian,
Ugaritic and Biblical Hebrew," "/AOS, 88 (1968), 90-96; D. Kiinstlinger, "I. 'Iflt 'lY. U. OD?
't1it," ou,34 (1931), 609-612; B. lrvine, "The Nefnim," lBL, 82 (1963),207-212; I. Men-
delsohn, "State Slavery in Ancient Palestine," BASOR, 85 (1942), 14-17; idem, "On Corv6e
Labor in Ancient Canaan and Israel," BASOR, 167 (1962),31-35; T. N. D. Mettinger, Solomonic
State Oficials, CB, 5 (1971),128-139; A. Rainey, 'r:i oD," EMhnv (1968), 55f.; idem,
"CompulsorylabourGangsinAncientIsrael," IEJ,20 (1970), l9l-2O2;G. Sauer, "Fronarbeit,"
BHHW, | (1962),502; M. Weber, Ancient Judaism @ng. trans., New York, 1952), 55, 59,256.

l. Kdnige t-16. BK, Wl (1983),212.
2. "Some Hebrew Etymologies," JOR, 25 (1934-35),267.
3. ContiRossini, l9l; cf. Ethiop. mCnld', "dues, levy."
4. Bakir.
5. AHw, rI (1972),619.
6. Mettinger, 130.
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dli among the ftabiru. In addition, the word is found once in Amarna? in reference to
workers who receive their "wages" (or more likely "rations," although only four
months out of the year) like other employees.S In Old Babylonian massu can be
compared withmuikenum.e "Forced labor" in conjunction with watering was the only
way agriculture was possible.

Ugaritic does not attest ,nJ,' as a synonym for New Babylonian pilku, "foudal
obligation,"t0 and Old Babylonian ilku, "obligatory service for land allotment,"ll the
term in! is used. 12 [n contrast, Reuven Yaron 13 associates in1 with '"l.tuzzd in Josh. 22:4.

Il. l. Slavery in Egypt. The term mas refers to "compulsory service," a kind of
labor to which a person is "forced" without it constituting "slavery" in the formal
sense. The only Hebrew word for slavery however, is also used to refer to normal,
voluntary work'14 only the combination bA1'"ldfitm unmistakably refers to slavery (Ex.
2O:2 par. Dt. 5:6 and 11 further occurrences), the designation for the Israelites'com-
pulsory service in Egypt, which is usually called sif;ln1@x. 1:11;2:11;5:4f.;6:6f.).
Only once, and then indirectly, is there mention of missim overseers (Ex. 1:ll).

2. mas 'dpEQ. The expression mas 'dp€/ occurs 3 times; despite attempts to interpret
this as an expression for particularly hard compulsory labor for non-Israelites,t5 it is
only a synonym for mas,t6 for Josh. 16:10 (likewise the substance of Jgs. 1:30) with
'dle/ is identical with Josh. 17:13 par Jgs. l:28,(33,35) without 'df;C{, and refers to
the somewhat theoretical fate of the tribes whose areas were conquered but who were
not annihilated.lT The reference is thus to groups among the Canaanite population who
were subjected to compulsory service after the conquest of their areas; according to
T. N. D. Mettinger,ls the prerequisites for this were not given until the time of David.
According to the Deuteronomic laws of war (Dt. 20:ll;' cf. llQT 62:8), this is the
procedure to be followed regarding places which capitulate without resistance, whereas

7.F,y'.,365; F. Thureau-Dangin, "Nouvelles lettres d'el-amarna," M, 19 (1922),97t.;
A. Rainey, El Amarna Tablets 359-379. AOAT 8 C1978), 81.

8. On this letter, cf. also A. Alt, "Neues iiber Paliistina aus dem Archiv Amenophis' IV,"
KlSchr III (1959), 169-174.

9. Evans, 23, who distinguishes the classification by age (of young men and women) regarding
gurul.

lO. AHw,II, 863.
ll. AHw, I (1965), 371f.
12. WUS, no.325; Hurrian loanword? = Akk. unuiiu, AHw,lll (1981), 1422; cf . J. Nougayrol,

PRU, 1,226; a dltrerent view is taken by I. M. Diakonoff, "A Babylonian Political Pamphlet
from about 700 B.C.," Festschrift B. l,andsberger. AS, l6 (1965), 345.

13. "A Document of Redemption from Ugarit," fZ l0 (1960), 88.
14. Sauer.
15. Haran, 163; Mettinger, 129.
16. According to Rainey, the expression consists of a Canaanite term with a Hebrew gloss;

cf. Biram, 138.
17. -+ D''ll] l.t?rem (Y, 180-199).
18. P. 133.
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a different procedure is prescribed for "cities far away," whereby the expression "far"
in Dt. 20:15 probably does not refer to expansionist conquests outside Canaan, but is
alluding rather to the cunning of the Gibeonites in Josh. 9:6.1e

Since in I K. 9:21 mas-'dld{ is followed by the prepositional phrase "to this day,"
a longer period of compulsory service might be implied, although it hardly represents,
as David Ktinstlinger believes with reference to Nu. 24:20,24, a variant of 'bd = Arab.
'abadan, "for ever." The parallel 2 Ch. 8:8 has the simple mas, as does the comparable
passage I K.9:15. The term 'eleQis again the key word in the postexilic continuation
of this institution.20

III. Occurrences and Understanding of mas in the OT.
1. The Israelites despised their own mas in Egypt and considered their deliverance

from it to be Yahweh's greatest act in history. The fact that Israel itself was once a
slave ('e[eQ) serves in Deuteronomy as the reason for the humane treatment of the -+
'117 g€r (Dt. 15:15: 16:12;24:18,22). T\is view stands over against the endorsement
of compulsory service in Joshua-Judges. No such endorsement is evident for genuine
compulsory labor under David (2 S.20:24; I Ch. 22:2) or Solomon (l K. 9:20f. par.
2 Ch. 8:8, where peculiarly "Canaanites" are not mentioned among the peoples obli-
gated to service). This zcs is, however, portrayed as requisite for the completion of
the temple.

The mas organization carried out by Solomon is reproved beforehand in I S. 8:ll
(despite Isaac Mendelsohn's attempt2l to interpret this as feudalism operative during
the period of Samuel - the reference to Ugar. msm is based on a misreading fmsm for
mdm)). The negative estimation of Solomon is doubtlessly based to a large extent on
the fact that he did not pay the workers for constructing his palace (Jer.22:13 alludes
to this). However, no biblical author rejects mas for good and necessary purposes, and
for this reason J. A. Wainwightzz believes one should not associate the character of
"forced labor" with mas, and should refer instead to the work of unskilled laborers to
which one can assign a neutral ethical character.

Probably, however, Solomon's rzas stands opposed to the divine will insofar as it
also - or even primarily - affected the Israelites themselves (l K. 5:27[13] = LXX
5:27 with ph6ros23). This is not obviated by the remark that Solomon never used
Israelites as slaves ('ebed, I K. 9:22), if one does not insert mas here with BHK -not BIIS,' nor by 2 Ch. 8:9, if one does not eliminate '"ier with BHI( and 8115. It was
probably only in Deuteronomistic wishful thinking that the Israelites were exempted
from mas.24

19. Cf. A. Rof6, "The Laws of War in Deuteronomy," Zion,39 (1974), 143-156 [Heb.], XXII
[Eng. summary].

20. See IV.l below
21. BASOR,85, 15.
22. "Zoser's $ramid and Solomon's Temple," ExpT gt (197911980), 137-140.
23. See IV.2 below.
24. R. de Yaux, Anclsr l4lf.
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Disapproval of the Solomonic system of compulsory service is also evidenced by
the stoning of the mas overseer Ado(ni)ram (2 5.20:24; I K. 12:18).25 One must
remember, however, that the strict condemnation of the "sins of Jeroboam" (l K. 15:30,
etc.;20 times) ignores the fact that he was an opponent of every abuse of the mas (l K.
11:28, which does, however, use the term sdlel, wbrch according to Mettinger is a
northern Israelite synonym for mas; cf. Mari sablum26). The final example of com-
pulsory service is recounted under Asa (l K. 15:22).

2. Several other occurrences of nas should be mentioned here. According to Gen.
49:15, the Israelite tribe of Issachar was subjected to forced labor in Canaan, a condition
interpreted as the demeaning consequence of its passivity.2T The condition of mas is
presented in a generalized fashion as the consequence of defeat in war (Isa. 31:8; Lam.
l:1). According to Prov. 12:24, the slothful person must resort to compulsory labor in
order to earn his livelihood.

fV. Postexilic and Extrabiblical Occurrences.
1. The "sons of Solomon's slaves ('bd)" in Neh. 11:3 (cf. 7:57 ,60 par. Ezr. 2:55,58)

are mentioned together wittr the ncltntm. The expression "rnas '6bed b this day" in
I K.9:21seryes as an etiological explanation for their presence.a The nelintm represent
in the Thlmud the temple mas, while the "Gibeonites" stand for the stata mos.

2.The LXX consistently renders mas with ph6ros, which here does not mean "tax"
as it does in the NT.2e However, in the Talmud and in Modern Hebrew mas also takes
on this meaning, allegedly on the basis of Est. 10:1,30 although there it is probably a
case of misunderstanding a decree concerning compulsory labor.3l

V. Summary. What emerges is thus a general biblical view that work is good in
and of itself and a necessary component of human life, even when it is "mobilized by
force" for worthy, although not private purposes: here the danger of misuse arises,
which must be countered.

North

25. On this name, see Mettinger, 133.
26. See Artzi.
27 . G. vor Rad, Gene si s. OTL (Eng. trans., I 96 I ) iz /oc.
28. J. Liver, "The Literary History of Joshua X," JSS, I (1963),233.
29. K. Weiss, "06po9," TDNT,lX,80.
30. D. Daube, "The Last Chapter of Esther," JQR, 37 (1947), 14O; Rainey, EMiqr Y,55f.
31. H. Bardtke, Das Buch Esther KAT, XVIV5 (1963), 402; adifferent view is taken by

G. Gerleman, Esther. BK, XxI Cl98l), 143f.
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Contents: I. Vocabulary Associated with Idols: Delimitation, Etymology, and Meaning. l.
massekb; 2. nesek; 3. '"sabbim; 4. pesel; 5. {elem; 6. semel. II. Modes of Production. III. OT.
l. Occurrences and Distribution; 2. Expressions; 3. Theological Meaning; 4. LXX.

I. Vocabulary Associated with ldols: Delimitation, Etymology, and Meaning.
l. massEftd. The noun mass€f;d is usually taken as the maqtil form of the verb nslc,

"to pour out"l (or, in Isa. 25:7;28:20, massZ$6 II, "covering" from nslc II, "to
weave"2), with the meaning "molten image (of a deity)"3 or "cast [poured] image."a
This derivation implies that the underlying verb nsk means "to pour metal," a meaning
not attested with certainty in the OT; in the passages in question (Isa. 40:19;44:10)
the general expression nsk pesel might be circumscribing a different method of working
metal. Furthermore, these translations of the term massEf,d, which occurs primarily in
fixed expressions,s frequently present considerable problems not completely ame-
liorated by the additional rendering suggested by KBL3, namely, "metal-casting." That
massEf;i derives from the vocabulary of metallurgy is demonstrated by the passages
which describe the production materials and methods (cf., e.g., Ex. 32:2; Isa. 30:22;
40:19; 44:9-17; Hos. l3:2) and by parallel formulations such as '"bhA massElgi (Ex.
34:17) - 

4bhA zdhdb (Ex. 32:31), so that Jos6 Faur's hypotheses6 that the massdf;h
is related to neseft, "libation," or to sw/< II, "to anoint," suggesting a consecrated image,
are unpersuasive. The root nslc, attested in numerous Semitic languages, does not exhibit
a unified semantic field. Two separate semantic aspects do, however, emerge more

massef;h. K.-H. Bernhardt, Gott und Bild. TMrb, 2 (1956); J. Boese and U. Ri.iss, "Gold-
schmiedetechniken," RI,A, lil (1957-1971), 519-531; O. Eissfeldt, "Gott und Giitzen im AT,"
ThStKr 103 (1931), 15l-160 = KlSchr I (1962),26-273; E. Feucht, "Goldschmiedearbeiten,"
I*xAg,ll (1977),751-54 K. Galling, "Giitrerbild, weibliches," BRI], lll-19 W. Helck, "Kult-
statue," lzxAg, trI (1980), 859-863; H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. AThANT,66 (1980);
C. R. North, "The Essence of Idolatry," Von Ugait nach Qumran. Festschrift O. Eissfeldt.
BZAW 77 (1961), 15l-160; H. D. Preuss, Die Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT,
92t511210971); J. Renger and U. Seidl, "Kultbild," RlA, Yl (1981), 307-319; M. Weippert,
"Gott und St\er," ZDPV 77 (1961),93-ll7; P. Welten, "Gijtterbild, miinnliches," BRL2,99-tll;
idem, "Gottergruppe," BRLZ, ll9-122; W Zmmerli, "Das Bilderverbot in der Geschichte des
alten Israel," Schalom. Festschift A. Jepsen. ArbT, 1146 (1971),86-96 = Studien zur alttesta-
mentlichen Theologie und Prophetie. Gesammelte Aufscitze, 2. ThB, 5l (1974),247-260; -->'lO)
nslr; )00 psl; --s d)l selem.

1. BIz, $492t.
2. HAT.II (1995), 605.
3. GesB,440.
4. HAI.II, 605.
5. See III.2 below.
6. "The Biblical Idea of ldolatry," JQR, 69 (1978), l-15.
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strongly: sacrifice or offering (libation) on the one hand, and the working of metals on

the other. West Semitic nsk can be traced back to Ah,k. nasdku, "to cast or hurl out

flat."7 The West Semitic occunences of nslr show that the aspect of "rendering into a

flat surface" probably stands in the foreground regarding the metal-working technology

in question.8 Since mass€f;k is associated only with the materials gold and silver, the

actual method of working these materials was probably hammering or plating,e partic-

ularly considering that Hebrew uses a different verb to refer to the pouring of metal,

namely, -+ PIt y,rq.l0 Thus massdf;k might refer to a beaten (hammered) piece (in silver

or gold) or to precious metal plating, although the latter might sooner be suggested by

sph ll, and rq' pielmight then originally refer perhaps to the manufacture of the precious

metal sheeting required for these methods.ll In the case of massOftA, then, such wooden

or metal statues or objects overlaid with precious metal are probably the primary

reference (as mentioned in Isa.40:19; Jer. 10:3f., and elsewhere). The total absence of

the term in secular contexts can be explained by its use in texts characterized by

iconoclastic polemics, to which are also limited the other terms such as pesel and

'"pabbtm, all of which also derive from the activities of handiwork artisans. This also

explains why in languages independent of Hebrew the term massE$A is not attested

with this meaning.12

2. nesef;. The term nesek, deiving from the same root zls massEf;i, is usually used

in the OT with the meaning "libation," and occurs in 4 exilic-postexilic passages as a

synonym for massef;a $sa.4l:29;48:5; Jer. 10:14 par. 51:1713); in contrast, mass€f;i

does not occur in these texts (Deutero-Isaiah-Jeremiaht+;. These texts using nesek in

place of massd\h more strongly emphasize the characterization and evaluation as

ioreign idolatry present in the wordplay of Isa. 30:l.ls This parallel is also supported

by those expressions using nese$ which correspond exactly to the familiar expressions

using massZf;fr, such as pislt weniski (Isa. 48:5; cf . pesel frmassdkh) or the sundered and

juxtaposed word combinations in Jer. 10:14 par.51:17. Dnl. 11:8 uses nasi( which

derives from the root nsk, in the sense of massEf;d perhaps in order to create in this

passage an additional association in the expression'"ldMhem 'im-n"siftAhem with nastft,

"prince."

7 . AHw, It (1972),752f.; CAD, xV2 (1980), 15-20.

8. For details, cf. -+ 'lD! ns,t.

9. Cf. Boese-Riiss.
10. cf. atso the ugaritic examples in KTIJ, 1.4 1,2343; M. Dietrich and o. Loretz, "Die

sieben Kunstwerke deischmiedegottes in KTU 1.4123-43,* U4 l0 (1978), 57-63, and R. Heyer,

"Ein archiiologischer Beitrag zum Text KTU 1.4 | 2343," UE 10 (1978)' 93-109'

ll. See II below.
12. Both the reading and the interpretation of the only two occurrences (I(A1,26 A III' l; C

IY 3) are uncertain; cf. DISO, 160 s.v.

13. Cf. A. Weiser, Das Buch Jeremia t-25,14. ATD, X (71976),87.
14. On Isa. 42:17, cf . K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, Xyl (1918), in loc'
15. See III.I below.
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3. 'o;abbim. In contrast to the other terms associated with idols, which do not refer to a
specific group of imag es, the pluralia tanturn 'o abbimto functions as a collective term for
the idols of non-Israelite religions, something explicitly stated in 9 of 17 passages (l S.

3l:9;2 S. 5:21; I Ch. 10:9; Isa.46:l; Jer.50:2; Ps. 106:36,38; 115:4; 135:15). The particular
character of the noun *;abbtm derives from the homonymous root 

-lrD 
I, "to shape, create,

form," and ',rb II, "to pain, grieve." Its earliest occurrences are found in Hosea.

On the basis of tensions with v. l0 involving content, I S. 3l:9 is considered a

secondary addition to 3l:8-13. It can be recognized here as a redactional organizational
insertion within the story of David's accession, influenced by the model of I S.

17:51,54. Similarly, 2 S. 5:21 can be taken as secondary following the suggestion of
Timo Veijola ,t7 v. 21 being related to the loss of the ark in I S. 4:l-ll.

Among the various transgressions reproved by Hosea, one consistent motif - al-
though applied only to Ephraim - is the association with foreign peoples and thereby
also with their idols and cults (Hos. 4:17; 5:8,11,13; 7:8,11; 8:ll; l2:2[Eng. v. 1]). Since
the 4 occurrences of 'a;abbtm (4:17;' 8:4; l3.,2; 14:9[81) also refer to Ephraim, the
reference here is probably exclusively to foreign idols,ls something also suggested by the
only occurrence of massel3i in Hosea (13:2);here massEf;fr is explicated as regards form
by the term Hosea otherwise usually employs to refer to idols, namely, 'osabbtm: massEf;A

manufactured according to the model of foreign gods (k"!abni!-;abbtm, conj. BFIS). This
linguistic usage and the explanatory comparison between massEld and'"sabbtm might
have something to do with the prophet's Judean sphere of activity.le

Regarding the term massEfti, Hans Walter WolfPo suggests a poured metal image,
just as massEf;i is also used inEx. 32:4,8 for the image of a calf, although in l3:2 after
the model of "small bronze statuettes overlaid with silver (cf. 8:4b[2:10b0(8b0)] and

the commentary)."
In later texts the term's semantic nuances are partially weakened (2Ch.24:18;7nc.

l3:2), or even completely lost in texts whose polemical character has been intensified
by a concentration of terms from the same semantic field (Isa. 10:10f.; 48:5; Mic. 1:7).
Ttvo passages with text-critical problems (Isa. 48:5; Ps. 139:24)zr attest the special,
semantically undifferentiated form'dse!.

4. pesel. The nominal constructions of psl, which the Masoretes divided among
two lexemes (pesel + *pdsil),zz together constitute the most frequent term in the OT

16. -r f39 'sD.

17. Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen B, 193 (1975),97tr.
18. Cf. also J. P. Floss, Jahwe dienen, Giittern dienen. BBB, 45 (1975), l6lf.
19. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans., 1974), 219, 225; a ditrerent view is taken by

H. Motzki, "Ein Beitrag zum Problem des Stierkultes in der Religionsgeschichte Israels," %
25 (1975),470-485, who suspects the presence of a Deuteronomistic gloss.

20. P. 225 and n. 28.
21. Cf . E. Wiirthwein, "Erwiigungen zu Psalm cxxxix," W 7 (1957), l73f .
22. Regarding this discussion, cf. C. Dohmen, "nfh6)-)! 

-Zur 
Bedeutung und Verwen-

dung von hebr. )9," BN, 16 (1981), llf.
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used to refer to idols (with 54 occurrences). Unaccompanied by qualifications this
term refers to any kind of cultic image, both the idols of foreign religions (e.g.,2 K.
2l:7; Jer. 5l:47) and those forbidden for Israel by the prohibition of images (Ex.
2O:4; Dl5:8). Neither is pesel limited to the meaning inherent in the root, "to hew,
cut," encompassing rather also idols manufactured in other ways (Isa. 44:10).zt 11

occurs in numerous combinations with more specific qualifications, such as pesel
fimassdlA (e.g., Dt. 27:15; Jgs. l7:3,4); p"$k'eldhim (Dt. l2:3); pesel hd'alErd (2K.
2l:7).2+

5. selem. The actual meaning of pelem in the OT is "concrete representation," then
also "image," etc. The meaning "idol" for selem fust arises through expressions such
assalmAmassEf;olam(Nu.33:52),;almAt6'4!61dm(Ezk.7:20),orthroughsubstantive
references such as that in 2 K. 11:18 par. 2 Ch. 23;17.2s

6. semel. Among terms referring to images, the term semel, attested only in Phoeni-
cian-Punic and 5 times in the OT (Dt. 4:16; 2 Ch. 33:7,15; Ezk. 8:3,5), is a functional
term which defines an object belonging to another in terms of that other.26

II. Modes of Production. Throughout the ancient Near East the most varied sorts
of representations of deities are attested (statuary, reliefs, paintings, and glyptics).zz ln
the case of precious metals, full casting was limited to smaller figurines both because
of technical considerations2s and because of the value of the materials.

Greater significance was early acquired by the various methods of goldsmithing,2e
which applied thin layers of precious metal onto parts made of wood, bronze, or
even silver.30 A concretely formed core could be "overlaid" with hammered sheets
of precious metal attached by nails and rivets (plating);31 especially in the case of
hollow objects and those similar to reliefs, the sheeting of precious metal was
hammered over an elastic core (bitumen, clay, soft wood) into the corresponding
form (beating).32 Since for reasons of stability such pieces were often filled or
attached to a core, it is not always easy to determine exactly what methods were
used in their production. In addition to idols produced in these ways, one also finds

23. --> ilVlI 'ai6; --> aY ydsar (Yl, 257-265); --t IOJ nasafu.

24. On this whole complex, --+ )OO psl.
25. On the term's etymology and range, -+ O)I selem; H. Wildberger, "dl! selem Abbild,"

THAT rr,556-563.
26. On its etymology and meaning, cf. C. Dohmen, "Heisst )aO 'SilO, Statue'?" 7AW 96

(1984), 263-66.
27. Cf . E. Unger, "Gdtterbild," RLV IV (Berlin, 1926),412-16.
28. M. Weippert, "Metall und Metallbearbeitung," 8RL2,222f.
29. Cf. Boese-Rriss; E. Feucht. lzxAg,U.75l-54.
30. Cf. EA, 14, I, 68; 14, II, I1ff. On the relative value of gold and silver in the ancient Near

East, -+ )itl zdhd! (zdhdbh1, IY 36; W. F. Leemans, "Gold," RI"A,, tfi,512t.
31. Cf. Boese-Riiss, 522.
32. rbid.,523.
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in Syria and Palestine medallion-like plates of precious metal which hung as

pendants.33

III. OT. l. Occurrences and Distribution. The noun massdf;i occurs 28 times in the
MT of the OT, although only 25 of these occurrences are to be classified as terms for
idols, since in Isa. 25:7; 28:20 a derivation of nst II, "to weave," is evident, and in
2 Ch. 28:2 the Peshitta reads mdbh' = mizb"b6! instead of massEf;dy; this reading is
supported by the following labb"'dlim along with the l" + sufEx of the acting person,
attested exclusively with idols, as well as by the substantive context of vv. 1-4. Isa.

30:1, where massEld is frequently rendered by "alliance" or similar terms, contains in
the variously explained figura etymologica nsk masseftd3a an allusion to two acts

attested during the preexilic period designating a connection with foreign gods. The
linguistic form ns/c massEf;i recalls nsk nesef,, "present a drink offering," as a sign of
veneration toward foreigr gods (cf. Jer. 7:18; 19:13;'32:29; 44:17, and elsewhere); by
replacing nesef,withmassEf,i, which derives from the same root, the author additionally
establishes an association with the production of an idol. A synoptic evaluation of
different interpretations of Tlr 'sft shows that the preceding portion of the verse also
contains such a wordplay.35

No particular pattern in the distribution of massEf;A occurrences can be discerned,
since small concentrations such as Jgs. 17; 18 are based on narrative pieces. If one
considers, however, that in several instances massElh in its present positions stands in
secondary textual material (e.g., Nu. 33:52; Isa. 3O:22), one focal point in its usage

does emerge in Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic passages. Of even greater significance
is the observation that the noun occurs primarily in the unaltered formmassEf;A-the
plural occurs only 4 times (masse]6l: Nu. 33:52; I K. 14:9; 2 Ch. 34:3,4) and the
construct form only once (massESal: Isa.30:22) - and in fixed expressions.

2. Expressions. In addition to the variously attested pall. pesel frmassELd" massdf;fr
occurs as a nomen rectum in construct chains: 'dgel massdf;i (Ex. 32:4,8; Dt.
9:12l?361,16; Neh. 9:18); '"bhA massEf,A (8x.34:17;l*v. l9:4); salmA massEf;bldm
(Nu. 33:52). The expression'elohtm'"l.tdfim fimassEkd! (1 K. 14:9, its only occurrence)
seems to correspond formally to pesel fimassdf;A. Both types of expressions, the con-
struct chain and that with w, can be divided in the same way, their component parts
then being juxtaposed in parallelism (Isa.3O:22;42:17; Hab. 2:18[?]; Ps. 106:19). Only
in 2 K. 17:16; Hos. 13:2 does massEf;i stand alone. In both passages, however, massEli
is explicated further, in 2 K. 17:16 by i'nA(m)'agdltm.37In addition to the expressions

33. Cf. K. Galling, "Giitterbild, weibliches," BRI],116; on the corresponding archaeological
evidence cf. in addition to the lexica already cited also Elliger, esp. 76f.

34. Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xl3 (1982), ll47t.
35. M. Dahood, "Accusative ?-sa-ft, 'Wood,' in Isaiah 30,1b," Bibl, 50 (1969), 57f.;

Wildberger, BK, Xl3, llslf.
36. Cf.8HS.
37. On Hos. l3:2, see I.3 above.
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mentioned above, several parallel formulations also occur which make it clear that
massEf,i has to do with goldsmithing. In 8x.32:31, the formulati on'"ldh/ zahd! ocars
in place of 'dgel massEf,i, and in I K. 12l.28: 2 K. 10:29;2 Ch. l3:8 Jeroboam's calf
images are referred as'egk (hadzAhAb.

3. Theological Meaning. Like most of the terms used in the OT in reference to idols,
the term massdf;i originally referred to a product created and shaped by human hands.
A synoptic consideration of both etymology and OT usage reveals that massEl.<i referc
to the goldsmithing on an idol, and primarily not to the image itself. Considering the
magical and mythical notions associated with gold, which in the ancient Near East
were especially widespread in connection with idols,3S it is easy to see why this
particular aspect of the image was specifically singled out or subjected to polemic. This
is also shown by Hos. l0:5, where the golden brilliance of the image of the calf, called
its kdbAd, is the object of the priests' cultic exultation.3e

Even though archaeological evidence for these valuable precious metal com-
ponents of idols is understandably meager,40 neither their quantity nor their signif-
icance throughout the ancient Near East should be underestimated. One particularly
good example of confrontation with these notions is Isa. 30:22.+t The parallelism of
v.22a emphasizes that the idol's sippfry and'8p68 are to be discarded because of
their cultic uselessness (ym'), leaving open the question whether this parallelism is
synonymous ("silver-covered graven images - gold-plated molten images") or
synthetic ("the covering of the silver graven images _ the 'Cp6j of the gold
plating" ).

In the first case the term pesel amossElgi (comparable to Ps. 109: 19) would be
divided, and then the other members of the parallelism also would correspond to one
another;42 in the other case one would have a silver core covered with gold bearing a
precious garment ('epAa1.et

Despite these difficulties, the intention of this verse emerges quite clearly. By
drawing attention to the accumulation of such precious metals, it specifically criticizes
the notions associated with them. It is also of significance that in the case of such idols
the massEf,i reference evokes not only official cultic images such as Jeroboam's bull
symbols, but also the smaller, amulet-like representations used privately, something
also alluded to, e.g., by the context of the 'arfrr seies in Dt. 27; the narrative Jgs. 17;
18; and Nah. l:14.

38. -+ l;'lt zdhaQ 1ra1,a6h) (IY, 3240); L. Stirrck, "Gold," LexAg, l (1977),'125-731;
Leemans, et al., Rl,A, III,504-531; E. Hornung, Conceptions of God inAncient Egypt(Eng.
trans., Ithaca, 1982).

39. Woltr, 175.
40. Welten, BRL2, ll0; however, cf. also the Hittite examples in M. Weippert, ZD?U 77

(1961), 100.
41. Cf. L. L,aberge, "Is 30,19-26: A Deuteronomic Text?" Eglise et Thiologie,2 (1971),

35-54.
42. Wildberger, BK, Xl3, in loc.
43. Cf. Unger, 4l4f .
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Although the two occurrences in Ex. 34:17; l*v. l9:4aa with the prohibition of
'"bhA massaftd (only here) do not polemicize as strongly as does the Deuteronomistic

theology against the notions associated with costly idols, they do tend in the same

direction.
4. IXX. As a translation for mass€f,h the LXX offers chdneut6s (17 times),

choneuma (twice), and glypttis (twice). The most frequent renderings of the other

terms used in reference to idols clearly show their semantic differences. Thus the

LXX renders pesel, *pdsil pimarily with glypt6s; *'a{ab with eiddlon; and selem,

semel with eikon.
Dohmen

44. Ct. J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes: Ex 34, 10-26. FRIANT ll4 (1975), 2l6tf.

DDD ,rss; iloD msh

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences, LXX. il. OT Usage. IV. Derivatives, Secondary

Forms. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root ntss is aftested only in Hebrew and in Jewish Aramaic (ethp.

"fail, break down," palpel "make dissolve"); Arab. maiia, "dissolve in water," does

not fully correspond phonetically. The secondary formmsh, attested 4 times, has Arabic,

Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic parallels;l in addition, a few forms in the MT
with lat seem to be related semantically to la.rs (see below).

II. Occurrences, LXX. In the MT mss occurs once in the qal (3 times if one counts

the two forms m"i6f; see below), 18 times in the niphal, and once in the hiphil. The

derivative massd occtrs once, as does temes.Z

In the majority of instances the LXX translates with tilkn; other translations include

brdchd (Ps. 6:7;Jer. 34:3), ptoid (Josh.7:5), dialjo (Jgs. 15:11), existemi (Josh. 2:ll;
Ps. 39:12), thrarto, thrausm6s (Ezk.2l:12; Nah. 2: I I ), deiliainO (Dt. 20:8), and various

circumlocutions.

rrss. G. Gerleman, "Der Sinnbereich rfest 
- los(e)'im HebrAischen," ZAW,92 (1980),405f';

D. J. McCarthy, "Some Holy War Vocabulary in Joshua 2," CBQ, 33 (1971),228-230; R' L,auha,

Psychophysischer Sprachgebrauch im AT. AnAcScFen, DHL,35 (1983).

1. Cf. A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography: A Comparative Study, ll," Abr-
Nahrain, 2 (1960161), 22.

2. The semantic field is discussed by Gerleman.
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m. OT Usage. l. In the first instance, tnss means "to flow," "to dissolve," "to
melt": wax melts in the fire @s. 68:3[Eng. v. 2];97:5; Mic. l:4; cf. Ps. 22:15[14]);
manna melts in the sun (Ex. 16:21); cf. also "turned to water" (Josh. 7:5) and the
associations with water in Ezk. 2l:12U7;3 Ps.22:15(14). Mountains flow with blood
(Isa.34:3). Jgs. 15:14 uses the term figuratively: the cords around Samson's arms
become weak and dissolve.

Melting wil( serves as an image of the annihilation of God's enemies in theophany
(Ps. 68:3[2]) or of the melting of mountains at his appearance (Ps. 97:5; Mic. l:4).

2. One group of 8 occurrences associates mss niphal with the despairing human
heart. The simple expression is used 3 times in Joshua, twice in reference to Israel's
enemies (the Canaanites), with the additional remark that they had no more courage
(rfrab; Josh. 2:ll:. 5:l), and once in reference to the Israelites themselves after the
defeat at Ai, with the additional commentary that their heart became "as water" (7:5).
The image of water recurs in Ezk. 2l:12(7), where the anticipated reaction of the people
to the coming catastrophe is described: All hearts will despair (mss), every hand will
fall limply down ftApfl, all "spirits" will become faint, and all knees will "run with
water." This concentration of expressions provides a vivid picture of the people's "utter
despair."4 The limp hands recur in Isa. l3:7: all hands will be feeble, and all hearts
will melt when the day of Yahweh comes; v. 8 contains additional synonyms: "become
dismayed" (bftl niphal), pangs and agony (sirim, ficldltm), "to writhe (btl)like a woman
in favail." Nah.2:11(10) contains further synonyms: faint hearts, tottering knees,
trembling loins; cf. also Isa. 19: I : the idols of Egypt will tremble (nfra'), and the hearts
of the Egyptians will despair (melt). Finally, in Ps.22:15(14) the heart melting like
wax represents the psalmist's own sufferings.s

Even without le! the term m.ff niphal can refer to a person's sinking spirits. After
Absalom's defeat even the most valiant man will lose all courage (despah, rnss niphal;
2 S. 17:10). A warrior can be disheartened by his less courageous brothers (Dt. 20:8;
perhaps hiphil is to be read); cf. also Dt. l:28: "Our brethren [the scouts] have made
our hearts melt" (hiphil). In contrast, Ps. I 12: l0 speaks of languishing away in a general
sense: "The wicked man sees it [ttre good fortune of the righteous person] and is angry;
he gnashes his teeth and 'melts away."'Similarly tsa. 10:18: "as when a sick man
wastes away."

IV. Derivatives, Secondary Forms. l. The noun massd occurs only once, namely,
in Job 9:23, which focuses on the mockery of the wicked at the despair of the innocent.6
similarly, the derivative temes is used only once; one of the curses in Ps. 58 refers to
the slime of the snail, illustrating the destruction of the cursed persons.

3. However, cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),425.
4. Idem.
5. On this whole complex, cf. Lauha, 149f.
6. Cf. E. P. Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job @ng. trans., Nashville, 1967), in loc.
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2. When Bildad in his first discourse speaks of the fate of the godless person, he

says among other things: God destroys him (Job 8:18), and then he continues (v. l9):
"Behold, this is z'id.f dark6," which with the orthography employing .f could mean:
"That is the joy [ironically] of his life's way." Usually, however, one derives the
infinitive from mss.' "That is the passing away of his life's way," which yields good
sense. Then, however, the question arises whether yet another mei6i can be so inter-
preted, namely, in Isa. 8:6. The inhabitants of Jerusalem refuse the waters of Shiloah
fim"idS 'e!-re;in filen-r'malyahfi. Either one interprets mei6f here as 'Joy," meaning
that the Jerusalemites were prepared to greet the hostile princes with royal exultation
(it is not othenvise known that such a party existed advocating this), or one derives
m"i6S frommss and translates: "It will certainly [inf. abs.] languish away (NRSV 'melt
in fear') with Rezin and the son of Remaliah."T

3. A couple of passages suggest that one secondary form of mJJ was m's. Job 7:5
reads: "My skin hardens (rdga') and yimmd'Es"; one would expect "dissolves" or a
similar term. Either this is a form of mss itself, or m's constitutes a secondary form.
Edouard P. Dhormes suspects the same verb in v. 16: ma'astt ld'-1"'6ldm'ehyeh, "l am
languishing away, I wilUdo not want to live for ever."

4. The concrete meaning predominates in the case of misd. God's word melts the
ice (Ps. 147 :18); the petitioner in a psalm of lament floods his bed (makes it flow) with
his own tears (Ps. 6:7[6]); God makes human splendor (bamfr{ dissolve like the moth
(Ps. 39:12[11]). Only in Josh. 14:8 is it combined with l€!: the brethren (scouts) made
the people's courage melt (cf. Dt. 1:28 and BHS).

V. Qumran. In Qumran rnss has thus far been attested 18 times, with a clear
accumulation in lQM. The stereotypical OT usage is taken over. The references are

almost exclusively to the lEp ndmZs, the melting heart of the enemies of the Qumran
Essenes (lQM 1:14; 8:10; 9:ll; 4Q161 8-10:4), or of the inconstant believer (lQM
10:6 [cf. 11QT 62:4]; 11:9).e The call to the final battle will give courage to the fearful
of heart (1QM 14:6; 4Q491 1l tr.15). The occurrences in IQH could have been taken
from the OT book of Psalms (compare IQH 2:28; 4:33; 8:32; fr. 4:14 with Ps.

22:t5[14l).
Ringgren

7. Cf. the comms.
8. P. 107f.
9. Cf. here esp. H. Bardtke,

29-51.
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19D *n'aa

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences. II. Usage. III. LXX.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The Hebrew term md'aQ, "to wobble, shake," corre-
sponds to Syr. m"'a! with the same meaning, and perhaps also to Arab. ma'ado, "to
hasten through the land, draw one's sword," passive "to be weak, sick at one's
stomach." It occurs 7 times in the MT of the OT (5 times qal, once each pual and
hiphil). It is not attested in Qumran.

II. Usage. This verb refers to a wobbly gait or stance, evoking the idea of unstead-
iness.

Ps. l8:35-37(Eng. w. 34-36) (par. 2 S. 22) portrays a military situarion in which
the psalmist achieves victory through divine succor. [n v. 37(36) we read: "You gave
me a wide place for my steps under me, so that my feet did not wobble," i.e., God
gives him room to move (cf. v. 20[19]) so that he is not surrounded and brought down;
his feet and his steps are secure.

Ps. 26 is the prayer of an innocent person introduced by the assurance that the
petitioner has walked in integrity and trusted in Yahweh without wavering (v. l). The
reference is thus to the stability and constancy of one's conduct.

Ps. 37, a song inlluenced by the wisdom tradition, asserts in v. 3l that the righteous
person has the law of God in his heart, the result being that his steps do not slip or
wobble. Slipping here can refer eirher to misfortune (cf. 38:17[16] with mwt) or to
moral lapse; the context seems to support the first meaning better.

In Job l2:5, Job replies to Zophar's flrst discourse: lapptS bfrz l"'a"itu1ia'andn ni!6n
l"m6'4Qi rdgel. This is a difficult verse and was not understood by early translations;
most commentaries emend the text. Edouard Dhormel attempts a rather verbatim
translation of the MT: "For misfortune, derision (so think the fortunate ones!), A blow
for those whose feet slip!" The carefree speak derisively of those who cannot stand
firm and thus fall into misfortune.

Prov.25:19 should read m6'aQel instead of mt'dje1(pual) and be translated "Trust
in a faithless man in time of trouble is like a bad tooth or a foot that slips." One cannot
bite with a bad tooth, nor walk securely with a wobbly foot; both are unreliable. Just
as little can one rely on a deceptive man in times of distress.2

ma'a!. H. A. Brongers, "Darum, wer fest zu stehen meint, der sehe zu, dass er nicht falle:
I Kor X 12," Symbolae biblicae et mesopotamicae. Festschrift F. M. T. de Liagre Bdhl. SIFS,4
(1973),56-70, esp.6l.

l. A Commentary on the Book of Job (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1967), l6gt.
2. H. Ringgren , Spriiche. ATD, XVut € ISSO), tot .
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One should probably also read a participial form of m'd in Sir. l6:18: The heavens,
the cosmic sea, and the earth all tremble at God's visitation.

In a prayer of execration directed at adversaries in Ps. 69:24(23), the hiphil form
occurs with the plea that God "darken" their eyes and make their loins tremble, once
again a reference to a secure step in the sense of a happy, secure life. Ezk. 29:'7 also
uses rn 7 (to be read instead of 'mA together with molnayirn.' those who lean upon
Egypt will be made to wobble.

KBI) also suggests reading m7 hiphil for way"moQel in Hab. 3:6: Yahweh's ap-

pearance in a theophany causes the earth to tremble (cf. Sir. 16:18 above).

IIII. LXX. The LXX translates twice with asthen4o, once with hyposkelizomai, and
once with salefiomai. Job l2:5; Prov. 25:19 are understood differently. 

Ringgren

l19Q ma'62

Contents: I. Etymology. IL l. Occurrences;2. Meaning; 3. Equivalents in the LXX. III. Secular

Usage. IV. Religious Usage: l. Yahweh as Fortress and Mighty Helper;2. Yahweh as Refuge

and Protective Retreat;3. Merging of the Two Statements;4. Yahweh's Sanctuary;5. "The God

of Fortresses"; 6. Summary. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The noun nfi'62 is attested in Hebrew and as ma'd! also in Arabic.
Perhaps Ugar. 

.dIV, "protection," l is also related. KTU, 1.65, a liturgy,2 contains in ll. 9- l0
the entreaty to El that he hasten and come quickly "to the protection of Zaphon, to the
protection of Ugarit" (b'd spn b'd igrt). The second occurrence3 reads b'd b'lkm, "to the
protection of Ba'al[?]," but permits no clear explication due to the absence of its context.

It is indisputable that the first element in this noun is a mem prefix. Derivation of
the second element, however, is more problematical. Just as Ugar.'d derives from the
root'wd, and Arab. ma'dd from the root 'w1, so also would it seem likely that md'62
derives from wz inasmuch as similar nouns are the derivatives of biliteral roots. The
Masoretic pointing, however, does contradict this, according to which the a- is preserved
unaltered as the initial vowel4 and the second radical undergoes gemination. In this

ma'62. D. Eichhom, Gott als Fels, Burg und Zuflucht. EH, 2314 (1972), 114-120.

1.WUS, no. 2000; differently in UI no. l8l4; cf. also this difference in the interpretation of
personal names in ITUS and PNU, l06f.

2. O. Eissfeldt, "Bestand und Benennung der Ras-Schamra-Texte," KlSchr ll 0963),346.
3. KTU, 4.17, 16.
4. BLe, $26t': O. Grether, Hebriiische Grammatikfi)r den akademischen Unterrichr (Munich,

21955), $57i; E. Jenni, lrhrbuch der hebrtiischen Sprache des ATs (Basel, 1981), gll,3,4; cf.
also VG,1,375f.
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case ma'62 would derive from the root '7j5 as the comparable noun magEn derives
from gnn.

More recent lexica and grarnmars agree in their assertion that mi'62 can be traced
back to the root 'ez as well as to the root'wz, which are "formed by elision and difficult
to separate semantically. "6

It is difficult to determine whether m.d'6zen in Isa. 23:ll is a secondary form of our
noun lengthened by an afformative n,7 or has resulted from scribal error.8

ll. l. occurrences.Thetermma'62 occurs 36 times in the or, to which can be
added I occurrence in Sirach. It appears either 6 or 7 times in the eumran writings.
Three additional occurrences result from the probable conjecture of -+ JlgD ma'6n to
mi'62 in Ps. 7l:3; 90: l; 9l:9.e

An overview of the distribution reveals the following: l0 occurrences in Proto-Isaiah
(3 in chs. 24-27);9 in the Psalms; 7 in Daniel; twice each in Ezekiel and Nahum; once
each in Judges, Samuel, Jeremiah, Joel, Proverbs, and Nehemiah. six eumran occur-
rences are found in the Hodayoth. If we also count the three conjectures, the number
within the Psalter rises to 12. This reveals a clear concentration on the one hand in the
spiritual songs of Israel, and on the other in the apocalyptic writings.

2. Meaning. This distribution is explained by the meaning and content of md'62.
Derivation from the root'zz, "to be strong," gives the meaning ..strength," ,.bul-

wark"'10 given its rottage in'wz, "to seek refuge,', however, it might yield .,place of
refuge," "succor."

This allows us to distinguish the proximity of the two semantic spheres and also
explains their confluence, for GesB offers the following: "1. mountain sronghold or
mountain peak...; bulwark, fortress...2. protection, shelter," andKBL3 reads: "1.
mountain stronghold, place of refuge . . . 2. God as md'62."

3. Equivalents in the DC(The Greek expressions in the LXX also correspond to
this broader semantic duality. They can be grouped as follows: "strength," "bulwark"
on the one hand, and "protection," "succor," "help" on the other. The flust group
includes: ischfs (8 times) along with enischfd (once) or katischld (once), ochjr1ma
(3 times), krataiosis (once) and kratai1a (once) as well as hypost1rigma (once). The
following words can be assigned to the second group: hyperaspist1s (6 times), boEth1s
(4 times) along with boEthdd (3 times) and boiltheia (once), kataphygE (3 times), sk6p6

5.Bre, $61d4.
6. HAI.II (1995), 610; also GesB; GK, 985k.
7. So HAl, II.
8. GesB; cf. lQIs'.
9. A different view is taken by O. Eissfeldt, "Jahwes Vorhiiltnis zu'Eljon und Schaddaj nach

Psalm 91," Klschr III (1966), 445; "Eine Qumran-Textform des 91. psalms," Klschr v (i973),
46, who rejects the conjecture in Ps. 9l:9.

10. cr, $85k.
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(twice) along with skepastds (once), antildmpsis (once) and perhaps also hypomdno
(once), srdsis (once) and hai enkataleleimminai (once). The LXX should be followed
in emending 2 5.22:33 according to Ps. l8:33(Eng. v.32) to me'azzcr€nt.

III. Secular Usage. In OT secular usage ma'62 iefen to a "citadel," a "fortress,"
a military "bulwark." The enemy penetrates into "the fortress of the king of the north"
(Dnl. l1:7), advances to the fortress of the adversary (Dnl. 1l:10), turns back toward
"the fortresses of his own land" (Dnl. I I : 19) or toward the "fortified citadels" (mibq"rA

rua'uzzim, Dnl. 11:39). The oracle concerning Tlre contains Yahweh's order to level
the fortresses of Canaan (Isa. 23:l l), referring to the destruction by the Persians of the

Phoenician maritime fortresses including Sidon and Tyre,ll just as the gloss lsa.23:4
directly refers to Sidon as the "fortress of the sea" @4'6zhayydrn). Isa.23:14 also

refers to the destruction of Sidon, the bulwark of the ships of Tarshish, expressed in
v. I by bayi7 "house." Similarly, in Ezk. 30:15 the city of sin (the Vulg. mentions
instead the port city Pelusium) is called "the stronghold of Egypt," and in vv. 13-19

the fall of Egypt can be portrayed paradigmatically in the destruction of its most famous

fortresses.
That the word "fortress" is always synonymous with "fortified city" is corroborated

by the expression Zrd mi'uu6, "his fortified cities" (Isa. 17:9). At the same time, the

notion of protection resonates in this expression, protection which such cities are able

to offer to the person seeking refuge. Thus Nineveh is warned that it will have to seek

a md'62 from its enemy (Nah. 3:ll), just as Sidon, as the bulwark of the ships of
Tarshish, also constituted their protection and as it were their port of refuge (Isa. 23:14).

It is not quite clear just what Jgs. 6:26 is presupposing. Gideon is instructed to build
an altar to Yatrweh "on the top of this stronghold" ('al r6'i hammi'62 haueh). Some

MSS facilitate the text by reading mi'6n;12 the LXXA understands the word as a
personal name Madz (LXXB: Maouek). Ernst Bertheaul3 translates "on the top of this
fortress"; Otto Eissfeldtla says "on the top of this high place"; Hans Wilhelm Hertz-
bergts "uO high upon the mountain stronghold"; and Friedrich N0tscherl6 "on the
fortified elevation." Scholars as early as C. F. KeillT explicated this expression as

meaning "possibly upon the top of the mountain, upon which the fortress belonging
to Ophrah was situated." More recently, J. Alberto Soggin,l8 following this line of
thinking a bit further, associated rnn'62 with the sanctuary and interpreted the entire
bulwark as "a version of the fortified Canaanite temple." As attractive as this suggestion
might well be, it encounters difficulties when we try to imagine an altar on the top of

ll. + IYD k"rw'an, VII,219.
12. Cf. BHS.
13. Das Buch der Richter und Ruth. KEHAT, VI CI883), 139.
14. Die Quellen des Richterbuches (l*ipzig, 1925),41.
15. Die Biicher losua, Richter und Ruth ATD, lX (1974), 183.
16. Richter EB, I (1955), 650.
17. Judges. KD,11,336.
18. Judges. OTL(Eng. trans. l98l), 123f.
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such a ma'62. Given the use of rd'i in geographical descriptions, the passage seems
more likely to be suggesting a largely inaccessible mountaintop or a predominantly
rocky region which, like a fortress, is virtually impregnable. This might be supported
by the parallelismus membrorum of ma'62 and sfir/sela', "rock," in many of Israel's
religious songs.

IV. Religious Usage. The term md'62 is used with far greater frequency in religious
contexts, the most important of which are the statements referring to Yahweh.

L Yahweh as Fortress and Mighty Helpen A clearly circumscribed vocabulary appears
in a series of pertinent passages either parallelto md'62 or in its immediate context. In the
individual lament Ps. 31:3[2], the plea to Yahweh, "be a rock of the bulwark (NRSV
'refuge,' lesfrr-md'62) for me," is paralleled by the expression "a mountainfortess" (Pf;A1

m"sfidb!); and in the individual lament Ps. 71:3 the same plea, "be to me a rock of the
'bulwark,' " issues into the confident confession "for you are my rock (sali) and my
mountain fortress (m";fi!d1t)." In Ps. 3l:5[4], the petitioner's confession is briet "For
you are my citadel." The positioning of + i11llD m"sfrflA thus clearly defines our noun
as a "citadel," "bulwark." It expresses insuperable strength and, underscored additionally
by its association with sfrr or sela', unchanging stability and solidity. This explains how
our noun could be associated with Yahweh in metaphorical speech. It characterizes the
believer's rock-like trust in God's omnipotence.

At the same time, however, this knowledge of God's superior power and strength
stands behind the believer's plea for succor and deliverance by Yahweh. Thus the root
y,f'hiphil, "to rescue, save," occurs in the context of the two citations from the Psalms
(Ps. 3l:3[2];71:3); in addition, the verb nsl hiphil, "to help," also occurs in Ps. 3l:3(2).
This leads to other passages in which the theme of "divine help" similarly occurs with
the metaphor of the "citadel." Isa. 17:10 accuses the northern kingdom Israel of having
forgotten God, of not having remained loyal to him, and of having turned to a different
god that cannot help.le In this context the expressions "the God of your help (NRSV
'salvation,' '"bhA yii'Cft)" and "the rock of your bulwark (NRSV 'refuge,' sr2r

md'uzzEk)" parallel one another in referring to the reliability of Yahweh's succor. The
individual lament Ps. 28:8 proclaims in a confessional formulation: Yahweh is the
strength ('62) of his people, and a "saving bulwark (NRSV 'refuge,' md'62 y"ifr'61"
for his anointed. This context would also include the reference to Yahweh as the
"stronghold of my life" (md'62-hayyay) from Ps.27:l (and Sir. 5l:2), since it, too, is
found in a confessional statement and has as its parallel the sentence Yahweh is "my
light ('6/i) and my salvation (yiii)."

By way of comparison KBL3 refers to the Greek-Phoenician bilingual text from
Larnax Lapethos, in which the goddess'Anat is called m'z hym, or her Greek equivalent
Athena is called Sdteirg Nikg.zo W. W Graf Baudissin2l renders this expression as

19. Cf. W. Schottrofi "Gedenken" im alten Orient und im AT. WMANT 15 (196;4), l7l.
20. KN,42, t.
21. Adonis und Esmun (Leipzig, l9l l), 18, 457.
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"power of life," or btter "power of the living," meaning that'Anat's power intervenes
for the living, that she stands by them and helps them in the fullness of her power.zz

Finally, two further passages can be presented in this context, since they similarly
associate md'6zwith assistance, succor, and security for the believer. In Dnl. ll:1,
Gabriel tells Daniel that Michael stands by him "as a helper" (l"mal.t"ztq) and "as
refuge" (Pmd'62). And Prov. 10:29 focuses on the experience that he who walks
uprightly in Yahweh's way possesses md'62, which v. 9 circumscribes by saying that
he can live "securely" (be1al.t).

In Ps. 60:9(7) par. 108:9(8), mn'62 is similarly to be understood in the sense of the
power with which Yahweh intervenes on behalf of his believers. In the style of an

oracle of good news the passage reads: "Gilead is mine; Manasseh is mine; Ephraim
is the ma'62 of my head, Judah my scepter." Yahweh is conceived as a warrior-ruler
with the ruler's scepter in his hand and the helmet on his head. Thus the helmet could
figuratively quite well be called "the fortress of the head," expressing thereby the
inviolable association of Ephraim with Yahweh, out of which hope and consolation
regarding Yahweh's succor emerges for the northern kingdom.

This is also the sense of the masculine personal name ma'arydhtt (l Ch.24:18),
ma'azyi (Neh. 10:9[8)), or m'wzyh m'wzy, and m'7yh.zt This name is composed of the
noan ma'62 and the theophoric element Yahweh, with the resultant meaning "Yahweh
is my forffess, my succor, m] refuge."2a

2. Yahweh as Refuge and Protective Retreat. In yet a different group of passages

the term mah"seh, "place of refuge," "refuge,"2s occurs as a parallel for our noun.
This suggests that ma'62 in these texts conceives of God as the refuge of the hard-
pressed believer, as his protection and shelter. Thus the two expressions "a refuge for
his people" and "a stronghold for the people of Israel" stand as a parallel apposition
to Yahweh (Joel 4:16[3:16]). In the "prophetic song of thanksgiving"26 the two state-
ments that in times of distress Yahweh is a "refuge to the poor" and a "refuge to the
needy" are illustrated by the images of "shelter from the rainstorm" (mahseh mizzerem)
and "shade from the heat" (sdl mdhnre!) (Isa. 25:4), drawing attention thus to the
existential shelter of Yahweh as the true refuge for the believer in times of distress.

The MT of Ps. 91:9, "For you have with your 'Yahweh is my refuge' made Elyon
your habitation (citadel, me'6neki,),"27 is almost always emended to "For you -Yahweh is'your'refuge, you took Elyon for your'bulwark'(md'fruef;d)."28 Quite
aside from the fact that llQPsb reads mhmdk, "your bliss," for m'wnk, "your habita-
tion," the understanding of this psalm as a whole is not at all a matter of unanimous

22. A different view is taken by Donner, KN, 11,59: "refuge of the living."
n. An 22,70; 109.
24. Cf . M. Noth, 1PN, 157.
25. -+ iDn hasa (Y, U-75).
26. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(1974),197.
27. According to Eissfeldt, KlSchr Y,47.
28. Cf., e.g., H.-J. Kraus, Psalrrs 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),220.
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agrcement. While one usually takes it as a didactic poem, as instruction and guidance,
or even as a song of trust, Eissfeldt2e suggests understanding Ps. 9l as a conversion
psalm. A believer who so far has experienced protection from Elyon/Shadday now
confesses that Yahweh will be his refuge and forEess (vv. l-2). A third party encourages
the believer in this decision, emphasizing by explicitly picking up in v. 9 the expression
"my refuge" from v. 2 "that only the confession to yahweh makes it possible to
participate fully in Elyon's complete fullness of power, and that thus only yahweh
represents the complete revelation of Elyon."3o

Drawing on familiar expressions from the language of the Psalter, Isaiah criticizes
his people's unnatural behavior. Because they set out to go down to Egypt ..to take
refuge in the protection of Pharaoh (ld'62 b'md'62 par'dh), and to seek shelter in the
shadow of Egypt (labsot bcsEl misrayim)," that refuge will turn to their shame, and the
shelter to their humiliation (Isa. 30:2).

As Bernard Duhm3l correctly points out, the infinitive construct associated with
md'6zin Isa. 30:2 does not derive from the root 'u, bttrather from 'wz. This root also
occurs in Ps. 52:9(7), where mi'62 is understood as the refuge God represents for the
believer, although here actually the opposite is stated insofar as it is characteristic of
the godless person that he in fact does not seek refuge in God, but rather in his own
wealth.

Jer. 16:19 also uses mfrnbs (+ D)t), "refuge," as an explication for mn'62. Again,
the statement is formulated as a confession: "Yahweh is my strength ('uut) and my
stronghold @n'uzzt) and my refuge in the day of trouble." The acrostic hymn Nah.
l:7 reads similarly: "Yahweh is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble." And ps.90:l
confesses with thanksgiving: "Yahweh, thou hast been a 'refuge' to us in all genera-
tions."

3. Merging of the Two Statements. As clearly distinguishable as these two aspects
of the usage of md'62 are in many passages, there are also indications that a merging
occurred in the form of a concentration of all the substantive associations evoked by
the expression md'62. This is most clearly the case in ps. 37:39: the righteous person
experiences deliverance (fia'O from Yahweh; he is his refuge 1ma'62) in the time of
trouble. While the expectation and assurance of deliverance by Yahweh correspond to
the meaning of md'62 as bulwark and strength discussed earlier, the second statement,
along with its reference to the time of trouble, precisely reflects the context of md'62
just discussed, namely, as refuge. This combination of the two semantic aspects be-
comes even more evident subsequently in v. 40, since one after another the verbs 'zr
hiphil, plt piel (twice), yJ'hiphil, and as a concluding justification hsh are used. God
is the helper, savior, and deliverer, and for that reason the petitioner trusts in the shelter
of his refuge. Ps. 43:2 is to be interpreted similarly, since the confession "you are the

29. KlSchr t[l, M147.
30. rbid.,445.
31. Das Buch Jesaja. HKAT e968),215.
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God in whom I take refuge" is the reason for the confident plea in v. l: "Vindicate me
(,ipt), defend my cause (fif;), deliver me (pll piel)."

A clear distinction is not possible in Neh. 8:10. The exhortation to the people to be

carefree and joyful is justified by the statement: "for joy in Yahweh is your ma'62."
This could mean "is your strength,":z although it could also be understood such that
joy is the best aid against the fear of God's wrath.33

4. Yahweh's Sanctuary. In a few instances ma'62 rcfers to Yahweh's sanctuary, the

Jerusalem temple. Ezk.24:25 foretells the destruction of Jerusalem and of the temple
itself, whereby "the meaning of God's temple for the house of Israel is described with
a threefold predication"3a: it is their bulwark, whereby v. 25 varies the statement of
v. 21, "my sanctuary, your proud treasure" (miqdait gc'6n'uuef,em), and understands

md'62 as an impregnable citadel; it is their eminent joy, "the delight of their eyes and

their heart's desire." Dnl. l1:31, which foretells the profanation of the Jewish temple
by Antiochus Epiphanes, also inserts hamma'62 as an apposition to hammiqdai, al-
though not in reference to the sanctuary and the citadel,3s but rather to the sanctuary
as the bulwark and place of refuge for the persecuted Jews.

lsa.27:5 also refers to the temple as a place of refuge. Here the assertion is made
that one can "lay hold" (hzq piel) of Yahweh's refuge and make peace with him. As
recent commentaries consistently point out, this presupposes the function of the Jeru-
salem sanctuary as a place of asylum.36 Adonijah "grasps" (hzq piel) the horns of the
altar (1 K. 1:50), just as does Joab (l K. 2:28).

5. "The God of Fortresses. "Antiochus' idolatrous behavior also involved his venera-
tion of the "god of fortresses" ('eldahmd'u7ztm) instead of the gods of his fathers (Dnl.
ll:38). Both the LXX and the Vulg. view this as a proper name; it is probable that
Zeus Olympius, Jupiter Capitolinus, is meant.37

6. Summary. The majority of md'62 statements referring to Yahweh are found in
laments from the Psalter. They are largely confessional in nature or formulated as

supplications, and represent expressions oftrust by the petitioners. They express Israel's
faith in Yahweh's invincible strength and in his unique power, both of which his people
and every individual have experienced and hope to continue experiencing anew as

succor, deliverance, and divine assistance. Although no indications or allusions are

made, one can nonetheless take as the background to these statements of faith the
salvific deeds of Israel's God, deeds which undergird the Yahweh-faith itself, such as

the exodus events, the bestowal of the land, or the postexilic revivification; at the same

32. So RSV; also K. Galling, Die Biicher der Chronik, Esra, Nehemia. ATD, XII (1954),232.
33. W Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949), 149.
34. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 507 .

35. N. W. Porteous, Das Buch Daniel. ATD, XX.IJI C1978), 122.
36. Cf. L. Delekat, Asylie und Schutzorakel am Zionheiligtum (l*iden, 1967).
37. A. Bentzen, Daniel. HAT, XI/. ('?1952), 83.
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time, one must consider that a transformation or reforming of these expressions, which
largely concern the people as a whole, has taken place into the realm of individual-
personal piety.

That Yahweh represents refuge for the believer in distress, and is able to provide
both shelter and protection for him, is doubtlessly an expression of God's abundant
goodness; at the same time, it anticipates the concretizing that takes place in the form
of an identification between God and his sanctuary, so that the temple, in its function
as a place of asylum, probably provides the background for a whole series of statements
in the Psalter that confess Yahweh as refuge. Ultimately, however, this notion was itself
spiritualized again to the extent that the holy place of refuge became a metaphor for
the sheltering protection of the heavenly Lord.

Dieter Eichhorn38 offers the following as a summary: "The horizon for the desig-
nation of Yahweh as ma'62 is Yahweh's mighty theophany in is double aspect as

salvation for those 'who hope in him' and destruction for those 'who rise up against
him.' The petitioners who refer to Yahweh as ma'uzzi or entreat Yahweh to step forward
as their ma'62 are persons whose existence stands and falls with the mediation of
Yahweh's function x md'62 for the community in his appropriate revelation on Zion."
This includes flust of all the prophet (Ps. 28), then also the levitical temple singer and
preacher (Ps. 31) as well as the wisdom teacher loyal to Yahweh (Ps. 37). Further
"democratization" is not discernible.

V. Qumran. The few Qumran occurrences approximately correspond to the biblical
statements already discussed. Here, too, ma'62 means "power. " The petitioner laments
that the strength has left his body, and the strength of his loins has left him (lQH
8:32,33). And in IQH 8:23f. the reference is probably to a tree or something similar
which maintains its strength even during the season of heat.

With equal frequency m'wz means "refuge." The petitioner laments that he is
forsaken and no longer has any refuge (lQH 8:27). Or in a thanksgiving confession he
acknowledges that God has given him "no fleshly refuge" (1QH 10:23) and that his
support is "in the refuge on high" (bm'wz mrwm), paralleled by the expression "ever-
lasting fountain" (lQH 10:32).

The fragment 1Q35 l:1 contains only the textually problematical reading lmwz,
which does not allow any interpretation.

Tttbel

38. P. 120.
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l19Q ma'an; itJirl) m"'ona

Contents: I. Occurrences, Meaning, Semantic Field. II. Usage: l. tairof Animals;2. God's

Dwelling Place; 3. God as Refuge;4. Place Name.

I. Occurrences, Meaning, Semantic Field. The noun ma'6n is a so-called maqtal
construction (mem-preformative) from the (inferred, although not attested!) root'frn/in.l
Wolfram von Soden2 also assigns '6nh, "dwelling" (not "cohabitation!"), to this root (Ex.

20:10).In addition to the Arabic verb {yn3, evidence within its linguistic field includes

AlrJr'. ma'unnu, "dwelling,"a and possibly also a Punic equivalent.s Five OT passages use

md'6n with the meaning "lair or habitation/dwelling place for (wild) animals" (Jer.

9: l0[Eng. v.ll]; 10:22;49:33;51:37; Nah. 2:12[11]; regarding this final passage cf. I QH
5:13). In the remaining passages md'6nrefers to the temple as the earthly, orto heaven as

the celestial dwelling of Go60 (Dt. 26:15;2Ch.30:27;36:15;Ps. 26:8; 68:6[5]; Jer.25:30:,

Z.ec.2:l7[3l). Disputed passages include first of all I S. 2:29,32;7 Jgs. 6:26;7-eph. 3:7
(cf. LXX). Paul Hugger8 includesma'6nas aconjecture in Ps. 84:7[6]; 87:7 as well. Other
disputed passages from the Psalms include Ps. 71:3; 90:l; 9l:9, so that the total number

of occurrences can vary widelye (from I 5 [or only l2ll3] to I 8/l 9).

ma'6n. R. E. Clements, God and Temple (Philadelphia, 1965); L. Delekat, Asylie und Schut-

zorakcl am Zionheiligtum (Letden, 1967\; D. M. Eichhom, Gott als Fels, Burg und Zuflucht.
EH,2314 (1972); S. D. Goitein, " 'M6'6n' 

- 
A Reminder of Sin," JSS, l0 (1965), 52f.; P. Hug-

ger, Jahwe, meine Zuflucht. Miinsterschwarzacher Studien, 13 (1971), 152-55; O. Keel, The
Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans., New York, 1978), 179-198; idem and M. Kiichler,
Orte und Inndschafien der Bibel: Ein Handbuch und Studienreisefiihrer zwn Heiligen lnnd, ll:
Der Siiden (Zurich, 1982); M. Metzger, "Himmlische und irdische Wohnstat Jahwes," UE 2
(1970), 139-158; F. Stolz, Strukturen und Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem. BZAW, 118 (1970),
213; G. Westphal, Jahwes Wohnsttitten nach den Anschauungen der alten Hebriicr. BZAW 15

(1908).

l. Cf. also W Bor6e, Die alten Ortsnarnen Paliistinns (1930, Hildesheim, 21968), 72; see

also Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible @ng. trans., Philadelphia, 1967,21979),354; cf . L. Kopf,
"Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," W 9 (1959),267f. = Studies
in Arabic and Hebrew l*xicography (Jerusalem, 1976), 187t.: Arab.'wn, "to help."

2. "Zum hebriiischen Wdrterbuch," U4 l3 (1981), 159f.
3. Ct. HAI" tr (1995), 610.
4. EA, I I 6, I I ; but cf. AHw, Il (1972), 637 .

5. DISO, 161: uncertain text; for a less cautious view see R. S. Tomback, A Comparative
Semitic lzxicon ofthe Phoenician and Punic Language. SBL Diss.,32 (1978), 190.

6. On the distinction and accompanying context, see II.2 below.
7. Cf. A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography: A Comparative Study, ll," Abr-

Nahrain, 2 (196016l), 9.
8. P. 154.
9. Cf. R. Knierim, "11\ 'dwdn Verkehrtheit," THAT n,243; F. Stolz, "1ir3 $ijjdn Zion,"

THATll,547; S. Amsler, "d1l qilm aufstehen," THAT,'11,639; A. R. Hulst, "l)U, ift,? wohnen,"
THAT,il,M9.
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The noun me'Ann exhibits a similar semantic scope: lair of wild animals (Job 37:8;
38:40; Ps. 104:22; Cant. 4:8; Am. 3:4; Nah. 2:13[12]); God's dwelling place (Ps.

76:312)); place of refuge (Dt.33t27). The fact that the temple and ultimately also God
himself can be a "refuge" at least preserves the possibility of discounting conjectures
affecting ma'6nfor Ps. 7l:3; 90:l;to 9l:9.rr

Since ma'6n/m"'dnh can refer to the temple as well as to heaven as Yahweh's
habitation or dwelling place,l2 its semantic field is correspondingly expansive.13

Consequently, the LXX interprets and differentiates more sfongly. Thus hagtasma
(2 Ch.36:15) occurs along with kataphygii (Ps. 90:l; 9l:9), then diatribii (Jer.
49:33[LXX 30:28]) along with koitd (Jer. 10.,22); further also euprdpeia (Ps. 26:8[LXX
25:81), t6pos(Ps.68:6[5]ILXX 6'7:6];71,3[LXX70:3]), oil<os(Dl2615),katoikctdrion
(2 Ch. 3O:27; Nah. 2: l2[1 l]; Jer. 9: 10[ 1]), and mou6n (1 S. 2:32t?l).

In the Qumran texts ma'6n occurs 11 times in reference to a den of lions (1QH 5:13;
cf. Nah. 2:12[1ll), to heaven (as God's dwelling place: lQS l0:3; IQM 12:2; lQSb
4:25; also IQH l2:2, or is this referring to the temple?), to heaven as the place of light
(and of darkness: so with me'Anh: IQH l2:5+7), IQS l0:l; lQH 12:5; the text of lQH
l2:2 is uncertain; cf. also lQ36l2:2. With its reference to the congregation (!) as God's
temple/dwelling place (lQS 8:8) the Qumran community goes beyond OT usage.ra

II. Usage. l. l^air of Animals. Whenever mii'6n refers to the dwelling place or abode
of wild animals, it never does so simply for the sake of neutral portrayal; ratheq the
context always involves judgment, i.e., a place (Jerusalem, the cities of Judah, Hazo4
Nineveh, or Babylon) is warned that wild animals will seek and find their dwelling
place there. This is first the case in Nahum's ironic lamentrs (Nah. 2:l2fllD cf. the
repetition in IQH 5:13) over the predicted destruction of Nineveh, which did indeed
come to pass, Nineveh becoming a den for lions.l6 The context involving an oracle of
judgment and (this time genuine) lament is also found in Jer. 9:10(11), according to
which Jerusalem will become the lair ofjackals (tan), something even expressed in the
form of a divine lament (after the model of prophetic discourse? however, cf. the LXX
regarding v. 9[10]).17 Similar proclamations in Jer. lO:22;49:33;51:37 (regarding the
cities of Judah, Hazor, and Babylon) are secondary, more recent texts constructed
analogously to Jer. 9:10(ll).

10. See esp. Goitein, Kopf.
I l. cf. Ir.3.
12. cf. il.z.
13. -, ll?' yaiab (Y1,420-438); -+ ElpD maq6m (VItr, 531-5,14); miqdai; miikdn; miikbn;

-+ uilV qodei; --> \)V ibt; cf. also -i RO) tisse' (Vtr, 232-259) and -+ h';i heykat, lI/,, 386t.,
as well as -+ J)!3 siyybn and,Elonr yerfiialEm (VI, 347-355).

14. Cf. B. Gflrtner, The kmple and the Community in Qumran and the NI SMS Mon, I
( 1965).

15. So K. Elligen Das Buch der ovi)lf kleinen Propheten, II: Nahum. AfD, XXV (81 982), in loc.
16. -+ r''lN 'sri, 1,386.
17. On the connection between judgment oracle and lament, cf. F. Ahuis, Der klagende

Ge ichtspropher (Stuttgart, I 982).
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2. God's Dwelling Place. According to Ps. 26:8, the temple is Yahweh's habitation,

which the psalmist loves. 2 Ch. 36:15 asserts that God himself had compassion on his

temple as his dwelling place.rs Both Sir. 50:1(2); Jgs. 6:26 probably also belong in this

context. In none of these passages, however, does mi'6n say anything substantive

concerning the question whether Yahweh's temple was understood primarily as the

locus of dwelling or of encounter. The answer to this question requires an evaluation

of the entire semantic field.le
Despite the considerable theological emphasis on the (Jerusalem?) temple in Deuter-

onomy, here, too, it is clear that Yahweh's dwelling place is (in) heaven (Dt. 26: 15; cf.

Dt. 4:36; I K. 8:30-39 Deuteronomistic).m According to Jer. 25:30, Yahweh sounds his

voice from his heavenly habitation, something that in Am. l:2 occurs from Zon.
According to 2 Ch. 30:27, Yahweh's heavenly habitation is the goal of prayer. The

reference in the liturgical addendum Zr,c. 2:17(13) (cf. v. 14U01) as well as in Ps.

68:6(5) might be both to Yahweh's heavenly and to his earthly habitation (cf. the context

and the relationship with Jgs. 5:4f.). When reference is made in this way to Yahweh's

habitation in heaven or in the temple, a qualifying 4d.i is usually added (although not

in Ps. 26:8; 2 Ch. 36:15).
The real reason one can argue over this question of whether in a given instance

the reference is to Yahweh's heavenly or to his earthly habitation (the temple) is

that a clean theological distinction neither can nor should be made between the

two.2l That is, with regard to the sanctuary the boundaries between heavenly and

earthly are suspended,zz uni in the temple itself the heavenly sphere reaches into

the earthly (or vice versa).23 Thus Israel's immediate environs attest the divine
address "house, dwelling place,"2t and the ancient Near East, like the OT itself'
could speak similarly about the dwelling place of the gods whether the focus was a

temple or heaven.25

3. God as Refuge. As a result of this understanding, not only was Yahweh's presence

experienced in the temple, but ultimately Yahweh himself was viewed as the dwelling
place, i.e., refuge, for the petitioner. Thus in the disputed passages from the Psalter (Ps.

7l:3;90:1;91:9) one must consider more carefully than has often been the case the

necessity of textual emendation (usually to -+ l19D mA'62). Not only can the name of
the dwelling place have become an epithet here,%btmd'6n as a metaphor for Yahweh's

18. Cf. H. D. Preuss, "Barmherzigkeitl," TRE, V,222t.
19. See I above.
20. On this question, see H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. Edn le 0982),49.
21. On the attendant relationships, see Clements; Keel; Metzger, whereby the latter peculiarly

does not pursue the question of mi'6n.
22. So Metzger.
23. So Keel.
24. As regards Nergal, cf. Hugger, 154, n. 107.

25. On this subject, cf. Keel; Metzger; then also WMyth, I, index (1965) s.v. "Wohnsitz der

Gdner."
26. Stolz, 213, t. 178.
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protection is comprehensible as a substitute divine appellativezT (cf. ps. 76:3121;Dt.
33:27).In view of the clearly evident democratization of this assertion of trust, it is of
no significance whether one must consider the possibility of a cultic mediator as the
original speaker.28 Both the temple and Yahweh himself are the "place" to which the
petitioner flees and where he experiences refuge and protection.

4. Place Name. Thelocale md'6n, situated 13 km. (8 mi.) southwest of Hebron in
the vicinity of carmel, is mentioned in Josh. 15:55; I s.25:2 (cf. l S. 23:24f. and the
conj. in I S. 25: I and possibly in Jgs. l0:12).2e Today it is called Khirbet Ma'in. Ma'6n,
situated southwest of Hebron, has now also been attested on an ostracon from Arad.3o
There was also a locale called @afl ba'al mi'dn in Transjordan, mentioned inJer.4g:23
(and Nu. 32:3?) as well as in the Mesha inscription3t

Preuss

21. Hugger, 155.
28. Eichhorn, 12lff.
29. In addition to the informarion given in HAL, tr, 610 s.y. ma'6n fy, one can now refer to

the thorough discussion of this locale's name, location, history, significance, and exploration in
Keel-Ki.ichler, 756f. and index; cf. also GTTOT 15,22, 149,320f.; Aharoni; Uuggea tS:.

30. 25:4; cf. Y. Aharoni, Arad lrccriplrons (Jerusalem, l98l), 50f.
31. KAr, 181,9, 30.

99D ma'at: gYD mc'at-T

contents: L l. occurrences; 2. Meaning. II. Secular Usage: l. Idiomatic Expressions;
2. Wisdom Language. III. Expressions of Small Quantity in Religious Contexts: l. Temporal
Aspect; 2. Quantitative Aspect; 3. Much or Little as a Term for "Enough"; 4. prayer;
5. Accusations;6. Ps. 8:6(Eng.v.5);6. Ezk. ll:16.

l.l. Occurrences. The noun me'atoccurs 101 timesin the O! andthe verb derivedfrom
it (qal, piel, hiphil) another 22 times (or 23 counting Sir. 3: l8). Constructions from this root
are attested in Arabic (ma'i1a, "become fewer," na'ata, ..take away, out,,), Akkadian
(matii, "bcome lesser, be smalufew"), as well as in Ethiopic and rigre. The distribution
of the noun in the OT is as follows: It occurs I I times in Genesis; l0 each in the Psalms
and Proverbsi 7 each in Numbers and Proto-Isaierh; 6 in Deuteronomy; 5 each in Ezekiel
and Job; 4 each in Ecclesiastes and I Samuel; 3 each in Exodus, 2 Samuel, and Haggai;
twice each in Joshua, I Kings, Jeremiah, Hosea, Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, and 2 chronicles;
and once each in Leviticus, Judges,2 Kings, znchariah,canticles, Ruth, and I Chronicles.

2. Meaning' The fundamental meaning of me'at emerges clearly from the contextual
parallel in I K. 17:12: kap-qemah and me'at iemen, "a handful of meal/a little oil,"
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and from the antithesis, the latter indicated in several instances by constructions ofthe
root rbh: rbh (Ex. l6:l7f .;30: 15; trv. 25: l6; Nu. 26:54;33:54; 35:8; Ps. 107:38; Prov.

l3:ll; Jer. 29:6;30:19); rab (Nu. 13:18;26:54,56;33:54;35:8; Dt. 26:5; 28:38; I S.

14:6; Prov. l5:16); rdb l*v.2516;Dt.7:7;28:62; Prov. 16:8); harbEh (2 K. l0:18;
Eccl. 5:11[12]; Jer. 42:2; Hag. l:6,9). In Ps. 37:16, the parallel noun is hambn, "abun-

dance." In addition, the fundamental meaning of ml "little, few" as opposed to "much,

many," emerges clearly in what is apparently a fixed expression put into the mouth of
Jonathan: "For nothing can hinder Yahweh from saving by many or by few" (1 S.

14:6; cf. also Eccl. 5:1lll2l).
The noun can be used absolutely as in Dt. 28:38: "You will gather little in," or in

tandem with another noun, as in I S. 14:29,43: "a little of this honey." An intensifi-
cation is expressed by the typically Isaianic expression me'at miz'ar "a very little,"
i.e., a very little while (Isa. 10:25; 16:14;29:17).

Although the noun is combined with b", "by," in 1 S. 14:6, and with 1", "to," in
2 Ch. 29:34; Hag. 1:9, in the majority of instances it is used with k', "how." Here, too,

the various semantic nuances of m"'at emerge, since this combination can be taken

temporally with the meaning "quickly, almost, just about, soon" (2 Ch. l2:7 ; Job 32:22;
Ps.2:12;73.2[herepar. k"'ayin);81:15[4]; 94:17; ll9:87; Prov.5:14; Cant. 3:4;Ezk.
16:47), plerophorically (kim'a1-rega) with the meaning "a brief moment" (Ezr. 9:8;
lsa.26:20), quantitatively with the meaning "few, little" (Isa. l:9; perhaps also Gen.

26:10;2 S. 19:37[36]; Ps. 105:12 par. I Ch. 16:19), or qualitatively with the meaning
"little worth" (Prov. 10:20).

The verb exhibits the basic meaning "to be few, small."

II. Secular Usage.
l. Idiomatic Expressions. There were apparently several idiomatic expressions in

Hebrew usingm"'at. They are consistently embedded in direct discourse. In 4 instances

a guest expresses upon arrival the request: "Give me a little water to drink" (Gen.

24:17,43 Jgs.4:19; I K. 17:10). The formulas of greeting probably also include

Abraham's order that a little water be brought for washing his guests' feet (Gen. l8:4).
Yet another, similarly fixed expression seems to be that which refers to the brevity

of life. Thus Jacob pronounces before Pharaoh: "Few and evil have been the days of
the years of my life" (Gen. 47:9), and Job inquires: "Are not the days of my life few?"
(Job 10:20); a similar wish is directed to the wicked, namely, that "his days be few"
(Ps. 109:8).

Finally, mention should be made of the apparently popular idiomatic expression

hame'al min + suffrx/noun, "is it too small a thing for you (sg. or pl., your harlotries)"
(Nu. 16:9; Job 15:11; Isa.7:13; Ezk. 16:20;34:18; witholtmin in Gen.30:15; Nu.

16:13; with l'+ suf. Josh.22:17).

2. Wisdom Language. From this perspective the use of me'at in the language of
wisdom is also not surprising. The stylistic device of comparison (tbb min, "better . . .

than") is used in Prov. 15:16; 16:8 in connection with me'at and corresponding an-

tithetical expressions: "Better is a little with the fear of Yahweh than great treasure

4s3
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and trouble with it" (15:16), "better is a little with righteousness than great revenues
with injustice" (16:8). In Ps.37:16, such comparison is tied to the antithesis .,the
righteous-the wicked." The end of the wicked is also the focus in ps.37:10: .,yet
a little (while), and the wicked will be no more',; Job 24:24:..They are exalted a little,
and then are gone." In contrast to the value of the tongue of the righteous, the heart
of the wicked is of little worth (prov. 10:20).

Prov. 6: l0; 24:33 charucterize the slothful person, who says: .,A little sleep, a little
slumber, a little folding of the hands to rest.', i prov. 13:11 rnas *rat quickly accumu_
lated wealth "dwindles," while enduring work ..increases" 

one,s possessions. In con_
trast to the rich, whose surfeit does not let him sleep, the taborer finds sweet respite
whether he has little or much (Eccr. 5:[tl2]). eccl s:t(z), evoking prov. 10:19,
admonishes to let one's words be few in prayer to God; Eccl. r0: r offers the proverb
which the LXX finds "offensive": "A little folly outweighs wisdom and honor.,,2
According to Eccl. 123, the burdens of old age inciude the ;grinders (teeth) becoming
few." And in Eccl. 9:14 a wisdom parable begins with the iords ..There was a little
city, with only a few people dwelling in it.',

III' Expressions of Small Quantity in Religious Contexts. Israel's religious lan-
guage also displays the various semantic nwmces of mc'at in a variety of contexts.l. kmporal Aspect. The temporal aspect of mc'at refers to a briei period of time.
The reference can be to yahweh's salvific activity or judgment, whereby the further
distinction can be made whether this activity is actcnowtelged as having occurred in
the past or is being foretold for the future.

The fact that a remnant is saved that can live again in the holy place in Jerusalem
is viewed by Ezr. 9:8 as a sign that ,,for a brief -o-"rt ruro, tr^ been shown us.,,
Similarly, the Babylonian exile or the Assyrian oppression can be described as a short
period of Yahweh's wrath (Isa. lO:25;7*c. l:15).

The following passages focus on foretelling Yahweh's future intervention. Here the
predominating expression '6/ mc'at in initial position is noteworthy in Jer. 5l:33; Hos.l:4;Hag- 2:6. It "sets a time limit for the fulfirment of judgment',3: In a short while
the time of Babylon's harvest will come, I will punish thi house of Jehu for the blood
of Jezreel, I will shake the entae world. The advent of salvation, however, can also be
foretold in this way; "Is it not yet a very little while until lrbanon shall be turned into
a fruitful field?" (rsa. 29:17). Simple me'at or kim'a1 express rhe same thing. In an
allusion to the merely "temporary occupation of Jerusaiem,,,4 the city's imminent
deliverance is announced (2 ch. l2:7).If Iirael would but obey its God, he would soon
subdue their enemies (Ps. 8r: 15[r4]). To preserve itself from iahweh,s wrarh, yahweh
advises the people to hide itself for a little while (Isa. 26:20). And in view of the

1. !o 11, Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD, XVU| 131980y, in loc.
? 9" y. Zimmerli, Prediger. ATD, Xvt/t'(3tgg}i, ZZS.
3. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm @ng. trans., 1974),' 17.
4. W. Rudolph, Chronitrbiichen HAT XxI (1955), 233.
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imminent conquest Yahweh promises that "little by liale" (me'at mc'at) he will drive
out the inhabitants of Canaan (Ex. 23:30; Dl7:22).

Hos. 8:10 should be understood temporally, and refers to imminent judgment.s In
Ps. 105:12 par. I Chr. 16:19, one cannot determine unequivocally whether kim'at is to
be interpreted temporally6 or quantitatively;7 for it is asserted that Yahweh did not allow
the Israelites to be oppressed during the patriarchal period, since they were "still few
in number (kim'al,'had been in the land for only a short while' or 'were only a small
group, a minority'), and were sojourners in it." In comparison with similar statements
that also justify Yahweh's compassion and protection with reference to a lesser party,8

the latter alternative seems more probable.

Finally, brief reference should be made to Ps. 2:12; Job 32:22, where righteous
behavior is prompted by the belief that God's wrath is quickly or easily inflamed, or
that the creator God could soon put an end to Elihu.

2. Quantitative Aspect. The quantitative aspect of me'at emerges in the conclusion
to Deuteronomy. One of the consequences of disobedience to the commandments is

that Israel will sow much seed but gather little in (Dt. 28:38). Hag. 1:6 asserts the same

thing, stimulating theneby the temple reconstruction. And Hag. 1:9 reveals the discrep-
ancy between the people's high expectations and paltry results. Just as a smaller quantity
is understood here in a general fashion as the consequence of curse, so are increase

and multiplicity understood as the consequences of blessing (Ps. 107:38f.).
The theme of the increase or decrease of a people as the result of divine blessing

or curse occurs relatively frequently. Yahweh's compassion toward the exiles is ex-
pressed in the fact that he does not diminish their number (Jer. 30: l9; cf .29:6). Although
not uttered by Yahweh expressis verbis, the statement in the small historical credo
nonetheless clearly refers tg him, namely, that the patriarch sojourned in Egypt as a

stranger with few men, and became a great nation (Dt. 26:5). ln a reverse fashion,
God's punishment consists in only a few men remaining from Israel, although it was

once as numerous as the stars of heaven @L 28:62i similarly Iev. 26:22). Applied to
a foreign people such as Egypt, such divine judgment again means a reduction in
number (Ezk.29:15). In all these statements, however, a direct relationship obtains
between quantity and quality. A great nation is "strong" ('dsfrm, Dt. 26:5), while a

lesser nation is so weak that it is no longer able to rule over others (Ezk. 29:15; also
Nu. 13:18). Dnl. 1l:23 asserts the unthinkable, namely, that someone with only a small
people shall become strong.

Regarding Yahweh's attitude toward Israel within the context of Israel's size, two
considerations are of importance. Even when not expressed by the root m't, the sub-
stance of, e.g., Jgs. 7: l-8 remains in effect: Gideon is to diminish drastically the number
of warriors with him so that Israel will be unable to boast before Yahweh that it delivered

5. So Wolfl 144.
6. As does the Ziircher Bible.
7. So H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. rans., Minneapolis, 1989), 306; Rudolph, 122.

8. Cf. II.2 above.
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itself. This notion is then given a precise theological formulation in Dt. 7:7f.: not
because Israel was the greatest nation did Yahweh choose it - since, in fact, it is the
fewest (hamm"'at) of all peoples 

- but because he loved Israel. Thus Yahweh's com-
passionate election can find no justification in Israel itself. Here the idea is carried to
the extreme that was sketched, e.g., in the plea made by Amos that Israel be spared:
"Jacob is so small" (Am. 7:2,5). The smallness of a people, like the helplessness of
an infant, evokes the gentleness, concern, and caring love of its God. Such a notion is
also expressed in the plea to the prophet Jeremiah made by the confused forces after
the murder of Gedaliah, namely, that he pray to Yahweh on behalf of this remnant:
"for there are only a few of us left out of many" (ler.42:2). This dependent clause
again appeals to one's sense of compassion, either that of the prophete or of yahweh
himself.

Finally, statements concerning small quantity are also associated with notions of a
remnant; here the idea of divine judgment can be reflected. when Isa. 16: 14 asserts
that the remnant of Moab will be "very few," this simultaneously implies complete
weakness and subjection to contempt. Similarly, the announcement that the glory of
Kedar will come to an end is explicated by the assertion that "the remainder of the
archers will be few" (Isa. 2l:16t.). The idea of the small remnant of Israel, however,
despite the attendant reality ofjudgment, can nonetheless express an element offorbear-
ance and preservation, and of Yahweh's steadfast love for his people, whose further
history he will renew. Because Yahweh has left his people a few survivors, it is far
better off than Sodom and Gomorrah (Isa. l:9). The symbolic act Ezekiel is instructed
to perform consists in taking only a small number of hairs from the final third of his
shorn hair and beard, and binding them into the skirts ofhis robe (Ezk. 5:3), a reference
to the preservation of a small remnant of people who will stay alive. And Jeremiah
entreats Yahweh to correct him, although not to do so in anger, but rather in his divine
moderation so that Yahweh not "bring him to nothing" (Jer. 10.24), i.e., he entreats
Yahweh to preserve him and to keep him alive. Ezr. 9:8 renders this as mil.tyd m"'ay,
"a little reviving," the basis of which is similarly Yahweh's compassion.

3. Much or Little as akrmfor "Erwugh."When one person gathers much nour-
ishment but has nothing over, and the other gathers less but has no lack (Ex. l6:l7f .),
this is an expression of Yahweh's grace and compassion for the people wandering in
the wilderness. "Little or much" thus points out that each receives enough from
Yahweh. one receives what he or she needs. The same idea lies behind I S. 14:6:
Jonathan is convinced that it is easy for Yahweh to help "by many or by few" 2 S.
l2:8 recalls that Yahweh also generously compensates David: if that which you have
already received were too little, Yahweh would add much more as well.

4. Prayer Such references to small quantity are also embedded in prayers, laments,
and indictments. Thus Moses cries to Yahweh: "They are almost (m"'a!) ready to stone

9. A. Weiser, Das Buch Jeremia 25,15-52,54. ATD, X){t (81983), 368.
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me" (Ex. l7:4). Similar formulations are found in Ps. 73:2; ll9:87; Prov. 5:14: My
feet almost stumbled, they (godless men) have almost made an end of me, I was almost
in utter ruin. This reference to "almost" or "nearly" always expresses the conviction
that God came to the petitioner's aid at just the right time (Ps. 94:17). And in the grear
prayer of confession the congregation asks that all its hardships not seem little to God
(Neh. 9:32). Finally, knowing that the days of his life are few, Job asks at leasr thar
they be a bit brighter (Job 10:20).

5. Accusations. The interrogative ham'a, represents a typical formulation expressing
indictment and indignation. It expresses Israel's murmuring in the wilderness (Nu.
16: l3), or is directed as an indictment against the company of Korah (Nu. 16:9), against
those building an altar by the Jordan (Josh.22:17), or against Job (Job 15:ll). This
figure of speech is also appropriated by Isaiah (Isa. 7:13) and Ezekiel (Ezk. 16:20;
34:18) in order to accuse the house of David of rebellion against God, the "unfaithful
wife" of harlotry and child sacrifice, and the animals of the flocks of lack of considera-
tion toward one another. The skeptical question "is it not enough" drastically evokes
the enormous intensification of sinful behavior: not only rebellion against human
beings, but even against God; not only harlotry, but even human sacrifice; not only
eating the grass of the pasture, but treading down what is left over as well. This makes
the indictment so grievous that no doubt can remain concerning the verdict. The
interrogative formulation challenges the addressee to respond, who can but confirm
and secure the indictment.

6. Ps. 8:6(5). Ps. 8:6(5) makes a special assertion. The dignity of human beings as

the most excellent of God's creatures is rendered in the prayer assertion: "Yet you have
made him little less than God" (/rsr [piel] me'at min). Whether the sense is that "human
beings have their station, given to them by God in creation, immediately below the
heavenly beings," lo or that, more likely, one must interpret the statement thus: "Thou
hast made him lack but little of the divine,"ll is in this context less significant, since
here, too, me'at refers to something slight, little, infinitesimally small.l2 The LXX
understands the expression temporally: brachj ri (cf. He. 2;7,9).

7.Ezk. Il:16.For thesakeof completeness, letusreferinconclusiontoEzk. 1l:16.
Yahweh speaks: "Though I removed them far away among the nations, and though I
scattered them among the countries, yet I have been a sanctuary to them in small
measure (lemiqdai m"'a)." Herc me'at again evokes the element of hope. Although
Israel had to go into distant exile, it is "not a place abandoned by God," t: since there,
too, Yahweh became a sanctuary to them, granting them thus his continued presence.

10. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 183.
I l. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974).
12. -+ lOn ltAsea Y,89f .
13. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),262.
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The lesser element associated with such a sanctuary probably resides in the fact that
such worship in a distant land was only a shadow of the services conducted in the

Jerusalem sanctuary. Thus Yahweh's salvific will manifests itself in this expression

even in the midst of judgment over his people, guaranteeing his loyalty in determining
Israel's future.

Zfiel

d)\l) meim

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences. tr. Usage. Itr. LXX.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The Hebrew term xme'tm, "inner parts, entrails" (the

absolute form is not attested in the OT; Modern Hebrew also attests the dual m€'ayim)

corresponds etymologically to Aram. mc'd', m"'aWA' (Syr. maiA), Arab. ma'y, mi'd,

and Ethiop. 'ama'ut with the same meaning; an element of uncertainty attaches to the

Akkadian form amutu, "sheep liver, liver omen."l
The word occurs 30 times in the MT of the OT, as well as once in Sirach. The

distribution pattern of occurrences is unremarkable.

II. Usage. In some cases the word refers concretely to "entrails" : Joab struck his sword
into Amasa's body, causing the entrails to flow out onto the ground (2 S. 20: l0); Joram is

struck by a disease that causes his bowels to fall out (2Ch.2l:15,18f.). The reference can

even be to the external part ofthe body, as in the descriptive song Cant. 5:14.

In an extended sense md'imrefers to what is filled with food, i.e., the "stomach":
Ezekiel fills his stomach with the scroll, i.e., he eats it (Ezk. 3:3); on the day of the

wrath of Yahweh the people are able neither to satisfy their hunger nor to fill their
stomachs (Ezk. 7:19);7.ophar says that the wicked person's food turns to poison in his
mZim (Job 2O:14, par. qeref;); Jon. 2:lf.@ng. l:17-2:l) is comparable: Jonah is in the

mEim of the fish. According to Nu. 5;22, the water of execration brings a curse into
the meim of the woman.2 In Ps. 22:15(14), miim refers to the inner parts of the body

in general: "my heart is melted within my insides."
The term mEim refers further to the body or to the inner parts of the body as the

mEim. H. Holma, Die Namen der Kdrperteile im Assyisch-Babylonischen. AnAcScFen, B,
7ll (l9ll); H. W Wolff, "The Inner Parts of the Body," Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans.,
Philadelphia, 197 4), 63-66.

l. AHw, I (1965), 46; cf. Holma, 88. Concerning the topic in general, cf. F. Rundgren,
"semitische Wortstudien. 8: Ge'ez 'ama'fi'Eingeweide,'" OrSuec, l0 (1961), l2l-27.

2. -+ JDI beten, 11,98; cf. G. Giesen, Die Wurzel VaW "schwiiren." Eine semasiologische
Studie zum Eid im AT. BBB,56 (1981), 124-132.
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seat oforigin ofa person, "the internal sexual organs."3 In this sense it often parallels
beyen, e.9., in Gen. 25:23: "Turo nations are in your [Rebekah's] body (beten), and two
peoples from your womb (mdim) shall be divided"; Isa. 49:l: "Yahweh called me
from the beten, from my mother's womb (mEim) he named my name" (Yahweh's
servant is appointed to his task even before birth; cf. Jer. l:5a); Ps. 7l:6: "Upon you
I have leaned from the belen on; from the womb on (mc'A 'immt) you have been my
protection" (cf. Ps. 22:l0t.l9t.l with different vocabulary). Reference is often made to
asonorheirwhogoesforthfromthe md'tmof hisfather(Gen. l5:4;2 S.7:12;16:11;
perhaps also 2 K.20:18; Isa.39:7 [conj.s]; Isa. 39:7, where lQls"readsmimmc'A instead
of mimmA).2 Ch. 32:21emphasizes how Hezekiah is slain by "his own sons" (yr;i'A
mE'dw). In Isa. 48:19, the terms zera', "offspring," and ;e"sd'A md'eyf;n are parallel.
Finally, Ruth 1:ll also belongs in this context: "Have I yet children rn my m€im?"

In the figurative sense m?im refers to a person's inner parts as the seat of the emotions.
Here it stands in 5 of 8 occurrences together wirhhdmA "to surge, rush, get excited" (or
hdmdn). The context can be that of love, as in Cant. 5:4: the bride is inwardly thrilled by
her love for the groom; and in Sir. 51 :21, where the relationship with wisdom is described
in the terminology of love6 (the Hebrew text has "yeh7nfr mE ay li*:e an oven," which
leads to the reading represented by the Peshitta; the L)O( presupposes the Hebrew text,
although without "oven"). In other occwrrences the reference is to divine compassion.
Thus in Isa. 63:15 God is implored to look down from heaven, and the question is raised:
"Where are the yeaming of your heart and your compassion (rahamtm)?" ln let. 3l:20,
God characterizes Ephraim as his favorite son and says: "My heart is stirred; I will surely
have mercy (rfun) on him." In Isa. 16:11, we read: "Therefore my soul moans [or 'is
agitated,' hami] for Moab, my qereQforlfur-heres." In one instance himioccurs not with
m€ira but rather with par. lE!, namely, in the temperamental outcry in Jer. 4:19: "md'ay
zaby [NRSV 'My anguish! My anguish!']! I writhe in pain! Oh, the walls of my heart!
My heart [or 'soul']7 is beating wildly ftamn),. I cannot keep silent." This verse evokes
Jeremiah's profound anguish in the face of the coming catastrophe.

ln contrast, twice in l,amentations the verb is h"manman8 and the venes employ
several synonyms: "I am in distress (;ar-li), my soul is in tumul! my heart \eil is
wrung within me (b"qirbt)" (Lam. 1:20); and: "My eyes are spent with weeping ]dlfr),
my soul is in tumult, my liver (l<n!?/) is poured to the ground because of the destruction
of the daughter of my people" (Lam. 2:ll). Both cases evoke the grief caused by the
great catastrophe of the year 586. Yet another image is used in Job 30:27: the heart is
in turmoil (rtD nd is never still.

3. Wolff,63.
4. L. Schmidt, "Die Berutung Jeremias (Jer 1,4-10)," ThWat, 13 (1975177), 189-209, esp.

205f., suspects that the Judean ideology ofkingship provides the background for this formulation;
cf. already O. Kaiser, Der ktinigliche Knecht. FRIAM N.s. 52[70] (1959),57.

5. HAI.II (1995).
6. See H. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom (Lund, 1947), l13.
7. See BIIS.
8. + iDn fimr (Y,14).
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Thus mEim can be associated with the most varied emotions: love, compassion,

anguish, grief.
Finally, this context also includes Ps. 40:9(8), where the psalmist says: "Your law

is within my mEim" (cf. Ps. 37 31with le!).

[[I. LXX. The LXX usually translates mE'im with koilia, althotgh in isolated cases

it uses 6leos (lsa.63:15) and gastiir (Job 20:t4). In Gen. l5:4, the LXX simply reads

ek sori, and in Jer. 31:20(LXX 38:20) it uses a circumscription.
Ringgren

79-11 *u'ot;\!D ma'at

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. LXX. IV. OT Usage: l. Unfaithfulness Toward

Human Beings; 2. Unfaithfulness Toward God; 3. Special Cases. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. KBL3 follows Jakob Barthr in associating Heb. md'al with Arab.

ma(ila, "to be vicious, wicked," and mafdlat, "betrayal, deception." The Arabic verb,

however, can perhaps be translated better as "to be rotten, depraved," and is used only

in reference to a person's eye. There is, however, a vetb ma{,ala, "to slander, calum-

niate," whence derives the term ma{dtat, "slander, calumniation." In addition 'ma{dlat
can also be derived from !dla(i) VI[, "to deceive." The meaning here thus does

correspond very well to the Hebrew "to act counter to one's duty, to be unfaithful."
Considering that the Hebrew verb often has the connotation "to deprive/take away

something due a person," another possibility might be Arab. ma'ala, "to snatch away,

damage, slander." Otherwise the verb is attested both in Middle Hebrew and in Jewish

Aramaic with the meaning "to misappropriate, to misuse something sacred," apparently

reflecting biblical infl uence.

J. L. Palache2 points out that the relationship between mi'al arrd meil, "cloaki'
resembles that between bdgaQ, "to deceive, mislead," andbegel, "clothing, garnent":
a piece of clothing "covers" the body; "to cover or clothe something" means "to
deceive." This suggestion, however, presupposes a completely different original mean-

ing for the root than that suggested by the etymology.

II. Occurpnces. The term ma'al occurs noticeably often in the paronomastic ex-

pression ma'al ma'al (20 times); the verb occurs alone 15 times, and the noun 9 times

l. Etymologische Studien zum semitischen, insbesondere zum hebriiischen lzxicon (Leipzig,

1893),62t.
2. Semantic Notes on the Hebrew kxicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959),45.
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alone. All occurrences are late: Ezekiel, Deuteronomistic history, Holiness code,
Priestly code, chronicler's history, Daniel (Prov. l6:10; Job2l:34 are difficult to date).

Words that accompany md'al include l.ty', 'awOn, 'aiam, mara!, marA, and ri'.

IIII. LXX. The LXX does not have a consistent translation for ma'al, translating
instead according to context. Thus the following paronomastic expressions are used for
ma'al ma'al: lanthdnd - l6the (Lev. 5: l5; Nu. 5:27), plemmel66 - ptEmmdleia (Josh.
7:l;22:16,20,31; Dnl. 9:7), parapipto - paruiptoma (Ezk. l4:13; 15:8; t8:24;20:2j),
adikdd-adikia(Ezk.39:26),anomio-anomta(l Ch. l0:13),aphistdmi-ap1stasis
(2 Ch. 28:19), athetia - athdtema (2 Ch. 3614), parordo with participle (Lev.
5:21[Eng. 6:2]; Nu. 5:6; Nu. 5: l2 even has edn paridQ aut6n hyperidoilsa).When ma'al
stands alone, it is also variously rendered by adikdd, anomdo, aphistEmi, and athet66,
as well as apeithda, asynthet66, and hamartdnd (2 Ch. 12:2; Ezr. l0:2). The noun is
rendered in several instances by anomia, and in isolated cases by apostasia and ap6s-
tasis, and by circunscriptions such as those in Nu. 3l:16; Josh.22:22.

IV. OT Usage. The act of ma'al can direct itself either toward human beings or
toward God.

L Unfaithfulness Toward Human Beings. The law concerning the so-called jealousy
offering (Nu.5:11-3 l) describes the presupposed case as follows: if a woman leaves
her husband 6a!d) and acts unfaithfully against him (commits a ma'al) and has sexual
relations with another man . . . (v. l2). verse 27 describes the same case as nitma', "to
defile oneself," and as ma'al ma'al. The reference is thus to marital infidelity; from a
different perspective the verb could be circumscribed by the expression "to deprive
someone of something to which he is entitled."

The sacrificial laws of Lev. 5 require an 'aiam offering when a person sins &Afi')
and commits a ma'al by deceiving another person in a matter of deposit or security
(v. 2l[6:2]). on the one hand, the person deprives someone of something rightfully
his, and on the other hand he shows unfaithfulness. Nu. 5:6 seems to presuppose a
similar case: when a person commits a sin (fuitta'1), a ma'al against Yahweh, becoming
guilty thereby ('diam), he is to make restitution regarding the object which led to that
guilt. Although strictly speaking this disloyalty is directed againsr a person, rhe act
itself is simultaneously judged as disloyalty toward God. In contrast, in Lev. 5:15,
which requires an 'aidm offering, the ma'al is expressly associated with God when
someone unwittingly (biigdga) sins (hatd') regarding any of the gifts consecrated to
Yahweh (qoNA YHWH); even if this has occurred unwittingly, Yahweh nonetheless has
been deprived of something rightfully his.

2. Unfailhfulness Tbward God. Tltis marks the transition to unfaithfulness toward
God. A concrete example is found in Josh. 7 :l: by misappropriating some of the devoted
things (h€rem), Achan deprives God of what belongs to him. This event is then recalled
in Josh. 22:16,20,22 (here + mdra!) and in I Ch. 2:7 (verb only).

Ezekiel uses the term ma'al in the general sense of religious disloyalty toward God.
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Ezk. 14:.13-20 is composed in the sryle of casuistic cultic law. Verse 13 presupposes
the case that a land sins (hfrtd') and commits ma'al, so that Yahweh must punish it;
although the righteous men Noah, Daniel, and Job will be able to deliver their own
lives, they will not be able to save the land itself. No further information is given
regarding the exact nature of the sin or unfaithfulness.

In a similarly casuistic context, Ezk. 18.,24 asserts that a righteous person who turns
away from righteousness and commits iniquity ('dwel) after the model of the wicked
(rdld') is to die for his ma'al and his sin. Hence ma'al is equated with iniquity,
godlessness, and sin; or rather, ma'al encompasses the entire essence of the wicked,
which does not acknowledge God as God.

Ezk.2O:27 associates ma'al with defamation or blasphemy (gdp piel) against God;
the following verse reveals that the reference is to worship on the high places. Accord-
ingly, ma'al involves denying Yahweh the veneration due him. Since vv. 27-29 are
clearly to be taken as an exegetical elaboration of the preceding material,3 the terms
md'al and giddep must refer to v. 24, which def,rnes sin as rejection (md'qs) of the
statutes and profanation (hll piel) of the Sabbath. The term ma'al thus refers to trans-
gression against the sacred.

The remaining passages from Ezekiel are of a more general nature. Ezk. l5:8 asserts
that Yahweh will make the land desolate because the people committed ma'al, and
17:20 that Zedekiah will be condemned for the same reason; 39:23 states that the
Israelites were led into exile because of their 'dwdn and ma'al, and v. 24 additionally
mentions their uncleanness (rum'd) and peia'. According to 39:26, however, they will
forget their shame and their ma'al after the restoration.

Lev.26:40 (Holiness Code) is similarly generalized: when the Israelites experience
God's punishment, they will have to confess thetr guih(awAn, NRSV 'iniquity'), which
consisted in their having committed ma'al and having resisted Yahweh (hdlal baqqeri).
Then, according to v. 42, Yahweh will remember his covenant.

In contrast, Dt. 32:51 (P) establishes a clear connection with the violation of what
is sacred: "You committed ma'al at Meribath-kadesh and did not revere me as holy
(qdi piel)." Instead of ma'al, the parallel passage Nu. 27:12-14 uses mard and "did
not sanctify me" (so RSV).

The occurrences in the Chronicler's history offer several examples indicating the
actual content of ma'al. According to I Ch. 5:25, the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and
Manasseh committed ma'al agunst the God of their fathers by playing the harlot after
the gods of the land (zini'ah"rA),' according to I Ch. l0:13, Saul committed ma'alby
seeking guidance from a spirit (instead of from Yahweh!). Uzziah commits ma'alby
entering the temple to make an incense offering, a presumption (gd\ah leil whrch
simultaneously constitutes a violation of the sanctity of the temple (2 Ch. 26:16,18).
The remark in 2 Ch.28:19, namely, that Ahaz acted wantonly (hiprta) and committed
ma'al against Yahweh, is left quite general, although v. 23 explicates it by revealing
that he sacrificed to the gods of Damascus.

3. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 412.
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In 2 Ch. 29:6, Hezs,kiah says: "for our fathers have committed ma'a\," adding by
way of explication: they have done what was evil (ra') in the sight of Yahweh, they
have forsakenhim ('d7a!), have turned away from Yahweh's habitation (miikdn) and
turned their backs on him (ndlan 'drep). This verse serves to justify the order to the
Levites (v. 5) to carry out the filth (niddA) from Yahweh's house and to sanctify the
temple again (qdi piel). That is, the temple's sanctity has been violated and must be
reestablished. 2 Ch. 30:7 is similar, where Hezekiah says in a general sense that the
fathers committed ma'al agunst Yahweh, whereupon he gave them up to desolation.
The context in v. 8 shows what the positive requirement is: to come to the sanctuary,
which he has sanctified (hiphil), and to serve him ('bd); hence ma'al constitutes the
neglect of precisely these demands.

2 Ch.29:19 mentions the restoration and sanctification of the temple utensils which
King Ahaz had discarded in his ma'al. 2 Ch. 33:19 specifies the sin and ma'al of
Manasseh as the building of sacrificial high places and the erection of Asherim and
p"stlim. 2 Ch. 36:14 again refers to the sanctity of the temple: the priests committed
ma'al following all the abominations of the nations and polluted (tm' piel) the house
of Yahweh, which he had hallowed (hiphil).

Several times the book of Ezra refers to marriages with foreign women as ma'aL
Such marriages constitute unfaithfulness toward Yahweh (Ezr.9:2,4; l0:2,6,10; cf. Neh.
l3:27).

Nu. 3l:16 briefly mentions worship of Ba'al as ma'al, again underscoring idolatry
as a breach of faith. In conftast, Neh. l:8; Dnl. 9:7 make only general references.

3. Special Cases. Job 2l:34 represents a special case. Job says to his friends: "How
then will you comfort me with empty nothings (he!el)? There is nothing left of your
answers but ma'aL." This apparently does not refer to unfaithfulness toward God, but
rather to a deceptive interpretation of facts that does not correspond to reality. In Prov.
16:10, md'al refers to mistaken legal judgment: the king speaks the correct judgment
and does not deceive, since he exercises his office by divine authority (cf .LXX: plaruid,
"to err, go astray").

V. Qumran. In Qumran the term ma'alhas simply become one of many expressions
for sin. The objects of ma'al can include the Torah (CD 9: l6f.) or one's fellow human
being (lit., "flesh," as in Isa. 58:7: CD 7:1). To forsake God ('dzaU is ma'al (CD 1:3;
cf. Ezk. 39:23;Lev.26:40). One often encounters combinations such as "guilty rebel-
lion and sins of unfaithfulness" ('aJma1 peia' fima'al bofia'!, IQS 9:4), "abominable
uncleanness (niddd) and guilty faithlessness" ('aima!ma'al,.lQH 1l:11). 1QH 10:23
juxtaposes the terms ma'al and peia', IQH 4:30,34 the terms ma'al arrd 'aimd. Ap-
parently no substantive distinction was perceived between the various terms used to
refer to sin.

Ringgren
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I. Etymology, Occurrences. The term mds, "chaff," is a primary noun correspond-
ing etymologically to Arab. maus, "straw." It occurs 8 times in the OT, always meta-
phorically in poetical texts. The LXX usually translates it with chnoils, although
occasionally with dnthos and, koniortds (dust).

II. Usage. The metaphor derives from the practice of threshing. After threshing with
the threshing sledgel the grain was winnowed onto the threshing floor, the wind blowing
away the chaff and the seeds falling to the floor.2

The most extensive use of this metaphor is found in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa.4l:15f.):
"Now, I will make of you a threshing sledge . . . you shall thresh the mountains and

crush them, and you shall make the hills like chaff. You shall winnow them and the
wind shall carry them away, and the tempest shall scatter them." The objects "moun-
tains" and "hills" do not really fit with the metaphor, which otherwise is used to refer
to the destruction of the enemies. These mountains and hills are probably the same as

in 4O:4, i.e., obstacles standing in the way of the returning exiles. These obstacles are

thus to disappear like chaff in the wind.
Isa. 17:13; 29:5, on the other hand, speak about the annihilation of enemies. The

first passage describes the storm of nations against Zion:' as soon as God intervenes,
however, this storm collapses: "He will rebuke them, and they will flee far away, chased

like chaff on the mountains before the wind and whirling dust before the storm." The
second passage also speaks of the hostile attack on Zion and its repulsion: "But the
multitude of your strangers (NRSV 'foes') shall be like small dust, and the multitude
of the ruthless like flying chaff." Every attack against Zion will founder, the enemies
will be blown away like chaff over the threshing floor when Yahweh intervenes in
defense of his holy city.

Hos. l3:3 blends the metaphor of chaff with other imagery in its portrayal of

1. + lD:lT dfii @AsD GII, 182-86).
2. AuS, III (1933), 126-139.
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judgment over Israel: "Therefore they shall be like the morning mist or like the dew
that goes early away, like chaff that swirls from the threshing floor or like smoke from
a window." All these images evoke the notion of swift dispersion (if "morning mist"
and "dew" are not glosses from 6:43).

Although the text of Zeph.2:2 may be comrpt, the point of comparison is in any
case the swiftness with which chaff blows away. Gillis Gerlemana translates the MT:
"Like chaffa day has passed away"; otherwise the text is usually emended as followss:
"before you are driven away like the drifting chaff," which of course better corresponds
to the usual intent of the metaphor.

Ps. l:4 is unequivocal: "The wicked . . . are like chaff which the wind drives away,"6
they do not endure, but quickly pass away. Ps. 35:5 similarly wishes upon the peti-
tioner's adversaries: "Let them be like chaff before the wind, with the angel of Yahweh
driving them on!" (cf. v. 6: "Let their way be dark and slippery, with the angel of
Yahweh pursuing them!"); they should receive the proper punishment.

The same principle underlies Job 2l : 18, which calls into question whether this really
does happen: "How often are they [the wicked] like straw before the wind, and like
chaff that the storm carries away?" The anticipated answer: only rarely.

Ringgren

3.Cf.A.Weiser,DasBuchderzwiilf KleinenProphete4 I: Hosea.ATD,X){Jy 1719791,inloc.
4. Zephanja (Lrnd, 1942),26.
5. Cf., e.g., K. Elligea Das Buch der zwdlf Kleinen Propheten, II: Tzphanja. ATD, XXV

1819821, in loc.
6. Cf. AuS,l1l, 126-139.
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Contents: I. Derivation, Meaning, Occurrences. II. Finding as the Result of Seeking.

III. "Finding Favor in Someone's Eyes." IV. "Encountering Someone," "Meeting Someone."
V. Niphal "To Be Found, Detected, Caught." VI. Qal and Niphal "To Be hesent," "To Be."
VII. "To Find, Deem, Evaluate, Judge." VlI. "Meeting" in the Impersonal Sense. IX. Seeking

and Finding God. X. Israel's Election as an Activity of God's "Finding." XI. Yahweh as Subject.

XII. Hiphil. XI[. Idiomatic Expressions. XIV. Other Considerations. XV. l. Biblical Aramaic

mr'in Daniel; 2. Qumran.

mdsa'. A. R. Ceresko, "The Function of Antanaclasis (nf ' 'to find' ll ms' 'to reach, overtake,
grasp') in Hebrew Poetry, Especially in the Book of Qoheleth," CBQ,44 (1982), 551-569;
J. Eaton, "Some Misunderstood Hebrew Words for God's Self-Revelation," BT 25 (1974),
331-38; G. Gerleman, "NID m;'finden," THAT 1,922-25; M. Z. Kaddari, "Syntactic hesen-
tation of a Biblical Hebrew Verb (m.s)," in G. B. Sarfatti, ed., Studies in Hebrew and Semitic
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I. Derivation, Meaning, Occurrences. The OT concept articulated in the various
forms of ms' makes use of a common Semitic root which occurs as such or in a similar
form in virtually all the older and more recent Semitic languages. An element of motion
similar to that inherent in Heb. ms' also manifests itself in Ugar. m$y, mg', m7',t "1s
come, come to someone, arrive at, reach to something," OSAmr', mz', "to arrive,"
Arab. msy, "to go away, depart," and Aram., Biblical Aram. mt', mly, "to come, meet,
arrive at, reach to." The same is true of Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, Egyptian
Aramaic,2 Palmyrene, Mandaic, Ethiopic, Tigre, and Amharic. As a vert indicating
condition, Akk. masfr, "to suffice, be enough,"3 probably does not belong together
with the transitive Hebrew verb mdsa'. One meaning attested everywhere except in
Akkadian is "to find."a

The English equivalent "to find" constitutes the primary meaning of Biblical Heb.
rns', whence the multiplicity of semantic extensions attested in the OT can easily be
derived. The element of movement already mentioned precedes the act of finding and
to that extent is always implied. The occasional stronger emphasis on this element is
a secondary manifestation from which one can frequently enough get back to the
original meaning. The act of finding is the result of conscious effort or intentional
endeavor, in a great many cases the result of seeking, as well as the result of uninten-
tional encounter, of a chance discovery or meeting. The act of "seeking," which in
connection with zs'is rendered in the majority of instances by -+ UiVl Uql piel, less
often by -, U2"tl dri (or occasionally a verb of hoping or anticipation, --+ illl qwh
piel), should not be characteized as an oppositional or antithetical term, but rather as

a corresponding or complementary term. The opposite is actually "to lose," "to have
gotten lost," "to hide," and "to be hidden." The second semantic field of "to find"
mentioned above (in the sense of unintentional finding) also presupposes an element
of action or movement.

The root m{'occurs 449 times in the OT.s The OT attests only verbal forms in the
stem modifications qal (302), niphal (140), and hiphil (7). The distribution in the OT
is widespread, with occurrences in almost every OT book (except Joel, Obadiah,
Nahum, and Haggai). Even the Hebrew portion of Daniel attests 4 occurrences of ms',
while Biblical Aram. m/' occurs 8 times in Daniel. A certain concentration of occur-
rences emerges in the narrative texts (e.g., 56 times in Genesis; 38 in ll2 Samuel; 41

ktnguages (Ramat-Gan, 1980), 18-25 [Heb.], LVI [Eng. summary]; R. Kiimpel, Die Berufung
Israels: Ein Beitrag zur Theologie des Hosea (diss., Bonn, 1973), esp. 18-32; H. Preisker,
"etpioxrrr," TDNT ll,769f .

l. WU9,no. 1627,1634, 1649; IJT no. 1520, 1524; cf. M. Dahood, "Northwest Semitic
Philology and Job," The Bible in Current Catholic Thought. M. J. Gruenthaner Memorial
Volume. St. Mary's Theology Studies, I (New York, 1962), 57, esp. on Job I l:7ab.

2. DISO, 164; cf . J. Blau, "Marginalia Semitica ll," Israel Oriental Studies,2 (1972),67-72.
3. AHw,ll (1972\,621b.
4. Ct. HAI.l (1995\,714.
5. According to G. Lisowsky:462 occunences according to KBL3;454 according to THAT;

455 according to A. Even-Shoshan, A New Concordance of the OI (Jerusalem, 1983), 694-98.
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in 1/2 Kings; 38 in ll2 Chronicles) and in the Wisdom Literature (25 times in Proverbs;
l7 in Ecclesiastes; 19 in Job; 9 in Canticles). Astonishingly few occlurences are found
in the prophetic writings (most frequently in Jeremiah, with 26 occurrences; Jeremiatr
does, of course, contain extensive narrative passages). Heb. zs' is a commonly used
term employed both in theological and in secular contexts. No special factors affecting
its use are discernible. Depending on the context, a broad range of meanings emerges
which can usually be traced back without much difficulty to the equivalent "to find."
This is confirmed by the observation that the LXX translates the overwhelming majority
of ms'passages with heurtskein, although one does encounter numerous additional
equivalents as well.6 The Qumran texts also attest the use of rns', with approximately
35 occurrences thus far (qal and niphal).

II. Finding as the Result of Seeking. The story of Saul's accession as king in
I S.9:1-10:16 vividly illustrates the matrix of getting lost (or having become lost),
seeking, and finding (or not finding). The asses of Kish, Saul's father, were lost (1 S.

9:3, wattd'!a/nd). He tells his son to go and look for them with the aid of one of the
servants (weqfrm left baqqEi, v. 3), whereupon the two pass through long stretches of
land without finding what they are seeking (wcld' mdsd'fr, y. 4).The element of
movement preceding the actual finding is indicated verbally. This story portrays how
Saul "meets up with" the "kingmaker" Samuel (circumscribed again with ms"). The
fact that the asses have nonetheless been found is repeated several times in the course
of the story (l S. 9:20, kt nimsd'A; cf. 10:2,16), a motif woven like a red thread
through the narrative fabric. According to another version of Saul's accession, at

Mizpah he is taken by lot, sought, but not found (l S. 10:21, ms'niphal). The OT
often tells how someone is sought by others and is either found or not found: the
spies by their pursuers in Josh. 2:22: the priests of David by Absalom's servants (2 S.

17:20); a young maiden for David, Abishag the Shunammite (l K. 1:3, here as

previously always with bq.i piel and ms' qal); Elijah (on Ahab's orders) by Obadiah
(l K. 18:10,12); Elijah by members of the prophetic order after he is taken up to
heaven (2 K. 2:17); the lover by the beloved (Cant. 3:1,2,4; 5:6, where seeking can
be circumscribed by calling lqrl, and finding by answering ['nft]). Of course, besides
persons, objects can also be the object of seeking and finding, e.9., the cup hidden
in the brothers' "baggage" in the story of Joseph (Gen. 44:12, wirh hpi piel for
"searching"; cf. the context), and the terdptm Rachel steals and hides from Laban in
the cycle of legends surrounding Jacob (Gen. 3l:32-35, in v. 35 again hpS piel for
"searching"). The harlot seeks and finds her lover as well as the path to him, unless
Yahweh obstructs both, as in the case of adulterous Israel (Hos. 2:8f.[Eng. vv. 6f.]).
In all these examples (which can represent many others), ms'is a common word that
can be applied to a multitude of objects.

The metaphorical figure of seeking and not finding can proverbially refer to the fact

6. Cf. Preisker.
7. See IV below.
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that a given danger is no longer a threat, or that God has eliminated it. This is the vision
of salvation of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 4l:12), according to which the adversaries and

dpponents of the chosen people of God will be put to shame (bii) and become as

nothing (k"'ayin), t"f;aqq"iEm welo' timsa'em (cf. the context), "you shall seek them
but you shall not [be able to] find them [any longer]." Wisdom Literature ultimately
views the rdJa-', despite his apparent well-being, as precarious and doomed to perish:

"he will not be found" (Job 20:8; cf. Ps. l:5).
That which is sought and then found can be a plethora of different abstractions, e.g.,

the m"nfihd which Naomi's two widowed daughters-in-law are to seek and find in the

house of the men they will marry (Ruth l:9; in view of 3:l the mother-in-law helps

with the search). Cant. 8: l0 might be referring to the same thing when it describes the

ultimate union of the lovers as the bride "finding idl6m." According to Jer. 6:16, those
persons will "find rest" in the theologically fulfilled sense who inquire about the proven
paths to the good (lin1il61'6ldm'A-zeh Qereft hay16B) and then walk in those paths. In
inquiry, in asking about the good path, and in walking in that path those whom Jeremiah

is addressing will find marg6a' l"napi"f,em (mis'fr as the final in a string of imperatives,
lit., "and find rest for your souls!" Jer. 6:16). The word of consolation to Baruch
addresses his lament that he, Baruch, is unable to find rest (menfihh) in the oppressive
present (Jer. 45:3). What Jeremiah laments for Baruch as an individual, Lamentations
laments for exiled Judah as a collective (Lam. l:3). "Rest" is sometimes understood

concretely as a "resting place" which is either found or not found. The dove flying
around outside the ark finds no manbah (Gen. 8:9 Ul). In contrast, in the judgment
upon Edom the nocturnal demon Lilith will indeed (be permitted to) find a mdndah

among the ruins of the fortresses and palaces (Isa. 34:14).8
In various figures of speech Wisdom Literature extols the wisdom and understanding

(ltofumA, tebfrni) one seeks and finds (Prov. 3:13, 'airA 'a/dm mdsd' hokmO.Inclining
one's ear to the sayings of wisdom, and heeding her words, means life for all who find
them(4:22; cf. v. 2l). Righteousness and truth are promised to those who find wisdom
(8:9; cf. the context; wisdom herself is speaking in 8:35: ki mds"'i masa' hayytm;e see

also vv. 12 + l7). Wisdom will open the future ('ab"rt!) and grant well-being to a
person, but that person must first seek her diligently (8:17, ihr piel) and "find" her
(24:14). According to Elihu, Job's friends have obviously not found it in regard to Job

himself (Job 32:13).
The abstractions attested as objects of ms'in the OT also include the solution to a

riddle (Jgs. 14:12,18, bidil and the answer to a question, however posed (Job 32:3,
ma'aneh; see also v. 13, where "answer" is equated with hokmA; cf. also Neh. 5:8,
mdsd' ddld4 "to answer"). An even more general object is 16f, which can be found
or missed; only the wise person, the person who keeps understanding (idmEr te!frn6,

Prov. l9:8), hnds it; the'iqqei-leQ does not find it, but rather falls to evil (Prov. 11:20).

The objects found by the person who pursues (rdp) righteotsness and kindness are

8. Cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), in loc.
9. Qere; see BHS.
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more concrete; he finds life (hayytm), righteousness and honor (;"daqA w"kdbdd, Prov.

2l:21). The weighty term 'Czer kenegdi (Gen. 2: I 8,20 Ul) as a circumlocution for the

man's partner, the woman, is the sought or chosen object prompted by male appraisal

of the given circumstances. Among animals the man has found "no helper appropriate

for him." Only Yahweh's own creative act creates the possibility of finding such an

'Ezer (Gen. 2:20 f+ 21ff.l tJl). The investigation into a conspiracy (bqJ pual) brings

the matter (ddbdr) to light (Est. 2:23, ns', niphal). The attainment of results in an

investigation, research, and appraisal is frequently expressed by z5'.10 The procedure

of indictment apparently employs the expression "to find a matter (ddbAr) against (be;

NRSV 'in') someone" (Job 19:28). As a result of the intense proclivity toward imagery

and metaphor in OT thought and speech, abstract content is expressed through descrip-

tions of concrete activities. Thus a reference to not finding one's way or dwelling place

expresses the condition of wandering about (Ps. lO7:4). A hart that finds no pasture

and is nonetheless driven even further is a symbol for debility and misery (Lam. 1:6).

The agony of the Babylonian catastrophe consists for Jerusalem in the deportation of
the king and his officials to a place where the law cannot be kept and prophets find no

bdzbn (Lam.2:9).

III. "Finding Favor in Someone's Eyes." The expression "to find favor or

approval (mdsd' h€n) in someone's eyes (be'AnA NN)" occurs 43 times in the OT.

Although it is especially well attested in narrative contexts, it does not occur in the

traditions of the prophetic books except in Jer. 3l:2, nor in the Psalms, Job, and hardly

in Wisdom Literature. The various contexts in which the expression occurs show that

it apparently derives from courtly style: in the book of Esther, 5:8;7:3;8:5 (cf. the

parallel formulation with ni' h€n be'AnA in 5:2); in the Joseph story in Gen. 39:4;

50:4; in the story of David's accession and succession (see David's relationship with
Saul and Jonathan, I S. 16:22;20:3,29; with the Philistine king Achish of Gath,27:5;
Joab's relationship with David, 25.14:22; cf. 16:4). This expression is also applied

to the relationshrp between man and woman, whereby consonant with the sociological

conditions obtaining in the ancient Near East the woman is to "find favor or approval

in the eyes of the man" (Ruth 2:2,10,13, Levirate marriage; Dt. 24:1, in divorce

proceedings, where a bill of divorce may be composed and handed over if among

other things the wife 16' timsd'-hEn b"'Anaw). It is clear that this figure of speech

applies to an encounter between two unequals. The socially-sociologically inferior
party must "find" favor in the eyes of the superior party, the person of higher

standing. This kind of unequal relationship can also occasionally emerge as a result

of self-diminution or voluntary subjection. One such example is the relationship

between Jacob and Esau, at whose encounter Jacob (for the familiar reasons presented

in the narrative) subjects himself to Esau (Gen. 32:6[5]; 33:8,10,15). Beyond this, the

expression is "reduced" to a courtesy formula, particularly when a petitioner encount-

ers the person before whom he is making the petition (Laban before Jacob, Gen.

10. See discussion below
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30:27; Shechem before Jacob and his sons, the brothers of Dinah, whom he desires,
Gen. 34:11; Jacob before Joseph, Gen.47:29; David's followers before Nabal, I S.
25:8). This seems generally to be an element that is part and parcel of the context
implied by the expression, namely, that "finding favor" in the eyes of a person either
actually or temporarily of higher standing accompanies a request to the superior party,
superior in the sense of the potential capacity for actually fulfilling that request. There
are, however, isolated instances in which such bestowing of favor by a "superior" is
justified quite simply by the remark that the person favored has indeed "found favor"
in the eyes of the person bestowing ig or that the former has directed a request to the
latter (l S. 16',22, David is brought to Saul's court; cf. I K. 11:19). This entire
complex is also applied to a person's relationship with God, although here the
relationship cannot be reversed. A person attains, strives for, or receives favor in the
eyes of God. The latter was the case for Noah when Yahweh made the decision
concerning the deluge (Gen. 6:8 Ul). Finding favor in Yahweh's eyes is also indicated
by the granting of the request not to pass by Abraham (Gen. 18:3 Ul). For Lot, too,
this idiom stands in connection with a request (Gen. 19:19 tJl). The formula occurs
especially frequently when Moses intercedes on behalf of his (sinful) people at Sinai
(Ex. 33:12,13,16,17 Ul); in one instance, the people itself (as a corporate person),
and not merely an individual, is conceived as standing before God to receive this
show of favor (v. 16). This passage also includes a reflection concerning just how
one is to recognize (bammeh yiwwa/a') that both Moses and the people have found
favor. The answer supplied in the rhetorical question is: "[by] thy [God's] going with
us, so that we are distinct, I and thy people, from all other people that are upon the
face of the earth." The burden weighing upon Moses, namely, the people murmuring
in the wilderness, is proof for him that he has not "found favor" in Yahweh's eyes
(Nu. ll:11,15 [J]). Finding favor (mdsd' l.t€n) with God is not an abstract experience
of favor, but acquires rather concrete, substantive fulfillment in God's salvific actions
on behalf of the person or group concerned (e.g., David's hope that after Absalom's
conspiracy Yahweh will bring him back to Jerusalem and allow him to see the ark of
God again, 2 S. 15:25). According to the vision of salvation of Jer.3l:2, the people
who survived the sword by fleeing into the wilderness find the hEn of rest. The
theological use of this formula can also easily be traced back to the courtly back-
ground of the expression. One notices that mnsA'lre-n is well attested in the Yahwistic
stratum of the Pentateuch. The word group is used in a weakened and generalized
sense in the few examples from Wisdom Literature. Specific behavior advocated by
wisdom enhances one's chances of finding favor in the sight of both God and human
beings (Prov. 3:4; 28:231.tt

IY. "Encountering Someoner" "Meeting Someone.', This particular semantic
nuance, of course, is easily understood as an extension of the actual equivalent "to
find." Both the circumstances and the context as they emerge from the various

I l. --r fln hnnan (Y,22-36).
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passages, however, do suggest occasionally seeking a more appropriate translation
for rns'. The intentional finding of one person by another can also be rendered as "to
seek out," as might perhaps be the case in the angel's encounter with Hagar at the
well in the desert (Gen. 16:7 [E]). The same might apply to the consciously arranged
encounter between Elijah and Elisha (l K. 19:19), in which context we might use the
expression "to come across or meet a person." Elijah is sent by God to Ahab, and
"seeks" the latter out in Naboth's vineyard (l K. 2l:20). Such conscious encounter
between two persons can certainly also occur in the hostile sense. Cain, who has been
driven from his field, laments that his existence is now threatened by every person

who comes upon him (who encounters him) (Gen. 4:14,15 lJ), kol-mase't yahargdnt).
This refers first of all to the anticipated blood avengers from the slain person's family,
but is then consciously expanded to refer to Cain's complete defenselessness in the
face of every potential enemy after his banishment. The same expression is used once
more in retrospect concerning the defeated people of God during the time of Nebu-
chadnezzar: "All who encountered them (in hostility) have devoured them" (Jer. 50:7,
kol-mbs"'Ahem '"kdlfim). During the conquest involving the tribe of Judah the
"Judeans" come upon Adoni-bezek (wayyim;"'fr) and fight against him (Jgs. 1:5).
The Chronicler's account of a battle between King Jehoshaphat and the Ammonites
and Moabites uses m.r'in the hostile sense (2 Ch. 20:16); the same applies to Jehu's
battle against the Judean collaborators of Ahab (2 Ch. 22:8; the Deuteronomistic
version in 2 K. 10:13 speaks only of a chance encounter between Jehu and the
Judeans). Saul is astonished that David finds his enemy, namely, Saul himself, and
nonetheless spares him (l S. 24:20|91, wcf;i-yimsd' 'ti 'e1-'dye!6 w"iill"h6 b"$eref,

!6bA. $ course, an unintentional meeting with a personal counterpart can also
ultimately be translated as "finding," though the expressions "to meet, encounter"
also suggest themselves, e.9., for Jacob's servant, whom Jacob instructs how to
behave if the servant should encounter Esau (Gen. 32:20U9)): or for the man gather-

ing sticks on the sabbath day in the wilderness, whom the Israelites come upon and
take into custody (Nu. 15:32,33); or, finally, for the Egyptian servant of an Amalekite
whom David's mercenaries come upon and seize in the Negeb after the Amalekite
raid upon Zlklag (1 S. 30:11). It is difficult to say whether Jehu's meeting with
Jehonadad the son of Rechab occurred by chance, though the formulation in 2 K.
l0:15 at least allows for this possibility. The same uncertainty attaches to the account

of the designation of Jeroboam by Ahijah the Shilonite, who (by chance?) meets

Jeroboam on the road outside Jerusalem and performs the symbolic act on him (1 K.
ll:29). One might also imagine that Ahijah lay in wait and watched for Jeroboam
(wayyimsd"A!6 . . . badderek).

This example leads us to a group of passages in which zs' is used the sense of an

intentional, positive or neutral encounter with another person. As Saul and his servant are

looking for the seer Samuel, who is to tell them where the lost asses are, they chance upon
young maidens coming out of the city to draw water; the maidens advise them to go up
to the city in order to meet the r6'eh (l S. 9:ll,l3). The signs confirming Saul's
designation by Samuel include meetings. In one instance Saul will himself encounter two
men at Rachel's tomb, and in another instance three men going up to Bethel with sacrifices

47t
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will meet him at the oak of Thbor ( I S. 10:2,3). Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah set
out to meet Jehu in order to ascertain why he is coming (2K.9:21).

V. Niphal "To Be Found, Detected, Caught" In casuistic law ms'niphal is used
in the sense of being detected or caught. The Book of the Covenant uses the niphal to
describe the detection, finding, and seizing of a thief (Ex.22:1,6,712,7,8)); according
to the Deuteronomic version of the crime of kidnapping, zs'niphal is used to refer to
the seizing of the thief, and in the recension of the Book of the covenant for the
discovery in the thief's possession of what has been stolen, Dt.24:7; Ex.2l:16). In
one of his judgment oracles, Jeremiah refers to the shame of the thief who has been
caught and exposed (Jer. 2:26; cf. 48:27). According ro Prov. 6:31, adultery is worse
than theft. The thief who is caught can at least make recompense (sevenfold compen-
sation); the adulterer cannot. Deuteronomy prescribes quite detailed regulations for
marital law. Here, too, the point of departure is the adulterer who is "caught" (handed
over, detected, circumscribed with ms' niphal) (Dt. 22:22).If a man lies with a virgin
who is not betrothed and this becomes "known" (found out; v. 28, even the meeting
with the young woman is described with lrrs'qal), he is to pay the usual brideprice and
marry the girl. Nor can he ever divorce her. The expression "to be discovered," "to
be happened upon," also occurs outside legal regulations, e.g., in the story of the five
Canaanite kings who have hidden from Joshua and his victorious Israelite army in the
cave at Makkedah and are discovered (Josh. 10:17, nims"'fi). Similarly, according to
one Jeremianic judgment oracle Yahweh discovers reiaimamong his people (Jer.5:26),
and according to another oracle he finds, as an expression of criminal activity on the
part of the people, the blood of innocent poor people (on their hands, 2:34, perhaps
following the LXX and Peshitta reading b"lappayi! insread of bifundpayifu,' see BFIS).
Furthermore, he uncovers qeier arnong the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jeru-
salem (Jer. I l:9). This passage is part of the Deuteronomistic discourse; following upon
Jeremianic proclamation and picking up on prophetic forms of speech, it justifies with
vv. 9 + I 0 the following announcement of disaster (v. I I ). The extensive, detailed oracle
against Babylon contains a sentence foretelling that the former world power will itself
also be "found," and that it, too, will one day be "caught" and destroyed (Jer.50:24,
nims?'!; the parallel term is rp.f niphal; cf. v.23).

VI. Qal and Niphal "To Be Presentr" "To Be." The verb zs'niphal is frequently
used to refer to the presence or existence or a person, thing, or absftaction at a specific
place or in a given situation (cf. Fr. se trouver and Ger. sich befinden) . The qal occurs
in this sense in only a very few instances. There is some doubt whether Josh.2:23
belongs here. The spies sent out by Joshua return and report all that was there ('€1
kol-hammose'61 '69m, where rzs'still exhibits strong verbal characteristics, and tdl is
the subject, lit., "what had happened to [encountered] them"). Yahweh's instruction to
Ezekiel in Ezk.3:l is more unequivocal: "eat what you find" ('81 'aier-timsd""!61).
The passages using the qal increase in number when one considers the figure of speech
in which yAd"kd.(your hand) is the subject of a form of ms'. This figure of speech
expresses the authorization of action (which itself is to be freely chosen). Abimelech
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is to ambush the rebellious city of Shechem and do "what your hand finds to do (RSV

'as occasion offers')" to the men who come out against him (Jgs. 9:33). Samuel says

the same thing to Saul, who has been designated as king: when all the confirming signs

have occurred, then Saul should do '"ier timsd' yddekn (l S. l0:7). According to the

wisdom ofEcclesiastes (9:10; cf. v.9), a person should energetically use the free space

that constitutes life for all sorts of activity, since this is no longer possible in death.

Generosity in a sense similar to this expression is what David demands from Nabal,

whereby the actual, original sense of the idiom yet resonates (l S. 25:8, to the effect,

give generously, as much as you have at hand, or "what your hand finds")'
The use of rrs'niphal in the sense of "to be present, to be," is farmore common, though

correspondingly more generalized. Persons "are present" ("find themselves") in a city

or with a leader (or king), i.e., they are present at this particular place or with this particular

person; such is the case, e.g., with Lot's wife and daughters, who are with Lot (Gen. 19:15

Ul,hannimsd?1), and Saulmusters thepeople (warriors) who were withhim('rzrnb), and

he and Jonathan w"ha'am hannim;a' 'immam stay in Geba of Benjamin (1 S. 13:15,16).

During Ishmael's revolt against Gedaliah ten of the eighty pilgrims from the north present

in Mizpah are spared because they are able to provide food (Jer. 4l:8). In the palace in

Susa all sorts of people are present at the banquet of the Persian king (Est. l:5). And

Mordecai is to gather all the Jews present in Susa (NRSV "to be found in Susa" ) for prayer

and fasting for Esther so that she might fulfill her mission with the Persian king on behalf

of the Jews (Est. 4: 16). Thus a considerable number of passages can be adduced in which

the presence orco-presence ofpersons at a specific, concrete eventis noted with m4'niphal

(2Ch.29:29;30:21, passoverduring the time of Hezekiah with all the participants present

in Jerusalem, the Israelites; 2 Ch.34:32f ., the Josianic covenant, into which Josiah made

those present in Jerusalem and in Benjamin enter, kol-hannimsa'; 2 Ch.35:7,17,18, being

present at the Josianic passover; Ezr.8:25). Especially in the case of war and misfortune

(Ex.9:19), those present in this region and situation and who are thus affected are so

described (Dt. 20:ll; Isa. l3:15; 22:3;37:4;2 K. 25 19; I Ch. 4:41). Frequently those

affected include not only the human beings themselves, but also any animals or livestock

present in the besieged city as well as goods and supplies, so that the summary includes
'aQ kol-nim;d', "and all that they found" (Jgs. 20:48; even all the cities found in a specific

region, v. 48b). Before the plague ofhail the Egyptians are to be warned so they can rescue

and shelter any people and beasts in the fields (Ex.9:19). fugal language also employs

the formulation with yimmase'b' + suffix, e.g., in deliberations conceming what to do

when a criminal is found (is present) in the community (Dt. l7:2), or in instructions

insuring that certain kinds of wicked persons not be found among the Israelites (Dt. 18: l0).
Prophets point out that Yahweh is aware of the presence of r"iAim among his people,

whose pemicious activities can be described (Jer. 5:26). The legal prescriptions of the

Book of the Covenant include things found in the presence of a person that can be used

as evidence against him (8x.22:3l41,the ox, ass, or sheep found in the thief's possession;

Ex. 2l:16, in the case of kidnapping, the person found in the thief's possession and

obviously intended for sale). In inheritance law, the total inheritance, from which the

first-born (even if not the son of the favorite wife) is to receive a double portion, is called

kol'" i e r-yimmdq E' 16 (Dt. 2l :17 ).
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References to the presence of "things" is equally frequent, generalized, and varied.
The money necessary as payment to the seer "is found', in the hand of Saul,s seryant
(1 s. 9:8). Joseph gathers up all the money present in Egypt and canaan in order to
buy the stored grain in the time of need (Gen. 47:14). According to p voluntary
contributions (t"rfrma1YHWH, Ex. 35:5) were raised for equipping thl tent of meeting
and its worship service, the people bringing what they had with ihem (Ex. 35:22,2i:
cf. 1 ch. 29:8; m;'with suffixed ?l). David, fleeing from Saul, demands from the priest
Ahimelech at Nob the holy bread to eat along the way, or ..whatever 

else is at hand,'(l S. 2l:4[3] , '6 hannimsa). Hezekiah showed the Babylonians ..all thar was present,'
in his treasure house, armory and storehouses (2 K. 20:13; cf.Isa. 39:2). Because of
the Philistine monopoly on iron during the time of Saul, there were in Israel no swords
or spears nor even a smith (l S. 13:19,22).

Finally, abstractions can also be the references of ms'niphal. yahweh finds that
revolt is present among the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem (Jer. l l:9,
nimsd'-qeier b" . . .), and is thus prompted to intervene. One characteristic of the time
of salvation is that Zion will be comforted by Yahweh, its wilderness will be like the
garden of Eden, and joy, gladness, praise, and thanksgiving will then be found there
(Isa. 51:3). Neither will wild, ravenous beasts molest anyone, since they will not be
present there (idm) (Isa. 35:9).

VII. (To Find, Deem, Evaluate, Judge.', The OT contains a series of passages in
which rns' (qal = active; niphal = passive) is used to designate the results of an
investigation or evaluation. Here the term acquires declarative features. In most in-
stances the reference is to the evaluation of circumstances, characteristics, and ethical
qualities regarding certain people; in a few instances, however, objects or things are
also the focus of the verb. Thus during the time of King Jehoash the need for repairs
(bejeq) was "found" regarding the temple, necessitating renovations (2 K. 12:6, ms,
niphal). After Joab's campaign against the Ammonites, the Ammonite crown is placed
on David's head, who evaluates it with regard to its gold content and precious ,ton"r;
the result is: "he found that it weighed a ralent of gold . . ." (l Ch.2o:2, m{, qali
according to the LXX possibly niphal with regards to its weighr: ..its weight was
found . . ."). An entire matter is investigated and found to be jusi as thought, e.g., the
conspiracy discovered by Mordecai which Esther then makes known to the persian
king (Est. 2:23, way"Quqqa.i haddAQar wayyimmasE).

As already mentioned, one's personal mode of behavior toward other persons, toward
a collective, and finally also toward God, can be the object of investigation and evaluation.
The falsely accused person knows that God will find nothing if he iubjects the person to
a thorough examination (Ps. l7:3, bh", pqL and.r? are followed by ial-tim;a). It is the
ideal and desire ofthe righteous person that no evil (rd'd) be found in him (l S. 25:2g,
rns'niphal with bl, but that God find his heart to be faithful, as was that of Abram in the
version of Neh. 9:8 in the historical summary from v. 6 on. Contexts are more concrete
that take the loyalty of one person to another or to an entire group as the object of such
investigation and evaluation. David's loyalry to the Philistin" kirg Achish of Gath is
confirmed by the latter in the face of suspicions involving David's participation in a
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campaign against Saul (l 5.29:3,6,ns'with suffixed be = "to find in him"; the object is

in v. 3 16' me'frma, and in v. 6 rd'd, while in v. 8 the object is represented only by the

interrogative pronoun rnahl-mdsd'ld be'qbdkd7, with which David's own question is

introduced regarding just why he is to be excluded from the campaign). Solomon similarly

demands the agreed upon loyalty from Adoniah: w"im-rd'd limmase'-b6 wame!; if he is

found to be disloyal, he must die (l K. 1:52). The same kind of loyalty is maintained on

the part of God toward the human (covenantal) partner, e.g., in the (Deuteronomistically

influenced) question God puts to his people (the house of Jacob and all the families of the

house of Israel), namely, what wrong ('dwel) the fathers may have found in him(bO)that
prompted them to go astray from him (Yahweh) and to go aftet hcbel (Jer.2:5; cf. vv. 4-9,

Deuteronomistic discourse). This entire passage serves to attest Yahweh's loyalty toward

his people. The lamentation over the fall of the king of Tlre portrays the king as the

primordial man in his splendor and beauty in paradise, who is then driven out of paradise

when'awld(!d)lr (iniquity) is found in him (Ezk. 28:15). One part of the body, e.g., the

mouth, can stand as pars pro toto: 1o wrong is found on (or in) his lips (Mal. 2:6, where

the ideal priest is juxtaposed with the disloyal, despicable one, w. 4-7), or with reference

to the people of the time of salvation: "nor shall a deceiful tongue be found in their

mouths" (7eph.3:l3,together with other positive behavioral characteristics). The time of
salvation also includes the confirmation of Israel's sinlessness (Jer. 50:20), since Yahweh

will have forgiven its sins; one cannot, however, attest such for oneself (Hos. 12:9[8]:
..Ephraim says [erroneously]: In all my toils they can find no 'dwonin me," qal impf., 3rd

masc. pl., although the text is uncertain; see BHS); such confirmation can only come from

an external source (from God, e.g., through a prophet, I K. 14:13; here Ahijah of Shiloh

determines this for an individual, namely, Jeroboam's dying son: ddbdr tdb'el-YHWH
'.bhA yiird'El; cf .2 Ch. l9,3: deldrim lAbtm arc found in Jehoshaphat l'immekb\ because

he sought God and destroyed the Asherahs). Elihu accuses Job of considering himself

without sin (Job 33:9), and of believing that God is (unjustly) accusing him (v. 10, hen

fnA'Q'dlay yirnsd).The direct opposite of confirmed or attested sinlessness is the actual

findingof sin,asexposedinthepropheticjustificationofdisaster(Mic. l:13;referringto
Lachish, since thepl,i? yiird'El were found in [or on] this city, ms'niphal with b1.

The individual marital regulations ir,Dt.22:13-21 address the complications arising

in marriage when the manied girl was actually not a virgin. In this case, procedures

are ordered with corresponding consequences for both the husband and the wife de-

pending on the findings of the examination of the girl (ms' with suffixed /e and with

b"filtm as the object, Dt. 22:14,11 ,2}1.tz Here m;' is used to refer to the concrete

(medical) findings of an examination.

VIII. "Meeting" in the Impersonal Sense. The term zs'is used not only in the

personal sense of encounter and meeting, but also in the material or objective sense.

An axe head slips from its handle while being used to cut wood and (accidentally)

12. Ot ms' in Dt. 22:13-29, cf. M. Fishbane, "Biblical Colophons, Textual Criticism and

Legal Analogies," CBQ,42 (1980), 438449.
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strikes (finds) a person, so that the person dies as a result (Dt. l9:5, ms'qal). The
unfortunate individual who unintentionally caused this accident is permitted to flee into
one of the three cities of refuge in order to stay alive. The Philistine archers find (i.e.,
strike) Saul in battle with the help of their weapons (qeie!), so that he is seriously
wounded ( I s. 3 I :3). A person's hand is occasionally mentioned as the .,weapon,, that
"finds" (= strikes) rhe opponent, e.g., Saul's hand, which would find (striki) David(l S' 23:17). The king (at his enthronement) is assured (in an oracle of good news) that
his hand (his right hand) will "find," i.e., strike, all his enemies and those who hate
him (Ps. 21 :9[8]). This figure of speech can also be applied to yahweh. Just as yahweh
has struck the nations (with his hand), so also will he strike Jerusalem because of its
idolatry Gsa. 10:10; vv. 10-12 are a Deuteronomistic insertion disrupting the context
of vv. 5-9 + 13-15 and reversing the logical sequencel3). The metaphor changes in Isa.
l0;14' where in the establishment of Assyria's guilt its international politics is compared
with the activity of a person who robs nests. Although the hand iinds both the baby
birds and the eggs and as it were destroys them in this way, the substance of the
metaphor is different: the nest robber takes out the nest itself.

A person's "hand" can function not only as the subject of ms' activity initiated by
God or human beings, it can also be the object. The expression i.to use one,s hands,,'
although admittedly accompanied by the idea of then striking out with them, comes
across as an idiom for describing "mustering up the energy or courage', (ps. 76:6t51).
A whole series of negative abstractions (sg. + pl.) functions as the ;bjects for forms
of ms', appearing both in secular and sacral (theological) contexts. Such abstractions
include sin, transgression, misdeeds, calamity, misfortune, distress, affliction, shame,
fear, and so on. The four lepers who increase their own wealth by seizing the possessions
of the Syrians after the latter's miraculous flight from the Israelites,telieve that this
'dwdn will find them (RSV 'overtake' them) if they do not report the affair to the
Israelite king (2 K. 7:9). The term 'awon is not only transgressiron, but also the con_
sequence of transgression that overtakes the perpetrator. A similar situation obtains
regarding the hafia'! of the transjordanian tribes, which will surely find them if after
acquiring their own land portions they do not also (out of loyalty to the collective of
tribes) participate in the "conquest" of the regions allotted to the other tribes (Nu.
32:23). The Deuteronomistic divine discourse in Dt. 31 anticipates the apostasy of the
people of God after it enters the promised land. The result will be rd.6! rabb6! and
sdr61, which will "find" them (come upon, affIict, vv. 17,2r; cf. Dt. 4:30, God's
judgmental acts, kol hadd"ldrim hd'elleh). These can also be the historical oppression
and affliction of the sort Gideon points out to the divine messenger who calls on him
(Jgs. 6: 13, w"ldmmd mesa'a1nfi kol-26'!). Of course, misfortune can also come upon an
individual, e.g., Jacob, whose favorite son Benjamin fails to return with his brothers
from Egypt because Joseph has held him back as a hostage (Gen.44:34, rd).lnasserting
his own integrity, Job points out that he would not have rejoiced it evil fta,) hid
overtaken those who hate him (Job 3l:29). Esther intercedes with the Persian king on

13. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah t-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), in toc.
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behalf of her people, which is threatened by rd'd resulting from Haman's pogrom (Est'

8:6). A summary term for the afflictions and hardships of the exodus and wilderness

wanderings, and in general for the arduous ups and downs of history, is t"h'A, which

has come upon the people (Ex. l8:8; Nu.20:14; Neh' 9:32, variously with rzs'as
predicate and an object in the form of a verbal suffix). The psalmist who has been

delivered from fear and distress offers his song of thanksgiving in which he recounts

his own catastrophe. "snares ofdeath" and the pangs ofJ'bl "found" him (Ps. I16:3).

In contrast, in Ps. 119:143 the misery of having been struck by ;ar-frmasdq is countered

by the delight in God's commandments. Finally, Prov. 6:33 warns against adultery,

which merely delivers the adulterer over to nega'-weqal6n (plague and dishonor will
find him). Despite being summarized in an abstract negative term, the misfortune itself
is then always concrete, e.g., in I K. 13.24;20:36 in the figure of a lion which "finds"
and kills the unfortunate Person.

IX. Seeking and Finding God. The simple matrix of seeking and finding is also

applicable to the relationship between human beings and God. Several passages portray

this process from the perspective of the person who is seeking God. This expression

is a characteristic element of Deuteronomistic discourse in Dt. 4, which assures us that

that person will find Yahweh who searches after him with all his heart (bq.i piel and

dri, v.29). The context speaks of idolatry, pointing out that Yahweh nonetheless does

receive back the person who returns to him (v. 30). The announcement of good news

in Jer.29 is also indebted to Deuteronomistic preaching; appended to Jeremiah's lefter

to the exiles, it similarly assures that a person will find Yahweh if he, Yahweh, is sought

with all one's heart (Jer.29:l3f ., initially zs'in the qal, then understood as a tolerative

in the niphal: wenimsZ'tt ld$em, "and I will let myself be found by you"la). The

preaching of the Chronicler also exhorts a person to seek Yahweh diligently, and

promises (or confirms) that Yahweh will indeed let himself be found ( I Ch. 28:9; 2 Ch.

15:2,4,15). On the other hand, it threatens with rejection (la'ad, "forever") the person

who forsakes Yahweh (l Ch. 28:9, 'dzab).In the older literature, namely, in prophetic

proclamation, the disaster attending all predictions of concrete historical and natural

catastrophes consists (also as an intensification) in the fact that the Israelites will seek

(out) Yahweh (with offerings at the sanctuaries), but be unable to find him (Hos. 5:6;

Am. 8: l2). In Amos, lhe d"lar YHWH represents Yahweh himself as the object of this

seeking and finding (or not finding; in both instances "seeking" is rendered by bqi
piel; according to Jer. 15:16, Yahweh's words are there [found, rns'niphal] as a joy

and consolation, indeed even as a source of strength and as food). Material deriving

from the tradition of Deutero-Isaiah still focuses on this potentially futile search for

Yahweh when it exhorts to seek Yahweh while he may still be found (Isa. 55:6). The

parallel stich specifies this more closely by inviting its readers to call upon Yahweh

while he is still near (qdr1b: dirifi YHWH b'himmds"'0). Trito-Isaiah foresees for the

14. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANI 52 (1981),

t5-17.
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end time that Yahweh will be "found" by those who did not seek him, i.e., not only
by his own people, but by the nations (Isa. 65:1, nimsE'fi l"16'f;iq"lunt).In a general
sense Yahweh is considered the well-"proved" help, refuge, and strength in trouble
(Ps. 46:2[], in a creed preceding the song of Zion: 'eldhtm ldnfi . . . besqfit nimsd,
m"dA.

Later Wisdom Literature reflects on the possibility and impossibility of finding God.
zophar points out to Job that he, Job, is unable to find God's hEqe4 or to penetrate to
the taf,lil iadday, despite all his efforts (Job ll:7). Here m;' acquires the meaning of
intellectual mastery and control of a problem. Job confirms this in one of his own
discourses (23:3). This acrually constitutes his existential distress, namely, that God is
inaccessible. Finally, Elihu also underscores the same assertion (in the typical style of
rhetorical questions, as already employed by zaphar,37:23).In this evocation of the
impossibility of grasping God through human means, wisdom reflection acquires an
element of hymnic predication for the incomparable majesty of God as opposed to
human beings.

In the proverbs of Solomon wisdom itself as a divine gift and human task syntac-
tically occupies the position of God. wisdom should be sought, i.e., a person should
diligently strive toward it, and should try to find it. If a person despises it, he will not
find it even if he searches for it (.iftr prov. r:28). wisdom has many names and
functions: hofunfr, tcland, da'a1, yir'a1yHwH, tiftafua!, and many others. At the same
time wisdom mediates essential worldly and spiritual goods, e.g., the finding of da.a1
'clahtm (Prov. 2:5) or da'a1mezimm61 (8: l2), even those of life and favor with yahweh
(8:35, ti md;e'i md;d' l.tayytm). Even "eschatological" goods are associated with that
wisdom which can and should be found, such as the future itself and unshakable hope
(Prov.24:l4ls). In Ecclesiastes, God's unfathomable nature is played out in ,.God,s

work" (ma'asah hd'cldhim), which cannot be found (out). The expression ..work,, must
be taken in the broad sense of God's activify in nature, the cosmos, and history, activity
that comes about unquestioned and unintemrpted according to its own plan and mean-
ing, although without any human being - and be he ever so wise - being able to
fathom and understand it (ms') @ccl. 3: I l; 8:17, with threefold use of /d' masd' or ld'
yfrkal limsd).

X. Israel's Election as an Activity of God's "Finding.', A small number of
passages in the OT, passages whose assertions are nonetheless quite striking and
cannot be overlooked, speaks of Yahweh's election of Israel in the wilderness by
employing the verb lzs'(known as the "discovery tradition"l6 or the ',rns'tradi-
tion" l7). The earliest clearly recognizable mr' occurrence is in Hosea (9: l0l8). There

_ 15. The first part o-f this verse is uncertain; see Blls and BHI( as well as H. Ringgren,
Sprilche. ATD, XyUl (3l9BO), in loc.

16. R. Bach, Die Erwiihlung Israels in der wiiste (diss., Bonn, l95l), reviewedinThlZ 7g
(1953),687.

17. Ktimpel, 18ff.
18. Kiimpel takes a different view; see following discussion.
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Yahweh's earlier discovery and free selection (Yahweh, as it were, picked the grapes

he [unexpectedly] found in the wilderness and the early fruit on the fig tree, because

they apparently were "according to his taste"le) is juxtaposed with Israel's subse-

quent behavior, and its exposed apostasy serves to justify the anticipated disaster

initiated by Yahweh. This idea is picked up in the Song of Moses, which particularly

underscores Yahweh's caring concern after his "find in the wilderness" (Dt. 32:10

cf. vv. llff.; not until v. l5b is the discussion continued with reference to Israel's

apostasy from Yahweh2o). Jer. 3l:2 also employs the topos of Yahweh's com-

passionate concern for his people as experienced in the wilderness to refer to the

(coming) salvation. Here the "tradition of the finding" (Gerhard von Rad) is ad-

mittedly to be gleaned from the reflection of the people's own experience. The verse

uses the stereotypical formulation masa' hdn bammiQbdr.zl To that extent this ex-

ample is only an indirect witness to the use of ms' in this strand of tradition.
Allusions to this tradition (although without m;) can also be found in Jet 2:2i Hos.
l3:5. In contrast, Yahweh's election of David is circumscribed by lzs'in Ps.

89:21(20) (mdsd'li dawi!'aQdl) and paralleled by the stich with rn.ift (anointing with
"my" holy oil). The substance of Hos. 12:5(4) might belong in the discussion of
this passage; it speaks of God "finding" Jacob in Bethel, although in this case for
the purpose of speaking with and encouraging Jacob, who weeps and beseeches the

angel there (this passage is not easy to understand, since it draws in individual
features from the Jacob stories as comparative material, then alters and updates them

to fit the present circumstances; see, e.g., the peculiar 'immdnfi [instead of imm6)221.

"Yahweh's find" at Bethel can be understood as a topos of Yahweh's salvific
devotion to his people, as a confirmation of its election, when Israel, Ephraim, and

Jacob are called there to penitence and to turn away from sin (cf. Hos. 12:716)).
Wagner

In his Bonn dissertation, Robert Ktimpelz: finds in Hos. 9:10 a ms'tradition deriving

from an Israelite tribal and cultic tradition from Beer-lahai-roi (oldest stratum of Gen.

16:7-14). "According to this tradition, the tribal ancestress Hagar, fleeing and in mortal

danger, experiences an encounter with God" (i.e., God finds her), "receives a divine
directive and the promise of a son, accompanied by a confirmation of freedom. Through

the theophany she is at the same time delivered from the life-threatening situation. . . .

This . . . Ishmaelite tradition . . . became familiar in northern Israel (Hos. 9; 12; Jer.

3l; 1 K. 19), although it also found its way into the imagery of the Jerusalem royal

festival (Ps. 89; I K. ll)."2

19. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. fians. 1974), l63f'
20. Cf. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), in loc.
21. W. Rudotph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968), in loc, reads kammiQbar.

22. Cf.Wolff, in loc.
23. See bibliog.
24. Kiimpel, 30. On the possibility of an election tradition behind the phrase ns' bammi/bar

cf. S. Talmon, -, 'llTD midbdr (VIII, 87- I l8).
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Hosea appropriates the substantive aspects of this tradition, i.e., for zs'the "salvific
significance and necessity of an encounter with God for his (a person's) life."2s Thus
Yahweh's encounter with Israel is evaluated by the NID formula on the one hand as
deliverance from great distress, and on the other as promise and challenge. 

Fabrv

XI. Yahweh as subject. Yahweh's response to Abraham's petition tt ut vut *"r,
spare the righteous (saddiqtm) of Sodom and Gomorrah from the imminent disaster
about to overtake these places is that Yahweh will spare the city and its people if he
does indeed find the number of righteous persons mentioned by Abraham (Gen.
18:26,28,30, 'im:emsa' iam or bis"!dm). Abraham's repeated plea is accompanied by
the phrase 'fillay yimmds"'fi iam, and by an ever smaller number of righteous persons
(Gen. l8:29,30,31,32, "suppose one finds there"). yahweh's forbearance would be
based on his forgiveness (nf) for the sake of the righteous (ba-!firdm). von Rad is
probably correct in pointing out that this piece (Gen. 18:20-33) derives not from an
older saga, but rather from the theological reflection of the yahwist.26

It is impossible to say whether a prophetic intercession preceded the divine directive
in Jer. 5: l, according to which Jerusalem was to be traversed to see whethe r an'ti '6seh
miipd! melaqqdi '"mfrnd might be found ('im-tim{"'fi), so thar yahweh might pardon
Jerusalem (w"'eslafi lah).rn any event, the passage strongly recalls Gen. 18. Ezk.22:30
can probably be included in this series even though the formulation and point of
departure are different. Yahweh is seeking a "mediator" who might stand in the breach
before him for the land, which is itself characterized by injustice and violence, so that
he, Yahweh, will not have to devastate it. Yahweh, however, finds none. only once is
direct reference made to what is said indirectly in the previous passages, namely, that
Yahweh finds nothing but transgression ('dwdn) where he hoped to find faithfulness.
This passage, however, sounds like a proverb (Gen. 44:16). It describes God's om-
niscience, before which even hidden and concealed transgressions are revealed (found).
Furthermore, an element of divine judgment attaches to the context of this passage.
Joseph's brothers genuinely believe that Joseph's missing cup is not in their baggage.
Joseph, however, had it secretly hidden in Benjamin's possessions and then ordered
these to be checked. The ones thus "convicted" exclaim: God has found out the'owdn
'"badeyka.

XII. Hiphil. The causative meaning "to cause to find" provides the point of depar-
ture for understanding the few hiphil occurrences within the oT (only 7 total). The
individual contexts determine the more specific meaning of the verb, e.g., in the account
of the various acts involved in the ceremonial sacrifices which according to Lrv. 9
Aaron and his sons perform. Twice it is said that after Aaron slaughters the sacrificial
animal, his sons bring ("deliver") the blood to him, which they have apparently

25. P.31.
26. Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans. 196l), in loc.
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collected, so that he can then sprinkle it upon the altar round about \abtil Q*v' 9:12'

regarding the'61h, and in v. 18 the zelatr haiicldmim). A second act seems to be the

prls"ntat-ion of the '6h in divided (prepared) pieces for Aaron to burn upon the altar

(v. 13). The parallel term in this context is qrb hiphil'' 
Yet anottrer use of zs' hiphil, construed with b"yad + person' is attested in the

account of the dispute between Abner and Ishbosheth. The former points out the various

proofs ofhis toyalty toward the latter, and notes that he "has not delivered" Ishbosheth

i.over into the hand of David" (2 S. 3:8). The same expression appe:Irs in an insertion

in Deutero-Zechariah's vision of the shepherds (Ze*. l1:6) to refer to Yahweh's acts

of judgment coming upon the entire earth; Yahweh will cause every person to fall into

ttre trana of his neighbor (and his king), and there will be no escape.27 In the discourses

of Elihu zs'hiphiiis in one instance a term of requital next to itm piel in the sense of

the close relationship between act and consequence (Job 34:11, fik"'6rah 'ii
yamsi'ennL); in anothlr instance it is a term of execution or fulfillment ("he, God,

"uur", 
it to happen," "brings it about," Job 37:13) as a circumlocution for God's power

over storm phenomena, which he causes to happen as judgment or grace on his world.

XIII. Idiomatic Expressions. Ecclesiastes uses ms'as a terrn for evaluation and

consolidation of what he has gleaned from experience ("I have found," etc', Eccl'

7:14,26,29). "Finding a word to say" effectively means the same thing as "to answer"

(Neh. 5:8). Praying to God at the right time is what the righteous person is wont to do,

who after his confession of sin has experienced God's forgiveness (Ps. 32:6, l"'e! m"sd',

although this phrase is somewhat difficult, since the word raq follows immediately

upon tf," infinitive28). The realization that something is so, or the fact that one notices

it, can also be expressed by rn,l' (2K. l'l: ,the Assyrian king "finds," i.e', notices the

defection of the last Israelite king, Hoshea,ms'b'; Jer. 10:18: Yahweh intends to make

his acts of judgment genuinely palpable, tangible). "Finding one's heart" means "to

find courage,"-"to gain confidence" (2 5.7:27). The parallel passage in I Ch' 17:25

only uses rns'without la|. A similar expression associates the verb with "hand" in the

sense of "to be 
"ourug"our," 

and in the negative sense of "to become discouraged"

(Ps. 76:6t51). As an indication of sufficient possessions, livestock, or land, ms' is used

with suffixed /e in an apparently abbreviated manner of expression ("there is for the

person concerned," "theie is sufficient," "it is enough"). In all likelihood that which

is deemed sufficient was originally mentioned concretely as well, as is still the case in

Hos. 12:9(8): "Ephraim has said, 'Ah, but I am rich, I have found '6n for myself,"'

i.e., .'I have enough." Only the aforementioned abbreviated form is found in Nu' I l:22

as well as in Josh. 17:16 (niPhal).

That which "the hand (of a person) finds" refers to that which the person does or

does not (/o-') possess. This figuie of speech occurs in Lev. l2:8;25:28 (cf. vv. 26-28);

I S. 25:8;Job 3l:25. Finding booty corresponds to distributing the same sort of spoils

27. Cf.W. Rudolph, Sacharja 9'14. KAT XllV4 (1976), in loc'

28. H.-J. Kraus, i'salms t-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), in loc'
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(Nu. 3l:50; I S. 14:30; 2 Ch.20:25), i.e., the joyous concluding acr of a military
campaign; thus Ps. 119:162 can compare the joy one finds in God's word with that of
the person who finds a wealth of booty. In the Deuteronomic regulations regarding
sexual coercion applied to a betrothed young woman, rns'describes the process during
which the man actually meets the woman (Dt. 22:23,25,27).T\e same applies to the
regulations concerning the unbetrothed young woman (Dt.22:2g).

occasionally m;', "to find," can take on the meaning of "to seek," although in this case
various attendant sequential activities are tacitly implied. The signal Jonathan is to give his
ally David, whom Saul is pursuing, involves the shooting of arrows, and the direction the
lad takes in searching for the arrows constitutes part of the agreed upon signal. That is,
Jonathan's seryant is to go, search for the arrows, find them, and bring them back. All that
is said, however, is; lZft mesd' (or ru; mesa' nd', I S. 2O.21,36 cf. I Ch. 10:3,g).

XIV. other Considerations. Nor only seeking, bur also hoping and anticipating
address the goal of finding (Ps. 69:21[20] , qwh piel). The sower anticipates the harvest.
Isaac sows, wayyimsa' baiidnh haht' md'6 ic'drtm (Gen. 26:12 Ul). Jacob hunts and
catches (ns) the game (Gen.27:20 [JE]; cf. vv. 3,7), jusr as Isaac expects and anticipates
receiving from Esau. Fire breaks out and burns what it finds (8x.22:5[6],.r'rext to
'kl). At the revolt of Sheba David worries that the rebel might reach (ms') one of the
fortified cities and elude his pursuer (2 S. 20:6). Jerusalem's enemies deride the fallen
city and cry: "Now we have anained it" (Lam. 2:16, with ms' also qwh piel, bl' piel,
and r'h). Whereas the ambitious person reaches his goal, the person who counts reaches
his result, the end sum (2 ch.2:16117l, lzs'niphal, "153,600 aliens were counted").

XV. l. Biblical Aramaic mt' in Daniel. Daniel attests 8 @currences for Biblical
Aram. mt', although with varying meanings. Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the great tree
reports that the top of the tree reached to heaven (Dnl. 4:8,17[ll,2o), mf with l). The
interpretation takes this as referring to the king's power and dominion (4:l9t22l). As
the story progresses, the decree of God contained in the dream is related, and it tums
out that the decree of rhe Most High is coming to the king (4:21[24), mt' with'al). By
way of summary the assertion follows ttrat all this came upon King Nebuchadnezzar
(v. 25[28] in the same formularion as in v. 21124)). In the remaining passages rnl'
expresses an external element of movement: "to reach, arrive at" (6:z5tz4);7:13,22).
The place of arrival is indicated by means of 1,, the corresponding person with'ag.
Abstractions such as time and hour can also function as subjects of mt'. The time and
hour come, or are there for a specific event (7:22).2e The semantic fields of the Biblical
Aramaic root m!'can be reduced to two elements: it functions first as an indication of
extension (an object, a symbolically represented dominion extends or reaches to a
specified place, "finds" that place), and second as the description of movement (..to
come"), something also attested within the semantic field of the Hebrew root ,fl.r'.

29. Cf- O. Pltiger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT, XVlll (1965), for further discussion of these
passages.
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2. Qumran. The approximately 35 occulrences of m{'in the texts of Qumran offer

nothing new regarding the understanding and use of the root. Here, too, ms'appears

only in its verbal manifestation with the usual OT meanings. It refers to persons and

objlcts finding or being found (CD 9:14-16; IQM l5:11; llQT 55:15; 60:17;.62:7),

whereby "objects" actually usually refer to abstractions, the matter a person inves-

tigates and finds (l QS 8:11, dd\Ar),the iEftel, understandinC (lQS 9:13), everything

u p"rron finds to do in the law of Moses (CD 15:10), or in general everything there

isio do (lQS 9:20), fraud, transgression, deception and abominations on the tongue,

where praise of God's righteousness should be on one's lips (lQS 10:22,23).How-

ever, the general indication that persons "are present" at a certain place is also

attested as a meaning for ms'(lQS 6:2). The same applies to legal language, which

stipulates that a person caught (found) to have made false statements concerning his

prop"rty is to be subjected to certain rules of punishment (lQS 6:24; cf. the legal

stiputationr taken over from Dt. 22 concetning the case of "rape" in l lQT 65:9,12;

66:4,7,10; compare also llQT 60:17 with Dt. l8:9-13). As a result of God's judg-

ment, all "men of lies" and "seers of error" will no longer be present (i.e., will no

longer be found; IQH 4:20). The same will happen to the wicked (4QpPs37:2,7; cf .

Ps' 37:lo)' 
wagner
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I. Term and object. In the or, the term massEf;a refers to a stone erected by human
hands, though not conceived as serving architectonic purposes. Since neither the form
nor the function is ever specifically described, and at best can only be surmised, the
word is for normal purposes not translated ("massebah',).

Although the LXX uses the term stele in 32 of 36 instances to render mass€!6 (only
in 4 instances does the word render Heb. bdmd),modern scholarship prefers to reserve
the word "stela" for "artistically" worked columns or raised stone plates with inscrip-
tions and/or pictures.l

ssN, 17 (1975); v. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt. WMANT 47 (1977); K. Galling, "Erwagungen zum
stelenheiligtum vonHazor," ZD?U is (1959),1-13; c. F. Graesser, ,.stand-ing stones inlncient
Palestine," 8A,35 (1972),34-63; idem, studies in Massdbit (diss., Harvard, tioq); n. J. Griffeth,
Massebah (diss., Yale, 1938 [unavailable to author]); J. Halbe, Das privilegrecht Jahwes, Ex
34,10-26. FRLANT ll4 (1975); Z. Herzog,..On the Meaning of Bama in the Light of Archae_
ological Data," BethM , 73 (1978), 177 -lg3 [Heb.], 254 [Eng. summary]; K. Jaroi, Die stellung
des Elohisten lur kanaantiischen Religion. oBo, 4 (1974); C. A. KelGr, ,,Uber einige alttestal
mentliche Heiligtumslegenden," zAw 67 (1955), 14l-168; 68 (1956), 85-97; K. M. K"ryon,
Jlrysalem: Excavating 3000 Years of History (New york, 1967); A. Lemaire, ,,Les Inscriptions
de Khirbet El-Q6m et l'Ash6rah de YHWH," RB, 84 (19771 595-60g; J. L Hour, ..L alliance de
Sichem," R8,69 (1962),5-36, 16l-184,350-368; idem, "l*s interdits to'eba dans le Deut6r-
onome," RB,7l (1964),481-503; G. Lilliu, "Betilo," Enciclopedia dell'arte antica, classica e
orientale, 11,72-76; V. Maag, "Zum Hieros Logos von Beth-El," Asiatische studien,5 (1951),
122-133 = idem, Kultur Kulturkontakt und Religrbz (Gcittingen, l9g0), 29-37:2. Meshel, ..Did
Yahweh Have a Consort?" BAR, 512 (1979),24-35;T. Mettinger, "The veto on Images and the
Aniconic God in Ancient Israel," Refigious symbols and their Functions. sIDA, 10 eg1r,l5-2gi
D. Neiman, "PGR: A canaanite cult-object in the or," JBL, 67 (194g), 55-60; M. ouosson,
Temples and Cult Places in Palestine. Acta (Jniversitatis IJpsaliensis; Boreas: Uppsala Studies
in Ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern civilizations, 12 (1980); J. pirenne, ..Sud-Arabe:

QYFQF/MQF: De la lexicographie h la spiritualit6 des'idoldnes,"'sem,30 (1950), 93-124;
A' de Pury, Promesse divine et l4gende cubuelle dans le cycle de Jacob. EB 09i5); A. Reichert,
"Massebe," BRL2,206-9: M. Rose, Der Ausschliesslichkiitsanspruch Jahwes. BWANT 106t6/61
(197 5): G. Schmitt, Du sollst keinen Frieden schliessen mit den-Bewohnern des Landes. nWANi
91[5/11] (1970); Y. Shiloh, "Iron Age Sanctuaries and Cult Elements in Palestine," in F. M.
cross, ed., synposia. zRFoP, lf. (Cambridge, Mass., lg1,g), 147-157; E. stockron, ,,Sacred
Pillars in the Bible," A,B R, 20 (1972), 16-32; idem, "stones at worship," A./BA, I ( 1970), 58-g t;
idem, "Phoenician cult Stones," AJBA,2t3 (1974nr, 127; s. Swiderski, Megalithische und
kultische Objekte Palcistinas und die monotheistischen ldeen Israels imAI(diss., Vienna, 1960);
S. du Toit, "Aspects of the Second commandmen t," ouTWE 12 (1969, ed. 197 1 ), l0l - 1 0: p. H.
vays}1t The Meaning of "bamd" in the or. sorsMon,3 (1974); R. de vaux, "Chronique
arch6ologique: J6rusalem," RB, 7l (1964),253-58; p. Welten, ..Stele," BRI?,321_25; idim,

-fgt-ttrgne3na 
Jahwetempel," ZDPV 88 (1972),19-37: G. E. wright, "Samaria," 8A,22 (1959)t,

67-78;W. Zimmerli, "Das Bilderverbot in der Geschichte des alten Israel," Schalom. Fes*chifi
A. Jepsen. ArbT l/46 (1971), 86-96 = Studien 7ur alttestamentlichen Theologie und propheti\.
Gesammelte Aufsiitze,2. ThB, 5l (1974),247-26o; idem, "Das zweite Gibot," Fesischifi
A. Bertholet (Ttibingen, 1950), 550-563 = Gottes offenbarung. Gesammeltes Aufsiitze, l. Thh,
19 (1969),234-248; G. ztntz, "Bcr(ol.og ana dlttrel," "bhssica et Mediaivalia," Revue
Danoise de philologie et d'histoire, 8 (1947), 169-219.

1. Cf. Welten, 322; Reichert.
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II. Ancient Near East.
l. General Considerations. In the ancient Near East intentionally raised stones are

much more widely attested in various forms and roles within religious and cultic

contexts2 than is the etymon ma;s€!d.3 Despite all variety, the common element is their

erect position, the intentional result of human activity. They can be crude and unhewn,

or more or less intentionally worked, with varying height and form, with or without

inscriptions and pictures.

2. nsbf'sb. The verbal base nsb (including in Hebrew the root variation ysba) is

widely attested in the West Semitic sphere (including EA, as a loanword), though

otherwise Akkadian does not even attest any derivations in any meaning related to the

present discussion.5 The nominal forms (with or without preformative: nsb: Old South

Arabic, Punic, and Aramaic; nsyb: Nabatean;msb: Nabatean, Palmyrene, also Ugaritic,

though in the sense of "frame, stand"6; msbt and mnsbt: Phoenician and Punic; nsbr.'

Ugaritic, ArabicT) evoke the meaning of (physical) erection or erect position. Figurative

usage does not seem to occur.

3. Basic Meaning. Pictures and inscriptions, i.e., stelae, offer especially promising

clues to functional modes and concrete meaning. However, apart from the frequent

uncertainty regarding interpretation, one cannot presuppose that all possibilities have

been articulated, so that questions remain regarding these silent stones.

Regarding the stone massebahs without images or inscriptions attested in the OT,

the ancient Near East offers three salient points: a) Although the concrete meaning of

a given massebah depends on its actual founder (an office holder, a private individual,

a collective), this original intention is not necessarily understood and transmitted

without alteration later; that is, one must reckon with both conscious and unconscious

reinterpretations and rededications. b) The fundamental intention or common denom-

inator of all the various concrete functions might have been the visible perpetuation

(or creation?) of an aspect that endures beyond temporary acts and events, applicable

in many different dimensions, not least the religious and cultic. To this extent the

massebah can portray or represent the worshiper, and not always (merely) the venerated

deity.t c) Similar to the evidence for writing and language, the many semantic possi-

2. Cf. M. Eliade, "sacred Stones: Epiphanies, Signs and Forms," Patterns in Comparative

Religion (Eng. trans., New York, 1958), 216-238; H. Mribius, "stele," Pw lll N2, 2307 -2325;

K. Latte, "Steinkult," Pw, lll N2,2295-2305.
3. Cf. H. Ringgren, Die Religionen des Alten orients. ATDSond (1979), 190; idem, Religions

of the Ancient Near East (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1973), 159.

4. Cf . HAI. fi (1995),427.
5. Cf . AHw, ll (1972),755,756f .: R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Lexicon of the Phoenician

and Punic Languages. SBL Diss., 32 (Missoula, 1978),219f .
6. Cf . WUS, no. l83l ; KTU, I .65; HAL, ll, 620.
7. Cf. Tomback, 193f., 2l9f .; DISO, 164,184; M. Broshi, "i]?ID"' EMiqr Y (1968)' 221-23.

8. De Pury, 2, 415.
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bilities are concretized in varying contexts, contexts which can, however, be all the
more puzzling the more complicated and archaeologically well-preserved they are.
Approximately from the Middle Bronze Age onward one encounters stones lacking
pictures or inscriptions grouped with one bearing a picture, with a statue, or with both
(e.g., at Hazore), with a horizontal stone plate (Hazorlo), or with a stone cube (e.g.,
Gezerll); several massebahs are often concentrated at a single locale (e.g., Byblos,
Ashurl2). Scholarship has hardly addressed the question of the external form of the
individual massebahs.

III. OT. l. Archaeological Evidence. As far as the environment of the OT itself is
concerned, archaeological evidence is limited almost exclusively to inscriptionless
massebahs.l3 These were customary among the preceding Canaanite population of
Palestine.la From certain massebahs there emanated in fact a kind of sacral aura that
endured beyond the various changes in understanding and perception. Thus massebahs
were respectfully "buried" in Lachish, apparently toward the end of the 8th century
and perhaps during a reform as a result of which they were to be withdrawn from cultic
usage as illegitimate objects.ls In Arad, in the Holy of Holies of the temple dating from
Israelite times, a massebah with traces of paint was found in situ with others outside
its original Position.t6 The cultic interpretation of two juxtaposed monoliths from the
period of the monarchy found by K. M. Kenyon in northeast Jerusalem (on the slope
of the Ophel)r7 is disputs6.ta

2. Literary Evidence. The word mas;dld occurs 34 times in the or unequivocally in
this form, and additionally once in the variation raas seQelinthe absolute state (2 S. 18: l8).

In Isa. 6: 13 the terms mag;ele1 and ma;;aptah apparently have as little to do with
massebahsle as do several other rare nominal constructions from the same base (massA!,
mu;;dp, massdQd, mi;;ApQ.

9. Reichert, 208, pl. 49,4.
lO. Idem.
ll. Ibid., 2O7, pl. 49, 2.
12. Cf. Stockton, AJBA, I (1970),58-81; Graesser, Sndies in MassEbit; idcm, 8A,35 (1972),

34-63; Canby. Regarding the difficulties involved in the "Canaanite dogmatics," cf. Ottosson,
40.

l3.Regardingthesinglesmallfragmentof aninscriptionstelafromsamaria cf.Welten,322;
Wright,77.

14. Cf. Reichert, 206-9.
15. Cf. Fritz, 84.
16. M. Wtist, "Arad," BRL2, llf .
17. Kenyon, 65, and pls. 33-35.
18. Cf. Ottosson, 105; B. Mazar, "Jerusalem," EAEHL, II (1976),5g9; Graesser, 8A,35

(1972), 54f.; de Vaux, 253f.
19. cf. the comms.; see also G. w. Ahlstnim, "Isaiah vi.l3," "/ss, 19 (19i4), 169-li2: conta

F. F. Hvidberg, "The Masseba and the Holy Seed," 1z terpretationes ad W pertinentes. Festschift
S. Mowinckel NTT. 56 (1955), 97-99; S. lwry, "ma;sdbdh and bdnwh in le Isaiah 68,- JBL,
76 (1957\,22s-232.
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3. Related and Substitute Terms. Related terms seem to be siyyfin, "gravestone"

(2 K. 23:17), a kind of signpost (Jer. 3 I :21) or funerary sign (Ezk. 39: l5) that cannot

be determined more specifically;ydgl, "monument" (l s. 15:12;2 S. 18:18; cf. I ch.

l8:3; Isa. 56:5). Apparently early, perhaps as early as the Yahwist2o (see also Dt. 21:2,4),

reservation and ultimately complete rejection resulted in an avoidance of the word

"massebah," which in given instances was replaced by other terms, above all by -+

la* 'elen (Dt.27i2,4', Josh. 4:9,20; 24:26-27l' cf. Gen. 3l:45), + nlID mizbEab (Gen'

33:20; 35:l), gal (Gen.3l:46,48,51f.),mispd (Gen. 3l:49), perhaps by reading the ptcp.

mussaQ (Jgs. 9:6b; cf. Gen. 28:12). Other constructions are used for architectonic

columns (with the possible exception of Ezk. 26:ll) and for naturally occurring forms

(e.g., Gen. 19:26: n;yb). Attempts to interpret mi[ta!, peger, and hammanim as masse-

bahs can only be viewed as unsuccessful.

4. Verbs. Verbs with the meaning "to erect, set up" are used to indicate the standard

vertical position effected by human beings as applied to every physical, naturally

occurring, or artificial artistic form: especially thefigura etymologica with y(n)sb hiphil

(Gen. 35:14,20;2 K.17:10; cf. 2 S. 18:18), then also rwrn hiphil (Gen' 3l:45), qwm

hiphil (Dt. 16:22;Lev.26:1" cf. Josh. 4:9). Less characteristic verbs include iym (Gen.

Zd:8,22), 'Sh (2 K. 3:2), bnh (Ex. Z4:4, probably only because of the [secondary?]

zeugma with mizb€al1; cf. I K. 14:23 with the tripartite formulation bdm61fimassdf;61

*o'ileri*1. The verb rwb hiphil suggests artistic formation (Hos. 10:1; cf. Mic.

5:12[Eng. v. 13]). Negative verbs refer to the crushing or comminution of hard and

brittle material: .ibr piel (Ex. 23:24; 34:13; Dt. 7:5; l2:3; 2 K' 18:4; 23:14; 2 Ch'

14:2131;31:1;Jer.43:13),nts(2K.lO:27),/crrhiphil(Mic.5:12[13]),vrd@zk'26:ll:
to fall over); defacement: iddpoel (Hos. 10:2); or probably removal in general: ys'

hiphil (2 K. 10:26), swrhiphil (2K.3:2).2t Any stone ('eben) can serve as the material

(Gen. 28: 1 8,22; 3l.45; cf. 35: 14; Jer. 2:27 ; 3:9).

5. Topography and Setting. Except in those exceptional cases of what are better

described as secular signs (such as Absalom's personal monument in the "King's

valley,,[2 S. 18:18; cf. I S. 15:12] or Rachel's tomb [Gen. 35:20]), massebahs in

stories and other accounts are located at already existing sanctuaries, where they

function less as the basis or expression of that sanctuary's fundamental holiness, than

as documentation of a concrete (additional) dedication; such is the case at Bethel in

the Jacob narratives (Gen.28:18,22and ancillary references, cf. v. ll), the temple in

Samaria (2 K. 10:26; cf. 3:2), and in the vicinity of Jerusalem (2 K.23:14). In given

instances massebahs are mentioned after altars (Ex. 24:4;Hog l0:lf.; Isa. 19:19; cf.

Dt. 16:22) or (from the hand of the Deuteronomist) at the end of a tripartite series along

with the Asherim (Ex. 34: 13; Dt. 7:5; l2:3). Probably as a result of the uncomfortable

fact that altars maintained their legitimacy in Israel, and were not simply to be dismissed

20. Cf. de Ptry,2,557 and passim.
21. On irp in'z f. fi:26, ci. J. Gray, I & II Kings. oTL (1970),558 e1977).
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or condemned completely (cf. I K. 19:10,14), they were replaced by the term bdm61
and incorporated into the not quite logical series bAm61 frmass€161 wa'"icrim (1 K.
14:23; 2 K. 18:4; cf . 23:l3f .).22 Hence in this sort of fixed expression the bdm61 does
not necessarily indicate the actual location of the massebahs (cf.2Ch. 14:2131;31:1,
and the other expression "on [every] mountair/[high] hill and under [every] green
tree": I K. 14:23;2K. 17:101, cf .Dt. l2:2). The double expression ma;;dl6lwa'"idrim
occurs only once (2 K. l7:lO). The attitude of condemnation is especially emphasized
in later texts by the proximity to consistently despised or forbidden cultic symbols:
pesel/*pdsil (Dt. 7:5; 12:3; Mic. 5:12[ 3]), '"ltlim, and 'elen maiktl g-ev. 26:l).

IV. Theological Background. The change attested here in use and theology regard-
ing the massebahs remains unclear and uncertain. It does not seem likely that we are
dealing with a clearly differentiated sequence of developments; differing, even contra-
dictory notions can coexist.

l. Acceptance. [n the older traditions, the legitimacy of massebahs is not called into
question. Jacob marks and honors Rachel's grave with a massebah (Gen. 35:20 El cf.
2 S. 18:18). The massebah erected by Jacob marks the place of encounter with YHWH
(Gen. 28: ll-22), an encounter both rich in consequences and richly commemorated
(cf. Gen. 3l:13;35:24) and that forever lends significance to the location; the massebah
functions as a perpetual proclamation of the place's association with God.23 Even the
ardent Yahwist Hosea counts massebahs among the cultic symbols whose temporary
removal is to prompt repentance among the people (Hos. 3:4; on l0: lf. see discussion
below). In the late period the positive perception occasionally resurfaces in view ofthe
coming age: "In that day there will be an altar to Yahweh in the midst of the land of
Egypt, and a massEld for Yahweh at its border. It [probably generic, the subject is not
clear - 

probably massebah and altarl will be a sign ('61and witness ('e0 o Yahweh
. . . he will send them a savior (mbiia'). . ." (Isa. 19:19f.). One recalls the altars built
by the patriarchs at the occasion of epiphanies, not for the purpose of sacrifice, but
rather probably as enduring signs.2a [n contrast: At the defeat of the Egyptians the
destruction of their cultic places includes the "massebahs," obelisks of Beth-shemesh
(Heliopolis) (Jer. 43:13).25 When no questions of faith arose, perhaps ysb hiphil was
left unchanged and without commentary (Gen. 35:20 E; 2 S. 18:18; cf. I S. l5:12; 2 S.

18:17;2 K. 17:10 is condemnatory from the outset).

2. Theological Doubts. Texts reflecting traditions which in and of themselves are
neutral toward massebahs nonetheless betray a certain reservation and independence
on the part of their final redactors.

22. ) ita) bdmd (bdmdh),ll, 142.
23. Cf . C. Westerrnann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 459.
24. Cf . H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, X/2 (1978),727-'746.
25. Cf. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT,Xll (31968), 258f.
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a. Gen. 28:18,22 and Related Texts. ln the most extensive passage in the Jacob

tradition, Gen. 28:18,22 (E?), the nonspecific verb Sym qal is used in reference to the
massebah, just as in v. I I (E) and l8 it is used in the non-cultic context for mera'aio1aw.
Furthermore, v. I I underscores the fortuitous, unintentional nature of this choice:
mE'apnA hammaqdm (usually lqh'e!en: Gen. 3l:45; Josh.24:26; cf. Josh. 4:3,5; I K.
18:31;2 S. 18:18). Any possible sacral associations (incubation) are thus more likely
weakened or averted. The contradiction of this tendency immediately thereafter is only
apparent: wayyisoq iemen 'al-ro'idh (28:l8b). Although this is the only such act
performed on an object outside the tent precinct, in contradistinction with P (mih: Ex.
30:26-33; Lev. 8;10f.; Nu. 7:1; cf. Dnl. 9:24b), it is not understood as an act of
anointing,26 something which, in contrast, is unequivocally the case in Gen.31:13
(secondary).27 Interpretations which likely accrued gradually remained in various initial
stages. The bQ 'eldhim is according to the stelae of Sefire28 probably not a temple
structure, but more likely the massebah itself as a kind of indirect symbol of the deity,
or more precisely: the deity's earthly dwelling place. If the "house of Elohim" -which is certainly possible - is yet a part of the protasis, the "conditions" of the vow,
and the final clause commences only with 22b, then it follows that the real significance
of the massebah emerges only in the salvation that has been petitioned and granted,

similar to the way Jacob anticipates in 2lb that Yahweh will prove to be Elohim (cf.
Gen. l7:7).2e

In Gen. 35:14 the syntactically repetitious ma;;ebe!'elen sounds like a warning
against Asherim and images made of wood (Jgs. 6:261, lsa. 45:20) and evokes the
notion of an altar made of stones (Ex. 20:25; Dt.27:5f.; I K. 18:31). This is also
suggested by the additional mention of the drink offering: wayyassdf,'dleyhd nesef;.

Though this does not constitute a rite of consecration, the altar and making of the
"covenant" are its most frequent locus.3o (Concerning the altar in place of the
massebah cf. Gen. 33:20;35:1,7; Josh. 22:10-34.) In a manner somehow contrary to
the context, the massebah itself does not receive a name; only "the place" does (Gen.

28:19;35:15; cf. v. 7). With this gesture the final redaction places the sanctuary as

such at the center of attention, perhaps as a corrective to any unwelcome overesti-
mation of the massebah.

b. Innd Conquest and Israel's Nationhood. Along with writing and the altar, masse-

bahs play a role in cultic events in which Israel's special relationship with God is
portrayed or commemorated. This is expressly the case only at Sinai: "And Moses
wrote all the words of Yahweh . . . and blilt (wayyilen) an altar . . . and twelve
massebahs, according to (le)thetwelve tribes of Israel." The massebahs are incongruous
.with the verb and are not mentioned again in'the course of the narrative, and thus
probably constitute a learned requisite, commemorative stones corresponding to the

26. + PYr ydsaq, Yl, 255f.
27. Cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 492.
28. KAI, 223 C, 213,7 ,9/10; cf. Donner.
29. Fokkelmann, 67 -70: Keller, I 66.
30. Cf. O. Michel, "ondv6<o," TDNTYll,531-33.
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number considered sacred for Israel's constitution (8x.24:4 [E?]; cf. I K. 18:31). In
the considerably reworked construction Josh.3:7-5:l two sets of twelve stones each
are "set t;rp" (4:9,20: qwmhiplttl) in the midst of the Jordan (4:3,9) or in Gilgal (4:20)
and interpreted focusing on the twelve tribes as a "sign" ('6!, 4t6) and "as a memorial"
(l"zil*drdn, 4:7) of the crossing and entry granted by God (cf. the - ritual - 

"chil-
dren's question": Josh. 4:6-7,21-22, as well as Dt. 6:20-25; Ex. l2:26f.; 13:14-16).
Possibly an older group of idols or images (pcsiltm) "at Gilgal" (Jgs. 3:19,26) was
reinterpreted to preserve the notion of later cultic centralization.

In connection with the land conquest, Dt.2l:l-8 mentions that an undetermined
number of "stones" are to be erected (w. 2,4: qwm hrphrl; double6) surrounding the
altar (vv. 5-7; pre-Deuteronomic; cf., e.g., 8x.20:25). The reference here is to stelae,
since one is to write (on plaster, vv.2,4) "all the words of this law" (w. 3,8), revealing
their redactional, literary character, independent of any material or archaeological
considerations.

Josh. 8:30-32, influenced by Dt. 27:2,4,8 among others, completely ignores tech-
nical considerations. Joshua seems to write "a copy of the law of Moses" (cf. Dt.
17:18) on the (unhewn) stones used to construct the altar.3l Thus tensions between
older traditions and later (Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic) customs are theologi
cally disarmed and exploited.32 Within the framework of the b"ri1-ceremony conclud-
ing the land conquest Joshua "took a great stone, and set it up (qwm hiphil) there
under the terebinth in the sanctuary of Yahweh" (Josh. 24:26b; cf. Gen. 35:4).:1 16"
stone is declared to be a "witness,"3a not as a bearer of writing as in the aforemen-
tioned case, but rather "because it has heard all the words of Yahweh ('imrA YHWH
occurs only here in the entire OT!) . . . lest you deal falsely with your God" (v. 27).:s
Although the positive reference to the sanctuary is pre-Deuteronomic, the interpreta-
tion of the stone itself may be Deuteronomic. In Sefire "not a single word of this
inscription (spr') is to be silent."36 The stone as a "witness" fulfills a function
analogous to that of the regular reading of the Torah (Dt. 31:9-13).37 This silent
witness doubtlessly does not proclaim any details of the "words," but rather con-
tributes to the constant presence and openly acknowledged character of the special
relationship between the people and God.

Gen. 3l:44-55 actualizes the same understanding of the mossdSd (v. 5l:. yrh qal)
through its declared function as a document of the contract between Jacob and Laban
and as a border marker. The additional gal (w.51,52, cf. vv.46,47,48) reflects the
redactional interest in thwarting inappropriate cultic and theological associations.

3 l. Cf. J. A. Soggin, Joshua. OTL (Eng. tans., 1972), 242-44.
32. Cf. UHour, RB, 69 (1962),29-36.
33. Reichert, 207,pl.49, l.
34. Ct. C. van Leeuwen, "1y-'ed Zauge i' THAT, I1, 212, 214-16.
35. Cf. M. A. Klopfenstein, "!211) /<ft.I pi. leugnen," THAT, 1,825-28.
36. KN,2228,8.
37. Cf. D. J. McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant. AnBibl,2lA(1978),98-105, here 103.
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3. Rejectioru Massebatrs are not only reinterpreted, neutralized, or appropriated

linguistically and theologically in this fashion, they also encounter rejection (as early

as pre-Deuteronomic writings).
a. Destruction of Pre-Israetite Cultb Massebahs. In connection with the land con-

quest, several older texts in the Pentateuch demand the destruction of the massebahs

of the country's previous inhabitants (Ex. 23:24: 34: 13; Dt. 7:5; l2:3). Most recently,

scholars consider Ex. 34:13 (perhaps Deuteronomistic?) to be the earliest witness of
this sort: lci 'e1-mizb"l.ta!am fittosfin wc'e1-ma;;€!6!dm fiabb€rfrn wc'el"aiErdw (l)
tikrdfrn.38 This stark tripartite formula is a result of pragmatic considerations along

with the general prohibition against social contact (bcri!), since such contacts would

be a temptation and thus a threat to the exclusive worship of Yahweh (Ex.34:12,14

16;.le *" massebahs are to be destroyed as a Canaanite cultic requisite just like altars

and Asherim. The prohibition against "molten gods" (Ex. 34:17; cf. kv. 19:4) is

independent and does not constitute an argument for interpreting the massebahs as

icons. Ex. 34:13 thus does not contain any elements describing the massebahs more

specifically.
ln contrast, inEx.23:24a the words with which Ex. 20:5a prohibits the worship of

such forbidden images (20:4) areaddressed directly to "their [the previous inhabitants']

gods" (hiltal.t"wd and ?d hophal in the same order), thus subsuming "other," foreign

gods ana images under the same rubric as far as actual cultic practice is concerned.4o

The compari son lA' 1a'oSeh k"ma'"SAhem (Ex.23:24aF) might be intentionally construed

for multiple interpretation regarding cultic practices and be focusing especially on

images,al whether appropriated from others or from one's own manufacture.42 This

perspective also applies to what follows. The unique kt hdr€s t"hdrcsem (Deuteronomis-

tic?) refers via ma'aflAhem to 'cldhAhez.a3 Thus "their massebahs" at the conclusion

of the verse (w"iabbEr tclabbEr mawEbfl@lun [Deuteronomistic?], cf. Ex. 34:13) also

includes the massebahs of foreigners, since there really are no others, not even if they

have been used or manufactured by the Israelites themselves. They are mentioned as

the only detail presumably because they were not only easily "set up," but one

perceived in them a particular affinrty to one's own graphic representation of the deity'

This iconic aspect, clearly discernible over against the previously mentioned texts,

fundamentally excludes massebahs by alluding to Ex. 20:3-5, not just from the per-

spective of socio-religious inappropriateness (cf. Dt. 12:2,30).

In Dt. 7:5, a reworkinga of Ex. 34: 13, the substantively unaltered trio addressed by

the commandment of destruction (altars, massebahs, Asherim) has been expanded by

a fourth member: "And you shall burn their graven images with fire." This is hardly

38. Cf. Halbe, llG18; a different view is taken, e.g., by Jaro5' 28'

39. Cf. Schmin,24-30.
40. Cf. P. Welten, "Bilder tr: AI," TRE, yl (1980), 520f.
41. Cf. G. Beer, Exodus. HAT, trl (1939), 120: "Nor shall you imitate their idols."
42. Cf. Halbe, 490, 491, n. 20.
43. Cf. Zmmerli, ThB, 19 (l%9), 238-246.
44. Pre-Deuteronomistic according to Halbe, ll2:' cf . in contrast Jaro5' 31.

491
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to be taken as instructions for action, since although the preceding passages point out
that the Canaanites have been decimated by God and the Israelites (cf. vv. l-2: ban,
exterminationa5), every b"ri1 with them (v. 2b) and all connubiality are prohibited
because of the danger of being led astray (vv. 3f.). Fixed motifs and expressions remind
Israel of its special position (v. 6). This is not done without admonishments regarding
the cult. Massebahs have disappeared from the fixed series; the virulent problem is that
of actual images (cf. Dt. 4:9-28). The substantively identical, four-part commandment
of destruction is in Dt. l2:3 directed at the inner-Israelite centralization of worship.
This applies not simply to specific Canaanite symbols, but rather to all cultic places
without distinction (min hammdqdm hahfi', l2:3b),46 apart from the one, specifically
chosen location (v. 5; compare l2:4 with 7:5a). Massebahs share both the estimation
and the fate of the entire inventory of such cultic places. The commandments of
destruction, which even in the oldest passages are directed as literary fiction at the
impending land conquest, are in reality directed toward cultic separation from the
Canaanites. To the extent the massebahs do attract a certain amount of attention, this
seems to derive from their particular proximity to imagery at least in the Deuter-
onomic/Deuteronomistic passages. Their temptation was omnipresent precisely because
they were so easily set up (cf. the possible allusion to spontaneity and chance in ldqah
'epen: Gen.28:11,18; 3l:45,46;Josh.24:26; similarly Josh.4:20; I5.7:12; I K. l8:31).
The centralization of the cult offered new arguments against all massebahs. Recent
archaeology, however, shows that theory and practice did not always coincide.

b. Prohibition. Dt. 16:22: "And you shall not set up a massebah, which [because]
Yahweh your God hates [it]." This prohibition stands after one against Asherim and
before one against blemished sacrificial animals. This group has no apparent connection
with the present context, and constitutes, along with part of the textual expansions, the
remainder of a larger, pre-Deuteronomic unit (16:21 knows as little about the unity of
centralized worship as does Ex.20:24f .47). Because of the close connection with26.21,
the massebah is also to be visualized "beside the altar." Yahweh's "hatred" as a
motivating factor behind the prohibition is substantively the same as the t6'aQalYHWH
(17:l), which in Deuteronomy summarizes Canaanite cultic practices (cf. Dt. 12:31,
kol-t^abal YHWH '"ier idne', and the parenetic amplification 12:29-31 Jer. 44:4).48
Here the massebah is viewed as something endemically Canaanite and as incompatible
with the Yahweh cult.

In Lev. 26:l the prohibition is rhetorically embellished by means of a literary device
(chiasmus) and interpreted thus: A prohibition against making '"ltltm, agunst setting
up pesel fimass€ld, against erecting an 'elen maikil "in your land," explicitly
lchiitafuawdl'dleyha. The spiritual environment of the frst and second commandments
clearly emerges from what immediately precedes (25:55) and from the concluding

45. -+ D''lll hdram (Y, 180-199).
46. Cf. Halbe, l12.
47. Cf. Halbe, I l6f.; Graesser, Studies, 248-254; Rose, 5l-59.
48. On this entire complex, see L Hour, RB,7l (1964), 486-89.
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motif: 'ani YHWH 'eldhif;em. The prohibition is thus directing itself against impermis-
sible cultic liberties. Only in this rhetorical context is the massebah this closely as-
sociated with the graven imageae under the auspices of a single verb, and also associated
even more clearly with the sphere of graphic representation through the final member
('elen maikt150). Whatever specific historical events might have caused the massebah

to acquire its bad reputation, here it is subjected to the same verdict as is the worship
of graven images and foreign gods (cf. Mic. 5:12[3]; Hos. 10:1f.).

4. Reflections in Deuteronomistic and lnter Literature. Although the appropriation
of this prohibition into Deuteronomy (16:.22; Lev. 26:l) may well be a symptom of
justif,red apprehension, the older formula does exhibit a certain theoretical character.
In any event, despite such rejection the massebahs do not occupy the central position
in Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic or later criticism. Rather, they are actually not men-
tioned that often. As far as specifics are concerned, although Ahab is accused oferecting
a massebah to Ba'al, this accusation is actually only made retrospectively at the reform
of his son Jehoram (2 K. 3:3: cf. 1 K. l6:32f .;2 K. 2l:3). Only Jehu is reported, in an
independent, non-formulaic remark, of having destroyed the "massebahs of the temple
of Ba'al" (2 K. l0:26f.). For the rest, massebahs appear in the summaries, apparently
incorporated into the older, threefold, expanded and accommodated formula (l K.
14:23;2 K. l7:9f.; 18:4 and 2Ch.3l:l;2K.23:l3f .).sr The massebah is not mentioned
in I K. 15:12, in contrast to the parallel passage 2 Ch. 14:2(3). Even one such as Josiah
is tolerant when the cult is not threatened (;iyyfin, 2 K. 23:l7f .; cf . Gen. 35:20; 2 S.

18:18). Archaeological evidence (in Arad and Lachish) suggests that in reality it may
not even have been the massebahs themselves that were targeted; rather, the entire
cultic site @arnA) was to be defiled and made unsuitable for any cult, be it Canaanite
(syncretistic) or that of Yahweh.s2

V. Priestly Concerns Regarding the First Commandment. The question arises
concerning just why the massebahs were ultimately done away with, in principle from
the time of the Deuteronomistic writing, and in reality no later than the postexilic
period; this was not the case, e.g., regarding altars, which were, after all, closely related
to them (though cf. Jgs. 6:25f .). Although their association with Yahweh is positively
established, e.9., by Jacob (Gen. 28:ll-22), so also is ttrat with Ba'al (2 K.3:2; lO:26t.).
The earlier openness disappeared probably as a result of the Yahwistic reaction to the
experience of a very real amalgamation with the Canaanite cult. The occasion was thus
probably quite pragmatic. A particular inner proximity to Ba'al, e.9., as a specifically
or emphatically masculine symbol, is attested neither by the (formulaic) proximity to
the Asherim (l K. 14:23; 2 K. 17:10; l8:4; 23:14)s3 nor by the unprecedented expres-

49. -+)OD pesel.
50. cf. HAL, U,641.
51. Cf. III.5 above.
52. Cf. Rose, 187-192; Vaughan, l2; Boyd Barrick, SEA,45 (1980),56.
53. -, ;'l'llrN 'aiOrd ('ashlrdh), 1,443t.
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sion, recently attested in the far south: "Yahweh and his Asherah."sa The centralization
of worship, itself a result of this reaction, was especially incompatible with the wide
distibution of the massebahs (cf. the pertinent formula in Dt. l2:2; I K. 14:23;2 K.
16:4; 17:10;2Ch.28:4; Hos. 4: l3; Jer.2:20;3:6; l7:2), particularly since the ultimately
exclusive Jerusalem temple never seems to have included any massebahs; at least none

is ever mentioned, in contrast to the Asherim (2 K. 2l:3-7;23:6 with vv. 14-15; cf.
18:22).

Furthermore, the proximity of the massebah to graven images may have provided

the fluid transition to complete rejection, at least as a (subsequent) additional justifi-
cation (cf. Hos. 10:1; Lev. 26:l), since here one did perceive a threat to the exclusive
worship of Yahweh (compare 2 K. 17:7-18 with Ex. 20:2-5, as well as Dl 4:1G
18,25,28; Jer.2:27;Ezk.20:32; Mic. 5:9-13[l0-14]; Hab. 2:19). The ultimately decisive
Deuteronomic opposition directed itself more indirectly against the massebahs. The
salient dogmatic considerations resulted from priestly concern for Yahweh's exclusive
claims.

Gamberoni

54. Cf. kmaire; Meshel; J. A. Emerton, "New Light on Israelite Religion: The Implications
of the Inscriptions from Kuntillet'Ajrud," 7AW,94 (1982),2-2O.
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ln 0924),3254-326O; B. D. Eerdmans, "Das Mazzoth-Fest," Oientalische Studien. Festschrifi
T. Nitldeke (Giessen, 1906), II, 671-79; I. Engnell, "Pesaf-Maqqdt a Hebrew Annual Festival of
the Ancient Near East Pattern," in C. J. Bleeker, ed., Proceedings of tlrc 7th Congress for the
History of Religions 1950 (Amsterdam, l95l), lll-13; idem, "Pe,sa\-Maq9dt and the Problem
of 'Panemism,"' OrSuec, I (1952),39-50; G. B. Gray, "Passover and Unleavened Bread: The
Laws of J, E, and D," .ITS, 37 (1936),241-253; H. Haag, "Das Mazzenfest des Hiskia," Worr
und Geschichte. Festschrift K. Elligen AOAT 18 (1973),87-94 = Das Buch des Bmdes (Dis-
seldorf, 1980),216-225; idem, Vom alten zum neucn Pascha. SBS, 49 (1971); J. Halbe, "Er-
wiigungen zu Ursprung und Wesen des Massotfestes," ZAW 87 (1975),32L346; idern, "Passa-
Massot im deuteronomischen Festkalender," 7AW 87 (1975), 147-168; idem, Das Pivilegrecht
Jahwes: Ex 34,10-26. FRLANT, ll4 (1975); H.-J. Kraus, "Zur Geschichte des Passah-Massot-

Festes im N," EvTh, l 8 ( 1958), 47 -67;8 . Kutsch, "Erwiigungen zur Geschichte der Passafeier

und des Massotfestes," ZThK, 55 (1958), l-35; P. Laaf, Die Pascha-Feier Israels. BBB, 36
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l. l. Etymology. The derivation of the word ma;;6 from the root m{f, "to suck,"l
in the sense that mas;A refers to something "which is, as it were, sucked, i.e., eagerly

or gladly aaten,"2 can hardly be maintained, not least because of the rather distant

semantic detour involved. Associations with Heb. m;h, "to press or drain out," or with
Arab. muzz, "sourish, acidulous," mozza, "to suck," or Ethiop. ma/aQa (cf. Arab'
madad, "sour milk"), "to drink sour milk," are all "merely expedients designed to aid

the word in somehow finding a Semitic father."3 In contrast, one can hardly deny that

some connection exists between Gk. nuiza (Hellenistic rruizn,IN legarian mridda), "bar-
ley dough, barley bread/cakes," and Heb. mass6.a However, rather than Gk. mdzg

representing a Semitic loanwor4s it is more likely that Heb. mas;A was borrowed from
the Greek,6 unless a word from Asia Minor or of Hurrian origin provided the point of
deparnue for both the Greek and the Hebrew.T

2. Occurrences. The terms ma;gd and massdl occur altogether 54 times in the OT.

In the singular massA occurs only in l*v. 2:5 in the general sense referring to the

regulation that the cereal offering may not contain leaven, and [rv. 8:26 (twice) in the

expression ballat maXA" "an unleavened cake," and Nu. 6: 19 next to reqtq ma;;6, "a
thin unleavened wafer." The majority of occurrences (24 total) can be attributed to P.

The expression l.tag hamrnassdl in reference to the feast occurs 9 times. T\everb'dkal
occurs 18 times in connection with mass61.

Thus far, the Qumran writings attast nw$A/ma;s61 only in the Temple scroll in 3

passages (llQT l5:9; l7 :11; 20:12).

(1970); H. G. May, "The Relation of the Passover to the Festival of Unleavened Cakes,",I8l,
55 (1936), 65-82; O. Michel, "Azyma," MC, l, 1056-1062; J. Morgenstern, "The Origin of
Ma;;oth and the Ma;;oth-Festlal," A.IT,2l (1917),275-293; E. Otto, Das Mauotfest in Gilgal.
BWANT, 107rcn (1975X S. Ros Garmendia, La Pascua en al AT. Biblia Victoiensia,3 (1978);

L. Rost, "Massoth," BHHW,II (1964), ll69f .; i.dem, Studien zum Opfer im alten Israel. BWANT,

l13 (1981); G. Sauer, "Israels Feste und ihr Verhiiltnis zum Jahweglatben," Studien zum Pen-

tateuch. Festschift lV. Kornfed (Vienna, 1917), 135-141; J. Schreiner, "Exodus 12,21-23 and
das israelitische Pasch4" Festschrift W. Komfeld,69-90; J. B. Segal, The Hebrew Passove4 ftom
thc Earliest Times to A.D. 70. London Oriental Series, 12 (1963X C. Steuemagel, "Zum Passa-

Maqgotfest," ZAW 3l (1911),310; B. N. Wambacq, "Les Ma996t," Bibl,6l (1980),3l-54;
J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels (Berlin,61927),82ff.; H. Windisch, "(r1p4'
(op6or, &(upoq," TDNT,11,902-6; F. Znilinger, Das Passionsbrot Israels (diss.' Graz' 1963);

P. Tnrafa, "Passover and Unleavened Bread," Ang, 4l (1964), 235-250.

l. Still advocated by E. Kontg, Hebriiisches und aramriisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (Leipzig,
l9l0;6'71937), s.v., and BDB.

2. So K0nig.
3. Beer-Holtzmann, 21.
4. Cf. H. Frisk, Griecftisches Etymologisches Wdrterbuch. Indogermanische Bibliothek, ser.

2,2 (Heidelberg, 1970), tr, l58f:
5. So E. Assmann, "Zur Vorgeschichte vom Kreta," Philologus,6T (1908), 199.

6. So C. H. Gordon, "Homer and Bilble," HIICA,26 (1955), 6l; "The Rdle of the Philistines,"
Antiquity, 30 (1956), 24.

7. Cf. Rost, Sndien zum Opfer im Alten lsracl, 19, n.8.
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As a rule, the LXX translates with dzyma.s

ll. l. Noncultic kxts. Although the Israelites probably originally became acquainted
with the word mastA "as a foreign word applied to the cult,"e it is advisable to begin
with those few passages in which ma${6! are attested in noncultic contexts. After Lot
urges the two men to come into his house in Sodom, he prepares a feast (miiteh) for
them and has mass61 baked (Gen. l9:3). The reference here is to unleavened wafers
baked when there is no time for fermentation. The 'ug61 wltrch Sarah is to bake (Gen.
l8:6) and with which Abraham treats the two visitors were probably unleavened wafers,
for they, too, are hastily prepared so they can be eaten immediately. And when according
to I S. 28:24 the "medium of Endor" not only slaughters a fatted calf for Saul but also
bakes mass61, here, too, the focus is probably on serving the guest something quickly.
To all this one can add the story of Gideon serving the mal'df, (Jgs. 6:11ff.),10 which
apparently reflects a widespread custom for offering food to the deity, although here
the intervention of the mal'a$ YHWH transforms it into an '6h; one cannot avoid the
suspicion that also in Gen. l9:3 (18:6) the background of the story is rhe notion thar
the mass61 are baked goods for serving the gods. Thus one cannot completely discount
the possibility that the narrator in I S. 28:241t was identifying this meal as a sacrificial
meal for conjuring the spirit of the dead.

2. Sacificial Regulations. In the sacrificial regulations ofPunleavened bread plays
a certain role independent of the Feast of Unleavened Bread and the Passover celebra-
tion. According to Lev. 2:4, the prepared form of the cereal offering consists of
unleavened cakes, hall61 ma;;69 whose dough is already mixed with oil, and of thin
unleavened wafers, r"qiqA mass67 which are spread with oil. The semolina cakes baked
on the griddle must also be unleavened, as [rv. 2:5 explicitly emphasizes. Lev. 6:9(Eng.
v. 16) underscores once again that the unbumed remainder of the cereal offering must
be eaten by the priests in a holy place, and must be in the form of unleavened cakes.

According to Lev. 'l:l2,the bread involved in the peace offering, as was the case
with the cereal offering in Lev. 2, consists of unleavened cakes mixed with oil and
unleavened wafers spread with oil. It is noteworthy that an apparent concession to
earlier praxis is made by 7:13 in its allowance for leavened cakes as an offering (cf.
Am. 4:5). In connection with the priestly regulations, I*v. 10 12 once more points out
that it a priestly obligation to consume the cereal offering unleavened in a holy place.

The consecration of priests inBx.29 par. [rv. 8 includes unleavened bread among
the offerings. The installation offering consists of a young bull and two rams without
blemish, and according to Ex. 29:2 also unleavened bread (lehcm ma;;61, unleavened
cakes, and unleavened wafers made of fine wheat flour. The basket of unleavened bread

8. Cf. esp. Windisch and Michel.
9. Rost, Studien zum Opfer im Alten Israel, 19, n.8.
10. Cf. recently Rost, Studien zum Opfer im Alten Israel, l7ff.
I l. Contra H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT Ylllll (1973), in loc.
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(sal hammast\l, Ex.29:23:l*v.8:2,26; Nu. 6:15,17 next to simple sal8x.29:3[twice],
32; Nu. 6: 19) standing before Yahweh can be viewed as a permanent fixture in the later

cult even if more specific information is lacking.l2 From this basket the priest takes

the bread and places it into the hands of the priestly candidates in order to complete

the wave offering before Yahweh.

Finally, the Nazirite regulations in Nu. 6 also emphasize that the cereal offering

required among the offerings for consecration is to be a basket of unleavened cakes

and unleavened wafers (Nu.6:15). As was the case with the priestly consecration in

Lev. 8 par. F;x.29, explicit reference is again made to the basket in which the bread is

to be brought. The cakes and wafers are precisely defined with the same formulations

as in [,ev. 2:4 (also 7:l27.rt
The occurrence of ma;;61 in 2 K. 23:9 is difficult to interpret and thus disputed.

According to 2K.23'.9a,the former priests of the high places are not admitted to sacrificial

service in the Jerusalem temple. The following clause (v. 9b), kt'im-'dft"lit ma;;6!b"!6k
'ot1Ahem, "but they ate unleavened bread among their kindred," presents a variety of
interpretative difficulties. It is hardly the casela that the priests of the high places, just as

they were not permitted to participate in the sacrificial services, also had to stay "to
themselves," b'!6k'"h4hem, for meals. Similarly offthe mark is the interpretationof b"16f,
'lhAhem in the sense of "among their previous fellow citizens," i.e., "at their former

residences,"15 since "to eat mass61" is not the equivalent of "to eat bread" in the sense

of "to live" (cf. Am. 7:12). Since ma;;61did not constitute the priests'normal food, nor

even an essential part of it, one suspects that 2 K. 23:9 constitutes an observation originally

belonging to the portrayal of the Passover celebration in 2 K. 23:21ff. indicating that

although the priests of the high places indeed were not admitted to altar service, their
participation in the Passover Festival was viewed as a confession of faith to Yahweh;16 or

that v. 9b is pointing out that the priests of the high places had to celebrate "the Passover

Festival lmong and in the same way as the lay people with whom they had come."l7 If
one prefers not to take v. 9b as a displaced text referring to the Passover celebration, then

it seems likely that this statement is to be viewed as a reference to the regulation of the

livelihood of the unemployed rural priests. The suggestion that one must thus repoint

ma;;61 to misw1l with reference to Neh. l3:5, where the tithe for the lrvites is called

miswa! hal'wiyim, raises doubts because mi;w61or miswd cannot be used in connection

with the verb'Akal}8 and because in Neh. 13:5, too, the text probably should be emended

withtheYulg.(parteslzvitarum)tomenay61. Reading m"rfiy\linstead of mass61h2K.

12. Cf. K. Etliger, kviticus. HAT,lV (1966), 109.

13.Cf.D.Kellermann, DiePriesterschriftvonNumerillbisl0l0,BZAWl20(1970),91.
14. Cf. O. Thenius, Die Biicher der Kdnige. KEHAT IX e 1873), 441f'
15. Cf. W. W. Graf Baudissin, Die Geschichte des alttestamentlichen Priesterthums (1889,

repr. Osnabrtick, 1967), 236t.
16. cf. R. Kittel, Die Biicher der Ki)nige. HKAT Y (1900), 301f.; A. sanda, Die Biicher der

Kdnise. EHAT rxlz (1912),345.
ti. So g. Schmidt, Die g,rossen Propheten. SAT lll2 (1923), 177.
18. Cf. B. Stade and F. Schwally, The Books of Kings. SBOT V (l%4),294.
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23:9 as well is attractive, and thus instead of the unleavened bread one has a general word
forportion orallotment.le lf onerecalls, however, that accordingto [rv.6:9 itisthe special
obligation of the priests to eat in a holy place the remaining portions of the cereal offering
in the form of unleavened bread to preserve the holy character of this food, it is not
surprising that 2 K. 23:9 mentions z,rasp6lrepresentatively as an especially important part
of the priestly portion of the offering . Rashi20 also views it thus when he says that although
the priests of the high places were indeed not permitted to offer sacrifices, they were
permitted to eat part of the offerings, and were thus viewed as priests with a blemish (&D 7y
mwmyn).2K.23:9 thus reveals that the demand made in Dt. 18:6,7, namely, to regad the
priests of the high places who came to Jerusalem as equal to those already in Jerusalem,
encountered opposition and was not able to be implemented in its entirety. One could
hardly, however, deny these rural priests the right of priestly pmvision, the result being
that at least their livelihood was secured by their participation in the offering perquisites,
referred to here representatively by the nw;;61.

3. The Feast of Unleavened Bread. The spa.rse information concerning the mass61
festival (Feast ofUnleavened Bread) offers few concrete details about the actual festival
customs, so that the character and history of the festival are not easily traced. The
ma{$6! festival is treated as an independent festival in 8x.34:18;23:15 as well as Dt.
l6:16; Ex. 12:15-20;13:3-10; Lev.23:6-8; Nu.28:17-25 as well as 2 Ch.8:13. The
festival sequence of the pre-Deuteronomic period as passed down in 8x.34:18-24;
23:14-17 associates the massdl festival with the Feast of Weeks and of Ingathering
(hag lAbu'q and lwg hd'dst|- This provided the basis for the thesis advocated since
Julius Wellhausen with only minor modifications and still currently representing the
widespread communis opinio, namely, that the ma$$6! festival was an agricultural
festival of Canaanite origin. The removal of the old leaven and the eating of the
unleavened bread during the seven-day festival week is interpreted such that this
celebration introduced the new agricultural year. As is apparent from Ex. 34:18;23:15,
the massdl festival was not originally associated with a fixed date. The actual date was
determined by the condition of the grain and the beginning of the harvest, which was
itself dependent on that condition; this can be seen in Dt. 16:9, which refers to "the
time the sickle is first put to the standing grain" @ehnhel hermEi baqqdmi), i.e.,from
the sickle's first cut into the standing grain of the barley harvest. However, the harvest
of barley, as the eadiest type of grain, does not occur, e.g., until June in the fertile
Valley of Jezreel,2r so that this general designation is difficult to reconcile with the
later, specific dating on the fifteenth day of the first month (= Nisan = Abib =
March/April).

The seven-day duration of the ma;p6l festival is closely associated with the notion

19. Cf. A. Kuenen, Histoisch-kritische Einleitwtg in die Biicher des ATs, Vl (Leipzig, 1887),
281, and still IIAI, II (1995), s.v. tna;;6.

2O. Miqra'6t geddldt, in loc.
21. Cf. G. Dalman, AuS,U2(1928),333.
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of the week attested by Yahweh as the Lord of work and rest. The establishment of the

"day after the Sabbath" (Lev. 23:ll), i.e., the first day of the week, as the beginning

of the festival week is probably not part of the original stipulations. However, after

this fixing of the seven-day massdl festival the feast itself coincided exactly with one

week. Later praxis in fact relinquished this connection between the festival and the

single week and oriented itself according to the date of the Passover.

After these two festivals had become pilgrimage festivals (at least since Deuter-

onomy and the reform of Josiah), it seemed plausible to combine the Passover with

the maqs\l festival. The mass)l festival is explicitly called hag in Ex. 34:18;23:15;
Lev.23:6; Dt. 16:16; 2 Ch. 8:13; 3O|3,21;35:171'Ezr.6;22.Howevet it is noteworthy

that according to Dt. 16:7 one's presence at the sanctuary is required only for the

Passover, but not for the massilfestival. The older prescription requiring the eating of
unleavened bread at the Passover (Ex. 12:8) accommodated the combination of the trpo

festivals.
After in this way the secondary calendric dating of the beginning of the ma{{6!

festival on the fifteenth day of the first month was established,zz it was inevitable that

difficulties would arise if as before one insisted on maintaining the connection of the

ma;;6l festival with the single week (cf. Ex. 23:15;34:18; and Ex. 12:16; Dt. 16:8;

Lev. 23:6,8). In interpreting the expression mimmolfra! haiiabbd! (Lev. 23:16) the

rabbis availed themselves of the understanding of iabbdlhere as "festival day," namely,

as the fust day after the Passover night, while the Boethusians (bytwsyn) took the

expression literally and reckoned from the first regular Sabbath after the Passover

celebration day (Bab. Menah.65a). Thus in actual practice one gave up the connection

between the ma,rpdl festival and the week and oriented the celebration entirely according

to the date determined by the full moon of the fourteenth day of the fust month (= Nisan)

for the Passover. This abolished the connection between the ma;;61 festival and the

beginning of the harvest. I-.ev. 23:9-19 shows that the original significance of the

festival, namely, as a celebration of the beginning of the harvest, had been forgotten;23

for in this text the waving of the frst sheaf ('dmer rE'it1, l-ev.23:10; '6mer hatt"nfrpd,

v. 15) appears as an independent celebration of the beginning of the harvest completely

void of any reference to the mass61 festival.
An independelt ma.ss6! festival seems to have been celebrated under Hezekiah, as

2 Ch. 30 reveals. The reference to the Passover in this text can be traced back to a
redactor associated with the Chronicler's portrayal; this redactor oriented himself ac-

cording to 2 Ch. 351-7 because at his time "a Festival of Unleavened Bread without

the preceding passover was unthinkable."z4
The Passover papyms from Elephantine,2s as well as the commentary and emenda-

tions suggested for the textual lacunae by Piene Grelot26 shows that in 419 a.c. both

22. Cf. Kutsch, 14ff.; Elliger, HAT lV,3l5.
23. Cf. Elliger, HAT,lY,3l4f .

24. Cf. Haag, AOAT, 18,91.
25. AE no.2l, pp. 60-65.
26. "Etudes suiG 'Papyrus Pascal'd'El6phantine," W 4 (1954), 349-384.
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a Passover and mass61 festival were familiar to the settlement at Elephantine. If
Hananiah's instructions from Jerusalem for the Jews in Elephantine are not intended
to reinftoduce the celebration of the mal{6! festival, then the preserved portions of the
text do indicate clearly that they represent the demand not to celebrate the Passover
without also celebratingthe mas;61week immediately thereupon, and to do so on the
fixed date (15-21 Nisan), i.e., in the sense of the Jerusalem priesthood.2T As a festival
offering for the Passover-nassd1 festival at the Jerusalem temple, P stipulates the
following in Nu.28:16-23: on each of the seven festival days two young bulls and a
ram as well as seven lambs a year old are to be offered as a burnt offering with the
requisite cereal offerings.

The textual evidence available to us associates the mas.;6! festival (Ex.34:18;
23:15;Dt. 16:3) as well as the Passover (Dt. 16:1,6) orthe Passovermassil festival
(Ex. 12:23-27,39; Ex. 12:12,17) with the deliverance from Egypt. Reference to rhe
ma;;61in Dt. 16:3 as lehem'ont, "bread of affliction," recalls the plight of the people
of Israel in Egypt (cf. Ex. 3:17, 'oni misrayim; Gen. 4l:52, 'eres 'ont) and during the
exodus. This association with the exodus from Egypt is most extensively treated in
Ex. 12, which discusses the two festivals in more detail in its account of the exodus.
Both festivals are "histoicized," and both are to serve later to recall the decisive
event in Israel's salvation history, deliverance from Egypt through Yahweh's inter-
vention. As Herbert Haag observes, "In this way the festival becomes a 'memorial'
to the historically tangible salvific acts of God. The singular, one-time historical event
becomes a personal, salvific presence for all generations through this commemorative
cultic celebration."28

More recent interpretations have yet to prove their merit. Ivan Engnell understands
the Passover as a southern Canaanite form of the New Year Festival celebrated in the
spring, and the map;61 festival as a northern.Canaanite form of the same festival, so
that the two festivals represent merely different versions of the same celebration.
Similarly, Otto Procksch thinks it conceivable that the ma;;6l festival was unique to
the tribes of Leah, while the Feasts of Weeks and Tabernacles "belonged to the tribes
of Rachel, since references to wheat and fruit suggest a provenance in fertile regions. " 29

According to Jdrn Halbe,30 the mass61 festival does not represent an originally
Canaanite agricultural festival which was then secondarily reconstituted according to
the Yahweh faith; rather, this festival for farmers "originated as the response of the
Yahweh faith to settled life."3l Its origin can be explained as a result of the mas;61
element within the older Passover ritual having become independent. In conffast,
Eberhard Otto assumes that the Israelites became familiar with the matt6! festival in
Gilgal, and attempts to trace the eating of the mass61 back to the conditions of the
wildemess period. In view of both these theories, however, one must not forget that

27.Haag, SBS, 49,95f.
28. tbid.,59.
29. Theologie des ATs (Gi.itersloh, 1950), 549.
30. AW 87 (t975),324-3s6.
31. rbid., 345.
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the word mcssa exhibits no etymological roots in the Semitic linguistic sphere, so that
the suspicion cannot be so easily dismissed that the Israelites appropriated from extemal
sources not only the word itself, but also the custom of eating unleavened bread during
the seven-day ma;;61 festival.32

Kellermann

32. On the literary-critical evaluation of the massd1-festival in Josh. 5, cf. H.-J. Fabry, BETL
(1984).

;f Jf BA m"{fidfi; *l.I:sQ mdsbQ;;lJivp m";68d;1YQ m";a.d

Contents: I. l. Root Differentiation; 2. Etymology, Occurrences in the Ancient Near East; 3.

Occurrences, Meanings. II. SecularUsage: l. Derivatives of the Root ;wd;2. Derivatives of the

Basic Form *msd. lll. Religious Contexts and Figurative Theological-Religious Meaning: l.
Derivatives of the Root lwd; 2. Derivatives of the Basic Form *msd.

l. 1. Root Dffirentiation. The various nouns belonging to the word group m"{frdd
probably derive from two different Hebrew roots or basic forms: either from swd =
"to hunt," "to lie in wait for," "to apprehend," or from the root *msd (cf . Arab. masd,

masdd, "summit," "place of refuge"l). In this connection, the root swd is associated

not only with *md;68 (I), but also with me;fiflA (D and m";6dA, while derivatives from
the basic form *msd include m"sa/ (mesay', which occurs as such only in I Ch.

l2:9[Eng. v. 8], can be viewed in light of the LXX as a later addendum and can probably

be attributed to scribal error2) as well as *masdQ (II) and m";fi/A @"sudd) (11..

2. Etymology, Occurrences in the Ancient Near East. Derivatives of both basic forms
are attested also beyond Hebrew in other Semitic languages. The root swd derives from
Akk. sddu as well as Ugar. ;d, and also appears in Middle Hebrew, Jewish-Aramaic,
Syriac, and Arabic; the term *mdsOd [) also attests parallel terms in Christian-Palestinian
m$' - "net," while m";Md (I) has related terms in Middle Heb. mesa/k, Jewish-Aram.

m"$itdh. G. Dalman, AuS, Yl (1939), 328, 335-340, 359-362; D. Eichhom, Gott als Fels,

Burg und Ztflucht EH, 2314 (1972),96-99; K. Galling, "Fisch und Fischfang," BRL2, 83f .;

G. Gerleman, Contributions to the OT Tbrminologt of the Chase (Lund, 1946); O. Keel, The
Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans., New York, 1978); M. Metzger, "Festung," BHHW
I (1962),475-79; K.-D. Schunck, "Davids 'Schlupfwinkel' in Juda," W, 33 (1983), 110-13;

J. Simons, Jerusalem in the OT. SIFS, I (1952), 6O-64; H. Weippert, "Festung," BRL2,80-821'
Y. Yadin, Masada (Eng. trans., New York, 1967).

t. See HAL, ll (1995),622.
2. Cf. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher. HAT XXI (1955), 104.
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me;fi$!d', Syr. msi/td, and Arab. misyadat = "net," "snare, trap." Similarly, not only is
the basic form *msd taken up again in Arab. ma;d and masad = "summit," "place of
refuge," but mcsa/ finds its continuation in Jewish-Aram. mesa!1d'= "stronghold," and
m'{fidh (II) in Middle Heb. mcsd/h and Jewish-Aram. m"sfi!1A'.

3. a. Occurren ces. This word group occurs 42 times in the OT and in the extracanonical
writings and manuscripts from the Dead Sea and from the Judean Desert. Of these, only
9 occurrences, including several conjectures, are to be attributed to derivatives of the root
;wd, appeaing above all in Ezekiel (3 times), Ecclesiastes (twice), and Sirach (twice
including Sir. 26:22, attested only in Greek, where pyrgos constitutes the erroneous
translation of m"sfr!fr II instead of I3). In contrast, nouns deriving from the form *msd,

including several conjectures, occur 32 times, primarily in samuel (ll times) and the
Psalms (7 times), whereby m"sd! oiginally only occurred in the plural (in I Ch.
12:9,1718,16)m"sa!orm"sadisalaterinsertion; I Ch. l1:Tcontainsanearlyscribalerror
resulting from m"sfr!6, as shown by I Ch. 11:5 and the parallel 2 S. 5:9), while mesfi/A
@";udi) tr (with the exception of Ps. 3l:3[2]; 7l:3a conj.) was used only in the singular.

b. Meanings. Consistent with the original meaning of the root gwd = "to hunt," "to
capture," the derivative *mis6/ (I) from this root has the meaning "snar€, net" (Job
l9:6;Eccl.7:26;inPs. 116:3 readmcsdSA). Similarly, the additional derivative m"Sfidi
(I), representing the feminine form of *md$d (), also exhibits meanings derived from
notions of the hunt: "hunting net" (Ezk. 12:13; 17:20; Sir. 9:3; 26:22 conj.) and
"huntsman's bag, prey" (Ezk. 13,21), while ttre third derivative of this root, mesbjA,
again only exhibits the meaning "hunting net" (Eccl. 9:12), a meaning thus common
to all the derivatives of the root swd.

In contrast, the fundamental meaning common to the nouns derived from the basic
form *msd is "place with difficult access." From this meaning the term mc;dQ has
acquired the specialized meaning "hiding place," "hideout" (Jgs.6:2; I S.23:14,19;
24:1123:291; I Ch. L2:9,17 [8,16]; Ezk. 33:27) and "place of refuge" (Isa. 33:16; Jer.
48:41; 5l:30); the additional specialized meaning "stronghold" first appears in the
manuscripts from the Dead Sea and from the Judean Desert.a Similarly, the derivative
xmd;6/ (II) also developed the specialized meaning "hiding place," "hideout" (prov.
12:12). The third, most frequently occurring derivative, me;frQd, in addition to the basic
meaning "place with difficult access" (Job 39:28), largely attests the specialized mean-
ing "hiding place," "hideout" (l S. 22:4,5;24:23[22];2 S. 5:17; 23:t4; I Ch. 1l:16;
l2:9,1718,161), and "place of refuge" (Pss. l8:3[2]; 3l:3,4[2,3);in1.t:3areadmesfiQill,
3b;91:2; 144.,2).In contrast, the additional specialized meaning "stronghold," which
is often erroneously understood as the primary meaning,s is limited to 4 passages (2 S.

3. Cf. P. W. Skehan, "Tower of Death or Deadly Snare? (Sir 26,22)," CBe, 16 (1954), 154;
HAL, fi,622.

4. Cf. P. Benoit, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, /zs grottes de Murabb'6t. DJD, ll (1961), 164,
no. 45; M. Baillet, J. Tadeusz, and R. de Vaux, lzs 'petites grottes'de Qumrdn. D.ID, Ill (1962),
269, 37; on me ;dQ in I Ch. I I :7, see I.3.a above.

5. So GesB, 452; HAI- ll,622.
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5:7,9i in I Ch. ll:5,7 read mcsuQd), all of which refer to pre-Israelite Jerusalem,
conquered by David = Zion = the city of David, and all of which are clearly set apart
from the other occurrences of this derivative by the defective orthography m"su{d. lt
is possible that in this way the meaning "stronghold" was first attached to the noun
m"Wdi in connection with David's conquest of the acropolis or city enclosure of
Jerusalem, considered virtually impregnable; later it was then likely also transferred to
the noun mesdQ as well as other strongholds (cf. also the n./. Mcrocr6a).

II. Secular Usage. Nouns deriving from the root swd as well as constructions based

on the basic form *msd are used in secular contexts both in the OT and in extrabiblical
writings, usage accounting for approximately half of all occurrences of this word group.

l. De rivativ e s of the Root swd. In ancient Israel, the swd-derivatives *mas 6d, m" {fr4d,
and m"s6/fi, like the Hebrew word reie!, were designations for the net used both in
hunting and in fishing (Er,cl.9:12), to be differentiated from the casting net or snare

net (mikmdr) and the dragnet (lt7rem), also used in connection with fishing.6 From this
completely concrete point of deparhrre, the terms *mn;6/ and me;fiQd serve in wisdom
literature as symbols for women and their behavior to the extent that it results in the

suspension of the physical and psychological independence of another person. Thus
EccL7:26 describes the woman as a being consisting of snares and nets, while Sir. 9:3

warns against the snares of a loose woman, and Sir. 26:22 (conj.) refers to the married
woman as a deadly snare for her lovers.

2. Derivatives of the Basic Form *rnsd. Secular usage of derivatives of the basic

form *m;d in the OT is limited almost exclusively to the historical books. In this
connection, the meaning "hiding place," "hideout" predominates, in several instances

associated with m"'drd, "caye" (Jgs. 6:2; 2 5.23:13f.; I Ch. ll:15f.;Ezk.33:27;
compare also I S. 22:l with22:4f., and I5.24:1,23123:29;24:22)with24:4[3]). Thus
in Jgs. 6:2 m'sdj refers to the hiding places the Israelite clans made for themselves to
be used together with caves as protection from the Midianites; similarly, m";aQ or
m";fidi refers to the cave of Adullam which served as David's hiding place from Saul
(l S. 22:4f .;2 S. 23:14;' I Ch. 11:16), as well as to David's hiding places in the hill
country of Ziph (l S. 23:14,19) or to his hideout in the caves of En-gedi (l S.

24:1,23[23:29; 24:22D. David probably finally expanded one of these hiding places

into a fixed headquarters in which he also took refuge later (2 S. 5:17). No evidence,

however, suggests associating this or David's other hideouts with the idea of a mountain
stronghold.T

The derivative m';fr{d is also used in secular contexts in the basic meaning "place
with difficult access"; in Job 39:28 it and the rocky crag refer to the inaccessible resting
place of the eagle. Above all, however, m';u/6 (written defectively) in the meaning
"stronghold" exhibits secular character. Such is the case when Zion is so referred to

6. Dalman,335f., 36lf.
7. Ct. HAL ll, 622, and the colruns.
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in its identity as the pre-Davidic acropolis or city enclosure of Jerusalem, which David
renamed the city of David (2 S. 5:7,9; I Ch. I l:5,7 [conj.]). Analogously, the writings
from the Dead Sea and from the Judean Desert also use mesaS as a designation for a
stronghold,8 including the expression msd hsdn, probably a reference to the settlement
of Qumran in its character as a stronghold.e

III. Religious Contexts and Figurative Theological-Religious Meaning. The OT
uses both the derivatives of the root swd and the nouns derived from the basic form
*msd in religious contexts and with figurative theological-religious meaning.

l. Derivatives of the Root pwd. The general meaning "snare, net" occurs fust of all
in Ezekiel and Job with Yahweh as the subject as a metaphorical expression for
Yahweh's omnipotence and control of human beings. It was Yahweh's net in which
King Zedekiah was captured when he came into Babylonian captivity (Ezk. 12:13;
17:20), and it is Yahweh's net that closes around Job when Yahweh persecutes and
torments him (Job 19:6). Analogously, the netherworld, i"'61, can also be the subject
in connection with such a "net" as a metaphor for the mortal threat to human life (Ps.
116:3 conj.). Ezekiel uses the additional meaning "prey," actually a semantic extension
of "net"; in an oracle against the false prophetesses, Yahweh announces that no more
will persons become their "prey" whom they have hexed through practices hostile to
God, i.e., such persons will no longer fall into their power (Ezk. 13:21).

2. Derivatives of the Basic Form xmsd. Use in religious contexts of nouns deriving
from the basic form *msd is governed largely by the meaning "place of refuge." This
is particularly clear in the Psalms; in passages from laments and thanksgiving psalms
(Pss. l8:3[2]; 3l:3,412,3];71:3a[conj.],3b:91:2;144:2), among which 2 5.22:2 should
also be included, m";fr86 consistently refers to Yahweh as a place or house of refuge
for human beings. In this connection, the association with analogous terms such as

miigAb, mdnbs, ma'6n, mahseh, and sela'is noteworthy.l0
Similarly, prophetic literature also largely associates the meaning "place of refuge"

with its preferred nounm"sa!.In Isa. 33:16, within the framework of a little apocalypse,
the righteous are assured that at Yahweh's eschatological judgment over the nations
they will dwell on the heights and find refuge in places among the rocks. Likewise, a
redactor establishes in Jeremiah's oracles a connection between Yahweh's own actions
and the seeking of places of refuge. According to Jer. 5l:30, after Yahweh has called
the nations to war against Babylon, her warriors give up the fight and are now crouching
in their places of refuge; and according to Jer. 48.4lf ., Yahweh himself proclaims that
in Moab the cities have been taken and the places of refuge seized, so that Moab has
been destroyed as a people because it magnified itself against Yahweh. On the other
hand, although Ezekiel ties meso/ in with a Yahweh-oracle in Ezk. 33:2'1 , he uses it

8. DJD, ll, 164, no. 45; III, 269,37 .

9. Cf. R. Meyer, Das Gebet des Nabonid. BSAW 107/3 (1962),9, n.3
10. Cf. Eichhorn.
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with the general meaning "hiding place," "hideout" (cf. also the parallel mention of
"caves"), which is probably to be explained by the concrete reference in Ezk. 33:24-29
to conditions among the Judeans who were not deported.

In wisdom literature, the form *masdd with the meaning "hiding place," "hideout"
similarly seryes as a metaphorical circumlocution, e.g., for the heart of the wicked as

the hiding place ofevil (Prov. 12:12).
Schunck

;'llID miswdT3'

Contents: l. miswd as an Expression of Authority. tr. l. Etymology, Meaning; 2. Semantic

Field, Synonyms.lll. mi;wd in Human Contexts. IV. God's miswd. Y. Expressions for Obedience

and Disobedience. VI. Qumran.

I. miswfl as an Expression of Authority. The word miswd is one of the expressions

for God's will and authority, and as such refers to his "order" or his "commandment."
It is thus a term of great significance for understanding the OT's notion of the relation-
ship between God and human beings. Although we will not deal here with the post-

biblical traditions (with the exception of Qumran), it should be pointed out that the

term mi;w0 became centrally important in the practice of Jewish religion and retains

this eminent position in Judaism even today.

The concept of a divine command represents the transfer of certain formal relations
from the human to the theological sphere. The God of Israel is at once father, judge,
and king in the traditional sense of these terms, and it is thus possible to say that he

issues orders, though not all biblical traditions understand divine authority in this
way.

ll. l. Etymology, MeaninS. The etymology of miswd is unequivocal: It derives
from the verb -+ i1ll siwwd, "to appoint, order, direct," and evokes the same

connotations. It is a nominal construction of the miqtdl-type and means literally
"command, order," though like other nouns of this pattern it designates both the
action itself and its consequences or results. It thus means "that which is ordered,

miswd. G. Braulik, "Gesetz als Evangelium: Rechtfertigung und Begnadigung nach der
deuteronomischen Tora," ZTLK,79 (1982), 127-16O; A. Deissler, Psalm ll9(ll8) und seine
Theologie. MT\S, lll l (1955X H. Gese, "The Law," Essays on Biblical Theology (Eng. trans.,
Minneapolis, l98l ), 60-92; A. Marmorstein, Studies in Jewish Theology (Oxford, I 950); L. Mon-
sengwo Pasinya, La notion de nomos dans le Pentateuque grec. AnBibl, 52 (1973); M. Steckel-
macher, "Etwas iiber die leichten und schweren Gebote in der Halacha und Agada," Festschrift
A. Schwarz (Berlin, 1917); G. Wallis, "Torah und Nomos," TLIZ, 105 ( 1980), 321-332. -+ PPn
bdqaq (Y,139-147).
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the commandment," and from the perspective of the person so addressed it implies
"duty, obligation." I

2. Semantic FieA, Synonyns. The word miswA belongs to a group of terms which
are often used together and which express the various aspects of authority, including
miipd!, 'Judgment, justice, right," l.tdq (fem. buqqd), "statute," and tbrd, "instruction,"
"law." None of these terms in and of itself has anything to do with God's authority.

The Hebrew term -) UDllD miipdl reflects the notion of legal proceedings, and
since the maintenance of justice was the responsibility of the kings, the word is often
also used in connection with royal functions. Thus I S. 8:11 speaks of the miipat
hammelef;, "the ordinances/legal claims of the king." First of all, miipdt refers to that
which is contained in legal proceedings, i.e., the legal norm or judgment. It refers as

well, however, to the anticipated result of those proceedings, 'Justice." The miipdl
should be followed because it represents the accepted standard ofjustice.

The Hebrew term haqz actually refers to what is inscribed or written and thus made
public and approved. It directs attention to the mediation of authority. The [o-4 should
be followed because someone with authority has written or "promulgated" it.

The word -+ i1"!111 t6rd also reflects the mediation of authority ("direction, instruc-
tion"). At6rd should be followed because it has been presented or shown to someone.
The term tOrA often designates cultic directions or instructions given by the priest,
doubtlessly reflecting the origin of the term. It represents the correct procedure to be
followed.

Other, less fixed terms contributing to the definition of miswd include 'Emer (fem.
'imrd), "utterance, word," dAbdr "word, oracle," and'€Qfig a word of problematical
origin meaning either "witness" or "covenant" (that which binds a community to-
gether). At least two if not all three of these terms direct attention to the spoken word
as authoritative. The words should be followed because the person who has spoken
them possesses authority.

The dynamics obtaining between these various terms shows how miswd fits into the
system of authority. The word miswA is authoritative in and of itself. Amiswd should
be followed because it has been given by someone with authority. Just how the
command has been mediated is not specified, but only that it was.

III. miqwi in Human Contexts. It is advisable frst to discuss several examples for
miswA from specifically human contexts. In this connection the vert ;iwwd" whence
the noun derives, is also of significance. We find that the verb also exhibits a certain
orientation toward the notion of authority.

I . The term z i;wd can refer to the transfer directive in a legal document. Jer. 32:6-14
speaks of the purchase of a field by a relative. [n this case Jeremiah is the -+ )Xf gaZl

l. Cf. J. Batth, Die Nominalbildwtg in den semitischen Sprachen (1894 repr. Hildesheim,
1967\,243,no.161.

2. -: lln hdqaq (Y, 139-147).
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who intends to prevent the sale of family property. The purchase is symbolic, but the

terminology is legal-technical. Verse 1l reads: "Then I took the sealed deed ofpurchase

- f.g., the transfer directive (mi;wd) and the conditions (huqqtm) - and the open copy,

and I gave them to Baruch the son of Neriah. . . ." The documents were deposited in
an earthenware vessel so that Jeremiah's purchase should later confirm his prophecy,

according to which "fields and vineyards shall again be bought in this land." The sealed

portion of the document contained the essential conditions, while the open portion

served as an index for identifying the property, the main participants, and so on.
*W Rudolph finds this interpretation grammatically problematical; he moves the

words hammiswd wehahuqqtm with the preceding 'al ("according to precept and

order") to the conclusion of v. 10.

Ringgren

This passage thus suggests a juridical origin for the term miswd: A document for
the transfer of right of possession was called mi;w6; the word is used together with

baq.

2.Thetermmi-swd designates the last will and testament of a father. Jer. 35 repeatedly

states that the sons of Jonadab the son of Rechab kept the final instructions of their
father (miswal'obthem) to refrain from drinking wine (v. 14). Gen. 50:16 uses the verb

siwwi in connection with Joseph's final instructions.

3. The mi;v,d, can be a royal decree. Numerous examples show that the miswA

represents the expression of royal authority, and even more examples attest the verb

;iwwd in this connection. In 2 K. 18:36 (par. Isa. 36.'21) the expression miswa! ham-

melef; is best rendered "the standing command of the king." Jerusalem's inhabitants,

who had to listen to the words of the Assyrian commander, were instructed by Hezekiah

not to respond to the propaganda. In I K. 2:41-43 Solomon summons Shimei and

addresses him abruptly: "Why have you not kept your oath to Yahweh and the standing

order (miswL) with which I charged you?" Solomon had enjoined Shimei not to leave

Jerusalem, and since the order was corroborated by an oath, the king could not alter

it. Est. 3:3f. contains a similar reference to standing royal orders. Ahasuerus had given

the order that all persons were to bow down before Haman, and when Mordecai

repeatedly refused, the courtiers say to him: "Why do you transgress against the king's
(current) command (mi;wa1 hamme le!) ?"

In two later passages the term miswi refers to the royal order to carry out a given

action. Z,echaiah, the son of the priest Jehoiada, was murdered by command of King
Joash (2 Ch.24:21), and as a result of Josiah's decree people from the northern part

of the country came to Jerusalem to celebrate Passover (2 Ch.30:12). Similarly, the

*[Ed. note: Wilhelm Rudolph (Jeremia. HAT Xll t31968], 176) finds this interpretation
grammatically problematical; he moves the words hammiswd w"hafiuqqim with the preceding
'al ("according to precept and order") to the conclusion of v. 10. - Ringgrenl
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Chronicler ascribes the regular duties of the l,evites to the commandment of David
which was carried out by Solomon (Neh. l2:24f.;2 ch.29:35;35:10, etc.).

4. The term miswd can also mean "portion, claim." Neh. l3:5 reads: ,,He 
[the priest

Eliashibl prepared a large chamber where they had previously put the cereal offering,
the frankincense, the vessels, and the tithes of grain, wine, and oil, the portion of the
Levites [mipwa! hall'wiyytm: "by commandment to the lrvites," so RSV], the singers
and gatekeepers, and the contributions of the priests (terfima1 hakknhanim)." Here
mi;wd has replaced an earlier term with the same meaning, probably hdq, which in
Gen. 47:22 and Ezk. 45: 14 refers to the fees and income due the priests.

5. The term miswa can mean "obligation, dues." In Neh. l0:33(Eng. v. 32) the pl.
misw61 designates that which the people under Nehemiah,s leadership imposed upon
themselves as a tax for the maintenance of *re temple and cult ..we also lay upon
ourselves the obligation to charge ourselves yearly with the third part of a shekel for
the service of the house of our God." This single passage anticipates the meaning
"obligation" which developed later in the postbiblical period.

6. In Isa. 29:13 miswdhas a negative connotation in reference to something carried out
without the proper motivation: "This people draw near with their mouth and honor me
with their lips . . . so that their fear of me is a commandment of men learned by rote
(mi;wa1 'anaitm m"lummd/Q" 

- the people's worship has become purely a formality.

7. In the book of Proverbs the teacher appears as the wise and experienced father
who instructs his son concerning the hazards of life. The father's advice must be
understood in the context of a patrician society in which sons were prepared for court
life. Although the passages in which miswd occurs presuppose the father-son relation-
ship, they do imply connections with royal authority.

Since wisdom literature often repeats the same ideas in a variety of forms, we often
encounter different terms relating to authority, as is the case in the following thrce
statements:

Prov. l:8: "Hear, my son, your father's instruction (mfisdr), and reject not your
mother's teaching (t6rd)."

Prov. -6:20: "My son, keep your father's commandment (miswd), and forsake not
your mother's teaching (t6rd)."

Prov. 6:23: "For the commandment (miswd) is a lamp and the teaching (bril a
light, and the reproofs of discipline (fikab6! masdr) are the way of life."

ln 6:20 mfisar is replaced by miswa, and 6:23 includes all three terms. In orher
proverbs miswd parallels 'eme\ "speech, utterance" (prov.2:l; 7:l), and in one case
ddf;da "word" (13:13). we find that in wisdom literature miswd oftenrefers to what
a person should not do, and thus to that which should be avoided. The purpose ofthe
miswd imparted by the father is the avoidance of life,s hazards.

In the later midrai-fiadition the father's commandments and prescriptions were
regularly reinterpreted to apply to the relationship between a person and God, a situation
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resulting from the identification of wisdom with the revealed law. God revealed wis-

dom, and the instructions of wisdom became divine commandments.3

IV. God's migwi. Relationships based on authority, in both human and divine
contexts, permeate OT literature. Here we must pay attention to how such authority is
expressed. In this connection it should be pointed out that mi;wd and siwwA do not

occur with the same frequency in all biblical writings; in some strata of tradition they

occur hardly or not at all. This fact should enable us to track down the origin of the

miswd-term in the sense of the divine commandment. Although the terms miswd and

siwwd involve law and administration (especially royal administration, which includes

both military and cultic institutions), miswh itself occurs only relatively late as a term

for formal human relations. In early poetic texts and in the earliest laws miswd does

not occur at all. Neither is it the case that the miqtal-constmction only emerges late,

since the yerb siwwd attests almost the same distribution. We must conclude that the

term "order, command" as an expression of authority emerged later than other terms

such as "word," "(written) statute," t6rd, or "legal norm."
Here we must also note that the Israelite understanding of law as directly given by

God is virtually unique in the ancient Near East. According to the Mesopotamian laws

Shamash as the god of righteousness bestows upon the king a sense for righteousness

(Akk. kettu), which guides him to a just promulgation of laws.a

According to OT understanding, Gd reveals laws and legal norms; he directly
formulates those laws. It was thus only to be expected that sooner or later miswi and

siwwd would attain the dominant position among expressions for divine authority and,

as it were, obfuscate the clear background of prescriptive law visible in terms such as

miipdl, tbrd, l.tdq, and so on.

This development can be illustrated by an investigation into the prophetic books.

The term miswd does not occur at all in the preexilic prophets, and siwwd only

rarely. Jeremiah is the first to use siww6. When it does occur in earlier prophetic

literature, it evokes specific connotations and does not refer to divine authority in law

or administration. Amos reproves the people in one instance for having "commanded"

the prophets not to proclaim God's word (2:12).In two other oracles Amos uses the

verb with God as subject in what is perhaps its original sense, "to command, order":
God will give the command that the house of Israel be smitten into bits (6:11), and he

will send out the serpent and the sword to destroy the people (9:3f.), or will order the

people's banishment (9:9).

Similar meanings are found in Isa. 5:6 and 10:6: God commands the forces of nature

or sends Assyria to chastise the people. A late echo of this idea occurs in Nah. l:14.
Jeremiah is the first prophet to use siwwd in its full measure, and the term miswd

occurs in his writings at least in human contexts (on 32:11 and 35:14 see discussion

3. Cf. G. F. Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era: The Age of the

Tannaim, I (Cambridge, 1927, 2 1966), 38, 263t.
4. J. J. Finkelstein, "U|PD," EMiqaY (1968),609f.
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above). Jeremiah mentions royal decrees as miswd (Jer.2i:4;36.8;38:27;39: l1; 51:59).
In connection with divine chastisement he uses the verb in the same way as Amos and
Isaiah (Jer. 34:22:47:7), though he also says that God "commanded" him to prophesy,
and "appointed" him as a prophet even before his birth (ler.l:7,17;26:2,8;50:21). Of
particular interest is the reference to what God did or did not command the people to
do during the exodus: He did not command them to bring sacrifices, but rather to obey
his will in regard to human relationships (Jer. 7:22f.; L4:14 23:32; 29:23). Ezekiel
follows Jeremiah's example when he speaks of God's "commandments, orders" @zk.
9:ll; l2:7 ; 24:18; 37 :7,10).

The pre-Jeremianic prophets prefer dfudr and dibber in such situations, expressions
which Jeremiah frequently uses in connection with ;iww6- This corresponds to the use of
miswdin the law collections. In the Covenant Code (Ex.2l-23) the predominating term
is miipdt, whlle miswd does not occur at all. The verb occurs once (23:15) in connection
with the commandment to celebrate the Feast of Unleavened Bread; considerable evi-
dence, however, suggests that the words "as I commanded you" constitute a gloss.

The Exodus version of the Decalog uses mrswd once (Ex. 20:6): "r show steadfast
love to thousands of those who love me and keep my commandments." This sentence
might be a Deuteronomistic addendum, since the language, as shown by Dt. 7:9, is
Deuteronomistic. The term mi;wa is probably not part of the original vocabulary of
the Decalog.

In the Deuteronomic laws (12-27) miswd occurs only in superscriptions and post-
scripts which probably constitute redactional addenda or in Deuteronomistic interpola-
tions. Even the poetic chapter 33 contains a reference to the commandment of Moses
(not of God): "Moses commanded us a law" (v. 4). In section lz-27 miswd never
functions as a primary term.

A similar situation obtains in the Deuteronomistic history. Occurrences of giwwd
with God as subject usually derive from Deuteronomistic redaction, with the exceptions
exhibiting the older meaning "to appoint, commission."

The word miswd first functions as a primary term in the Deuteronomic prologue
(l-ll) and in the final section of the book. Here miswd is introduced along with the
older terms for authority dabar b6q, miipdl, 'd8A1, and so on.

The verb silvwd occurs first in Dt. 1:3, recurring frequently, while miswa occurs for
the first time in 4:2 (misw61 YHWH, "the commandments of yahweh"), then again in
6:25 in the expression kol-hanmiswa hazzd'! "all this commandment." Chs. 4-6
consistently use others terms as well, though in chs. 8-ll miswa is a fixed part of the
language. Dt. 1-11 thus constitutes the reworking of an earlier text whose original
vocabulary did not include mi;wd. While in several important sections miswd does not
occur at all, this is not a result of the fact that the content of those sections has nothing
to do with the divine will or with law.

In summary we thus can say that the Deuteronomistic school, with which Jeremiah
had clear connections, was the first to understand as an order or commandment the
divine will expressed in the law. Although this notion may well have older roots, the
Deuteronomistic school was the first to make more extensive use of it. This orientation
of authority was well suited to the environment of the royal court and influenced
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Jeremiah's manner of expression, who maintained continued contact with that court. It
should be noted that the verb ;iwwi occurs in the approximately contemporaneous

Arad letters: ;iwwcka hananydhfi 'al b"'erieba', "Hananyahu hereby orders you to
Beersheba"; weladddbdr 'aier ;iwwltani, "as regards the matter concerning which you

gave me orders."s In the subsequent period various priestly authors, chroniclers, and

several psalmists and wisdom authors employed the "order"-concept further.

V. Expressions for Obedience and Disobedience. Just as miswd functions as one

of the many terms for authority, so also several verbs expressing obedience or disobe-

dience occur together with the other expressions involving authority. In some instances

it is clear that, e.g., hOq or miipd! rather than miswd was the original term for authority

associated with the given verb.

1. The most frequent verb expressing obedience to God's miswh is -+ '1Dtr2 iamaf
"to observe, keep," a term which designates obedience in connection with other words

for authority as well. It is frequently combined with -+ ilWY 'ASA, "to do, perform,"

which also occurs alone. In the relatively early passage Hos. l2:7 the objects of idrnar
are fese/, "steadfast love," and miipd!, "justice, right," though this does not mean

that idmar originated in connection with one of these words. (Later sources replace

iamar with ndsar: Pss. 78:7; 119:115; Prov. 3:l; 6:20.)
2. In the case of idma', "to hear," which is used in several different constructions

in connection with mi;wA, one might surmise that it originally referred to a reaction to

the spoken word (e.g., ddldr), an observation confirmed by the distribution of occur-

rences. Furthermore, the expression idma beqbl, "to heed someone's voice," occurs as

a designation for obedience.

3. Several other verbs designating the performance of a mi;wd seem to have been

appropriated by other terms of authority. Thus the expression yiqqah misw61, "he will
accept [heed, so RSV] commandments" (Prov. l0:8) clearly derives from the idiom

ldqah mtudr "to accept colrection" (Jer. 2:30; 5:3, etc.). The expressionydr7'misw61,

"who respects the commandments" (Prov. 13:13), similarly derives fromyar|' delar
YHWH (Ex. 9:20).

One can also "remember" God's coflrmandments (Nu. l5:39f.), which guide a

person to their fulfillment ('diA!), since zaf;ar normally also implies the action itself.6

Several late expressions clearly reveal a development from other terms for authority,

e.g., the assertion made in Ezr. lO4 that one trembles (brd) before God's command-

ments; cf. Isa. 66:5, "to tremble at God's word."
All this shows that the OT authors often used different terms together to refer to

authority and to the act ofheeding such authority, so that the original distinctions were

obfuscated. The predominating element in all this is a comprehensive system of obe-

dience, and in this system mi;wd occupies its own position.

5. See D. Pardee, Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Lctters. SBIJB$ 15 (Chico' 1982),3.4 =
Arad 3 (catalogue #4), pp. 34f.;3.18 = Arad 18 (catalogue #18)' pp.54f.

6. --, t)I zd&ar (zdkhar) (IV 64-82).
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The same juxtaposition characterizes the expressions for disobedience. The most
simple method is to negate the verbs of obedience: one does not keep or does not heed,
and so on. There are, however, other possibilities. A person can "turn aside" (sr2r Dt.
17:20) from the commandments, an expression deriving from the notion of turning aside
from the correct way (Ex. 32:8; Dt. 3l:29: cf. Dt. 28:14 with ddf;dr). A person can
"break"7 the commandments (Nu. l5:31:Ezr.9: l4), an expression originally referring to
thecovenant.Apersoncanalso "forsake"thecommandmentsof God ('dzab, I K. l8:18;
2 K. 17:16;2 Ch.7:19:Ezr.9:10), "trans gress" ('dpar, 2 Ch.24:20; cf. Est. 3:3 referring
to the king's command), "forget" (idLah, Ps. 119:176), or "despise" (not used with
miswd; bdzA with ddlar Nu. 15l,31; ni'as with'imrd,lsa. 5:24; ma'as with t6rd,Isa. 5:A;
Jer. 6: l9; withhiq,L*v.26:15;2K.17:15;Ezk.20:24:withddbdr I S.15:23,26;Jer. 8:9;
with miipdt,Lev.26:43;Ezk.5:6;20:13,16). In every case mi;wA shares the particular
linguistic expression with other terms for authority, and it is doubtful whether any verb
referred specifically to the reactionto miswA.

This interrelation emerges clearly in two psalms that speak of God's law and
commandments, Pss. 19 and 119. Whereas Ps. 19 speaks more about the characteristic
features of the commandments, Ps. I 19 describes primarily the attitude of the believer
toward the commandments. In Ps. 19 miswd is one of six expressions for authority,
including yir'6,"fear" (if thetextiscorrect; cf.BHS).InPs. 19aswellasinPs. 119
yet another term is used which is actually younger than miqw6, namely, piqqfiQim,
"directions, orders," like miswd a military-administrative term which in later writings
can replace miswA.

Ps. 19:8-10(7-9) says the following about the value of the commandments:

The teaching (tbrd) of Yahweh is perfect, reviving the soul;
the testimony ('edfi) of Yahweh is sure, making wise the simple;
the precepts (piqqfr/tm) of Yahweh are right, rejoicing the heart;
the commandment (miswh) of Yahweh is pure, enlightening the eyes;
the fear ( ?yir'6) of Yahweh is clean, enduring for ever;
the ordinances (miipatim) of Yahweh are true and righteous altogether.

Ps ll9 uses ten different terms for the expression of authority, including also
piqqfiStm and yir'd, combined with various expressions denoting the attendant reac-
tions, some of which transcend simple obedience and designate emotional attitudes
such as love, rejoicing, the desire to learn, and so on. Both psalms share the concern
that the commandments might be transgressed as a result of oversight. In this respect
these psalms reflect the priestly regulations concerning carelessness (cf. especially Lev.
4-5). Here the most important term is miswA, and the laws reflect the spirit of the
Deuteronomic prologue. In general, the verb siwwd occupies the central position in the
Priestly laws of the Pentateuch, something shown not least from the frequent use of
the formula ka'oier siwwd YHWH 'e!-mAieh, "as Yahweh commanded Moses."
Whereas the older law collections only rarely attest miswd or siwwd, the Priestly laws
increasingly tse miswd in addition to the older terms for expressions of divine authority.

7. -+ -l1D parar.
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This imitation of Deuteronomistic linguistic usage was consistent with the Priestly

view, since the Priestly school was of the opinion that every detail of the cult originated

directly with God and was just as authoritative as the older laws. It is apparent that the

notion of commandments structured as orders was directed not only to the individual
Israelite, but even more to the entire people. It became a constituent part of the

Deuteronomistic and Priestly understanding of the general relationship between God

and Israel, and derives from the notion ofthe law as having been revealed by God.8

Both in Dt. 28 and in [av. 26, where blessing and curse are portrayed as con-

sequences of obedience or disobedience, miswd is the decisive term (3 occurrences in
Lev.26,4 in Dt. 28). The same applies to Dt. l1:13-28, where the alternative bless-

ing-curse is similarly clearly delineated. The fust section (vv. 13-21) uses only two

terms of authority, miswd (twice, at the beginning and end) and ddbdr (once); the

reference is to rain and fruitfulness as a reward for worship in love and obedience

toward the commandments, and to aridity and poverty as punishment for disobedience

consisting in the worship of other gods. The words of God should be taught anew to

every generation, should be written upon the doorposts and born as a sign upon one's

body.e The second section promises victory over enemies and possession of the land

as a consequence of obedience toward the miswd, and the final section (vv.26-28)
summarizes obedience and disobedience as conditions of the promise; "Behold, I set

before you this day a blessing and a curse: the blessing, if you obey the commandments

of Yahweh your God, which I command you this day, and the curse, if you do not obey

the commandments of Yahweh your God, but turn aside from the way which I command

you this day, to go after other gods which you have not known."
What is the content of the "commandments of God"? From the Deuteronomist

onward and in the Priestly Document the misw61 are the totality of laws. Only the

pre-Deuteronomistic laws do not mention the notion of commandments structured as

orders. This applies both to the Covenant Code and to the older parts of the passover

laws in Ex. 12-l3.The short collection in Ex. 34, which already exhibits Deuteronomis-

tic influence, uses the yerb siwwd, but not miswi. In other words, the emergence of
the term mi;w6, which says that God "orders" or "commands" laws, marks a new

understanding of divine authority as it refers to law and covenant: The laws have

become commandments (orders).

VI. Qumran. It is to be expected that the Qumran texts maintain a certain continuity
with the OT commandment terms, but also that they exhibit a further development of the

same; and indeed, this is the case. For the most part we encounter here reflexes of the

Deuteronomistic and Priestly emphasis on the "commandments" as the most important

expression of divine authority. Thus we find, e.g., variations of the assertion in Dt .7:9 that

God shows steadfast love toward those who "love me and keep my commandments"
(1QH l6:13,17;CD 19:28). In the Damascus Document the usual term for the Torah and

8. Cf. Braulik.
9. -+ illllD m'zttzA (Y[1,225-27).
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its laws is miswdl Z which a person either "keeps," "fulfills," or "holds fast to," or from
which a person "turns away" by despising them, or against which one preaches rebellion
or conspires (CD 2:18,21;3:2,6,8,12; 5:21;8;19, etc.). The Temple Scroll contains only
a few occurrences of ziswd and siwwi (55:13; 59:14-16, etc.).

Two passages deserve special attention:
L. CD 7:2 says that a person should correct his brother "according to the command-

ment," a clear reference to [rv. 19:17, which remarks that one should correct one's
brother if he transgresses the law. What is important here is the use of the specific form
hammiswd to refer to the Torah as a whole. In later rabbinic usage one would read
kakka$tb, "as it is written," i.e., in the Torah.

2. CD l0:2f. says that no man shall be declared a trustworthy witness who "has
wilfully transgressed something ('a word') of the commandment ('6!Er ddldr min
hammiswd)." Asimilarexpression is found in IQS 8: 17: "who deliberately, on any
point whatever, turns aside from all that is commanded ('aier ydsAr mikk1l hammiswd
ddSAr)." Here hammiswd means the same as handrd; rabbinic language even attests
the expression ddpdr min hatt6rd.

The Qumran writings thus represent a transition from the OT understanding to later
Jewish understanding of miswd as law, a transition prefigured by Deuteronomistic and
Priestly usage.

Levine

nfl3p m";frt6; il?irD m"s6b;nlw sataII;)?I sdtatl

Contents: I. l. Distribution, Etymology, Occurrences; 2. LXX. II. Semantic Field.
III. Theological Contexts: l. Cosmology;2. The Exodus;3. Anthropology.

l. l. Distribution, Etymology, Occurrences. The term m"sfild occurs 12 times in the
OT, almost exclusively in postexilic texts (the single exception being Ps. 68:23[Eng.
v.221).Its distribution (5 times in the Psalms, twice in Zechariah, once each in Exodus,
Nehemiah, Job, Jonah, Micah) shows that it does not really belong in narrative, but
occurs rather almost exclusively in poetically structured literature. It is probably an
artificial word constructed deverbally 

- but from which root?
a. Franz Tnrellt suggests the root *swl. It occurs only in Arab. sdla, "to spring, leap,

attack," [ "to soften (with water)," "to wash" (grain, gold), "to clean a threshing-
floor."2 This group probably also includes Middle Heb. mesfrl673 "grain dust" (like
Arab. suwalat) and Arab. miswal, a basin sunk into the ground for cleansing grain.a

l. kxHebAram,465.
2. Wehr (1979\,62t.
3. WTM, \1,2W.
4. AuS, III (1933), 257f .,2'18; on Aram. swl/r, "depths of the sea," see III.I below.
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b. *ry/, a secondary form of s//,s allows for three possibilities: sll I (attested only
late) means "to ring"; derivation from this root6 does not seem likely. Similarly, -t// III
(denominative from seJ, "shadow"), "become shady, dark, peaceful," can for semantic

reasons hardly be considered, although a connection with this root has repeatedly been

proposed (cf. already the LXX: skia tharuitou for m"sdlA, Ps. 88:7(6)(LXX 87:7); and

t6n l<ataskidn for 'oier bamm";uld, Zec. l:8).7 Only ,r// II seems to lead in the right
direction. The OT attests it in the meaning "to sink down" only in Ex. 15:10; KBL3,

however, correctly refers to the even older Akk. ;aldlu, "to lie down, lie, sleep."8 11rit

verb is also attested in Arab. dalla, "to go astray," "to disappear,"e OSA Qll, "demise,
fall," to and perhaps Ethiop. "to swim." ll Modem Heb. and Jewish Aram. sll, "to sink

down, become clarified," might belong here as well,l2 then probably also the root p//

attested in Syr. ,Jal and Arab. salla, "to filter, cleanse"l3 (cf. Arab. ma;ala, "to curdle

tmilk], strain, filter" la;.

c. The associ ation of m"sfili with nisal piel, "to plunder," ls in the rabbinic explana-

tion of Ex. 12:36 (cf . Bex 9b) is more a case of catchword association than etymology.

If a deverbalization of ))y II must thus be assumed, it can only have taken place

via a secondary form of swl since otherwise one would expect m"sulld.t6 We are thus

dealing with a femininemaqlul of averb l'tt,17 a construction that generates intransitive

abstractionsls or designates the "bearer of a completely finished condition, though also

the object of the term or concept."le The variation in orthography m"sfrWmesdli is a
familiar linguistic-historical phenomenon2o and is semantically irrelevant.

The term m"sttl6 thus refers to something which is "sunken down, deep." On the

one hand it can refer to a "spring" (Ugar. mslPt), and on the other it can refer in

5. KBL3, 589,949; HAL, il (1995), 623.
6. E. Konig, Hebriiisches und aramriisches Wtirterbuch zum AT (-eipzig, l9l0; 6'71937),240.

7. Cf. further H. Ewald, Beitriige zur Geschichte der seltesten Auslegung und Spracherkliirung
des ATs (Stuttgart, 1844); F. Hitzig: Zorell, 466.

8. KB L3, 962; AHw, Itr ( I 98 I ), lO7 5f .; CAD, XVI (1962), 67 -7 0.

9. Cf. F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "The Song of Miriam," INES, 14 (1955), 247;
K. Vollers, "Arabisch und Semitisch: Gedanken [ber eine Revision der semitischen [,aut-
gesetze," ZA,9 (1894), 179.

10. ContiRossiil,227.
Il. LexLingAeth, 1256.
12. KBL|, GesB.
B. K8L3,962.
14. Wehr (41979), 1070.
15. -+ hl nsl.
16. ct. Bk,493d\.
17. Ibid.,493bq; cf. GK, $85k.
18. Cf. J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen (21894; repr. Hildesheim,

1967), $166.
19. Cf. V. Christian, Untersuchungen zur Laut- und Formenlehre des Hebriiischen. SAW

22812 (Yienna, 1953), 142.
20. Btt, g 611q.
21. Ct. CML2,15lb; contra lyUS, no. 1641.
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Hebrew to "depths" in general. In this respect the term can easily take on cosmological
features, especially in the later period,22 something attested by the fluctuation charac-
teizing its rendering in the LXX.

2. lXX. The LXX translates 6 times with byth6s, "depth, depth of rhe sea," and 3
times with bdthos, "depth," a term referring to the "overarching dimension, both of
the world and of life," the "totality of the dimension named," though also to that which
is inexhaustible and unfathomable.23 The translator renders mesfilA (Job 41:23[31]) and
sfrM (lsa. 44:27) with dbyssos, evoking on the one hand a cosmological-mythological
aspect of the kind normally attaching to -+ Dli'lh tehom and rahab; on the other hand,
he transposes the word into the contextual horizon of Hades or the Netherworld, the
"prison for the powers opposed to God."2a Twice the LXX interprets the Hebrew word
as a formative of sEl, "shadow" (Ps. 88:7[6]; 7,ec. 1:8), and translates sdlal II (Ex.
15:10) with dfein, "to sink down, go under."

The Vulg. does not make these distinctions, translating consistently with profundum
and reserving the cosmological-mythological term abyssus for t"hbm.In ps. 88:7(6), it
follows the mistaken reading of the LXX: umbra mortis.

II. Semantic Field. The semantic field of m"sfrlA is influenced by the fact that the
word belongs to poetic language and exhibits obvious atrinity with mythological
notions. Parallel constructions show m"sfild next to tehOm, "pimeval ocean,,, ydm,
"sea," mayim, "waters," mayim rabbim, "great waters," mayim'adfrrtm, ,,powerful

waters," mayim'autm, "mighty waters," gallim, "waves," and, naharilT "floods."
In anthropological contexts the semantic field shifts, and now includes bbr talttiyy1l,

"lowest pit," mahaiakktm, "darlsress," miibar, "breakers of the seashore," !t!,..mud,,'
ma'amaqqA-mayim, "deep waters," iibb1lel mayim, "torrent of water," b"'e4 ,,well,,,

h"rn61 yammim, za'ap yammtm, "raging of the seas," and i"'61, -baddbn, "nether-
world."

These semantic fields clearly show that an exact definition of the term mesfilA is not
possible, and there is certainly no indication that the translation "depth" should nec-
essarily evoke some sort of vertical dimension.

III. Theological Contexts. The word m"sfrld is not one deriving from the secular
language of everyday life, for it occurs in the or and in 1QH exclusively in theologi-
cally relevant contexts. Here the themes "Yahweh's cosmic power," "exodus,', and
"theological anthropology" can be taken as focal points.

l. Cosmology. The earliest and only preexilic occurrence is found inPs. 68:23(22).
This psalm is a witness to the harsh confrontation between Canaanite and Israelite

22. Ct. H. F. Weiss, Untersuchungen zur Kosmologie des hellenistischcn und paliistinen-
sischen Judentums. TU, 97 (1966).

23. Ct. A. Strobel, "pd0o6," EDNT,l, 190.
24. Cf. O. Biicher, "&puooog," EDNT 1,4.
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religion and portrays Yahweh as the universal cosmic lord with immeasurable reach.

He seizes his enemies from the highest mountain (Bashan) and from the m';u161 ydm.

The power of this Israelite god is thus not territorially defined. Despite the interpretative
difficulties attaching to Bashan, this statement should be understood as a merism for
cosmic omnipotence. (The only extrabiblical occurrence of sfrh [Sefire I] should be

understood similarly. There the person concluding the contract calls all the gods as

witnesses, including heaven, earth, sfilA and the springs, day and night.2s) A reference

to the events at the Red Sea cannot be substantiated.26

This all-encompassing power is then the faith motif of the OT psalmist. As an

example of especially effective help he adduces God's deliverance of the shipwrecked,
recalling the terminology of the mythological chaos struggles (Ps. lO7:24; cf.2 Con
ll:25).lsa. 44:24-28 and Job also pick up on this tradition. With such cosmological
vocabulary Deutero-Isaiah may well be referring to the Babylonian power "in which

the exiles are in danger of sinking and drownin{'zt By merely uttering the word
Yahweh can put an end to its existence (v.27). According to Job 4l:23(31), [rviathan28
lives in the m"sild, which he causes to boil like a pot. Yet even the m"sftld is within
reach of Yahweh's power; here, too, the "king over all creatures of pride" can testiff
to Yahweh's power as creator.

2. The Exodu.s. Although m";fih does not occur in the Red Sea narrative of the older

Pentateuchal sources, later sources did insert the word here in the course of tradition

history. In the course of this interpretation the cosmological struggle of chaos has been

evoked, Yahweh being reinterpreted from the "one who acts" into a "warrior."29 As

seen above,3o the term m";fild also introduced such a connotation into the narrative.
The Song of Moses (Ex. 15:l-18),31 whose final form is ultimately postexilic, doubt-
lessly contains elements deriving from different sources, as a comparison between vv.
4 and 5 shows32: v. 4, "Pharaoh's chariots and his army he cast into the sea; his picked

officers were sunk in the Red Sea," contains a completely realistic description that

could come from a source quite close to the actual event, while v.5 (cf. Neh.9:11),
"the (primeval) floods (tehbmdil covered them; they went down into the mesdldlllke
a stone," constitutes a subsequent interpretation. Erich Z-enger suggests that the neutral
ydm or yam sfip here is interpreting the cosmological t"hbm and m"s)ld in order better

25. KAI,222A, llf.
26. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), in loc.
27. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, XUI (1978), 474, citing G. Fohrer, Das Buch Jesaia III.

zBK (1964),82.
28. -+ fht1) tiwyalan (VIL 504-9X cf. also R. Kratz, Rettungswunder EH, 23/123 (1979),

3off.
29. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus, Sinai und Moses. EdE l9l (1983), 65.
30. See IILI.
31. Cf. E. Zenger, "Tradition und Interpretation in Exodus xv l-21," Congress Volume,

Venna 1980. 5W,32 (1981), 452-483.
32. On the literary criticism of this passage, cf. Znnger,462f.
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to accommodate the Song of Moses to historical tradition. Ex. 15:10 says that the
Egyptians sink (s//) like lead ('6pere1) in the mighty waters.

zec. lo:.ll (text?) portrays the homecoming of the exiles with the colors of the
exodus motif, colors which unequivocally try to render the actual events transparent
in the sense of a typological interpretation. That is, postexilic Israel should view
this homecoming as "its" exodus, and should recognize in it the cosmic power of
its God Yahweh. zechaiah does not delineate the transition from typology to a
cyclical understanding of history as strongly as does the Priestly source33 or RP.34
What is also of significance here is the pointed emphasis on Yahweh's omnipotence,
which brings about Israel's liberation simply by means of a whistle signal (v. 8).
Zechariah's portrayal of the m"shl6! y"'6r or "depths of the Nile," drying up at
Yahweh's signal might simultaneously constitute an ironic religio-polemical re-
sponse to a boastful citation from the Assyrian king Sennacherib passed down in
2 K. 19:24.

3. Anthropology. In anthropologically textured laments the chaotic, threatening
powers of the mesfild predominate along with the motif of answered prayer, according
to which God exercises his power over these forces as well. Jon. 2:4(3) might serve
as a locus classicus: "You cast me into the mesali bilbab yammim, and the flood
(ndhdr) surrounded me; all your waves (miibdrim) and your billows (galltm) passed
over me." Considering this concentrated terminology reflecting distress at sea, this
entire psalm (Jon.2:3-llt2-l0l) was probably composed as an independent literary
unit based on an earlier Jonah narrative and then subsequently inserted here.3s In the
process, the author combined through association several motifs familiar to individual
psalms of lament (cf. Ps. 69:3,1612,151; 88:7161, where mesfila is also mentioned). As
a text-critical consideration one cannot overlook that mcshlA without a preposition is
syntactically problematical. Yet even as a subsequent interpretation of the possibly
ambiguous l"pa! yammtm36 it is completely consonant with the spirit of the passage
and corresponds well with tchbm (Jon. 2:6[5]). The subjective disposition of the
person in distress - evoked by the image of the shipwrecked person - is objectified
into the disposition of any person over against the primeval cosmic powers. To the
extent, however, that God does indeed exercise power over these forces, the peti-
tioner's own present distress turns into a crisis of faith (v. stal). This is also how
IQH 3:6,14; 8:19 are to be understood. Here themes6l6l are taken as metaphors for
uncertainty and danger in the larger sense, and are reckoned to the sphere of i"'61
and',badddn. For the petitioner in IQH there is no need for any special act of
deliverance on the part of God, since he knows that his own membership in the
congregation fundamentally removes him from such dangers.

33. Cf. esp. N. Lohfink, "Die Priesterschrift und die Geschichte," Congress Volume, G6nin-
gen 1977. SW 29 (1978), 189-255, esp. 213ff.

34. H.-J. Fabry, BETL (1984).
35. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), l3lf.
36. -+ f ) teb (vtr,399437).
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Mic. 7:19 is to be understood as a syndrome of cosmological and anthropological
notions taken into association with the exodus motif: "He will again have compassion

upon us; he will tread our iniquities under foot. You will cast all our [?] sins into the

m";u161 yam." Hans Walter Wolff is probably correct in his assertion that this unique
passage is comparing the act of forgiveness with Israel's liberation at the exodus.37

Fabry

37 . Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99O), 231.

D?ITD misrayim

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: 1. Table of Nations (Gen. l0); 2. Ideological Considerations;

3. Egyptian Religion. III. Historical Relationships Between Israel and Egypt. IV. l. The Joseph

Story; 2. The Exodus: a. The Exodus Narrative; b. Evaluation of the Exodus in the Psalms,

Prophetic Texts, etc.; c. The Exodus in the Wisdom of Solomon; d. The Exodus in the Prophetic

Books. V. Egypt in the Prophetic Oracles Conceming Foreign Nations: l. Isaiah; 2. Jeremiah;

3. Ezekiel. VI. Qumran.

mi;rayim A. Alt, Israel und Agypten. BZAW,6 (1909); P. Barguet, I-a stile de lafamine d Sihel
BdE,24(1953);A.Banrcq,L'expressionde lalouange divine et de lapiiredans la Bible et en Egypte.

BdE33 0962); J. Bergman, "Atonhymn och skaparpsalm," RoA, 39 (1980),3-23; L. Boadt"Ezekiel's
Oracles Against Egypt. BietOr 37 (1980); H. Brunner, "Gerechtigkeit als Fundament des Thrones,"
Ir4 8 (1958), 42G28; G. E. Bryce, A Legacy of Wsdom: The Egyptian Contibution to thc Wsdom
of Israel (lrwisburg, 1979);8. Couroyeq "Amenemopd, )O(IV, l3-18," R4 75 (1968),549-561;
idem, "Lloigine 6gyptienne de la Sagesse d'Amenemop6,"RB, 70 (1963),208-224;idem, "Quelques
6gyptianismes dans I'Exode," RB, 63 (1956),209-219; H. Donner, Die literaische Gestalt der
alttestamentlichen losephsgeschichte. SHAW, 197612; E. Drioton, "[r Livre des Proverbes et la
Sagesse d'Am6n6mort," Sacra Paghn,l, BETL, l2t. (1959),229-241; E. Erman, 'Eine dgyptischc

Quelle der 'spriiche Salomos,"' SPAW, 15 (1924),8G93; G. Gerleman, "Die Bildsprache des

Hohenliedes und die altiigyptische Kunst," ASZ I (1962),24-30:L Grumach, Untersuchwryen 7ur
lrberclehre des Amenemope. MASI,23 (1972);H. W. Helch Die Beziehungen Agyptens zuVorder-
asien im i. und 2. Jahnausend v. Chr. AgAbh, 5 (197 l); S. Herrmann, Is raels Aufenthab in Agypten.

SBS, 40 (1970);idem, "Die Kr)nigsrwvelle in Agypten und in Israel,"WZI-eipziS,3 (1953154),51-62;
P. Humbert, Recherches sur les sources igyptiennes dc la linirature sapientiale d'lsraeT (NeuchAtel,

1929);O. Kaiser, "Der geknickte Rohrstab," Won und Geschichte. Festschrifi K. Elliger AOAT 18

(1973),99-106; idem, "Zwischen den Fronten," Won, Ded, und Gonesspruch Festschrift J. Ziegkr
FzB,2(1972),11, 197-2b;C.Kayatz,Studicn zu Proverbien l-9. WMAM22(1966);O.Ker,l,Thc
Symbolism of the Biblical World @ng. trans., New York, 1978); ideru Yahwes Entgegnung an liob.
FRIANT 121 (1978); idem andU.Winter,Vdgel als Boten: Studien zu Ps 68,12-14, Gen 8,6-12, Koh
10,20 und dem Aussenden von Botenvdgeln in Agypten. OBO, 14 (1977 X F. K. Kienitz , Die politische
Geschichte Agyptens vom7. bis zum 4. Jahrhunden vor derkitwende (Berlin, 1953); K. A. Kitchen,
The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt (1100450 B.C.) (Warminster, 1972);8. Mazar, "The
Campaign of Pharaoh Shishak to Palestine," Volume du Congris, Strasbourg 1956. SW, 4 (1957),
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I. Etymology. The Hebrew name for Egypt, misrayim, corresponds to Ugar. m{rm,l
Phoen. m$r!m,2 Egyptian Ararn. msryn, Syr. mesrem, Akk. Musur/Musru./Mi{ri Old
Persian Mudrdya, Arab. Misr; the word is not, however, attested in old Egyptian. The
Egyptians themselves called their land km.t, the "black (land),, (Copt. k1me, kh€mi),
gwy, the "two lands" (referring to upper and Lower EgypO, occasionally also idb.wy,
the "two shores" (of the Nile). The Greek term A igyptos derives from Egyp. b.t-ks-pth,
"chapel of Ptah" (central sanctuary in Memphis during the Amarna period, cuneiform
fiikuptafi as the city's name), thence also the designation "Coptic." The Thlmud attests
the term gip1t1 for "Egyptian.": If misrayim constitutes a genuine dual form, and if it
is connected with Akk. misru, "bord€r, region,"4 and Arab. misr, "border,land, capital
city," it might be a translation of t3wy, although this explanation is extremely uncertain.
Meir Fraenkel's derivation of misrayim, associating it with mitdr "run," "water," is
untenable.s

The singular form misbr also occurs in the OT (Mic.7:12;2. K. 19'24 par. Isa.
37 :25; Isa. 19:6), and the gentilic form misrt is richly attested.

II. OT.
l. Table of Nations (Gen. 10).In the Table of Nations in Gen. l0 (J and p), misrayim

appears as the son of Ham together with Cush (Nubia), Put (Libya), and canaan (v. 6
[Pl). Since the Table of Nations likely reflects politicohistorical groupings rather than
racial-linguistic relationships, it provides a picture of the political situation in pre-

57-66;T. N. D. Mettinger, solomonic snte oficials. cB, 5 (1971); p. Montet, Egypt and the Bible
(Eng- trans., Philadelphia, l!)68); S. Morenz, "Agyptologische Beitriige zur Erforschung der Weis-
heitsliteratur Israels," Les sagesses du Proche-orient ancien (paris, 1963), 63-71 idem "Die
iigyptische Literatur und die I'Jmwelt," Agyptologie. HO, U2 (1952), 194-2M; G. Nagel, ..A propos
des rapports du Psaume 104 avec les textes 6gyptiens," Fes*chrift A. Bertholet Qtibingen, 1950),
395-4o3; S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das Meer cB,9 (cter. bans. 1977); T. E. peet, A comparative
sndy of the Literatures of Egypt, Palestine and MesopotamLa (-ondon, l93l); G. von Rad, "The
Royal Ritual in Judah," Thc Problcm of the Hemteuch@ng. tans., New york, 1966), 222-231 D.8.
Redford, A stndy of the Biblical story of Joseph (Genesis 37-50). svr,20 (197o);E.Ruprecht, "Das
Nilpferd im Hiobbuch," W 2l (1971),2w-231; s. o. steingrimsson,vomtuichen zui Geschichte.
C8,14(1979);J.Yandter,Lafamine dans l'Egypteancienne@aris,1936);J.A. L. M. yergote,Joseph
en Egvpte. orBiblau 3 (1959); w. A. ward, "The Egyptian ofEce ofJoseph,"./sg 5 (1960), 144-l o;
H. Wildberger, "Das Abbild Gottes, Gen 1,2G30," TM Zt (1965),245-259, 481-501; idem, ,,Die
Thronnamen des Messia!, Jes 9 ,5b," ThZ 16 ( 1960), 3 14- 332 = Jahwe und sein volk rhB, 66 (lg7g),
56-74; R. J. Williams, "Agypten und Israel," TRE,I (1977),492-505; idem,.. .A people come out of
Egypt': An Egyptologist looks at the ol" congress volwnc, Edinburgh 1974. sw zg (1975),
231-252;E.wiirthwein, "Egyptian wisdom and the or" @ng. trans.), in J. L. crenshaw, e d., studies
in Ancient Israelite wisdom (New York, 1976), ll3-133; A. S. yahuda, The l.anguage of the
Pentateuch in its Relation to Egyptian (I-ondon, 1933); J. zander-, "Egyptological commentary on
the OT," Travels in the WorA of the OT Festschrifi M. A. Beek (l*iden, 1974), 269-281.

l. WUS, no. 1645.
2. KAI, 5,2; 49,34.
3. A. Erman, 7AS, 35 (1897), 109.
4. AHw,ll (1972),659.
5. "Zrr Deutung von biblischen Flur- und Ortsnamen: Misrajim,,, BZ N.s. 5 (1961), g6.
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Israelite times, and the "brothers" of mi;rayim represent regions dependent on Egypt.
The names of the "sons" of misrayim (Gen. l0:13f. Ul) are all plural gentilic forms
and thus refer to ethnic units: l@im (Jer. 46:9;Ezk. 3O:5), '"ndmtm, lehdQim, naptuhtm,
palrustm, and kasluhim, "whence came the Philistines and the l<nptorim." Besides the
Philistines and Caphtorim, only napnhim (Lower Egypt) and palrusim (Upper Egyp|
can be identified with certainty.

2. Ideological Considerations. Ideologically, the OT associates Egypt primarily with
the land of slavery ("house of bondage," bA1'"f;dfrm.' Ex. 13:3; 20:2:Dt.5:6;6:12;
7:8; 8:14; l3:6,11[Eng. w.5,10];Jgs.6:8; Jer.34:13; Mic.6:4-almost exclusively
Deuteronomistic material) from which Israel was delivered (see discussion below).
Otherwise, Egypt was also viewed as a rich, fruitful land where one could find refuge
in times of drought and famine (Gen. 12:10; 42:1ff.; 43:lf.). In the stories of the
murmuring in the wilderness, Egypt is remembered as the land where the people had
plenty to eat (Ex. 16:3: "when we sat by the fleshpots and ate our fill of bread"; Nu.
l1:5: "we remember the fish we used to eat in Egypt for nothing, the cucumbers, the
melons, the leeks, the onions, and the garlic"). Only in exceptional instances are
references made to the harsh work of artificial irrigation in Egypt in contrast to Canaan,
which receives its water from rain (Dt. 11:10).

The Egyptians are a foreign people with an incomprehensible language ('am l6'Ez,
Ps. l14:1; cf. also Dt.28:49; Isa.28:ll;33:19;Jer. 5:15), a people whose customs are
strange and must be explained (Gen. 43:33; 46:34; cf . Ex. 8:221261).

According to I K. 5:10(4:30), Solomon's wisdom "surpassed the wisdom of all the
people of the east, and all the wisdom of Egypt." The reference in v. 13(33) to his
familiarity with the "trees animals, birds, reptiles, and fish" is often taken as a
counterpart to what has been called the Egyptian "wisdom of lists."6 Indeed, the
preeminent position occupied by wisdom within Egyptian literature is well known,T
and the various relationships between Egyptian and Israelite wisdom literature are quite
multifarious. Prov. 22:l'7-23:14 seem to exhibit literary dependence on the Egyptian
teaching of Amenemope,s and Prov. 1-9 share extensive sffuctural and ideological
agreement with Egyptian wisdom.e

3. Egyptian Religion. Surprisingly, the OT says very little about Egyptian religion,
and only indirectly might one conclude the presence of Egyptian influence on Solomon.
1 K. 3:l; 7:8;9:16,24 report that Solomon married a daughter of the Pharaoh and built
her a house-for political reasons, of course. This is also mentioned in 1 K. ll:l in
a gloss dealing with the king's foreign wives. Since I l:4 asserts that "his wives turned

6. G. von Rad, "Job xxxvIII and Ancient Egyptian Wisdom," The Problem of the Hexateuch
(Eng. trans., New York, 1966),281-291.

7. Cf. H. Brunner, "Die Weisheitsliteratur," Agyptologie. HO, U2 (1952),90-ll0; H. Ring-
gren, Spriiche. ATD, XVVI e1980), introduction.

8. Cf. Ringgren, in loc.
9. See Kayatz.
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away his heart after other gods," at least the redactor's opinion seems to be that Solomon
also worshipped the gods of Egypt, although nothing concrete is reported about such
worship.lo

Ezk. 8:10 is also often adduced as a reference to the cult of Egyptian gods. The
abominations the prophet finds in the Jerusalem temple include "portrayals of all kinds
of creeping things and loathsome beasts" etched on the walls. Considering the animal
forms of most of the Egyptians gods, several scholars take this as a reference to Egyptian
idolsrr (cf. also Ezk. 2O:7f .;23:19-21,27).

The first thorough critique of idolatry in general and of the Egyptian cult of animals
in particular is found in Wis. 13-15.12 The Egyptian ha1ummim are mentioned in the
Joseph story and in the plague narratives as soothsayers and magicians.l3 The word
also occurs in Akkadian as a loanword, and then in Daniel as well.

Historical considerations prevent the acceptance of older theories of the monotheism
of Akhenaten having influenced Israelite religion. The question remains, howeveq
concerning the striking agreement between certain sections of Ps. 104 and the great
sun hymn ("Hymn to the Aton") from Amarna. Since the solar religion of Akhenaten
was forgotten shortly after his death, it is difficult to determine the path such influence
might have taken. One possibility would be a continued transmission of the older Amon
hymn which underlies this sun hymn;la another would be the fact that both the sun
hymn and Ps. 104 exhibit a certain similarity with the wisdom of lists.l5 The fact
remains, however, that the agreements are in part almost verbatim (esp. Ps. 104:20-30).

An additional example of Egyptian influence is alleged for the titles of the coming
king in Isa. 9:5(6). At his enthronement, the Egyptian king received a document known
as the royal protocol (nllb.t) with his five royal names. lf the 'e/fu of 2 K. 11:12 and
the hdq of Ps. 2:7 reflect similar usage, the four (!) royal names in Isa. 9:5(6) might
have been influenced by such a protocol.l6 The content of the names, however, more
likely suggests polemic against the titles of the Assyrian kings.lT

III. Historical Relationships Between Israel and Egypt Over the course of time,
diverse relationships quite naturally developed between the neighboring lands of Egypt

10. On the Yahwist's criticism of the infiltration of Egyptian religion during the Solomonic
age, cf. W. von Soden, "Verschliisselte Kritik an Salomo in der Urgeschichte des Jahwisten?"
WO, 712 (1973nq,228-24O; M. GOrg, "Die 'Stinde' Salomos," BN, 16 (1981), 42-59.

11. So A. Bertholet, Hesekiel. HAT Xlll (1936), in loc.;W. F. Albright, Archaeology and the
Religion of Israel (Baltimore, 21946), 166f.; cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),
240t.

12. Cf. V below.
13. -+ EDln lta4om (V, 176-79).
14. A. Erman, Literature of the Ancient Egyptians (Eng. trans., New York, 1927; repr. l97l),

138f..
15. See Bergman, with additional bibliog.
16. G. von Rad, The Problem of the Hexateuch, 229.
17. R. A. Carlson, "The anti-Assyrian character of the oracle in Is. IX l-6," W, 24 (1974),

I 30-35_
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andCanaan. As already seen,l8 the Table of Nations in Gen. l0 mentions Canaan among

the brothers of mi;rayim, reflecting political relationships during the pre-Israelite pe-

riod. The Amarna Letters and other sources testify to these relationships in the l4th
century B.c.

The Joseph story as well as the stories of the emigration of Jacob's family to Egypt
reflect events which, although not historically verifiable, nonetheless can be viewed
as fairly typical and thus cannot be dismissed as completely unhistoricalle (we will
speak later about the deliverance from Egypt). It is reported that during the Solomonic
age a certain (unnamed) Pharaoh undertook a military campaign against Gezer (1 K.
9: 16); the city was captured and given to Pharaoh's daughter (who became Solomon's
wife) as a dowry Gilluhim). We also hear of the importation of chariots and horses

from Egypt and Kue (Cilicia) (l K. 10:28f.; cf. 2 Ch. l:16f.; 9:28). The wording
seems to imply that Solomon had acquired a kind of monopoly in this trade, although
this seems improbable. Different explanations have been advanced: either one iden-
tifres mi;rayim with the region Musru in the Thurus Mountains, where horses were
indeed bred, or one assumes with Kurt Gallingzo that "horses were bought up in
Cilicia, and at the same time experienced horse teams along with chariots were

already being acquired from Egypt."zr In any case, passages such as Dt. 17:16 (an

apparent allusion to Solomon); Isa.30:16;31:l testify to the fact that one was

accustomed in Judea to associating Egypt with horses. Finally, T. N. D. Mettinger
has shown that Solomon's administration was probably largely organized according
to an Egyptian model.

Egypt also plays a role as a place refuge for Jeroboam (l K. 1 1:40); after Solomon's
death Jeroboam returns from Egypt and becomes king in northern Israel (l K. l2:2f .).
Just five years lateq according to I K. 14:25, Pharaoh Shishak (or Shushak, Egyp. iinq)
I of the twenty-second dynasty attacked Rehoboam, acquiring rich booty from Jerusa-

lem as a result. As a matter of fact, he also penetrated into the northem kingdom and

into Transjordan.
2 Ch. 14:9-14(10-15) reports a renewed attack under Asa: a certain "Z,erah of Cush

(NRSV 'the Ethiopian')" (an Egyptian field general?) attacked Judah, but was defeated

by Asa. Nothing more is known of this event.
Egypt does not reenter biblical purview until the time of Isaiah. In approximately

715 n.c. the Ethiopian prince Shabaka was able to bring all Egypt under his rule,
founding the twenty-fifth dynasty. Egypt, thus newly strengthened, emerged as a
counter to the great Assyrian power, renewing the hope of the Palestinian princes for
deliverance from the Assyrian yoke.2 K. l7:4 reports that in the northern kingdom
King Hoshea made contact with Pharaoh So (sw', either = ESyp. !Jy, "vizier," or an

18. See II.l above.
19. Herrmann.
20. Die Biicher der Chronik, Esra, Nehemiah. ATD, XII ( 1954), 8l .

21. See the discussion in E. Wtirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige. ATD, XVI (1977), in Loc.;

cf. also H. Cazelles, "lID ( I Reg 10,28," Hommages d A. Dupont-Sommer (Paris, 197 l), 17 -26;
P. Garelli, ibid., 37 48.
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abbreviation of the name Osorkon IV [730-715]zz1 andceased paying tribute to Assyria.
The mention of ambassadors from Ethiopia (Cush) in Isa. 18:lff. is generally taken to
refer to this situation (see below). Statements such as those in Isa. 20 and 30, warning
against trust in Egypt, clearly derive from this situation.

Yet another "king of Ethiopia" appeam in 2 K. l9:9. During his own military
campaign to Palestine (701), Sennacherib learns that Tirhakah (Taharkah) had "set out
to fight against him." It is not clear whether this report had anything to do with
Sennacherib's unexpected withdrawal (l K. 19:36). Because of the historical and
chronological problems attaching to this event, the reader should refer to the more
comprehensive works on the history of Israel.

The power struggle between Egypt and Assyria continued, and was made even
more complicated by the emergence of the Babylonians as adversaries of Assyria.
In 2 K. 23:29, we find Pharaoh Neco II (twenty-sixth dynasty) marching "toward
Assyria" (likely to the assistance of Assyria against the Babylonians); Josiah con-
fronts him and is defeated and killed at Megiddo (609 s.c.; 2 K. 23:29). Neco's
expedition was unsuccessful, although while returning he did claim dominion over
Syria-Palestine, installing Josiah's son Jehoiakim as an Egyptian vassal prince in
Jerusalem (2 K. 23:34). A few years later (605), Neco was defeated by Nebuchad-
nezzar at Carchemish (Jer. 46:2), and 2 K. 24:7 reports briefly that "the king of
Egypt did not come again out of his land, for the king of Babylon had taken over
all that belonged to the king of Egypt from the Brook of Egypt to the river Eu-
phrates."

During Zedekiah's reign plans seemed to have developed for an anti-Babylonian
coalition with the aid of Egypt. Jeremiah opposed it, although without success. Ac-
cording to Jer.37:5,7, Egyptian troops did indeed appear in Judah, forcing the Baby-
lonians to give up their siege of Jerusalem temporarily (cf. Jer. 34:21). After the fall
of Jerusalem in 587 and the murder of the governor Gedaliah, many Judeans fled to
Egypt (Jer. 42f .), taking Jeremiah along with them against his will (43:6).

IV. Two great OT narrative complexes use Egypt as their setting: the Joseph story
(Gen. 37-50) and the Exodus story (Ex. l-15). However, both Egypt's role and the
traditio-historical problems involved are in each case completely different.

l. The Joseph Story. From a composition-technical perspective, the Joseph story
functions as a connecting link between the patriarchal stories and the Exodus Narrative,
explaining why and how the Israelites came to Egypt. Its literary genre is generally
characterized as a novella. Although post-Wellhausen scholars usually identiff the two
sources J and E at work here (with short insertions by P), the criteria for source
differentiation are extraordinarily weak,23 which is why many scholars are now inclined
to understand the Joseph story as a unified composition. According to Herbert Donner,

22. See TRE, 1,495; D. B. Redford, "A Note on II Kings, 17,4," Joumal of the Society for
the Study of Egyptian Antiquities, ll (1981), 75f., suggests that So is actually = stw, "Sa'idic."

23. Cf. recently Donner.
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only 4l:50-52;46:l-5; 48; 50:23-25 might contain material possibly deriving from the
traditional Pentateuchal sources.

As a whole the narrative is permeated by elements testifying to a fairly close
acquaintance with Egyptian conditions (some scholars suggest it reflects the conditions
around 1200 8.c.24): names such as Potiphar and Potiphera (Gen.39:1ff.; 4l:45,50
both ps-dy-ps-r), ;dp"na1-pa'nEah (41:4J7x (the last portion of which in any case
contains the word 'n[, "life"), Asenath ("belonging to the goddess Neith"), as well
as several details concerning courtly life and Egyptian customs. The only problematical
element attaches to the cup divination (M:5), which thus far has not been attested with
certainty in Egypt.26 In contrast, the interpretation of dreams (ch. 40) is well-attested
in Egyptian sources.2T Neither is the east wind (41:6) quite Egyptian, since in Egypt it
is actually the south wind which is known as the searing wind. Thus Egypt and Egyptian
conditions are described here from the perspective of a foreigner, although a perspective
for the most part well acquainted with those conditions.

Of particular interest are the Egyptian parallels to the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife
(Gen. 39:6-20) and of the seven years of famine (41:53-57).In the first instance we can
refer to the Tble of Two Brothers, and in the second to an inscription from Siheil which tells
how the Nile inundation failed to occur for seven years during the time of Djoser (third
dynasty); although the inscription derives from the Ptolemaic period, it might well preserve
an older tradition.28 Although the connection with the Tale of Two Brothers is clear, most
commentaries merely mention it rather than fully exploit it. Claus Westermann,re e.g.,
points out that the continuation of the tale deviates from the Joseph story. Precisely this
continuation, however, might provide the key to solving the problem, since it exhibits a

striking similarity with the circle of myths surrounding Osiris. At issue is the indestructi-
bility of (Osiric) life and the miraculous procreation of a new ruler, motifs also found in the
Joseph story. The purpose of the whole is given in Gen. 50:20 as "to preserve a numerous
people." Osiris is the god of grain, and Joseph becomes the provider for his people through
his grain trade. Joseph's path to eminence leads through dangers designated by the word
b6r (37:22,24, "pit, well"; 4O:15:41:14, "dungeon"); the same word is also used to refer
to the netherworld. This does not mean, however, that Joseph is a disguised fertility god
(Tammuz, Adonis, etc.),30 but rather only that fertility motifs permeate the story and
apparently have contributed to its formation. One should also note that against this Egyptian
backdropCanaanite-Israelitefeaturesalsoemerge: bbr"lshallgodowntoSheol"(37:35),
qd$m (see above). (The Potiphar episode also has a Canaanite parallel in the myth of the
storm-god and the goddess Ashertu,3l although this myth has a different focus.)

24. So Vergote.
25. For several possible interpretations, see Vergote, 141ff.
26. Despite Yergote, l72ff.
27. --t o)n halam (chalam),lv, 432.
28. See ANET3,3lf.; for theTale of Two Brothers, see ANET3,23-25.
29. C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), 60f.
30. Cf. Albrighq B. Reicke, Die kultischen Hintergriinde der Josepherfiihlung (1948).
31. ANET3,519; Westermann does not render this quite correctly.
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Bo Reicke32 attempts to support his view of Joseph as a fertility-god by assuming
that the Joseph story served as a cultic legend for the autumnal festival. And indeed,
Ps. 81:6(5) asserts of the hag of the autumnal festival that "he [Yahweh] made it a
decree in Joseph (spelledyefr6s?p) be;E'16'al-'ere; misrayim." The last clause is usually
translated "when he [Yahweh] went out against the land of Egypt," and is associated
with the exodus events (or one reads me'eres mi;rayim, "from the land of Egypt").
This may, however, be an allusion to Gen. 4l:45; wayyEsE'y6sdp 'al-'eres misrayim,
i.e., to inspect the land after his rise to eminence. In this case Joseph's advance is
associated with the autumnal l.tag, and one might find an allusion to Joseph in the name
of the festival, l.tag hd'dsip. Since Joseph is not otherwise associated with ttre autumnal
festival, however, this thesis must remain somewhat uncertain.

Gerhard von Rad's understanding of the Joseph story as awisdom story of exemplary
behavior is much disputed. Scholars tend rather to find other familiar narrative motifs,
such as, e.g., the rise to eminence of a younger brother. Without a doubt, however, the
focus is on the rise of a righteous person after many tribulations and much suffering.
Cf. Ps. 34:20(19): "Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but Yahweh delivers him
out of them all"; this psalm does admittedly also exhibit wisdom features.

2. The Exodus. Israel's deliverance from Egypt occupies considerable space in the
OT radition. Apart from the Exodus Narrative as such, it is also recalled as the
fundamental act of election in the context of Deuteronomic parenesis, in the creed Dt.
26:5, in the Deuteronomistic history, in historiographic psalms (see below), and in the
prophetic books (Isa. 10:24,26; 1l:15f.; Jer.2:6;7:22,25; ll:4,7; 1614:23:7:31:32;
32:20f .; 34:13; Ezk. 2O:6,9f .: Hos. 2: l7[ l5]; l2:l0,l4l9,l3l; Am. 2:lO;3:l; 4:10: 9:7;
Mic. 6:4; 7:15; Hag. 2:5).

a. The Exodus Narrative. The actual Exodus Narrative is preceded by the account
of the "Egyptian plagues" @x. 7:8-10,29).In its presenr form it is generally taken to
be a compilation of a J narrative and a P narrative.33 The entire course of the narrative
is portrayed as a struggle between Moses and Aaron as leaders of the Israelites on the
one hand, and Pharaoh and his magicians (hartummtm) on the other; or, viewed
theologically, as a struggle between Yahweh and the gods of Egypt Yahweh emerges
victorious from this struggle only through the tenth plague, the slaughter of the frst-
born. The procession through the Red Sea is yet another triumph for Yahweh; in the
song of the sea in Ex. 15 it is portrayed with military terminology (Yahweh as a man
of war, ii milhdmd, v. 3) and in semimythological colors as a struggle against the sea
(cf. Ba'al and Yam in Ugarit).3a Despite is mythological coloring, the song does refer
to concrete events (chariots, sinking into the sea), although this can in part be attributed
to subsequent redactional activity.3s

32. Pp.25t.
33. See the comms.; Steingrimsson distinguishes the sources differently.
34. Norin, 77ff.
35. Norin; E. Zenger, "Tradition und.lntelpretation in Exodus xv l-21," Congress Volume,

wenna 1980. sw 32 (1981), 462f. -+it lyl m"tfrla ryIII,514-19).
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b. Evaluation of the Exodus in the Psalms, Prophetic Tbxts, etc. Similar mytholo-
gizing featnres are found in several psalms. Ps.77:14-21(13-20) contains expressions
such as "when the waters saw you, they were afraid; the very deep (tchdmdfi trembled"
(v. 17[6]) and "the skies thundered; your arrows flashed on every side" (v. 18[7],
here as a storm theophany). Ps. 106:9 uses the verb -+ l,9). gd'ar otherwise associated
with the struggle with chaos, to portray how Yahweh rebukes (gd'ar) the Red Sea.
(Two other psalms often adduced in this context, Ps. 74 and 89, refer to creation, as

the context shows.36) Isa.5l:9f. associates an allusion to the exodus with motifs
otherwise deriving from the struggle with chaos: the context implies that the killing of
Rahab+annin causes the sea to dry up for the redeemed people to pass over; further-
more, the sea is referred to as tehbm rabbd. In other words, Israel's deliverance from
Egypt was a victory over the powers of chaos comparable to Yahweh's primeval victory
at creation: creation and redemption are one.37 Isa. 51:10f. uses the verbs gd'al and
pdQd for the deliverance from Egypt 

- and Babylon. The term gd'al also occurs in
Ex. 6:6; 15:13; Ps. 77:1615}' 106:10; cf. also Ps.74:2; and pdQd occurs inDt. 9:26;
l3:6; Ps. 78:42. This characterizes the liberation as a ransom from slavery (expressly
pdSA mibbQ vbddim, Dt. 13:6[5]; Mic. 6:4). Other comparable expressions include
fri,r,ril (Ex. 3:8; 6:6) and hdita'(Ps. 106:8,10). Simple descriptive expressions include
h6si38 and he."ld.3e

Other expressions interpret the deliverance as a sign of Yahweh's might: 'Afi1

fimdp"timao (Ex. 7:3; Dt.4:34;7:19; Ps. 78:43;105:27;135:9; only ?I in Dt. ll:3;
only mdp?l in Ex. 4:21; 7:9; ll:9f .). Yahweh's show of power is expressed by the
tandem "by a mighty hand and an outstretched arm"4l (Dt. 4:34: 5:15;7:19: ll:2;
26:8; Ps. 136:12; cf . ydQ h"zdqd in Dt. 9:26, z"r6a' nctfiyA + iepattm gcQdltm inEx.
6:6 [P]; z'rba' alone in Ps. 77:16[5]). Ex. 3:20; Ps. 106:7 use nipld'6!, Ps. 78:12
pele'.42 The purpose of this demonstration of power is given in Ex. 6:7 (P) by the
recognition formula "so that you know that I am Yahweh your God" (cf. Ex. 7:5;
9:29; 12:12).

c. The Exodus in the Wisdom of Solomon. In Deutero-Isaiah the exodus becomes
the model for the imminent liberation from the exile, succinctly summarized in the
passage cited above, Isa.51:9-11, although also evoked several times by exodus
typology within the book.

A completely different picture emerges in Ps. 80:9f.(8f.), where Israel is portrayed

36. So Norin, 110ff.; see H. Ringgren, "Yahv6 et Rahab-L6viatan," Milanges bibliques et
orientaux. Festschift H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981), 387-393.

37. G. von Rad, "Das theologische Problem des alttestamentlichen Schdpfungsglaubens," in
P. Volz, et al., eds., Werden und Wesen des ATs. BZAW 6 (1936), 138-147.

38. --+ NIr yag' (Y1,225-250).
39. -+ ;r)Y ?/d,.-+ NI' ya;a', Yl,238f .

40. -+ ll]N '6! ('6th) (I, 167-188); -+ nDlD mbpel (Ylll, 174-18l).
41. -+'I! yAd N,393-426); --> 9'l'1t z"r1a' (lY-, 13l-140).
42. -+lt)a pl'.
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as a vine which Yahweh brings out of Egypt to transplant in Canaan.a3 Yet another

picture is found in Hos. 1l: lf.; here Israel is the son Yahweh calls out of Egypt'

The Exodus story is given a unique interpretation in the final section of the Wisdom

of Solomon. Chapter l0 elaborates the view that ttre history of the world is guided by

wisdom rather than directly by God. In Wisd. l0:15ff., we read that wisdom delivered
..a holy people . . . from a nation of oppressors," and that she entered the soul of Moses'

withstanding dread kings (i.e., Pharaoh) amid wonders and signs. It was she who guided

the people through the Red Sea, while the Egyptians drowned. The following chapters

trr-rqi develop the entire exodus occulrence in a series of antitheses: the Egyptians

are tormented by plagues, while the Israelites escape. Of particular interest is l1:15-27'

which first mocks the Egyptian cult of animals ("they worshipped irrational serpents

and worthless animals," i t 
' 
tS; Aer"toped further and substantiated in 13:1-9; 15:14-19)

-for 
precisely this reason the Egyptians are punished by animal plagues (ll:.23-25).

d. The Exodus in the Prophetic Bool<s. The prophets only occasionally refer to the

exodus, and then usually as abasic historical fact (see above; cf. also comparisons such

as that in Am. 4:lO: "ipestilence after the manner of Egypt"; lsa. 10:24,26: "lift up

their staff against you its the Egyptians did"). God's universal might is illustrated in

Am.9:7 by ihe fact that he brought up Israel from Egypt, the Philistines from Caphtor'

and the Syrians from Kir to their present dwelling places, and in Isa. 43l.3 by the fact

that he gave Egypt and cush as ransom for his people Israel. Hosea foresees a retum

to egypi for Isiael, a retum that will bring about a kind of new beginning (Hos. 8:13;

S,:,0'"o-pured with 2:16114l). According to the allegory of Ezk.23,the two sisters

oholah and oholibah played the harlot in Egypt (v. 3), which seems to suggest (cf.

2O:7f .) that while in E-gypt Israel worshipped the idols of the land; this completely

isolated assertion might at most be supported by Josh' 24:14'

In Mic. 6:3f., Yahweh accuses Israel of ingratitude: though he led the people out of

Egypt, they have forgotten his salvific deeds. Jeremiah also recalls the deliverance from

Egypt, "the iron-smelter," and the resulting covenant (Jer' ll:4)'

v. Egrpt in the Prophetic oracles concerning Foreign Nations. The prophets

Isaiah, lerimiatr, and Ezekiel mention Egypt several times in their oracles concerning

foreign nations, where they take a stand regarding the various problems attending the

current historical situation.
l.Isaiah.Isaiah experienced Egypt's renewal under Shabaka as well as the resultant

unrest in Palestine. In connection with the Philistine uprising in7l3-7ll he goes naked

and barefoot .'as a sign and a portent against Egypt and cush," to show how the

Assyrians will lead away ttre Egyptian captives (Isa. 20:l-6). Hence one should place

,o hop" in Egypt. The utterances in 31:l-3 were probably made a short while later;

here Isaiah castigates reliance on Egyptian horses and chariots ("for the Egyptians are

human, and not God; their horses are flesh, and not spirit," v. 3). The same is true of

30:1-5, where only shame and humiliation are foretold for those who seek refuge with

43. -+ IDI gepen (gephen) (I[,53-61).
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Pharaoh. The following, rather dark verses (30:6f.) portray Egypt as Rahab, although
as useless and inactive (the MT rahaf; hEm idf;eyhas probably been comrpted). Rather
than rise up to take part in the battle as he once did, Rahab will remain seated and
inactive.aa

The oracle against cush (NRSV 'Ethiopia,'Isa. 18:l-7) may derive from rhe same
situation (since Shabaka came from cush); Egypt is not actually mentioned here,
however, and the scarcity of concrete features does make dating the oracle somewhat
difficult.as

The series of statements in Isa. 19:l-15 is more problematical, and its authenticity
is generally disputed based on stylistic considerations. A prediction is made for the
dissolution of national order, the collapse of economic life, and the confusion of Egypt,s
rulers. "A fierce king will rule over them" (v. 4: historical allusion or a prediction for
the future?). Isaiah's usual warning against reliance on Egyptian aid is absent. These
assertions are followed by a series of statements introduced by bayyim hahfi' which
are doubtlessly secondary and which among other things foretell Egypt's conversion
to the worship of Yahweh and a covenant between Egypt and Assyria blessed by yahweh
(a similar universalist prediction is found in Mic. 7:12).

2. Jeremiah. Jeremiah mentions Egypt in a variety of contexts. rn Jer.2:6,he recalls
Israel's deliverance: rhe people has forgotten that yahweh led it out of Egypt, and
instead has gone after idols (v. 5). Because ofthis apostasy Israel has had to live under
foreign rule, first Assyria, and now (under Jehoiakim) Egypt The search for help in
Egypt and Assyria is reprimanded in a reproachful double question (v. lg).

Egypt then appears among the nations to whom Jeremiah is to extend yahweh's cup
of wrath (ler.25:15-29).6 The oracles against foreign nations in Jer. 45-51 appro-
priately also include a chapter on Egypr (ch. 46). The firsr part of the chapter (46:2-12)
announces Neco's defeat at the Euphrates. Although Pharaoh intends to inundate the
entire world just as the Nile overflows its banks each year, and to become ruler of the
world, he "has not reckoned with the cosmic lord, the Lord yahweh of hosts."a7 Not
even Egypt's famous medicinal arts can heal the wounds of this grievous defeat (v. 1 I ).
The second section (vv. 13-26) foretells Nebuchadnezzar's imminent entry into Egypt.
Here Egypt is portrayed as a beautiful heifer being attacked by a gadfly from the north,
as a moaning woman in travail, and as a forest cut down by axes (vv. zo-23).The same
theme is struck in 48:8-13 in connection with a symbolic act.

3. Ezekiel. Ezekiel's oracles against foreign nations include a whole series of state-
ments concerning Egypt, most of which can be dated (the exception being ch. 30).

The first oracle (Ezk. 29:l-10) describes the king of Egypt as a dragon, full of

44. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng.trans. 1974),29O.
45. Cf. ibid., 90-93.
46. -+ Dif to-s (VII, l0l4).
47. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968), 233.
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presumptuous uurogance, lying in the Nile (such comparison with a crocodile is attested

in praise of the Egyptian kinga8); Yahweh captures him, however, and casts him out

into the wilderness. Here (as already in Isa. 36:6) Egypt is compared to a staff of reed

which wounds the person leaning upon it (Ezk.29:6f.).

chapter 30, in its first, undated section (vv. l-19), employs the familiar motif of the

day of Yahweh (v. 3) in several oracles concerning Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of

Egypt and its allies (v. l0). Ezk.3O.20-26 can be dated in April 587, approximately

three months before the fall of Jerusalem: although Pharaoh raises his hand in battle,

Yahweh will break it by means of the king of Babylon. Chapter 3l portrays Pharaoh

as a proud tree competing with the trees of Eden, yet a tree which foreigners will cut

down. Ezk. 32|-16, which v. 16 designates as a qtnd, returns to the image of the dragon

from ch. 29, asserting that Yahweh will capture it in his net and strew its flesh over

the earth. Ezk.3217-32, also a lament, describes how Egypt will descend into the

realm of the dead, where all the other nations hostile to God have already gone.

Finally, Ezk. 2p17 -21 can be dated in April 571 , making it the latest of the prophet's

oracles which can be dated. Here Yahweh promises through the prophet to give Egypt

to Nebuchadnezzar as compensation for his not altogether successful military campaign

against Tyre. The course of history itself conf,rrmed this prediction a few years later'ae

Ringgren

IV. Qumran. Thus far, the Qumran texts have attested 15 occurrences of the term

misrayim- To the extent that the context of these texts is still discernible (4QDibHam

l:9;4Q158 1414,5,6;both4Ql63 28:l and 4Q167 17:l can be eliminated), here, too,

the deliverance from Egypt constitutes the most important context in which mi;rayim

appears. In this connection it is astonishing that the Qumran-Essene literature does not

exhibit any independent misrayim theology. The term occurs in a positive sense only

in citations (from trv. 25:42l4Q 159:24,3); Dt. 13:6[5] t4Ql58 14 I 5; llQT 54:16l;

Dt. l7:16 tllQT 56:161; Dt. 20:l tllQT 61:l4l; Dt.32:48f. [1Q22 1:1])' remaining

thus within OT parameters. This can also be seen in the remarkably pale exhortation

to remember the miracles in Egypt (4Q185 lf. Ll5). The traditions unique to Qumran
itself seem to associate only negative connotations with the term, the most significant

negative factor being the simple fact that misrayim does not occur in the classical

Qumran scrolls. IQM l:4 counts the Kittim of Egypt among the eschatological enemies,

and IQM 14:1 (text?) recalls the annihilation of the '"hb misrayim. Finally, cD 3:5

expands the murmuring motif to include the time in Egypt as well: "And their sons in

Egypt walked in the stubbornness of their hearts."
Fabry

48. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1970)' 4O3

49. rbid.,279t.
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n?i?D maqqelel; ui'92 pattii; lQt! mappes

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Usage. III. Synonyms: patlil, nappdl. IV. t-ater Derivations.

I. Etymology. The noun maqqeSel derives from the verb nqb, which means "to
bore a hole" (2 K. 12:10[Eng.v.9]; Hag. l:6). The term n"q€!6, deriving from the
same verb, refers to a female, or to something feminine (Dt. 4: 16; Jer. 3l:22).

The Siloam Inscription refers to the breakthrough in the tunnel with the noun hnqbh.
In Akkadian the term naqdbu means "to hollow out," though it is usually used in the
meaning "to deflower (a virgin)."t The Akkadian termmaqqabz, "hammer,"2 occurs
as a loanword from Northwest Semitic.

Accordingly, the Hebrew word, maqqele! refers on the one hand to a cavity or
hollow, and on the other to an object into which a hole has been bored (or with which
one makes such a cavity?). This object was the hammer, which in the early period was
made of stone into which a hole was bored for the handle.

II. Usage. In Isa. 51:l maqqele1is used clearly with the meaning "cavity, hollow."
Here Abraham is designated as the "rock" and Sarah as the "cavity of the cistern"
(wordplay with n'qEld?) from which the people once came. It is uncertain whether
this is actually an allusion to mythological notions of the birth of human beings from
a rock.3 In any event, the rock does not refer to God.a

Otherwise the word always refers to the hammer as a tool, and occasionally as a
weapon. The early account in Jgs. 4:21 already tells how Jael used a hammer to kill
Sisera by driving a tent peg through his temple.

I K. 6:7 shows that during the monarchy hammers were made of iron, since no iron
hammer was permitted to be used in Solomon's temple. Since it had been appropriated
from the Philistines, it was viewed during Solomon's time as something alien and thus
dangerous. (This might reflect a notion similar to that inBx.2O.'25 Iron profanes the
stone.)

The hammer was the tool used by smiths who made idols (Isa. 44:12), a notion also
reflected in Jer. 10:4 (men fasten the idol with hammer and nails so that it will not tip

maqqepel. A. A. Bevan, "The Origin of the Name Maccabee," JTS, 30 (1929), l9l-93;
R. Marcus, "The Name Makkabaios," Joshua Starr Memorial Volume. Jewish Social Studies, 5
(1953),205tr;E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People inthe Age of Jesus Chist (175
B.C.-A.D. 135), I (Edinburgh,21973),158, n. 49.

l. AHw, ll (1972),743.
2. AHw, II, 607; J. C. Greenfield, "Ugaritic Lexicographical Notes," Festschrift A. Goetze.

JCS,2l (1967),92, takes this as referring to a different tool, namely, a "trimmer, hedge cutter."
3. P. Volz, Jesaja II. KAT W2 (1932), in loc.; C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66. OTL (1969),

in loc.
4. As suggested by P. A. H. de Boer, Second-lsaiahb Message. OTS, ll (1956), 58tr
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over). This seems to confirm that the (iron) hammer was still perceived as a foreign

tool as late as the exilic period.

III. Synonyms: pa[[i}, mappEp. The word panf.i is used in a similar context in Isa'

4l:7 to refer to the hammer used by those who make idols: The image is secured so

that it will not totter.s In Jer. 23:29 the same word refers to the power of the divine

word: It is like fire and like a hammer that breaks a rock into pieces. Jer. 50:23 offers

a picture of Babylon, which once smashed the entire world like a hammer, but now

itself lies completely cut down and broken.
The word mappE; is also used to refer to the hammer of war in Jer. 51:20, where it

parallels k"b milttamA in reference (as in 50:23, see above) to Babylon as the instrument

with which Yahweh smashes nations and kingdoms.

fV. Later Derivations. It is disputed whether the name Makkabatos (l Mlc.2:4,ffi;3:1,
etc.) derives frommaqqef;el.The objection has beenraisedthatthemaqqelelwasactually
a small hand tool unsuitable as a symbol of war. Furthermore, we have already seen that

at least in the earlier period the hammer was not viewed as an lsraelite tool, though this

may have changed in the later period. The name may also have some connection with Isa.

62:2, which reads: "a new name which the mouth of Yahweh will give (yiqEbenntt)."

The books of the Maccabees themselves offer no explanation for the name.
Kapelrud

5. -+ D'lD mwt (Ylll, 152-58).

ElP? mdqom

Contents: I. Occurrences: l. Outside the OT; 2. In the OT; 3. LXX. II. Conceptual and

Semantic Field: l. Local-Adverbial; 2. Related Words and Terms. trI. Outside the Cuh l.
Physical-Spatial Notions; 2. Notions of Order: a. The Cosmic Order; b. Mystery; c. Social

Standing; d. The Question of Meaning; 3. The Grave; 4. Personification of the World of Life

and of One's Surroundings; 5. The Land: a. Neutral Usage; b. The Promised Land. IV. Priestly

Rubrics. V. Holy Places of the Preceding Ages. VI. Cultic Sites in the Present: l. maq6m in the

Altar Regulations;2. The mfuqim of the Ark;3. The Chosen maq6m (Deuteronomic);4. "My

mdq6min iit6" (Jer.1:12):5. Ambiguity (Deuteronomistic and Later). VII. Metaphorical Usage:

L Elements of the Earthly Sanctuafy; 2. Independent Usage; 3. God Himself. VI[. Qumran.

maq6m. F.-M. Abel, ..Uapparition du chef de I'Armee de Yahweh ir Josu6 (Jos. 5,13-15),"

Miscelianea Biblica et orientalia. Festschift A. Miller stAns,27f. (1951-52), 109-l13; P. R.

Ackroyd, "Two Hebrew Notes," ASTI,5 (1966-67),82-86; S. Amsler, "d\l qfim aufstehen,"
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THAT, 11,635-641; J. Barr, comparative Philology and the Text of the or (1968, repr. winona
Lake, 1987); W. W. Graf Baudissin, "El Bet-el (Genesis 31,13; 35,j),,, Vom AT. Festschrift
K. Marti. BZAW,4l (1925), l-ll; J. Begrich, "Die priesterliche Tora," in p. volz, et al., edi.,
Werden undWesen des ATs. BZAW 66 (1936),63-88 = GSAT. ThB, Zt (t9g),232-2fi;A. Biran,
"'To the God who is in Dan,' " Temples and High Places in Bibtical Times (Ierusalem, l98l),
142-l5l: D. Conrad, Studien zum Altargesetz: Ex 20:24-26 (Marburg, 196g); M. J. Dahood,
"Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography V," Bibl, 48 (1967), 421438; idem, ,,Northwest Semitic
Philology and Job," The Bible in current catholic Thought. M. J. Gruenthaner Memorial
volume. st- Maryb rheology studies,I (New York, 1962),55-74; idem, "eohelet and Northwest
Semitic Philology," Bibl, 43 (1962), 349-365; idem, review of p. Benoit, J. Milik, and R. de
Yatx, I'es grottes de Murabb'at. DJD, TI ( 196l), Bibl, 44 ( 1963), z3of .; J . Day, "The Destruction
of the Shiloh Sanctuary and Jeremiah Yrl 12,14," in J. A. Emerton, ed., studies in the Historical
Books of the or. sW 30 (1979),87-94; H. Donner, " 'Hier sind deine Gritrer, lsrael!,"' wort
und Geschichte. Festschift K. Elliger. AOAT 18 (1973),45-50; F. Dumermuth, *Zw deutnr-
onomischen-Kulttheologie und ihren Voraussetzungen," ZAW,70 (1958), 59-98; D. T. Fenton,
"lUrD: nlN-h) Phraseological Criteria for the Study of Deuteronomic Cult Restric tion," Studies
in the Bible and the Hebrew lnnguage. sefer M. wallenstein (Jerusalem, 1979),21*-35*; J. G.
F6vrier, "Paralipomena Punica. VItr: Lr mot MAQOM en ph6nicien-punique,', CahB, 9
(1960/61),33-36; G. Fohrer, "Zion-Jerusalem in the OT," TDNTYlt,293-319; D. N. Freedman,
"The Massoretic Text and the Qumran Scrolls: A Study in Orthography ," Textus, 2 (1962),87 -lO2
= F. M. cross and S. Talmon, eds., Qumran and the History of the Biblicat rext (Cambridge,
Mass., 1975), 196-2ll; V. Fritz, Tbmpel und Zelt. WMANT, 4j (1977); K. Galling, ..Die Ausru-
fung des Namens als Rechtsakt in Israel," Thrz, Sl (1956), 65-70; G. Garbini, "'paleo-siriano'
meqiim = 'lega, federazione,' " AION, 36 (1976), 222-25; H. Gese, .'Der Davidsbund und die
Zionserwiihlun%i' vom sinai zum Zion. BEvTh, 64 (1974), ll3-129; J. Halbe, Das privilegrecht
Jahwes: Ex 34,10-26. FRLA,NT ll4 (1975); B. Halpem, "The centralization formula in Deuter-
onomy," r4 3l (1981), 20-38; M. Haran,Tbmples and remple-service in Ancient Israel (oxford,
1978); B. Holwerda, "De altaarwet,Ex20,24-26," = Oudtest. Voordrachten II = Bijzondere
canoniek (Kampen, 1972),233-268; M. P. Horgan, Pesharim: Qumran Interpretations of Bib-
lical Books. CBQMon,8 (1979); J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT lO (219]-7); A. F. Key,.,The
Giving of Proper Names in the or," JBL, 83 (1964), 55-59; K. Koch, "Zur Geschichte der
ErwAhlungsvorstellung in Israel," 7AW, 67 (1955), 205-226; E. Kdnig, "stimmen Ex 20,24 wd
Dtn l2,l3f. zusammen?" AW 42 (1924),337-346; H. Koester, "r,6nog," TDNTylll, t8T-208;
E. Lipiriski, La royautd de Yahwd dans la poisie et le culte de l'ancien Isradl. wAW.L, 2j
(21968), no. 55; J. Lust, "Elia and the Theophany on Mount Horeb," BETL, 4l (1916),91-100;
G. C. Macholz, Israel und sein Innd (Habilitationsschrift, Heidelberg, 1969); T. N. D. Mettinger,
The Dethronement of Sabaoth. CB, 18 (1982); M. Metzger, "Himmlische und irdische Wohnstan
Jahwes," UE 2 (1970),139-158; E. Ouo, "Jakob inBethel," ZA\U 88 (1976), 165-190; L. perlitt,
"Sinai und Horeb," Beitrrige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. Festschrifi W. Zimmerli (G6ttin-
gen, 1977), 302-322; R. Rendtorff, "Jakob in Bethel," ZAW 94 ( 1982), 5tt-523 H. Graf Re-
ventlow, "Gebotskem und Entfaltungsstufen in Deuteronomium 12," Gottes Wort und Gottes
ktnd. Festschrifi H. w. Hertzberg (Gdttingen, 1965), 174-185; E. Robertson, "The Altar of Earth
(Ex 20:24-26)," JJS, | ( I 948), 12-21; B. E. Shafer, "The Root bhr and pre-Exilic Concepts of
Chosenness in the Hebrew Bible," 7AW 89 (1977),20-42; J.-L. Ska, "La place d'Ex 62_s dans
la narration de l'exode," 7AW 94 (1982),530-548; J. J. Stamm, "Zum Altargesetz im Bun-
desbuch," ThZ I (1945),304-6; Y. Tesfai, This is my Resting Place: An Inquiry into the Role
of rime and space in the or (diss., Lutheran school of rheology, chicago, 1975) (unavailable
to authort cf. review by M. J. Buss, ZAW 90 (1978), 122; N. J. Tromp, pimitive conceptions
of Death and the Nether world in the or. Bietor 2l (1969); R. de vaux, " 'Le lieu que yahv6
a choisi pour y 6tablir son nom,'" Das feme und nahe wort. Festschrift L. Rost. BZAV lo5
(1967), 219-228; P. Weimar, Die Berufung des Mose. OBO, 32 ( 1980); H. Weippert, ., .Der Ort,
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I. Occurrences.
l. Outside the OT. The Hebrew tetm miq^m is a ma-noun deriving from -+ Dlp

qfim. Ogtside the OT, similar deverbal constructionsl are attested in Ugarit (in a

iroblematical formula concerning gold2), in Aramaic in Zincirli3 and later,a frequently

in phoenician-Punic,s in Hebrew inscriptions,6 in both biblicalT and nonbiblical texts8

(lQapGen XDK 26) from Qumran, and in old South Arabice but not in Akkadian.lo

Variations of the basic type cover a wide semantic spectrum: place (location), holy

place, cult functionary,ll grave, surface,l2 reserves, supplies,l3 goods, etc'14

2. In the OZ Among the approximately 400 occulrences in the OT,ls only about

one tenth function as subject and one tenth as object; four fifttts constitute amplifications

or qualifications of circumstance, a situation testifying to the weakly delineated mean-

ing inhering in the term itself and to its strong semantic dependence on context. With

decreasing frequency it occurs above all in narrative and cultic sections of the Penta-

teuch; in historical works; Jeremiah, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Job, Ecclesiastes, Psalms.

3. lXX. The LXX translates almost exclusively with tdpos (363 times), though

occasionally also with ch6ra, p6lis, themdlion, thr6nos, arrrd h6pou'

II. Conceptual and Semantic Field.
l. Local-Adverbial. The generic, local-adverbial meaning occurs quite frequently in

formulaic expressions: mdqilm with a possessive suffix (largely third person singular),

den Jahwe erw?ihlen wird, um dort seinen Namen wohnen zu lassen,' " BZ, N.s. 24 (1980),76-94;

i. w"lt"n, ..Kulthijhe und Jahwetempel," zDPl 8S (1972), 19-37; C. Westermann, "Die Herr-

Iichkeit Gottes in der Priesterschift,'; Wort-Gebot-Glaube. Festschrift W. Eichrodt. AThANT, 59

(1970), 227 -249 = Forschung am AT. ThB,55 (1974), ll5-137 G. Wesph4, "Iahwes Wohnstiitten

iorn i", Ansclauungen deialten Hebriien BTAW 15 (1908); W. C. van Wyk, "The Translation

of ElpD in the Temple Speech of Jeremiah," OuTWE 24 (1982), lO3'9'

1 . Ct. KBI: ,592f., l0l8; Freedman, 97f.
2. KTII, 1.14 tr, l; [I, 35; VI, 19; see also w. Johnstone, "oT Technical Expressions in

Property Holding," Ugaritica, 6 (1969),314t.
3. KAI,214,14.
4. KAr,253,1.
5. R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Lexicon of thc Phoenician and Punic Languages. SBL

Diss., 32 (Missoula, 1978), 195-97.
6. C11,974, l; 1002, l.
1. Cf . Horgan,299.
8. See VIII below.
9. ContiRossini, 230.
10. Cf. AHw, ll (1972),896b; I (1965), 82b.
11. Tomback, 195-97.'
t2. Dlso,165.
13. WUS, no.2417; cf., however, CML2, $,86,89.
14. wTM, \1,223t.
15. CI, THAT II, 636.
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attached to a usually singular noun, often with a preceding particle (br, 1", min); in
relative clauses employing the Masoretic construct form m"qilm,l6 often with retrospec-
tive iam or b6. This local meaning can be generalized to the point of complete
dissolution of the reference to any specific point, in the sense of generic ..where,,,

"there," "everywhere": kdl mdq6m (insofar as this expression is not referring to one
or several specific places): e.g., Nu. l8;31;Josh. l:3; Dt. ll:24;kov.l5:3; Am. g:3;
probably Mal. l:ll; differently in Isa.7:23: every piece of property (real estate); Dt.
12:13: every pagan cultic place. The expression meq6m p"lant 'almoni intentionally
leavestheexactlocationunspecifiedfornarrativereasons(l S.2l:3[Eng.v.2);2K.
6:8).

2. Related Words and Terms. Poetic and prayer-texts frequently use similar construc-
tions from other roots either instead of or in addition to maq6m: on the one hand maq6m
with qdi (Ezr. 9:8; Ps.24:3; Isa. 60:13; ler. 17:12), and on rhe other ma'6n with qdi
(Dt. 26:15; 2 Ch.30:27; Ps. 68:6[5]; Jer. 25:30;Znc. Z:t7lt3l), mdf;iln with 4di (Dnl.
8:11); next to mdqbm with y.ib (l K. 8:30; 2 Ch.6:21) we find mdf,\n with yib (l K.
8:13,39,43,49 par. 2 Ch. 6:2,30,33,39:, ps. 33:14); on the one hand, m"q6m kis,t (Ezk.
43:7), on the other m"f,6n kis'ef,i (Ps. 89:15[14)), kis'6 (ps.97:2); as an urerance of
God:'el-m"qomt (Hos.5: l5), though also bim!6nt (Isa. l8:4); the location of the temple
is called mdqbm (Jer. 17:12) and mdf,bn (Ezr.2:68); cf. ps. 26:g: YHWH 'dhalti m"r6n
bapla fim"qdm miil<nn ke86y'e[a. one and the same psalm, in speaking of rhe creation
(ysd) of the cosmos, uses miqom and mdft1n (ps. 104:8,5). Such alternation is a stylistic
device occurring with particular animation in connection with the sanctuary in Jerusa-
lem (see below). In Isa.45:19 the construct state bimeqilm is hardly saying anything
different or more than the nomen rectum'eres hoie! alone (Job lo:21), and at most is
emphasizing the element of unworthiness: "in a dark comer of the world."l7

III. Outside the Cult. The semantic spectrum outside the cult is extraordinarily
broad.

l. Physical-Spatial Notions. In the physical sense miqbmcan refer to the following:
spatial distance (l S.26:13); a dwelling place (to be expanded) (2K.6:1,2); living
space (Isa. 5:8; Ezk. 45:4); lack of space for graves (Jer.7:32; 19:ll); the absence of
any clean surface on a table (Isa. 28:8), or of space for a mount to pass through (Neh.
2:14); a locality or city (e.g., Gen. 19:12-14 hammfuqim haueh par. hdir; ..rhe men
of the place," Gen. 26:7;29:22;38:21,22; Jgs. 19:16; Ezr. l:4; cf. I S. 7:16); the
(appointed) place to stay (l S. 27:5); one's place at a rable (l 5.9:22); ground given
up tactically in battle (Jgs. 20:36); an 'eres suitable for pasturing and human settlement
(Nu.32:l;Jgs. 18:9-10);one'shome(Isa. l4:2;Jer.27:22).Inconnecrionwirhthese
notions and their attendant legal, social, and emotional content, maq6m is often used
with a possessive suffix and a verb of movement, e.g., Jgs. 7:7; Nu. 24:ll: Job 27:zl;

16. GK, l30cd; Syrr, $$144 162.
17. P.-E. Bonnard, lt second tsate. EtB (-1972),166; + l?n hAia!, v, Z5Z.
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Prov.27:8:2 S. 15:19;18 Sir. 4l:19, and elsewhere. In a similar sense, suffixes are

usually used with the terms 'eres (Gen.30:25;Ezk.21:35[30]), 'an (Nu. 24:14), nah"l0
(Josh.24:28),'dhel(l K.8:66par.2Ch.7:10; I K.12:16par.2Ch. lO:16;2K.14:12
par.2Ch.25:22;2 K. 13:5; cf. Isa. 13:14; Jer. 12:15).In the later period the plural
form kol-m"qbm61 appears in formulaic expressions in reference to the exile and

Diaspora (Jer. 24:9; 29 : 14:. 4O:12; 45 :5 ; Ezk. 34:12; cf. Neh. 4:6112l).

2. Notions of OrderT\etermmaqbmcanevoke various notions of order or organization.

a. The Cosmic Order Although the term is attested once in connection with the

technology associated with wells (Gen. 29:3), it occurs more frequently in the context

of the cosmos. Wisdom understands that each and every thing has its "place" there

(Eccl. l:4-7; Bar. 3:24; cf. Gen. l:9), so that mfrqdm and g"lttl can stand parallel (Ps.

104:8-9; cf. Dt. ll:24). In an historical-geographical context the 'allfipim of the

Edomites are enumerated (Gen. 36:15-43) among other qualifications also "according

to their meq1m61" (Gen. 36:40;cf. 10:5,20,31,321.10Images of catastrophes (of judg-

ment) include the intemrption of stability and violent removal of things from their
appropriate maqdm (Isa. l3:13; Job 9:6; 14:18; l8:4).

b. Mystery. Since order in the larger sense is in many ways unfathomable to human

beings, the term mdqdm can also function as an expression of mystery, of that which

is inaccessible to human beings in both the cosmic (Job 38:12,19; cf. Isa.45:19) and

the spiritual realm: "But where shall bolgnA be found [v. 20: whence does it come]?

And where is [a/the] maqbm of bini?" (Job 28:12,20; cf. v. l4). Positively: "God

understands the way to it, and he knows its maqdm" (Job 28:23).

c. Social Standing. Qoheleth is probably referring to a person's social station or
professional, official position when he warns in l0:4: meqdm"fta'al-tannaft (cf. 8:1-
4,5-9). The sense of "office," or better, "official place," is clearer in 3:16,20 and of
"official position" in I K. 20:24 (cf. Gen. 40:13; 4l:13: kEn with possessive suffix2r).

d. The Question of Meaning. In Qoheleth's lament, the mdqbm'ehnd is the end fated

for every person (3:20) according to the senseless order of death, probably also referring

simply to the netherworld, Sheol (6:6b; Tob. 3i6).22

3. The Grave. In Eccl. 8:10 the expression m"qdm @aq6m?) qd86i refets perhaps

to a burial place.z3 Given the context, a reference to an extensive burial place in Ezk.

39:ll (11-16) (meq6m iZm instead of m"q6m iam?za) is no less probable than other

18. cf. BHs.
19. KBL3,52f.
20. Cf. N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1980), in loc.
21. See also WTM, lll,223t.
22. Cf. Ackroyd,84f.
23. Cf. Dahood, Bibl, 43 (1962),349-365; idem, Bibl,44 (1963),230f., and the reference to

Phoenician inscriptions in KAI, 14,4;214, 141, DISO, 165, 30f.; Sir. 49:10 LXX; cautious: Barr,
292; Lohftnk,62.

24. Ct. BHS.
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attempts at explanation. According to ler.7:32; l9:ll, people will be buried in the
abhorrent (Jer. 19:6,12,13; also 2 K. 23:lo) Topheth because the appropriate burial
place is not large enough (cf. Ex. l4:ll).

4. Personification of the world of Ltfe and of oneb surroundings. In a negative
sense the maq1m of the wicked appears in poetic personification almost as an accom-
plice who turns against him (Job 8:18; 20:9; Ps. 103:16), though Job lamenrs thar the
same thing happens to the righteous (7: l0). "His mdq6m" refers to a person's immediate
surroundings along with the various people associated with it (Job 6:17;27:23; Nah.
l:8 according to MT; cf. Dt. 33:9). The following positive prediction is made conceming
Eliakim: "I will fasten him like a (tent) peg bemdq1m ne'"mAn,, (Isa. 22:23).

5. The Land.
a. Neutal Usage. The term mdq6m can refer without theological overtones to the

land of one's birth (Ezk.2l:351301) or of certain peoples (Ex. 3:8; cf. 3:t7zs).
b. The Promised l-and. rn Gen. 13:14-17 the m:aq6m'aier'attd idm (v. 14) is not

just an arbitrary location, but rather the promised land itself (overview, measuring off
as a legal act;26 see also Gen. 13:3,4 coll. with l2:8). The goal is hammaqilm ,aier

haftindli (Ex. 23:20b).

IV. Priestly Rubrics. The Priestly Document binds specific ceremonies to specific
"places" inside or outside the temple, the tent, the camp, or the city: bimqim (always
thts!) qd/6i (8 times2T), meqdm haqqd/ei (twice28), mdq6m outside the camp (Lev.
4:12; 6:4ll l ; Nu. l9:9), or withour any more specific qualification (l_ev. l0: 14), maq6m
tamd' oltside the city (l*v. 14:40,41,45), the place where the sacrificial animal is
slaughtered (relative clause; l*v.4:24,33; 14:13), the place where ashes are poured out
(r-ev. 4:12; 1: 16). These are rubrics from the perspective of the priests, oriented from
the interior of the temple outward. The "place" is "sacred" because it belongs to the
temple. More specific theological qualification is needed as little here as in the case
of the designation of a diseased bodily part as m"q6m ha"ii"hin (Lev. l3:19).zs

V. Holy Places of the Preceding Ages.
1' A particular maqbm may be of interest to tradition because a certain encounter

with God occurred there (theophany).
a. In Josh. 5:15 (hammdqbm'"ier'aud'6md/'dldw q6lei hfi') and Ex. 3:5 (J; with

an expanded predicate: 'aQmal q6dei hfi'; similarly only in Znc.2:16112l) the model
of the familiar priestly declaratory formula3o is applied to a ritual of introduction.

25. Cf. also W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK,II/l (1988), 140f.
26. Cf. C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 178-lgl.
27. So K. Elligea Leviricus. HAT lV (1966), 96 A.22.
28. Idem.
29. On this entire complex, cf. Haran, 184-87.
30. Cf. Begrich,ThB,21,254, n. 157; Schmidt, 158f.
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Although theophanies are usually mediated through optical and/or acoustic means,

whereupon the person involved reacts appropriately (Jgs. 6:22; 13,,22; Ex. 20:19; Dt.
5:23-27; Isa. 6:5), here the manifestation enlists the setting both as scenic development
and as intensification. Both Ex. 3:5 and Josh. 5:15 stand in the foreground of the

deliverance from Egypt or the entry itself, i.e., within the horizon of the land (Ex. 3:8;

iar;"f;d'YHWH, Josh.5:14,15; with Jericho as the background, Josh.5:13;6:lff.).
This piece of earth mediates perhaps typologically and parenetically the holiness both
of God and of the land. Whatever the prehistory may have been, those involved with
transmitting this tradition were not focused on the subsequent identification of this
place as one of Israel's cultic sites. It is no accident that the P-commentary to Ex. 3

(Ex. 6:2-8) does not speak of what for P might be an ambiguous mdqdm.3l

b. Gen. 28:ll-22 mentions "the maq6m" with no prior identification or introduction
(v. ll,3 times),32 as if it were an already familiar (cultic) place.33 Both strands of
tradition assert that what Jacob recognizes both during the nocturnal experience and

in his subsequent conscious reflection is attached to and concentrated in "this maqdm"
(v. 16 J; y. 17 E).34 Jacob expresses in words the same feelings and the same confession

as do Moses and Joshua through their behavior (Ex.3:5,6b; Josh.5:15): contrite
admission of one's own ignorance and terror, and a confession of Yahweh's presence.

The following acts enduringly imbue the appropriate status, recognition, and confession

into the maq6m and dedicate it (also) to Yahweh. Other deities who might be worshiped
there are not an issue. Even the naming of the mdqbm, rather than the massebah, as

be!-'el (v. 19 J; cf. 35:15b P?) shows where the focal point lies.
Later tradition is interested primarily in the place itself. In Gen.35:1,3,7,:s tn

connection with other scenes from the patriarchal history, an altar is built there. In Gen.

35:13 (P2:o; Yahweh departs the mdqdm after he has spoken (cf. Gen. 17:22),wlttch
means that he is present atthe maq6m for the purpose of or during temporary audiences

at a specific time. The place identified by a certain (etiological) name (cf. also Gen.

32.3,3112,301), the patriarch, and God become inextricable in their mutual association.

Thus does God introduce himself: 'dndf,t hd'El bA;4 (Gen. 3l:13 E; cf. the "God of
Jerusalem," 2 Ch.32:19).37 The naming of the mdqdn itself with "El of Beth-El"
might be the result of conscious replication in connection with place names containing
the name ba'al (Gen. 35:1),zt especially since "the Israelites did not name newly

31. Cf. Ska, ZAW 94 (1982), 530-548.
32. Cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 453-55.
33. Cf. Rendtorff.
34. -+ N''lr ydre', Yl,3Olf .

35. According to K. Jaro5, Die Stellung des Elohisten zur lanaantiischen Religion. OBO, 4
(1974), 25, this is to be attributed to E, though it has also been partially reworked by the
Deuteronomist.

36. Cf. BHS.
37. J. Naveh, "Old Hebrew Inscriptions in a Burial Cave," IEl, 13 (1963),84f.,90f.;yhwh

imm: Z. Meshel, "Did Yahweh Have a Consort?" BAR, 5 (1979\,30f.; "the God who is in
Dan": Biran, 142-151.

38. Cf. BHS.
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founded settlements after their God,"3e nor indeed did they even found new mcqdmill
but rather took over those already existingo (cf. meqbm i"lem, Gen. 12:6; a similar
construction is found in Jer. 19:l3a).

The problematical expression hinn€h mnqbm'ittt rttered by God (Ex. 33:21)+t san
perhaps be resolved by reference to the notion that on the top of the mountain Moses
situates himself next to Yahweh (Ex. 34:2: nsb hiphil + li + idm; 34:5: nsb hithpael +
'immd + idm and the proclamation of Yahweh's name), and Yahweh passes by (?r Ex.
33:19,22-23; 34:6-8; I K. l9:ll). At the mdq6m, a piece of land which the aurhors
hardly viewed as an already existing sanctuary, God presents himself to the appointed
person. This may also constitute a more moderate interpretation of the harsh principle
in Ex. 33:20: l6-yir'ant hd'ddnm wdltdy (cf. the - protective? 

- cleft in the rock, or
cave, in E;x.33:22;1 K. 19:9,13).

2. The (etiological) names given to the sites of theophanies or of other significant
events in the form of fixed formulas,42 regardless of whether such sites were already
cultic sites according to previous traditions, infuse Israel's identity and tradition, as
it were, into the land, and Israel thereby appropriates the land both in an actual and
in a theological sense.a3 Such "places" constitute memorials, as shown especially
bythe(later)literaryimitationsof thisprocedure(e.g.,Gen.22:14;Jgs. 18:12; I S.
23:28;2 S. 6:8 par. I Ch. l3:ll; I Ch. l4:ll; 2 Ch. 20:26). The term maqbm often
serves as a substitute and reference; it is not used when other landmarks are already
known: wells (Gen. 16:14), erected stones (Gen. 3l:47,48), Beer-sheba (Gen.
26:3344). Or no name may be given at all, e.g., in the case of the oaks of Mamre.
In his own polemic, Amos calls the locales by their actual names (5:4-5; 7:9:8:14),
and has no occasion to use secondary reminiscences or maq6m (differently in 2 Ch.
3: la5).

VI. Cultic Sites in the Present.
l. mdqOm in the Altar Regulations. In the "altar regulations" of Ex. 20:24-26 the

distributive or collective expression b"lol-hammnq6m6 approaches the meaning
"everywhere," though with qualitative limitations. The word mnqdm- with article -might have been prompted associatively by the altan (vv. 24a,25). At issue is the
legitimate form of altars, not of buildings, a presumably archaic feature (cf. Josh.

39. W. Borde, Die alten Ortsnamen Pakistinas (1930, Hildesheim, 21968), 94.
40. Schmidt, l13.
41. Cf. A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebrriischen Bibel (1908, repr. Hildesheim, 1968), I:

Genesis und Exodus, 407; J. Jeremi as, WMANT lO (21977), 202 KBL3, 97f .
42. Cf. Key,55-59.
43. Cf. H. Kdster, "t6noq," TDNT, Vlll, l95f .
44. On Gen. 2l:31, cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 349.
45. Cf. R. Mosis, Uzrersuchungen zur Theologie des chronistischen Geschichtswerkcs. FThS,

92 (1973), 107.
46. Cf. Conrad, 5-7,9-ll,2l2; Halbr-,369-383, 42lf ., 442; -+ 1)l zalnr kakhar), IY,74t.
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8:30-31; 22;Jgs.6:24-32;13:20;21:4; I S. 14:35;25.24:18,21,25;lK.l8:30); neither
is the issue exclusively the initial or one-time "revelation,"aT but rather the remem-

brance or acknowledgment of Yahweh's "name" (cf. Isa. 26:13;8x.23:13; Ps. l6:4)!a
Thus wherever Yahweh is worshiped and proclaimed at an appropriate altar, Yahweh
"comes,"4r or is present.so The reference here is not to a selection; rather, a criterion
is given for the evaluation of actual m"q6m61and of the actual worship service, though
this also, of course, constitutes requirement and instruction. That is, it is not the mdqbm

that makes the cult legitimate, but rather the cult that makes the mdq6m legitimate.
"The question of the true cultic place is here programmatically removed from any

administratively decreed solution."5l
Mal. I : 11 goes even further, especially since one must read this passage against the

background of the later centralization of the cult. While the expression bdftol-mnqbm

is adverbial, it is not additive in the cumulative sense, but rather "sweeping" or
"all-encompassing." The quality of cultic capability is delimited. Both muqtar and

minhh t"hbrA will be real without either external spatial delimitation or specific internal

determination. The expressions ate unusual, and there is no mention of any cultic
accoutrements or organization. Every traditional rubrical sense is eclipsed. There is no

longer any topogaphically circumscribed holy precinct. Although the ultimate con-
sequence would be that the entire world would be maq1m,5z this transcends the word's
possibilities.

2. The mdqdm of the Ark The Philistines realize that the ark must leave their land
and return "to its own miqbm" if the disasters befalling them are to end (l S. 5:ll;
6:2; cf .5:3). The term mdqbm is not used in reference to the various stages of return
(1 S.6:19-7:1;2 S.6:10-ll);only when David finally places it back in the tent (2 S.

6:17; cf . in contrast the par. I Ch. 16:1; though cf. also I Ch. 15:1,3, material exclusive
to Chronicles) or Solomon returns it to the temple (l K. 8:6,7 par. 2 Ch. 5:7,8) is it
said to return to "fts mAqbm." Although reference is occasionally made to this mdqdm

as if to the ark itself (l K. 8:7 par. 2 Ch. 5:8), this seems to be a figure of speech

prompted perhaps by the concern for preserving certain traditions by means of locali-
zation even after the ark itself no longer existed.

3. The Chosen maqbm (Deuteronomic). The basic framework of the Deuteronomic
selection-formula, the standing relative clause hammaqbm'"ier yif;har YHWH (Dt.
l2:5; 15:20; l6:15,16; 17:10; 3l:11) announces God's (fictional) future act and does

not constitute a prescription, not even with its amplifications: b"'aha{ i"ldleyld

47. Cf. Halbe, 371-76, contra W Schottroff, "Gedenken" im alten Orient und im AT. WMANT
ts (1967),248.

48. KAI,2t4,t6,2t.
49. On God's "coming," -+ N)I D6', 11,44-49; -+'lhf bdhar (bachar), II, 80f.
50. Conceming the unusual lst person singular of Yahweh, cf. Halbe, 375f., 481f.
51. Halbe, 379.
52. Cf. R. Pautrel, "Malachie," DBS, V (1957),743-45.
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(12:14) or mikkol-ii!14ftem (12:5), hiAm iemi iam (12:5,21; 14:24) or fiakkdn i"m6
idm (12:ll; 14:23; 16:2,6,11;26:2; l2:5, lectio conflatas3). The chosen maq6m is the
sanctioned and obligatory site for sacrifices, offerings, andjoyful repast (12:6-7,llb,
14,18,27; 26:2), for the fulfillment of vows (12:26), the delivery or earing of rithes
(14:22-23), of the firstlings, the flrst-born (15:19-20), for the administration of the
portions of the priests and Levites (18:6-8), for the main festivals (16:l-17), for
judgment in difficult legal cases (17:8,10), and finally for the regular reading of ',this
Torah" (31:11). only sections generally judged as later speak about movement from
different places and pilgrimages, especially in the summarizing initial verse: tiSreifi
frbd'ld idmmd (12:5; cf . 12:26; 14:25; 16:16; also coll. Ex. 23:14,17; 34:23,26). The
inner logic of certain new regulations presupposes that the chosen mdq6m is not (or
no longer) situated at one's own dwelling place; such indications include the permis-
sion for sacrificial slaughter at one's own home (12:15-16,21; 15.22); financial
provisions for certain cases (14:24-26); and concem for lrvites from other places
(18:6-3;.s+ Such measures are justified by the fact that the chosen place is too "far"
(L2:21; 14:24), a situation itself arising from the fact that, following his promise, God
"enlarged" the land through his blessing (12:20;19:8). The singularity of one cultic
site for all Israel, i.e., the strict demand for cultic centralization, does not inhere from
the very beginning in this formula,55 but rather was imbued into it as a result of
circumstances.s6 An inadvertent remark in Dt. l2:3 still shows traces of this process:
Although the verse speaks of the mcqom6l of the pagans which are to be demolished
(only here does the word refer unequivocally to pagan cultic sitessT and include a
description), it ends with a syntactically problematical reference to a certain mdqbm
(min-hammdqbm hahfr'). Apparently the notion of the single mdq6m asserted itself
here by sheer force.sS The ultimately unexplained fact that the mfrq6m in Deuter-
onomy was never given a name may be a result of, among other things, the funda-
mental nature precisely of the incomplete formula itselt Yahweh's selection is the
primary issue. According to one series of admonitions the pagan cultic sites are to be
avoided (12:8,13,30,31;2K.17:33), and on the other hand they are to be physically
demolished (12:2t.). l2:3b interprets this as the destruction of "their [the gods
portrayed on the graven imagesl names" ('bd piel as at the beginning, v. 2a). The
idea that the "names" of the others are to be removed is not new to this context (Dt.
7:24;Hos.2:l9ll7l;Zeph.l:4; cf. Ps.9:6[5];Zec.l3:2).1K.8:2T literally calls into
question the older, unaffected notion that Yahweh dwells in the temple and "on the
earth" (cf. I K. 8:12,13). According to Deuteronomy God chooses the place to "make
hisnamedwellthere"(.itnpiel;Dt. l2:ll)orto "liedownthere" (Swm), whereby
it remains unresolved whether one must refer here to an actual Deuteronomic "name

53. Cf. Weippet,93; Halpem, 23f.
54. Cf. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdE 164 (1982), l18.
55. So Fenton.
56. Halpern,36f.
57. Reventlow, 177f.
58. Cf. Halbe, ll2f.
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theology"sl or not.60 Outside the Deuteronomic parenesis itself many (Deuteronomis-

tic) variations occur without the term mdq6m (1 K. 8:43,44,48; ll:13,32; 14:21;2K.
2l:7; 23:27; 2 Ch. 6:33,38 33:7; Jer. 7: l0,l l,l4,3O; 32:34;34:15). The historicizing
expression 'el hammiqdm'oier'amarfi yihyeh iemi iam (occurring only in 1 K. 8:29;
cf. Neh. l:9) remains close to the Deuteronomic form, while the parallel 2 Ch.6:20
is more reserved: 'el hammdqdm 'oier 'amartd laffrm iimka ia-rn (analogous expres-

sions withoutmdqdm occur in 2K.21:4 par. 2 Ch. 33:4;2K.23:27;2 Ch.6:6;20:9).
Only in the material exclusive to Chronicles in 2 Ch. 7:12 has the Deuteronomic
formula been cultically fixed in the extreme: fildhant bammdqdm hazzeh h PbAt

zdbah, while the corresponding passage in I K. 9:3 only speaks of the prayer lepanay.

4. "My nfiqdm in iil6" (Jer.7:12). In the expression m"q6mi'"ier b"itl6...
bdi'i6nd (Jer. 7:12) nfiqbm refers with rare explicitness to a circumscribed holy
precinc! the temple, located in but not identical with Shiloh.6r When Shiloh is not
mentioned by name, it is referred to only as miqdm, perhaps because the appropriate
organization and accoutrements are absent. The consistent use of bayil for Jerusalem
(7:10,11,14; 26:6), the contextually unusual relative clause following mnqbm, and the

emphatic bdri'idnd all emphasize the difference between the (former) Shiloh and the
(present) Jerusalem, but do so such that every legitimate sanctuary - including Jeru-

salem - can be destroyed if the people disregard Yahweh's claim (notwithstanding,

e.g., Jer. 7:7b). Thus amid its destruction the mdqdm of Shiloh yet remains an unnerving
illustration of God's judgment (cf. Jer. 26:6).

5. Ambiguity (Deuterunomistic and l,ater). In the book of Jeremiah, particularly, it
seems, in the sections affected by Deuteronomistic redaction, the term mnq6m hovers

with a certain ambiguity between the Jerusalem temple, Topheth (7:32; 19:6-14), the

city, and the land.62 This can hardly be viewed as merely the unintentional result of
literary development; rather, later readers, in the shadow of the great catastrophe,

expanded to all of Israel the threats which in what was probably original, authentic

Jeremianic material had only been directed at the temple.63 This semantic ambiguity
coincides with the existing circumstances, which though hardly articulated can none-

theless be illustrated by various examples. In Jeremiah alone the expression hammaqdm

haueh occurs at least 30 times in all the aforementioned contexts. Within the framework
of Deuteronomy (l:31; 9:7; ll:5;29:6Ul) it refers to the decisive setting at the end of
the wilderness wanderings, immediately before entry into the land. Following this
situation Dt.26:9 speaks of the sanctuary in a formulation evoking the notion of being

59. Cf. M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (1972, repr. Winona Lake,
1992), 193t.; Halpem, passim.

60. Cf. R. de Vaux, BTAW 105 (1967),219-228.
61. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMAM 4l (1913), llzt.
62. Cf. van Wyk.
63. Cf. 'I\iel, 224: M. Rose, Der Ausschliesslichkcitsanspruch Jahwes. BWANT, 106[6/6]

(1975), 217-22O.
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led there. The reference within the historical overview is to the land itself (1 S. l2:8).
In other Deuteronomistic passages it refers to the temple (l K. 8:30,35), and in Huldah's
utterance and its expansions to the temple along with the city, not excluding the land
(2 K.22:16,17,19,20).lnZeph. l:4 the expression (as a secondary limitation?) is
probably concentrating judgment on the temple.a In Hag. 2:9 God proclaims the temple
(and Jerusalem?) as the earthly center of worldwide idl6m.6s In other contexts, too,
mdq6m sometimes hovers between the meanings temple and land (2 S. 7:10 par. I Ch.
l7:9; Ex. 23:2Ob). The expression hammaqbm haueh occurs without any theological
connection only in I K. 13:8,16 (Bethel) and 2 K. 6:9 (military tactics).

VII. Metaphorical Usage.Thetermmaq6m is used metaphorically in various poetic
and prophetic contexts to refer to the sanctuary.

l. Elements of thc Earthly Sanctuary. The expression fpillal hammdqbm haueh
(2 Ch. 7:151' 6:40; material exclusive to Chronicles) is not really a metaphor, but
employs rather the notion of the "house of prayer" (Isa. 56:7; cf. Jer. 7: I l). Isa. l8:7c,
m"qdm iEm YHWH {bA'6! har siyydn, possibly the source of the Deuteronomic name
formula, is a theological confession toZion (cf. Ps. 68:30[29];Isa. 8:1866). Poetically
David seeks amdqbm for Yahweh as or for his miikfrn61 (Ps. 132:5; cf. 78:60). Yahweh
answers by choosing Zion (Pss. 132:l3a1'78:68), spontaneously and as a result of
unfathomable "love" (Pss. 132:13b,14b; 78:68b), to be his habitation (y.ib, Ps.

132:l3b,l4b) and resting place (menfrhdli: Ps. 132:8a,l4a1' cf. 78:69). This constitutes
a development of the notion of Zion as the final maqdm of the ark (2 S. 6:l-19;7:2,7;
I K.8:l-13; cf. Ps. 132:7-8; Nu. 10:35-36). Despite the close connection between
temple, dynasty, and residence, the term maqbm is never used to refer to the latter,
even though virtually everything constituting the external, public prestige of that center
uses the word for the sake of localization, either because of its dramatic effect or as a
syntactical device serving the simultaneous celebration of the greatness both of the
temple and of the near God. For Ezekiel, Yahweh's l<n!6Q ises mimmeq6m6 (Ezk. 3:12:.
cf. BI{,$. Notions of Yahweh's dignity are combined: meqbm kis't . . . m"q6m kapp61
raglay (Ezk. 43:7; cf. Isa. 6:l): kiss4' kdbdd . . . meqbm miqdfriEnfi (Jer. 17:12; cf.
3:17); a more clearly eschatological reference: the return of former glory lepa'Er meq)m
miqddit frmeq6m raglay alabbeS (Isa. 60:13; cf. 14). The term mdqbm thus becomes
a kind of logogram for the Zion theology with its transcendent dimension.6T

2. Independent Usage. Some doxologies and theophanies with no reference to the
temple of Zion transcend these parameters. Yahweh's works are exhorted to praise him
b"f,ol-m"qdm61 memialtb (Ps. 103:22). This rather weak localization probably results
from the hymnic 6lan that recognizes no conceivable boundaries (cf. Pss. 96:9-13;

64. Cf. W. Rudolph, Micha, Nahum, Habakuk, Zephanja. KAT XIIU3 (1975),262.
65. Cf. W. Rudolph, Haggai, Sacharja l-8, 9-14, Maleachi. KAT, XllU4 (1976), 43.
66. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l),370.
67. Cf. Mettin ger, 24-32.
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98:4-9). Only once in Solomon's prayer of dedication is heaven referred a meqdm

iibt"ka (l K. 8:30 par. 2 Ch. 6:21; cf . I K. 8:39,43,49 par 2 Ch. 6:30,33,39), influenced
perhaps by the two immediately preceding occurrences (?). Do Deuteronomistic ears

perceive the term maq1m as being too earthbound or limited?68 In Isa. 26:'21 ar,dlllic.
l:3 God comes forth to judgment: yosd'mimmeqbmd. ln Mic. l:3 the reference can

hardly be taken to mean anything other than that he comes forth from heaven, since

God enters the world from outside.6e Since this is not as unequivocal in Isaiah, some

suggest that God comes forth from the temple, Zion,To though without being able to
disprove the opposite view.Tl The question is justified whether such attempts at a more
precise identification of locale perhaps fail to recognize the intentional ambiguity and

poetically suggestive character of the passage.

In Hos. 5:15 God announces that as punishment he will withdraw 'el-meq6mt untll
the people repent. An identification of this place as Zion or the temple is an utter
impossibility.

3. God Himselfl Onthe whole, the term mdq6m in its theological usage rarely occurs

apart from some connection with the temple theology. As a mediating auxiliary term
it relativizes limitations that may seem excessively earthbound or vivid, so that under

the influence of altered perceptions new readings are facilitated. To a certain extent it
functions as do other various abstract or indefinite, though indispensable terms from
our theological language, and lends itself to overcoming the limitations of mere sense

perception. From this perspective the interpretation of the famous mnq6m'ah/r inEst.
4:14 as God seems in order.72

Gamberoni

VIII. Qumran. The writings of Qumran offer virtually nothing new concerning the

use of maqbm. We read about the place where ten men are present ( IQS 6:3,6; CD 13: 12)

and about the place where the army is assembled (lQM l9:9; 1Q33 2:4: cf. IQM l4:3).
In a couple of instances maqdm parallels ma'ornd! in reference to the place or rank
occupied by the individual within the community (lQS 2:23; cf . CD l3:12). In IQS 8:8

the congregation is described as a plantation and a temple that will not sway (mfri) from
its place. In lQM 7:'7 and l lQTemple 46:13, as in Dt.z3il3,the m"q6mydi is the latrine.
The23 occurrences in the Temple Scroll include several references to the chosen place
(42:9,16;53:9;56:5; 60:13), as well as references to places set apart for a particular
purpose (mubdal) fl5:-121'35:13). In addition, maqdm is used in a general sense to refer
to places in the temple, outside the city, for burial, and so on.

Ringgren

68. Cf. Metzger.
69. Cf. Rudolph, KAT XllV3,40.
70. H. Wildberger, Jesaja 13-27. BK, Xl2 (1978),999.
71. Jeremias, 19.
72. Cf. Ackroyd, 82-84; on this understanding in the Targums, cf. C. A. Moore, Esther AB,

VII B (1971), 50; G. Gerleman, Esther. BK, XXUZ (1982), 19.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences, LXX. il. OT Usage' IV. Qumran.

I. Etymologr. The etymology of maq6r is not entirely clear' It looks llke a ma'

construction from qwr A verb qilr is attested in Hebrew only in 2 K. 19:,24 par. Isa.

31:25: qartt w"id1t1i mayim, "I dug wells and drank water." lf qfrr means "to dig for
water," then maq\r in the sense of "spring" or "well" might derive from it. The

equivalents of Heb. qfir in other languages are uncertain: Arab. qara means not only
"to make a round hole," l but probably even more specifically "to cut a hole in fabric"
and also "to cut (a melon) into round slices," "to walk on tiptoes," etc., cases which

hardly seem to exhibit any connection with "spring, fountain"; although OSA wqr

does mean "to split,"2 it also means "to sculpt"'3 a connection withHeb. ndqar,

Jewish-Aram., Syr. n"qar, "to poke out, pick out," Arab. naqara, "to hollow out," can

be established by the assumption of a root qr which has been expanded by various

means. An unequivocal correspondence is found only in Ugaritic, where qr and mqr

both mean "spring, fountain," or something similay': qr'nk, "the spring of your eye"

in reference to the source of tears;s b.mqr mml't, "[women,] who fill [their buckets]

from the fountain [the well]"0 par. bnpk.iibr, "those who draw from the fountain,"

whereby npk is to be associated with nbk and mbk (Heb. nebek and mabbdk).1 Syr.

maqfira, "cistern," is probably a Canaanite loanword'8 Although KBL3 also adduces

Egyp. krrt, "caye," a more likely candidate would be krf, "spring, source" (in reference

to, among other things, the "two sources" of the Nile).

II. Occurrences, LXX. The term mdq^r occurs 18 times in the OT (Ps. 68:27[Eng.

v. 26] is uncertain), as well as twice in Sirach. With the exception of 3 occurrences in

Leviticus with the specialized meaning "blood flow," the word occurs only in poetic

texts: 7 times in Proverbs, twice in the Psalms, 4 times in Jeremiah, and once each in

Hosea and Zrchariah.
The LXX translates almost exclusively with p€g6: phl6ps, "vein," is used in Hos.

13:15, once also rysis, and both Sirach passages show a variant text form'

1. So KBI3.
2. KBL3.
3. ContiRossini, 140.

4. WUS, no.2443.
5. KTU, t.16 l, 27 .

6. KTU, l.l4 Y, 2; the parallel lll, t has bbqrl,

7. WUS, no. 1738.

8. H. Bauer, "Uberreste der kanaaniiischen Unterschicht in den aramiiischen Sprachen," OLZ,

29 (1926),801.
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III. or Usage. Twice mdqbr parallels ma'ydn, "spring, source": on the one hand
in Hos. 13:15, where we read that the east wind, representing yahweh's coming
judgment, will dry up (rhe MT has a form of b6i, read ybf) the maq6r in Ephraim-
northern Israel and parch (hrb) its spring (ma'ydn); and on the other inprov.25:26,
where a righteous person who falters before the wicked is compared with a muddled
spring (ma'ydn) and a polluted fountain: When a righteous person cannot assert himself
over against the wicked, he is like a fountain or spring rendered unusable, i.e., the
expected function is absent. The term mdq6r is also used with a purely concrete
reference in Jer. 5l:36: Yahweh causes the river $tdmin reference to the Euphrates as
in Isa. l8:2; l9:5 for the Nile) of Babylon to run dry ftrb) and its fountain or spring
to dry up (ybi). As in Hos. 13:15, the disruption of the water supply is expressed by
the two verbs ybi and hrb, presented in both instances as a result of Yahweh's chastising
judgment.

Deutero-Zechariah's vision for the future foretells for the house of David and the
inhabitants of Jerusalem an open fountain "for 11"1," i.e., for the purpose of cleansing
them from sin and uncleanness (Zec. l3:l). The reference is to a purificatory ritual
washing in the water from the spring which Yahweh 

- perhaps under the temple, as
in Ezk. 47:lff.; Joel 4:18(3:18) 

- will cause to come forth.
The Hebrew text of Sir. 43:20 is problematical. In connection with praise of God's

revelations in nature we read: "The cold north wind blows, and the fountains (Heb.
m"qbr6; the LXX has "water"; read m"q6r61) freeze to ice (read with LXX qerah
instead of rqb)."

Jeremiah's lament luses maqor in the metaphorical sense (Jer. g:23[9:l]): "o that
my head were waters, and my eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep day and night
for the slain of the daughter of my people!" The prophet's profound sympathy with
his people breaks forth here in the wish that he might be able to weep sufficiently over
the people's suffering. A different image emerges in Sir. l0:13: "For an accumulation
(miqweh as in Gen. 1:10 in reference to the sea) of pride (zd46n) is sin (LXX and
Peshitta: "For the beginning of sin is pride"), and its fountain causes abomination
(zimmQ to pour forth." According to v. 12, sin is apostasy from God, whence emerges
a sea of pride which like a fountain causes abominable acts to gush forth. The essence
of sin is hybris, and from that hybris all sinful deeds flow.

In Prov. 5:18 mdq6r is used as a symbolic expression for "the wife of your youth,"
to which the wisdom apprentice should hold fast so that strangers not enjoy it. In vv.
15ff. the same reference is made with b6r b"'e4 and ma'ydn. The question is whether
this admonition is merely an admonition to exercise marital fidelity or is to be taken
allegorically as a waming against foolishness ("the strange [loose] woman").e

According to Ps. 36:10(9) "the fountain of life" (m"q6r fiayim) is with ('rz,)
Yahweh, as explained in the second half of the verse: "In thy light do we see light," ro

9. .+ '1'll zfrr 1l zar IV, 56; cf. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD, XVyt (319g0), 30.
10. -+''r'rN '6rilLt.c (I, 161).
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i.e., it is Yahweh who bestows blessing. The preceding v. 9(8) indicates that this

experience of blessing comes about in the temple worship service.

Several proverbs apply the attribute "fountain of life" to wisdom. "The teaching

(tbrd) of the wise is a fountain of life, that one may avoid the snares of death" (Prov.

13:14), i.e., whoever heeds the admonitions of the wise will enjoy success and a happy

life. 14:27 says the same thing about the fear of Yahweh. Although it is possible that

this statement represents a later, "religious" stage of wisdom thought, the collectors

of the proverbs apparently viewed wisdom and the fear of God as being fundamentally

the same. Prov. 16:22 uses the term sdkel, "insight," for wisdom, though the content

is the same: It is beneficial to life. The background for this image, of course, is the

general observation that a fountain yields water and thus life, though it should be

pointed out that wisdom is associated with life in other ways as well: as the way or

path of life (Prov. 2:19; 5:6;6:23; 15:24), or as the tree of life (Prov. 3:18; cf' l5:4).rt
The mouth, i.e., the words of the righteous, can also be called a fountain of life

(Prov. 10:11); the antithesis in v. 1lb shows what is meant: The mouth of the wicked

conceals violence. In other words, wise speech is beneficial to life, wicked speech

detrimental.l2 Prov. l8:4 also speaks about such words, though here they are called the

"fountain of wisdom" (the LXX, however, reads "fountain of life" here as welll3).

Jeremiah juxtaposes Yahweh himself as a fountain of living (i.e., fresh) water over

against the idols which are like broken cisterns (Jer. 2:13). Forsaking Yahweh is as

foolish as trying to quench one's thirst with stale water, and from a leaking cistern at

that.la This expression recurs in Jer. 17:13, a small pericope (vv. l2f.) that probably

does not come from Jeremiah himself even though its mode of expression is at least

in part Jeremianic. Here Yahweh, present in the temple, is called the fountain of living

water (i.e., of life), while all who forsake him are put to shame'
ps.68:27(26) is doubtful. Here the cultic congregation receives the predicate mim-

meqOr yiSrd'€l, which can hardly be the correct reading' One should probably read

miqrd'A with b'.' "in the congregations of Israel"'
'finutty, 

in Leviticus the blood of the menstruating woman (L,ev. 20:18) or of the

woman in childbed (12:7) is called m"q6r ddmtm; in both cases blood is viewed as

unclean.

IV.Qumran.ThetermmdqiroccursfairlyfrequentlyintheQumranwritings.The
dualistic community rule speaks of "the fountain (ma'ydn) of light and the source of

darkness," from which truth or wickedness comes (lQS 3:19). The combination maqbr

- ma'ydnoccurs elsewhere as well: God is the "fountain of knowledge @e'A) and the

sowce (ma'ydn) of holiness" ( I QS 10: l2); he is "a fountain of righteousness, a reservoir

ll. -r i]'B haYi (chdYah)' M 335.

ii. O, tt ir p*rug", .f. W. Siiht.unn, Vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO, 12 (1976)'

27otr.
13. rbid.,275f.
14. W. Rudolph, Jeremia HAT' Xll (31968), 17'
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(miqweh, cf. the previous discussion of Sir. 10:13) and a spring (ma'ydn) of glory
(kdb6il" (lQS ll:6f.). "My light has sprung from the source of his knowledge,,(leS
l1:3; cf. Ps. 36:10[9]), "from the source of his righteousness is my justification
(miipafi, and from his marvelous mysteries is the light in my heart" (leS 1l:5). Thus
does God emerge as the source of all that is good.

In the thanksgiving hymn IQH 8:4ff. the singer describes himself as "a fountain of
streams in an arid land (Isa. 44:3) and a spring of waters (mabbfia' mayim) in a dry
land (Isa. 35:7; cf.4l:18)," i.e., his teaching bestows life upon the believers. This
metaphor is continued in what follows. All animals find nourishment at the everlasting
sping (m"qor '6ldm) (8:8), all trees take root, and a new Eden emerges (several
allusions, e.g., 8:20: the "everlasting spring as an Eden t'eden)of glory"). In conclusion
the singer asserts: "By my hand thou hast opened for them a well-spring" (g:21; on
the open well-spring cf.Zech. l3:l). Several references are made to this opening of
the spring, e.g., IQH 2:18: "thou hast put teaching and understanding, that I might
openafountainofknowledgetoallmenof insight"; 18:l0: "thoudidstopenafountain
in the mouth of thy servant"; cf. 11:19: "a fountain of bitter mourning opens for me,,
(negative); l0:31: "myheartshallbeopentotheeverlastingfountain";cf.also lg:12f.

There is also, however, a fountain of uncleanness, as shown, e.g., by leH l:22,
which describes human beings as, among other things, s68'erwd and m"q6r nid.dd.
Since niddi refers in the OT to menstruation, it seems logical to interpret maqbr against
the backdrop of Lev. 20:18 and to understand the real meaning of the expression as
"menstrual blood." one is then tempted to read s6j'erwd as s6r. . . and to translate
"filth (froth) of shame." We would then have two expressions for sexual impurity as
images for human sinfulness. IQH 12:25 speaks similarly about the ..source of un-
cleanness and of shameful disgrace" (qdl6n)" in a description of human beings. The
War Scroll (lQM 7:6) is clearly referring to sexual uncleanness when it stipulates that
no man "who is impure because of his mnq6r" may take part in battle, since holy
angels will be taking part as well.

Ringgren
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contents: I. Etymology. II. or Usage: l. Riding crop;2. Shepherd's Staff; 3. As a weapon
of war; 4. As a symbol of Dominion; 5. The Almond Branch in Jer. l: I I ; 6. In soothsaying; 7.
Gen. 30:37 -43. III. LXX.

maqqel. H. Bonnet, Die waffen der vijlker des alten oients (Leipzig, 1926);8. power, ..The
Shepherd's Two Rods in Modern Palestine and in Some passages of the or," Bibl, g (192g),
434-442; G. Sauer, "Mandelzweig und Kessel in Jer 1,,6," ZqW 7g (1966),56-61; G. von
welsenburg, Das versehen der Frauen in vergangenheit'ind Gegenwart (l*ipzig, lg99); p. S.
Wood, "Jeremiah's Figure of the Almond Rod,', "IBl. 6l (1942),-99-103.
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I. Etymology. The etymology of maqq€l is uncertain. Earlier scholars derive it from

qll, "to shake (the staffused during the oracle ofthe lot)"r (cf' Ezk. 21:26) or from a

stem qlw attested in Arab. qald, "to drive" (thus: "driving stick").2 Others associate

it with the root bql attested in many of the Semitic languages3: Arab. and Ethiop.

baqala, "to sprout"; cf. Arab. baql, "growth, herb, plant," AV'k, baqlu, "sprout,"4 Syr.

buqld', "sprout," Ethiop. baq"el, "herb, plant"; Akk. buqlu, on the other hand, means

"malt"5 (cf. Ugar. bql, "groatsl?)"6).
Considering, however, that maqqEl occurs as a loanword in Egyptian in the form

maqira,T it should probably be understood as a West Semitic primary noun.

Its semantic field includes -+ ;'lUD matteh, --l Uft? iElet, and mai'An.8

II. OT Usage. The term maqqEl refers to a somewhat slender branch, though rarely

such a branch in its natural condition; that is, it is usually an implement of some sort

or is used symbolically.
l. Ridiny Crop.BalaamusedamaqqZl to drive the ass he was iding@afi, Nu. 22).

He struck it (nkh hiphil, w.23,25,28,32) when it refused to obey him, and the context

seems to indicate that he used his rod in an unusually harsh manner.

2. Shepherd's Sra7fl When little David set out to meet the heavily armed Goliath (l S.

l7), he was equipped with ttrs maqq€I, a shepherd's bag (yalqfrt, explicated by k"li
hdrdime) with five carefully chosen stones and a sling (qela'). Goliath's remark, "Am I
a dog, that you come to me with sticks (maql6!, v. 43)," expresses his disdain for his

seemingly weak opponent, and suggests that he took the rod in David's hand to be David's

only weapon, in contrast to his own conventional weapons (w.5-7,45,47'51; cf.2 S.

23:21, hanil- iepefl; the remark also presupposes that a maqq€l was normally used to

drive away attacking animals. This is precisely the situation David presents to Saul with

some exaggeration in orderto impress him(vv.32-37; cf. Am. 3:12 lsa.3l:4). David goes

into battle with the equipment of a shepherd (on the rod, cf. Zrc. ll7,10,14; on the bag

with stones, cf. the pouch ls"rbrl in 1 5.25l.29;to on the sling cf. I S. 25:29).In view of
the many examples in which a battle is won by means of the cunning of an individual or

of a small band, it is likely *rat the narrator wanted to portray David as cunning (cf. 2 S.

1. F. Schwally, "Miscellen: L\W,)pO," zew,ll (1891), 170f.

2. L. Kopf, ..Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen:' w, I (1958), 186 = Studies in Arabic
and Hebrew Izxicography (Jerusalem, 1976).

3. On the interchange of b andm, cf. S. Moscati, An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar

of the Semitic Languages. PLO, N.s.6 (21969),8,8.
4. AHw, I (1965), 105.

5. AHw, l,139.
6. WUS, no. 556.
7. W. F. Albright, The vocalization of the Egyptian syllabic orthography. Aos, 5 (1934),45.

8. Cf. Sauer, 58.
9. Cf. H. J. Stoebe, "Die Goliathperikope I Sam. XVII I-XVIII 5 und die Textform der

Septuaginta," W, 6 (1956),4O9.-l0.tf. 
also O. Eissfeldt, Der Beutel der lzbendigen. BSAW 10516 (1960).
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2l:19; I Ch. 20:5): His appearance as a shepherd distracts Goliath's attention from his
real weapon, which he conceals in an unexpected place.

Neither Gen. 32: I I (Eng. v. l0) nor Ex. l2: I I indicates more specifically the purpose
of the rods or staffs (as a defense weapon?), though in both cases a journey is involved
(Jacob leaves Canaan, the Israelites in Egypt prepare to depart). Jacob mentions his
maqqEl as a sign of his earlier low status (bemaqlt 'dbartt) in contrast to his present
greatness (hdyili liinA mah"n6fl.

The term maqq4l occurs with figurative meaning as a shepherd's staff in z,ec.
ll:7,10,14. The shepherd = the prophet/Yahweh takes two staffs, which he calls nb'am
and h6leltm, and tends the sheep = the people (rd'd'e1-hass6'n). The names allude to
the shepherd's dual function: first, to protect the animals against extern al danger (n6'am,
"grace"), and second, to keep the herd together (fuapeltm, "connection, unity"). The
decision the prophet/Yahweh makes to annul the covenant guaranteeing the people
protection against foreign nations is expressed by the breaking (sada') of the no'am-
staff (v. 10). The annulment of the brotherhood between Judah and Israel is symbolized
by the breaking of the hbf;"ltm-staff (v. l4). This results in a situation quite the opposite
of that in Ezk. 34:11-16, where the promised n7'am-relationship with the people is
depicted in shepherding terminology, and of that in Ezk. 37:16-2g, where the bnb"lim-
relationship is expressed by the joining together of two wooden sticks (?-s . . . lihfrda
wehQn? yiird'El ltapErdw and e-{ . . . Pybsep '€; 'eprayim w"loLbAl yiird'El habErdw)
into a single staff (/e?-r 'ehdj wchdyfi laal.tn/tm O1,adeka, vv. l6f.).

3. As a Weapon of War The term maqqdl occurs once in an enumeration of war booty
which Israel is to burn after its victory (shields, bows, arrows ,maqqEl ydQ and spears, Ezk.
39:9). Astriking stick forindividual combat is not affested in the ancient NearEast, though
it does occur in Egypt; significantly, Ezk. 39:9 is referring to the weapons of a foreign
(scythian?) people (Magog).rr other scholars take maqqEl yd4 to refer to a sharpened
staff, possibly with an iron tip and comparable perhaps to the matteh of I S. 14:43.12

4. As a symbol of Dominion. The expression maqqel fip'drdas a symbol of dominion
parallels mafieh'6zin Jer.48:17, a passage referring to *re rm of Moab. The lament ?!6
niibar mattEh 'dz maqqdl tip'drA recalls the beginning of the song about the fall of the
Babylonian king in Isa. 14:4b,5: 'al1 . . . idpar yHWH matteh r"iaim idpet mdieltm.Ezk.
19:10-14 shows that ma11eh afi, iEf;et could also be understood as fresh tree branches.l3

5. The Almond Branch in Jer l: I l. In one of his visions Jeremiah sees an almond
branch (maqqdl idqEi, Jer. l: I l; "rod of almond," so RSV). The interpretation of the
vision (idqE{ '"nt 'al d"bafi la'asd16, v. 12) shows that the association "almond branch

ll. Bonnet, lf.
12.W.Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. rrans. 1983), in loc.
13. Cf. G. Widengren , The King and the Tree of Life in Ancient Near Eastetn Retigion. IJIJA,

t95U4,37.
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(iaqeil - to watch (over the performance of the word)" is the primary one. If, however,

that were the only association evoked by the prophet, one would have to ask why the

vision is limited to one branch of the tree. It is likely that the notions of shepherding

and ruling evoked by maqq?l also played a part in the prophet's psychological process,

so that Yahweh's protection and power also resonate as a presupposition and guarantee

of the fulfillment of his word. G. Sauerla argues similarly by referring to the origin of
the maqqEl in divination. It is not the word conjured by the oracle sticks which endures;

Yahweh himself will watch over his own word.

6. In Soothsayizg. Hos. 4:12 reproves the use of a maqqel for divination, though

the exact procedure cannot be specified more closely. The parallel bnesi yifTl is just

as indefinite x maql6 yaggid 16. The first expression might refer to the kind of
procedure mentioned in Nu. 17 and Isa. 17: 10f., where conclusions are drawn based

on whether a rod does or does not blossom. The reference might also be to the

techniques of rhabdomancy (cf. Ezk. 2l:26f .l}lt.l).t5 Perhaps these are two expressions

for the same thing.l6 In any case, the mention of maqqdl excludes any interpretation

as the oracular practice involving holy trees and Asherim.lT

7 . Gen. 30:37-43. A praiseworthy example of the cunning of a patriarch is recounted

in Gen. 30:37-43, which tells how Jacob established a great flock of speckled and

spotted animals. During breeding he lay freshrs rods (maql6!), which he made striped

by peeling white streaks in them, into the watering troughs from which the flocks drank.

This is obviously an example of the popular notion of being frightened at the sight of
a person or thing during pregnancy, i.e., the notion that the development of a fetus is

influenced by what the mother (human being or animal) sees or otherwise experiences

at conception and during pregnancy.le

IIII. LXX. The LXX usually translates maqq€l with rfuibdos, though occasionally

also with bakteria. In 1 S. 17:43 the LXX includes the addendum: (en rhdbdfl kai
lfthois; kat eipen Dauid oucht all'ii cheirO lqnds.

Andrd

14. P. 59.
15. -+dOl qsm.
16. Cf. S. Ktichler, "Das priesterliche Orakel in Israel und Juda," Abhandlungen zur semi-

tischen Religionskunde und Sprachwissenschafi. Festschrift G. von Baudissin. BZAW 33 ( I 9 I 8)'

292f.
17. T. H. Robinson, Die Zwi)lf Kleinen Propheten: Hosea bis Micha. HAT XIY (21954), in

loc.
18. -+ n) lab (Yrr,5t2-17).
19. Cf. B. Kummer, "schwangerschaft," in H. Biichtold-Stiiubli, ed., Handwiirterbuch des

deutschcn Aberglaubens, VII (Berlin, 1927),1406-1427' esp- 1422.
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P?PA miqtdt

Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning. II. Legal Regulations Regarding Asylum in Israel: l. Before
the Priestly Source; 2. In the Priestly Source. III. Summary. IV. LXX.

I. Etymology, Meaning. The word miqldt derives from the root qly, attested with a
double meaning in Middle Hebrew Based possibly on an original meaning of ,,to
separate, divide, cut off," in its passive form the verb exhibits the meaning "cut off,
not fully developed." The term qdlfit is used with this meaning once in the Bible (t ev.
22:23). In contradistinction with idrfi(a)'(the stem has the fundamental meaning ..to

stretch out, extend"), qdlfiy probably refers to the malformation consisting in the
shortening of a particular bodily part (cf. LXX: kolob1kerkos, "with a docked tail',).
This meaning is also suggested by Arab. qalasa (change from I to s), "to contract,
shrink, draw in."

on the other hand, the substantive miqldl attests a root ql1 suggested by Jewish-
Aramaic with the meaning "to take up, harbor." The verb is used in this sense in
connection with rainwater, grafting, and male semen.

The substantive derived from this root, miqldl, occurs 20 times in the Bible, the
occurrences being limited to later strata and to only a few chapters: Nu. 35; Josh. 20f.;
I Ch.6. The word always refers to the cities into which a person who has unintentionally
killed another person can flee and be taken in. Thus in the majority of cases the word
occurs in the combination 'ara ftam)miqldt, "cities of refuge." The term miqldt thus
means "(place of) refuge" or - expressed in legal terminology 

- "(place of) asylum."
It should be pointed out that in the Bible the term miqldy is not used to refer to every
kind of asylum, but rather in a limited fashion only to that involving manslaughter.

II. Legal Regulations Regarding Asylum in krael. The notion of asylum is rooted
in the experience of Israel's early legal cilcumstances. The family unit, grounded in
the clan-based community, guaranteed both the personal development and legal pro-
tection of each individual. When this intact sphere was disrupted, the avenger of blood

miqlat. M. David, "Die Bestimmungen tiber die Asylstidte in Josua XX,,,OTS,9 (1951),
30-48; L. Delekat, Asylie und schutzorakel am Zionheiligtum (Leiden, 1967); B. Dinur, "The
Religious Character of the Cities of Refuge and the Ceremony of Admission into Them," Erlsi1
3 (1954), 135-146 [Heb.], vIIIJX [Eng. summary]; M. Greenberg, "The Biblical conception of
Asylum," JBL,78 (1959), 125-132l' s. Klein, "Cities of the priests and Levites and Cities of
Refuge," Qobes JPES (1934/35),81-107 [Heb.]; M. L6hr, Das Asvlwesen im AT. \KG.G,7l3
(1930), 177-217: J. Milgrom, "sancta contagion and altar/city asylum," Congress Volume,
Vienna 1980. SVT 32 (1981),278-3lO; N. M. Nicolsky, ,,Das Asylrecht in Israel," ZAW,4g
(1930), 146-175: G. Pidoux, "Quelques allusions au droit d'asile dans les psaumes," Maqqil
sharledh. Festschrift w. vischer (Montpellier, 1960), l9l-97; J. de vaulx, "Refuge," DBs; ix
(1979), 1480- l5l0; R. de Vaux, An clsn 16O-63 L. Wenger, ,,Asylrecht," RAC I (1950), g3Gg44.
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(ga'el hadddm)t wasobligated to carry out his responsibility. Accordingly, leaving this

c-ommunity simultaneousty -"*t the loss of legal protection (cf. Gen. 4:14; l2:l)' This

loss could be ameliorated if in the foreign land a family took up the new arrival as a

protectedcitizen(g0r),2therebyacceptingresponsibilityforhislegalprotection.The
,u*" 

"on""pt 
is fansferred to the divine sphere, where a person could hnd refuge in

the sanctuary of a given deity. In this way the right of asylum, which in Israel and the

entire ancient Near East was recognized as a legal institution, imposed limits on blood

revenge where the avenger of blood might have exercised his right unjustly' In the

"o*r" 
of Israel's history this right of asylum was circumscribed in different ways'

l. Before the priestiy Source. trgal prescriptions concerning this legal institution

without using the term miql@ are found in Ex. 21:13f. and Dt. 4:41-43; 19:l-13'

a. In connection with a number of crimes deserving the death penalty (Ex'21:,12-17),

the Covenant Code prescribes as a fundamental rule in Ex' 21:12-14 the death of the

murderer (v. 12). The exception involves the person who did not lie in wait for the

victim (;o4\,but rather caused the death as a result of God's (unfortunate) providence'

The place of asylum God appoints is circumscribed in a general fashion as a "place

to which he may flee" (v. f :1. fn the following verse, which denies the right of asylum

to the deceitful person, the place becomes more clearly recognizable as an altar, which

is why in this instance this ';place" is actually a sanctuary. Just who is to decide whether

the circumstances involve 'ideceit" or "treachery" remains open' Avengers of blood'

priests associated with the sanctuary, or community elders are all equally possible.

This corresponds approximately to I K. 1:50-53, where Adonijah flees to the altar

and is subsequently released home by Solomon, though the incident admittedly does

not involve the manslaughter case addressed in Ex. 2l:13. In contrast, the case ofJoab

involves unpunished murder (Abner, Amasa; cf. I K. 2:5), which is why his flight to

the altar does not save him. Because he refuses to leave the sanctuary' he is killed at

the altar (cf. I K. 2:28-34). This is the only example corresponding to the sense of Ex.

2l:l3f .

The place of asylum is left completely undetermined, which might reflect the early

conditions in Israel inasmuch as several sanctuaries (as was the case among other

peoples of the ancient Near East) could offer the fugitive protection.
^ 

U. nt. 19:1-13 arrd 4:41-43 describe the places of refuge as "cities to which the

manslayer Qa,e@)b= murderer and manslayer) can flee." The following elucidations

emerge in comparison with E;x- 21:l3f .:

1. These places are now cities rather than sanctuaries'

2. Their number is limited. Dt. 19 reckons initially with three cities, which in the

event of territorial expansion into west Jordan3 (vv. 8f.) are complemented by

three more (no names are mentioned)'

-+ )xl sa'al (II, 350-55, esp. 352).

-+ l:tl grir (I1,439-449, esp. 446f.).

Milgrom interprets this as an expansion o/West Jordan'

l.
2.
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3. The perpetrator's preceding attitude and behavior are taken into consideration
(Ex.2l mentions only what happens during the deed itself).

4. If the perpetrator is to be removed from the place of asylum, the ,,elders of his
city" are to function as adjudicators. In accordance with the task of the elders in
the legal investigation (cf. Dt. 2l:r-9;22:13-21;25:5-10), rhis refers to those
from the city from which the perpetrator fled.

5. The example offered is that of accidental death caused during the felling of trees,
though God's providence is no longer mentioned.

6. The distribution of places of refuge (Dt. l9:3) must guarantee that the perpetrator
can escape the avenger of blood within a reasonable period of time to avoid the
shedding of innocent blood.

7. Dt.4:41-43 (conclusion to the introductory address) mentions the three cities
Bezer, Ramoth, and Golan by name for the area east of the Jordan. This geo-
graphical distribution meets the requirements and offers refuge for the
Reubenites, Gadites, and Manassites.

The prescriptions of Deuteronomy show a more specific delineation of legal practice.
It doubtlessly corresponds better to the theological presupposition of the o* run"roury
in Jerusalem by speaking now of the city rather than or tn" ..place" 

lsanctuaryj.
However, this neither presupposes that the freedom of movement oithe person seeking
asylum was earlier restricted to the sanctuary, nor excludes the possibility that after the
judgment of his deed and after having been declared innocent the person had to remain
at the place of asylum (cf. the testimonies to innocence in the Psalms). The doubtlessly
secondary expansion to six cities leaves open the questionjust which ofthe three derive
from the earlier time. Since in my opinion in Josh. 20 the west Jordanian cities have
been added, it would be possible that the east Jordanian cities already enjoyed a longer
prehistory. This might be confirmed by the fact that as late as the period oithe monarchy
there were still several sanctuaries in the west Jordanian region of the kingdom, whill
none are attested for East Jordan. Since the places of refuge in East Jordan are dis-
tributed among the tribal areas, one suspects that Deuteronomy transferred an institution
associated with the eastern tribes onto the promised land itself when in the course of
centralization a corresponding organization became pressing in West Jordan as well.
Unfoftunately, the biblical traditions contain no corresponding examples from concrete
daily life. As far as language is concemed, Dt.4:41-43 is doubtlessly dependent on Dt.
19 and is to be viewed as more recent.

2. In the Priestly Source. The biblical texts employing the term miqlat belong to the
tradition of the Priestly Source or are dependent upon it.

a. The language of Josh.20f. resembles that of Dt. 19 inasmuch as the unintentional
element is circumscribed by the expressions "unwittingly" and ..having 

had no enmity
against him in times past [yesterday and three days ago].', Furthermore, the city elders
function in the role of adjudicators. This additional element fits with Israel's legal
customs beginning with the land allotment and thus might reflect actual law. The
fugitive is to explain his legal case to the elders at the city gate, who take him into
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protective custody, give him a place to stay, and protect him against the avenger of
blood (vv. 4f.).

b. Nu. 35 offers the full text, even though the cities themselves are not mentioned

by name. Lack of intentionality is designated by the term i"gdg6, "inadvertence,"

which P uses in the case of unwitting transgressions (e.g., l-ev. 4; Nu. l5). Most

noticeable here is the significance of the congregation,a before whose judgment the

asylum seeker must stand. At the same time, the sojourn of the manslayer in the city

is fixed as the time "until the death of the high priest" (vv.25,28), a period which can

also not be shonened by a ransom paymetlt (l<dper). Nu. 35: 16-18 excludes the possi-

bility of manslaughter when a normally lethal instrument is used. The three cities of
asylum beyond the Jordan and in the land of Canaan (v. 14) are not mentioned by

name. According to Nu. 35:15 these prescriptions apply equally to Israelites, strangers

(ger), and sojourners (tiid\, whereas Josh- 20:9 mentions only strangers'

c. The statements in 1 Ch.6:42,52(57,67) addnothing substantively new concerning

the term miqlal, since the list of Levitical cities merely designates Hebron and Shechem

as cities of asylum.
As far as the significance of the "congregation" in the evaluation of the appropriate-

ness of granting asylum is concemed, one should consider the larger context involving

its task in adjudication in Israel. Dt. 17:8-13 foresees the possibility that a local court

might turn to the place chosen by God when the legal case before it seems too difficult
(Dt. l7:8). There "the trvitical priests" and "the judge" are to deliver the binding

verdict..Since here, too, more precise information concerning actual legal practice is

lacking, one suspects that the royal judge of the earlier period was secondarily super-

seded by the Levitical priests,s or that the two possibilities existed simultaneously. The

second possibility is supported by references in the Psalms which both presuppose

royal adjudication (cf. Pss. 72:1; 122:5, and others) and reckon with priestly decisions

(cf. the asseverations of innocence and the accompanying rituals). That one's enduring

place in the cultic community (edil depends on such judgment is doubtlessly the case

concerning the sacral sphere (cf. Pss. 15;24), and may also have applied to other legal

situations (cf. Ps. 1:5). In any event, Nu. 35 tries to preserve for the congregation such

powers of decision at the central sanctuary. It provides for the return of the innocent

person to the place of asylum he has sought out (v. 25).

It is commensurate with the orientation of P to associate an act of atonement with

inadvertent transgressions as well. This is apparently how P interprets the obligation

of the manslayer to remain at the place of asylum until the death of the high priest. A

corresponding penitential sum is thus designated as a ransom, but is rejected as an

actual substirute (Nu. 35:32). The final cessation of obligation is not justified. The

widespread assumption that the death of the high priest was associated in the postexilic

period with an amnesty (comparable to the change in kings) might have played a part.

Since ttre ancient Near East also attests the notion that an asylum seeker was obligated

4. -+i119'ed6.
5. Cf., e.g., G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), l17f'
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to serve in the sanctuary, it is conceivable that after the judgment of the central
congregation P considered the fugitive obligated to the high priest until the high priest's
death.6

The number and actual significance of the cities of refuge must remain a largely
open question. Given the present understanding of biblical sources, one must assume
that the number grew from three to six in the course of transmission, since Nu. 35:14
is the first to present the six cities in a linguistically unified form. The enumeration in
Dt. 4:43 is probably not dependent on Josh. 20:g, since the formulation of Josh. 20:g
presupposes the notion of appointing @n!an) Lrvitical cities from tribal areas, while
Dt.4:43 speaksof setting apart(hibdtl)placesof refugeformembersof specifictribes.
On the other hand, concerning the west Jordanian cities Josh. 20:7 attests a similar
notion of setting aparr (htqdti) three cities, chosen not according to tribal area, but
rather according to geographical location. This is also the only occurrence of the
designation 'ara hammfi'a/d, "designated cities," for the places of refuge. we are thus
dealing here with an independent tradition which was later considerably reworked in
light of Nu. 35. All these findings are probably best explained by assuming thar two
originally independent traditions concerning places ofrefuge and hence also differing
legal customs were later combined and to a certain extent harmonized. The fact that
the recognizable elements of legal practice fit relatively easily into the legal institutions
of Israel already known to us militates against the opinion that these are merely
theoretical legal postulates.

III. Summary. Although the term miqldt emerges rather late in the biblical tradition,
i'e., in the postexilic period, it nonetheless picks up an older legal institution with which
Israel sought to protect from blood revenge the manslayer who acted without malicious
intent. Because this situation could involve misuse, the elders as the local bearers of
justice and the priestly court of the central sanctuary were called upon to carry out
their own responsibility, namely, that of excluding from asylum the intentional murderer
and ofpreventing the avenger ofblood from exercising revenge in the case ofgenuinely
unintentional slaying. The biblical traditions offer neither consistent nor contradictory
accounts' so that one recognizes less the concrete implementation of these laws than
the theological concern with having justice predominate even when it is threatened by
human passions.

IV. Lxx. The LXX renders miqtdt with phygadeutdrion (14 times), and in isolated
instances with kataphygiS and phygddion. In Josh. 2l:27,32 it translates verbally with
aphorizein.

Schmid

6. Cfl H. Cazelles, review of OfS, 9 (1951) , W 2 (t952),380.
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Contents: I. L Meaning; 2. Etymology and Ancient Near East; 3. LXX; 4. Occurrences. II.

OT Usage.

l. l. Meaning. The Hebrew subst. ,zo-r (m,r) refers in the OT to myrrh, i.e., to the

resin of the terebinth Commiphora abessinica from southern Arabia, which occurs

both as a solid and as a liquid.l Although in the ancient Near East myrrh also played

a significant role as a healing substance2 or was used in mummification (cf. Jn.

l9:39f.), the OT mentions it only as a substance used in connection with incense and

fragrance.

2. Etymology and Ancient Near East. The bitter taste of myrrh suggests deriving the

noun from the verb mrr I.3 An analogous term occurs in Ugaritic.a In all three Ugaritic

occurrences5 mr occurs in connection with imn. According to Mitchell Dahood,6 this

suggests proximity to Est.2:12. Akkadian attests murru I with the meaning "bittemess"

next to "myrrh."7 Syriac Mandaic attests mfird', Arabic murtr arrd Old South Arabic

mrt.8 lJncefiain occurrences include a reading in Imperial Aramaic mwr'e as well as

one in Neo-Punic.l0 A paleo-Canaanite occurrence for mu-ur-ra is also attested.ll In

KAI, 16l,8,wefind mrdr, presumably with the meaning "myrrh drops" as an equivalent

to Heb. mor-d"rilr Egyptian attestations for myrrh include 'ntyvv.tz There it is used in

mor G. W. van Beek, "Frankincense and Myrrh," 8A,23 (196/0),69-95 = E. F Campbell

and D. N. Freedman, eds., BA Readcr 2 (1961, repr. Winona Lake, 1975), 99-126; H. Frehen,
..Mynhe,,' BLz, llSg; R. K. Harrison, Healing Herbs of the Bible (kiden, 1966), 45t;
G. Krinetzki, Kommentar zum Hohcnlied. BETI. 16 (l98l} E. Ldw, Die Flora der Juden, Ul
(Menna, 1926), 299-311; H. N. and A. L. Moldenke , Plants of the Bible. Chronica Botanica, 28

(New York, 1952), 82-84; G. E. Post and J. E. Dinsmore, Flora of Syria, Palestine and sinai
(Beirfi,2lg32l33),1,284;G. Ryckmans, "De I'or(?)' de I'encens et de la myrrhe," RB, 58 (1951),

372-76; A. Steier, "Myrrha," PW, XWI (1933), 1134-1146l. A. van der waL Planten uit de Bibel
(Amsterdam, 21982), 5l-53 (exrensive bibliog.); M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (New York,

1982).

1. For a more detailed description, cf. van Beek; Steier'

2. Cf., among others, EA, 269,16f .; probably also Mk. l5:23.
3. Blz,455f.
4. Cf. RS4 I, III,78.
5. KTU. 4.14,2,8, 15; KTU, 4.91, t6; UT 173:22.

6. M. Dahood,Ilgaritic-Hebrew Philology. BietOr 17 (1965)' 65.

7. AHw, ll (1972), 676.
8. Ct. HAI- II (1995), 630.
9. C/S, III, 147 AB4 =AP,73,4.
10. Cherchel, ll,8; DISO, 145.
ll. Cf. EA, 269,l6f.;25:IY 51.
12. Cf. the plentiful Egyptian equivalents in WbAS, VI, 107.
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mummification as an embalming substance, in connection with incense13 as a censing
substance in the cult, and as a medicinal healing substance.la Myrrh also occurs in
Egyptian in connection with love poetry.ls This further conrrms the proximity of
Egyptian love poetry to canticles noted in other contexts (see discussion betow;.-

The word has not been attested thus far in the eumran writings.

3. IXX. The LXX renders mdr as krtinikos or krokos in Prov. 7:17 , as staktE in Cant.
l:13, and as smlrnikos in Est. 2:l2.other occurrences use smfrna, as is the case in
Sir. 24:15, which lacks a Hebrew equivalent. The term myron is not used for mdr bfi
rather for.izn.

4. occurrences. The term m6r occurs I I times in the or in the singula r: Ex. 30:23;
Ps.45:9(Eng. v. 8); Prov. 7:17l'Cant.l:13;3:6;4:6,14;5:1,5,13; Est.2:l2.The targum
on Ex. 30:23 uses mwr' and myr'.16

II. OT Usage. The concentration of occurrences in Canticles is striking, specifi-
cally within the so-called "descriptive songs" (Cant.4:6;5:13; probably atso t:13;
4:14) and the so-called "experience account" (5:5). References to myrrh are clearly
part of the language of love both on the side of the woman (l:13;5:13) and on that
of the man (4:6,14;5:l). In these texts rudracquires the status of a symbol. cant.
4:12-5:l extols the beloved as a locked garden, mentioning m6r as one precious
growth among many others (e.g., frankincense and aloe). These are not to be taken
as images for individual bodily parts, but rather underscore metaphorically the
emphasis on splendor, since gardens of the kind described here were unknown in
Palestine, and thus considered something quite extraordinary. According to 5:1, the
garden does not remain locked, and the lover gains access to it. His partaking of the
garden is expressed by his gathering myrrh and spices and drinking honey, wine,
and milk, images representing the pleasures of love. Cant. I :13; 4:6 are possibly
corresponding verses. In a fashion analogous to l:3, the woman describes her
beloved in l:13 as a fragrant bag of mynh (ser6r hammor) between her breasts,
alluding to the custom of applying fragrances, including myrrh, between one's
breasts.lT The song describing the beloved woman in Cant.4:l-7 speaks in v.6 of
the mountain of myrrh and hill of frankincense to which the lover yearns to go.

13. -+ irD) Ppdna (Yn,44147).

. . 14' \ Germer, 'lMyrrhe," l,ex/ig, rv (1982), 275f.; on the peculiar association of the dead
king and myrrh, cf. H. Grapow, vergleichc und andcre bildliche'Ausdriicke im Agyptisrnrr. io,2lllf. (1920, repr. 1983), 147.

15. S. Schott, ed., Altiigyptische Debeslieder (Zuich,2l950), 50, gg, 90, and passim.
16. Cf' G' H. Dalman, Aramiiisch-neuhebrriisches Handwdnerbuch zu Targum, Tatmud und

Midrasch (31938, repr. Hildesheim, 1967), 229; cf. there also rnwry.
17. On the notion of the l9y9r as fragrant breast adornment, cf. H. Schmtik el, Heilige Hochzeit

und Hoheslied. AKM,32ll ( 1956), l0lf., who adduces similar references in the Tamiruz liturgy;
on the possible "rhyme" ser6r hammd6, see L. Krinetzki, Das Hohe Lied. KBAN| egil),55.
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Contra Gillis Gerleman,ls who considers this a literary topos, these two expresslons

should on the basis of the preceding verses as well as 1:12 be understood as

references to the breasts of thi beloved.le Cant.4:6 need not be an insertion, since

the desire to be close to the woman can very easily have emerged from the preceding

description. In 5:13, the woman compares the lips (moustache?) of her beloved with
.,lilies distilling liquid mynh."20 The same expression is also found in 5:5, where

the woman describes hei own hands as dripping with myrrh' Contra Wilhelm

Rudolph,szr suggestion that the lover smeared dripping myrrh on the door latch, the

verb itp indicates that her hands were already rubbed with myrrh22 (cf. also the

prep. ;al). one must admittedly still ask whether here, too, m6r ('6b€r) does not

refer to the woman's passionate yearning'

Cant.3:6-10,intheformofachoralsong,describesaweddingprocession.In
addition to frankincense and fragrant powders, myrrh is also mentioned as a censing

substance.23 According to Est. i:12, mynh along with other substances served the

beautification of the royal concubines before they went in to Ahasuerus. This text

accordingly stands in a certain proximity to the occurrences in Canticles' Ps' 45:9(8)

describes tire clothes of the royaibridegroom with references to myrrh, aloe, and cassia,

probably alluding to their fragrance. Here, too, m6r is used in connection with the

i*goug" of weddings and love. The completely positive language of love attested in

tfre-previous texts is reversed in Prov. 7:17, although the erotic evocation is maintained:

a married woman entices a young man to sleep with her by referring to her bed, which

she has perfumed with mynh, aloes, and cinnamon. "Her words here strongly recall

the desciption of the bed at the sacred wedding as well as the invitation of the ancient

Near Easiem love-goddess to the wedding celebration"'24

Whereas in these texts mor is consistently used in secular contexts (at most Ps' 45

might yet exhibit a theological orientation2s) , Ex. 30:23 belongs to the cultic sphere'

noUaUty reflecting postexilic custom,26 Ex.30:22-33 gives instructions for producing

the sacred anointing oil, which includes in addition to cinnamon, calamus, cassia, and

olive oil also myrrh (mdr-d"rdr).
Finally, in wisdom's self-commendation the fragrance of myrrh again is taken as

the supeiior point of comparison for other fragrances (Sir. 24:20).

It becomei clear that in all these texts the lerm mor is associated with something
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extraordinary and beautiful. Myrrh is counted among the precious things reserved for
extraordinary things or ideas (anointing oil, wisdom), events (weddings), and people
(the beloved), something whose fragrance makes these things even more attractive and
more precious. The term,mdr does not, however, exhibit any special theological
significance.
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